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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
This thesis is based on the research conducted by the author 
when assigned by the National Foundation for Educational Research 
to take operational charge of the project entitled 'The Teacher's 
Day'.
The chief purpose of the project was to obtain a systematic, 
objective account of the work performed by teachers in the course 
of their job* Such a study had never been undertaken in this 
country, and a critical review of related research in other coun­
tries, mostly the U.S.A., revealed deficiencies in conceptual and 
practical approaches which made it essential to carry out a feasi­
bility exercise: the aim of this exercise was to find the best way 
to, first, secure the co-operation of teachers and, then, observe 
and record their work.
It was concluded from this methodological investigation that 
the type of research envisaged was, indeed, feasible, and a main 
project followed in which records were collected of the work of 
129 teachers of junior children, in 66 schools in the County of 
Surrey. The procedures entailed direct observation and systematic 
recording by independent (NFER) observers during school hours, 
while the teachers themselves recorded the professional activities 
they undertook in out-of-school hours - on schooldays, weekends 
and days in holiday periods.
The resulting data provided a description, in quantitative and 
qualitative terms, of the work of teachers generally, and the 
evidence was further examined for differences in teaching days 
associated with teacher, school and class, characteristics. It 
was suggested that the findings would be of considerable practical 
value to student teachers and their tutors, and could also illu­
minate various aspects of school management. Finally, both the 
methodological approach to direct observation in schools and the 
findings regarding the teacher's activities in and out of school 
might provide valuable pointers towards future research concerning 
the teacher and his professional role.
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1 SECTION I
THE NEED FOR A DESCRIPTION OF THE TEACHER'S WORK
Background and Objective
Innumerable books, articles and speeches about educational topics 
have taken as their theme the crucial role played by the teacher: the 
skills he needs, the methods he adopts, the approaches he applies - 
these are considered vital conponents of the classroom situation 
because they are thought to have a great influence on how and what 
pupils learn# However, despite this extensive lip-service paid to the 
importance of the teacher's role, how much of what has been written and 
spoken by educationists has been based on solid, objective evidence of 
what teachers actually do?
To declare that one should first find out what happens in schools 
before pronouncing on what is right or wrong about those happenings 
would no doubt be regarded as a statement of the obvious, yet systematic, 
objective descriptions of the realities of teachers* work are extremely 
hard to come by, for the simple reason that they have rarely been 
undertaken (at least, in this country)# Admittedly, there have been a 
few accounts of a subjective nature, often fictionalized, about a tea­
cher's personal experiences, and some of these have indeed provided 
interesting background material, but they can hardly be regarded as the 
kind of data on which to build an objective appraisal of the teacher's 
professional job.
With such a dearth of facts available, one cannot help wondering how 
the countless commentaries referred to above came to be written; perhaps 
it is this semi-farcical kind of situation that has not only produced 
the many conflicting views among theorists about how teachers ought to 
perform their professional roles, but also engendered the antagonism of 
a large number of classroom practitioners towards those they sarcasti­
cally label 'educational experts', pundits whose actual classroom ex­
perience is thought to be very limited and whose approach to educational 
problems is regarded as quite unrealistic (NFER, 1966, p. 7-8)#
It was against this background that, at a conference convened in 
1967 by the National Foundation for Educational Research, to discuss 
Research into Teachers and Teacher Education (Cane 1968), many views 
were expressed to the effect that educational research should include 
among its immediate future proposals a programme of enquiry into the 
role and work of teachers; and as part of this programme, it was
suggested that an investigation be undertaken concerning 'The Teacher's 
Day®.^
The basic, primary objective of the project was:
To make an objective, quantitative and qualitative description 
of the professional work of teachers, in and out of school, 
throughout the academic year.
Value of the Project
General. The overall purpose of the project was to come to grips 
with the realities of the teacher's everyday routine. In the conclud­
ing chapter of a most perceptive account of classroom life - published 
soon after the NFER project began - Jackson wrote; 'The understanding 
and tactics of the learning theorist and the human engineer are of less 
potential value to the practising educator than is commonly assumed ... 
It will also be argued that the perspective of the clinical-oriented 
psychologist ... is of limited value in understanding much of what 
happens between the morning bell and dismissal. A new look at teaching, 
if there is to be one, seems to require us to move up close to the 
phenomena of the teacher's world' (Jackson, 1968, p.159). Such a state­
ment, although written independently, might well have been penned by 
the researchers involved in the 'Teacher's Day* project, for it exp­
ressed the major part of the rationale that motivated them.
Apart from the general need for a systematic, objective study which 
would provide a realistic context within which subsequent educational 
theory might be developed, there were several specific issues that it 
was hoped would be illuminated by the project:
1. Teacher Education. Teachers have frequently expressed their 
irritation with lecturers in training departments and colleges because 
they feel that these lecturers are unrealistic in the advice they give 
to students. Many teachers regard this advice as quite out of touch 
with routine classroom work, and although most teachers would not deny 
that students should be led to think adventurously about their profess­
ional work, the concern of teachers, nevertheless, may be focussed on
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the need for training to be aligned more closely with the problems of 
the schools and the nature of the teaching job itself (Sane, 1968, p.11;
j ' '
Cane and Schroeder, 1970, p.24, 63; Willey and Maddison, 1971, p.20-22). 
The same concern has indeed been frequently expressed by students them­
selves, and in particular by probationary teachers during that difficult 
and often exhausting critical year when, with no protection from tutor 
or college, they are for the first time faced with a full teaching time­
table, complete classes, and the same responsibilities that teachers of 
many years' experience are asked to discharge (Bolam, 1971; Taylor and 
Dale, 1971, p.32-38; James, 1972, p.20-21).
An analysis of the teacher's work, conducted objectively and in full 
consultation with the teaching profession, ought to help teacher-trainers 
to place their work more directly in the school context. The enphasis 
and balance within the training programme might be re-examined in the 
light of such an analysis, and the findings of the enquiry could be
. 1 J t
!®fed into® the college course at appropriate points.
2. Non-professional tasks. There will probably always be controversy 
concerning the status enjoyed by teachers in society and the responsibi­
lities that they, as professional people, should be expected to exercise, 
but few would deny the importance of making the most effective use of 
their professional skills and experience. There have been few attenpts 
(and none in this country) to establish the areas of professional comp­
etence for teachers as distinct from non-professional duties (Willey and 
Maddison, 1971, p.20), yet at one teachers® conference after another, 
speakers réfer to the waste involved in making professionally-trained 
staff carry out routine and mechanical jobs which,while possibly neces­
sary acconpanimants to the teacher^'s work, need little skill or training 
in their execution.
Doubtless, teachers will differ about what constitutes professional 
and non-professional work, but almost certainly they would welcome any 
measure which, as long as it did not undermine their professional stand­
ing, increased their capacity to concentrate on those aspects they regard 
as central to their professional role (Plowden, 1967, p.328). The form 
any such assistance might take, particularly where teacher-helpers (anc- 
illaries or auxiliaries) are concerned, has been a matter of dispute for 
some time, but the first step must surely be to analyse the teacher's 
work, in order to identify those tasks that teachers complain of as wast­
eful of their expertise, and to see to what extent they affect his daily 
routine. This was one of the objectives of the proposed research.
3. Innovation in schools, a) Re-organization; during the last few 
years, the school system has been increasingly subjected to proposals 
for change in organization both across and within schools. First 
schools, middle schools, secondary re-organization, team teaching,fam­
ily grouping, integrated day, de-streaming - these are a few of the pro­
posals that must alter to some extent the pattern of work required of 
the teacher, b) Curriculum content; at all school levels, teachers 
are being asked to introduce new features into schoolwork. Sometimes 
these entail a new approach to a subject already on the time-table, 
sometimes it is a case of one subject replacing another, sometimes it 
is an additional subject that is suggested, or an extension of an exist­
ing subject; and any of such proposed changes will probably involve 
new materials, new media and perhaps new teaching methods, all of which 
may in their turn affect assessment or examination techniques,
c) Technical equipment; the range and scope of mechanical aids available 
to the teacher have expanded remarkably and rapidly during the last ten 
years. Radios, strip projectors, cine projectors, tape recorders, tele­
vision, programming machines, language laboratories, video recorders - 
there seems no end to the stream of new equipment, all of which may 
bring pressures on teachers to introduce new teaching techniques, and 
all affecting the kind of work he performs each day.
These far-reaching reforms (many, apparently, to occur at the same 
time) have been and are being advocated with considerable and increasing 
force, yet scant regard has been paid to the problems entailed in absor­
bing the innovations into the practical situations currently existing in 
schools (Stukat, 1970). Very little assessment, if any, has been made 
of whether teachers and schools can cope with so many simultaneous 
changes nor of the effect these pressures may have on teachers and pup­
ils (Cane and Schroeder, 1970, p.49-54). As one Primary Head said to 
the writer, "Id's all very well.saying I should add French to the time­
table, but therJ's a limit to the school day. If French goes in, what 
comes out? We doil't have enough time as it is, trying to keep up with 
all the latest fads”.
Again, the advocacy of technical aids and even their installation 
does not ensure their use. For example, the existence of a television 
set, tape recorder, etc., in a school is not a true indication of their 
contribution to innovation, for one has to ascertain whether the tea­
chers can and do take advantage of the equipment in their daily pract­
ice. If a school purchases an overhead projector or a set of new pro­
ject materials, but the equipment has to be shared among several depart­
ments, more problems may be created than solved by the advent of these 
aids, with the physical difficulty of sharing being augmented by the 
possible disputes and resentments resulting from the inevitable division 
of resources.
Thus these overall pressures for change may produce either a mere 
illusion of change or an actual change that is in fact harmful (to tea­
cher performance, staff morale and subsequently pupil behaviour). Yet 
many of these problems might be averted if we knew more about the 
practicalities of a teacherf's working day, and such knowledge would 
help in deciding where, when, how and even if, innovations should be 
introduced.
4. Inter-communication in the profession. The staff of a Secondary 
school will often be heard commenting forcefully on the ignorance of 
their pupils and the inadequacy of the teaching in the Primary schools 
those children had attended. Primary teachers, after being visited by 
former pupils now at the Secondary school, wonder whether all their 
previous work has gone to waste. The Infant teacher thinks that the 
Grammar school, with pupils who can look after themselves and class 
sizes rarely over 30, must be a haven of retreat. And while the P.E. 
teacher in the Secondary school regards with envy his colleagues who 
have no practices or matches to supervise after school or on Saturdays, 
the Sixth Form English teacher woefully ponders on the inordinate amount 
of marking he has to cope with.
The ignorance of one group of teachers concerning the working life 
of another group stems from their isolation from each other, first in 
their initial training, later in their daily school routines. Only a 
minority of teachers have in their careers experienced working in sev­
eral different areas of the educational scene, and so there is a cont­
inuing lack of inter-communication that encourages misunderstanding and 
dissension. One cannot expect teachers in one field of education to be 
familiar with the specialized skills and techniques required of teachers 
in Other fields, but an appreciation of the demands made upon other tea­
chers would contribute towards a sense of common professional purpose, 
insofar as each group of teachers might see how others assisted in the 
continuing process of every chiIc^'s education. The proposed project, 
by analysing the jobs of different types of teacher, hoped to stimulate 
an awareness of the different kinds of work involved and thus help in 
professional inter-communication.
5. Research methodology. The project objectives mentioned above were 
concerned with the eventual description of the teacher's work, i.e. the 
findings of the proposed job analysis. One important objective was re­
lated to the methodology to be used in the research itself. It was ant­
icipated that the procedures to be adopted during the course of the pro­
ject might involve observations in classrooms and schools, and it was 
hoped that the experience gained in trying out different observational 
techniques would contribute usefully to future research methodology in 
this field. This final objective - the development of a research met­
hodology - was in fact the paramount aim of the first stage of the total 
project, and it was only as a result of the satisfactory attainment of 
this objective that the rest of the project could go forward.
Interested Parties
The NFER is an organization that depends for its financial existence 
on a wide range of outside bodies, and while it reserves to itself the. 
right to conduct research independently and iapartially, it cannot in­
dulge in researches which are mere academic exercises: projects should 
as far as possible aim to produce meaningful and intelligible reports’ 
that can be of positive value to those groups (whether represented on 
the NFER's Board of Management or not) who have a close interest in 
educational matters. These considerations were particularly important 
to the researchers engaged on the Teaching Day Project, for they were 
concerned with an area of enquiry that was virtually unexplored, and 
questions about the direction the research should take or where emphasis 
should be placed were influenced by the knowledge that there were certain 
groups whom the researchers conceived as having a close, practical inte­
rest in the project's possible findings.
The groups with a particular interest in a project about teachers' 
work conprise the following: 1) the teachers themselves and their
Professional Associations, 2) Student teachers and the Colleges and 
Departments of Education which are responsible for their training and 
education, 3) the administrative authorities who are the immediate 
enployers of teachers, 4) the rate-paying public who provide the funds 
for education generally, and 5) the parents of the children being 
taught. From the researchers' point of view, it was of great value to 
know how these groups might see the issues involved and what aspects 
they would like the research to illuminate.
71. The teacherso Tnside the schools. Heads and assistant teachers 
have different but related viewpoints. The Head is the intermediary 
between the local government office and the parents on the one hand, and 
the teachers on the other. The teachers are public servants responsible 
to the education authority and the public, but the Head is the 'School 
Manager"' through whom the responsibility is channelled. The Head's 
principal concerns are those of day-to-day school management; the deplo­
yment and use of his staff, and the demands from outside the school.
His concern for the teaching day will be in terms of whether the work 
gets done, whether the buildings permit it, and whether the teachers can 
cope. He will be interested in whether 'teaching days' differ from one 
school or teacher to another, and what such variations can teach him in 
terms of new solutions to his management job.
His staff, however, are likely to put more stress on their working 
c onditions and the problems that they face in the classroom. Assistant 
teachers will ask whether the size of a class, the variety of pupils in 
the school, or the special responsibilities of staff, have consequences 
for the pattern of teaching days found. Does a teacher of an unstreamed 
class have a more difficult organization task than a teacher of a trad­
itional, streamed class? Does the layout of a school affect the kind 
and number of supervision duties a teacher is asked to do? How do the 
circumstances of teachers affect the amount of preparation that they 
can do? The classroom teacher^'s chief concern will be that those who 
control school policy and expenditure and those who train teachers should 
recognise the difficulties and appreciate the problems encountered by 
the practitioner. If a study of the teaching day could achieve this 
outcome, the teacher would be content to support it.
The Professional Associations, although interested in the whole of 
the educational spectrum, are specifically and primarily concerned with 
the working conditions, salaries and professional status of their members.
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As a consequence, they will be interested in a study of the teacher's 
job in two ways, one general and one specific; obviously they are inter­
ested generally in any attempt being made to assemble a descriptive 
account of the job their members perform; but they also pay close atten­
tion to the specific and vexed issue regarding the introduction into 
schools of f'teacher-assistant^'. While the Associations support sugg­
estions for the elimination of the non-professional tasks undertaken by 
teachers - for such elimination increases the effective utilization of
teacher talent and training, and also improves the image of the teacher 
as a professional person - they are anxious lest non-professional assis­
tants are used to encroach u pon the teacherf's professional territory, 
counterbalance a teacher shortage and thereby undermine any bargaining 
power wielded by the Associations in their negotiations with teacherS'* 
employers.
An objective description of the teacher's work, defining and detail­
ing the various tasks that teachers perform, would appear to be an esse­
ntial piece of evidence to be taken into consideration before decisions 
are made about which of these tasks should or could be undertaken by non­
professional assistants.
2. Students and their tutors. Like trainees in any profession, stu­
dent teachers will wish to know as much as possible about all aspects of 
the career they have chosen to pursue, and the everyday life and routine 
entailed in their selected job will loom large as a feature of great 
personal and professional interest to them. Both quantitative and qual­
itative detail of the kind of experiences they will encounter and of the 
roles they will be expected to play will be of paramount importance, and 
they will want the information they receive on these points to be firmly 
rooted in actual rather than theoretical situations. School leavers and 
others who might be planning a career in teaching will also take great 
interest in these somewhat mundane but vital features so closely connected 
with a future vocation.
While tutors and lecturers in Colleges and Departments of Education 
may wish to imbue their students with a wider perspective about their 
future tasks, and try to stress the theoretical aspects of the educational 
encounters between teachers and pupils, they also would want to marry the 
theoretical to the practical, to give their teaching substance and supp­
ort. Much criticism has of late been levelled at the lack of practical 
guidance in college courses, but most course-planners would welcome any 
opportunity that helped flavour teacher education with the essence of 
school and classroom life (Morrison and McIntyre, 1970, p.73; James,
1972, p.20).
For students and their tutors, therefore, both the general overview 
of the teacherf's work and the specific details of daily teacher-pupil 
contact would be of fundamental in^ortance.
3. The administrative authorities (the LEAs). A local government 
authority discharges its educational responsibilities through the medium
of its Education Committee, and this Committee in its turn appoints an 
Education Officer to administer the operation of the school system in 
the locality. This educational administrator, as the servant of his 
County or Borough Council, is sensitive to public opinion and parental 
criticism, but he must also take into account the different approaches 
of the many Heads in his area. Whilst he must'isee that the decisions 
of his Education Committee are carried out within the budget allowed, 
he must also advise the Committee in their decision-making; to do this, 
he must know a great deal about the operation of his schools and the 
various educational issues involved. In this executive role, he will 
find a detailed objective account of the teaching day of considerable 
assistance; not only will this account reveal new ways of making more 
effective use of the talents of the teaching staffs, but it will also 
help his Advisory Staff to consider the implications for teaching prac­
tices of new curriculum developments and reorganization schemes. As a 
realist, the Chief Education Officer will appreciate that no policy 
change can progress further than the teachers can take it; this is not 
just a question of teacher attitudes, but perhaps more significantly a 
question of the realities of the working situation,
4. The public. The general public has a dusty image of schooldays 
long ago, of teachers who start work at 9, finish at 4 and have much 
longer holidays than anyone else)) As ratepayers, the public will susp­
ect that teachers get away with a great deal, that they have a relatively 
easy life, and are always demanding ever increasing expenditure on 
schools in the form of higher pay for teachers, or more elaborate build­
ings and equipment. The public will have an eye to value for money, and 
may see education as a bottomless pool into which the coins are thrown, 
at the same time suspecting that seldom is there sufficient return. In 
short, while the teacher sees school effectiveness in terms of the diff­
iculties of the working situation, the public see school effectiveness
in terms of possibly wasteful expenditure. From this angle, a study of 
teacher^* work may be seen as an examination of how the money is spent; 
it would also become a means of giving the public a greater understanding 
of what the teaching job entails and in the process may modify some pop­
ular stereotypes of the teacher)* s day.
5. The parents. The parents of pupils being taught are outside the 
school, but in a sense have a special involvement with it. They will be
synç)athetic to the inprovement of the school situation in all matters 
that affect the welfare of their own children, but equally, they will 
not hesitate to condemn the school if they suspect that the school is 
failing their offspring# They will demand to know why Johnny cannot do 
arithmetic or read the primer; they will listen to their ^children, or 
to local rumours, and wonder if the teaching is really up to scratch; 
they will criticise the school in their new home district for being dif­
ferent from the one in their old home district; they will dislike the 
inflexibility of the Head; they will also recognise the enormity of the 
teacher*s task; how can you possibly cope with forty other children like 
mine? For the parents, a study of the teacher(*s work will reveal some 
answers to these questions and may help them see how they can work con­
structively with the school staff.
BEGINNING THE PROJECT.
With the stage set for the project to begin, i.e. knowing what its 
overall purpose was, what its value might be and whom it might serve, 
the real research problems began, and these can be summed up in one que­
stion; was it in fact possible to obtain the systematic, objective des­
cription of the teacher** s work that was being sought? This basic quest­
ion focussed attention on two principal issues; 1) the method or meth­
ods to be used to obtain the description, and 2) the likelihood or 
otherwise of teacher participation in the project.
The resolution of both these issues was fundamental to the success 
of the whole project, but neither could be resolved without a prelimin­
ary study to examine the options open to the researchers. This study 
took the form of a feasibility exercise and was pursued over a period of 
about nine months. However, at the outset of the exercise a review of 
research was undertaken in order to discover whether other research work­
ers had investigated in this or similar fields of enquiry, and, if so, 
to see if any of the procedures used might be adopted or adapted for 
use in ‘'The Teacher* 6  ^project.
In the event, the review evolved into a critical appraisal of past 
research and directed the * Teacher‘s Day* researchers towards a ration­
ale for approaching their own project. It was within the framework of 
this rationale that the feasibility study was conducted, and for this 
reason the next section in this report - which reviews previous and re­
lated research - discusses the topic within that same framework, rather 
than as a straightforward inventory of past research.
MSECTION II 
PREVIOUS RESEARCH - A CRITICAL REVIEW
A. TEACHER CO-OPERATION
The goodwill of schools and teachers towards researchers in any 
planned project is something that has to be carefully cultivated and 
assiduously nourished; it does not exist as a naturally occurring 
phenomenon, nor does it suddenly appear out of thin air; it can be 
very easily destroyed by any discourtesy, indifference or arrogance 
displayed by researchers (NFER, 1966, p.7-9). Teachers are no less 
sensitive about their work, their conditions and their performance 
than are other employees (possibly more sensitive), and matters of 
social relationships between teachers and researchers are of suff­
icient irrçiort in both the short and the long term to warrant their 
being placed high on the list of priorities in any set of research 
procedures.
Unfortunately, some researchers have assumed as a right the 
accessibility of schools, teachers and pupils to their investigat­
ions, and have alienated many teachers through this rather arrogant, 
even bulldozing, approach. The typical questions posed by so many 
teachers who are asked to participate in any research project - 
*What good will it do?', *Whom is it going to help apart from the 
researchers in their careers?' - these questions do not necessarily 
reflect hostility to research as such; rather, they reveal the acc­
umulated suspicion of researchers* motives (Cane & Schroeder, 1970, 
p.54). Often, such suspicion is justified, insofar as the researcher 
simply wants to use the intended data as a means to an academic qua­
lification or a book or a journal article that will enhance his per­
sonal, professional reputation; and subsequent researchers, possibly 
with the most altruistic of motives and a sincere belief in the 
value of their work to education, find themselves confronted at the 
outset with a hostility from teachers that is really the aftermath 
of the poor inpression previous researchers have made on teachers.
All educational researchers ought to be aware of these problems, 
but very little attention has in fact been paid in the past to the 
methods of obtaining and retaining teacher co-operation in research 
projects. Even the 'Handbook of Research on Teaching' (Gage, 1963) - 
an otherwise excellent source of inestimable value to educational
researchers - contains no chapter or section on the problem and no 
mention in its index; Flanders (1964) is one of the few who have 
considered the matter important enough to record recommended proce­
dures for establishing teacher-researcher rapport, and in his various 
writings Jackson has shown himself fully aware of the issues involved 
(1965, 1968). It is a sobering thought that, as in several other 
aspects relevant to school and classroom problems, sociological 
investigators appear to be much more alive than educationists to 
these essential *human* issues regarding the conduct of research 
(e.g. French, 1953, p.108-113 and 123-125; Likert and Lippitt, 1953, 
p.602-643; Selltiz et al, 1959, p.217; Smith and Geoffrey, 1968, p.9; 
Parlett and Hamilton, 1972, p.26). The Teacher*s Day project, des­
cribed later in this thesis, considered the subject of teacher co­
operation and teacher-researcher relationships crucial to all sub­
sequent procedures adopted, and devoted much time and thought to an 
examination of the topic.
Bo PROBLEMS OF SAMPLING THE TEACHING SITUATION
Like most other scientific investigations, obtaining a description 
of the teacher*s work involves problems of sampling. We cannot observe 
every activity of every teacher or of every pupil in every situation. 
Barker and Wright (1951), in an attempt to record during one day every 
activity of one child from waking till sleeping, reported that the 
observer, quite unintentionally, selected the jbehaviour recorded and 
left the record incomplete. Even if we could record everything, we 
would have a monumental mass of data which would take years, if not 
centuries, to analyse, assuming we knew how to analyse it. What must 
be done, of course, is to select from among the possible behaviours 
and situations those deemed important for the purpose in mind. Rep­
resentative samples of those selected behaviours and situations must 
then be procured so that any conclusions drawn from the study are 
reasonably acceptable within the limitations imposed by the selection.
The dangers of bias, in observing, recording and interpreting are 
constantly with all researchers, but they are particularly applicable 
to the social fields such as education, where personal judgements and 
opinions are so easily accepted as facts and where personal values 
may, subtly and insidiously, guide and determine the research design 
and approach. Much previous work on teacher observation can in fact 
be criticised for these very reasons, and to clarify the issues the 
problem will be treated under four headings, though it should be 
understood that the problems involved in these four sub-divisions and 
in the subsequent sections dealing with observation and recording 
methods overlap a good deal:
1. What should be observed?
2. Where should observations be made?
3. Who should be observed?
4. When and for how long should observations take place?
1. What should be observed?
It is appropriate at the outset to highlight a particular danger 
in the area of teacher or classroom observation, namely, the danger 
that the need to make the study objective will tempt the researcher
iH
1to deal only with what can be scientifically measured. The quantita­
tive approach, stressed at length and with apparent justification by 
Medley and Mitzel (1963a, 1963b), is no doubt of great importance, 
but teaching is largely a matter of personal relationships and person­
al attitudes. If the methods for quantifying these are defective or 
if the data being observed are unmeasurable, the researcher cannot 
assume that only what scientifically quantifiable is important. He 
will merely spend a great deal of his time and energies producing 
findings which do not in fact reflect the real situations in schools 
and classrooms: *The failure to include behaviours occurring in any 
particular situation may mean the omission of specific behaviours that 
could explain the results of a set of events* (Boyd and Devault,
1966,p.538).
In a similar vein, Jackson refers to the ^ engineering point of view* 
which analyses classroom situations in terms of a teacher*s defining 
his behavioural objectives and later evaluating with some accuracy 
how far hp has achieved them. Jackson asks: *Are there aspects of 
classroom:life that are not amenable to analysis in these terms?*
Such a question is *of extreme importance as we move towards a better 
understanding of school life. For no matter how powerful the engin­
eering point of view might be, its usefulness is limited if we are 
dissuaded, even momentarily, from examining the total spectrum of 
classroom events* (Jackson, 1968, p.165).
This danger of ignoring the unquantifiable was emphasized by spe­
akers at the NFER*s Conference on *Research into Teacher Education* 
(Cane, 1968), and had previously received attention at the NFER Con­
ference on ‘•Educational Research and the Teacher* (NFER, 1966). It 
may be that an investigator would be wiser to record as much as poss­
ible within the field being studied and make his selection of behavi­
ours from within the record obtained. In this way he will guard to 
some extent against omitting the relevant from the record.
This is a view which has gained increasing support in this country in 
recent years : undoubtedly this is chiefly due to the advent on to the 
scene of classroom research of several British sociologists, e.g. 
Parlett and Hamilton (1972).
Verbal versus Non-Verbal
Many researchers have thought of the teacher is classroom behaviour 
in terms of the verbal and non-verbal; when the teacher speaks to the 
class, gives instructions, chats to a pupil, lectures, discusses pro­
blems, reprimands, praises, etc. - these are his verbal activities; 
when he writes on the blackboard, walks round the class, demonstrates 
an experiment, pats a pupil on the head, smacks a pupil, smiles, 
laughs, frowns, etc. - these are non-verbal acts. ^
In studying the socio-emotional climate of the classroom, Withall 
(1949) sound-taped teacher statements, had them typed and then cat­
egorized them, concluding from the relative distribution of categories 
what the teacher *s classroom climate was like. Wright (1959) and 
Wright & Proctor (1961) recorded verbal intercourse between teacher 
and taught in mathematics classes. Smith (1962), following his pen­
etrating theoretical appraisal of previous research into teacher be­
haviour, studied the verbal content of lessons in order to identify 
and analyse the cognitive aspects of classroom intercourse. Flanders 
(1965), recording every three seconds the chief ‘communication* in 
the classroom, formed conclusions concerning the direct or indirect 
influence of the teacher in the classroom (the direct-indirect dimen­
sion being a measure of the classroom climate, varying from restric­
tive to free). In his attempt to add to our knowledge of what act­
ually occurs in classrooms, Jackson (1965) studied the frequency and 
changes of communication contacts between teacher and pupil, and came 
to many interesting conclusions regarding the demands made upon the 
teacher in the course of a lesson. Smith (1960) and Jackson (1964) 
had previously pinpointed the gaps in conceptual framework regarding 
the formulation of a theory of teaching, and in trying to remedy 
these defects, Waimon and Hermanowicz (1965) studied the verbal int­
ercourse in lessons. As a result, they attempted to help college 
students by including in their courses training in observing and 
analysing teachers* verbal statements in lessons (Waimon, 1969).
The work of Aschner (1963), Taba (1964, 1966), Bellack (1966),
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It can be seen that ‘verbal* is intended to mean 'spoken', though 
this is not usually acknowledged. Writing on a blackboard or in an 
exercise book is verbal if the action is conveyed in words* But for 
the purpose of the argument and in line with previous research, the 
term 'verbal* is accepted here as meaning 'spoken* «
Oliver and Shaver (Shaver, 1966), Amidon and Hunter (1966), Joyce 
(1967), Barnes (1969), Galton (1972), De Landsheere (1973) and 
Nuthall and Church (1973) also focussed attention on verbal behaviour 
in classrooms.
While these studies of verbal behaviour may have contributed to 
our knowledge of teacher behaviour and teaching situations, no more 
should be deduced from them than is delineated through their design. 
When Withall or Flanders or Waimon, for example, begin to draw con­
clusions from their investigations into verbal behaviour that imply 
they were investigating the teacher's or pupils' total behaviour, 
then one must pause and check their unacknowledged assumptions. Is 
the atmosphere of a classroom reflected only by the verbal interaction? 
Is the teacher's restrictive or releasing influence felt by pupils 
only through his statements? Do the teacher's statements reflect 
such influences at all? Cannot a teacher say one thing and mean 
another? Are the shades of tone and pitch, used in practice so fre­
quently and so tellingly by experienced teachers, reflected in taped 
recordings? Can such recordings, without being related to the whole 
context in which they occur, really be indicative of what is happening 
in the classroom?
A single example will illustrate: a tape records the words, 'Come 
here*. Now the teacher could be giving a simple direction (implying 
'Come here, not there*), a peremptory order C'Come here!'), an intro­
duction to a private chat (implying ^Come here, and tell me all about 
it'), and so on. Only when seen in context can k/e interpret the 
meaning behind the taped words. Even if the words are followed by 
an apparently explanatory statement, e.g. 'Come here, and tell me all 
about it*, we do not know if the teacher is intending by this to res­
trict the child by asking for an explanation, or release him by 
allowing him freedom to talk about his troubles. A typescript of a 
tape will of course reveal even less of the context of pitch and 
tone than a direct tape-recording. A similar point, though in the 
context of pupil behaviour, is made by Prall (1959), when he states 
that 'the verbal behaviour may not necessarily agree with the body 
behaviour or language of the actor. If, for instance, using Withall*s 
system, we observe a child seeking information, we may code it in
that category, yet as we come to see this child often, we observe 
that seeking information is a means of seeking attention/.
Thus, although the verbal record tells us about teacher verbal 
behaviour, it will convey very little of the total teacher behaviours 
Bates (1970), realizing this, added, subsequent to his recordings, 
a commentary to provide a context for them, but the reliability of 
such ‘remembered contexts' has not been substantiated.
One further comment should be made about a teacherverbal 
behaviour. Apart from the fact that a statement as recorded can, 
without context, be interpreted in many ways, the teacher may delib­
erately make a particular statement which differs substantially from 
what he intends to convey. F or example, any experienced teacher 
recognises the situation where, with a good relationship firmly est­
ablished between teacher and child, the teacher calls the child to 
him and says, with a smile on his face, *I don*t know what I am 
going to do with you*. The teacher employs the statement as an 
opening gambit in another attempt to help the child overcome a problem; 
and because they know each other well, the statement is seen by both 
in that light, and is really intended to mean ‘Let’s see if we can 
solve the problem - let’s have another go at it.* Or the same 
statement is made in a mock-serious way when a child constantly gets 
his work right and keeps the teacher occupied in finding him new 
work to tackle. Both teacher and child are happy about the situation, 
but taken as a bald statement, the words spoken (as on a tape or 
transferred to typescript) could be seen as a severe reprimand in­
stead of the real meaning, *You*fe doing extremely well.* This 
danger whereby an observer might be easily misled when interpreting 
verbal interaction was noted by Bernstein (1967, p.166) and 
Hargreaves (1974).
This possible incongruity of spoken and non-spoken teacher be­
haviour was examined by Galloway: *The acts of a teacher suggest a 
reflection of the teacher's self. By interpreting and inferring from 
nonverbal cues, pupils attempt to obtain a fuller understanding of 
the teacher. Since pupils assume that these cues are more consonant 
with the actual feelings and thoughts of a teacher, pupils who 
detect contradictions between verbal and nonverbal behaviour will 
accept the nonverbal as more valid. Therefore, what a teacher says 
makes little difference if. it is incongruent with what he does* 
(Galloway, 1968, p.173).
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Thus, if a researcher, working only with data derived from 
observations of verbal activities, proceeds beyond the descriptive 
and begins to evaluate his data, the possible confusion resulting 
from insufficient evidence (i.e. verbal only as against total behav­
iour) is likely to be aggravated by the mis-interpretation of that 
evidence. Lail (1968), attempting to help students in both pre­
service and in-service training programmes to evaluate their tea­
ching performance, deemed it necessary to supplement verbal with 
non-verbal observation records, and used a combination of the 
verbal category system of Flanders with a nonverbal system developed 
by Galloway. D.R. Gibson (1970) encouraged his students, as part , 
of their college of education course, to make different kinds of 
observational records of teacher behaviour, and reported that in 
later discussion the students said they found many difficulties 
when trying to interpret teacher-statements as indicators of class­
room interaction or relationships.
Research into classroom interaction purports to study * commu­
nication patterns' in the classroom, but in the same way that it 
is misleading to regard a teacher’s verbal behaviour as indicative 
of his total behaviour, so is it also misleading to regard class­
room ‘communication patterns* in terms of exclusively spoken dis­
course. There are many instances where a raising of the eyebrows 
or a frown or a pursing of the lips on the teacher*s part communi­
cates quite clearly to the pupil what the teacher means (and the 
non-spoken response of the pupil is itself quite clearly defined). 
‘The smile of a teacher may control the behaviour of an entire 
group of children either by offering encouragement, or by reinfor­
cing what they have been doing, or by eliciting similar smiling res­
ponses in the pupils* (Wallen and Travers, 1963, p.469). Similarly, 
Galloway reports: ‘Teachers engage in various nonverbal tactics to 
control the behaviour of students. These silent expressions serve 
as singular events to remind students of teacher expectations. For
Of course, non-verbal cues may also,be easily misinterpreted, 
sometimes because the observer is not ‘in empathy* with the observed 
individual, sometimes because the latter deliberately feigns cues (as 
when a teacher or pupil pretends interest or agreement by movements 
of head, eyes, mouth, etc.).
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example, a teacher often indicates inability to hear due to a classroom 
noise, places finger to lips, stands with hands on hips and stares in 
silence, scans room to see who is not working, records in grade book 
while student reports, or raises brow or uses eyes to gain attention' 
(Galloway, 1968, p.173).
Another obvious example of non-spoken conversation between teacher 
and pupil occurs when the teacher marks or writes in a pupil's book 
or on a pupil's paper. Most pupils are anxious to know what the tea­
cher thinks of work submitted, and the marks or remarks written by 
the teacher form the substance of a communication pattern (particularly 
if the pupil is called upon to make a written reply or correction) 
that may have a considerable influence on the pupil*5 immediate or 
subsequent responses. Such communications are as much a part of the 
pupil-teacher or class-teacher interaction pattern as any explicit 
statement spoken in the classroom.
Are these various non-spoken communications less important than 
obviously verbal conversations? To the teacher and pupil they may 
well be more significant and indicative of a teacher's attitude or 
of a classroom climate than any spoken intercourse. ‘In any classroom 
the exchange of messages that are nonverbal in character often plays 
a more significant role in student learning than the formal teaching 
which takes place. Throughout a teaching day, there are many occur­
rences which have an inpact on the course and direction of classroom 
activity and which shape the contextual meaning derived from a sit­
uation* (Galloway, 1968, p.173).
Confused thinking about these points is seen in Flanderswork 
on interaction, where, in his explanation of category uses, he states; 
'The purpose of category 10 is to record short pauses, silences, and 
periods of confusion, as they occur during classroom interaction. It 
is not intended to record periods of silence or confusion lasting 
for more than two minutes. The continuous use of this category to 
designate long periods of silence serves no useful purpose* (Flanders, 
1965, p.21). No useful purpose to whom? Is it assumed that time in 
a classroom not taken up by conversation contains no interaction? 
Galloway (1972) demonstrates otherwise most convincingly.
Flanders continues; 'The system of categories is designed for 
situations in which the teachers and the students are actively dis­
cussing school work. It is an inappropriate tool when the verbal
communication is discontinued, separated by fairly long periods of 
silence, or when one person is engaged in prolonged lecturing or 
reading aloud to the class. In situations in which two-way commu­
nication does not exist and is not likely to exist, the observer 
should stop and make a note of the exact time at which spontaneous 
interaction lapsed and the reasons for the interruption. The obser­
ver must remain alert to the resumption of spontaneous interaction'.
By assuming that prolonged spoken communication contains no element 
of interaction and also that all interaction must manifest itself in 
speech, Flanders deliberately omits from the record data which 
might contribute in a major way to both the content and the time- 
tally of classroom interaction. As the chief purpose of the Flanders 
system is to measure the ‘indirect* or ‘Direct* influence of the
teacher - the releasing or restricting of pupil freedom of thought
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and action - this exclusion of data is a serious omission.
It is interesting to find that Hough (1967), who wanted to devise 
a category system that focussed on ‘observable behaviours commonly 
associated with principles of learning derived from learning theory , 
began with Flanders's purely verbal interaction system, but found 
it necessary to extend the system to cover periods of ‘productive 
conditions of silence' (e.g. pupil practice, demonstration, pupil 
'thinking time*) - in other words, a category system that recorded 
only verbal interaction left too many gaps if one wanted to relate 
teacher and pupil behaviour to learning theory. Similarly, French 
and Galloway (1968) combined the Flanders verbal interaction system 
with the dimension of non-verbal cues.
An interesting offshoot of classroom interaction research concerns 
itself with 'feedback*, i.e. the process by which teachers become 
aware of how their pupils are progressing or responding (and also 
of how pupils become aware of their teacher's assessments). Feed­
back is one component of classroom interaction, and when Waimon
(1962) observed in classrooms in order to ascertain respective tea­
cher or pupil feedback roles, he categorized classroom activities
The further confused thinking involved in the actual category sys­
tem adopted by Flanders and others is clearly elucidated by Biddle 
(1967, page 346) and is studied in Part D of this section.
on the assumption that teachers and pupils responded to each other 
on both verbal and non-verbal levels. Cameron-Jones (1971) believed 
that teachers* assessments of pupil responses were by no means limited 
to examination or test techniques, but were in evidence in a great 
deal of everyday classroom interaction and could 'well be studied as 
an observable, minute-by-minute affair which occurs during teaching 
sequences in classrooms. To study assessment as such a series of 
on-going classroom events seems to require a systematic observational 
method*, and she developed a schedule which could classify both 
verbal and non-verbal assessment behaviour (Gameron-Jones and 
Morrison, 1973). In addition, the illustrations of feedback off­
ered by ‘highly admired* teachers to Jackson's interviewers comp­
rise almost exclusively non-verbal pupil behaviour (Jackson, 1968,
p . 1 2 0 - 1 2 2 ) .
There may possibly have been some justification for ignoring the 
teacher*s non-verbal role in classroom interaction if the verbal 
component were shown to be the predominant component of the total 
teacher behaviour; and, indeed, it may well be that previous resea­
rchers in the interaction field, operating with extremely limited 
sanples of teaching situations, did conduct their researches in 
lessons where there was a great deal of ‘teacher talk*, and then 
assumed this finding was applicable to all areas of teaching. By 
way of introducing an exposition of their Verbal Interaction Cat­
egory System (VICS, based on Flanders*^ system). Amidon and Hunter 
innocently ask, *Why do researchers engaged in classroom observation 
find that teachers are so controlling, restrictive and inhibiting?
Why is it that teachers tend to do most of the talking?* (Amidon 
and Hunter, 1966, p.2).^ The answer, one might venture, is 'Bec­
ause the "researchers" choose to observe only the periods of "total 
classroom discussion" or similar formal situations, and assume these
In fact, although Flanders (1965, p.l) had reported that teacher 
talk in the average classroom occupied about 70 per cent of lesson 
time, Furst and Amidon (1962) and Amidon and Giammatteo (1965) quote 
a figure of roughly 50 per cent. Oddly enough, twenty years earlier, 
Jayne in 1945 had noted how teacher talk had been decreasing over the 
years, from the 64% in a study by Stevens in,1912 to the 52% or 56% 
found by Barr in 1929 and then down to Jayne's own finding of 39% 
in 1945*
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are representative of most classrooms and most teachers.® The 
same kind of answer might be offered by Biddle (1967): ®In the 
investigations of B.O. Smith and his associates and of Bellack and 
his associates, which are limited to secondary classrooms, there 
appears to be an assumption that most meaningful classroom inter­
action is verbal, an assumption that would be less valid at the 
elementary level®(p.338). When one considers the vast spectrum 
of lessons - from the academic ^verbal* study of Classics in the 
Sixth Form to the very practical ®non-verbal* activities in the 
metalwork, P.E. or domestic science periods - such generalizations 
about classroom interaction are patently untenable.
The present writer, when beginning the study reported in Sect­
ions III and IV of this thesis, observed in a large range of tea­
ching situations, from Nursery School to Sixth Form, and watched 
teachers who taught the same class all day, those who taught diff­
erent subjects during the day and those who taught the same subject 
to different classes during the day. A wide range of non-verbal 
teacher activities were seen which appeared to contribute signifi­
cantly to the total teaching time, e.g. the teacher*s supervision 
of pupils as they read, wrote or used apparatus, his supervision 
of all the practice work done by pupils where the teacher went 
round the class checking, often silently, each pupil*s work or app­
aratus, or allowed the class to work without teacher help. The few 
researchers who have carried out job analyses of teaching (e.g. 
Christensen, 1955; Hagstrom, 1962; Stafford, 1962; Hornbrook, 1968) 
reported a similar spread of activities.
In any case, whether verbal or non-verbal communication is gen­
erally predominant in lessons, one should further question the value 
of measuring the timing or frequency of either as an indication of 
their importance for learning. The stamp of one teacher®s foot 
may be infinitely more effective in an infant class than half an 
hour of reprimanding, while a group of fighting secondary pupils 
who could not be separated by physically going round from one pupil 
to another may be immediately silenced by one word spoken in an im­
perious tone by a masterful teacher. Certainly there is a great 
danger in assuming that what is said in a classroom counts more than 
non-spoken behaviour. This danger becomes more readily apparent 
when, for example, Flanders or his associates extend their work
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beyond ®pure research* and enter the practical field of Teacher Educ­
ation. Convinced in their assunption that the teacher®s verbal be­
haviour is synonymous with his teaching and that the classroom verbal 
interaction occurring during periods of ®total class discussion® is 
sufficient to describe a classroom climate, they advocate that stu­
dent teachers should be trained to use the verbal interaction ana­
lysis system in order to inprove teaching performance (Amidon and 
Hunter, 1966, p.16: various chapters in Amidon and Hough, 1967, 256- 
388; Amidon and Flanders, 1967, p.89-92; Flanders, 1970, Ch.11).
But it would be most misleading, if not harmful, to let students 
believe that knowledge of the verbal interaction in their classrooms 
will solve all their problems. A similar criticism may be levelled 
at the interesting approach to teacher education called *Instruct- 
ional Flexibility Training® (Joyce and Hodges, 1966; Joyce, 1967), 
where students being trained to be ®flexible® in their teaching base 
self-appraisal of their teaching technique on sound-tapes of their 
verbal interaction in classrooms. While accepting the value of 
this type of analysis, its severe limitations ought also to be ack­
nowledged.
Jackson (1968, p.177) asserts that ®we must not fail to ponder, as 
we watch (classroom events), the significance of things that come and 
go in a twinkling - things like a student®s yawn or a teacher®s frown. 
Such transitory events may contain more information about classroom 
life than might appear at first glance®. In an interesting review of 
observational studies (chiefly in psychotherapeutic situations, but 
embracing a whole range of sociological settings) Weick describes 
three kinds of behavioural interactions other than verbal: the non­
verbal (facial and bodily expressions, and gestures), the spatial 
(types of movement and clustering) and extralinguistic (the ways in 
which verbal content is spoken), and demonstrates clearly the signi­
ficance of these behaviours for the many investigators quoted (Weick, 
1968, 381-396).
Boyd and Devault (1966) summarised the position well; Withall 
(1949) stated, "A teacher®s verbal behaviour is assumed to represent 
adequately her total behaviour". Flanders (1965), in almost the same 
language,, stated that we assume that "the verbal behaviour of the 
teacher is an adequate sample of his total behaviour" and that
"his verbal statements are consistent with his nonverbal gestures, in 
fact, his total behaviour. This assumption seems reasonable in terms
of our experience". It would seem reasonable to assume that the 
burden of proof rests with the researcher. Serious doubts concern­
ing the above assumption would be raised by psychiatrists and social 
psychologists.*
The conclusion arrived at concerning what should be observed in 
any attempt to describe the teacher's behaviour is that, for such a 
general description, observations should be made widely across the 
range of activities in which the teacher participates. If a nar­
rower field is studied, this should be explicitly recognised in 
both premises and conclusions, and later studies should, when draw­
ing upon information gained from previous studies, bear in mind the 
qualifications and limitations inherent in the designs of those 
studies. As Jackson (1964) said: 'When the abstraction of a small 
aspect of the teaching process is passed off as if it were the ess­
ence or heart of the process it is no wonder that the practitioner 
refuses to take us seriously.‘
2. Where should observations be made?
During the last fifty years, research workers have devised various 
techniques for observation of teachers, varying from the simple cod­
ing system carried out by Puckett (1928) to the elaborate OScAR re­
cording schedule developed by Medley and Mitzel (1958b). The obs­
erver has been supplemented or replaced by sound recorders and more 
recently kinescopes, films and video-recordings. These methods of 
observing and recording will be dealt with in more detail later, 
but what should be pointed out here is that all of these observation 
schedules and procedures are concerned with the teaching situation 
in the classroom. It is now platitudinous to state that teaching is 
a most complex professional skill, but the fact that it shows itself 
in the classroom more clearly than anywhere else does not mean either 
that it is not evident outside the classroom or that observing it in 
the classroom will offer sufficient data to enlighten us about its 
operation.
Previous research into the teachef*s work, the classroom climate 
and pupil-teacher interaction can be criticized in that the teacher<s 
professional activities outside the classroom and his interactions
with pupils around the school generally have been neglected. Many 
teachers would claim that these activities and pupil contacts beyond 
the classroom are not only important in themselves but also consid­
erably affect the situation found inside the classroom. It is com­
mon experience to find that the same teacher may be 'authoritarian' 
with one class and 'democratic' with another, or authoritarian and 
democratic in turn with the same class in different lessons: there 
is a background of relationships and knowledge that makes those 
differing climates what they are.
The point is just as applicable to interaction studies, where, 
as with studies of 'climate*, value-judgements are frequently intro­
duced under the guise of objective descriptions. If a teacher is 
observed as often telling a child to do this or that, Flanders's 
workers (1965) would, in the record, have summarized the teacher as 
‘exercising direct influence* or Anderson's workers (1945, 1946a, 
1946b) would have tagged him as Dominative, and both terms carry a 
pejorative connotation. But the teacher may have very sound reasons 
for his actions - he may know the child needs to be treated firmly 
because of some personal background difficulty; and in this case 
all the teacher's actions are directed to supporting the child and 
helping him feel secure.
Another factor that has been almost completely neglected in dis­
cussions on teacher classroom behaviour is the effect of the ‘climate* 
in the school as a whole. A teacher's relationships with his Head 
and with other staff, the staff morale, the environment (physical 
and spiritual) provided by the school - these can affect dramatically 
a teacher's classroom activities as well as the attitudes that col­
our those activities; and many of these influential factors can, 
with careful study, be made susceptible to observational records 
(Hargreaves, 1967; Lacey, 1970; Richardson, 1973; Delamont, 1973).
Thus, as contributions towards a theory of teaching (and cert­
ainly as explanations or descriptions of the practice of teaching), 
studies of climate or interaction in a particular classroom during 
a particular lesson will provide information of very limited positive 
value; the underlying issues to be resolved are why the climate and 
interactions are as they are and what factors determine them, and 
for answers to these questions we shall have to observe the same tea­
chers and pupils in different places and settings, inside and outside 
classrooms (Guirp, 1964, and 1971, p.156). In the light of the
inadequacies of our present tools and procedures, this may seem a 
difficult, if not impossible, task; nevertheless, as with the issue 
of verbal and non-verbal interaction, if researchers are hoping and 
indeed claiming to construct a conceptual framework around which to 
build a theory of teaching, it seems a highly questionable procedure 
to deliberately leave out a large part of the superstructure. A 
sounder theoretical approach to a study of teacher-pupil interaction 
is seen in the work associated with Barker (1963) and Gump (1964, 
1967), where varieties of ^behaviour settings® are the subject of 
enquiry. Similarly, the exploratory research of Smith and Geoffrey 
(1968) sought to monitor the influence of school and community in 
the teacher®s decision-making, and in this country Young (1971), 
Parlett and Hamilton (1972) and other sociological writers have 
highlighted the *external* influences on classrooms.
The only area of educational research where a more comprehensive 
picture of the teacher®s professional task is studied is in the 
field of job analysis, but there has been extraordinarily little 
work done here. The Bay City experiment from 1952-1957 (1956,
1958) was an attempt to study the use of teacher aides, and was 
based on the premise that a shortage of teachers could be allevia­
ted by having larger classes, a situation which then necessitated 
helping the overburdened teacher by offering him the assistance of 
trained aides in the classroom. To prepare for the study, an ana­
lysis of the teacher®s tasks was undertaken in 1952, and this 
covered the work done in and out of school (Bay City, 1955;
Stafford, 1962). The Yale-Fairfield Study of Elementary Teaching 
(1956, 1959), planned with the purpose of improving teaching thr­
ough better recruitment and better use of teachers* time and skills, 
set out to investigate the effects on teachers and pupils of having 
aides in the classroom; this, like the Bay City experiment, needed 
a background knowledge of existing teaching tasks and entailed a 
job analysis of the teacher*s work both in and out of school.
Surveys of teaching loads are carried out cyclically by the 
N.E.A. Research Division (1962, 1967), and similar questionnaire 
surveys of teaching loads are reported by the California Teachers® 
Association (1947), Adolphson and Umstattd (1949), Douglass (1950), 
the U.S. State Department of Education (1955) and Ru<id (1965).
Adams et al (1970), in their study of the teacher*s role in several
countries, obtained - via diaries - records of teachers* work in 
and out of school; and as part of the NFER®s enquiry into Comp­
rehensive Schools, the researchers reported on the weekly work 
load as estimated by a sample of teachers across the surveyed 
schools (Monks, 1970). The Yale-Fairfield study, referred to 
above, also relied on teachers® estimates of their commitments.
A small study of the work of teachers in one school was under­
taken by Hagstrom (1962), using direct observation in school and 
questionnaires for out-of-school work. This had been the procedure 
used in the Bay City experiment, and the same procedure was adop­
ted in the ‘Scottish Primary School Survey' (Duthie, 1970), which 
was a national enquiry into the ancillary duties performed by 
teachers.
In their attempts to analyse the teacher's work, Mentzer (1966), 
Stukat and Engstrom (1967), Hornbrook (1968) and Bates (1970) all 
used direct observation, but confined their investigations to the 
classroom situation. Lyons, at the Research Unit of Bristol Uni­
versity's Department of Education, has just completed a study of 
the work of Heads and Senior teachers in Secondary schools, but 
the data are based on teachers' diaries of tasks performed (with 
an emphasis on administrative tasks) and are restricted to school 
hours only. (The report of this research is still in press.)
Finally, in this section reference should be made to the re­
search carried out in laboratory or experimental classrooms.
There is obviously a place in educational research for studies ' 
which set out to test a hypothesis or try out a teaching method, 
and which deliberately choose laboratory classrooms in order to 
reduce the variable environmental factors as much as possible and 
to establish optimal conditions for the experiment. Nevertheless, 
it is highly debatable whether the conclusions from these labor­
atory researches can be generalized to have force away from the 
'ideal* situation (Rosenthal, 1969, p.260; Mouly, 1970, p.344).
There is a fairly wide use of these classrooms in American res­
earch (e.g. Smith, Leacock, Taba, Withall), and even if the ex­
perimental school or room is regarded as a ‘normal* institution 
attached to the ‘campus' where the research centre is situated, 
the likelihood of exceptional conditions (in facilities or staff­
ing), with perhaps the constant operation of the ‘Hawthorne effect', 
is such as to cast doubt on the wider applicability of any research
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findings. *By highly disproportionate use of laboratory settings 
alone, we may gain much information about behaviour in the labora­
tory, but we neglect the bridge from laboratory to real-life sett­
ings' (McGrath and Altman, 1966, p.70). Or again, - ‘A set of 
learning principles that does not hold under the conditions of 
everyday life is of limited usefulness to (the teacher}* (Jackson, 
1968, p.160).
A recent addition to the 'experimental classroom* approach is 
the micro-teaching situation currently fashionable in some teacher 
education institutions (Allen and Ryan, 1969); 'teaching skills can 
be isolated and their performance highlighted so that the viewer 
(the teaching session having been videotaped) can more easily iden­
tify the behaviours that make up that skill* (ibid, p.7). By red­
ucing the complexity of the normal teaching situation and helping 
the student concentrate his attention on the study of a specific 
teacher or pupil activity, microteaching can without doubt be a 
particularly valuable tool in teacher education (Allen and Eve, 
1968; Morrison and McIntyre, 1970, p.62), yet herein may lie its 
great danger, not just in the teacher training context, but even 
more so when used in the context of 'pure research* into the tea­
ching-learning situation. For it may be assumed that the micro­
situation is merely a miniature version of the normal 'macro* 
classroom situation, whereas it is possible (indeed, likely) that 
the very variables which have, for the sake of simplification, 
been eliminated - such as a conplete class for the teacher to 
attend to, and the associated social and emotional conditions in 
the classroom - are those which are basic and vital to an under­
standing of the realities of the teaching-learning process. Their 
elimination does not just simplify the situation to be observed - 
it may radically alter it and change its nature, so that if re­
searchers using the micro-teaching approach are not cautious in 
their conclusions, they will merely add to the confusion so pre­
valent in previous research.
3. Who should be observed?
When one considers the innumerable differences to be found in 
teacher personalities, teacher backgrounds,, teaching methods, pupil 
personalities, pupil backgrounds, school organizations, school size, 
school buildings, and so on, it may well be true that any individ­
ual teaching situation is unique. In the light of this multiplicity 
of teaching situations, researchers who enter the field of teacher 
or classroom observation (and who hope that their findings will be 
acceptable as positive contributions to theoretical or practical 
aspects of education) will need, when drawing the sample to be stu­
died, to show an awareness of the variables concerned, and be part­
icularly cautious in any subsequent attempts to generalize from 
their limited observations.^
Two questions are involved: how many teachers need to be observed 
to make an acceptable sanple, and which ones should they be?
(a) How many teachers?
With regard to the size of sample, some previous research can 
be criticised on three counts: i) using too small a sample of tea­
chers during the production of a measuring instrument, ii) treating 
the data obtained during this instrument-making operation as data 
from which to draw conclusions about teachers rather than about the 
instrument, iii) using too small a sangle of teachers when applying 
the finalized measuring instrument.
Examples of work against which one or more of these criticisms 
can be levelled are as follows:
The work of Anderson and his associates (1945, 1946a, 1946b) is 
well known, for their investigations were among the first to attempt 
objective descriptions of teacher behaviour. Their insistence on 
observer reliability and their care in developing their methods of 
observing are almost beyond criticism, but the fact that the number 
of teachers in their various studies ranged from two to four raises 
serious doubts about their conclusions concerning teacher personality
This is as true for case-studies - where the nature of the research 
should make generalizations an absurdity - as of survey studies: it 
is remarkable how often a report, article or book begins by quoting 
the limitations of the sample used and conveniently forgets this or 
plays it down when drawing conclusions or inclinations in the final 
section!
and classroom-, behaviour*
In checking the reliability of his Social-Emotional Climate 
Index, Withall (1949) used four teachers, working in laboratory 
classrooms, but this did not deter him from using the ind^ ^^  to make 
judgements about teachers* behaviour and classroom climate, nor from 
using the same basis for his later work.
Hughes (1959), commissioned to discover how merit allowances 
should be awarded to 'Good* teachers, needed to devise a method for 
analysing the teaching behaviour seen in classrooms. Though using 
forty-one teachers in the study, only six were used to produce a 
'model' teacher behaviour pattern. While Hughes went to great len­
gths to ensure reliability of observers and coding, and used fairly 
comprehensive data (albeit mostly verbal) to produce her instrument 
for detecting ‘good* teachers, conclusions about ‘model behaviour' 
based on six teachers seem quite unwarranted.
In a study with the ambitious object of finding an instrument 
for analysing children's development and learning and the classroom 
settings which inhibit or encourage children's growth, Leacock (1963) 
sampled only eight teachers, yet concluded that the instrument could
■ V ■ I
measure the Characterization of a Classroom .
Poole (1964) carried out an investigation into interaction in 
mathematics lessons where teachers had agreed to teach a specific 
series of topics. As a research investigating the development of a 
particular observational method (time-lapse photography), the study 
is of great interest, but as soon as the investigators begin draw­
ing conclusions about what has been observed and offer advice to 
practising teachers on how they should teach, it should be noted 
that their study is based on only ten teachers (in non-typical sit­
uations) and on only seven to ten pupils (selected in some unspec-
1
ified way) from each class.
Jackson’s interesting and sympathetic study of interaction (1965) 
quite deliberately used only four teachers, but, despite the pene­
trating and searching analysis of the data, one must be wary of gen­
eralizing from such a limited study.
 ^ One such.conclusion is,that inattention by pupils is of no great 
concern to 'educationists'. This conclusion is based on the rather 
small amount of time recorded for 'inattention*. But (a) no reason is 
given for assuming that time taken for an activity is directly propor­
tional to its effect on interaction or on teacher or on pupils, and (b) 
one wonders whether the ^educationist' in the classroom, i.e. the pra­
ctising teacher, would agree that pupils* inattention is of no concern 
to him.
Some further examples of investigators whose teacher samples are 
small may be quoted:- Wispe (1951), attempting to gauge the effect 
of permissive and directive methods in training college instructors, 
used eight instructors; Wright's studies of mathematics teaching 
(1959, 1961) involved 12 teachers; 15 teachers were observed in 
Brown's attempt to correlate classroom climate with pupil achieve­
ment (1960); the work of Smith and Meux (1962) on cognitive aspects 
of teaching was conducted among 17 teachers; Stafford (1962) rep­
orted that the 1956 Bay City experiment on Teacher Aides used time 
schedules of 18 ‘teachers-wlth-aides* for the comparison with *tea- 
chers-without-aides*; the investigation by Perkins (1964) to comp­
are assessments of teacher behaviour was concerned with 14 teachers; 
Shaver (1966) 'established' the ability of teachers to change tea­
ching style in an experiment with four teachers of social studies; 
Pankratz (1967) used 10 teachers in a study of interaction patterns 
in elementary schools; the interesting study by Armstrong et al (1967) 
into the observation times required for reliable assessments of tea­
ching used four teachers; and-an attempt to produce an instrument 
for measuring how experimental a teacher is in his work (The Teacher 
Practices Observation Record) was conducted by Brown et al (1968), 
using five teachers.
(b) Which teachers?
Many practising teachers believe firmly that the problems they 
meet in their sphere of teaching are peculiar to that sphere: the 
nursery, infant, junior, secondary modern, secondary grammar, comp­
rehensive, technical school each present many situations and diffi­
culties that the others do not experience; and this is to be expected 
because the type of pupil encountered determines the overall tea­
ching method and school environment. In a four-country study which, 
by means of a questionnaire completed by over 12pOO teachers, pro­
bed many dimensions of the teacher's work and role, Adams (1970) 
reported that initial analysis revealed school level (i.e. primary/ 
secondary) as the independent variable with greatest discriminatory 
power.*
If research is to be undertaken, therefore, into the teacher’s 
work, it must either tackle the whole range of teachers and observe 
in all the types of school, or it must specify the area of teaching 
to which its findings are applicable, and qualify its conclusions
accordingly. ‘if observational methods are to be used, and if they 
are to be employed both for describing what is done and for establi­
shing associations between teachers* acts and pupils’ responses, 
then the work undertaken must be closely geared to specific teaching 
contexts and to carefully defined categories of pupils’ (Morrison 
and McIntyre, 1970, p.33).
Anderson’s work, quoted above, drew conclusions about dominative 
and integrative teaching behaviours, but the sample of behaviours 
seen concerned only teachers of young children. Wispé^s sample of 
observed teacher behaviour was from College of Education instructors; 
Smithes study of cognitive classroom aspects concerned teachers of 
four subjects in the ninth and twelfth grades; while Wright confined 
herself to teachers of algebra. Only fifth grade teachers were seen 
by Perkins, and only elementary teachers by Hughes. The analysis 
of teacher-time schedules in the Bay City experiment used data from 
elementary schools only; Withall*s class-climate index was developed 
from observations of teachers of seventh grade teachers; Poole 
worked with secondary school teachers of mathematics; the OScAR 
schedule (Medley and Mitzel, 1958b), used relatively frequently for 
measuring classroom interaction and behaviour, was based on a sam­
ple of forty-nine elementary teachers, all probationers (!) and 
forty-six of them women; and so on. Yet all of the above studies, 
despite stating their sample clearly at the beginning, begin to 
assume, by the time they draw their conclusions, that their find­
ings or methods of observation are applicable to teachers generally. 
The last straw, as many teachers might see it, comes when observa­
tions of how student teachers teach (Olson and Wilkinson, 1938;
Wilk 1960; Morrison, 1961), though perhaps valid and useful in 
other contexts, are used to generalize about the teaching methods 
and practices of experienced serving teachers.
However, type of school and subject discipline are not the only 
aspects of the teaching situation relevant here (Peterson, 1964, 
313-315). Much more needs to be known about the sanple of teachers 
used, e.g. How long have they been teaching? Does the sanple con­
sist of men or women, or both? Does the sanple cover a wide age 
range? Does it include teachers of various grades of school res­
ponsibility? Are both graduates and non-graduates involved? Have 
the environmental conditions of the locality been allowed for? 
and so on. The same point is made very tellingly by Adams and
Biddle (1970, p.3) when they describe how much is often assumed 
about school and classroom matters, contrasted with how little we 
actually know; we know even less, thèy^further assert, about diff­
erences existing among different classroom situations.
Another variable that must be taken into account in studies of 
the teachef's work is the country or countries where the studies 
took place. Comparing teachers* roles in different countries,
Adams and Biddle say: 'From general observation it seemed that . . .  
teachers overseas deliberately stimulated the pupils and demanded, 
it seemed, a much more rapid rate of interaction (than in the 
U.S.A.y  (Adams and Biddle, 1970, p.81). It is only to be expected 
that the differences in history and tradition and in current ethos 
in the educational systems of different countries will produce 
differences in the conditions and roles of teachers in those coun­
tries. For example, while the majority of previous research into 
the teacher’s work has been American, based on American schools, 
teachers and pupils, it would be naive to think that these resear­
chers’ findings were immediately applicable to, say, the United 
kingdom.
As with the size of saiïiple already discussed, questions about 
the composition of the sanple are relevant, not just to conclusions 
about a research, but also to the procedures or instruments used 
in the research. If Withall’s classroom climate index (or Hughes's, 
or Leacock’s, or any other instrument) was developed after obser­
ving one type of teaching situation, will the categories used in 
that index be applicable to other types of teaching situation?
Would the tape-recording of teacher-pupil verbal interaction that 
was apparently adequate in much American research be feasible in 
classrooms where pupils and teacher talk and move about fairly 
freely? Could Flanders's observers identify the 'predominant com­
munication pattern* in the room if the teacher moved frequently from 
one group to another (often out of earshot) and all groups were 
chatting simultaneously?
In the study reported in Section III,the brief preliminary dis­
cussions with teachers and the most cursory observations in schools 
showed that there was a strong likelihood that any proposed obser­
vation method and category system would need amendment according 
to the different levels of teaching (infant, junior or secondary). 
This suggestion has been supported by Wragg (1973b, p.123-4), and in 
the ‘anthropological approach' known as •Illuminative Evaluation* 
(Parlett and Hamilton, 1972).
None of what has been said above implies oversight of the fac­
tors contributed to the teaching situation by the pupils and by 
the various aspects of their backgrounds and environments. What 
is stressed, however, is that where research into teaching is to be 
based on observations of teachers, the researchers, before select­
ing their observation sanples, should consult with interested par­
ties, in order to acquaint themselves with the factors those par­
ties believe significant in the research. 'Teachers may be wiser 
in their choices of relevant variables than are many educational 
researchers* (Gunp, 1964, p.194).
4. When and for how long should observations take place?
The teacher's work, depending upon his type of school, varies 
during the day and from day to day. It may also change from week 
to week and from term to term. Does his behaviour vary in the same 
way as his work? It would seem reasonable to suggest that if dif­
ferent demands are made upon him, as, for exanple, may happen when 
the subject teacher in a secondary school takes different classes 
throughout a day, he will behave differently in each new situation. 
He even has to vary his performance within lessons according to 
the reactions he is provoking amongst pupils and according to the 
reactions they are producing in him.
All of this would suggest that any research which aspired to 
a generalized description of the work or role of teachers should 
sanple teaching behaviours adequately in terms of time, i.e. ensure 
that the length of data-collecting sessions, their frequency and 
their distribution over a period of time provided a representative 
sanple of possible behaviours. (An interesting discussion of the 
use of time-sampling in observational studies is provided in 
Heyns and Zander (1953) and in McGrath and Altman (1966) ) •
It is sometimes difficult to discover from research reports 
(e.g. Oliver (1953), Willard (1955), Friedenberg (1963), Keddie 
(1971) ) the details of the study - perhaps faulty design is re­
vealed in the fact that the very details a reviewer needs to check 
are those considered by the researcher to be too trivial for inclu­
sion in the report - but Table II.1 indicates the time factor in 
several previous studies.
One is immediately aware a) of the large differences among these
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Table II.1 t The time factor in some previous studies of teaching behaviour
Researcher Length of 
observation 
session 
per teacher
No. of 
observ'n - 
sessions 
per t'cher
Total 
obs.time 
per 
teacher
.
Time spread 
of study
No.of
teachers
observed
Anderson(1945, 
1946a,1946b) 5 mins 24 2 hours
Autumn term 
Spring term 4
Withall(1949) Block of 50 
statements
not
stated
not stated 
(200 stat­
ements 
deemed 
adequate
•Several 
class 
sessions ®
1*
Bay City(1956) In school: 
whole
teaching day 
Out of school: 
evening and 
weekend rec*d 
by teacher
1
1 day 
2 weeks
)
D
 ^ 1 year
)
)
137
Medley/Mitzel 
(1958)
% hour 2 1 hour 10 weeks 49
Hughes(1959) % hour 4 2 hours not stated 6
Smith(1959) a lesson 5 2%-3% hrs. not stated 17
Leacock(l963) 1% hours 3 4% hours not stated 8
Poole(1964) 35/40 mins. 5 3% hours 10 weeks 
(Autumn 
term -one 
teacher per 
week)
10
Gardner/Cass 
(1965)
20 mins. 9 3 hours ? 30
Jackson(1965) varied from 
few minutes 
to whole day
15 various 2 months 4-
Stukat/Engstrom
(1967)
class obs.8 
not stated 
video obs.: 
not stated
not stated 
not stated
4 hours 
not stated
not stated 
not stated
58
5
Brown(1968) \ hour 1 \ hour 6 weeks 5
Westbury(1968) a lesson 18 9 hours 5 weeks 3
Adams/Biddle
(1970) a lesson 2 1-2 hours not stated 16
In testing the reliability of the Climate Index, tapescripts of 4 
teachers were sampled, though one was later discarded because it was 
*deviate*(J)
times, and b) of the researcher's apparent lack of concern about 
aspects of timing that is revealed in the *not stated* classifica­
tion.
The present writer is aware of only one study which specifi­
cally investigated this matter of observation times. Armstrong, 
Devault, and Larson (1967), studying consistency of verbal behav­
iour of teachers, report that Flanders (1965) decided that an obs­
ervation session of twenty minutes provided an adequate sample, 
while Jersild and Meigs (1939) opted for five samples of fifteen 
minutes each, and Moffitt (1961) selected twenty to thirty minutes. 
Using Flanders's categories during one week's observation of four 
elementary teachers, Armstrong and his associates concluded that 
in reading lessons two and a half hours, and in social studies and 
arithmetic two hours were necessary, although there was still a 
five per cent variation in teaching behaviour between those times
and the full observation period. Thus Armstrong suggests a figure
1
of nearly eight times that of Flanders, and this conclusion was 
based on a study of verbal behaviour only and observing only four 
elementary teachers. Would it be wrong to posit that even Armst­
rong's figure is well below the required minimum observation time 
if conclusions are to apply to a wide range of teachers or teaching 
behaviour? Is it acceptable that the time assigned to sample the 
behaviour of one type of teacher, say the infant teacher with one 
group all day, is adequate to sample the behaviour of another type 
of teacher, say a secondary school specialist teacher, taking sev­
eral different groups during the day?
Howsam (1960), in his work suggesting new designs in observation 
research, mentions a time range of between 25 and 35 hours to re­
cord teacher behaviour. In a study designed to check on the re­
liability of observed teacher behaviour, Westbury (1968) systemat­
ically observed (by tape recordings and notes) three high school 
teachers; each teacher was observed during several lessons - 
between five and eight - taken with three different classes, i.e. 
records of each teacher were obtained over a period lasting between 
15 and 24 lessons. Westbury found great variability in the teacher
In their later book Amidon and Flanders state a recommended time 
of several 20-minute sessions totalling about three hours to observe 
one teacher (Amidon and Flanders, 1967, p.94).
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activities recorded and in times devoted to different activities, 
and he comments forcefully that these differences were just as not­
iceable within each teacher as among all three. After quoting 
Bellack*s conclusion (1966, p.55) regarding ®an astonishing degree 
of stability over time in the pattern of discourse both for tea­
chers and pupils*, Westbury counters with a reference to Herbert*s 
findings on the variety of repertoires among teachers (Herbert,
1966, p.75) and summarizes his own data as suggesting that *there 
was little in the way of easily describable stable behaviour* 
(Westbury, 1968, p.135).
In their comprehensive chapter in ^Handbook of Research on 
Teaching® (Gage, 1963), Medley and Mitzel quote confusing findings 
on this issue. They contrast Hughes®s conclusion (1959) that 
*Teachers* behaviour patterns are stable through time® with their 
own conclusion (1958a) and that of Mitzel and Rabinowitz (1953) 
that ^variation in teachers* behaviour from observation to obser­
vation provided a major source of variability.* And while Leacock
(1963) defends the ^relatively short time span* of her observations 
because *other studies have indicated a high reliability for the 
analysis of teacher performance from relatively short periods of 
classroom observation* , Medley and Mitzel stress that *the insta­
bility of behaviour from one lesson to another is the dominant 
component in the unreliability of observations and the limiting 
factor on validity*; and they reiterate and strengthen this view 
by agreeing with Barr (1929) that *Errors arising from variations 
in behaviour from one occasion or situation to another far outweigh 
errors arising from failure of two observers to agree exactly in 
their records of the same behaviour*.
The problem is akin to that highlighted by Brunswik (1947) who, 
in debating issues of representative design in psychological and 
educational experiments, called for adequate sampling of situations 
as well as of people. Jackson (1965) was guided in his study design 
by his impression from informal visits to classrooms that *the 
teacher*s behaviour shows considerable variability as she moves 
from one type of classroom activity to another*. Jackson also 
showed himself aware of the problem (to be discussed later) con­
cerning the distortion of the normal classroom behaviour resulting 
from the presence of an observer, and tried to overcome this dis­
tortion by increasing the observations made on each teacher. His 
informal visits convinced him that ®the sensitivity of teachers
and students to the presence of an observer is greater than is 
customarily thought. The degree of this sensitivity seems suffi­
cient to argue against conventional resjearch practice of making 
one or two visits to a classroom in order to collect data*. An 
almost identical conclusion had been reached by Symonds much ear­
lier (1950, p.694).
Increasing the total time given to observing sampled teachers 
will therefore have the dual purpose of a) reducing distortion of 
the teacher*s normal behaviour, and b) observing a wider range of 
that behaviour. Ryans (1960) sums up the situation as follows;
‘in the observation and assessment of teacher behaviour it is nec­
essary to keep in mind that teacher behaviours occur in relation 
to pupil behaviour and therefore may be expected to vary to some 
extent from one group of pupils to another, and also that teacher 
behaviour is a function of the content or subject matter taught - 
e.g. behaviours manifested by an elementary teacher while engaged 
in arithmetic instruction may differ from those demonstrated during 
a class in music or rhythm. Although such conditions have an att­
enuating effect on assessments of teacher behaviour, they are in­
tegral parts of the teaching situation, and, in the interest of 
preserving the naturalness of the behaviour and the study, it 
would seem desirable not to attempt to eliminate or control such 
conditions, but rather to replicate the observations and observa­
tional situations in order to provide as broad and comprehensive 
an assessment basis as possible* (p.76).
A need to observe educational situations over a considerable 
period of time has been evident in many of the recent case-study 
exploratory researches which follow an anthropological orientation: 
e.g. Silberman (1969) - 20 hours; Koff and Warren (1971) - 3 weeks; 
Nash (1973) - 3 weeks ; Hamilton (1973a) - 4 weeks ; Delamont (1973)
- 7 weeks; Davidovitch (1970) - a term; Smith and Geoffrey (1968)
- a semester; Brenner et al (1964) - 8 months ; Richardson (1973)
- two years.
Of course, an extended observational period may produce unwanted 
side«effects, e.g. the observer becomes so familiar with the scene 
observed and on such good terms with the observed teacher(s) that 
his records are liable to become increasingly subjective (Rosenthal, 
1966; Davidovitch, 1970).
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Before leaving this subject, one ought to refer to a method of 
recording that is sometimes called time-sampling but which strictly 
is not sampling at all, but summarizing. This happens where, for a 
specified interval of time, the observer records only the category 
that appears to predominate during that interval. For example, in 
Flanderses system of interaction analysis, the observer records 
the predominant communication pattern during a 3-second interval. 
This particular interval is small enough for it to be assumed that 
not much error will be introduced into the records if and when times 
of categories are to be summated. (In Flanderses system, it is 
the sequence of activities, not their times, that is crucial.) 
However, Anderson et al (1970) observe and rate each minute-interval 
for the predominant ‘teaching s t y l e  ^ seen, and average the series 
of ratings over a session to describe the session’s teaching style. 
Again, in Duthie (1970), which is a study of times spent by tea­
chers on various activities, any category which lasts over 30 sec­
onds is recorded to the nearest minute and any lasting less than 
30 seconds is regarded as an ‘instance* and its time ignored. (It 
should be noted that it is not the final total time per category 
that is summated to the nearest minute; each event of the category 
is rounded up or down to the nearest minute.) Galton (1972) permits 
only one occurrence of a particular category to be recorded during 
any 3-minute interval. Such records, while possibly convenient for 
the observer or analyst, may produce a radical falsification of 
the real situation, especially if the objective of the research 
is to obtain a detailed, as distinct from a general, description of 
teacher behaviour. The danger of such a method of recording is 
confirmed when one considers the evidence of Jackson (1968, p.149) 
and Adams and Biddle (1970, p.30) highlighting the extremely rapid 
rate of change in teacher behaviour that they observed.
If-
G. PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN OBSERVATION PROCEDURES
The previous section dealt with some problems arising from in­
adequate sampling of either the persons or the situations about 
which data are required. Such problems undoubtedly affect the re­
liability and validity of a project concerned with a description 
of the work or behaviour of teachers, but even if the persons and 
situations are adequately sampled, there still remains the comp­
lementary problem of ensuring that the methods used for obtaining 
the records are also reliable and valid.
There are three issues relevant in this context: the methods 
used for observing the teacher*s work, the methods used for 
recording and reporting the work, and the qualities of the observers. 
In this sub-section, the first item will be discussed, namely - 
how should the teacher*s work be observed?
1. Self-observation by the teacher
Mention has already been made of some previous researches in 
which teachers themselves acted, as it were, as self-observers,
i.e. they recorded in a personal diary, or via a questionnaire, 
estimates of the activities they had engaged in during their work. 
The teacher might tick off against a list of possible activities 
those he had undertaken during a given time interval (a lesson, a 
day, perhaps a week), and record how long he spent on each (e.g. 
Monks, 1970). Alternatively, he might be asked simply to write 
down all the teaching activities he remembered performing during a 
given period of time, and note the length of time spent on each; 
the researcher would later classify and tally the activities (e.g. 
Yale-Fairfield, 1956; Adams et al, 1970; also Lyons, mentioned 
above, in press). A less structured form of self-observation was 
used by Geoffrey when, at the end of a schoolday, he recalled the 
day®s happenings in his classroom (Smith and Geoffrey, 1968), while 
a more direct method was employed by Bates (1970), who tape-recorded 
some of his own lessons and later analysed them.
The nature of these self-observational approaches means that 
the teacher is essentially acting as a participant observer, in 
that he has been participating fully in what he has been observing
V-»
and recording.^ However, as a research method the defects of self­
observation are fairly obvious: if the teacher records after his 
work is finished, he will not be able to remember what he has done 
over the whole period covered; and if he tries to record his work 
as he does it, he will not be able to perform his teaching job 
properly (and, of course, the imposition of diary-keeping or record­
keeping will distort his *normal* teaching practice). The subjec­
tive nature of the record will render it suspect, for consciously 
or unconsciously, the teacher may omit items that appear *unfav- 
ourable* or include others that are construed as praiseworthy. In 
any case, ®teachers, like other persons, probably have only limi­
ted insight into what they do, and hence will record their concept 
of how they behave in the classroom, rather than what they actu­
ally do* (Wallen and Travers, 1963, p.468). Almost certainly, 
the teacher will be able to make only crude estimates, and details 
that may be important - sequence, frequency, context, etc. - will 
be missing. Finally, there is a strong possibility of misinter­
pretation: whether the teachers are to tick off against a pres­
cribed list of activities or are left free to make their own list 
of activities undertaken, they may use the same *label* to connote 
quite different activities, or the same activities may be recorded 
under different headings by different teachers.
While self-observation or participant-observation by the teacher 
may provide very valuable insights into the nature of the teacher*s 
work apd can guide researchers in their selection of variables to 
investigate or hypotheses to test, the drawbacks of the method as 
an instrument of systematic, objective enquiry demand that another 
method be used to collect detailed information about teachers* 
behaviour; and although one of the most obvious ways for a resea­
rcher to obtain facts about what happens in classrooms and schools
 ^ This participant-observer method should not be confused with that 
adopted by, say, Hargreaves (1967), who was not a participant in the 
real sense in that, to suit his research, he was allowed a reduced 
teaching time-table - a fact which must have automatically isolated 
him from the group (i.e. the other teachers) with which he was supp­
osed to be identified. Nor was Nash (1973) a participant observer - 
though he claimed to be : he was in fact nothing like a participant, 
for he did not teach but acted the role of a research student and was 
identified by the teachers as a research student. (This does not 
detract from the value of his study.)
is to go into them, watch what happens and record what is seen, 
there has been some reluctance on the part of researchers to do 
just that, especially in this country. Before discussing the use 
of direct observation as a research tool, it is well worth study­
ing the possible reasons why the method has met with little favour.
2. Reluctance to use direct observation in educational research.
Medley and Mitzel (1963a), writing of American research, list 
several reasons for this reluctance, and the points mentioned may 
well apply to British research in education. Firstly, direct obs­
ervation is expensive in time, money and observer skill; secondly, 
teachers and administrators resent intruders in the classroom; 
thirdly, what previous studies there have been involving direct 
observation have proved largely ineffective; fourthly, the obser­
veras intrusion distorts the normal original situation and thereby 
makes observations defective.
Expense. If direct observation of the classroom is the best way 
to discover the information we require, then we must be prepared to 
spend the time and money to implement such research. We could 
spend far more time and money in peripheral investigations that 
still left us largely uninformed about the central facts of the 
teaching situation.
• Resentment regarding intruders. It is probably quite true that 
many teachers resent outsiders coming into their classrooms, and 
there is a variety of reasons why this is so:
a) Schools are subject to a great many interruptions to their 
work, and this can be most frustrating. Intrusions may come from 
such varied sources as advisers, inspectors, students, parents, wel­
fare workers - and researchers. Many teachers, understandably, 
will try to keep these demands on their time to a minimum.
b) Teachers are currently besieged with a constant flow of ad­
vice on how to do their job, and are urged to adopt this or that 
new practice - unstreaming, family grouping, integrated day, dis­
covery methods, new maths, new science. Primary French, team tea­
ching, programmed learning, and so on. Yet, as far as teachers 
can see, most of this advice emanates from College lecturers, 
advisers, researchers - all ‘theorists' who do not have to put into
rs
practice what is preached. In an already difficult situation caused 
by, among other things, oversize classes, administrative re-organi- 
zation affecting security and status, and Conflicting demands from 
society, parents, employers and educational ‘experts^, the teacher 
may feel he wants to draw into his shell and exclude outsiders.
c) The teacher may also suspect the motives of the researcher: 
information may be collected which has not been declared to the 
teacher, or the researcher may be using the teacher's expertise 
to gain himself academic qualifications.
d) There may be fears that the observer, because he is not fully 
aware of the background to an incident, will misunderstand what 
has been observed and will form hasty and superficial judgements
of classroom happenings.
e) For many teachers the only times they experienced being obs­
erved was when, on school practice or during their probationary 
period, their teaching performance was evaluated by college tutors, 
heads or inspectors, and as a result a researcher who comes to 
observe will also be seen as someone who has come to judge and 
assess the teacher in a personal way.
f) Where the research involves intensive case-study of a single 
school (e.g. Hargreaves, 1967), problems of ethical procedures be­
come especially acute, for, even if the school or individual tea­
chers are not identified in the published report on the research, 
it is reasonably simple for a knowledgeable local outsider to rec­
ognize the school or individuals from the (background character­
istics* mentioned. If the report carries explicit or implicit 
criticism of the school and/or the teachers, this can provoke ser­
ious problems for those concerned, for example in their attempts
to seek promotion, and it is hardly surprising if the participants 
in the research are less than welcoming to any future researchers 
at their school.^
All of the above circumstances may tend to breed resentment 
against intruders, and it is therefore all the more important for 
researchers to consider carefully how they approach teachers to
 ^ Davidovitch (1970) has discussed some of these problems that acc­
ompany ‘anthropological class or school research; and Richardson's 
perceptive account (1975,p.50-59) showed that an open agreement bet­
ween researcher and teachers to waive anonymity does not automati­
cally resolve the difficulties.
seek their assistance; discussions with teachers in the early pla­
nning stages of a research, consultation with them during the cou­
rse of the project, the supply of feedback reports, the gradual 
build-up of an atmosphere of mutual understanding, respect and 
co-operation - these general liaison procedures should be consid­
ered an integral part of any research design involving the deli­
cate task of teacher or classroom observation. In this way res­
entment will be avoided, and the observer will be seen, not as an 
intruder, but as a necessary partner in a venture towards which 
the teacher himself is actively contributing (NFER, 1966, p.12). 
Certainly, the role of the observer-researcher must be clearly 
delineated for all concerned (Davidovitch, 1970; Richardson,1973).
Ineffectiveness of previous studies using direct observation. 
There is probably some truth in the suggestion that the inadequa­
cies of previous research using direct observation may be a factor 
in deterring would-be users of the method. But if it is conceded 
that the classroom is the correct place to find out most of the 
facts about the teaching-learning situation, then it is necessary 
to detect where the inadequacies of previous studies lay and over­
come them. This can only be done by critical analysis of previous 
researches, questioning their assumptions, and experimenting with 
new approaches.
Distortion of the observed situation. The suggestion that the 
method,of direct observation inevitably distorts the very situation 
the researcher sets out to study is the most serious of the method's 
alleged defects, for it raises serious doubts about the underlying 
validity of the approach. If the method is to find favour among 
researchers into teacher behaviour, this particular charge must be 
satisfactorily answered, and it is therefore essential to study 
the problem in some detail.
3.Distortion caused by presence of observer or observing equipment
a) The problem
Many teachers who may not resent a researcher in the classroom 
may nevertheless be anxious lest his presence disturbs the rapport
and relationship they have established with their pupils; they 
will assert that the observer's presence will produce a situation 
different from the normal. Even if a.camera or a tape recorder is 
installed instead of a human observer, it is claimed that the tea­
cher and pupils are aware of the ^stranger' in their midst and 
will react accordingly.
Some teachers, in stating their obj^ections, think only in terms 
of changes in the pupils: an observeras presence, they say, might 
make one group of sensitive pupils inhibited in their oral answer­
ing or encourage another group of sprightly pupils to ‘play up’ 
the teacher. They assert that the pupils will be distracted by 
the observer’s presence or try to 'show off’ to attract the atten­
tion of the observer (or camera). While acknowledging these points, 
it must be noted, however, that it is entirely a superficial view 
to think that only pupils will be affected by the observer's pre­
sence. The teacher himself, whether consciously or not, may well 
alter his behaviour to suit the new circumstances that now include 
the observer in the classroom. If, in addition, he associates Re­
searchers with Inspectors or Advisers, he will almost certainly 
exhibit the kind of behaviour he thinks is expected of him, depen­
ding on how much he knows about the researcher’s aims. He may 
see the research as a chance to improve his promotion prospects or 
to get *in with* the ‘right* people. He may want to convey his 
♦up-to-dateness* by advocating and practising (albeit for the ben­
efit of the observer) the method he thinks is in vogue; he may 
feel inhibited about disciplining or punishing; he may ‘overact* 
to create a good impression. Any of these clearly defined react­
ions and the more subtle ones of change of attitude or tone or 
emphasis, again whether deliberately assumed or not, will alter 
the circumstances that prevail in the classroom when there is no 
observer present.
It has been suggested that it is possible to practise class­
room observation without any outsider at all (Bates, 1970). The 
teacher himself can record on tape his verbal interaction with 
the class and thereby eliminate the need for an outsider’s pre­
sence. But the equipment that used, the need to check that 
it is working correctly throughout the lesson, the effect this has 
upon pupils - all these are intrusions in the lesson which must
change it from the normal situation. In addition, the teacher 
must restrict himself either by carrying a microphone (and poss­
ibly trailing a wire) or by staying seated near the recorder.
And, of course, there is still no guarantee that the teacher has 
not altered the normal situation to make it suitable for taping, 
i.e. the class teaching becomes subservient to the research. (In­
deed, in showing how classroom verbal interaction may be recorded 
more efficiently, Flanders says, ‘For the teacher, use a good FM 
wireless microphone feeding one channel of a stereo recorder.
Use three microphone stands at the far end of the classroom and 
let four pupils stand close to each microphone* (Flanders, 1970, 
p.441), If the final outcome is intended to be a recording of nor­
mal teaching interaction, then to have, in addition to outside 
equipment, groups of pupils standing huddled round microphones in 
one corner of the room (and apparently the class contains only 12 
pupils!) must surely plumb the depths of absurdity.)
Finally, the taped record is only one facet of the class sit­
uation, and if a more comprehensive picture of the teaching situ­
ation is required, Bates's method of supplying a subsequent commen­
tary has the defect of relying on the teacher*^ subjective recall 
of a past situation, producing a selective and possibly inaccurate 
context.
It appears, then, that the classroom observation approach does 
require the presence in the classroom of an outsider of some kind, 
and the researcher is still left with the problem of whether his 
data will be valid or not. Whereas Medley and Mitzel say the pro­
blem of observer effect ‘should not be taken too seriously* (1963a, 
p.306), Borg affirms that ‘a change in the behaviour of both the 
teacher and class members usually occurs when an observer enters 
the room’ (Borg, 1963, p.238).
How can a researcher first gauge the extent to which an obser­
ver’s presence changes the classroom situation, and how, as a con­
sequence, can he guard against such a change? It is odd that, des­
pite the fundamental importance of these questions - for they have 
a crucial bearing on the authenticity of all subsequent research 
into observed teacher and pupil behaviour - there is in the lit­
erature on the subject hardly any recognition or even acknowledgement
of the problem (Herbert, 1970),^
Mitzel and Rabinowitz (1953) found that teachers* observed 
verbal behaviour began to fluctuate less.towards the end of an 8- 
week period of observation and assumed that this reduction in cha­
nging behaviour was due to the decreasing influence of the observer 
on the teacher. Masling and Stern (1969) reported that teacher 
and pupil behaviour varied inconsistently during two days of con­
tinuous classroom observation and concluded that either the obs­
erver effect was negligible or else the teacher and pupil behav­
iour was affected differentially by the observer, making the obs­
erver effect more complex than foreseen. They do not mention the 
alternative possibility that the observer effect was present and 
constant, but that the teacher and pupil behaviour was itself var­
iable through time regardless of observer effect. (Also, their 
sançile of observed teachers comprised 23 volunteers who were all 
female, but they do not refer to this point when drawing conclu­
sions.)
Another investigation into distortion of the class situation 
was carried out by Stukat and Engstrom (1967) during a study in 
which they compared different methods of observing the classroom 
situation. They were using closed-circuit television equipment 
as well as human observers, and noted first how often pupils and 
teacher looked at the camera, and secondly, if the speech of the 
teacher and pupils varied. These two criteria for testing the 
alteration of the situation caused by the intruders were arbitra­
rily chosen, and the researchers, in their report, stressed the 
speech analysis criterion because they found this more informative.
At first the teachers talked more often but slowly, and after a 
while the amount of talk decreased while the speed of talk increased. 
Pupils spoke less frequently at first and more often later, but,
1 Strangely enough, these problems of observer interference have 
long been recognized by sociological researchers (as seen in Heyns 
and Zander (1953), Weick (1968) and Rosenthal and Rosnow (1969); 
there appears to have been little transference of this concern to 
educational situations, yet, as implied in the above discussion, 
the application to classroom/school observational studies of concepts 
such as 'suspiciousness of experimenter’s intent’ (McGuire); ’dem­
and characteristics of the experimental situation* (Orne), 'exper­
imenter expectancies' (Rosenthal) and ‘evaluation apprehension* 
(Rosenberg) - all described in Rosenthal and Rosnow - could prove 
most valuable.
nlike the teachers, their speech increased in speed the longer the 
observing equipment was present. Without being definitive, Stukat 
and Engstrom concluded that distortion of the normal classroom 
situation is more apparent during the first two days of observa­
tion. It would be valuable to know if the distortion disappeared 
entirely, with the classroom regaining its ‘normalitybut of 
course a researcher can never test this, for, by definition, he 
cannot observe a ‘normal* situation, i.e. one where no observer 
is present, to conpare that with the one he has observed. ‘The 
problem of comparing observed and unobserved behaviour is akin 
to that of the small boy who turned out the bedroom light and 
could never quite make it to his bed before the room got dark* 
(Medley and Mitzel, 1963a, p.248).
Adams and Biddle, who video-taped lessons by remote control, 
so that cameras but no observers were in the classroom, believed 
the teachers were not greatly affected and also that, as far as 
pupils were concerned; ‘Once classwork got under way, the cameras 
were disregarded almost completely* (1970, p.24). A similar con­
clusion regarding tape-recording equipment had been reported ear­
lier by Aschner (1963) and Westbury (1968). That pupils soon be­
come accustomed to equipment in the classroom is confirmed by A. 
Gibson (carrying out general research into CGTV at Goldsmiths 
College London) and others using CGTV equipment (e.g. Gifford of 
the Inner London Education Authority), but admittedly these views 
are based on extensive personal experience rather than on object­
ive research.
b) Overcoming the problem
If it is conceded that when an observer, with or without equi­
pment, first enters a classroom, the ‘normal* or ^natural* situa­
tion may possibly be altered ( and some may assert that tfie dis­
tortion can never be entirely eliminated), then it is incumbent 
on the researcher, if his findings are to be taken seriously, to 
adopt procedures that will minimize the alteration, in order that 
the classroom situation as observed is at least a close approxi­
mation to the one that normally obtains. ‘Greater efforts than 
usual probably need to be made to lessen the impact of the obser­
ver’s presence* (Jackson, 1965, p.2).
The two questions that need to be answered are: a) What are 
the factors that are contributing to the ^ alteration, and b) How,
can the researcher combat these factors?
Several points that might, during observation, change a tea- 
cher^’s normal behaviour have been mentioned earlier; he may bel­
ieve the data collected in the observations will be revealed to 
his enployers or supervisors; he may believe his submission to 
observation will enhance his chances of promotion; he may wish 
to inpress the observers in some way; he may be critical of the 
observations or of the observers, and so on.
These circumstances revealing aggressive or defensive attitu­
des are symptoms of the teacher's insecurity concerning the obser­
vations, and the obvious remedy is an attempt to remove that inse­
curity. Thus the teacher must be assured that all observations 
are taken in confidence and that the data collected will not, with­
out the teacher's permission, be made available in a form whereby 
the teacher can be identified. Further, the investigators must 
reassure the teacher that he is not being judged in a personal way 
at all. Where records of teacher behaviour are being kept merely 
for the object of descriptive analysis, this reassurance will be 
easily effected. Where the purpose of the study is to gauge re­
sults of methods used by the teacher or to measure his attitude 
or personality or the class climate - wherever, in fact, the poss­
ibility of judging or evaluating the teacher intrudes, then the 
teacher needs to be reassured that the observations made of him 
are in no way a personal investigation but are part of a larger 
pattern in which the individual circumstances appertaining to 
that teacher are merged with many other observations so that no 
element of personal criticism can apply.
All of these measures taken to produce a sense of security on 
the teacher's part are attempts to build an atmosphere of trust 
between researcher and teacher, and will pave the way for a situ­
ation where the teacher no longer feels he has to put on any act 
when observed by the researcher.
To ensure that he has reduced any distortion to a minimum, the 
observer should also be present in the teacher's classroom some 
time before the observations required are recorded. During this 
'■pre-observation acceptance^ period, the observer can make notes 
or just watch what is happening - the important feature is that 
the teacher is becoming accustomed to the *stranger' in the room, 
and, if the researcher has previously discussed the whole problem
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with the teacher so that that teacher feels reassured about the 
observations, the teacher will not even be regarding the observer 
as a stranger.
This pre-observation acceptance period is of course vital as 
far as the pupils are concerned. If there were any tendency to 
^show off’ to the stranger or to ‘play ujp* the teacher in the 
Stranger's presence, or to be inhibited by the stranger’s presence, 
such tendencies would decrease as the pupils became accustomed 
to the observer being with them. That there existed a rapport 
between teacher and observer (established by the consultation urged 
above) would soon be sensed by the pupils, and this also would 
help the observer *merge’ into the situation, thus achieving the 
normal classroom situation that the researcher is seeking to study.
This whole acclimatizing approach should be considered an in­
tegral part of the methodology of any researcher using classroom 
observation (Medley and Mitzel, 1963a, p.307); the fact that the 
problem has hardly been discussed in previous research reveals a 
serious lack of insight on the part of investigators (Herbert,
1970, p.135).
4. Direct observation
First, a note of clarification; the terms ‘observing’ and 
‘recording*, as used in the previous literature, are misleading. 
Language habits are difficult to break and though the present wri­
ter has used these same terms so far in this discussion, it would 
be both desirable and helpful to consider the researcher’s prac­
tical work in this field as consisting of three distinct operations: 
observing, recording, reporting.
Observing is the process of seeing or hearing the teacher’s acti­
vities.
Recording is the process of preserving in some form those original 
activities, and when we see or hear a record of behaviour, we see 
or hear the actual behaviour as it occurred.
Reporting is the process of describing the observed or recorded 
behaviour.
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The application of this approach to a large scale empirical enq­
uiry is described in greater detail in Sections III and IV of this 
thesis.
These three operations may in practice function simultaneously, 
and this may in previous research have concealed their separate 
identities, but the essential differences in their purposes should 
be understood. One may see how the three processes are inter­
related by reference to video-taping of the teacher's activities, 
as against the record made by a human observer;
Video-taping : the camera observes the teacher^s behaviour and 
this is recorded on tape, both operations being performed concurr­
ently. Subsequently a researcher will run the tape through and 
describe in speech or writing, in words or symbols, what he sees 
on the television screen, i.e. he will report about the record 
previously obtained.
The human observer : he will first watch or hear the teacher's 
activities, i.e. he observes. Subsequently he will try to put on 
record what he has observed. But this record will consist of words 
or symbols, not of teacher activities, i.e. the record now obtained 
is a description that represents the behaviour - it is not the be­
haviour itself; we learn about the behaviour not by watching the 
behaviour, but by ‘seeing* it second-hand, through the vehicle of 
the description. Thus the description (the report) serves also 
as the record.
a) Direct observation - the human observer.
The first and most obvious method of directly observing the 
teacher's behaviour is for a researcher to be in the class, seeing 
what actually happens. Direct observation of teachers has of cou­
rse been the practice among supervisors and inspectors for centu­
ries, but the purpose was usually evaluative and not related to 
research nor objectively carried out. Systematic observations 
of teachers for the purpose of research were made by Wrightstone 
in 1934, though Puckett (1928) had preceded this with systematic 
observations of pupils. The observational studies reported by 
Barr (1929) were concerned with the subject of teacher effective­
ness, and the majority of studies since Barr's work, have involved 
a human observer in the classroom, e.g. Jersild et al, 1939; And­
erson, 1945-6; Cornell, Lindvall and Saupd^ , 1952; Medley and Mitzel, 
1958b; Ryans, 1959; Hughes, 1959; Waimon, 1962;Leacock, 1963;
Shapiro, 1963; Perkins, 1964; Flanders, 1965; Jackson, 1965; Gard­
ner and Cass, 1965; Galloway,1968; Brophy and Good,1969; Duthie,1970.
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Of the 79 observation systems noted in Simon and Boyer®s antholo­
gy of instruments (1970), 55 entailed the use of a human observer.
The human observer is also the essential medium for obtaining re-
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cords in 'anthropological® studies of classrooms, e.g. Smith and 
Geoffrey (1968), Davidovitch (1970), Henry(1971a and b), Hamilton 
(1973b). ^
The advantage of the live observer is his ability to see the
teacher behaviour in its setting, and his record will be a first­
hand account that can reflect an awareness of the context at the 
time the observed events are happening. Furthermore, this aware­
ness - which extends to the school setting beyond the classroom - 
can add useful insights during any subsequent interpretation of the 
record.
The chief defect of the human observer, apart from the possi­
bility of his presence intruding upon the normal situation (as 
discussed above), is the investigator’s inability later to check 
the accuracy of the observations. Once the observations are made, 
the situation has passed and can never be re-observed, thus limi­
ting the opportunities of verification and detailed analysis. In 
addition, one cannot be sure that the observer has seen all that 
is relevant to his particular research, nor how far his selected 
observations are dictated by personal bias. If the observer att­
empts later to recall factors that affected his selection of ob­
served events, this recall is also subjective and not easily cor-
Such studies often quote their use of ‘participant observation’. 
Despite the definition given by Becker (1958), the phrase is never 
strictly accurate unless the observer is actively and fully parti­
cipating as one of the group being studied. Anthropological studies 
of classrooms, like 'scientific/systematic* studies, have usually 
involved non-participation (or, occasionally, partial participation) 
- they certainly and essentially entail a researcher engaged in 
direct observation,and it is the method of recording what is obs­
erved/heard and the objectives or rationale behind the method that 
distinguishes such studies from ‘systematic* observational studies. 
In fact, Becker*s definition of ‘participant’ observation and the 
rationale for it as explained by Davidovitch (1970, p.7) or by 
Hambleton (1964-5, cited in Davidovitch, p.8) make it quite clear 
that they are primarily concerned in extending the range of ‘source 
data*, and that their ‘participant® observer is an observer, and 
not a participant. It is most important to be clear about what a 
researcher means by ‘participant observation*; for a misuse of 
the term can easily create misconceptions in the minds of those 
who read research reports.
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roborated. Many of the problems of possibly biased recording are 
reviewed by Weick (1968, 428-435).
b) Direct observation - mechanical aids
It seems obvious that if it is desirable to make an accurate and 
comprehensive series of observations which can also serve as an 
exact record of the original situations and which can be made ava­
ilable for inspection and analysis, we must resort to mechanical 
aids. If we can 'capture live* the teaching situation, the obse­
rvations and the records of those observations are obtained in 
one process.
Howsam (1960) surveys the use of mechanical aids in creating 
new designs for iirplementing classroom research, but in emphasi­
zing the advantages of not having a human observer in the classroom, 
he assumes that recording equipment, without observers present, 
will not distort 'the normal situation*. More important, he also 
ignores the possibility that it is the teacher’s awareness of his 
actions being observed rather than the physical presence of people 
or equipment that affects his normal teaching behaviour. However, 
Howsam documents convincingly the advantages of ‘capturing live’ 
the teaching situation.
Several types and combinations of mechanical aids have been 
used in classroom observation, and Simon and Boyer note that 24 
of their list of observation systems make use of audio or video 
equipment.
The most common mechanical aid used has been the sound-recor­
ding of classroom discourse, e.g. Jayne (1945), Withall (1949),
Smith (1964, 1967), Aschner (1963), Taba et al (1964, 1966),
Waimon and Hermanowitz (1965), Oliver and Shaver (Shaver, 1966), 
Bellack (1966), Barnes (1969); and Bates (1970) acted as teacher- 
observer when he recorded his own interaction with a primary sch­
ool class.
The major technical problem in recording sound in classrooms 
is the ambient noise that is usually present, e.g. the scraping 
of chairs, the movements of the children, the buzz of conversat­
ion, all or any of which may conceal the particular responses 
one is trying to capture. Indeed, Amidon and Flanders (1967, p. 
94-5) have advocated that their category,systems can be used by
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a class teacher if he first records his lessons on tape, but they 
do not explain how the teacher can teach normally and yet tape the 
voices of himself and any pupil anywhere.in the room who may be 
interacting at any time. If several pupils talk at once - by no 
means^uncommon occurrence in a classroom - the final sound tape 
will be somewhat confusing]
Where the verbal behaviour of only the teacher is studied, 
the problem is not so difficult, as is pointed out by Herbert and 
Swayze (1964), who began using a radio-microphone which picked 
up sound from only the immediate neighbourhood of the teacher.
The use of the radio-microphone is particularly advantageous, be­
cause there is no need for wires trailing across the classroom 
or microphones hanging from the ceiling; the radio-microphone*5 
transmitter is small and compact and easily carried by the tea­
cher, while the receiver-recorder can be situated outside the 
classroom. A special advantage of the radio-microphone is its 
flexibility, in that a researcher can ‘observe’ the teacher in 
the playground or on the playing field, or can ‘follow’ the tea­
cher if the latter goes from room to room.
Obviously, the sound-recording of teachers’ statements is
subject to the limitations noted above for observations of only
verbal behaviour (omission of relevant data and lack of setting
or context). In fact the limitations are increased (Bales, 1950,
p.104), for not only is the tape a record of only part of the
total situation, but the interpreter who has to categorize the
taped statements now has to contend with ambient noise, confusion
of voices, muffled reproduction, loss of ‘tone*, and so on, ren-
1dering his final record of events more questionable.
It would seem, therefore, that a visual record of classroom 
situations is called for, and such records have indeed been made 
by using time-lapse photography (Withall, 1956; Poole, 1964;
Gump, 1967), or by filming the situation. The latter, according 
to Howsam, requires special lighting effects, very cumbersome
Oddly enough, Flanders (1965, p.22) acknowledges that awareness 
of the total situation is essential to accurate categorizing of a 
particular classroom interaction, yet many of his followers and 
even he himself now practise his method via the use of sound taping 
rather than live observation, thereby building-into the final re­
cord a self-acknowledged unreliability. /
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equipment, and the presence of camera operators, producing the 
atmosphere of a ^performance® and disrupting the natural situation 
too much. Howsam suggested the extensive use of ^Kinescopes® (tel­
evised film), but more recently the technique of video-taping has 
been gaining ground among researchers, particularly those involved 
in teacher education. Video-taping, which consists of closed-circuit 
televising and simultaneously taping what is televised, has been 
used by Schueler, Gold and Mitzel (1962), Kounin, Friesen and Norton 
(1966) and Neujahr (1970). The procedure needs a television camera 
and cameraman, but the latter need not be in the classroom, as he 
can operate the camera by remote control.
Biddle (1967), summarizing the various methods of observing 
by mechanical means, concluded that the best method for obtaining 
a complete description of the teaching situation is by using audio­
visual recording, i.e. the sound and video-recorder combined. The 
studies by Stukat and Engstrom (1967), Adams and Biddle (1970) and 
Kounin (1970) employed such audio-video recording equipment. The 
whole programme of research being currently conducted by Stukat and 
Engstrom - called "Didactic Process and Product Analysis® and in­
vestigating the relationship of instructional processes and outcomes 
to a wide range of teacher, pupil and environmental variables - is 
using as essential basic data extensive audio-visual T.V records 
made in 80 classrooms (Stukat and Engstrom, 1969).
5. Comparing methods of observation
There is an urgent need to compare these various methods of 
observing and recording classroom or teacher behaviour, in order to 
evaluate their respective values as research tools, but not a great 
deal of objective research has been done. Some investigations, how­
ever, mostly in the field of teacher education, have experimented 
with different observing methods in an attempt to evaluate them as 
teaching tools.
Fulton and Rupiper (1962) compared students learning from direct 
observation of educational situations with students learning "vicar­
iously® i.e. from watching films and slides of the same situations. 
Rumford (1962) compared two matched groups of students following the 
same Teaching Method course; one group received direct instructions 
and observed directly in classrooms, the second studied the course
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entirely by means of CGTV. Schueler and Gold (1964) experimented 
with video-tapes of practice lessons taken by the students them­
selves: they compared three student groups - those whose lessons 
were observed by a supervisor, with discussion following between 
supervisor and student; those whose lessons were video-taped, with 
supervisor and student later discussing the tape; and those whose 
lessons were video-taped and observed directly by supervisor, the 
later discussion involving reference both to the tape and the super­
viseras notes. Three methods by which students could observe pract­
ising teachers were compared by Stoller, Lesser and Freedman (1964). 
The three methods were; direct observation, with students in the 
room with the teacher; many students watching the teacher by means 
of closed-circuit television; and many students watching the tape 
of the teacher's lesson, after the lesson was finished.
In all these studies, too few significant differences were found 
in improvement by students in later performance (in tests or tea­
ching) to warrant any of the researchers making definitive conclu­
sions, and Stoller et al report that similar earlier studies by 
Abel (I960), Painter (1961), Rogers (1962) and Van Horn (undated) 
were also inconclusive. In one of the few experiments tried in 
the U.K., Qibb (1968) reported that if an audio-visual tape of a 
lesson were superimposed (dubbed) with a lecturer®s commentary at 
carefully prepared intervals during the tape (highlighting aspects 
of the lesson), a distinct advantage in student perception was 
gained, although he also acknowledged that this applied only to a 
few specific items of the lesson. However, a most interesting 
comment by Gibb - which possibly relates closely to research in 
teacher observation - is his suggestion, supported by earlier work 
(Travers, 1966, p.51), that in attempting to listen and watch sim­
ultaneously, observers tend to ignore the auditory information 
received and concentrate on the visual, i.e. observers have a 
"limited capacity for processing information*. Of course in re­
search it is just this capacity that is enhanced so strikingly by 
the use of an audio-visual CGTV observation system, for by means of 
the facility it offers for playback on a video-recorder (with monitor 
screen), the researcher can repeat many times either the auditory 
or visual records (or both) and thereby be helped in interpreting 
the data, whether seen as isolated events or as part of a stream
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of behaviour (Adams and Biddle, 1970, pp 23 and 27).^ For the same 
reason, Schueler and Gold regarded the video tapes they collected 
as extremely valuable tools for use when constructing observation 
schedules.
While the various studies of different observation methods in 
teacher education seem inconclusive, there is little doubt that 
audio-video taping will be used increasingly in the training of 
pre-service and in-service students, and its importance in obser­
vational research lies not so much in the recording of lessons for 
self-criticism as in the cumulative creation of a library of lessons 
taken by experienced teachers in diverse settings (Howsam, 1960; 
Peterson, 1967). In many U.K. colleges and departments of education 
which possess CGTV and taping equipment, workers are currently en­
gaged in investigating the various possibilities of using such 
equipment for both in-service training and research (e.g. Barrington 
at Edge Hill College of Education; Gibb and Holroyd at Leeds Uni­
versity Institute of Education; A. Gibson at Goldsmiths College, 
London; D.R.Gibson, at Cambridge University Institute of Education; 
Gifford, of the Inner London Education Authority TV service; Nichols 
and Trott, at Berkshire College of Education; McDonald, at Stirling 
University; Brown, at Ulster University.)
There is only one study known to the present author in which 
methods of observing teachers were compared for the specific purpose 
of evaluating the usefulness of those methods in pure research, and 
that was conducted by Stukat and Engstrom (1967). They video-taped 
lessons, categorized the behaviour of the five teachers taped, and 
then made "profiles® of the lessons, i.e. they prepared histograms 
of the category tallies. They then compared various profiles made 
in different ways from the same lessons; these included profiles 
a) made from the whole video tape, b) made from the first ten seconds 
of each minute of the tape, c) made from sample photographs taken at 
the rate of one per minute (with and without sound), d) made from 
data recorded by a human observer. The authors® general conclusion 
was that if a rough outline description of a teacher®s lesson is 
required, either the human observer or ten-second sampling made with 
a video-tape is a satisfactory means of observation; sample photo-
It must of course be remembered that any playback system has the 
disadvantage of a lengthy time commitment: Adams and Biddle estimated 
that one hour of classroom time took between 20 and 25 hours of 
playback time to code.
graphs are moderately efficient, and photographs without sound very 
poor. If, however, much detailed analysis of a lesson is wanted 
then the human observer or the whole video-tape is necessary, with 
the latter providing the only really satisfactory method of observation.
It seems obvious that more work needs to be done to evaluate the 
different methods of observing and recording teacher behaviour. In 
the feasibility study reported later in this thesis, one of the main 
objectives was to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of the 
various methods, and one conclusion which may logically be mentioned 
here was that the choice of an observation instrument must depend 
upon the particular purposes of the investigation being considered, 
and that no single method need be a best method for all occasions. It 
is conceivable that while the audio-video tape can be a first-class 
means of observing and recording interaction in the classroom of the 
secondary school teacher, it has many physical disadvantages if one 
wants to follow the infant school teacher during her journeys between 
classroom and corridor. Again, if one wants to observe the teacher*s 
job as he contacts pupils and staff outside the classroom, we must 
either use the human observer to follow the teacher or ask the teacher 
to record his o\.m movements.
Finally, there is the possibility of using a combination of methods, 
where one method supplements another: with Hughes (1959), Aschner 
(1963) and Westbury (1968), a human observer made records of the tea­
cher's non-verbal activities while a tape was made of his verbal be­
haviour; Schoggen (1964) acted as the human observer but recorded his 
observations on a sound tape-recorder, his microphone being encased in 
a facial mask to insulate his voice from the classroom; and with 
Herbert (1966, 1967) both teacher and observer wore radio-microphones 
which transmitted to two separate tracks of a twin-track sound tape, 
the teacher's record being one of his verbal interaction with pupils, 
and the observer's a record of the teacher's non-verbal activities 
and of contextual classroom events. Another interesting approach which 
they labelled ‘microethnography of the classroom* was adopted by Smith 
and Geoffrey (1968): this involved dual recording - the teacher (Geof­
frey) noted at the end of each day the events he recalled from that day, 
together with his comments on those events, while the 'outside' observer 
(Smith) made ‘field-notes’ in longhand of what he saw during direct ob­
servation of Geoffrey's lessons; in addition, at the end of each day. 
Smith sound-taped his own interpretive comments on the day's proceedings,
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D. PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN RECORDING AND REPORTING OBSERVATIONS
Whatever method is used to make observations of teacher behaviour, 
those observations have to be recorded and reported. This task has 
produced for researchers almost as many problems as has the develop­
ment of adequate observation systems.
1. When to record; immediate or delayed recording
Where ,observations of a teacher's activities are made directly 
(i.e. live), it is possible to record his behaviour as it happens or 
to wait till it is partly or completely finished before making the 
record. As explained later, all recording systems, whether immediate 
or delayed, require that observers be thoroughly trained in order to 
enhance observe agreement, but delayed recording imposes additional 
burdens on observers and renders the likelihood of reliable records 
more remote.
Medley and Mitzel (1963a) argue forcibly against delayed recording 
of observations, and Weick (1968, p.430) reports many of the problems 
of bias that ensue from it. Observations made by a researcher in 
the classroom are liable to inaccuracy even when the observer is 
making determined efforts to see all that is relevant and to report 
it objectively. To delay his recording and admit between the obser­
vations and their recording all the intervening events that must im­
pinge on the observer's mind and affect his memory is inviting the 
influence of innumerable factors which can only complicate and con­
fuse the study. The section of Ryans®s iiranense study which deals 
with observations of teachers (i960) suffers from this fault of 
delayed recording, as does the work of Barker and his associates 
(1963), Solomon et al (1964), Gardner and Cass (1965) and Brown et al 
(1968). Similarly, the comments recorded on tape by Smith at the 
end of an observation day entailed the recall of classroom events 
rather than an immediate record (Smith and Geoffrey, 1968); and 
Richardson's records of meetings with teachers were almost entirely 
dependent on the researcher's memory and interpretation of events 
(Richardspn, 1973).
Delayed recording, i.e. recording via recall of events, must also
The method used by Barker and his co-workers and by Gardner and Cass 
was delayed recording in the sense that notes of classroom behaviour 
were made in the classroom, and a full record produced by using the 
notes to stimulate a full description of the behaviour.
be the medium of reporting in researches where teachers, attempting 
to observe themselves, try to record what they had done during a 
particular interval of time, e.g. a lesson, a day, or a week (Adol- 
phson and Umstattd 1949; Douglass, 1950; Yale-Fairfield, 1956; Bates, 
1970; Adams et al, 1970; Lyons, in press).
2. How to record ; narrative descriptions
Some researchers using direct observation have tried to record 
teacher behaviour in narrative descriptive form (Leacock, 1963; 
Shapiro, 1963; Smith and Geoffrey, 1968; Duthie, 1970), and occasion­
ally the description has been in shorthand (Hughes, 1959; Harris, 
1960). In studying what is now called the "psychological ecology of 
the classroom*, Dyck (1963) and Gump (1964, 1967, 1971) applied to 
school and classroom observation the method of making specimen anec­
dotal records of behaviour that had been earlier used in studying 
children in other settings (Barker and Wright, 1951 and 1955; Barker, 
1963).
When beginning an observational research, researchers may feel 
unable to decide on the particular aspects of behaviour they should 
observe because they are unfamiliar with the situation in question. 
They will adopt the 'anthropological approach* and will often compile 
unstructured, narrative records (in note form) in order to 'get to 
grips' with the kind of situation they are to observe, and by sifting 
the records, they are helped to an appreciation of the items they need 
to concentrate on or select for their later structured studies. An 
excellent example of this approach is found in the research of Smith 
and Geoffrey - 'Serendipity was one of our goals' (1968, p.6).
There has indeed been a recent resurgence of interest in the 
anthropological approach to research in education, but one's support 
for these efforts must remain equivocal. Many workers in this field 
betray an extraordinary reluctance to give details of their method­
ology, e.g. Henry (1971a and b), Keddie (1971) and several studies 
cited in Silberman (1971), including Brenner et al (1964), Minuchin 
(1965), Koff and Warren (1971) and Friedenberg (1971); a vague ref­
erence is made to 'field notes' or 'observations', and nothing is 
noted about possible distortion effects produced by the observer's 
presence. The collected records retain an extremely subjective 
flavour, e.g. the participant observation of Holt (1969) and Kohl 
(1971), but - worst feature of all - there is a tendency to make
sweeping generalizations based either on the flimsy evidence offered 
or indeed on no evidence other than the personal impressions of the 
writer, e.g. Goodman (1971).
This abuse of the anthropological approach is most regrettable, 
for there is little doubt that "naturalistic observations', e.g. the 
work of Gump (1967), Nash (1973), Hamilton (1973a and b), Delamont 
(1973) and Richardson (1973), can add an important dimension to 
quantitative studies of school and classroom life; and, as an exp­
loratory or reconnoitring manoevre, the anthropological method has 
much to offer in the way of generating ideas for what Smith and 
Geoffrey (1968) call 'verificational research®.
Where narrative records are the method used in the main stage of 
a research (as distinct from exploratory * feeling out^ the field), 
one advantage is that the record offers the researcher a description 
of a complete behavioural episode, a sequence of naturally occurring 
activities which together form an entity reflecting a real-life sit­
uation; and to lend further sense of reality, even the atmosphere 
or tone of a situation may be distilled through the narrative. Also, 
with a carefully trained observer, the record can be made rich enough 
to permit different forms of content analysis, e.g. verbal, cognitive, 
emotional, etc..
However, it is quite impossible in practice to report in cont­
inuous narrative form (even in shorthand) all that a teacher does, 
for the observer just cannot write quickly enough, nor can he observe 
while he is writing. Even if time-samples of teacher behaviour are 
used, e.g. isolated 5-minute periods distributed regularly throughout 
a lesson, the observer will still be unable to describe in narrative 
form all the activities being performed. The consequence is that he 
must select, deliberately or unconsciously, items from the total 
behaviour, and the resultant risk of subjective reporting then bec­
omes very great indeed. *The record is filtered through the selective 
and integrative mechanisms of the human observer’, and this bias is 
difficult to overcome ‘since all human beings tend to simplify, cat­
egorize, unify, and subjectively distort their impressions of events’ 
(Biddle, 1967, p.340).
Because he felt that, while writing his records, the human observer 
inevitably missed some of what he intended to observe, Schoggen (1964) 
recorded on sound tape what he observed. He designed for the obser­
ver a special facial mask containing a microphone, so that when the
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observer spoke he did not disturb the on-going lesson. The micro­
phone was connected to a battery tape recorder carried by the obser­
ver, and the observer dictated his observation directly on to tape. 
Schoggen felt that he still missed too much by dictating in full 
what he saw, so he dictated his observations in note form and at 
the end of an observing session, the observer returned to the 'office' 
and expanded his notes.
Evidently Schoggen saw that the written narrative record was%.un- 
satisfactory and also that the record dictated in full on tape was 
defective-* But his remedy - a record in notes, to be later expanded - 
introduces the undesirable feature of delayed reporting. Gardner 
and Cass (1965) also used notes later expanded into fuller descrip­
tion, as did Gump (1967) and Geoffrey (Smith and Geoffrey, 1968).
Despite these attempts to make the observer's task easier, by 
recording in note form instead of a full narrative, the raw data in 
these unstructured observations are still suspect in that such re­
cording is highly susceptible to observer bias; in the same way 
that judges of teacher competence will use different subjective 
frameworks to arrive at their ratings (Barr, 1961, p.148, 151), so 
different observers of the same situation will *see* different 
items of the scene.
Moreover, a further source of subjectivity that is introduced 
into these descriptive accounts concerns the variations in the com­
mand of language displayed by different observers. 'Language mean­
ings are influenced by past experience, and observers vary greatly 
in the demands they impose upon themselves for precision in descri­
ption and in the words they have available to write descriptions’ 
(Weick, 1968, p.416).
A final defect of narrative records is the difficulty they pre­
sent in quantifying them for later detailed analysis or comparisons.
The reliability of any content analysis and the validity of any 
comparisons between records must obviously depend heavily on the 
assurance that all records have been made in the same way and in 
the same kind of language - an assurance not readily offered.
A form of narrative description is used in the method known as 
‘critical incident‘ technique. This approach was developed by Flanagan 
(1949) as a means of determining the strong and weak points in the 
individual performances of U.S. Air Force personnel. Reports of 
critical incidents are recorded by various interested parties, i.e.
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those who have been closely associated with the individual recount 
moments or anecdotes when the individual was particularly subjected 
to an episode leading to failure or to siiccess, and any behaviours 
common to many of the accounts are thought to reveal significant 
personality traits. Its application to teaching situations was of 
possible use in relation to the kind of incidents which might be 
indicative of certain teacher characteristics (Ryans, 1960). As 
the method is essentially one of reporting incidents, it has little 
application to studies of general teacher behaviour, and in fact 
sançles of critical incidents are likely to be quite unreliable in 
the sense that their very nature precludes their being representative 
of teacher behaviour. They could, however, be useful when first 
constructing an observational system and might form a framework 
within which the detail of classification of behaviour could be 
developed. Critical incident descriptions must also, because of 
their method of being recorded, be delayed recordings.
If, because of the defects outlined above, the narrative method 
of recording (delayed or not) is eliminated as a basic method of 
obtaining systematic data in a survey of teacher activities, there 
remains the alternative of recording in an abbreviated way. The 
usual way to do this is to invent a list of symbols, each of which 
will denote a specific aspect of observed behaviour. Such symbols 
can describe the behaviour itself or evaluate it in some way, and 
the researcher ought to be quite clear which type of encoding he 
is using, else he is likely to confuse description with judgement 
and build into his design evaluations which pre-determine his results.
3. How to record ; ratings
One method of reporting observations is by rating the observed 
behaviour along a dimension or scale. Rating methods l\ave been 
used widely in research in psychology and in education, but they are 
essentially tools for judging rather than describing. They have 
been used in research in teacher observation,- especially in the 
fields of teacher personality characteristics and teacher effect­
iveness or competence, but work using them has rarely produced
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définitive results. The reasons for this may be easily understood.
In the first place, if the observer is asked to report contin­
uously what he sees, it is unreasonable .to expect him to watch the 
teacher, judge the behaviour, and then report it in quantitative 
terms simultaneously. He cannot cope with so many demands, and his 
reporting is bound to be unreliable (Medley and Mitzel 1963a, pages 
252, 253). If the observer is to watch for some considerable time, 
say a lesson, and then report his observation in the form of a ser­
ies of rating judgements (as with Ryans, 1960; Leacock, 1963) he is 
summarizing from a vast range of instances of the selected behaviour, 
and the final ratings must be complicated by the additional variable 
of the observeras memory. Between these two extremes of continuous 
and delayed reporting, there has to be a compromise which is arbi­
trary and open to both the criticisms that are levelled at each 
extreme position, e.g. Anderson (1970).
Secondly, whichever type of rating is done, it still remains a 
judgement, and therefore carries with it all the subjective over­
tones or undertones that pervade the observer's perception. Thomas, 
as long ago as 1929, when reporting on her study of classroom cli­
mate in nursery schools, wrote: *Our data must become independent 
of our observers’, and 'These low coefficients of correlation (bet­
ween observers* records of interaction between children) are a 
beautiful example of how unreliability creeps in where interpreta­
tion is permitted the recorder’ (Thomas, 1929, p.9).
Thirdly, where ratings of several qualities of behaviour or on 
several dimensions are to be made, the 'halo’ effect becomes evident 
and one’s initial or early ratings begin to influence all subsequent 
judgements (Borg, 1963, p.241).
Fourthly, it is extremely difficult for observers to quantify 
reliably their ratings on a scale that discriminates too finely:
'The three-point rating scale, breaking the behaviour observed into 
such categories as 'above average’, ‘average’ and below average’ 
is often as fine a discrimination as can be made with satisfactory 
reliability. It is almost never advisable to attempt to obtain 
ratings finer than a five-point scale* (Borg, 1963, p.240). Yet
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The discussion here on rating scales refers only to their use as 
instruments for recording observed behaviour; their use as self-reports, 
as in opinion polls or attitude inventories, is not relevant to this 
review.
teacher behaviour, like most human activities, merits much finer 
distinctions if it is to be related meaningfully to the complex 
real-life situations of classrooms (Morrison'& McIntyre, 1970, p.22).
Lastly, ratings in observational research are usually concerned 
with either a general phenomenon, such as teaching effectiveness, or 
specific characteristics of behaviour, such as a personality trait; 
and in either case, the phenomenon or quality or characteristic 
has to be labelled either nominally, for instance 'competence*, 
‘warmth*, 'progressiveness', or adjectivally, as with ‘enthusiastic', 
‘kind', ‘authoritarian*. Yet any of these terms will have different 
connotations for different raters (Barr, 1961, p.11), and attempting 
to define them more clearly proves a considerable problem, unless 
they are defined in operational behavioural terms - in which case, 
a rating is no longer required, because the item to be recorded is 
now not a quality but an overt, physical activity or a summation of 
such activities, (Examples of defining qualities operationally 
are found in Hedlund (1953),McGee (1955) and Ryans (I960).
Many pi^evious observational studies have attempted to relate 
objective measures of teacher personality or attitude traits to 
ratings of teacher effectiveness. The latter is a notoriously 
difficult variable to define even by objective criteria such as 
pupil gain (Barr, 1961, pp.8, 10-22; Biddle 1964, p.4; Medley and 
Mitzel > 1963b); it becomes even more susceptible to confused find­
ings when measured by subjective rating devices. Having ‘explored 
intensively the issues and problems involved in teacher rating, 
through study of the literature currently available and through 
discussion and conference*, a special commission set up in 1948 by 
the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development stated 
(among other conclusions) that: *A scale or plan of rating has yet
to be devised that is generally accepted as a valid measure of the 
quality of teaching or of teacher competency. In spite of findings 
in school systems that still rate teachers and in spite of efforts of 
research investigators to develop Comprehensive rating scales, edu­
cators still do not have a valid basis on which to judge teaching* 
(ASCD, 1950, p.63).
Commenting on the Wisconsin series of studies of teacher effect­
iveness during 1940-1960, Barr wrote: ‘The judgements of a group of 
supervisors, administrators and teacher educators, all observing the
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same teacher at the same time, under identical conditions, may vary 
so much that some observers may rate a particular teacher as among 
the very best that they have observed and others as among the very 
worst that they have observed'; and he concluded that 'Overall, 
general ratings of teacher effectiveness have been shown to be ex­
ceedingly unreliable* (Barr, 1961, p.5 and 8). Several studies in­
volving ratings of experienced teachers by their supervisors are 
reported by Stern, and he also comments on the 'transparently im­
perfect measures of the criterion performance* (Stern, 1963,p.420). 
Getzels and Jackson (1963), having reviewed numerous studies under­
taken during the previous decade in which rating scales were used 
to measure teacher characteristics, personality and effectiveness, 
concluded that, in general, the findings contradicted one another.
Apart from the fact that in almost all of these researches the 
ratings were concerned with student teachers on teaching practice - 
although ’any assumption that present student success will be associ­
ated with later teaching success is certainly open to question 
(Stern, 1963, p.421) - the ratings as such introduce unreliability 
to any project using them. In a summary of several theoretical 
approaches to the problem, Biddle concluded; ‘Until careful studies 
are made of the facts and artifacts involved in the rating process, 
ratings seem less than useful for research on teacher effectiveness* 
(Biddle, 1964, p.27).
The value of ratings as an observation tool in studies of teacher 
effectiveness and other teacher variables has been questioned over 
the years by many researchers, including Brookover (1940), Jayne (1945), 
Reavis and Cooper (1945), Lins (1946), Symonds (1950), McCall (1952), 
Withall (1960) and Davis (1964), and it is difficult to understand 
why a method which has been discredited so frequently has continued 
to be used (Hedlund, 1953; Anderson, 1954; Tyler, 1954; Michaelis,
1954; Willard, 1955; Washburne and Heil (1960); Solomon et al, 1964; 
Amidon and Giammatteo, 1965; Pankratz, 1967; Hough and Amidon, 1967; 
Zahn, 1967). Withall and Lewis (1963), summarizing the history of 
the use of rating scales as measures of teacher effectiveness, re­
mark that ‘it became more and more evident that superintendents*, 
principals', supervisors* and board members* ratings of teachers 
showed very little reliability and little relationship to one ano­
ther* s assessments' (p.690), and they conclude with a comment on
their ^reservations and skepticism regarding rating scales*, their 
chief criticism being the essential subjective bias always introduced 
as a part of the observeras own frame of.reference.
Medley and Mitzel (1963b) maintain that the removal of subjective 
bias from observation and recording requires the elimination of the 
use of rating scales. *Most past attempts to measure classroom be­
haviour have failed because of a mis-conception about behaviour mea­
surement which (...) has done (...) much damage. This is the ass- 
unption that teacher behaviour can be measured with a rating scale 
or similar device.* They assert that the rating method of reporting 
behaviour requires the observer to possess ^superhuman skill*, and 
affirm that; *If behaviour is to be measured objectively through 
observation - and there seems to be no other way of measuring it - 
then the task of the observer should be to record behaviour only.
If different behaviours are to be weighted and combined to yield 
scores which describe the behaviour in quantitative terms, this should 
be done later, by a clerk or a computer* (p.88).
In a plea for a more objective and systematic approach to an 
understanding of teaching and teaching success, Dreeben (1970) ela­
borates on a suggestion made earlier by Davis in the latter*s int­
eresting historical review of methods of general and multi-factor 
ratings of teachers (Davis 1964, p.61). Dreeben points to the lack 
of a job description of teaching and the implication that it is im­
possible for anyone to judge or describe effective teaching if the 
teaching jobs to be done and the activities required to perform 
them have not been identified. Without a description of teaching 
based on objective observation of teacher activities, ^Supervisors 
will continue doing what they always have; deciding vacuously whe­
ther a teacher is "good" or "effective" with only the crudest rules 
of thumb (at best) or biases (at worst) to go by, suggesting* var­
ious isolated manoevres in a *catalogue of helpful advice whose 
items have not been put to any systematic test of efficacy* (Dreeben, 
1970, p.152). In fact, Dreeben*s plea has to some extent been ans­
wered during recent years; because all observer ratings - either of 
general effectiveness or of specific qualities (whether supposedly
related to effect or not) - suffer the defects described earlier,^ 
the technique ^ of rating scales *is increasingly being replaced or 
supplemented by systematic observation ajid coding of classroom be­
haviours of teachers and pupils* (Morrison and McIntyre, 1970, p.22).
4. How to record : category systems
Many researchers using systematic, direct observation systems 
now record and report observed behaviour in terms of categories 
rather than ratings, i.e. behaviour is classified by means of symbols 
that represent specific types of behaviour. The object of categori­
zing is to limit the observeras task to a descriptive role, avoiding 
judgement as far as possible. The behaviours which the categories 
describe can be observed directly by the observer, or they can be 
the record as made on a sound or video-tape, or they may even be the 
narrative account as recorded by an observer. Problems and proce­
dures involved in constructing observational systems in general 
sociological settings are reviewed by Heyns and Zander (1953) and 
Weick (1968, 421-428). Principles to guide researchers in category 
systems used in specifically educational situations are well set out- 
by Medley and Mitzel in their chapter in ^Handbook of Research in 
Teaching* (1963, 297-305), and they relate clearly the history of 
the use of categories. They distinguish two types of categorizing: 
the method of classifying behaviour as it occurs, having already 
established where different behaviours fit into the code for class­
ification; and the method of checking off behaviours as they occujr, 
having previously established a list of relevant behaviours to look 
for. Typical indexes or schedules using the first method are those 
developed by Anderson (1945, 1946a, 1946b), Withall (1949), Smith 
and Meux (1962), and Flanders (1965); while Thomas (1929), Cornell, 
Lindvall and Saupe (1952), Buhler (1954) and Kowatrakul (1959) used
The criticisms of ratings as measures of qualities or character­
istics applicable to teachers and classroom climates are no less 
weighty - perhaps are even more trenchant - when the ratings refer 
to still less tangible concepts such as the quality of a school as a 
whole; yet such nebulous measures have been made (Wiseman, 1964,1967), 
and have even contributed to proposals for major changes in the edu­
cational system (Plowden, 1967).
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mainly the second system, as did Medley and Mitzel when they evolved 
the OScAR technique from the Cornell model(1958b). This checking- 
off method has since been used in Medley.*s PROSE recording of pupil 
activity (1971) and Galton*s work on Science teaching (1972); Brown 
et al (1968) also employed this second method, but applied delayed 
*checking-off*, observers recording during the five minutes following 
five minutes of observation. A mixture of the two systems was dev­
eloped by Brophy and Good (1969) : a prepared inventory of catego­
ries was written across the top of the schedule in columns, and the 
observer identified in the appropriate column in succeeding rows 
down the page the pupil with whom the teacher interacted.
A) Evaluative categories
It is claimed that describing behaviour in this classified form 
eliminates all possibility of distorking the original behaviour rec­
ord, and thus the eventual analysis from such data will be reliable 
and valid. Is this claim justified? A careful analysis of some 
well-known category systems will show that often they comprise eva­
luations rather than descriptions of observed behaviour, and obvi­
ously an evaluative category is susceptible to observer bias just as 
a rating is. But the use of the evaluative category is more dan­
gerous than the use of a rating, for, whereas a rating is acknow­
ledged to be a judgement, the evaluative category, while supposed
to be an objective description of fact, is in reality a judgement 
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disguised as fact. Using evaluative categories as basic data in 
a study will not only introduce the observer error expected in any 
observational technique using human observers, but will also build- 
into the study the prejudices and assumptions that evaluative cat­
egories represent; and because these categories mean what the in­
vestigator decides they are to mean, the whole study becomes an 
exercise in displaying the investigator*s educational stance. In 
this way any findings from the research are determined in advance
Bales (1950), observing small groups under experimental condit­
ions, developed a category system for recording behaviour which he 
explicitly acknowledged was highly inferential (p.6); unfortunately, 
many who have since adapted his system for use in educational rather 
than general social settings, make no such acknowledgement.
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by the research design and not by the observed data.
The problem of the evaluative category is critical in research
using direct observation, not only owing_ to its limitations per se, 
but also because many systems developed over the last decade appear 
to have been based uncritically on earlier systems using such cate­
gories, and thus the problem perpetuates itself and aggravates an 
already coup lex situation. An analysis of three well-known earlier
seminal systems - those of Anderson, Withall and Flanders - is well
worth studying.
Anderson and his associates (1946a, 1946b) divided teacher behav­
iours into the two major categories of Dominative and Integrative, 
but this division was not deduced from watching teacher behaviour.
They had evolved the two categories after observing and recording 
kindergarten children and they made an inplicit assumption that con­
tacts between adults and children can be classified in the same way.
The sub-divisions of each major category were determined by the 
evidence of 'conflict* or 'working togetherbut the cross-refer­
ences between these major and sub-divisions are confusing. For ex- 
atiple, there is 'Domination, in working together* - examples being 
•approval of required work’ and ’gives permission.' Now while the 
work required might reflect the teacher’s dominative actions, it is 
difficult to accept that the approval of work should be similarly 
labelled. Likewise, it seems odd to regard the teacher's saying 
‘Yes' (as he would when giving permission) as a Dominative action.
In any case, the label ‘Domination, in working together’ is confusing, 
for any independent critic might consider it justifiable to regard 
actions which involve ‘working together* as examples of integrated 
conduct.
These built-in biases resemble the 'experimenter effects’ des­
cribed by Rosenthal (1966, 1969). Research on these alleged effects 
is, however, circular, for in attempting to conduct experiments into 
such effects, the researcher would, if the concept is sound, inevi­
tably introduce his biases and his expectancies into the very ex­
periment being conducted to test expectancies’ And any confirm­
ing experiments conducted by Rosenthal’s own students, colleagues 
or supporters will, by the same token, be susceptible to the exp­
erimenter biases that Rosenthall himself highlighted regarding re­
lationships between principal investigators and their supporting 
experimenters.
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Again, the section of categories called ^Domination, with no 
evidence of conflict* is perplexing, for it could be argued that 
actions involving no element of dispute are integrative, or at least 
not dominative. The unreality of such evaluative categories is 
seen when ‘lecture method: statements, questions' is subsumed under 
Dominative: yet the purpose behind statements or questions may well 
be to help the child adapt or adjust himself, i.e. they are pupil- 
supportive and integrative. Again, while this confusing category 
of 'Domination, with no evidence of conflict* is listed, there is 
no mention of its converse, i.e. ‘integrative, with evidence of 
conflict*, yet this would be just as logical and feasible. An ins­
tance might be where the teacher helps the child define a problem 
(the helping being labelled 'integrative'), but against the child’s 
wishes; one might argue that because the teacher is intending to 
help, this should be regarded as integrative behaviour, and the 
child’s actual opposition makes the category of ’integrative, with 
evidence of conflict* necessary; yet no such category is listed, 
while its converse is accepted.
These labels of Dominative and Integrative are confusing bec­
ause they have different meanings for different people. One might 
think that the extreme of dominative behaviour was the sub-category 
called 'punishment'; yet take the case of the spoilt, obstreperous 
child who constantly distracts and bothers other children. The tea­
cher, trying to get the child to fit into the class society, dep­
rives the child of a privilege, i.e. he punishes. But the whole 
purpose of the punishment, as the teacher may see it, is to help 
the child integrate with other children, and therefore he regards 
his own action as integrative. Alternatively, he may be punishing 
the child in order to maintain the class integration, and again his 
action is therefore integrative. The same kind of argument can be 
applied to nearly all Anderson’s sub-categories of a ‘Dominative' 
character. ^
A similar argument obtains with regard to the extreme of integ­
rative behaviour where the teacher expresses approval of a child's 
self-initiated activity. It could be that the teacher is dealing 
with a child who is aggressive and intractable. The teacher be­
lieves the child lacks security, and so the teacher decides to en­
courage the child’s personal self-initiated work, and praises it
constantly. But the teacher’s intention is to make the child more 
amenable to discipline, and to bring the child under the controlling 
influence of an adult. His behaviour must then, in this light, be 
seen as 'Dominative'»
A further criticism concerns the assumption that the Dominative 
and Integrative behaviours are exhaustive descriptions of teacher 
behaviour. A simple example will suffice: Anderson and his workers 
classify ‘Teacher admits mistake* under ‘integration/; but exper­
ienced teachers might suggest that continual admission of mistakes 
by a teacher will have a disintegrating effect on the class and on 
the individual pupil's relationship with a teacher. Yet no such 
category of Disintegrating behaviour exists in the Anderson schedule, 
and in fact it is possibly classified quite falsely.
These difficulties and confusions arise because ,in using the 
labels ‘Domination* and ‘integration', the observer, though ostensibly 
recording actual behaviour, is in reality commenting on the intention 
behind the behaviour, and while the intention is an extremely pert­
inent variable in any understanding of the situation, nevertheless 
an observer cannot observe an intention - he can only guess at it 
(and possibly guess wrongly) (Smith and Geoffrey, 1968, p.10).
(None of the above criticisms is concerned with the reliability 
of the observers. Observer agreement is frequently quoted as sub­
stantial proof of the reliability of results, but it means very 
little if observers are ‘agreeing* to record inaccurately - as in 
fact they are doing if, though they are obeying instructions, they 
falsely classify what they see.)
Anderson used his Integrative and Dominative categories to des­
cribe the interaction in a classroom, and his I/D ratio was supp­
osed to indicate the balance between the two. Withall (1949) stu­
died what he called the social-emotional climate, but as his main 
thesis concerned the balance of pupil-centred and teacher-centred 
remarks, his climate index seems very similar to Anderson's I/D 
ratio. Withall's categories are no more descriptive than Anderson's, 
and in fact for several reasons may be considered of an even more 
evaluative nature.
Firstly, he based his categories, not on observations, but on 
concepts about learning conditions. He postulated the classroom 
conditions which he thought necessary for learning, and he used these
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postulates to guide the researchers* analysis of teachers* statements. 
The analysis of these statements resolved itself into the identifi­
cation of seven categories, and Withall regarded these as representing 
a continuum from learner-centredness at one end to teacher-centred- 
ness at the other. His so-called Climate Index is therefore not an 
index in any general sense of class climate but an index concerned 
with only one aspect of climate, namely the conditions necessary for 
learning. More relevant in the present context, however, is the 
point that that aspect is not objectively assessed, for the criteria 
which guide the assessment are the subjective judgements of the re­
searcher about what constitutes conditions for learning.
Secondly, because the climate assessment merely reflects the 
original postulates, it follows that an index-value that suggests 
support for the postulates (in that it manifests the necessary condi­
tions for learning expounded in the postulates) is to be considered 
worthy, and vice versa; e.g. if an index is predominantly learner- 
centred, we must be reviewing a praiseworthy classroom situation, 
while if the index reveals *teacher-centredness*, then the situation 
we are reviewing is blameworthy (in that the necessary conditions for 
learning are not evident). So Withall*s Climate Index is evaluative 
on two counts, one in the concepts guiding definitions of categories, 
and the other in building-in a judgement about the worth of what is 
observed.
The lack of objectivity throughout the formulation of Withall*s 
Index is clearly revealed in the definition of the categories, for 
the operative word is ‘intention*. The central category in the 
centredness continuum is, ^ where no intent is inferrable* on the 
teacher*s part - which can only mean that in the other six categories, 
an intention can be inferred. But - as queried with Anderson's 
system - how can an observer know what a teacher intends?
In addition, these observer judgements are to be based only on 
the taped records of a teacher*'s statements. There is no visual 
context to help the observer relate the statements to the whole sit­
uation, yet he is to judge what the teacher intended to do.
Finally, validity is ascribed to this study by reference to its 
agreement with Anderson's results and ratings by ‘experts*; yet both 
these latter ‘reference points* suffer the same faults of evaluative 
recording as Withall*s study.
The category system employed by Flanders (1965) is open to just 
as much criticism. He admits that he plans to record *A series of 
acts in terms of pre-determined concepts?. If these concepts con­
cerned a framework of reference or definitions about observable 
events in the classroom, there can be little objection. But, instead, 
[Flanders writes: 'The concepts in this case refer to the teacher*s 
control of the students’ freedom of action. Our interest is to dis­
tinguish those acts of the teacher that increase the students' free­
dom of action from those acts that decrease students* freedom of 
action, and to keep a record of both. The system of categories is 
used by the observer to separate those acts which result in compliance 
from those acts which invite a more creative and voluntary partici­
pation* (p.18). There is no definition of ‘control’ / ‘freedom of 
action*, ‘invite' ‘creative’, ‘voluntary*, and therefore the obser­
ver is left to judge all these variables. Further, as he has to 
separate acts Ivypich result in compliance* from others, he is somehow 
expected to know in advance the outcome of actions he is observing. 
Either he watches the actions or he watches the outcome - he cannot 
do both at the same time; also, the observer is to record categories 
every three seconds, which means that the outcome of every teacher 
action must follow within three seconds, else the observer either 
guesses what the category ought to be or should not categorize at all.
Flanders’s definitions of his categories appear to avoid any 
evaluation. On page 20, the author explains that the observer*s 
recording of categories by a numerical symbol is only a means of 
identifying behaviours, not of judging them. And, admittedly, against 
each number in the observer’s manual is an indication of the factual 
happening that the number represents, e.g. 1 = accepts feeling, 2 = 
praises, 4 = asks questions, 5 = lecturing, and so on. But on closer 
examination, one finds the definitions elaborated as: ‘4 = asks a 
question about content or procedure with the intent that a student 
answer’, or ‘7 = statements intended to change student behaviour ..»', 
or ‘9 = observer must decide whether student wanted to talk’; one is 
again forced to ask, how can an observer know, i.e. observe, what a 
teacher intends or what a student wants? Possibly more important: 
for the analysis which is to follow, all category numbers are pre­
assigned to either ‘Direct Influence* or 'indirect Influence’; but 
as such influence (Direct or Indirect) is to be interpreted as dec­
reasing or increasing students* freedom of action, it follows that the
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identifying numbers - through the activities they represent - inevi­
tably carry connotations related to this subjective, undefined con­
cept of ‘freedom of action’. Substituting a.number for an evaluative 
category merely imbues the number with the same evaluation or judge­
ment as applied to the category.
That the identifying numbers have in reality evaluative connota­
tions, despite their apparent neutrality, is made quite clear by 
Amidon, who is one of the chief users and advocates of the Flanders 
system : tn Interaction Analysis observation, all teacher statements
are classified as either indirect or direct. This classification 
gives central attention to the amount of freedom granted the student 
by the teacher .... He can be direct, minimizing the freedom of the 
student to respond, or he can be indirect, maximizing such freedom* 
(Amidon, 1968, p.159).
That the Flanders categories have become value-laden, even if not 
originally intended as such, is seen when Amidon says: ‘Projects 
testing Interaction Analysis in teacher education have demonstrated 
that the use of Interaction Analysis as a teacher training tool results 
in specific changes in teacher behaviour - teachers have usually become 
more accepting (indirect) and less critical (direct)* (ibid, p.159). 
There is little doubt that ‘accepting* and an increase in student- 
initiated activities are regarded as 'good* objectives.
Finally, the evaluative nature of the Handers system is revealed 
in a consideration of the way some categories are classified: 'Giving 
facts to pupils* (item in category 5) is regarded as limiting pupils* 
freedom of action, while ‘Developing the pupils’ ideas’ (item in 
category 3) is seen as increasing that freedom. Yet teachers may 
quote many instances where giving information to pupils is done in 
order to encourage pupils’ independence of thought, and where indis­
criminate encouraging of pupils’ ideas imposes severe limits either 
on the freedom of the pupil concerned (where the pupil in his immat­
urity unwittingly overloads himself in some way) or on the freedom of 
others, or both. A similar point is made by Wallen and Travers: com­
menting on Mannings*3 study (1950) of directive and permissive tea­
ching, they say: ‘In Mannings’s study, as in many others that discuss 
the control, or authoritarian, dimension, .... the tendency is for 
writers to take the unsophisticafceci position that a teacher who says 
to the class ‘Now turn to page 58 of your book/, is exercising control 
over the pupils, but a teacher who says ^You have certainly worked
/h
well today* is not. Psychologists know this distinction to be in­
valid, for it is the last type of statement, considered as a rein­
forcement, which has the more profound effect in controlling the 
behaviour of pupils* (Wallen and Travers, 1963, p.469). Once again, 
therefore, the Flanders system confuses an overt act with its func­
tion - the former can be observed, the latter can only be conject­
ured by reading into the minds of the participant actors, a process 
that relies heavily on the,observer’s (or researcher’s) judgement. 
(Even then, the function of an activity can only be judged by ref­
erence to the context in which the activity occurs, and the same 
activity can therefore perform different functions.)
When Flanders's system was first used, he had a human observer 
recording the teacher-pupil verbal interaction (though it is diff­
icult to see how an observer, sitting in one position, could hear 
what was 'said from a distant part of the room, especially if there 
were several activities going on simultaneously); more recently, 
it has been the case that the system makes use of taped recordings 
of the interaction. The latter procedure must aggravate the problem 
of evaluative recording insofar as the observer (in this case, a 
listener to a sound tape) no longer has a classroom context to guide 
him: and with categories defined in such terms as ^the teacher’s 
intent* or 'the student wanted’, the second-hand nature of such 
'observations’ introduces additional limitations on the validity 
of the system. '
The work of Anderson, Withall and Flanders reflects the bias that 
is inserted by way of evaluative recording, and in fact in all three 
systems the evaluation takes the same form: the concepts of Dominative- 
ness and Integrativeness seem much akin to Teacher-Gentredness and 
Learner-centredness and again bear a strong resemblance to Direct 
and Indirect Teacher Influence; and it is difficult to escape the 
implication in all three studies that Dominativeness/Teacher- 
Centredness/Direct Influence is 'bad', and Integrativeness/Learner- 
Centredness/Indirect is '“good* (Adams, 1972^). Also, one cannot
 ^ Page 5 of the pre-publication version, privately communicated.
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help seeing these approaches as different forms of the old issue of 
authoritarianism versus permissiveness, and the evaluative category 
systems developed are merely attempts to^express this philosophical 
controversy in empirical terms; but, as seen above, endeavours to 
define such concepts operationally in real-life situations are some­
what optimistic and lack 'sophistication*.
There is little doubt that the pejorative connotation of authori­
tarianism as used in educational theory has accompanied the term 
when it has been applied to actual teacher behaviour and that a tea­
cher exhibiting ‘authoritarian* behaviour is considered to be tea­
ching 'badly*• One assumes that the reason such behaviour is reg­
arded as 'bacj* is because it iirplies rejection of the child. However, 
many practising teachers would claim from experience that this need 
not follow at all, and Wallen and Travers (1963, p.477), in summari­
zing research on this issue, also question this assumption that 
authoritarianism and rejection are highly correlated. The associated 
opposite concept of permissiveness and its implication of ‘good' 
teacher behaviour is just as over-simplified as is authoritarianism.
‘Blind alley’ issues such as 'authoritarianism versus permissiv­
eness’ probably arose because investigators tended to let their 
personal philosophies of education dominate their research. Possibly 
they were not sufficiently aware of the teacher’s job to know that 
there is no one 'correct* philosophy, that what is ‘correct’ teacher 
behaviour for one child need not be so for another; that different 
educational situations demand and provoke different teacher behaviour; 
that every educational situation is unique; and that, therefore, if 
a teacher’s behaviour is evaluated according to the observer’s or 
investigator’s philosophy, there is bound to be in the final analysis 
a conflict or at least a discrepancy between the teacher’s percep­
tion of his behaviour and the researcher’s perception of it (Smith, 
1962, p.326). Thus, as noted earlier, by using evaluative catego­
ries (often without realizing it) the researcher designs his re­
search such that the conclusions are determined by the design and 
not by the observed data. Such ‘begging the question’ leads either 
to confusion, in that the findings conflict with the actual exper­
ience of practising teachers, or to what Getzels and Jackson (1963, 
p.574) call the ‘re-iteration of the self-evident', e.g. ‘The
friendly teacher is liked*, or 'A good teacher cares about his
) 1charges .
■fcl) Descriptive categories
If evaluative categories are to be excluded, what may the resear­
cher use to report teacher behaviour reliably and validly? It is 
suggested that only descriptive categories should be used: the ob­
server must watch what the teacher does and report exactly what he 
sees. The facts of the behaviour should be allowed to speak for 
themselves, and if interpretations of the behaviour are to be evol­
ved, this should be done as a distinctly separate operation and 
should be explicitly acknowledged by the researcher.
It may be impossible to obtain categories that are purely des­
criptive. In the attenpt by Medley and Mitzel, in their OScAR tech­
nique, to observe a wide range of teacher behaviours and report them 
in categories supposedly descriptive, ‘Emotional Climate’ is one of 
the areas the authors feel their technique can report reliably and 
validly, yet typical items within this area are ^Teacher makes rep­
roving remarks’ and ‘Teacher uses sarcasm’ and both items are 
weighted negatively. While, as they stand, such items appear purely 
descriptive, it is quite invalid to weight them positively or nega­
tively when collating the data, for this effectively introduces 
evaluation during the stage of collecting data and is little different 
from a rating. In this case the researcher has made an implicit
 ^ An interesting exatiple of such ‘begging the question* at the outset 
of a study is provided in Leacock's investigation (1963), where she 
notes that she studied ‘a whole series of items which reveal whether 
classroom management is generally orientated towards learning, or 
towards orderliness and obedience more or less for their own sake/
(p.115) - a statement that implies not only that ‘learning* is a 
concisely defined activity (e.g. it cannot include learning about 
‘orderliness and obedience for their own sake*), but also that it 
is easily recognizable. Obviously ‘learning* has acquired a conno­
tation which Leacock assumed it to possess, a connotation based on 
personal judgements about ‘good* and ‘bad/ teaching.
Similarly, in reporting on a visit to the USA to review classroom 
research, Dealing (1971) freely uses the term ‘innovative* throughout 
her report as if it were an accented sine c^ ua non of ‘good teaching*; 
such an assumption that equates ‘new* with ‘good* betrays an extra­
ordinary lack of insight into classroom phenomena.
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assumption that some activities are educationally unsound (negative) 
and some sound (positive), and of course this is a value judgement; 
this would be a legitimate procedure if.the' judgement were made later, 
when interpreting the objectively observed data, but in fact the 
judgement has become virtually incorporated in the definition of the 
observed activity. In any case, it would be invalid to weight such 
observed activities without taking account of the teacher’s inten­
tions and the pupil’s reception of the teacher’s behaviour - in fact, 
the whole background of that unique situation should be considered
before any attempt at judgement is made - and, again, such judgement
1
must not be part of the recording or reporting stage of observing.
Clearly then, caution has to be exercised even when researchers 
claim to be using descriptive categories. A study which based its 
category system on observation data rather than on any assumption 
about how the data ought to relate to specified educational outcomes 
was that conducted by Adams and Biddle (1970). They did not start 
‘from the assumption that the classroom had to be either a place 
where teaching or learning goals were being fulfilled. Instead, we 
took a position similar to that taken by anthropologists when they 
look at group behaviour and seek to determine how people interact’
(p.10). In this way they avoided building-in to the category system 
concepts that begged the question they were investigating. Using 
video tapes of lessons, they were able, by continual playback, to 
develop categories that broadly described two different dimensions 
of the classroom interaction, namely the functional and the struct­
ural. Thç former describes the content and manner of communication, 
and the latter the attributes of the situation in which the communi­
cation is transacted, e.g. the participants in the interaction and 
its location. By recording on audio-visual tapes, both sound and 
visual cues could contribute to the categorizing process.
A recent example of such loaded ‘objective descriptions’ is seen 
in the work of De Landsheere (1973) where verbal behaviours of 
teachers are identified and categorized as 'functions’. in some cases 
‘positive’ or ‘negative’; thus the researcher, in his observations 
and in the later analysis, very subtly and without acknowledgement 
equates what is heard with what the researcher deems to be the pur­
pose of the communication - surely a large evaluative leap in the dark.
ko
Cj) Exhaustiveness of categories
The number of categories used in an observational system will 
obviously depend on what is being investigated. In the systems 
most frequently quoted in classroom observation studies, the number 
of categories ranges from 7 (Withall, 1949) to 102 (Cornell, Lindvall 
& Saupe, 1942), but the purpose in all cases is to be exhaustive,
i.€ to ensure that all behaviours observed can be categorized within 
the system. The disadvantage with a large number of categories is 
in the trouble it gives to train observers to identify fine distin­
ctions in observed behaviour, and this makes observer agreement more 
difficult to obtain* The disadvantage of a small number of catego­
ries is that only gross descriptions will be obtained, and these 
may conceal m^inor^  ^aspects of situations which are nevertheless very 
meaningful and important to those being observed.
In practice, well-trained observers find little difficulty in' 
memorizing and using efficiently a system containing a large number 
of categories (Medley and Mitzel, 1963a, p.304), and the advantage 
of the latter approach is that any grouping of activities (which 
inevitably entails judgements) may take place subsequent to, rather 
than concurrent with, observation and recording. One important con­
sideration in any category system is that as little as possible of 
the observed behaviour should be referred to the ^Don®t know® cat­
egory, for otherwise any resultant description becomes difficult to 
interpret (Weick, 1968, p.425).
Exclusiveness of categories
Many researchers subscribe to the view that, in observational 
category systems, a ^single event should be recorded in one and only 
one category*; in this way categories will be mutually exclusive, 
which is necessary else ®the comparison of category frequencies then 
becomes meaningless or at least biased in some unknown way® (Flanders,
1965, p.22). It is important, however, that the convenience of sta­
tistical manipulation of observed data should not dictate in advance 
what those data ought to be (Smith, 1962, p.326).
The problem of exclusiveness of categories is considerably com­
plex, and that this is too easily glossed over has been pointed out 
by some commentators (Selltiz et al, 1959, p.226; Boyd and Devault,
1966, p.537-8). In theory, it seems reasonable to suggest that items
of similar overt behaviour are to be categorized in the same way, but 
to put this into practice is not as easy as, for example, Flanders 
makes it out to be. First, it is assumed that all behaviours cate­
gorized similarly are equivalent, and therefore the ^intensity and 
significance of selected events is lost® (Weick, 1968, p.423).
Second, the concept of a ®single event* is itself an assumption 
about the behavioural world observed, namely, that every activity 
has a definite and observable beginning and end. Third, there is 
the assumption that all behaviours are ®category-fixed*, i.e. that 
an overt activity has the same connotation regardless of context 
(Boyd and Devault, 1966). Yet experience and practice demonstrate 
that behaviour is related to the situation in which it is mediated, 
that it is itself a sequence of items, all inter-related, causally 
or casually (Bales, 1950, p.120-122; Borgatta, 1965). Two behavi­
ours, apparently the same if considered out of context, are seen 
to be quite different when their situations are taken into account. 
The exanple of a teacher telling two children to repeat a piece of 
work, in the first case to punish the child for carelessness, in the 
second to help the child spot his errors, is one of hundreds to 
illustrate the point.
If, therefore, the premise of ^mutually exclusive categories* 
is rigidly applied in a system where behaviour is to be categorized 
by the overt activity seen, there is the possibility (indeed, like­
lihood that behaviours will be classified as identical when, if 
contextually considered, they are quite disparate (Bales, 1950, 
p.63; Longabaugh, 1963, p.327). (The problem is particularly acute 
where categorization takes place after recording; for example, where 
taped records of statements are the data, any categorizing of these 
data has no cues from the original contextual classroom situation to 
guide the researcher (Weick, 1968, p.422). )
Of course, allowing for context brings its own problems, for one 
must decide to what extent context may be taken into account; but 
when Weick asserts that *the general rule is that context should be 
used as sparingly as possible, and the immediate situation should be 
the sole basis for categorization* (Weick, 1968, p.423), this still 
evades the issue, for there are several kinds of possible contexts 
involved - including the spatial, the temporal and the emotional - 
and, in any case, where does any *immediate situation® begin and end?
Although the work of Barker and Wright (1955), using the concepts of 
^behaviour settings®, and of Gump (1964), using the similar concept 
of 'activity settings®, suffer drawbacks.in recording method - as 
mentioned earlier - the theoretical rationale they present offers 
an approach that lends itself very easily to an understanding of the 
real-life classroom and school situation when these are the subject 
of observational research. Certainly, as Biddle comments: *the in­
vestigator who ignores situations and contexts does so at his own 
peril* (1964, p.38).
If there could be compiled a list of overt, physical behaviours, 
all related to contextually defined situations, these could have a 
one-to-one correspondence with the categories that identify them.
But it is impossible to know or even envisage all the situations in 
teaching resulting from the permutations of the enormous number of 
variables involved, and it follows, therefore, that one can never 
devise the list of 'mutually exclusive® categories that Flanders re­
gards as essential for later analytical treatment. This is not to 
say that no attempt can or should be made to evolve designs and 
systems to meet the difficulties - only that it causes confusion and 
misunderstanding if the complexity of the theoretical and practical 
problems are overlooked or glossed over.
Perhaps one approach to resolving the issue is to record the 
various aspects of teaching situations quite independently: to main­
tain objectivity, behaviour should first be classified in terms of 
overt activity, so that category definitions eschew evaluation, and 
then in order to help interpret and understand the behaviour so rec­
orded, quite separate records should be made of various contextual 
aspects. These latter records may be generalized descriptions of 
background information relevant to the observed situation or may be 
a series of more finely classified inferences about relationships, 
motivations, and so on, and these contextual descriptions may be 
recorded after or concurrently with the behaviour records (depending 
on the observation system used). Such contextual descriptions, how­
ever, will be accepted as being much more subject to observer judge­
ment than the behavioural records. Without doubt, such an approach, 
which tries to observe and record on several levels, would rely 
heavily on the availability of an observation system that was reason­
ably comprehensive and allowed playback, e.g. an audio-video tape 
recording system. Even this, as will be seen in a later section.
does not provide a complete description of a teaching situation, for 
mechanical recordings do not always preserve or convey the emotional 
undertones present in social interaction.
Finally, on the matter of exclusiveness of categories, one can 
see that the desire to make 'analysability* the chief criterion in 
design results in the curious assumption that categories must be not 
only mutually exclusive in meaning, but must always be also mutually 
exclusive in time, e.g. Bellack, 1966, p.37. Yet the fact is, that 
teachers, like many other people, often do perform several different 
behaviours simultaneously, and these do involve, therefore, simul­
taneous occurrence of different categories. As Biddle points out 
(1967, p.348), the 'teacher might "accept pupil's feeling" and 
"give praise" (in the Flanders list) or might both "facilitate" 
and utilize "positive affectivity" (in the Hughes list).' If the 
total time devoted to all categories is more than the total time 
during which observations took place, and the discrepancy is due 
to more than one category being recorded for the same interval of 
time, this is a fact that must be faced - to manipulate design so 
that the position does not arise is to fly in the face of the truth 
of the observed situation (Smith, 1962). Stukat and Engstrom (1967), 
Hornbrook (1968) and Bates (1970) found no objection to recording 
such simultaneously-occurring categories, and were still able to 
treat the data statistically. Weick's review (1968) also quotes 
studies in which a single interval or event was categorized in a 
multiple way.
Before leaving the topic of recording observations by means of 
category systems, it should be pointed out that, despite their inc­
reasing use in direct observation of teaching situations, there is a 
danger that their very nature precludes a real understanding of the 
teaching-learning process and retards rather than advances any pro­
gress towards a valid Theory of Education. The intention of any 
observational system is to produce a description of observed behav­
iour, but the categorizing method is essentially analytical, breaking 
down the observed behaviour into small elements of activity which, 
whether considered individually or even in conjunction with each 
other, bear little relation to the real patterns of ‘total* behav­
iour characteristic of normal human interaction (Selltiz ,1959,p.229).
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In other words, observation via category systems may produce perfec­
tly reliable records, yet present completely artificial descriptions. 
‘Most data of psychology have been assembled'in terms of particular, 
problems or theories, and this almost always requires the fraction­
ation of behaviour to such a degree that its appearance is destroyed' 
(Barker and Wright, 1955, p.14). While analysis of the component 
parts may be a legitimate and necessary pursuit in the educational 
researcher’s attempt to understand the teaching-learning process, 
nevertheless the study of those parts is not equivalent to a study of 
the whole. ’The fragments produced by segmentation of social behav­
iour into minute units must be reconstructed into an integrated 
whole if we are to interpret the process of behaviour' (Young, 1960,
p.168).
There is no reason why researchers should not combine different 
methods of observing, recording and reporting according to the purpose 
of particular types of enquiry. In this way the analytic and the 
synthetic approaches may complement each other and produce a richer 
picture than would otherwise be the case. Nisbet (1974), in surveying 
the way that educational research has at times concentrated on one 
methodological approach and then veered towards another, argued for­
cefully that no one methodology should be regarded as superior but 
that most ]iad their place in the research spectrum. In the particular 
field of the teacher’s work and behaviour, it is not only good research 
to use all approaches that may feasibly contribute to the required 
description; it also makes for a more valid description in that the 
quantitative and qualitative are both included.
The research reported in Section IV of this thesis made use of
a) systematic recording by independent observers who also kept cont­
extual notes for qualitative richness, b) field-notes by those same 
observers which were later expanded into fuller descriptions, c) 
self-observation by teachers of their out-of-school work, d) interview 
questionnaires to teachers and heads, to elicit background information. 
In a similar manner, Delamont (1973) acted as an independent observer 
and combined field-note recording with systematic Flanders-type rec­
ording, and also interviewed teachers and pupils. Certainly, the
adoption of a multi-faceted approach reduces the danger of producing 
either an analysis which is objective but too clinical to reflect 
real situations, or a synthesis which is-readable and ‘human* but 
too impressionistic to encourage a reader*3 confidence in its reli­
ability.
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OBSERVERS AND TRAINING
The training of observers in an observational study has received 
much more attention than formerly from educational researchers, for 
it is now realized that expertise in observing and recording is a 
skill not easily acquired, while absence of this skill can imperil 
the effectiveness )0f a study. As noted in an earlier section, how­
ever, part of the observer's skill lies in his capacity for mixing 
and working with classroom teachers co-operatively from the start 
of a project right through to its completion - and only a few in­
vestigators have studied this particular responsibility that is 
imposed on an observer. When planning any classroom or teacher 
observation study, therefore, it is incumbent on the research lea­
der to select observers whose qualifications, qualities and train­
ing enable them to perform this dual and difficult role of working 
closely and co-operatively with teachers while observing them object* 
ively. .
1. Qualifications of Observers
a) Teaching experience
The writer believes that no matter how objective, rational and 
scientific an observer may be, he must have a certain insight into 
the practical teaching situation and a certain enpathy with the 
practising teacher, if he is to use his powers of perception and 
discrimination effectively and sensibly; and such insight and em­
pathy can probably only come with actual experience as a teacher. 
Apart from the consideration that teaching experience enhances the 
observer's power to discriminate, it will generally be found that 
practising teachers take far more kindly to being observed and 
being asked questions if they know that those who are observing and 
asking have a thorough knowledge of the teacher's situation and a 
sensitive understanding of the teacher's job.
It is of course important to ensure that an observer's famili­
arity with the teaching situation does not spill over into over­
confidence, or an inclination to presume the next event or a ten­
dency to read into the observed teacher's mind, to identify with 
the teacher and develop 'blind spots® (as Selltiz et al note of
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some sociological enquiries, 1959, p.215) - in short, the power to 
discriminate and record objectively may be undermined (Rosenthal, 
1969, p.190-192). But this is essentially a matter of training 
and of re-training during the course of the research; the basic 
familiarity bred of experience is still a necessary, if not a suff­
icient, qualification for an observer of teaching situations. Ryans 
(1960, p.72) and Flanders (1965, p.23; 1967, p.158) substantially 
support this view.
b) Other professional work
Some researchers have assumed that a professional psychologist 
would make a good observer of teacher behaviour. Travers (1965), 
however, points out that ^a professional psychologist is sometimes 
referred to as a trained observer, but this does not mean that he is 
trained in all situations. One who has spent his life working with 
rats may he called a trained observer of those rodents, but he may 
not necessarily be considered trained for conducting an experiment 
with children. Observation of a particular situation may require 
special experience that is not provided in ordinary professional 
training® (p.264).
Quite often persons experienced in research are recruited as 
observers, but Traverses objection applies equally here - educational 
research covers a wide field, and experience, say, in test construc­
tion or educational statistics, by no means implies the ability to 
have insight into teaching situations. Boyd and Devault (1966) 
add a further caution regarding the use of research workers as 
observers. ®It may be reasonable to assume that certain types of 
persons are attached to specific research approaches and research 
workers. In this light, could it be possible that the direction of 
enphasis taken is influenced by or at least reinforced by the re­
search workers?* In other words, such observers are liable to intro­
duce a built-in bias resulting from their attraction to the policy 
or philosophy underlying a project or to the personalities guiding 
the project.
c) Pupils as observers
Many investigators have used pupils to record or judge the behav­
iour of teachers. In validating the Minnesota Teacher Attitude
Inventory, Leeds (1950) assumed first that teacher attitudes were 
reflected in teacher-pupil relationships and-then that these relat­
ionships could be gauged from pupils * ratings of their teachers 
(the *My Teacher* questionnaire). One may question both assump­
tions.  ^ Pupils are essentially immature, impressionable and un­
trained, and their answers to questionnaires will be coloured by 
innumerable variables, many of which may be concerned with trans­
itory considerations possibly having no link whatever with their 
teacher®s actual behaviour or with the particular subject matter 
of the questionnaire. The values that pupils bring with them to 
the classroom - instilled by home or society or social group, etc.,, 
rather than by a specific teacher - may influence their answers 
(Della Piana and Gage, 1955). Even if, in answering questions about 
their teachers, pupils were able to judge their teachers without 
unconscious reference to relevant or irrelevant side-issues, théy 
are not in a position to judge the teacher®s motives or the purposes 
behind his relationships with them (Dreeben, 1970, p.178); thus 
even if questionnaires involving pupils' judgements of their tea­
chers could reveal the true teacher-pupil relationship (which is 
debatable), these relationships by no means reflect the teacher's 
genuine attitudes.
Leeds again (1952) and Gallis (1953) used pupils® ratings of 
teachers as measures of teacher-pupil rapport, as did Gage, Leavitt 
and Stone (1955) who, in investigating the proposition that if tea­
chers know their pupils* characteristics they will be able to help 
them more effectively, gauged this ‘effectiveness’ by presenting 
pupils with a questionnaire which asked them to rate their teachers 
on items concerned with the teachers' relationships with pupils. A 
pupil questionnaire was completed by some of the plipils in the Bay 
City Experiment (1956) to evaluate the success of the City's Teacher
It is of interest to note that the original sample of teachers 
used to validate the M.T.A.I. was structured according to supervi­
sors* (i.e. heads') ratings of teacher-pupil relationships - and there 
is no reason to assume that these are any more reliable than supervi­
sors* ratings of teacher effectiveness (Tiegs, 1928, p.77; Medley and 
Mitzel, 1963a, p. 257). Considering the small amount of time given 
by supervisors to observing their teachers in their classrooms, one 
wonders how much credence can be granted supervisors* judgements about 
any aspect of teacher classroom behaviour (Dreeben, 1970, p.62).
Aide Programme, and pupil judgements of class organization and per­
sonal achievement were called for. (Rulon, 1956, criticizes this 
questionnaire for its ambiguity and its confusion of purpose.)
Medley and Klein (1957), in attempting to estimate the relationship 
between Classroom Emotional Climate and Teacher Effectiveness, used 
Pupil-Teacher Rapport as one of several possible criteria of effect­
iveness, and they devised a pupil-reaction questionnaire, assuming 
that this measured Pupil-Teacher Rapport. Gupta (1960) made use of 
the ‘My Teacher* questionnaire in her study, and Morrison (1961) 
used an instrument similar to that devised by Medley and Klein when 
measuring pupil ratings of trainee teachers.
All of;these studies having recourse to pupils' perceptions and 
ratings as indice's of actual classroom behaviour and relationships 
raise doubts concerning their reliability and validity - chiefly 
because, owing to the immaturity and involvement of pupils, their 
perceptions of teaching situations are subject to so many indeter­
minate variables.
Studies in which pupils are asked about what they see and hear 
rather than how they rate a teacher are no less vulnerable to cri­
ticism, on the same grounds of partial and untrained observing. 
McCall, Herring and Loftus (1937-8) used pupil observations in ques­
tionnaires attempting to discover the teaching methods used in class­
rooms. Cogan (1958) carried out a 'Pupil Survey* in which pupils 
completed questionnaires containing items about a) their perceptions 
of teacher behaviour and b) the amount of required and self-initiated 
work they performed; Cogan regarded pupil work (output) as a better 
criterion of teacher effectiveness than the more usual ‘pupil gains*. 
Apart from Cogan*5 own doubts about this ‘leap across a very peril­
ous assumption about the relations of work to learnings' (Cogan,
1963, p.239), one must also question the reliability of a pupil*s 
report on his own work. Watson (1963, p.1038) also questioned 
Gogan^S methods because both teacher and pupil variables were der­
ived from the same source and wondered if this introduced the oper­
ation of a response set whereby, for example, *the pupil who tended 
to describe himself favourably also tended to describe his teacher 
favourably*. In his 1963 paper, Cogan himself casts doubts on his 
method of data collection, i.e. by questionnaires asking pupils to 
act as ^observers* , A similar study to Cogan*s was subsequently
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conducted by Reed (1961).
Johnson et al (1973) wished to study co-operation and compet­
ition in classrooms : they showed pupils.three pairs of photographs, 
one of each pair allegedly depicting a co-operative, the other a 
competitive, classroom situation, and each photograph being accom­
panied by a few descriptive sentences. They asked the pupils which 
photograph in each pair resembled their own classroom and which they 
preferred. Rather simplistically, the researchers assumed, first, 
that three photographs could encapsulate the entire range of a 
pupil's classroom experiences; second, they did not allow shades of 
perception, for if a child chose two co-operative and one comp­
etitive situation (or vice versa), they assigned the pupil to the 
majority choice; third, they assumed that when a pupil perceived a 
photographed classroom situation as his own classroom situation, 
this did in fact reveal the pupil* s actual classroom situation. The 
authors conclude that * most teachers seem to structure the classroom 
so that individuals coup ete with one another* - yet this conclusion 
is arrived at after having conducted a research with only 40 pupils 
across 20 classrooms, all in one grade, and all in one community, 
and nowhere do the authors refer to any actual observations in class­
rooms Î
A still more remote approach to classroom climate is that adopted 
by Walberg (1968), whose dimensions of ‘structural* and ‘affective* 
climate was derived from statistical computations based on pupils' 
responses to questionnaires about their classrooms.
While the general study of pupils* perceptions of teachers is
in itself an interesting and valuable field of investigation (e.g.
Brookover, 1940; Lins, 1946; Anderson, 1954; Davidson and Lang, 1960;
Jackson, 1968, p.40-80), this does not justify any assumption that
equates the pupil*s perception of his teacher or of his teacher's
attitudes or of his teacher's behaviour with that actual teacher or
1
those actual attitudes or that actual behaviour.
Strangely enough, although pupils' perceptions have been used 
(in the present writer's view, illegitimately) as indices of actual
The research by Silberman (1969), albeit small-scale and rather 
crudely conceived, was nevertheless one of the few studies comparing 
pupils* perceptions of teachers’ attitudes towards pupils with the 
teachers' actual behavioural contacts with those pupils.
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educational situations, these perceptions and opinions - of teachers, 
teaching methods, school in general, and other matters closely related 
to their educational experiences - have seldom been used directly and 
in their own right as criteria items in studies of teacher effect­
iveness. This is an area of research where one might have thought 
such opinions would have contributed most helpfully, for if effect­
iveness is to be studied at all, then the way pupils perceive teach­
ing situations seems much more relevant as a dependent variable than 
supervisors* ratings and just as important as pupil gains in achie-, 
vement (Watson, 1963, p.1054). After all, a pupil*S attitudes and 
reactions - which are educational outcomes in their own right but 
which also partly determine any achievement gains - are likely to be 
influenced not so much by the characteristics of a situation as by 
what the pupil thinks they are. An interesting study comparing tea­
chers* perceptions and pupils' perceptions of decision-making in the 
classroom was conducted by Wolfson and Nash (1968).
One last point on this topic of pupil observers : a very imp­
ortant practical consideration in the use of pupil ratings or reports 
on teachers, and one not to be lightly dismissed, is the reaction 
of practising teachers. In any area of educational research, the 
use of pupil ‘observations' may be regarded by many teachers with 
scepticism, but in the delicate field of classroom or teacher obser­
vation, this scepticism may turn into positive resentment, for the 
teachers concerned may view pupil reports about them as particularly 
threatening to their professional and personal standing (Wallen and 
Travers, 1963, p.468), and, as already noted, researchers cannot 
afford to ignore or pay scant regard to the issue of teacher co­
operation in a project.
d) Students as observers
Travers (1965, p.264) reports that ‘in conducting studies that 
require extensive observations, it is usually necessary for economic 
reasons to employ .... graduate students in their early stages of 
training*. The student is as liable to prejudice as the pupil - he 
is professionally ignorant and can hardly record teacher behaviour 
without introducing his personal unmodified assumptions or the pro­
fessional philosophy of his tutors. The latter situation is like 
that already referred to, where a professional research assistant may
be unduly influenced in his observations by the approach or emphases 
of his research leader (Boyd and Devault, 1966) - here there is much 
more likelihood of a student's defective recording, for he is con­
stantly aware that his eventual personal assessment as a potential 
teacher rests on the opinions of the tutors conducting the research 
in which he is engaged; despite training, there must be a strong 
temptation, albeit unconsciously accepted, to record what he thinks 
they want to hear (Rosenthal, 1969, p.192-194).
Of course this criticism applies only to situations where student 
teachers are used as observers in a research undertaking. The train­
ing of students to observe systematically as part of their professional 
course of training (e.g. Waimon, 1966, 1969; Gibson, 1970) is a prac­
tice now widely supported, and without doubt can contribute a great 
deal to a student*s understanding of teaching situations. This train­
ing should not be confused with the training received as a member of an 
actual observational research team. Unfortunately, the two forms of 
training have sometimes been jointly operative, the purpose being to 
increase student understanding and obtain research data. It is the 
latter that is the subject of criticism.
It seems manifestly unfair to ask students to carry out a task 
which they know, unless they lack all sense of humility, they are 
quite incompetent to perform. (For example, Mentzer, 1966, asked 
students to record which pupils were ‘listening* in English lessons - 
a difficult enough judgement for experienced teachers or trained 
observers po make.) Neither can it be expected that practising tea­
chers should view with respect findings based on what students think 
they see in classrooms.
2. Qualities and Training of Observers
‘Observation is no better than the people doing the observing* 
(Mouly, 1970, p.285). ‘The skills required of an observer cannot be 
performed by all persons equally well, quite aside from the academic 
training they may have had* (Heyns and Zander, 1953, p.406). ‘Real 
differences exist in the ability of individuals to observe and to 
report what they have observed* (Travers, 1965, p.262). Apparently, 
satisfactory qualifications combined with training are still not 
sufficient conditions for competent observing; certain qualities 
quite specific to the task of classroom observation are necessary
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among the physical and mental attributes of a good observer.
In considering the characteristics a proficient observer must 
have or develop through training, Ryans (1960) wrote: *For satis­
factory observation, such characteristics of the observer as the 
following might reasonably be assumed to be essential: (a) sensory 
acuity; (b) perceptual speed; (c) general mental altertness; (d) 
the ability to observe and recall details (perhaps involving good 
imagery); (e) understanding and acceptance of the definitions of 
behaviours to be observed; (f) ability to maintain attention - not 
easily distracted by non-essentials; (g) familiarity with the be­
haviours to be observed; and certainly (h) ability to set aside 
personal pre-dispositions and biases which might influence perception 
of the behaviours to be observed* (p.72). His actual selection 
alighted upon those who, *on the basis of interviews, and usually 
preliminary try-outs, appeared to be (1) above average with respect 
to the ability to attend and to perceive, (2) not only familiar 
with teacher behaviour, but also interested in its analysis and 
assessment, (3) able and willing to set aside personal biases' and 
to employ an objective approach to the dimension of teacher behav­
iour selected for study, (4) capable of making a good impression 
upon the teachers participating in the study and able to put them 
at ease (which required considerable social skill), (5) above ave­
rage in general ability, and (6) emotionally well adjusted* (p.92).
That observers, regardless of qualifications and personal charac­
teristics, need to be trained in the detailed methods of the parti­
cular research in which they are involved is obvious, and Heyns and 
Zander (1953 , p.404), Selltiz et al (1959, p.232), Ryans (1960,p.72 
and 92), Borg (1963, p.243), Medley and Mitzel (1963a, p.306), 
Flanders (1965, p.23 and 1967, p.158), Travers (1965, p.264), Weick 
(1968, p.434) and Mouly (1970, p.285) give general hints on the 
process of training and the purpose of it.
Important features of such training include an understanding by 
the observers of (and if possible their involvement in) the develop­
ment of the category system and the rationale underlying it, moving 
by stages from recording only major categories to the encoding of 
the whole detailed system, and ensuring that trial recording in live 
situations precedes actual project observations. Constant discussion 
among the observer team, especially where coup lex situations create
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problems of category discrimination, should be an essential component 
of training, and where the discussion and the practice observations 
can be helped by playback of video-taped‘classroom behaviour, so 
much the better.
In particular, Heyns and Zander, and Medley and Mitzel stress the 
vital matter of maintaining good relationships between the observer 
and the observed, the latter in the context of the present thesis 
being the teacher. The pilot work of the project described in the 
later sections of this thesis showed the researchers how crucial 
these teacher-observer relationships were to the overall success of 
the enquiry (and to the specific problem of reducing the effect of 
the observeras presence in the classroom), and the establishment of 
sound teacher-observer relationships became in the main project an 
essential part of the researchers* total methodology, not just a 
preliminary stage. The teacher should know as much as he possibly 
can about the purpose and design of the research in which he is 
involved, he should be kept informed of the progress of the project, 
and, wherever possible, consulted about it, and he should always be 
confident that he will eventually be told the conclusions and results 
of the project. Unfortunately, this last point regarding ‘feedback* 
to the teacher is seldom mentioned in the research literature and 
is rarely acted upon.
F. RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY
In discussing in earlier sub-sections the various problems re­
lated to obtaining records of teacher behaviour, it is essentially 
the matters of reliability and validity that have been in question, 
and the threads of the arguments may be brought together here in a 
summary of the issues involved.
In many previous researches where direct observation of the tea­
cher was planned, agreement among observers was regarded as a crucial 
consideration. This was indeed a necessary precaution, but observer 
agreement ensures neither reliability of observed data nor validity 
of the records obtained. In the first case: observers may agree 
about what they see or hear during a specific period of time, but 
the teacher behaviour during that time may be quite unrepresentative 
of the total behaviour pattern, especially if a teacher performs in 
a variety of situations or adopts considerable flexibility in his 
teaching methods (Westbury, 1968, p.136). In the second case: it is 
true that extensive training may gradually increase observer relia­
bility, so that simultaneous records made by two observers of the 
same teacher will, over a period of time, be increasingly alike.
Yet if both observers as a result of their training, misinterpret 
or overlook (albeit unconsciously) a relevant teacher activity, the 
record will read invalidly, although observer agreement is achieved 
(Selltiz et al; 1959, p.232; Mouly, 1970, p.296).
Further, observers may disagree on several items and yet have 
similar total scores, or one observer may consistently score higher 
than a second observer, and these differences may not be detected 
in a correlation coefficient (Byrne, 1964, p.49, cited in Weick,1968). 
Where few categories are used, observer agreement is much more likely 
then when a more detailed list of categories is being recorded, and 
agreement on a small-category system may convey only a spurious kind 
of reliability, for it may indeed then be difficult to produce ob­
server disagreement; or if an agreement test monitors only some of 
the categories, observer reliability is strictly related only to 
those selected items.
The same criticisms can be levelled at another method commonly 
assumed to measure reliability, i.e. measuring the agreement between 
two or more records made by the same observer on different occasions.
In fact this type of reliability is measured in two ways and really 
has two different meanings: 1} the observer records the same situ­
ation on separate occasions, and 2) the observer records different 
situations on different occasions. The first kind of reliability 
occurs where an observer first records by watching a videotape or 
listening to a sound tape, and on a later occasion he is asked to 
make another record of the same tape. This is really another form of
observer agreement (self-agreement), and high level of agreement
\ - 
between the records is supposed to reveal high reliability of the
observations. Of course such high reliability may be spurious if
the second record is contaminated in any way by either memory of
the situation when first observed - and such remembering can hardly
be avoided - or by any bias on the part of the observer that is
siirply carried over from the first to the second recording. As
with the method of observer agreement noted earlier, the two records
may show a high level of agreement but they may both be invalid
records.
The second kind of reliability is measured where the same observer 
records the behaviour of the same teacher on two different occasions, 
but this really is a measure of stability of teacher behaviour, not 
of observer reliability. In fact it has little to do with observer 
reliability at all and merely confuses the whole issue. It rests 
on the assumption that what is to be measured (teacher behaviour) 
is a stable phenomenon, and that if the records of the two occasions 
agree (i.e. are reliable), then the behaviour is stable. But if the 
behaviour is in actual fact stable, any agreement between the obser­
veras two records are due to the similarity in the two situations, 
rather than to the observeras reliability. Conversely, any disag­
reement between the two records should not inply that the observations 
were unreliable, but that the situations observed were in fact diff­
erent. (in fact, if an observer did record two different situations 
in the same way, he would certainly be recording unreliably.)
It is clear that in this field of teacher or classroom observa­
tion, the terms reliability and validity have assumed several diff­
erent meanings and have often been regarded as interchangeable.
Thus: observer disagreement heralds unreliability of records, and 
validity cannot be estimated; agreement between observers guarantees 
that the records are compatible, but this has little connection with
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validity; self-agreement is no real guarantee of reliability; stab­
ility of observed data may be reflecting inadequacy of sampled sit­
uations and lead to a false sense of validity unless this refers 
only to the situations observed and is not generalized; and any 
system that provides *reliable* records may be quite invalid if 
the records, no matter how reliable, reflect a bias that distorts 
the truth of the events observed.
It would be helpful if the issues were clarified, for the con­
fusions and contradictions to be seen in the findings of previous 
researchers may be because different researchers have, in evaluating 
their own conclusions, used different criteria, i.e. their concept­
ions of what is meant by reliability or validity are very much at 
variance’. The following comments may be of some assistance towards 
the clarification required.
1. Definitions
The reliability of an observation system is concerned with the 
methods by which records of observed events are obtained: the question 
at issue is, ‘if more than one record of the same event is obtained, 
are the records identical?*
The validity of an observation system is concerned with the 
‘truth* of what is recorded or reported: the question at issue is,
‘To what extent does the record or report of an event represent 
accurately the event itself?'
"When a series of events is being observed, an observational sys­
tem can be valid only if it is reliable; however, it can be reliable 
without being valid.
2. Reliability
There is a confusion between ‘reliability* and ‘how to measure 
reliability') and assumptions about what is meant by reliability 
dictate the method by which one tries to measure it. Some criticisms 
of the way some researchers have tried to measure reliability have 
already been mentioned, and the underlying issue that needs clari­
fication here is the concept of reliability itself.
There are three stages necessary to any observational system - 
observing, recording and reporting. (Sometimes, as with narrative
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records, the records are the reports; or, as with a video system, 
the observations are the records.) For a system to be reliable, it 
is necessary that the observing, recording and reporting operations 
are performed in the same way each time they are called into action. 
Each stageihas a reliability of its own,, and the system’s total 
reliability lies in its capacity to do all three jobs reliably; but 
as reporting follows recording, and records are based on what has 
been observed, the reliability of reports is conditioned by the 
earlier reliability of the records, and the reliability of the rec­
ords is conditioned in turn by the reliability of the observing pro­
cess.
The overall reliability of an observational system therefore 
depends on three factors: a) the degree to which an observer (or 
observing instrument) can and does observe the events selected for 
study;
b) the degree to which the selected events can be and are recorded/ 
reported; and
c) the degree to which the observer can and does observe and record/ 
report the same event in the same way.
i) Observer reliability and equipment reliability
When a human observer is used, the operation of the observational 
system is mediated through him, and what might be called observer 
reliability is a personal reliability, and. is a compound of the 
several reliabilities involved - observing, recording, reporting.
The questions to be asked of his performance are: Is he observing 
what ought to be observed? Is he recording and reporting what ought 
to be recorded and reported? Can we rely upon him to perform these 
tasks always in the same way?
When a sound or video-recording system is employed, the observing 
and recording operations are performed simultaneously, and their 
separate reliabilities now merge into what might be called equipment 
reliability.
Although one might at first think that a mechanical recording 
system has many advantages over a system which uses only a human 
observer, it brings more problems - as far as reliability is con­
cerned - than are found with the live observer system. A video- or 
sound-taping system observes and records at the same time, but the 
capacity to do this ‘reliably* depends on such factors as the kind
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of technical equipment used and the competence of the equipment';» 
operators. More important, it must be remembered that the tapes 
are not the end-product of the observational system: subsequently 
a human observer must look at or listen to the tapes and then make 
his record and/or report of what he has seen or heard; thus the 
questions of unreliability associated with the human observer are 
not by-passed. The advantages that accrue from the availability of 
playback may make the tasks of observing and recording easier and 
may inçrove the reliability of the total system in the long run, but 
one must not ignore the point that any observational system which 
uses mechanical equipment for observing and/or recording has created 
for itself additional potential for unreliability; it has certainly 
not eliminated the need for careful observer training.
ü) Measuring reliability
The reliability of an observing process as such cannot be mea­
sured: one can do no more than ensure that observing conditions are 
as nearly the same as possible whenever observing takes place.
The reliability of a recording (or simultaneous recording/re­
porting) process can be measured by comparing records of the same 
event; but as any differences that may be found in the separate 
records may be attributable to differences in the observing process 
rather than in the recording process, it is necessary to ensure 
that observing conditions are identical whenever the reliability of 
recording is being tested.
Where the reporting process is in fact a separate operation 
subsequent to the recording process, the reliability of the reporting 
process can again be checked by comparing reports of the same event; 
but in this case, because any differences in the reports may be 
due to differences in either the earlier observing or the earlier 
recording processes, or both, any check on the reliability of re­
porting must ensure that both the observing and the recording Con­
ditions are identical whenever such a check is attempted.
When reliability is considered from the approach outlined, it 
will be found that previous researchers have largely ignored the 
reliabilities concerned with observation method and recording method. 
They have concentrated on two forms of observer reliability - agreement 
between two observers of the same event, and agreement between two
records made by the same observer of the same event. Neither of 
these agreements counts for much if the reliability of observing or 
recording method is in doubt. The other.comparison often made, sup­
posedly also measuring observer reliability, is where an observer 
records the same teacher’s behaviour on .^ two different occasions. As 
the events to be observed are different, this is not a test of reli­
ability in any of the forms that are subsumed under our definition of 
reliability: it is a check on the stability of the events being ob­
served, not on the methods of observing those events.
One further point: if a study is prolonged over a period of time, 
checks on reliability should be made during the course of the project 
as well as at its beginning, in order to ensure that observer agree­
ment is retained throughout.
Various aspects of the reliability of observational systems are 
discussed by Heyns and Zander (1953, p.410), Selltiz et al (1959, 
p.166), Ryans (1960, p.38 and 115), Medley and Mitzel (1963a, p.253) 
and Westbury (1968), and one further comment is made by Medley and 
Mitzel on the practice adopted by some researchers of increasing the 
number of observers in order to increase reliability: while it is 
extremely useful in training for observers to record the behaviour 
of the same teacher, this is not necessary for the actual record in 
the project proper. ‘Sending two observers into a classroom at the 
same time is more wasteful tlian sending them in at different times.
Two observers watching the same behaviour give little more information 
about what happens than one' (p.268).
3. Validity
In order to measure validity, it is necessary to discover how 
closely the record of an observed event resembles the event itself - 
and this is an impossible task: to make the comparison, we have to 
know what the event was, yet we can never know what the event was 
without its having been observed and then reported, which now produces
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a record of the event and not the event itself.  ^ (This problem 
is very similar to that mentioned earlier regarding the distortion 
to a ‘normal' situation produced by an observer’s presence: we can 
never objectively measure the extent of the distortion, because we 
can never know what the ‘normal* situation is like without an obser­
ver being there in some form to record it - and possibly distort itl)
The nearest we can come to measuring validity of an observation 
system is to see how far the records obtained of events reflect what 
those who participated in the events regard as the ‘truth*, i.e. how 
far the records reflect for participants what they actually exper­
ienced. This is not an entirely satisfactory criterion to use when 
testing the validity of records obtained by observation, because a 
quite separate methodological problem is provoked (Orne, 1969, p. 
153-155) when one tries to discover from participants what their 
experiences actually were (their beliefs about the reality perhaps 
not matching the reality); nevertheless, when dealing with the 
phenomena of social behaviour, such a subjective criterion of val­
idity can be very meaningful. Certainly, if those who have exper­
ienced an qvent generally attach little credence to records pur­
porting to describe their experiences, then the validity of the 
system that produced those records must be in doubt.
Many researchers have ‘validated* their findings by comparing 
them with those of previous researchers in the field. Where teacher 
or classroom observation is concerned, this is not testing validity 
but is another form of testing observer agreement: the observation 
system used by each researcher may be different, but the question 
asked in ‘validating* findings is much the same, namely *To what 
extent do my findings (records) obtained with ray system reflect the 
findings (records) obtained by another researcher?' Such a question 
is obviously concerned with a form of reliability; validity is not
It may be asserted that the video-or sound-tape of an event records 
the original event, and therefore we can get to know what the actual 
event was. But to equate a taped record of an event with the event 
being taped is manifestly false, if only because no mechanical inst­
rument can observe - and therefore no tape preserve - what goes on 
in the minds of those who participate in the observed events; it is 
very doubtful, also, if any tape can capture at all, let alone accur­
ately, the atmosphere, emotional undertones and interacting tensions 
intrinsic to any social situation.
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being disciissed in any such comparison; the two sets of findings may 
agree perfectly, but both versions may be completely false in the 
sense that neither reflects the reality of the events they were int­
ended to observe - they are therefore quite reliable but quite invalid.
From the above analysis, it follows that the validity of an ob­
servation system is not concerned with the way the records are obt­
ained, but with the content of those records once they have been 
obtained. The validity of the records is affected primarily by two 
considerations: a) the kind of category system used, and b) the 
sample of events of which records are obtained. In general; a) the 
more that evaluations and inferences are eliminated from the cate­
gory definitions, the greater the likelihood of recording what is 
true rather than what is imagined; b) increasing the number and 
widening the range of instances of the events to be recorded will 
increase the likelihood of credence being given to any generalized 
findings based upon the records.
4. Summary
Reliability of observation data will be achieved if a) observers 
have been thoroughly trained in an understanding of the rationale 
underlying the observing/recording/reporting system and in on-site 
operation of the system - and this implies careful unambiguous oper­
ational definitions of behaviour ^; and if b) the data records have 
been obtained tender essentially the same observing and recording 
conditions.
Validity will need to be judged in the context of the category
Even when different investigators have used the same category 
system, difficulties have arisen because of ambiguities in category 
definition. The system’s reliability would be greatly enhanced if 
we were sure that the observers trained by different researchers using 
the same category system would produce identical records when obs­
erving the same teacher or classroom behaviours. *In general, the 
observational systems provide only relatively objective reports be­
cause the investigators have not specified the behaviours suffici­
ently for unambiguous use in another study* (Rosenshine, 1971,p.23). 
One must acknowledge, however, that even if the researcher defines 
and specifies most elaborately, the extraordinary subtle effects of 
experimenter bias will probably never be eliminated (Rosenthal,1966). 
The problem of making comparisons among differental observational 
studies is rendered even more complex and precarious when one becomes 
aware of the enormous number and range of concepts used to describe
teacher behaviour across the different systems in use (Adams,1972, 
p.448-452).
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system employed and the situations sampled. It will be substantially 
increased if the system minimizes the use of inferential judgements, 
both when the researcher defines his categories and when the observer, 
classifies what he sees. ‘Most of the validity problems with soc­
ial observation schedules arise in connection with category or 
rating systems requiring a great deal of inference on the part of 
observers. There are many category systems which require little 
inference, and the validity is established by the content* (Heyns 
and Zander, 1953, p.409). The validity of the research findings 
will be further promoted if the data records have been gathered 
from wide-ranging samples of the possible teacher behaviours and 
situations believed relevant to the subject under study.
In order that the reliability and validity of a research report 
may be appraised effectively it is therefore most important that 
researchers should qualify their reports of studies with clear 
expositions of the procedures and samples used (Herbert, 1970). 
Unfortunately, many previous workers in the field of teacher or 
classroom observation have been somewhat remiss in this respect.
G. CONCEPTS AND ASSUMPTIONS IN PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Previous research into the teacher - his methods, his person­
ality, his attitudes, his relationships, and so on - have all too 
often resulted in contradiction and confusion. * Despite the cri­
tical importance of the problem and a half century of prodigious 
research effort, very little is known for certain about the nature 
and measurement of teacher personality, or about the relation bet­
ween teacher personality and teaching effectiveness. The regret­
table fact is that many of the studies so far have not produced 
significant results. Many others have produced only pedestrian 
findings* (Getzels and Jackson, 1963, p.574).
Earlier, a committee of the American Educational Research Ass­
ociation had concluded that the fundamental reason for such in­
different results was that research had been conducted in a theo­
retical vacuum, that when studies were not engaged in merely 'try­
ing out a test , they were busy seeking ad hoc solutions to imm­
ediate problems with little regard to the theoretical meaning or 
long-range fruitfulness of the findings (A.E.R.A, 1952-3, as cited 
by Getzels and Jackson). One may suggest, however, that the poor 
results were due, not to a theoretical vacuum, but to the accept­
ance of an invalid conceptual framework around which theory was 
built; for although the A.E.R.A., in the report cited, lamented 
the absence of such a framework, they went on to say that hypotheses 
(in previous research) had been based upon an oversimplification 
of teacher personality and the teaching situation, leading both 
to inadequate methodology and to conclusions which make neither 
psychological nor sociological nor common sense (Getzels and 
Jackson, 1963, p. 576).
Asfer as concerns observational research, the majority of stu­
dies of teachers and classroom situations have been undertaken in 
the past in order to investigate a theoretical stance or concept 
rather than just to describe what was seen, and while accepting 
the notion that all experiments should have hypotheses to test, 
it is vital to ensure that any theoretical stance taken in the 
matter of social phenomena should rest on rational considerations 
of real-life conditions and not on academic appraisals that may 
overlook the obvious (Homans, 1951, p.16).
The present writer believes that the indifferent results of
previous research are due to the acceptance of a false conceptual 
model, one based on the assumption that there existed the criterion 
of an ideal teacher against which one might measure observed teacher 
behaviour. Thus, investigators were continually striving to dis­
cover the set of teacher characteristics, methods and attitudes 
that, when grouped together, defined the Model Teacher. The con­
cept is especially unfortunate, for it begets the inevitable re­
search question, 'How does one become a model teacher?', and this
in turn gives birth to the notion that if one can tell teachers
'h o w t h e y  automatically *^ will' .
All three assumptions deriving from the original concept -
1) that there does exist a teacher species to be labelled 'model |
2) that there are ways to breed this species, and 3) that individ­
uals can be, and are also willing to be, transmogrified into this 
species - need to be studied, albeit briefly, for they have set
in train a series of researches, many involving direct observation, 
spanning 50 years or more, and have, in the writer's view, plagued 
and retarded attempts to advance our understanding of _lAe teaching- 
learning process.
1. The'Model Teacher*
If one wishes to think about or discuss the concept of a 'Model 
Teacher', çne is compelled to think about or discuss it in terms 
of either a teacher's personality or his behaviour in the classroom, 
or both. To explain the concept, we must translate it into obser­
vable features such as /The Model Teacher's Personality is one that 
includes kindness, friendliness, warmth, etc. , or ^The Model Tea­
cher's Behaviour is made up of acts of thoroughnessÿ firmness,
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understanding, etc. These features, i.e. criteria, will always be
found to be concerned with matters appertaining to other persons, 
things or ideas, e.g. by ^kind', we mean acting in a certain way 
to a certain person in a certain situation.
Even at this simple level, therefore, the idea of a model tea­
cher has become complicated by the need to relate the teacher's 
actions to the situation in which those actions are mediated, and 
this applies to every feature that goes to make up our notion of a 
'personality*. At the theoretical level, the term ‘model* must 
now be defined by listing every conceivable situation in which a
teacher can find himself, and this task is manifestly futile.
Common sense tells us that the teacher in real life will be con­
fronted with all kinds of situations, some of which we know, and 
many of which, because they have not happened yet, we cannot know. 
Even in theory, therefore, the terms  ^model teacher behaviour* or 
‘model teacher personality* cannot be defined with much precision.
If the notion of a model teacher cannot be defined in terms 
of teacher behaviour or personality, there remains the possibility 
of defining it in practical terms of the teacher*? effectiveness 
in the classroom: he will be a ‘Model Teacher* if he produces cer­
tain defined effects in his pupils or in his classroom. ‘ultima­
tely, the results of teacher personality research are presumed 
to be relevant to the problem of selection and prediction, and 
the crucial question cannot be avoided: What are we selecting for 
and predicting to? How does one define the effective teacher in 
some distinctive and characteristic way?* (Getzels and Jackson, 
1963, p.57p).
The thorny problems involved in the study of Teacher Effect­
iveness are too involved to detail here, but it is sufficient to 
state that the problem of criteria again rears before us - one 
researcher believes that effectiveness can be measured in terms 
of pupil achievements, another in terms of class climate, another 
in pupil personal relationships; one thinks it can be gauged by 
having inspectors or Heads rate teachers, another wants to esti­
mate by referring to pupil reactions, another by asking pupils to 
rate their teachers. Reporting on their efforts to explore prob­
lems connected with teacher rating, a committee of the National 
Education Association wrote in 1950: ^Research to date has not yet 
definitely ascertained the traits which make for success in tea­
ching ... Some of the elements that are associated in gross, over­
all fashion with successful teaching are known, but we have not 
yet found any reliable measure of these factors ... A main diff­
iculty in such research is to define what comprises successful 
teaching so that factors correlated with it can be isolated and 
studied* (A.S.G.D, 1950, p.64).
We find Domas and Tiedeman (1950) listing over a thousand stu­
dies of teacher effectiveness, and Barr (1953) saying, ‘The single 
fact of the matter is that after forty years of research on Tea­
cher Effectiveness, during which a vast number of studies have been
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carried out, one can point to few outcomes that a superintendent 
of schools can safely enploy in hiring a teacher or granting him 
tenure, that an agency can employ in certifying teachers, or that a 
teacher education faculty can enploy in planning or improving tea­
cher education programs.* Ryans (1959) agreed: ^Embarrassing as 
it may be for professional educators to recognize, relatively little 
progress has been made in rounding out this definition (of effect­
ive teaching) with the details which are necessary for describing 
competent teachers or the characteristics of effective teaching for 
a given educational situation or cultural setting.*
Biddle, introducing a survey of different approaches to the 
problem, noted: ‘Literally thousands of studies have been reported 
dealing with characteristics of teachers (rated or measured), eff­
ects of teaching, goals of education, and other related issues.
Yet, few if any "facts" seem to have been established concerning 
teacher effectiveness, no approved method of measuring competence 
has been accepted, and no methods of promoting teacher adequacy 
have been widely adopted*, and his reasons for the poor results 
were summed up as ^confusion and the complexity of the problem* 
(Biddle, 1964, p.2). Medley and Mitzel also wondered why ^thess 
studies contributed so little to the science of effective behaviour*> 
and their answer was that ‘the vast majority of the research in 
teacher effectiveness that has been done must be discarded as irr­
elevant because the criteria of effectiveness used have been in­
valid* (1963b, p.82). Morrison and McIntyre (1971) saw little 
hope in this area of research, which had ‘met with almost universal 
failure*, until a^ more analytic view of the activities of teachers 
is taken, until criteria are defined in terms of such analyses, 
and until more reliable methods of observation and assessment are 
used* (p.73).
One point ought to be added, however, for it is usually omitted 
in studies of Effectiveness. Some researchers have frequently 
attempted to relate a particular teaching method or teacher behav­
iour pattern to pupil response, i.e. the way pupils react is assumed 
to be the result of the teaching method or teacher behaviour that 
has been applied to them. Yet this is surely a rather naive view: 
pup»Is are influenced by all manner of stimuli from outside the 
classroom, even though the effects of such influences may be man­
ifested inside the classroom. A pupil's gain in academic work may
be entirely due to parental help at home; a pupil's classroom 
relationships may be determined entirely by his neighbourhood and 
have nothing to do with the classroom climate. The pupil's home 
and social and physical environment are major influences tkat con­
trol many of the pupil's reactions and attitudes seen in school 
(Anderson, 1954, p.44; Barr, 1961, p.8 and 14; Wiseman, 1964; Cane 
and Smithers, 1971, p.42); certainly, in recent years the mass media, 
especially television, have become powerful agents in pupil education.
It is obvious that the concept of a model teacher is not going 
to be defined by any criterion of teacher effectiveness. Getzels 
and Jackson summed up the reason for the failure of the enpirical 
search for the ideal teacher: ^There is the limitation of treating 
teachers - male and female, young and old, primary grade and in­
termediate grade, teachers of English and of Science - as a single 
group. Often this is done even though differences within the tea­
ching profession may obscure the very differences that need to be 
revealed. ■ Or, to mention just one other obvious but serious lim­
itation, there is the problem of varied teaching situations. Var­
iations in the teaching situation from one school to another may 
exist in such factors as educational viewpoints, nature of the 
student body, conditions in the community related to teacher status, 
and so on, but little provision is made for taking into account 
the effect of such situational variables on the experimental results. 
Investigators seem for the most part content to take their subjects 
where they can find them, implying that a teacher is a teacher 
whether his school is in the country or in the city, in Mississippi 
or in California, in an upper class suburb or in a lower class slum' 
(Getzels and Jackson, 1963, p.575).
The point is now reached where one must ask if the very concept 
of ‘The Model Teacher* is meaningful at all. Might it not be nearer 
the truth to say categorically that effectiveness is a relative 
commodity; that different situations produce different levels of 
effectiveness; that criteria of effectiveness must change with the 
situations encountered; that different teachers, using different 
behaviour, can produce the same effects; that the same behaviour 
by different teachers or even by one teacher can produce different 
effects; and so on. Worcester (1961) listed many kinds of effect­
iveness, each one related to the place, time and conditions in 
which the teaching occurred, and thus questioned the assumption of
a meaningful global concept. Getzels and Jackson, in their review 
of previous studies, commented: ‘-The assumption is made that there 
is an "ideal" teacher equally effective with all students* (1963, 
p.532).
The points made here are reflected in some work on theoretical 
approaches to observation of both teachers and teaching method 
(Symonds, 1950; Smith, 1960, 1963; Thelen, 1960; Waimon; Jackson, 
1964; Gage, 1972, p .114-125). Lorge (1954) asserted that ‘No 
method is really superior to any other; variety in method is the 
spice of teaching, as well as of life.* This tendency to discard 
the concept of ideal teaching and ideal teachers has been seen 
also in recent empirical research, where the aim of observing the 
teacher has been to concentrate on objective descriptions of tea­
cher behaviour in all its forms rather than to search for effective 
behaviour or ideal behaviour (Soar, 1966).
However, t^e attempt to replace a Model Teacher concept with 
objective descriptions of different aspects of teacher behaviour - 
building up, as it were, a ^teacher profile* - has not always pro­
duced more meaningful results (Gump, 1971, p.156). Some researchers 
(e.g. Withall, 1960) believe that the construction of any obser­
vation sysjtem must be prefaced with a closely-argued theoretical 
formulation of concepts to guide the observer, for exanple post­
ulates about what constitutes learning (Withall, 1949) or the re­
lationship between the needs of the pupil and of the group (Thelen, 
1950; Jensen, 1955) or the intellectual freedom permitted pupils 
(direct or indirect teaching - Flanders, 1965). Sometimes the con­
ceptual orientation dictates that the researcher concentrates on 
one aspect of class interaction rather than another, e.g. only the 
verbal medium (Bellack, 1966), or only the cognitive level (Smith, 
1967; Taba, 1966; Galton, 1972), or only the socio-emotional content 
(Anderson, 1945). Different conceptual approaches have produced , 
observation systems based on the teacher’? actions (Galloway, 1968, 
1972) or on his personality traits (Ryans, 1960) or on his (app­
arent) intentions (Longabaugh, 1963) or on the manner of his actions 
(Shalock, 1970). Others conceive behaviour models in which the 
teacher performs different roles - as leader, supervisor, evaluator, 
information-dispenser, etc. (Perkins, 1964; Gump, 1967), or as ‘a 
programmer and governor of pupils' environmental encounters'
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(Spaulding, 1967), and the observation and recording system used 
reflects these roles. Finally, one may find in Simon and Boyer 
(1970) a number of systems which attempt to relate two or more 
of the possible conceptual frameworks.
These various approaches may embrace but overlook several mis­
conceptions: first, where the theoretical models are a priori con­
structs, they are creations of the researcher’s own intellect and 
may be unrelated to real-life situations; second, it may be that the 
concepts do in fact relate to some part of the reality but not to 
the whole of it, and the researcher, by assuming the omnipotence 
of his conceptual model, mistakes the part for the whole; third, 
even if all aspects of the teacher’s activities are conceptualized, 
the researcher may assume that when the aspects are separately 
identified, and examined in practice, the teaching-learning process 
will thereby be understood in toto - in other words, he may assume . 
that the whole is the sum of the parts (Young, 1960, p.168; Mouly, 
1970, p.278; Gump, 1971, p.156). It is true that in some cases 
the researcher*'? concepts have been derived only after a series of 
actual observations, in tightly controlled situations (micro-teaching 
or laboratory); but these are then expanded and generalized to form 
a conceptual model of real-life situations. This is no less dan­
gerous a procedure than that regarding a priori conceptualizations, 
for, as with them, there is the assumption that what the researcher 
conceives in theory and even sees manifested in insulated samples 
of situations can be consciously adopted and practised by a teacher 
faced with the everyday reality of making countless decisions of 
different kinds and degrees at an extremely rapid rate (Jackson,
1968, p.11) and working in what Adams (1972) calls a ‘couplex and 
even frenetic environment'*
One cannot, in this critical review, over-emphasize the impor­
tance of this last point, for in all the conceptualizations des­
cribed - of the ‘model teacher’ type or of the ‘dimensional profile* 
type, or of the ‘model role* type - one can discern that the re­
searchers have been motivated by a common concern, namely the 
desire, by means of an understanding of the teaching-learning pro­
cess, to inprove the quality of education in schools; and this 
desire has been accompanied by the inevitable (but nevertheless 
assumed) corollary that what is posited by the theorist can be
translated into practice. While not denying the value of concept­
ualizing the processes involved in order to guide an observer - 
and indeed some selection of observables_ must always take place 
and this selection itself has guiding concepts, whether consciously 
formulated or not (Adams, 1967) - it is possible that concepts or 
models which are too precisely formulated are counter-productive 
and produce confusing results, sinply because the reality is too 
complex for such precision.
In the past, many educational theorists have paitl lip-service to 
this complexity, but their neglect of it in practice is evident 
if one examines the kind of ^guidebook for teachers® that is im­
plied as a consequence of the various theoretical approaches. In 
particular, one may identify three different but related ®guide- 
books*, and these are well worth studying, if only briefly, because 
they provide the conceptual framework for much of the previous re­
search involving teacher and classroom observation.
2. Becoming the ^model teacher'
a) The Philosopher’s Guidebook, as found in institutions of 
teacher education, underlined the attitudes a teacher brought to 
the classroom - his outlook and the concepts he held regarding the 
child, its environment and the purpose of education. It was assumed 
that the ideas inculcated by the training establishment would be 
assimilated by teachers and later manifested in their classroom 
behaviour. The reforming zeal so often given full vent by tutors 
in Theory of Education was thought to be sufficient to persuade 
teachers to adopt classroom patterns that conformed to the refor­
mers* exhortations. In fact such optimism is hardly justified; 
Manning (1950) observed the directive and indirective activities of 
teachers, hypothesizing that the two previous decades in which the 
philosophy of child-centred education had come to the fore might 
have influenced actual classroom practice; he concluded that the 
literature reflected talk rather than reality. Sears and Dowley 
(1963) cite a study of what nursery school teachers said about 
their work, and comment on the gap found between what the teachers 
believed (regarding theory) and what they reported themselves as 
practising. ^Presumably a study of what they (were) actually doing 
would show the gap to be wider still. It is as if the teachers 
proclaim what they know to be "right", but find it difficult or
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impossible, in practice, to do what is right* (p.857). Brown (1969) 
found that even when student teachers appeared to agree with the 
fundamental principles of education as advocated by Dewey, their 
classroom practices were quite incongruent with such principles.
Commenting on the transition from training to full-time tea­
ching, Sears and Dowley (op. cit.) quote a study by Gallis (1950) 
in which, with repeated administrations of the Minnesota Teacher 
Attitude Inventory, students* scores were found to increase towards 
attitudes of greater warmth and understanding of children as they 
took more professional courses in education; but after six months 
of full-time teaching, the scores decreased significantly - ^che 
decrease suggests that the students may have become disillusioned 
with the ideals they had held before teaching full time*. A very 
similar finding regarding a change of attitude soon after the trai­
nee teacher became a practising full-time teacher was reported by 
Shipman (1967); and indeed, Spindler (1959, quoted in Silberman,
1970) had pointed out much earlier that, because training,may pro­
voke a serious challenge to a studentpersonal and long-establi­
shed value-system, the subsequent role-conflict that developed when 
he became a teacher resulted in the student*s adopting the very 
opposite of the attitudes advocated in his training.
Writing about Froebel*s philosophy, but applying their obser­
vations generally, Wallen and Travers noted: ®Froebel seems to have 
made the assumption, inplicit in much of teacher education that a 
correct outlook on educational problems would result in a sound 
behaviour pattern on the part of the teachers. Yet there appears 
to be a growing conviction that teacher education does little to 
generate appropriate patterns of teacher behaviour in students of 
education. Indeed, there are serious doubts in some quarters whe­
ther teacher education can even be considered to generate any tea­
ching patterns' (Wallen and Travers, 1963, p.456). Perhaps this is 
because the theory is too remote from the practice, as Jackson 
(1968) suggested: ''The job of managing the activities of 25 or 30 
children for 5 or 6 hours a day, 5 days a week, 40 weeks a year, 
is quite a bit different from what an abstract consideration of the 
learning process might lead us to believe.... Classrooms are not 
neat and orderly places even though some educational theories make 
them sound as if they are or should be^ (p.149). The same point is 
made by Adams (1972): 'it is widely assumed that how teachers manifest
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their roles - what they do as teachers - is almost entirely a mat­
ter of their training and the belief systems they absorb while 
training. The contextual coercions - in. school or education sys­
tem - that "distort” the role are largely ignored.?
Whatever the reasons for the lack of carry-over (and indeed, 
for reversal) of attitude and behaviour, the fact is that 'almost 
every relevant investigation, whatever the instrument used, has 
found that the changes in expressed attitudes during training are 
followed by changes in the opposite direction during the first year 
of teaching* (Morrison and McIntyre, 1970, p.70).
b) The Psychologist's Guidebook for attaining effective teacher 
behaviour (i.e. 'ideal teacher* status) had recourse to a different 
panacea; teachers must have the necessary knowledge about child 
development and learning theory in general and their pupils* soc­
ial backgrounds and personalities in particular. The few investi­
gations that have been carried out to test this hypothesis that 
attempted to relate a teacherawareness of a child's psycholo­
gical needs with effective teacher behaviour leave one confused. 
Evans (1959), describing teacher-pupil relationships, says; 'int­
erested and synpathetic teachers can do much to ensure that their 
pupils achieve a satisfactory level of mental health. This calls 
for a depth of understanding which is part of the teacher*s per­
sonality. It has been noted that social proficiency rather than 
intelligence is important here, and that the teacher who succeeds 
often does so because he or she provides what is lacking in the 
home. A deficiency in understanding on the part of the teacher 
may well have harmful effects.^ Ojemann and Wilkinson (1939) re-'' 
ported that when teachers were given.knowledge and understanding 
of their pupils' abilities, home environment, emotional problems 
and attitudes, their pupils* learning and personal-social develop­
ment were enhanced. Burrell (1951) confirmed this conclusion when
she asked teachers to make efforts to *meet their children's' emo-
\
tional needs*. Yet this therapeutic role of the teacher was quest­
ioned by Gage, Leavitt and Stone (1955), who found little relation­
ship between teachers* knowledge of pupils’ characteristics and
1 \
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teacher behaviours (as seen by pupils)• Reviewing his own work 
and others. Gage (1958) concluded that the teacher’s understanding 
of his pupils makes no difference to his behaviour.
These conflicting conclusions may be due partly, in studies
1
like these, to the intrusion of the Hawthorne effect, but also 
they result from the assumption that if a teacher knows certain 
facts about pupils he can and will automatically change his behav­
iour towards them. The additional lack of reality of this psycho­
logical approach is further demonstrated in the assumption that 
teachers will obtain and remember detailed psychological knowledge 
of each of their charges (and, in secondary schools, this can run 
into hundreds of pupils), but how they can do this is never exp­
lained.
Jackson even questions whether the therapeutic role is a fea­
sible one for the teacher. 'Of necessity, his psychological know­
ledge o f  most of the students under his charge will remain super­
ficial from a clinician’s point of view. And so it must be ....
It is probably true that there is some point of diminishing returns bc^ ontl 
which increased knowledge no longer adds to the teacher’s profici­
ency* (Jackson, 1968, p.173).
In the same way, the usual models of the teaching-learning pro­
cess, as developed by theorists, become more or less irrelevant in 
the context of the real classroom (Morrison and McIntyre, 1970, p.
26). With its rapid rate of change in teacher activity and inter­
action (Jackson, 1968, p.149; Smith and Geoffrey, 1968, p.234; Adams 
and Biddle, 1970, p.30), this complex situation, in which immediate 
reactions from the teacher are constantly demanded, is hardly con­
ducive to the painstaking, rational, objective approach implicit 
in a theorist’s teaching-learning model. The reality of the tea­
cher’s work has 'a quality that places severe limits on the use­
fulness of a highly rational model for describing what the teacher 
does' (Jackson, 1968, p.167). Perhaps this is why, despite a half 
century of research and the development of several sophisticated 
theories, the teacher’s classroom activities have been relatively
The Hawthorne effect is the bias brought to a methods experiment 
by way of the favourable or unfavourable ^natural®attitudes of a 
teacher or class or by the inherent attributes appertaining to the 
situation studied; the Hawthorne effect is independent of the actual 
method being tried.
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unaffected by what the learning theorist has to say* (Jackson,
1968, p.159).
c) The Educationist’s Guidebook to the production of effective 
teaching advocates the adoption of certain teaching methods in the 
classroom. This approach is really the attempt to put into prac­
tice the philosophical approach already discussed, but its apparent 
closeness to the classroom lends it an air of realism, and indeed, 
the proponent of a favourite teaching method is often anxious to 
submit his method to rigorous testing. A good example of this is 
seen in the researches on teacher trainees reported in Amidon and 
Hough (1967: Furst; Hough and Amidon; Hough and Ober; Kirk;Lohman, 
Ober and Hough) in which experimental groups and control groups 
were compared regarding general or specific teaching behaviours 
supposed to be effective. The experimental groups had been trained 
to use and interpret Interaction Analysis (usually a modification 
of the Flanders system), and in general were found to be superior 
in effective teaching behaviour. However, as the researchers who 
advocated''the use of these forms of interaction analysis in training
also regarded ‘indirect* teaching behaviours as the most effect-
1
ive , and as they were experimenting with their own students, it 
is highly likely that the Hawthorne effect was operating strongly, 
in that the experimental students adopted the attitudes and be­
haviours thought desirable by their tutors (e.g. Shipman, 1967).
In any case, as noted earlier, there is little reason to assume 
that practices and attitudes adopted while training during college 
courses are carried over into the period of full-time teaching 
(Stern, 1963, p.421; Wallen and Travers, 1963, p.460; Cane, 1968, 
p.28). Thus, even if one ignores the assumption of the nebulous 
notion of effective teaching as a criterion against which to test 
a teaching method, there is the far more important practical issue 
that is overlooked, namely: Are teachers able and willing to adopt 
the advocated methods? Exhortations by teacher trainers may not
Although Flanders (1965, p.116) stresses the value-less nature of 
his interaction analysis system, there is little doubt from a reading 
of his own work and of his followers (e.g. Hough and Ober, 1966, p.
344; Amidon and Hunter, 1966, p.4; Flanders, 1970, p.309) that ‘in­
direct’ teaching is regarded as a superior method to ‘direct’ teaching.
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be enough to produce change in teachers’ actual classroom activi­
ties: commenting on the work of authors such as Massey and Vineyard 
(1961) who list various forms of practical advice for teachers, 
particularly in the area of pupil motivation, Dreeben remarks:
'just how teachers provide opportunities for each pupil to succeed 
at something, win the approval of others, and establish friendly 
but firm relationships with pupils is not discussed* (Dreeben, 1970, 
p.94). Likewise, Jackson says: * When it is remembered that the 
average teacher is in charge of the 25 or 30 students of varying 
abilities and backgrounds for approximately 1000 hours a year and 
that his responsibilities extend over four or five major curricular 
areas, it is difficult to see how he could be very precise about 
where he is going and how to get there during each instructional 
moment. He may have a vague notion of.what he hopes to achieve, 
but it is unreasonable to expect him to sustain an alert awareness 
of how each of his students is progressing towards each of a dozen 
or so curricular objectives’ (Jackson, 1968, p.165).
3. Changing the teacher’s behaviour
The lack of realism demonstrated in the various guidebooks off­
ered teachers derives from the refusal on the part of many reformers 
and researchers to recognize the assumption they have made, namely 
that teachers are able and willing to change their practices and 
attitudes in the desired direction (an assumption made despite the 
popular notion held of the extreme conservatism of the teaching pro­
fession). When Flanders (1965) writes of the usefulness of his in­
teraction analysis system to practising teachers, he assumes they
will be willing and able to follow this system and apply it - in
1
addition to, or as part of, their teaching job. Shaver (1966, p. 
29) and Spaulding (1967, p.14) make similar assumptions; And when 
Bates (1970) writes of his interaction system and how it can help 
teachers in their work, he assumes they will have the time, patience
1
A lesson in how to alienate practising teachers and one which
confirms their belief in the total lack of realism of some resear­
chers is surely revealed when teachers are told how to tape-record 
their work for later analysis: 'First, select about 10 pupils who
speak clearly and are alert enough to understand the role required 
of them; send the rest of the class to the library, out to play, or
off on a field trip’ (|) (Flanders, 1970, p.440).
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and keenness of an academic researcher. Jersild et al(1939) jEound 
that merely asking a teacher to change his behaviour to conform to 
a changed curriculum by no means ensured the hoped-for-change.
Withall (1956) explained carefully to a teacher how the latter dis­
tributed his attention in his classroom, and, despite the teacher's 
earnest attempt to re-distribute according to his pupils’ needs, 
Withall recorded very little change in the pattern of teacher be­
haviour where it was most desired. Williams (1966) has noted, as 
a side-issue in his work on Primary Mathematics, how difficult it 
is for teachers to adopt wholeheartedly in practice the methods 
suggested by outsiders. Even when reforms or innovations are sug­
gested and agreed on by the teachers themselves, implementation 
of the ideas is by no means automatic (Keddie, 1971; Hamilton, 1973a), 
One reason for the confusing results in research into teaching 
methods and *ideal teaching behaviour' is that investigators have 
sometimes been misled because they have assumed that a teacher's 
attitudes or opinions reflect his actual classroom behaviour. For 
example, when Barker-Lunn (1970) found that teachers in a non­
streaming school did not necessarily hold 'non-streaming attitudes’ - 
and vice versa - she decided to analyse her data on streaming in 
terms of * teacher attitude types* rather than 'school organization 
types’; yet she failed to pursue her own logic in that in inter­
preting her data she implicitly assumed that the teachers’ attitudes 
as expressed in tests or interviews reflected their classroom prac­
tices. Similarly, studies which collect data on school organizat­
ional structure and policy from heads and teachers, and then attempt ■ 
to relate these data to educational outcomes for pupils (e.g. much 
of the I.E.A. comparative research, described in Pidgeon (1970) ),
equate policy with practice. Even Richardson’s penetrating study 
(1973) of the internal organizational problems that accompany a 
school's evolution during a transitional, growing period focussed 
entirely on what teachers said and thought in meetings, and ignored 
what they actually did in the school.^
Thus, to note that a teacher’s opinions about a teaching method
1
The weaknesses in all such studies underline the need expressed in 
the introduction to this thesis for observational studies of teachers* 
work. (An early but still pertinent, fascinating cameo of the 'atti­
tudes versus actions' issue was provided by LaPiere in 1934.)
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or his attitudes about an educational topic, as measured by tests, 
have changed as a result of some training programme or receiving 
additional information is no guarantee at all that the teacher^s 
actual classroom teaching has changed (Symonds, 1950, p.695; Oliver, 
1953; Herbert, 1970, p.130; Morrison and McIntyre, 1970, p.136).
Telling the teacher his faults, advocating new methods, exp­
laining the total educational situation, giving him a theory of 
teaching - these are not enough to effect change. Waimon (undated) 
writes that attempts to describe the Master Teacher have resulted 
in the ^misconception that a teacher can improve once he is informed 
of his ratings on various categories of teacher effectiveness#'
Jackson (1964) questions whether 'Knowing about the theory (of tea­
ching) will inprove a person's performance in the classroom', for 
in that case would not 'those who are better able to talk about 
teaching also (be) better able to teach?’^  and his answer to this 
question, based on experience with teachers and teaching would 
probably be "no".’
Wallen and Travers (1963) comment aptly: 'This position (that 
teachers can manifest the required pattern of behaviour) has been 
taken commonly by educational reformers who assume that, once tea­
chers have seen the merit of manifesting a particular pattern of 
classroom behaviour, the behaviour will automatically follow.
Similar assumptions have also been made by superintendents and
schools boards fired with enthusiasm for reform'* Also, *The 
difficulties are much more deep-seated than those involved in 
merely obtaining co-operation. Psychologists know that behaviour 
patterns wbich are as deeply ingrained as those of teachers with 
many years of teaching experience cannot be changed overnight*(p.463).
A more recent summary (Adams, 1972, p.447) notes: 'All in- 
service training courses are based on the assumption that teachers
can and will modify. The evidence that confirms the assumption is
somewhat limited.
It is evident that when formulating any principles of education 
which can be translated into practice, the possibility of teachers 
being unable or unwilling to change or modify their behaviour must 
form a most crucial consideration which needs to be thoroughly 
studied. The futility of much research into principles of education 
and teaching methods stems from a refusal both to recognize this and 
to wonder why teachers may be unwilling or unable to change their
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methods. The problems of different, and often conflicting, role 
expectations for the teacher were illuminated by Getzels and Guba 
(1955), and Charters (1963) reviewed research investigating the 
various constraints upon the teacher coming from the school and 
community environment. The more recent work undertaken by the NFER 
into the teacher’s perception of his in-service training needs 
(Cane, 1969), his attitudes to educational research (Cane and 
Schroeder, 1970), the demands made upon him in his job (the subject 
of this thesis), the career structure in teaching and the teacher's 
opinions about promotion and appointment procedures (Hi1sum, in 
press) - these are signposts leading to this fundamental research 
concerning the teacher's perception of his role, his status as a 
professional person, and his attitudes to change and innovation.
Coup 1ementary research of the intensive case-study type, e.g. 
Richardson (1973), will be especially valuable in generating ideas 
for further investigation.
At the same time, one must beware of the pseudo-intensive study 
coming into vogue among those who advocate the 'anthropological 
approach'. There is a vast difference between those who attempt 
to study classrooms and schools intensively in order to generate 
ideas for ‘verificational research* and those who wander into class­
rooms to collect 'unstructured' observational data that are used 
merely to bear out the a priori preconceptions the observers bring 
with them. The reformist, polemical commentaries of 'de-schoolers' 
like Goodman (1971) and Reimer (1971) seem to be basea on personal 
philosophies rather than concrete evidence; the conclusions of 
Henry (1966, 1971a,b) are primarily interpretations of subjective 
data collected by others; the participant observational records of 
Kohl (1971) and Holt (1969) are highly suspect in that they rely 
chiefly on recall and are couched in extraordinarily subjective and 
emotive language. Further, while these writers appear obsessed with 
highlighting selected negative (and therefore limited) aspects of 
the educational scene, like under-achievers, disadvantaged children, 
slum schools, etc., they show no hesitation in using their 'find­
ings’ to make sweeping and facile generalizations about all educa­
tional situations.
This form of 'anthropological investigation’ is quite sinply 
retrogressive and will merely end in producing a 'sociologist’s 
guidebook for teachers* which will be as futile as those referred to
earlier produced by philosophers, psychologists and educationists. 
Yet the somewhat blustering and gross procedures of these reformist 
sociologists are in marked contrast to the painstaking and cautious 
work of others who have chosen to bring a sociological orientation 
to the study of the classroom and school, e.g. Gunp (1964), Adams 
(1967), Smith and Geoffrey (1968), Kounin (1970), Nash (1973), 
Richardson (1973) and Delamont (1973).
The wider perspective mentioned above is also sought by Dreeben; 
'Although there is much to be said for showing concern about the 
competence of teachers, the question of competence may be more fully 
understood in terms of the occupational characteristics of teaching 
rather than in terms of the curriculum of teacher training institu­
tions' (Dreeben, 1970, p.118). It is strange that many educational 
reformers and researchers constantly quote the specific concept of 
motivation - but only in relation to pupils, i.e. teachers need to 
motivate pupils in order to promote pupil interest and achievement; 
yet these- same commentators ignore the concept as applicable also 
to teachers. When advocating the adoption by practising teachers 
of methods recommended to and practised by students in training 
institutions, the reformers fail to consider the difference in 
motivational situation between the trainee and the practitioner,
i.e. their motivations are essentially different and become inc­
reasingly so as the teacher gains in experience and age (Peterson, 
1964).
4. A special research problem
Much experimental research conducted into teaching methods, 
teacher effectiveness, classroom interaction, etc. relies on a re­
search design in which teachers are assigned certain roles to play. 
The general questioning in the previous sub-section of a teacher’s 
willingness or ability to change his behaviour must also throw 
doubt on such specific research designs where a deliberate change 
in teacher behaviour is associated with a predictor variable. Ex­
amples of such required behaviour occur in the famous Lewin-Lippitt- 
White studies of Boys' Clubs (1939) where leaders were called upon 
to enact autocratic and democratic roles in turn; Flanders (1951) 
asked teachers (admittedly after 'training') to assume teacher- 
centred and learner-centred roles; Rehage (1951) required the same
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teacher to perform in conflicting roles; Amidon and Flanders (1961) 
experimented with one teacher assuming four different roles to four 
different student groups; Taba (1966) asked teachers (after ten 
days* training) to teach a specified curriculum of social studies 
in a specified manner; with Oliver and Shaver (Shaver, 1966), four 
teachers each taught the same social studies curriculum in two dif­
ferent styles. Nuthall and Church (1973) reported several experi­
ments in which teachers were asked to take lessons in different 
ways prescribed by the researchers; and McLeod (1974) has described 
efforts being made currently at Stirling University to conduct 
controlled experiments in classroom research using role-playing 
by teachers.
Whether a teacher is required to perform in different ways to 
the same class or different classes, or is assigned a role to play, 
the assumption is that he will perform as required. In the type of 
experiment in which 'a teacher first teaches a class by one method 
and then switches the method either with a new class or with the 
same class .... the design .... makes the assumption that the tea­
cher is able to switch patterns of classroom behaviour at will .... 
Yet some educational researchers do expect Miss Jones, who has 
ruled her class with a rod of iron for the last thirty years, to 
change overnight into a relaxed, permissive teacher who functions 
mainly as a consultant for a democratically run class’ (Wallen and 
Travers, 1963, p.464). And again Wallen and Travers comment; 'Al­
though the ad hoc assignment of teaching method to teacher or to 
the same teacher at different times is a common experimental tech­
nique, little evidence has been produced to show that teachers 
actually switch from one pattern of behaviour to another. Indeed, 
evidence reported earlier indicates that such a switch is far
ÿ
from easy.
Finally the weaknesses^of research designs in which it is ass­
umed that the teacher can and will change his behavioural pattern 
as directed are further exposed if one bears in mind the possible
 ^ A consideration rarely mentioned in commentaries on these designs 
is the ethical issue, namely : should teachers and their pupils be 
made ‘guinea pigs’ in experimental research? Even if teachers are 
consulted and agree to co-operate, have the researchers the right to 
ask teachers (or, indeed, have the teachers the right to agree) to 
abrogate their primary responsibilities towards their pupils and 
their pupils’ parents?
Iexistence of the ^Hawthorne effect’ . 'Studies in which patterns 
are imposed ad hoc on a group of teachers or on the same teacher 
at different times must always be regarded with suspicion, even 
when some evidence is forthcoming that the teachers were able to 
modify their behaviour according to the experimental design. The 
possibility always exists that the teachers involved favour one 
method rather than another. When such is the case, one might ex­
pect superior results from the favoured method. One can hardly 
expect a teacher to put full effort into the utilization of a tea­
ching method which he does not consider sound or personally con­
genial. The latter factor may become a much more important deter­
minant of what happens than differences in the prescribed patterns. 
This basic weakness characterizes all studies that use this parti­
cular approach to the study of teaching* (Wallen and Travers, 1963, 
p. 467). I
Similar points to the above regarding the difficulties in this 
type of research design are noted by McKeachie (1963, p.1123).
!H. A SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH : RELEVANCE TO THE PROPOSED STUDY
The appraisal of previous relevant research, as presented in this 
section, has been concerned with probing the problems encountered in 
attempting to observe and record the teacher’s work and behaviour.
For the present writer, engaged in the planned investigation of the 
teaching day, the important question to ask was: What were the chief 
lessons to be learned from earlier studies? Certainly, it was seen 
that the practical aspects of this type of research were inextricably 
linked with considerations of theoretical standpoints, and that var­
ious assumptions underlying previous enpirical work needed very car­
eful sifting. The main conclusions that were drawn from the review 
of earlier investigations and which appeared to be relevant to the 
proposed study were as follows:
1. The researcher’s personal bias
The objectivity of a researcher should be unquestioned, but it 
has been shown that researchers or experimenters may frequently in­
troduce personal bias into their work without their realizing it 
(Rosenthal, 1966 and 1969; Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968, p.219-229). 
In the field of educational research, this bias has been particularly 
prevalent, where research and reform have become confused. When 
reviewing researchers* approaches to the categorizing of teacher 
behaviour. Smith (1962) wondered: ‘Are we using (such categories)
because they permit us to drag in unwittingly our perceptions of 
what teaching is or ought to be?’
Obviously, when an investigator evolves his concepts to guide 
his design, he must, as far as he possibly can, ensure that his 
private philosophical stance does not pre-determine his results.
‘Our ways of looking at the classroom should not be unnecessarily 
restricted by prior assumptions about what should be going on there* 
(Jackson, 1968, p.176). The researcher may wish to test his private 
philosophical stance, and this is legitimate hypothesizing, but he 
must not allow the assumptions which determine that stance to enter 
his research design unless they are tested for validity or overtly 
and clearly acknowledged.
2. Previous assumptions and fallacies
Much work in educational research is necessarily built on found­
ations and groundwork prepared by others^ and it is in the interests 
of all concerned that new proposals for research should bear in mind 
what has been done before. But such reptrospection does not and 
should not entail blind acceptance of what has been concluded from 
previous work, and the assumptions that guided previous research 
should be exhaustively investigated.
There is the strong possibility that in the area of research 
involving teacher observation (including Teaching Method, Teacher 
Education, Teacher Personality, Teacher Effectiveness, Teacher Be­
haviour, Classroom Climate, Classroom Interaction), confusion exists 
as a direct consequence of accepting the fallacies apd assumptions 
of research that went before. And any new research that accepts 
these fallacious assumptions inevitably produces conclusions that 
are also fallacious, and so the process continues.
There are many examples of this dubious procedure: for instance, 
ratings of teacher efficiency and characteristics by heads and other 
'experts' are, as already seen, notoriously unreliable, yet resear­
chers have frequently validated their findings about a specific 
variable or instrument being tested by reference to a rating device! 
(e.g. Olson and Wilkinson, 1938; Withall, 1949; Leeds, 1950, 1952; 
Callis, 1950, 1953; Gough and Pemberton, 1952; Morrison, 1961;
Amidon and Giammatteo, 1965; Shaver, 1966; Hough and Amidon, 1967; 
Pankratz, 1967; Zahn, 1967; Wragg, 1971, 1973a and b). One then 
finds later researchers quoting such 'validated* research in order to 
validate their own conclusions!
Another example is when Perkins (1964) draws conclusions about 
his findings by noting similarities between his data and those of 
Hughes (1959) and Flanders (1960), and these last two researchers 
are also quoted by Amidon and Hunter (1966, p.2) to justify their 
own work; yet the investigations of Hughes and Flanders contained 
highly questionable assumptions regarding their guiding concepts, 
their sanpling and their categorizing. The Flanders system of in­
teraction analysis has indeed been copied, adapted and extended 
by numerous followers in the U.S.A. and elsewhere, both in class­
room observation research (e.g. Furst and Amidon, 1962; Hough, 1967; 
Galloway, 1968) and in teacher education (e.g. studies by Storlie;
Moskewitz; Zahn; Kirk; Furst; Hough and Ober; Lohmann, Ober and 
Hough - all reported in Amidon and Hough, 1967; also Wragg, 1971, 
1973b); and a noticeable feature of reports from many of these re­
searchers is the extent to which they quote each other’s work as 
corroborating evidence - all of which, of course, merely compounds 
any defects existing in the original work.
Again one finds that many researchers into classroom climate 
base their design on the use of Withall’s Classroom Climate Index 
and that this much-quoted index was originally validated by ref­
erence to the conclusions of Anderson (1945); yet Anderson’s design 
and conclusions can be strongly criticized in many ways.
Another example is afforded in the more recent uncritical accep­
tance of the notion of 'teacher expectations' as highlighted by 
Rosenthal and Jacobson Cl968a and b); yet few who cite the concept 
note that, although there may be some basis for the authors’ inter­
pretations of their data, the original findings were by no means 
conclusive evidence, as Claiborn (1969) showed in a replication 
study, and indeed as Rosenthal himself has explained (1969,p.260-268)#
It is significant that many of the researchers who have similar 
approaches - and make similar assumptions - are in fact co-workers 
or under-graduate or postgraduate or past graduate students of the 
same department; possibly one can see here the danger mentioned 
earlier of professional workers unconsciously assuming the frame­
work of reference or concepts of their tutors or mentors.
Finally it should be recorded that some studies attract a res­
pectability through the ingenuity or sophistication of the statis­
tical treatment accorded the data; but if the assumptions basic to 
the design of the research or to the methods of data-collection
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are defective (e.g. as in Solomon et al,1964; Walberg, 1968) then 
any aura of respectability attaching to the research is spurious, 
for in such cases elaborate statistical manipulations become point­
less. 'Statistical sophistication cannot make up for what may be 
termed the theoretical naivete reflected in the concepts which the 
studies involve (Wallen and Travers, 1963, p.466).
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3. Sampling
Educational research ought to be meaningful to teachers: its 
conclusions ought to be seen by practising teachers to be applicable 
to their everyday work. When teachers scorn or ignore a piece of 
educational research, it is generally because they doubt whether 
that specific piece of research (or, indeed, of research in general) 
is applicable or meaningful. This criterion of applicability or 
meaningfulness is for teachers the key issue, and although they 
may not use the researcher**s terms, their concern is essentially 
with the reliability and validity of research design. Some of the 
chief problems associated with ensuring reliability and validity 
of observations made in the classroom have been studied above, and 
they may be summarized under the sinple heading of 'coverage’ - 
adequate sampling of teacher and situation.
Medley and Mitzel wrote that H n  order to learn anything about 
classroom behaviour it is necessary to study behaviour in the class­
room: we have not assumed (as many psychologists seem to assume) 
that it is possible to learn something about classroom behaviour 
by studying laboratory behaviour; or that much can be found out 
about how pupils learn by studying how college students, apes, or 
white mice learn. We have not found it necessary to assume the 
existence of laws of learning which are uniform across subjects, 
learning tasks, learning environment, and species. We have eschewed 
research, the findings of which are applicable to the classroom 
only through analogy .... We take the position that a conclusion 
drawn from a specific study may be applied only to other teachers, 
pupils or classes which could be drawn at random from a population 
of teachers, pupils or classes which would also contain the tea­
chers, pupils, or classes studied* (Medley and Mitzel, 1963b,p.80).
Biddle (1967) viewed the situation in the same way: 'Limitations 
of both coverage and classroom variability have had several effects 
on the fruitfulness of recent classroom research. First, many 
studies have appeared to be expressions of concepts, methods, and 
outlook unique to the particular type of classroom investigated 
Second, results of the studies represent but a restricted range of 
classroom events ... Finally, the fact that at most only two or. 
three structural variables are considered in a typical studyres­
tricts the possibility of discovering interaction effects... It is 
clear that any reasonably complete study of classroom phenomena
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should cover a wide variety of classroom conditions and variables.* 
The need to sample situations as well as people was stressed 
earlier by Brunswick (1947), and a wide coverage of situations was 
urged by Boyd and Devault (1966) and Westbury (1968). Others, e.g. 
Guirç) (1964) and Smith and Geoffrey (1968), have stressed that to 
understand teacher behaviour and teacher-pupil interaction it is 
necessary to go beyond the classroom, i.e. if we wish to learn 
about the fundamentals that contribute to a Theory of Teaching or 
of Education, then teachers and pupils must be acknowledged as actors 
in many types of settings and particularly in the wider setting of 
the school as a whole, itself a setting in a wider environment.
Other variables which those close to the ^grass-roots' situation 
recognize as of the greatest importance but which educational theo­
rists and researchers have seldom taken into account were highli­
ghted by Peterson:
'Previous views of teacher role have seen the teacher in ageless 
abstraction ...(they) stress methods, sensitivity to students, and 
control of the classroom ...(they) differentiate among teachers in 
terms of subject matter, grade or other criteria functional to sch­
ool tasks... Such views, recommendations and studies ignore the 
important facts of agifig, commitment and job satisfaction. Which­
ever of the variables of education one may observe, one cannot ignore 
the coirplex social worlds, the inter-personal relationships, and 
the career perspectives of teachers. However talented individuals 
may be, they will not perform to capacity in adverse social settings. 
The school is a social system; it is more than an aggregate of in­
dividuals. It is, moreover, a social system in which individuals 
develop, mature, age and perform with various degrees of effective­
ness at vaçious^career points and at various points of change in 
their social worlds’ (Peterson, 1964, p.314).
These viewpoints, demanding a wider perspective in which to 
observe, record and interpret the teacher's work, seem, by virtue 
of their closeness to the reality of the teaching world, to be 
eminently sensible, reasonable and justifiable; and future research 
into teacher and classroom behaviour should endorse these views and 
embrace them in design practice.
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4. Consultation with Teachers
The final point, and one vital in educational research, concerns 
the relationship between educational researchers apd teachers. One 
of the chief aims of all researchers in education should be to build 
sound relationships with practising teachers, and perhaps the burden 
of establishing such good relationships rests more upon the resear­
cher than the teacher.
The position was explained with clarity and common sense by 
Jackson (1964). Speaking to a meeting of psychologists, he said:
'Although coiiplete understanding by all teachers is surely an un­
reasonable test of the descriptive accuracy of our conceptions, 
our failure to make any test is equally unreasonable. To make 
such a test requires however, that we change our current stance 
with respect to the teaching profession. Perhaps the progress of 
our conceptual development can be charted by the prepositions des­
cribing the dialogue between psychologists and teachers. At the 
turn of the century William James gave his celebrated series of 
lectures, which he titled "Talks Teachers". In the decades that 
followed, psychologists seemed to turn from James* s example and 
began instead to talk to each other about teachers. Now that we 
have subjected teachers to almost all our psychological tests and 
rating scales, only to find, it seems, that they are just about as 
human as the rest of us, perhaps we are prepared to enter a new 
stage in the growth of our knowledge, a stage in which psychologists 
will begin to talk with teachers about teaching.* The more we ack­
nowledge that Jackson’s advice applies to all researchers in educ­
ation as well as to educational psychologists, the more we are 
likely to achieve real progress, not just in the textbook theory 
of education, but in its practice also.
5. Relevance of the review of previous research to the proposed study
Much previous work concerned with teacher behaviour lacked con­
text, not merely in the restricted settings in which that behaviour
was sanpled, but also in terms of the realities within which a tea­
cher has to do his job. For example, in studies of effectiveness, 
it was assumed that by training the teacher in certain directions, 
e.g. in interaction analysis or in the development of concept for­
mation, his effectiveness would automatically be improved. But this 
assumption was based on a misconception of the teacher’s position in
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reality, i.e. the belief that k teacher could consciously select 
from among several alternatives the 'correct' behaviour to adopt 
at any moment, and at all times during his work. It has been shown 
that this is an unrealistic approach for both the theorist and the 
empirical researcher, for it omits from consideration some possibly 
crucial variables. While the teacher may certainly prepare his 
work deliberately and consciously, his actual performances in class­
room and school are only partially self-determined: his intended 
behaviour will be distorted continually by the demands imposed upon 
him by 'the changing situation with which he is confronted throughout 
his working day and on different working days.
Thus the framework of reference for the proposed study of the 
teacher’s work was seen to be concerned with the demands made upon 
the teacher in the course of his work. But the methods by which 
these demands might be observed and recorded, the way in which they 
could be classified, and the manner in which they might eventually 
be reported in order to construct a realistic description, quanti­
tative and'qualitative, of the teacher's job - these were undecided. 
What was clear was that previous research was either not suffici­
ently germane to our objective or too defective in methodology to 
provide us with more than limited assistance (often useful 'nega­
tively', in the sense that we knew what we should not do).
It was considered necessary to regard the whole planned exer­
cise in the first instance as exploratory; to begin, as it were, 
with a tabula rasa - and, in a sense, this reflected the true sit­
uation, for no study of the kind contemplated had ever been under­
taken before in this country. It was decided, therefore, to con­
duct a 'feasibility exercise* to determine the best way, if any 
existed, to approach a proposed ‘main study'. The next section, 
concerned chiefly with the development of the 'tools* for carrying 
out the main study, deals with this ‘Feasibility Study of The Tea­
cher’s Day .
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SECTION III
THE FEASIBILITY STUDY OF THE TEACHER®S DAY
Ob.i ectives
The overall aim of the proposed study of *The Teacher*s Day* was to 
produce an objective description of the teacher*s work, i.e. to record 
systematically and to analyse the various activities which a teacher 
had to undertake in the course of his work. Was it in fact possible to 
make such a study? That was the question that motivated the Feasibility 
Study of the Teacher*s Day.
The NFER officers were confronted with a most conplex field, invol­
ving the whole range of teachers and teaching situations, and there was 
very little previous research of a positive nature in this field of the 
teacher*s work on which they could draw. They began with virtually a 
blank sheet and listed the problems that would need exploring:
What was the correct way to enlist the co-operation of teachers?
What did *The Teacher*s Day* involve? Was it different for diff-
I
erent teachers?
How should *The Teacher*s Day* be observed?
What were the advantages and disadvantages of the different methods
of observing?
How should the observations be recorded?
How should observers be selected and trained?
How reliable were the procedures involved?
The feasibility study took place over a period of nearly ten months: 
the several questions listed above that needed to be answered were to 
a great extent inter-dependent and, in practice, these different aspects 
of the proposed study had to be examined simultaneously; for the sake 
of clarity, however, the following account itemizes the aspects separately. 
As the purpose of the feasibility exercise was to recommend if and how 
a subsequent main study might be pursued, the findings about each aspect 
in turn will be commented upon, ending with the suggestion that was 
recommended as the best way to proceed with that aspect in the main study.
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A. CO-OPERATION : CONSULTATION AND LIAISON
The project on the Teacher*s Day, if it were to be pursued, might 
involve direct observation of the teacher at work, whether by research 
officers or television cameras, and therefore the feasibility study 
had to examine the ways to approach schools and teachers. It was 
considered vital to achieve co-operation with all interested parties 
and particularly teachers; for without permission of the teachers to 
submit to being observed, the project could not proceed, and only with 
a , sound relationship between researcher and teacher could distortion 
of the **normal'V teaching situation be reduced when the researcher or 
television camera was present.
Two crucial points were to be stressed in all discussions:
All records obtained during observations would be confidential 
to the N.F.E.R.
No judgements of the teacher or his work would be involved - 
the researched*s task would be to describe objectively the tea- 
cher^ *s activities.
(The teacher was always to be invited to see the record as obser­
ved and comment on it.) .
The actual sequence of events in the feasibility study was as follows:
First stage
(a) As the project was being conducted from the NFER offices in Slough, 
it was administratively convenient to use local schools for the 
feasibility work. Accordingly, approaches were made to the 
Education Office in Slough for permission to contact schools in 
the area.
(b) Discussions about the project were conducted at considerable 
length with representatives of the local Professional Associations.
(c) Meetings were held, at which the proposed study was outlined to 
local head teachers.
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(d) A Steering Committee for the Feasibility Study was formed, com­
posed of serving heads and teachers and NFER personnel,
(e) Letters were sent out to local schools, inviting them to partici­
pate,
(f) Working parties were set up for Grammar, Modern, Junior and Infant 
schools.
Second stage
(a) The NFER contacted those heads who had agreed to participate, in 
order to build up a trial sample of teachers to be observed,
(b) To widen the sanple of observed teachers, NFER staff contacted 
heads who had not initially responded to the invitation to parti­
cipate,
(c) Visits were made to all heads offering to participate, and the 
project was further explained and discussed,
(d) Visits were made to teachers at the volunteer schools, explaining 
and discussing the project. It had been appreciated from the 
beginning that the researchers would need to contact individual 
teachers personally, and these direct discussions were used not 
only to inform the teacher about the project, but also to ask the 
teacher for suggestions and comments on the methods used by the 
researchers.
(e) A sanple of volunteer teachers was gradually drawn up: the range 
was from Nursery Class to Sixth Form, and included all types of 
school and organization, and a cross section of teachers. During 
the study, 14 schools were visited by the observers and 41 tea­
chers actually observed at work on one or more occasions, pro­
viding a total of 115 observation sessions (see Appendix A).
There was no attempt during the feasibility study to sanple days 
or teachers with statistical rigour - the purpose was to achieve 
as wide a coverage as possible of different teaching situations 
and activities.
(f) During the course of the study, teachers and administrators were 
kept informed of the work by means of ^ Progress Reports»* distri­
buted to all involved.
Conclusions
The more the feasibility study proceeded, the more obvious it became 
that the personal contact between researcher and teacher was vital to 
the whole operation. In the initial stages, there was a marked reluct­
ance on the part of some teachers and heads, particularly in Secondary 
schools, to participate in the project. The researchers, found, however, 
that once they were able to meet the teachers and talk to them in their 
schools this apparent reluctance disappeared. It was difficult to deter­
mine to what extent it was the explanations offered by the researchers 
or the actual personalities of the researchers that swayed the teachers 
to view the project more favourably - in either case, the direct app­
roach to the teachers, with ample time offered them to probe the resear-
I *
chers* motives and personal professional backgrounds, was seen to be 
most desirable.
The crucial importance of this personal approach was stressed by 
the heads on the Steering Committee; they emphasised that the meetings 
that had taken place between the heads and NFER officers had provided 
opportunities whereby, apart from receiving explanations from the off­
icers, they were able to (*size up'* the officers as persons and glean 
their professional backgrounds. It was this *direcd* situation, rather 
than an impression that might have been gathered from correspondence, 
that weighed heavily when heads later considered whether to participate 
or not.
The particular point made above about the researchers* professional 
backgrounds was highlighted throughout the study. The teachers* con­
fidence in the researcher as a person was not just a matter concerning 
the observeras personal qualities, though these were important. The 
Professional Associations, heads, and teachers needed to know that the
f  ' 'researcher was !*awaré* of the teaching situation; at all discussions 
the teachers and their representatives stressed that those concerned 
with observing, whether directly or by means of mechanical equipment, 
ought to have had teaching experience.
The overall result of the help and guidance given by the Steering 
Committee during the study, and of the constant stress made on personal 
meetings between researchers and heads and teachers, was that the 
coverage of teaching situations that was thought to be necessary in the 
feasibility study was fairly easily achieved, and, indeed, there were 
more schools and teachers willing to participate than were actually 
required for the limited study entailed in a feasibility project.
Recommended Procedure for Main Study
There should be liaison, consultation and discussion at all levels; 
Administration and Education Officers, Professional Associations, Heads, 
Teachers. A Consultative Committee should be established to oversee 
the project, and this committee should comprise, in addition to NFER 
personnel, representatives of local Professional Associations and of 
any local education authority that might be involved.
In particular ;
(a) preliminary meetings should be arranged between the researchers 
and the heads of the schools to be involved ; and
(b) the teachers to be observed should have ample opportunity to ask 
questions and comment on the project and its procedures, in order 
to establish a relationship of confidence between teacher and 
researcher.
During the course of the main project. Progress Reports should be 
issued to all interested parties, e.g. teachers, inspectorate, teachers-* 
associations, administrative officers.
The necessity of close liaison with the L.E.A., heads and teachers, 
and their local associations, suggested that there would be a distinct 
advantage to operating a main study in a compact, single administrative/ 
geographical area, e.g. a County.
B. THE SAMPLING OF SITUATIONS
At the outset of the feasibility study, the researchers tried to 
define the field to be studied. Nhile they wanted to be as open- 
minded as possible and make no assumptions without evidence, they 
needed to have some notions of the chief factors that entered into 
the concept of the Teacher*s Day. They accepted that what was to be 
studied was a whole series of different teaching situations and that 
the sanpling of those situations involved four main problems:
1. Nhat aspects of the teacher*s activities should be observed? 
The teacher*s work covered a wide range of activities, verbal and 
non-verbal. There was therefore a need to ensure a comprehensive 
coverage of teaching activities.
2. Where should the teacher be observed? Teachers carried out 
their teac%hing activities in the classroom, around the school and 
outside the school. There was therefore a need to observe and record 
in all three situations.
3. Which teachers should be observed? Teaching days differed 
according to type of school, type of teacher, etc. There was there­
fore a need to sample the teaching situations in different types of 
school and with different types of teacher.
4. When should the teacher be observed? The work teachers were 
called upon to undertake varied with the time of day, the day of the 
week and the time of the year. There was therefore a need to sample 
teaching situations throughout the year.
The researchers approached these sampling problems by first con­
ceiving the *Teachef*s Day* in a framework of time comprising two 
main divisions:
a) School Hours b) Out-of-School Hours. *School Hours* was 
further sub-divided into: i) Official school hours, excluding
play^break times and lunch times; and ii) Play^break times and lunch 
time. (For quick reference, i) was called C-time, ii) S-time and
b) 0-time.)
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Thus, a combination of 0-time and S-time made up what teachers might 
describe as *their own time®, while G-time plus S-time comprised situa­
tions which in general might be recorded by an observer (human or mech­
anical) at the school* This conceptual framework allowed the researchers 
to deal with the problems of sampling the teaching situations in a way 
that seemed likely to cater for the interests of both teachers and admin­
istrators.
Attacking the Problems of Sampling
As with most other aspects of the feasibility study, the sampling 
problems noted above were discussed with the Steering Committee and 
with the teachers participating, and attempts were made to implement 
the suggested solutions.
1. What aspects of the teacher*s activities should be observed?
The researchers were concerned that they should include in the fea­
sibility study as much as possible of the teachers* activities that 
the teachers themselves or the researchers regarded as relevant to the 
work of the teacher. Although most of the previous studies of teacher- 
pupil interaction (chiefly carried out in U.S.A.) observed only the 
spoken content of teaching situations, the researchers engaged in the 
feasibility study were quite certain, from their personal teaching ex­
perience, and from all their discussions with teachers, that both 
speaking and non-speaking activities should be included. In fact the 
initial stance adopted by the researchers was that they needed to 
observe and record everything that teachers did that seemed in any way 
relevant to teaching.
Conclusions. The way in which the researchers arrived at an accept­
able system for observing and recording across a comprehensive range 
of teacher activities is detailed in Parts C, D and E of the present 
section; here it may simply be summarized in that it was indeed found 
feasible to observe and record almost the whole range of teachers® 
work; although there would inevitably be differences in reliability
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between what was recorded by the teacher out of school and what was 
recorded by a human or *®mechanical* observer in school, these differ­
ences should be accepted, for the essential purpose was to obtain a 
conprehensive picture of the teachef*s work#
Two points should be mentioned regarding classroom activities:
a) While it may have been possible to develop a system of cat­
egorizing and recording the content of lessonsi (i.e. the subject
or topic as distinct from, or in addition to, or related to, specific 
teacher activities), it was found early in the study that such records 
lent themselves easily to evaluative interpretation, e.g. progress­
iveness or traditionalism in the teacher®s approach; and as the 
researchers wished, in this exploratory work, to forestall any con­
ceivable allegation of commenting evaluatively on a teacher, it was 
decided that no attempt should be made to keep systematic records 
of lesson content. The observer merely noted the global *label* 
given the lesson, e.g. Maths, English, in order to provide a back­
ground for the records of the teacher*s activities.
b) During the trials in schools, an effort was made to record 
^contacts*, i.e. the frequency and length of contacts that the teacher 
made with a whole class, a group or an individual; while this was 
extremely interesting and would have added very valuable information 
to the records, it was found impossible to develop a method whereby 
contacts could be recorded by the observer while he also kept a cont­
inuous record of the teacher*s activities. In later studies, with 
the method of recording activities established, the additional burden 
of recording contacts might become a feasible proposition.
2. Where should the teacher be observed?
Observers accompanied the teachers throughout the school day, obser­
ving their work in classrooms and around the school premises.Video-sound 
recorders were also used where possible to record the teacher^* activities.
and the teachers themselves kept records of their in-schdol work.
The out-of-school work was recorded by the teachers.
Conclusions.
The different methods of observing the teacher are detailed and 
evaluated in Part C of this section. It need only be said here that, 
although there were obvious differences between the methods in the 
extent to which each could be regarded as an effective instrument of 
observation, it was found that the initial problem of needing to 
sanple all three of the possible locations where teachers might carry 
out their work could be solved.
3. Which teachers should be observed?
When the NFER first suggested a project on the *Teacher*s Day*, 
the researchers had no particular type of teacher in mind. At its 
first meetings, the Steering Committee of the Feasibility Study 
found itself involved in discussion about which type of school the
Teacher*s Day would be referring to, for most members assumed that
. 1
the Teacher*s Day would vary with the type of school in which the 
teacher worked. Later discussions, however, introduced more complex 
issues concerned with age of teacher, teaching experience, sex, and 
so on, until the Committee finally agreed that as it was a feasibility 
study which was being undertaken, and which of necessity had to be 
exploratory, attempts should be made to bring into the study all the 
variables thought to be relevant with respect to the teacher'*s per­
sonal and professional background. Table III.l lists the teacher 
variables that were considered for inclusion in the study, but some 
particular decisions made by the Committee to help define *Teachers 
to be included* were that:
a) Heads should be excluded, as their work entailed situations 
which could not be observed or dealt with in the same way as 
situations involving assistant teachers. A separate study 
was considered worthwhile.
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TABLE III.l
TEACHER COVERAGE - POSSIBILITIES DISCUSSED BY STEERING COMMITTEE
EXPERIENCE:<1 year 
1 - 4 
5 - 1 0  
11 - 20 
> 20
AGE; 20 - 25
26 - 40
41 - 50
> 50
DOMESTIC RESPONSIBILITY:
Male Female
Single Single
Married Married
Dependant(s) Dependant(s)
SCHOOL TYPE: 
Primary 
Infant 
Junior 
Primary 
Nursery
Secondary
Modern
Grammar
Comprehensive
Technical
SCHOOL RESPONSIBILITY; 
Teaching Head 
Deputy/Senior Master 
Head of Dept.“~  Subject
House,etc.
Graded Post 
Assistant 
Form Teacher
SEX OF PUPILS TAUGHT:
Boys in Boys' School 
Girls in Girls' School 
Boys in Mixed School 
Girls in Mixed School 
Boys & Girls in Mixed School
SIZE OF SCHOOL(Pupil Roll):
< 100 
100 - â99 
■ V 300 - 599 
> 599
SUBJECTS (Individually or under 'Umbrella' Heading,e.g.Academic,
Practical):
English Science Domestic Science(Oookery)
Maths Biology Needlework
R#E* Chemistry Woodwork
Languages Physics Metalwork
History Commercial Art
Geography Subjects Craft
Music
PoE.
TRAINING:
Graduate Trained 
Graduate Untrained 
Non-Graduate Trained
PART-TIME TEACHER
b) Part-time teaching should be excluded, both because of the varied
interpretations attaching to the practice and because of the
f*abnormal!^ * nature of the work, compared with full-time teaching.
A separate study was also suggested here.
\  f 'c) Teachers* qualifications should not of themselves determine inc­
lusion or exclusion, provided that the teacher was a ^qualified
teached* (i.e. recognized by the D.E.S.).
Thus the teacher to be observed in the feasibility study was to be defi­
ned as (*Full-time qualified assistant teacher?*.
The work done by the researchers in the preliminary stages of the 
study, mentioned earlier in connection with liaison, had achieved the 
position where a fairly wide coverage of the types of teacher included 
under the definition was assured (the only limiting factor not being 
lack of volunteer teachers but lack of time for the,researchers to fit 
in more observations), and Appendix A tabulates the details of the 
actual teacher sample used in the feasibility study. In summary - 41 
teachers were observed; 10 Secondary Grammar/Technical, 6 Secondary 
Modern, 13 Junior, 11 Infant, 1 Nursery.
Conclusions. The researchers, again as the Committee foresaw, came across 
teaching activities that varied considerably from one teacher type to
.. I
another, but they also found that the teacher'*s personal background as 
well as his professional background was a possible factor in these diff­
erences. They concluded that any immediately subsequent study should 
either involve a sample of teachers which included all teacher types, 
covering both professional and personal backgrounds, or deliberately 
confine itself to a specific type of school and retain as far as possible 
the coverage of personal background. The factors relevant to the choice 
of design concerned principally financial resources and the number and 
type of teachers volunteering to participate.
1 ■The case of the Teaching Head, i.e. the head who, in small schools, took 
a very active class-teaching role, for a whole day, or large part of the 
day, was brought up in discussion, and in fact some observations of two 
of these heads took place. The researchers, with the Committee, decided 
that what applied generally to heads in (a) above applied to Teaching 
Heads, and that a separate study might again be called for.
•^1
It was suggested that,from a financial point of view, the NFER would 
be able to investigate the Teaching Day of teachers in only one type of 
school and in a fairly limited area, and it was considered likely that, 
provided the procedure for approaching teachers was followed as outlined 
in Part A of the present Section, the volunteer teachers would be suff­
icient in number to cover most aspects of the teachers?* personal and 
professional backgrounds that were thought to be relevant to the problem.
'
4. When should the teacher be observed?
The Steering Committee had advised that the teacher?*s work should be 
sampled at different times, and although the time-table of the feasibil­
ity study precluded a complete sampling of the yearns teaching activities,
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the Committee*s suggestions were followed as far as possible. Thus 
observations of teachers took place at different times of the day and on 
different days of the week. The observations ranged from half-hour 
sessions to sessions lasting the whole school day, and spanned the period 
from October 1967 to July 1968. Altogether 115 observation sessions 
were conducted, 77 of samp le-times within the day, and 38 of the whole 
school day. Appendix A gives further details.
The Committee also believed, as did most of the teachers spoken to, 
that although the researchers would, in the feasibility study, need to 
watch samples of occasions within the day in order to ensure that all 
teacher activities were observed, it was also important, in any subse­
quent main study, to see each teacheil*s work for a whole day; for they 
believed that much of a teache]J*s day depended upon what happened during 
the day, e.g. what teachers did during the afternoon (and the way that 
they did it - which itself influenced what they did) would be partially 
if not wholly determined by what had happened during the morning.
Conclusions. The researchers were convinced that they saw as wide a 
coverage of activities related to time of day, week and year as was 
necessary to be able to draw up a comprehensive list of teacher activi­
ties, and they concluded that this comprehensive list would be sampled 
adequately only if the whole yearf*s work was observed. Further, they 
accepted that the teacher?*s day should be treated as a whole unit, that 
the sequence of activities might itself be of interest in a future study 
because of the possible inter-relatedness of a dayf*s activities. Asso­
ciated with this last conclusion was the researchers?* decision to rec­
ommend continuous observation/recording within the unit of the day 
rather than obtaining samples within the day. Their experience showed
that this was the only practical way of proceeding; the teacher?*s work 
was so diverse, and so often broken up into tiny intervals of a fraction 
of a minute, that an accurate record in terms of larger sec^tions of 
time would have been impossible if a time interval as long as 5 minutes, 
or even 1 minute, had been adopted. The summation of many large errors 
would have given a misleading picture of the whole day. In any case, 
the very frequent change of activity that was seen with many teachers 
at work would have been missed from the record.
General Recommendations regarding Sampling in the Main Study
The conclusions under each aspect of sampling, noted above, indicate 
the general approach recommended for the subsequent main study; the tea­
cher?* s activities, mediated verbally of non-verbally, should be observed 
and recorded as comprehensively as possible, but the stress was to be 
on the tasks performed by the teacher, not on the content or syllabus 
of lessons; the records of work should include activities relevant to 
teaching, whether performed in classrooms, around the school or out of 
school; teachers in only one type of school should be covered (at least 
in a first ?*main study?*), and the teachers concerned should be full­
time qualified teachers, but excluding heads; observations and records 
should be made throughout a conplete year, including term-time, holidays, 
weekends and evenings, and the records should relate to "complete days 
within the year.
The specific research design that was adopted in the main project, 
covering both teachers and days, is described in greater detail in 
Section IV and Appendix G.
C. THE METHODS OF OBSERVATION
One of the most important objectives of the feasibility study was . 
to examine the various ways in which the teacher?s work might be 
observed,and to recommend the one considered most appropriate for a 
subsequent main study. The Steering Committee reviewed the possibilities 
open to the researchers and decided to investigate the following:
1. Self-observation by the teacher;
2. Observation by independent observers;
3. Observation by means of mechanical aids (video- and sound-taping). 
It was hoped to make an eventual comparability test, using all
three methods on the same occasion, and then to evaluate the results.
1. Self-observation by the Teacher
a) In School
As the teachers themselves wished to try observing and recording 
their own work, this method was included in the feasibility study. 
Initially, through their respective working parties, they suggested 
categories of teaching activity (see Part E of this Section III) and 
attempted to estimate the time devoted to these categories. The 
Primary working parties issued the prepared blank schedule shown in 
Figure III.1(a), and a specimen completed version is presented in 
Figure III.1(b); the Secondary working parties did not issue a schedule 
but merely asked teachers to record their estimated category times in 
their own way. During the trials of these instruments for self-obser­
vation, 57 teachers forwarded to the researchers a total of 91 specimen 
teaching days (Table III.2).
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Table III.2: Feasibility Study - Teachers® completion of trial schedules 
prepared by Working Parties (self-observâtion}
Type of 
School
No. of teachers who 
completed schedules
No. of schedules 
completed
Infant 18 37
Junior 32 32
Modern 4
........
4
Grammar 3 18
i !
Total 57 . 91
Subsequently, in attempting to reconcile the different approaches 
to self-observation and recording evident from inspection of the tea­
chers* schedules, and also to test the feasibility of teacher accuracy, 
the researchers compiled the schedule presented in Figure 111.2(a)
(a completed version is given in Figure 111.2(b) ). This schedule 
confined the teacher*s estimates of his work-times to school hours 
only, and a few teachers were asked to estimate the time spent on the 
various listed categories during occasions when NFER observers were 
present and recording independently on an observeras schedule. The 
categories were based on those the researchers had evolved at that 
stage of the feasibility study, and these new teachers' schedules 
were completed at the teacher*s convenience - at breaKs, end of day, 
end of lesson, etc., and returned by the teachers to the NFER as soon 
as possible. Seven teachers took part (one Infant, two Junior, two 
Modern, two Grammar) and all but one Grammar returned their schedules.
Figure III.2 : Feasibility study - Trial schedule prepared by NFER for 
teacher*6 self-observation during school hours (front cover)
• NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
TEACHING DAY PROJECT
Teacher’s Schedule for recording work done duting 
school hours
Elease record against each heading listed on the attached sheet the 
time that you spent today (during official school hours) on the task 
indicated hy that heading. Examples of activities to be considered 
under each heading are provided. Each heading should have a time 
recorded beside it, even if ’NIL*.
The time shouLd be recorded in each of the two columns - this will 
help distinguish the teacher* s work in his own time (breaks and 
lunch time) from the rest of his work.
ulh '
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Figure III»2(0.): Feasibility Study - Trial schedule prepared by NFER 
for teacher’s self-observation during school hours( v€.rsic>-\^
SCHOOL :
TEACHER :
DAY : 
DATE :
ACTIVITY
ATTENDING ASSEMBLY
SUPERVISION OF PUPILS
(T.not occupied in any 
specific task apart from 
supervising pupils),e.g. 
while pupils settle 
down for lesson,pack up 
at end of lesson,change 
for P.E.,put on/take off 
coats in cloakroom; 
while pup.occupied in 
lesson.
RECORDING
e.g.attendance/dinner 
register,swim.money, 
coach money,savings, 
record cards,stock,rec­
ording of pupils' marks/: 
points.
ORGANIZING OF APPARATUS
e.g.T. collects books 
from/distr. to pupils; 
T.searches for books, 
sets up apparatus,makes 
apparatus for lessons; 
duplicates notes,maps.
REPRIMANDS (not involv­
ing tuition about behvn)
DIRECT TUITION 
e.g.instructs,demonstr­
ates, coaches at games/ 
drama/clubs; marks(with 
pupils present)
MOVEMENT WITH PUPILS 
e*3»escorts pupils from 
one room to another.
Breaks
&
Lunch
e.g. of lessons,out­
ings,etc. Professional 
! reading.
ACTIVITY
PREPARATION
CONSULTATION REGARDING
TEACHING AND/OR PUPILS
with head,staff,secret 
ary,ancillaries,stud­
ents ,parents,others.
MARKING(without pupils 
present)
EMERGENCIES
e.g.illness,excusing 
for toilet,accidents.
MOVEMENT/WAITING ALONE
Crg.T.moves alone from 
one class to another, 
waits alone outside 
room before entering, 
or inside room while 
class not yet there.
INVIGILATION
e.g.Exams. Teacher not 
available to help 
pupils.
DUTIES
e.g.Playground,dinner, 
road patrol,detention.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
not listed above
ryy
Figure III.2(b)t Feasibility Study - Trial schedule prepared by NFER 
for teacher's self-observation during school hoursCSpaciCo»»>pkl‘«c(
SCHOOL 8 
TEACHER ! 8
ACTIVITY
ATTENDING ASSEMBLY
SUPERVISION OF PUPILS
(T.not occupied in any 
specific task apart from 
supervising pupils),e.g. 
while pupils settle 
down for lesson,pack up 
at end of lesson,change 
for P.E.,put on/take off 
coats in cloakroom; 
while pup.occupied in 
lesson.
RECORDING
e.g.attendance/dinner 
register,swim.money, 
coach money,savings, 
record cards,stock,rec­
ording of pupils* marks/ 
points.
ORGANIZING OF APPARATUS
e.g.T. collects books 
from/distr. to pupils* 
T,searches for books, 
sets up apparatus,hakes 
apparatus for lessons; 
duplicates notes,maps.
9'*/s'-/0'V« 
/O'jV./Z'/y 
l'2o - j.3o 
X'ito “ 3‘i'o
!■$nxtra.
S nut!,. 
/0/Ww4.
.2«hw
Breaks 
& ; 
Lunch
ACTIVITY
A/IL
AT/L
REPRIMANDS (not involv­
ing tuition about bchv%)
DIRECT TUITION 
e.g.Instructs,demonstr­
ates, coaches at games/ 
drama/clubs*, marks(with 
pupils present)
MOVEMENT WITH PUPILS 
4. 3*..escorts pupi Is from 
one room to another.
to wtw
7o ifMis,
lo
jio rtuH
3o iwtv.
PREPARATION
e.g. of lessons,out­
ings, etc. Professional 
reading.
CONSULTATION REGARDING
TEACHING AND/OR PUPILS 
with head,staff,secret­
ary, ancil lari es,stud­
ents,parents,others.
MARKING(without pupils 
present)
9 if-/0.4e)
/  'Jio — 2 ’ 3o  
2 -ifo " 3-STO
N\L to
EMERGENCIES
e.g.illness,excusing 
for toilet,accidents.
MOVEMENT/WAITING ALONE
■û-.^ '«T.moves alone from 
one class to another, 
waits alone outside 
room before entering, 
or inside room while 
class not yet there.
INVrClLATION 
e.g.Exams. Teacher not 
available to help 
pupils.
DUTIES
e.g.PI ay ground,d i nner, 
road patrol,detention.
.2
/ViL
NIL
NiL
A/IL
NIL
NIL
OTHER ACTIVITIES 
not listed above
NIL
Conclusions. A detailed evaluation is given later of the advantages 
and disadvantages of using the teacher as observer in school hours, but 
the chief conclusion may be stated here: with regard to both the schedu­
les developed by the Working Parties and those evolved for the teachers* 
use by the researchers, the teachers agreed that they could not possibly 
simultaneously observe, record and teach, and if they attempted to 
observe/record in retrospect, they had to rely on memory, which proved 
inaccurate as well as inadequate. Comparisons were made where possible 
between the researchers’ observations and the teachers* (for the same 
observation sessions) and wide discrepancies were noted, e.g. by as 
much as % of the total time in some cases. A simple example that could 
contribute to such discrepancies was afforded where an infant teacher 
might record ’hearing a child read - 10 minutes’, whereas those 10 
minutes (according to an independent observer) in fact comprised an 
overall reading activity, punctuated by frequent interruptions from 
other children or disturbances in the room or from messages from outside 
the classroom: the teacher had merely noted the main activity of which 
she was aware.
As explained later, the change in category structure that was re­
quired during the course of the feasibility study rendered purposeless 
any intensive quantitative comparison between teachers’ estimates and 
observers’ records, but enough had been done for the researchers to 
agree with the teachers that the letter’s estimates of in-school work 
could not be relied upon. As the eventual category system evolved, 
it also became increasingly obvious that the sequential recording of 
activities that might change rapidly and frequently was quite out of 
the question for the teacher to undertake.
b) Out of School
Common sense dictated that only the teacher himself Would be able 
to record teaching activities done in out-of-school hours and away 
from the school premises. How the teacher ought to ’observe’ and 
record these activities presented a complex task - all the teachers 
in any future study would be required to record in the same way if 
a systematic analysis of the records were later to be attempted; at
the same time, the teachers would be unable to record their own work 
objectively* ,
During the feasibility study, the advice of the Steering Committee 
and all the; teachers contacted was sought on this thorny problem, but 
the researchers received very little of a positive nature to help them* 
The little previous research done in this field sinply asked teachers 
to record what was done out of school, and the lack of objectivity was 
accepted* The present researchers had to accept that no matter how the 
teacher recorded his own activities, the subjective element could not 
be eliminated completely, but considered that objectivity might be 
increased by structuring the schedule to be filled in by the teacher 
so that (a) the burden of completion imposed upon teachers was minimized,
(b) all teachers could understand easily what was required,(c) all 
teachers could, with a minimum of instruction, record without any inter­
pretation being necessary on the teachet’s part, and (d) the data 
collected could be analysed in the same way as that recorded by inde­
pendent observers on in-school schedules*
The schedule worked out and used in the feasibility study is 
shown in Figure III*3(a) ; a specimen completed version is presented 
in Figure IIl*3(b) - a total of 26 completed schedules were returned 
to the NFER by 20 teachers (Table 111*3)* This schedule was based 
on the categories evolved by the researchers at that particular stage 
of the project, but the change in category system (explained in Part 
E) required a change in the out-of-school schedule structure, and the 
final form recommended for the main study is shown in Appendix D*
(Figure III.3 : Feasibility study - Trial schedule prepared by NFER for 
beadhers to record work done in out-of-school hours (front cover)
NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Re a c h i n g d a y p r o j e c t
teacher’s schedule for recording work done out 
df school hours
Please record against each heading listed on the attached sheet 
the time that you spent today (before and after official school 
hours) on the task indicated by that heading. Examples of 
activities to be considered under each heading are provided.
Each heading should have a time recorded beside it, even if ’NIL*.
Figure 111.3(a) : Feasibility Study - Trial schedule prepared by NFER
for teachers to record work done in out-of-school hours(blan\< ✓ersion)
SCHOOL :
TEACHER :
DAY :
DATE :
ACTIVITY before:A fter: ACTIVITY
Before;
AÇUr-
MARKING (without pupil 
present)
PREPARATION,e.g.lessons, 
outings,etc. Professional 
reading.Making requisit­
ions .
ORGANIZATION OF APPARATUS 
e.g.T.sets up apparatus/ 
makes apparatus for less­
ons; duplicates notes, 
maps,etc.
CONSULTATION regarding 
teaching and/or pupils; 
with head,staff,secretary, 
ancillary,student,parent, 
etc.
REPORTS e.g. pupils’ 
school reports,probation 
reports,testimonials,etc,
RECORDING e.g.stock-taking 
registers,record cards, 
recording of pupils’ 
marks or points.
DIRECT TUITION e.g.instr­
ucts ,demonstrates,coaches 
at games/drama/clubs; 
marking(with pupil present); 
tuition concerning behav­
iour.
REPRIMANDS(not involving 
tuition about behaviour)
INVIGILATION e.g. exams ; 
(T.not available to help 
pupils).
DUTIES(rota) e.g.’Before­
school’ patrol,’after­
school’ patrol,road patrol, 
detention duty,coach duty.
EMERGENCIES e.g.illness, 
excusing for toilet, 
accidents,etc.
SUPERVISION OUT OF SCHOOL
HOURS (not on special 
occasions - see below) 
e.g.while pupils change 
for games practice,while 
pupils take off/put on 
coats in cloakroom.
SPECIAL OCCASIONS 
e.g. escorts pupils to 
school functions,matches, 
visits,etc.; attends 
school functions,profess­
ional meetings,etc.; 
travels alone to school 
functions,prof.meetings, 
etc.; waits for pupils to 
arrive at school function^ 
matches,etc.; supervises 
pupils during school 
functions,matches,etc.
ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES
Figure III,3(b) ; Feasibility Study - Trial schedule prepared by NFER
for teachers to record work done in out-of-school hours (Specimen
SCHOOL !
TEACHER
DAY : fl0A/J)AV
DATE :
ACTIVITY before
AfUri3,5op.n^
ACTIVITY Ç^cre : am.
SSbp?»^).
MAYING (without pupil 
present)
n\Lfu> 
2o fKÙa.
Preparation,e.g.iessons,
outings,etc. Professional 
reading.Making rcquisit- tf iL
ions,
organization OF apparatus
e.g.Tisets up apparatus/ 
makes apparatus for less­
ons; duplicates notes, 
maps,etc.
^  IfhMu).
5
CONSULTATION regarding 
teaching and/or pupils; 
with head,staff,secretary, 
ancillary,student,parent, 
etc.
NIL
REPORTS e.g. pupils* 
school reports,probation 
reports,testimonials,etc.
n il
RECORDING e.g.stock-taking, 
registers,record cards, 
recording of pupils* 
marks or points.
NIL
DIRECT TUITION •instr­
ucts ; demons trates,coaches 
at games/drama/clubs; 
marking (with pupil present; 
tuition concerning behav­
iour.
nil
RSPRIlh\NDS(not involving 
tuition about behaviour) NIL
INVIGILATION e.g. exams, 
(T.not available to help 
pupils).
NIL
DUTIES(rota) e.g.’Before­
school* patrol,’after­
school* patrol,road patrol, 
detention duty,coach duty
N(L
EMERGENCIES e.g.illness, 
excusing for toilet, 
accidents,etc.
///I
SUPERVISION OUT OF SCHOOL
HOURS (not on special
occasions - see below) 
e.g.while pupils change 
for games practice,while 
pupils take off/put on 
coats in cloakroom.
N il
SPECIAL OCCASIONS
e.g. escorts pupils to 
school functions,^^tches, 
visits,etc.; attends 
school functions,profess­
ional meetings,etc.; 
travels alone to school 
functions,prof .meetings, 
etc.; waits for pupils to 
arrive at school functions^  
matches,etc.; supervises 
pupils during school 
functions, matches,etc.
////:
ANY OTHER ACTIVITIES
/xuvw. 
j-<.ackir^ )
CSjxork)
hnrL )
Table III.3 : Feasibility study - Teachers'* completion of trial out- 
of-school schedules prepared by NFER.
Type of 
School
; No. of teachers who 
i completed schedules
No. of schedules 
completed
Infant .,2 2
Junior 7 9
Modern 5 6
Grammar
.
9
i . , i
Total 20 26
Out-of-school recording was concerned with weekend and holiday tea­
ching activities as well as those carried out during schooldays. In 
theory, the researchers did not see this as offering a different problem 
from the teacher’s recording his out-of-school work during schooldays, 
for the same schedule and categories could be used in all cases. In 
practice, however, the problem was very different. To ask a teacher 
to make a record of one evening’s work is one thing - to ask him to 
keep a record for a weekend or especially dttri’ng a holiday is quite 
another. In fact, the researchers did, during the stage of seeking 
teachers* advice regarding out-of-school recording, ask those teachers 
visited on Friday to keep records of weekend work, and although the 
interim NFER out-of-school schedule (Figure III.3a) had not at that 
time been constructed, the few teachers who were involved reported 
that it had been possible to record their weekend teaching activities.
As far as holiday recording was concerned, only one school vacation
occurred cluring the period when the researchers were actively engaged
■
in the schools, and they felt the circumstances unfavourable to ask 
the same group of teachers to take on this extra burden of holiday re­
cording. They were therefore not able to check the feasibility of 
asking teachers to keep records of holiday work.
An additional problem that the researchers saw arising, was that 
there was less likelihood of the teacher keeping a conplete record on 
the schedule if he was asked to maintain the record over a relatively 
long period, e.g. a week or fortnight of a holiday period; also, there 
was less likelihood of a schedule being returned if a relatively long-’’ 
period elapsed between receiving the schedule and completing it.
Conclusions. It was decided that the schedule to be used by teachers 
for out-of-school work should always be the same, whether it was to be 
used for evenings, weekends or holidays, and it should be a daily record. 
The form recommended for the main study is shown in Appendix D. In 
order to reduce the teacher'*s burden of lengthy holiday recording and 
to increase the probability of obtaining an accurate record and of 
having it returned, it was suggested that specific days throughout the 
yeaf*s vacations should be randomly assigned to the teacher sample; 
that teachers should be sent the blank schedule just before the date it 
was required and asked to return it soon after completion. The chances 
of the teacher forgetting to make or return the records would thereby 
be reduced. There would still probably be cases of defective records or 
non-return of the records, and this would have to be borne in mind when 
the data that were received were finally analysed.
It was additionally acknowledged that the data thus collected, being 
based on teacher self-observation, would not possess the same objective 
credibility as the data obtained during observations by independent re­
searchers or TV cameras. Despite this drawback, the argument so strongly 
pressed by heads and teachers that the main project should take account 
of out-of-school work was fully accepted. It was anticipated that the 
structuring of the schedule, supplemented by clear instructions to tea­
chers regarding its completion, would encourage accuracy and consistency; 
also, if the initial explanations to teachers by the researchers stressed 
that all records would remain confidential to the NFER and would indivi­
dually be regarded merely as impersonal contributions to an overall 
picture, then the likelihood of truthfulness of the records would be 
maximized.
2. Observation by Independent Observers (NFER officers)
The second method of observing the teacher was to entail the presence 
of an NFER officer who observed and recorded what he saw the teacher do. 
During discussions with the Steering Committee, a few heads expressed 
concern that the teachers would resent having an observer in their rooms, 
while the whole Committee foresaw a problem in that the observeras pre­
sence might affect the teacher and pupils and thereby change the (’normal'* 
situation it had been hoped to study.
Much thought was given to these issues and it became evident that the 
teachers’ confidence in, and acceptance of, the observers was vital to 
their solution. The first problem of teachers being resentful of obser­
vers was soon found to be illusory: as mentioned in Part A of this
Section, the personal meetings between teacher and researcher eliminated 
almost all such cases, and the researchers* experience was that, provided 
the teachers accepted the usefulness of the project, they were quite 
willing to accept the project’s procedures*
The second problem of ensuring that the observers were looking at a 
normal teaching situation was more complex, because, even though the tea­
cher might accept the observer’s presence, he might consciously or, more 
probably, unconsciously> alter his normal teaching activities when an 
(’intruded* was in the room. (The problem of pupils altering their normal
reactions also existed and is discussed below.) The ideal of the resear-
, ,
chers was to obtain a situation where the observers ’’merged* into the 
classroom, and the procedure gradually evolved and adopted in an attempt 
to attain this ideal was as follows:
(a) An NFER observer visited the head and discussed the project.
(b) The NFER observer saw the teachers, sometimes individually, 
sometimes in staff groups, and explained the project.
(c) The NFER observer re-visited a teacher to discuss the project 
if the teacher so wished it. The observer was always willing
I
to answer questions, and invited the teacher*s own opinions 
and suggestions.
(d) The NFER observer accompanied the teacher during his work for
1
various periods and simulated recording in order to accustom 
pupils and teacher: such visits were called **Acceptance Visits’.
(e) Later the NFER officer observed the volunteer teacher at work 
for a whole school day, including breaks, I’freef* periods, lunch 
times, duties, assembly, etc. He recorded the teacher’s activi­
ties on the schedule described later in Part D and used a watch
calibrated clearly in both minutes and seconds. On some of
2
these occasions, video-taping of lessons took place.
(f) The observer invited the teacher to see the record obtained 
(written or video-taped,) and to discuss the record if the 
teacher wished.
These times varied according to the type of teacher, e.g. with an Inf­
ant teacher^ a whole morning or whole day; with Secondary teachers, several 
lessons with different classes. The main intention was that the observer 
should spend some time acquainting himself with whatever situation he was 
later going to record.
2 The whole procedure from (a) to (g) was also adopted where video-tape 
recordings of lessons were to be made, as described later under (*Mechan­
ical Aidd*.
(g) The observer invited comment from the teacher regarding distor-
I I
tion of ’normal* lessons and how the presence of the observer or camera 
affected the teacher.
During the study, interim analysis showed that the independent 
observer was not able to hear everything the teacher said and could not 
therefore categorize accurately. Discussion with educational institu­
tions using mechanical aids in observing classroom situations (see 
following sub-section on ’Mechanical Aids *) revealed that the problem 
could be overcome by asking the teacher to wear a halter radio-microphone 
attached to an easily portable transmitter. There were no trailing 
wires necessary - the observer carried a pocket receiver, with unobtru­
sive head-phone.
Initially the two NFER observers worked independently, observing 
different teachers, but later both observers began observing the same 
teacher. Details are given in Appendix A, but - in summary form - 81 
observation sessions were recorded separately, and 34 entailed recording 
by both observers.
Conclusions. The essential purpose of the procedure described above 
(a-g) was to minimize distortion of the ’normal* situation. It was 
accepted that whenever there is an ’intruder* in the classroom, be it 
human observer or mechanical observer, the situation will change from 
the normal. One objective in the feasibility study was to see how far 
this ’distortion of the normal’ could be reduced, and the various liaison 
procedures quoted above were used to this end. The effects on both 
children and teacher were considered, and it was agreed that the younger 
children quickly became accustomed to the observers (and to the cameras 
when these were used). The problem for the observers where younger 
children were concerned was to avoid becoming involved in the teaching 
situation, for small pupils like to ask visitors questions and seek their 
help (observers found themselves having to exercise considerable restraint 
in politely ignoring pupils* requests*) With older secondary pupils, it 
was sometimes found that the observers were suspected of being external 
examiners; what emerged was that a clear, truthful explanation of the 
observer’s presence was desirable. On the whole, however, it was found 
that the pupils were not unduly affected by the observer’s presence, and 
the researchers concluded that it was the teacher who required maximum 
attention in the reduction of distortion. Indeed, the acceptance of the
u  I
observer by the teacher, made possible only if the liaison procedure 
outlined above were carried out, probably helped induce acceptance by 
the pupils.
The explanations and personal discussions with the teacher were just 
as important as the ’acceptance visita’: the researchers’ experiences 
confirmed that the teacher must feel he knows what is happening and why 
it is happening, and have confidence in the observer if he is to teach 
in as normal a way as possible when observers are present.
Discussion with teachers after they had been observed showed that on 
the whole the observer’s presence had been accepted almost immediately.
Most teachers said they had been '’award’ of the observer at the beginning 
of the observation session but within a short while they had become so 
engrossed in their work that they forgot completely that they were being 
observed. (On one occasion a head had given the observer permission to 
attend a staff meeting. During the meeting some very heated and personal 
argument developed, and the head apologized feo the observer after the 
meeting for having subjected him to this possibly embarrassing situation - 
he apologized because he and the staff had forgotten the observer was 
there!)
The opinion of the teachers that they were not unduly disturbed by 
the observei/’s presence was echoed by the researchers, who, being aware 
from their own teaching experience what '’normal'* teaching was like, also 
concluded that there was very little distortion in most of what they 
observed; in only a few of the 115 observation sessions did they sense 
that the teacher was acting in ways not typical of his normal practice - 
and these occasions existed only at the beginning of the ’acclimatiza­
tion period’.
Finally, the researchers were concerned that the microphone/receiver 
that the teacher was asked to wear might distract both teacher and pupils. 
Their apprehension was again premature. The equipment was used with 15 
different teachers (Infant, Junior, Secondary Modern and Grammar) and all 
afterwards affirmed that, to their surprise, they and the pupils very 
soon became quite oblivious of the fact that anything (’special'* was 
happening.
3) Observation by Means of Mechanical Aids
It was considered important to test the television camera (and its 
associated recording equipment) for its capacity asan ’observer* of teachers, 
and towards the beginning of the feasibility study, the researchers
visited several establishments which were using such equipment, in order, 
to gauge how to use these aids in the study.
Colleges and Departments of Education were naturally concerned pri­
marily with using their G.C.T.V. and video-taping equipment in the 
training of students, while the local education authorities visited by 
NFER officers saw the future of their equipment as providing a service 
to brin^ T.V. programmes into the classroom. The Colleges and L.E.A.s 
also train students and teachers in the making of T.V. programmes. ^
The time available to L.E.A. and College personnel was fully occupied 
in these types of work, and although many of those visited expressed 
interest in research aspects of the new aids, they explained that, while 
work was being conducted on the development side, e.g. finding out how 
best to present programmes, checking reactions of teachers to different 
types of programmes, etc., there was little opportunity to take an active 
part in the (’pure research’ of testing one method of observing the tea­
cher against another or of comparing different student-training methods 
which involved the new aids.
It had at one time been considered possible for one or more Colleges 
to work in collaboration with the NFER in both the feasibility study and 
a main study. Discussion and experience showed, however, that a College 
would need to assign a conplete team of personnel to the project as well 
as commit their equipment virtually full-time - a situation that no 
College could envisage as feasible in their current circumstances, for 
they were already fully committed in terms of both personnel and equip­
ment to their ongoing work.
Another point of importance to the NFER researchers was that most 
work they encountered was concerned either with the total classroom sit­
uation, with a stress on watching pupil reaction or teacher-pupil inter­
action, or with the presentation of subject-matter by the teacher. The 
type of C.C.T.V. equipment used and the way it was used wt^E/determined 
by these factors, so that the idea of following the teacher in his school 
activities (as distinct from his classroom activities) or of observing 
the general work of the teacher in his classroom (as distinct from his
1
One side issue that NFER officers came to see as of great significance 
was the possibility of using C.C.T.V. and video-recording equipment in 
the in-service training of teachers. As this was not directly relevant 
to the feasibility study, the idea was not pursued, but those teachers 
who took part in the Slough study regarded the tapes of their lessons 
as valuable records for personal professional training.
instructional work) had never been attempted.
Most establishments using C.C.T.V., whether in a college studio - 
where the pupils were brought to the studio and the studio became a 
classroom - or in the normal classroom, used two or more T.V. cameras,4; 
and hung microphones around the room in order to obtain comprehensive 
(and selective) coverage of the whole classroom situation. The advice 
tendered the NFER officers was to the effect that (a) if only the tea­
cher was to be observed, and bearing in mind the NFER resources, then 
one camera would suffice; (b) a radio-microphone worn by the teacher 
would pick up what the teacher and those near him were saying; and (c) 
to (’pick-up/* pupils^* conversations would require several microphones 
distributed around the classroom - which, if a babble was to be avoided, 
necessitated an engineer’s selecting or mixing those microphones to be 
switched on at a given time.
Most units that were visited had cameramen in the classroom contro­
lling the cameras, together with engineers in a control room near the 
college studio (or in a mobile van outside the classroom, if an outside 
recording were made). In many cases a remote-controlled camera was 
used, which, if only the one camera was required, eliminated the need 
for a cameraman in a classroom, for in his control room or mobile van 
he could see on a monitor screen what was being (’observed’ by the camera. 
It was noted by the NFER officers, however, that when the remote-control 
camera was turned in different directions, a rather low but nevertheless 
obtrusive I’buzzf’ was always audible.
The desire to eliminate elaborate equipment and to save on engineers 
expenses was apparent in the work at Goldsmith’s College, where most of 
the observing and recording equipment was mounted on a platform in such 
a way that it could all be operated by one person who did not need to be 
a technician.
Bearing in mind (a) the technical advice offered by those already 
engaged in using mechanical aids to observe in classrooms, and (b) the 
precise.purpose of the feasibility study, the researchers decided to ex­
periment as follows: one C .C.T.V. camera (with zoom lens) was used, with 
instructions to the cameraman to follow the teacher’s activities as far 
as he was able. The teacher wore a radio-microphone and his speech was 
taped, together with the visual record of his movements, on a video-rec- 
order which was in a mobile unit stationed on the school grounds and 
which was operated by a second engineer. At first, an experiment was 
tried where the cameraman, by having a long lead of wire available from 
the mains, and fixing his camera on his shoulder, followed the teacher 
out of the classroom and around the school, but after several hours of
this, the cameraman found it physically impossible to continue, and the 
trailing wire caused the researchers more and more concern for the safety 
of the pupils, so the stationary camera in the classroom was reverted to.
The evaluation of video-recording as a method of teacher observation 
is detailed later, but it must be stressed that what was evaluated was 
the equipment as used in the feasibility study. The chief factors dic­
tating what method should be used will be seen to be mobility and ex­
pense, and if financial resources were greater, thus eliminating the 
latter drawback, the former might also be affected, because more money 
would provide a greater variety of equipment and thereby increase 
mobility.
Having decided what equipment should be used for observing the tea­
cher, the procedure for using it was almost exactly as for that adopted 
where independent human observers were used. All the steps outlined in 
that section from a-g were followed, except that the head and teachers 
concerned had to be briefed about the equipment that would be used, and
I I
in most cases the teachers had (practice* sessions to accustom the pupils 
and themselves to the new situation.
The researchers were at first apprehensive about asking teachers to 
submit to being observed via a camera in the classroom, but, as was the 
case with the human observer, all the teachers who were invited to par­
ticipate (in this case 4 Grammar, 2 Secondary Modern, 2 Junior, 2 Infant) 
agreed to be video-taped. The financial resources of the NFER determined 
how many video observations were to take place, but the researchers were 
quite convinced that, if they had the resources and the need to contact 
more teachers for this part of the work, there would have been very
little difficulty in obtaining volunteers, always providing the proce-
, ,
dure for (approaching* the teachers were conducted as already outlined.
One final and extremely important point must be made about the pro­
cedure for using video-or sound-taping as a method of observing the 
teacher. The taping, by video or sound, is only half of the process of 
observing - the observations are not completed until the tapes are 
Splayed back* and (observed* by the human observer. In the feasibility 
study, a video-tape recorder and T.V. monitor screen were hired for the 
purpose of playback, and playbacks of sound alone and of video-with- 
sound were arranged. In all, 22 full working days were assigned to the 
playback of tapes, and it was found that on average a tape that had re-
' i  '
corded one hour*s teaching required about 4 hours of playback for its 
data to be transcribed into the very sinple category system being used
/(fij
at that time; with the more corrplex system later developed, the playback 
time required for transcribing the teache^*s observed activities into 
the agreed categories would probably take far longer - perhaps 20 or 
25 hours for one hour of recorded tape.
Conclusions. No matter what type of mechanical aid might be used to 
observe thé teacher, all the points regarding 'acceptance* by the tea­
cher would still apply, and the conclusions made above in connection 
with the preliminary procedures related to the independent human obser­
ver** s watching the teacher are appropriate here.
In addition, the researchers found that, although the playback of 
video-tape took longer than might have been anticipated, the usefulness 
of the tapes in training an observer in the use of categories was 
beyond question.
4. Comparative Evaluation of the Methods of Observing
Much evaluation of the different observing methods took place in an 
evolutionary manner as the feasibility study progressed, but an attenpt 
was made to be more specific by conducting a comparability test during 
which the various observation methods could be applied to the same tea­
ching sessions. In this way it was thought that, because all methods 
were being undertaken in the same conditions, one could be more defini­
tive in comparing the advantages and disadvantages of each method.
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Accordingly, sessions were planned where a teacher*s activities 
were to be observed simultaneously by a) a T.V. camera connected to an 
audio-video recorder in a mobile van outside the building and b) two 
NFER observers; the teacher also was to estimate and record the time 
he/she spent on various activities during the observation sessions.
Six teachers were involved in this comparability study (2 Grammar, 2 
Modern, 1 Junior, 1 Infant), and in all cases the ^ approach and accept­
ance procedure* outlined earlier had taken place, so that teachers, 
pupils, observers and cameramen were accustomed to the circumstances 
of the observations.
The original purpose of using different observation methods in the 
feasibility study was to conpare them in both qualitative and quantitative 
terms. The qualitative evaluation is given in the details to follow, 
but it is necessary to explain why a quantitative comparison could not 
be made. It has already been mentioned that the system of categorizing
needed far more scrutiny and testing than had been originally anticipa­
ted, and when the arranged time for the comparability study involving 
video-taping arrived, the category system had not been tested for 
observer agreement. Moreover, when the video tapes were played back 
and analysed, it was realized that more and more problems of categori­
zing were being raised with each tape played back - in fact it soon 
became obvious that the video-tapes obtained would provide excellent 
material for helping to establish categories and for training observers.
To have analysed the tapes in the way the observers had originally 
been categorizing would have been a waste of time in view of the evident 
need for a revised category structure, and so the opportunity of playing 
back was used partly to revise categories and partly to re-train obser­
vers.
in addition, a test of comparability between human observer and 
video-recorder should ideally take place not only when observers have 
made themselves practised in their job an d achieved observer agreement, 
but also when the video-recording technique is used to maximum effect.
In reviewing the following evaluation, it should be remembered that only 
one camera was used in the comparability study described, with a camera­
man in the classroom and the recorder in an outside van; this may not 
have been offering the technique an opportunity for maximum effectiveness.
The following four methods of observing and recording were used and 
conpared with each other during the comparability study;
a) Recording of his own work by the teacher;
b) Observing/recording by independent human observers (NFER observers)
c) Video-tape recording
d) Sound-tape recording
An assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of each of the 
methods follows.
Note. Disadvantages marked ** indicate features which would tend to 
preclude the use in the main study of the particular method referred to.
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a) Recording of his own work by the teacher
Advantages
1. Recording
The teacher knows the activity 
he is carrying out. (This ass­
ertion is qualified by d, e 
opposite)
2. Categorizing
3. Mobility
The teacher can record work 
■ done out of school hours,
4. Disturbance
The classroom is free of 
intruders.
5. Cost
Because of the saving in obse­
rvers and equipment, costs 
might be considerably reduced.
Disadvantages
a) It is impossible to record accurately 
** while teaching.
b) It is impossible for the teacher to 
** record the detailed frequency and
sequence of his activities.
c) If the teacher relies on his memory 
** and records when he has time, then
his recording lacks the necessary 
detail and accuracy.
d) The teacher may overlook activit­
ies he performs from habit.
e) The teacher may overlook some acti­
vities when they occur concurrently.
** It is impracticable to train all 
the teacher sample in the use of 
categories and methods of recording 
before the project begins.
Normal teaching is distorted when the 
teacher records during teaching time.
If training of teachers were at all 
feasible (see 2 above) the costs of 
training the total sample would need 
to absorb salaries of instructors 
(researchers). In addition, the ad­
ministration of the project itself 
and the analysis of the data would 
require at least a small research 
team, so that the salaries of these 
personnel need also to be absorbed.
b) Observing/recording by independent human observers (NFER observers)
Advantages
1/2 Recording/Categorizing
a)
b)
c)
d)
The observer sees the whole 
scene in context,e.g. ke can see 
who enters the room as well as 
watch the teacher.
Instant categorizing, timing, 
and recording of activities, 
avoiding recording by recall, 
is conducive to accuracy.
It is possible to record extra 
information if required,e.g. the 
nature of an interruption, how 
many pupils leave the room.
The observer 
'atmosphere*
is able to sense
3. Mobility
The observer is able to follow 
the teacher and record throu­
ghout the school day.
4. Disturbance
a) The observer is unobtrusive
b) 'Acceptance* visits are feasible.
c) After acceptance visits,observer 
is acceptable to most teachers 
(and children), and disturbance 
is minimal.
5. Cost
A minimum of equipment is requi­
red and therefore the greater 
part of the cost is taken up 
with salaries of researchers.
6. General
, This method is likely to add to 
teacher/researcher rapport, but 
probably more likely if the 
observer has teaching experience.
a)
b)
c)
d)
a)
b)
Disadvantages
While recording, the observer may 
miss a teacher activity.
Some loss of accuracy in timing 
activities is inevitable.
The observer cannot always see or 
hear what is happening,e.g. when 
the teacher is surrounded by chil­
dren and talking quietly.
There is some loss of reliability 
between observers (although this 
can be minimal).
Liable to delay in arriving at scho­
ol,e.g. through sickness, heavy 
traffic.
Observer cannot record/observe 
the teacher at home.
The success of the project is en­
hanced if observers are experienced 
(in teaching and, if possible,res­
earch), but the greater an observer* 
experience, the higher the salary 
he can command.
There is a heavy mental and phy­
sical strain on the observer when 
he is recording throughout the 
school day.
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c) Video-tape recording
Advantages
1. Recording
a)The camera makes an exact 
and complete record of the 
teacher's activities.
b) Maximim reliability is ob­
tained, ie. two recordings of 
the same situation would be 
identical.
2. Categorizing
a)Selection,timing and record­
ing of activities can be 
done separately during 
replay; the tape can be 
replayed at will to ensure 
maximum accuracy.
3. Mobility
If the camera is fitted with 
a * zoom* lens , it is able to 
alternate between a long- 
range classroom view and a 
close-up of the teacher,with 
no extra disturbance to 
teacher or class.
Disadvantages
a)Activities which occur outside the camera's 
field of vision cannot be taken into 
account,e.g.the teacher's attention being 
attracted by something happening in 
another part of the room,someone entering 
the room.
b) Time is lost when tapes are changed.
c) The recording can be impaired or lost
if the light is bad or the teacher obscured, 
e.g.when a child stands in front of the 
camera,when the teacher moves too close 
to the camera.
d) There is some dependence on the camera­
man's skill, his knowledge of the project's 
requirements, and his understanding of the 
classroom situation.
e) The cameraman can be diverted if spoken 
to by children or the teacher.
f) There is always a possibility of mech­
anical failure.
g) 'Atmosphere' in the classroom is only
; partiàldy.conveyed, e.g. tension, excitement.
a) Selection,timing and recording of act- 
iivities during replay is a very lengthy
procedure. Depending on the complexity 
of the category system, it might take 
between 4 and 20 hours of playback time 
to categorize and record one hour of 
taped activities.
b) Loss of atmosphere(g,above) could influence 
categorizing during playback.
.a) The camera is largely restricted to
** classroom observation. It is not feasible 
to follow the teacher with a camera when 
the teacher moves between lessons, is 
in the staffroom, at lunch, at home,etc.
b) Approximately half an hour isireqm red to 
set up and dismantle video equipment in 
the classroom.
c) There is always the possibility of delay 
in arriving at a school,e.g. because of 
heavy traffic,weather conditions.
c) Video-tape recording (cont.)
Advantages 
4. Disturbance
5* Costs
6. General
The playback facility is * 
extremely useful in training 
observers in the use of 
categories.
Disadvantages
a) The recording/observing equipment is 
bulky and incongruous. Unless remote- 
controlled cameras are used, an operator 
is necessary and thus adds to the dist­
urbance in the classroom. The better the 
coverage --requiring more equipinent-- 
the greater the disturbance.
b) Because 'Acceptance* visits are not 
feasible with a large teacher sample 
(see Costs a) ),teacher and pupils have 
no opportunity to acclimatize to the 
introduction of equipment.
c) Careful safety precautions have to be 
taken, especially for younger children, 
e.g. hiding trailing wires.
a) Purchase of equipment.^ Even when only 
** one camera, monitor and recorder are
used, with a limited sample of teachers, 
equipment is very expensive (nearly £3000).
In addition, salary of cameraman and 
maintenance charges must be allowed for, 
and will continue as costs throughout 
the project (at least £1000 per year).
The use of cameramen/technicians does 
not preclude the need for a research 
team to administer the project and 
analyse the data. Salaries paid to 
cameramen are not therefore offset by a 
supposed elimination of researchers' 
salaries.
b) Hiring of equipment. Recording charges 
** are high, because the salary of the;
cameraman and maintenance charges have to 
be absorbed, and though playback charges 
are less, the large allocation of time 
that must be devoted to playback (see 2a) ) 
results in considerable total outlay; 
recording about £47 per day, playback £23 
per day, and using services of local 
equipment-hiring company to cut down 
travel costs.
A detailed list of costs of equipment as used in the feasibility study 
is given in Appendix B.
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d) Sound-tape recording
Advantages
1. Recording
a) This provides an accurate record 
of what the teacher has said,
b) The time taken by the teacher in 
speaking is recorded accurately.
2. Categorizing
Timing and categorizing can be 
done separately during replay. 
The tape can be replayed at will 
to ensure maximum accuracy.
3.
4.
a)
Mobility
If a radio microphone is used,the 
teacher's mobility is unimpaired.
Disturbance
The radio-microphone and trans­
mitter are unobtrusive.
b) The classroom is free of human 
intruders.
5. Cost
a) If a radio-microphone is used, 
the cost is acceptable (within 
NFER budget). Approx. £200 
per microphone, plus tapes £2 
each for 6 hours recording.
a)
b)
c)
a)
b)
c)
d)
a)
b)
Disadvantages
Sound-only misses actions which 
convey meaning,e.g.teacher waits, 
glares,smiles,gives out books.
Words alone cannot convey the tea 
cher's activity;the same words ca 
be used by the teacher when he is 
performing different activities.
Time is lost when tapes are 
changed.
The silences on the tape,together 
with the problem of categorizing 
words without knowledge of their 
context, make accurate analysis 
impossible.
If a radio-microphone is not used 
observations are limited to the 
classroom(as with video-tape).
If a radio-microphone is not used 
time is required to set up micro­
phone, conceal wires, etc.
If a radio-microphone is used 
without other microphones,sound 
away from the teacher is missedAm 
this might affect accuracy of 
categorizing.
Observer cannot make tapes of tea­
cher's work out of school.
If a radio-microphone is not used 
trailing wires and microphones ca: 
be obtrusive, depending on the 
number of microphones used.
If a radio-microphone is not used 
the additional microphones and 
mixing equipment required increas 
costs considerably.
Large number of sound tapes must 
be purchased.
General comment on ail methods of observing»
There is no one best method of observing because each teaching sit­
uation needs to be treated on its merits, e.g. Video recording is very
effective where the teacher stays in one room for a whole lesson, as
may happen frequently in a secondary school, but if the teacher is 
called upon to teach in corridors and adjacent spaces, as occurs often 
in infant schools, the video equipment is unable to cope adequately 
with this mobile situation. And if the teacher's work around the school 
is also being studied, then video-taping is woefully inadequate. On 
the other hand, the independent observer can follow the movements of 
the teacher, no matter what type of school is involved, but it is 
physically difficult to maintain consistently accurate and detailed 
observations during the whole time the teacher is in school - lunch- 
times being particularly difficult as the observer himself needs to eat) 
Again, both video-taping and observing by the independent observer are 
ruled out once the teacher works outside school times at home or away 
from school premises, and at these times the observations made by the 
teacher himself are the only possible records that can be obtained.
Using the teacher to observe himself during school times, however, pro­
duced results that were inaccurate and lacking in detail.
It will thus be seen that each method has its advantages and dis­
advantages, and ideally a combination of all methods would be required 
to carry out the kind of study proposed by the NFER.
Recommendations for Main Study regarding Observation Procedure
The foregoing evaluation of the methods of observing the teacher 
needed to be considered along with what had been previously been noted 
regarding the whole procedure of observing. First, having begun to 
build a relationship of confidence between researcher and teacher by 
means of the contacts outlined in Part A, the researcher would have to 
ensure his acceptance by teacher and pupil in the way described. The 
researcher would want to use the most effective means open to him to 
observe the teacher's work, and he would therefore need to be flexible 
in his use of these means, for each method of observing had its merits 
and demerits. The above evaluation, however, led to conclusions that:
a) In the main project, video-recording was not a suitable method of 
observing the teacher, chiefly owing to its expense and lack of 
mobility, but it could be usefully eirç)loyed as a device to help 
train observers.
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b) Sound-recording was discarded because of its limited capacity as an 
^observe^*.
c) The balance of argument regarding in-school work revealed that this 
should be observed by independent human observers, provided they 
made use of mechanical aids which helped them hear what the teacher 
said.
d) Teachers should record out-of-school work because no other means of 
recording this was available.
For the main study, therefore, the following was recommended regard­
ing observation procedure:-
1. Following the general preliminary contacts made between researcher 
and those who administer and work in the schools, the actual teachers in 
the chosen sarrç)le should be visited and have the project explained to
I . I
them in detail. The "acceptance visit* should further acclimatize all 
concerned in the observations, and more than one acceptance visit should 
be made if it was thought advisable.
2. There was a need for flexibility in achieving maximum acceptance of 
the observer by pupils, e.g. the amount of explanation to pupils might
vary according to situation encountered.
.1
3. The video-tapes of teachers* lessons that had been recorded in the 
feasibility study should be used in the training of observers, and this 
would supplement the practice to be obtained in observing/recording in 
schools.
4. NFER officers should observe the teacher at work in the school. (In
order to minimize the teacher's apprehension or preparation, he should
not be told in advance when he would be observed.) The teacher should
1
be equipped with halter radio-microphone and portable transmitter, 
the observer with pocket receiver and head-phone. The observer should 
watch the teacher during all his working activities at school, i.e. 
sit in the classroom in an unobtrusive position, or accompany the tea­
cher as he went about the school on his teaching job. Recording and 
categorizing procedures should allow for sound equipment to be discarded 
at piay-times and lunch-times, although observing and recording would 
continue at these times. The observer should carry two watches (one as 
an f*emergency** replacement), both with clearly defined minute and second
1
Radio microphones/receivers may not be used without licences issued 
by the G.F.O.
ill.
calibrations* The observer should have two sharp pencils and a hard 
backing against which he might rest his recording schedule. (See 
Appendix F.)
5. In order to determine whether the observer**s presence in the tea­
ching situation affects that situation, a sheet should be given to the 
teacher at the end of the observation day, and on this the teacher 
should indicate the extent of distortion which, in his opinion, exis­
ted during his observed teaching situations and which was attributable 
to the observer's presence and/or the radio-microphone.
6. Teachers themselves should observe/record their out-of-school tea­
ching work, and special attention should be given to encouraging the 
teachers to keep such records accurately and to return them to the NFER.
D. THE METHODS OF RECORDING
If observations of the teacher's work were to be analysed in any 
way, they first had to be recorded. It has been noted that with 
video- or sound-recording, the video-or sound recorder is acting both 
as observer and recorder (strictly speaking, it is the camera or mic­
rophone that observes, and the video- or sound-recorder that records), 
but the tapes thus obtained have still to be analysed, and this nec­
essitates a human observer looking at or listening to the tapes and 
recording what is seen or heard.
A schedule for recording observations was, therefore, necessary, 
no matter what method of observing was used. In recounting the 
various methods of observing by teacher or researcher, the need for 
a careful study of how and what to record may be easily overlooked, 
but these features of the feasibility study were just as inportant, 
for if records were not systematically kept, the observations that 
were the essence of the record would be difficult, if not impossible, 
to analyse and interpret.
1. The Working Parties' Schedule
The recording schedule developed by the Working Parties asked 
teachers to note times spent on work during the whole day, i.e. a 
schedule combining in-school and out-of-school work. This system 
was used during the early stages of the feasibility study, and sam­
ples have been presented earlier in Part C(l) of this Section III 
(Figure III.1).
As might have been anticipated, the schedules were open to mis­
interpretation unless detailed definitions of terms were provided 
for the teachers who completed them, and in fact, analysis showed 
many discrepancies in the way they were completed. Furthermore, the 
schedule was inadequate in that it did not offer the researchers the 
detailed data they sought, and it became necessary to develop separate 
schedules for in and out of school.
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2# The Trial NFER Schedule for Recording by Teachers of Out-o£
school Work
During the feasibility study, the researchers prepared schedules 
of out-of-school teaching activities for teachers to complete; as 
recording by the teacher is tied inextricably to observation by the 
teacher, these out-of-school schedules have already been discussed 
under ('Methods of Observatiorf* (Part C.l(b) of this Section), and 
comments on their use may be found there; the specimen schedules pre­
sented there in Figures 111.3a and III.3b were based on the categories 
developed during early discussions with the teachers.
Conclusions. While the category system was elaborated and amended 
considerably before the main study was launched (see Part E), it was 
decided that the basic format of the out-of-school schedule to be 
used should remain similar to that of Figure III.3 : the actual cate-
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gory labels included in the schedule formed together a condensed 
version of the system used during in-school observations by the 
NFER observers. During final trials, the teachers reported that 
it took them about 10 or 15 minutes to conplete the schedule, and 
it was found feasible to use the same proforma for recording week­
end work and work done on days in the holidays. The final version 
(blank and specimen completed) is shown in Appendix D.
3. The Trial NFER Schedule for Recording by Teachers of In­
school Work
As explained under 'Methods of Observation^ some teachers in the 
feasibility study were also asked, for purposes of comparison, to 
record their activities during 'school hours , i.e. the teacher esti­
mated the time spent on activities carried out during the same observa­
tion session as that recorded by the NFER observers. This in-school 
schedule was the same as that used for recording out-of-school work 
(just described above in D.2), apart from minor changes to take 
account of the different situations. Sanple blank and completed 
versions were shown in Part G (Figures III.2a and III 2b), and general 
comment was made there about the teachers' recording of in-school
ns
activities, but it is worthwhile eiiphasizing the researchers' chief 
conclusions:
Conclusions, i) The teachers found that they could not observe/record
and teach simultaneously without distorting their teaching; and îî)
when recording by recall, the data, when analysed by the researchers,
were found to be both inaccurate and inadequate by comparison with
1the data collected by independent observers or video-recorder.
4. The Independent Observer's In-School Schedule 
Once it had become obvious that the in-school work of the teacher 
would have to be observed by independent observers (i.e. NFER officers), 
the researchers began to experiment with different types of recording 
schedule, and gradually it became evident that certain criteria would 
have to be met if the schedule were to succeed in any future study:
i) The observer would have to observe the teacher and almost simul­
taneously write category identities in the correct places on the sch­
edule, sometimes while walking; the schedule must therefore be made 
as convenient as possible for the observer to complete.
ii) The schedule would be used continuously over a full school day 
(about seven hours) at any time of the year; recording must therefore 
place as little strain as possible on the observer.
iii) The recording method and schedule would have to be suitable for 
use in all types of school situation, e.g. in the classroom, during 
breaks and lunch time, during practical lessons, etc.
1
These conclusions must call into question previous researches in 
which teachers' estimates of their classroom activities were used as 
basic survey data regarding actual teacher behaviour. It is not only 
the teachers' estimates of time spent on activities that must be in 
doubt - it is the activities themselves that may be more imagined than 
real. In other words, what teachers believe happens or say happens 
is not what actually happens; and what teachers say they do does not 
necessarily match what they actually do. Re-inforcing this point was 
the,finding that one research officer asked teachers in the main study 
of 'The Teacher's Day' how they organized and taught their classes, 
syllabuses and time-tables: and the on-the-spot observer often reported 
that in practice the teacher performed in quite different ways from 
those noted by the officer in the interview questionnaire.
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iv) The schedule should be as comprehensive as possible in order to, allow/ 
observers to note relevant items about'the observed situation,
v) Tearing in mind that not only category identity; and time of occurrence 
would be required, but that category duration, frequency and sequence 
might also be wanted, the schedule had to be made suitable for SucW Uhr 
analysis.
The following account describes the construction of the observer’s 
schedule and the manner in which the observer recorded:
j
The basic format of the observer's recording schedule was a sheet of 
paper with horizontal divisions; each horizontal division indicated a
time space of one minute, so that when the sheet was 'read' vertically,
there was a sequence of time from top to bottom. On the left of each
sheet were two main columns: the first column on the left vjas used to
indicate the actual chronological time of each minute interval; the Secoed 
column was wider and was used to record the category numbers from left 
to right as they occurred during that specific minute. This wide column 
was divided into twelve divisions of five seconds each, to enable the 
observer to record accurately within each minute's span (see Figure
Figure III.4
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V/hen recording, a stroke was made at the time an activity was obsei’ved 
to begin and the relevant category number entered immediately in the Spaed 
following. Another stroke was inserted when that activity was seen to 
end (see Figure III.5).
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The recordings, however, were intended to be continuous, so that, 
category 7 having been recorded, another category had to follow 
on the teacher's changed activity). The record might then begin to build 
up as in Figure III.6.
Figure III.6.
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In order for the observer to time each activity as it occurred, his 
record sheet was clipped to a square of hardboard, to which was attached, 
also, a v/atcji with a sweep second-hand. The watch had each minute clearIj 
calibrated and each five-minute interval numbered. The observer's task 
was facilitated by clipping the watch as close as possible to. the left 
of the schedule, i.e. close to the 'Time' column.
Having put himself in a position to see and hear the teacher, the 
observer's task then was to: i
a) classify and code the teacher**s activity or activities,
b) glance at his watch
c) insert a stroke at the appropriate time-point
d) immediately enter the appropriate category number.
The observer was then ready to look up and begin the process over again 
as soon as the teacher changed his activity. The observing/recording 
process continued in this way throughout the period of school hours. A 
specimen record for a conplete half-hour is shown in Appendix G. 
Conclusions. The experience of the researchers was that although in 
using the independent observer's schedule the observer needed to exercise 
considerable effort and skill to keep the record and to concentrate for 
the required periods of time, a trained observer could do his work acc­
urately and efficiently. In addition, the schedules could be analysed 
with comparative ease. (The method by which the recorded categories 
and times were transcribed on to collating sheets and thence punched 
cards is described in Part B.7 of Section IV.)
At first sight the whole recording procedure might appear to be too 
conplex and lengthy for precision to be obtained: activities might easily 
be partially or even completely missed. It was found, however, that, 
with practice, observers could become so skilled that even when faced 
with the most conplex succession of teacher activities they could record 
reliably (see Part B.6 in Section IV). Experience showed, also, that 
in order to be able to make his stroke without wasting time at (as near 
as possible) the same time as an activity began/ended, it was helpful 
for the observer to move his pencil along each minute space, synchronizing 
with the sweep hand of the watch.
Several other elementary but essential precautions needed to be taken: 
it was found most desirable that the observer should have:
a. a spare watch
b. two or three pencils (the observer always recorded in pencil)
c. a pencil sharpener
d. a rubber
e. a full category list, with manual of notes.
Other items noted on the Observer's Schedule
It might be thought that the observer, having to use a lengthy cate­
gory system (over fifty categories) with a continuous recording process 
like the one described above, would be too busy to attempt any sophisti­
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cation of the basic procedure* It was found, however, that as the obser­
vers became more practised, it was possible to add refinements and still 
maintain a reliable record, no matter howj *busy^ the teacher might be in 
terms of the categories being used.
I
The first additional requirement was a *Gomments* column. This space 
was essential for making notes about any situation which the observer 
felt required explanation and, more important, could be used for descri­
bing those activities which could not immediately be categorized.
The second column added was a 'Glass' column. Here features of the 
class would be recorded alongside the relevant minute, e.g. the roll, 
the age group, whether boys, girls, mixed; whether in classroom, hall, 
playground, etc.
A third column was introduced for the particular task of recording 
when the teacher was standing or sitting* The timing of this activity 
was restricted to the minute in which it occurred, rather than to the 
precise second as with the activities recorded in the main "activity/ 
category* coluntn,
A general note about the materials or equipment being used was in­
cluded in a fourth column; these notes were not intended for systematic 
analysis - they were included merely to augment the qualitative ‘picture* 
obtained.
The final refinement was to place these columns - Time, Activity/ 
Category, Materials, Stand/Sit, Class, Comment - in one half of the 
foolscap page and repeat them laterally. With this layout the observer 
was able to record in the group of columns on the left of the page all 
the categorized teacher activities which occurred in C-time (teaching 
sessions). As soon as break or lunch time was reached the record was 
continued in the right-hand group of columns (S-time).
A complete page of the schedule, with sanple entries, is given in 
Appen^dix C.
Finally, on the front cover of the Observer**s Schedule the researchers 
noted biographical details of the observed teacher, as well as any rele­
vant items concerning the class and school. The school itself was iden­
tified by a number, the teacher by a letter, and all items were coded 
ready for later punching on to data cards. (A copy of the front cover 
is shown in Appendix C.)
Recommendations for Main Study regarding Recording Method
1) The teacher's work during school hours, including lunch time and 
breaks, should be recorded by an independent observer on the recording
/go
schedule illustrated in Appendix G. In this schedule, a single page 
would cover 30 minutes of recording time; the required conplete schedule 
would therefore comprise a booklet of 16 such pages to allow for the 
longest school day. The front cover of the schedule should identify 
by code any required details about the teacher, class and school circum­
stances.
Before recording, the observer should obtain from the head the. off­
icial school times, and discover if and when the teacher to be observed 
was to be ‘on duty’ anchor have *free periods*'. Apart from the seque­
ntial record of teacher activities, any additional information under 
the other headings of the observer’s schedule should also be recorded.
2) The teacher’s out-qf-school teaching activities should be rec­
orded by the teacher himself/herself on the recording schedule shown 
in Appendix D; copies of this latter schedule should be used also by 
the teacher for weekend and holiday recording, and all out-of-school 
records should be returned to the NFER immediately after completion.
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E> REPORTING OBSERVATIONS; THE CATEGORY SYSTEM
The aim of the proposed main study of the Teacher*s Day was to pro­
duce a descriptive account of the teacher*s work that was accurate and 
meaningful. To obtain the data from which to derive such an account, it 
was recommended that the method of direct observation in school time was 
necessary, yet this method brought with it serious problems in devising 
the structure of the category system that was to be used. Constructing 
a beautiful model of teachers* activities, internally consistent and 
compact, might have been an easy task at an academic level, but the cat­
egory system that was required had to prove itself in practical applica­
tion in the fluid and complex situations where teachers were continually 
interacting with pupils or colleagues. The development of the category 
system became inextricably tied to problems connected with observing and 
recording, and as the researchers gradually built up the system by empi­
rical trial and error, it became fairly obvious that practicability was 
as important a criterion as meaningfulness or validity.
The first problem facing the researchers was to decide which features 
of teacher behaviour were relevant to the project®s objectives. Previous 
investigations into teacher classroom behaviour, mostly American studies, 
had concentrated upon the interaction between teacher and pupil during 
lesson work, with a stress on the teacher^s methods, speech and manner.
The Teaching Day Project was to be more closely concerned with the tea- 
cher*s commitments rather than with his relationships with pupils or with 
his methods of teaching. It was therefore necessary to record just what . 
the teacher was seen to be doing and to ignore as far as possible consid" 
erations of lesson content or teaching style.
Even within this area of teachers* overt activities the problem re­
mained of what to cinclude in the record and how to classify the items 
listed.
1. The Teachers* Lists
The researchers asked the teachers who were working with them on the 
study*s Steering Committee for guidance, and working parties of infant, 
junior, secondary modern and secondary grammar teachers were formed to 
draw up, independently, lists of the activities teachers were involved in. 
In addition, the researchers, working from their personal teaching exper- . 
ience, drew u^ their own lists. It was found that the working parties 
arrived at different lists and grouped the activities in different ways.
It became obvious that different areas of teaching involved not only
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different activities but different ways of looking at the same activities, 
e.g. a secondary teacher would not expect to have to tie u p a pupil*s 
laces and would probably think such a task quite unconnected with teach­
ing; the infant teacher, on the other hand, might consider tying up a 
pupil's laces as a definite teaching activity. Again, one teacher might 
see attending lunch with pupils as an irrelevant and unnecessary burden, 
while another might regard such an activity as an excellent opportunity 
for social training.
The following were the 
Primary Schools
1. Recording
2. Teaching
3. Discipline
4. Glass Organization
5. Duties
6. Emergencies and 
interruptions
7. Out-of-school 
activities
lists offered by the working parties:
Register, dinner books, stock 
Class, group supervision, individual 
Individual, class
Dressing, P.E., getting out apparatus, 
taking to toilet.
Playground, dinner, road patrol, coach duty
Students, supervisors, visitors, accidents, 
health visitors
Games, preparation of lessons, making app­
aratus, marking,attending courses and com­
mittees, research and reading
Secondary Modern Schools
1. Administration
2. Preparation
a) Matters imposed from outside school,e.g. 
DES, BEO, CEO, etc.
b) Matters imposed from within school,e.g. 
School Organization Problems
a) Prior to lesson
i) Practical preparation, e.g.Labora­
tory and Visual Aids
ii) Preparation in terms of subject 
matter and its presentation
b) In the course of a lesson, e.g. giving 
out books, pencils, etc.
3. Instruction
Grammar Schools 
A. Class Teaching 
1. Exposition by lecture; discussion; question/answer; 
demonstration
2. Supervision of class activity: experimental or practical; group
activity within the class;reading;written 
exercise or project by individual students
3. Testing of homework; of classwork; by written or 
oral means
4. Comment and discussion on pupils'* work
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5. Recapitulation
6. Individual pupil's questions and problems
7. Education in behaviour
8. Dealing with accident and emergency
B. Outside The Teaching Process:
1# Administration : register (lateness; absentees); dinner money;
savings; periodic returns, e.g. for Form 7; 
mark lists; reports; text books and appara­
tus, stationery (ordering, checking, stock­
taking); organization of school outings and 
visits, games, fixtures, field courses.
2. Staff meetings:: of whole staff; of department or other sections
3. Duties : general (at breaks; before and after school);
detention duty; dinner duty.
4. School assemblies: morning assembly; house meetings;fire drill
5. Informal consultation: with head; colleagues in same department;
other colleagues; school secretary; school 
matron; pupils (as individuals or small 
groups) - on work problems, on welfare 
problems, on disciplinary matters.
6. School societies: games teams (accompanying teams, training
and practice, refereeing, games committees); 
drama, music (selection of items, auditions, 
rehearsal, performance); Duke of Edinburgh's 
Award (C.G.F.,Scouts, Guides); other school 
clubs and societies (attendance at meetings, 
inter-school fixtures, e.g.debates, chess); 
acconpanying organized outings (field cour­
ses, educational visits at home and abroad).
7. Preparation of lessons:of content and method; of visual and aural
aids; of teaching material, e.g. by dup­
licator.
8. Reading : relevant to subject taught; professional
9. Preparation of internal examination papers; internal test papers
10. Marking : homework; classwork; examinations
11. Supervision of examinations, of private study
2. Developing The NFER Gategory System
After reviewing the evidence collected, the researchers decided that \ 
they should visit all types of schools, and without any preconceived not­
ion of the 'correct* ways to group and record, they recorded as conpre-
, I
hensively as possible all the teachers' activities they saw. (This pro - 
cedure incidentally also provided valuable experience in methods of 
observation.)
Gradually, during discussions of what was observed, some initial
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criteria for category selection were developed, as follows:
i) Categories should, as far as possible, be descriptive, not evaluative# 
It was considered most important that observers should record what they 
saw, not what they thought was the teacher ^ s intention, nor what they 
(the observers) might read into a situation.
ii) The study should try to record only the major structure of the
■- I. ' '
teacher's work, rather than the minor elements.
iii) Categories should have a realistic and utility value for those in­
terested in the study. The researchers needed constantly to bear in mind 
considerations such as: Was the category meaningful to practising tea­
chers, to Colleges of Education, to administrators, etc.? Would the 
inclusion of the category be useful to those who organize and administer 
schools?
iv) Category selection should take account of what was practicable. 
Considerations of the following kind were involved here: Would the tea­
cher be prepared to wear the microphone outside the classroom? Would he 
want an observer listening in to all his conversations? Would the obse­
rver have the physical and mental capacity to sustain concentrated, in­
tensive recording over many hours? How could detailed categorizing 
continue while the observer was eating his lunch?
Having collected the records of all their observations - there were 
altogether 115 observation sessions, involving 41 teachers and ranging 
from Nursery Classes to Sixth Forms - and taking into account the sugg­
estions made by teachers, the researchers grouped all noted activities 
under three headings:
(a) activities seen as closely related to teaching, e.g. instructing, 
organizing (these were labelled *D*);
(b) activities seen as closely but indirectly related to teaching 
e.g. marking, lesson preparation, staff meetings (these were 
labelled *1);
(c) activities not related to teaching e.g. marking registers, 
duplicating maps, filling up forms (these were labelled *N*).
It was intended at this stage to record all observed teacher activi­
ties under one of these headings, and the observers went back into the 
schools to see if the category system worked in practice. Video-record­
ings of lessons were also obtained and these video-tapes were made 
available for /playing back* again and again, to check that the observers
were recording consistently and similarly.
During these observations, in discussion with the Steering Committee 
and with the observed teachers, and especially after playing back the 
video-tapes, this three-way category structure, though useful from the 
theoretical viewpoint of 'macro-structure", was seen to lend itself to 
misinterpretation by administrators and teachers, became more and more 
confusing to the observers, and did not meet the criteria laid down in
i) and iii) above.
3. Categories Used in Previous Research
A review of previous research (presented in considerable detail in 
Section II of this thesis) did not help the researchers to resolve the 
category problems they encountered in the feasibility study. The chief 
difficulties may be highlighted here:
One can make a continuous index of teacher behaviour in two ways:
(a) by having available on the recording schedule a limited list of 
possible behaviours (usually already grouped), and ticking off each 
behaviour as it is seen to occur within a time sample, or (b) by record­
ing in an abbreviated way what is seen, and grouping the activities for 
tallying after the record is completed. The former method leaves one 
open to the criticism that any behaviour occurring outside the range of 
the list provided will not be recorded; and as the Teaching Day resear­
chers wanted to ensure that they recorded comprehensively, this recording 
method was discarded. On the other hand, although nothing need be 
missed if the grouping of activities is Undertaken after the full record 
is obtained, one is still left with the problem of subjective judgements 
in deciding the criteria for such later grouping. For exanple, in the 
Bay City study of teacher time and work (Stafford, 1962), the ‘correct­
ing of papers* is grouped under activities incongruous with professional 
training*; yet where correcting is not the checking-off Of objective
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tests, such grouping seems highly debatable. Again, 'supervision is
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subsumed under 'activities which do require professional training,*, yet 
it could be argued that it needs little training to stand passively in 
the playground at playtime.
The problem was made more difficult as a result of the dearth of 
studies of teachers* work. It was hoped that a study of research in the 
related field of class interaction would throw light on the matter, but 
in fact these studies can be criticized because the definitions of the 
categories themselves and the terminology used in 6^eir grouping were 
markedly evaluative. Some exairç>les will illustrate.
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WithalMs system (1949) includes;
•Category 1. Learner-supportive statements that have the intent of 
reassuring or commending the pupil.
Category 4. Neutral statements. No intent inferable.
Category 7. Teacher’s self-supporting remarks intended to sustain 
or justify the teacher*s position or course of action.
The very use of the word ^intent' is enough to demonstrate the evaluative
nature of these categories. How can an observer know what a teacher*S
I . ' *
'intent is? And does the inability of the observer to 'infer no int­
ent • mean that no intent was present?
In Flanderses system (1965), we find:
•Category 6, Giving directions: directions, commands or orders to
which a student is expected to conply,'
But how does the observer know what the teacher is expecting?
The system devised by Cornell, Lindvall and Saupe (1952) includes the
following:
; I -
•Conpetency, Positive-item 6. Gave coup 1ete and satisfying answers.
Competency, Negative-item 9. Allowed discussion to wander from
Subject.*
In the first case, how can an observer know what satisfies the pupils?
In the second, how does the observer decide that the ‘wandering^ was3
not deliberately designed or that it is a sign of incompetence?
In the same system (Cornell, et al, 1952), another category is:
’ ,'Climate-Teacher, Negative-item 6. Lacked synpathy with pupil failure# 
How can an observer know if the teacher lacks sympathy (as distinct from 
•appears to lack synpathy /?
Another problem was that previous research had laid stress on the 
exclusiveness of categories (i.e. a category could apply to one activity 
only and to no other), as well as on the exhaustiveness of a category 
(i.e. a category should include all instances of a specific activity).
The Teaching Day observers found this was of theoretical rather than 
practical value. In the teaching situation, teacher activities are not 
discrete entities but need to be seen in a contextual light. For exanple^ 
it would be wrong to say that every time the teacher speaks certain words 
to a pupil, the occurrence will always be indicated by the same category 
symbol; the way the words are spoken, the look on the teacher’s face, 
the pupils he is speaking to, etc. - all the factors that contribute to 
the whole situation as he speaks the words are what make the activity 
distinctive. Only if all these factors combine together in the same or 
a very similar fashion, can the same category symbol be applied#
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This does not refute the notions of exclusiveness and exhaustivenessp 
but merely stresses that the activities the categories refer to should 
not be thought of as pinpoints of action isolated in time and place; they 
must be conceived within a frame of reference, i.e. within a context.
During the feasibility study the importance of this contextual app­
roach to the formulation and recording of categories became more and more 
evident as the observers received more training and practice. In most 
previous research, either the teacheT*s spoken interactions with pupils 
or the teacher*s overt actions were recorded. The Teaching Day observers 
found that they could not easily identify and categorize situations 
unless they could both see and hear the teacher; knowledge of the classes 
and of the school background was also most helpful generally.
Thus, little by little, the reading of previous research began to have 
the negative value of guiding the researchers in knowing the kind of cate­
gory system that should not be used for the main study. Bearing in mind 
the apparent conflict between what had been done before and what seemed 
to be needed, the team decided to pause a while and review the whole 
position.
4. Interim Conclusions
The main conclusions resulting from this review of the situation re­
garding a desirable and appropriate categorizing system were as follows:
a) The category system should be flexible according to school types 
studied, i.e. one system for secondary teachers, another for juniors, and 
so on. The systems would probably not vary much, but the researcher must 
be prepared to aimnd the system for each school type being studied.
b) The context of an activity was vital to a decision regarding its 
description, i.e. its category.
c) Following (b), the same overt activity could be subsumed under 
different categories, depending upon context.
d) Any time interval might contain two or more categories of behaviour.
e) The time-length of an instance of a category conveyed no indication 
of its effects.
f) Attenpts at constructing •macro**categories^ could not proceed without 
looking at a considerable number of ‘micro-categories*.
g) Categories must be recorded as the activities they symbolized were 
seen to occur: the observer must not rely upon recall.
5, Development of a New Category System
Despite the time and effort already spent on the feasibility project, 
but remembering that 'feasibility* was the 'raison-cf*etrC* for the study, 
it was decided to change the earlier approach of thinking in terms of 
^global labels* to thinking in terms of ^activities without label**. It
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became the researchers intention to avoid as far as possible any evalu­
ations in their observing or recording, and they therefore sought only 
descriptive categories. By this means they hoped they would not be 
accused of ‘reading into* the teachers* or pupils* minds, or of interpre­
ting subjectively what the teacher was doing. If there were any unreli­
ability in the observing or recording procedures, it would be due to the 
observers* faulty physical perceptions and memory, not the result of 
the researchers* personal or professional biases.
The researchers concluded that they would try recording just what 
was seen; teacher activities would not be labelled as Direct, Indirect, 
Teaching, Non-Teaching, or anything else. Instead, activities which 
appeared to be similar were given the same code (a number, not a name): 
e.g. a teacher*’s explaining a sum, whether to a class, a group or an in­
dividual would be coded as ‘l*> as would also a teacher*S demonstrating 
to a class in a handwriting lesson how to form letters; escorting an in­
dividual pupil or a group from place to place would be called *4*, fil- 
ling-up a form for clerical records would be recorded as 19 p and so on. 
In this way, an observer would not have to decide if what the teacher was 
doing was ‘teaching* or not - this kind of interpreting would take place 
later; and in fact grouping and interpreting could be done in different 
ways according to the interests of the reader. If an LEA wanted to 
check on what it considered was 'ancillary work, it could ask the res­
earchers to group the numbers it (the LEA) deemed to be ancillary acti­
vities; if the Professional Associations wanted to discover how much time 
the teacher spent in 'teaching* they could list the numbers that in 
their view constituted ‘teaching*,, and the researchers would make the 
necessary calculations, and so forth. By this method, the researchers 
were allowing for maximum flexibility for interpretation and would not 
be open to the charge of introducing their own value judgements about 
the activities they had observed.
The numbers assigned to categories were defined by the various acti­
vities listed under each number; these lists had been conpiled over a 
period of about nine months, by observing extensively in classrooms and 
schools and by consulting teachers and others involved. In this way the
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category system had been empirically constructed. A few examples, taken
1
from the category lists, are given.
Category 1.
Category 2.
Category 4.
Category 7. 
Category 8.
Category 14. 
Category 19.
Category 20.
Teacher instructs regarding lesson topic 
Teacher marks pupil's work, with pupil interacting 
Teacher demonstrates, regarding lesson topic 
Teacher discusses test/examination results with pupils
Teacher organizes pupils* assignments 
Teacher organizes pupils'® seating
Teacher organizes distribution, collection of equipment
Teacher tells pupils to line up, ready for exit/entrance 
Teacher escorts pupils on school premises 
Teacher watches as pupils file in/out
I
Teacher marks pupils* books, without pupil interacting
Teacher asks pupil about mother's health, father's work
Teacher asks pupil about personal troubles,hobbies,interests
Teacher talks to pupil about holiday, outing (not related 
to school work}
Teacher plans content of lessons, pupils not interacting 
Teacher writes lesson notes
Teacher ticks off names on list 
Teacher counts money, books, equipment 
Teacher fills in forms for DES, LEA, etc.
Teacher collects, distributes equipment 
Teacher duplicates maps, notes, etc.
Teacher clears up in cloakroom
Teacher repairs equipment
a} Practical problems; 'priority® categories
I -
Despite the researchers* satisfaction with the general approach they 
had decided to adopt, there remained a few practical obstacles to con­
sider. They had to remember that they would have to observe and record 
in very fluid situations; also they would be dealing with teachers of 
very different personality and schools in widely differing conditions 
(both teachers and schools were to be randomly selected). Several types 
of activity might be easy to record with one teacher, difficult with 
another; for exanple, although the researchers had decided early in the 
project that a radio-microphone would need to be worn by the teacher so 
that the observer could hear him (her) when the teacher was talking 
quietly to pupils (and in general, this proved satisfactory) it was
A complete list is given in Appendix E. By the time this final list 
was being tested, it was known that the proposed main study to follow 
immediately after the feasibility work would be confined to junior school 
teachers. Appendix E should therefore be regarded as the category system 
to be applied in the junior school situation.
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thought that some teachers might refuse to wear the microphone during 
assembly or when walking about the school or when with other staff or 
when having lunch, while others would not object at all. Again it 
would be extremely difficult, without being offensively intrusive, to 
stay close to the teacher while he was having his meal, and note every 
item of his behaviour. Further, when the observed teachers were speak­
ing to other staff, the researchers could not anticipate the reactions 
of those other staff - they might strongly resent the idea of the details . 
of their conversations being overheard. All such problems had to be 
borne in mind, particularly if good relations with schools and teachers 
were to be maintained.
Thus, in compiling the category system, the researchers had to be 
guided by what was practicable and humane as well as by what was desir­
able from a research point of view. The general purpose was to ensure 
that observers would not, within the one survey, have to change the sys­
tem to suit each individual teaching situation, but could be secure in 
the knowledge that no matter what the teacher or school situation, each 
observer would record the same activity in the same way.
The considerations mentioned above led to the creation of ''priority 
categories®, numbers which, while reflecting the general activity pro­
ceeding, precluded the need for detailed recording. The following ex­
ample will clarify; where a teacher makes a telephone call or speaks to 
a parent, it is not usually convenient (or in good taste) for the conver­
sation to be overheard. The observer merely asks the teacher afterwards 
(having recorded the beginning and end of the activity) if the conver­
sation concerned school business or a personal matter. The answer will
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result in the observer's assigning a priority category, and the detailed 
content of the conversation is ignored.
Another and similar problem was the danger of concealing meaningful 
behavioural entities by splitting up teachers* activities into small 
parts. If the teachers were to feel that the eventual report reflected 
real situations, then these 'real situations' must not be lost in the 
mass of detail collected. It was thinking along these lines that made 
the observers decide that there should be exceptions to the rule about
recording specific activities on every occasion. The outstanding ex-
• ;
ample was the case of 'emergencies' : where these 'emergencies' occur,
e.g. where a pupil faints, or a bottle of ink is spilt over the floor, 
or a window is broken, etc., the incident usually contains several spe­
cific activities, such as instructing, reprimanding, clearing up (each
IV
of which normally is categorized individually), but the record has more 
meaning if the incident is seen as a whole; and therefore such situat­
ions were thought to merit a 'priority* category, i ,e. the small indi-
■ 1
vidual categories were ignored and only an 'overall® category assigned. 
Another good exanple is where a teacher takes a club or school society:
all the smaller items of organizing, instructing, participating, demon-
, ,
strating, etc. are ignored and the entity *club® is recorded.
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b) Practical problems: 'multiple* activities
One particular source of anxiety was the 'multiple activity*. At 
the beginning of the project one of the points noted by the researchers 
was that teachers often performed several teaching tasks simultaneously. 
They had to be recorded in some way, and the sign ®+® between two cat­
egory numbers was used to indicate that the relevant interval contained 
both the activities recorded (or three or more activities as the case 
might be). As the observers received more and more practice, it was 
found that most teacher activities could In fact be separated sequent­
ially (provided the observer was alert to his task and the recording 
schedule allowed small time discriminations); there still remained some 
occasions, however, when it was impossible to do this, and in these 
cases the 'plus'* sign was used.
c) Supplementary coded items
A few items that the project team thought it important to keep a 
record of were added to the category system;
i) Registration procedures (attendance and lunch) were indicated by 
adding the suffix *R* or *D* respectively to the category number, while 
*K' denoted activities involving 'milk procedure*. Thus organizing 
pupils to bring out their dinner money would be '2D®, while »19D* rep­
resented the teacher's counting and/or recording,the money; the teacher's 
marking of the attendance register would be ®19R®, while sending the 
register to the secretary would be *6aR® and asking the Head about fil­
ling up absence slips would be *13hR*.
ii) Teachers and others had thought the team ought to record how 
much time teachers spent moving about the school site, so the observers 
decided to place the letter *M* at the beginning and end of an interval 
where the teacher was moving outside the classroom. Thus, the sign 
*/M4M/' would indicate that category 4 was taking place while the teacher 
was moving, and the sequence ‘®/M4/26/13tM/* denoted that the teacher was
As it was believed that a detailed record of these 'incidents' and 
some other priority categories might prove useful, it was recommended 
that the details of many of these situations should be noted additionally 
within the overall category, where it was possible and convenient to do so,
moving from one location to another and on the way escorted some pupils 
(4), walked along (26), and then spoke about school matters to another 
teacher (13t).
iii) Times when the teacher was required to be available on school 
premises (for supervision, patrol, etc.) were indicated by recording 
*Y® at the beginning and end of these 'duty® periods.
iv) Occasions when the teacher was allocated a 'free period® were 
shown by placing ®F« at the beginning and end of such times, while the 
symbol *f® denoted that such 'free periods®,were cancelled. All,acti­
vities occurring within these intervals of 'F-F* (and ®Y-Y* and ®M-M* 
referred to above) were recorded in the usual way.
v) On the recording schedule the observer noted, by use of the sym­
bols 'Si' and 'S' respectively, whether the teacher was sitting or 
standing/moving, and, as with M,Y,F,R,D,K, these letters ®Si® and 'S' 
were noted independently of the activity that was being recorded as a 
category number.
vi} Teachers had asked the researchers to keep a record of interr­
uptions affecting the observed teacher. As a result, on the schedule 
the observer recorded ' -j" ® at points in time when the teacher was inter­
rupted from outside the classroom, as when the Head came,in,to speak to 
the teacher or when a pupil came in with a message; and * when the 
interruption was external to the school, e.g. when a jet plane passed 
overhead and the noise made the teacher stbp whatever he was doing.
All these extra items (i to vi) were seen as useful, contributing 
to the final picture of the teacher's work. If other items had been 
suggested, and had seemed valuable, the two criteria determining their 
inclusion in the record would have been 'Can they be defined and coded?' 
and 'Gan the observers cope with the extra commitment?®.
6. The Out-of-School Categories
Although the observers could keep a record of in-school activities, 
only the teacher himself could record work done away from the school 
premises, usually at home. It could not be expected that teachers could 
be familiarized with the use of 50-odd categories, nor could they be 
expected to spend a great deal of time completing a complicated diary.
The researchers, therefore, again used their criteria of meaningfulness 
and practicability - they devised a condensed version of the category 
list which they themselves used in school-time, and carefully explained 
to the teachers concerned how to complete the ’form'. The condensed 
list was structured so that those categories included in the out-of- 
school form corresponded with in-school categories; thus any time rec­
orded against a category in the out-of-school form could be combined 
with the time recorded for that category during in-school periods.
During the period of testing the use of these out-of-school schedules.
mthe teachers reported that, because on any one evening only a few of the 
categories usually occurred, the out-of-school form could be completed 
in about ten of fifteen minutes. The ease with which this could be done 
no doubt helped the researchers a great deal to collect data which later 
proved most important for this particular project. The out-of-school 
category system is shown in Appendix D.
Recommendations for Main Study Regarding the Category System to be Used 
The list of numbered categories presented in Appendix E should be 
used in the main study by observers recording during in-school hours.
The observer should record on his schedule the number allotted to each 
activity as it occurred, a down-stroke indicating the beginning and 
end of the instance.
Teaching activities in out-of-school hours should be recorded by the 
teacher according to the structured schedule given or sent to him (as 
illustrated in Appendix D). The observer should, during preliminary 
visits to the teacher, explain to him how the schedule should be comp­
leted and clarify the category system used.
The lists in Appendices D and E should be regarded as those appli­
cable to a main study which was concerned with the work of teachers 
in junior schools.
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F: OBSERVERS AND TRAINING
1, The Observers
One of the most important aspects of the feasibility study was the 
role of the observer. The actual procedure followed in observing and 
recording has been discussed in previous sections, but in carrying out 
these procedures - from the beginning of liaison arrangements to the 
final recording - the observer needed to act in a way that encouraged 
goodwill and co-operation from all those concerned in the project. The 
many discussions held with the Steering Committee and with the heads and 
teachers in the schools convinced the researchers that the observer's 
personal qualities and professional background would both be highly 
pertinent; the first because he would be dealing with other people in 
situations where a good deal of understanding was necessary; the sec­
ond because those people he hoped to work with would need to have con­
fidence in his ability to do his job adequately.
Conclusions. The researchers concluded that an observer should be tact­
ful, cordial, patient, objective, clear-minded - and punctual. These 
qualities, however, were not of themselves sufficient; to establish full 
confidence among teachers, the latter must know that the observer is 
aware of the complexities of the teaching situation, i.e. that the 
observer himself must have had teaching experience.
2. Training
Obviously, the observers would have to become thoroughly familiar 
with the category system and with the observing and recording procedures. 
During the feasibility work, the two observers employed were closely 
involved in the development of the category system, and they found that 
three elements in their own self-training proved essential; a) thorough 
discussion concerning the rationale underlying both general objectives 
of the study and specific definitions of categories; b) continual pra­
ctice in applying the evolving category system in schools - first in 
small sessions and then increasing to a complete recording for the whole 
of school hours; c) the use of video-tapes of teaching situations for 
repeated playback, in order to clarify category definitions and resolve 
queries of identification and timing of categories.
Conclusions. The learning and identifying of a large number of categories
did not constitute the daunting problem it might at first appear to 
present. With practice and training, the size of the category list 
became a relatively minor burden for the observers.
Although the category system was finalized before the main study
began (and therefore the two observers employed in the feasibility work 
did not need much further training), it was anticipated that a third
observer would have to be trained in the whole system during the period
September 1968 to November 1968. The same procedure should be adopted 
as before, i.e. discussion of the rationale for category identification, 
application in schools, and use of video-tapes. Recognition of the 
categories should proceed slowly: discussing a few at a time and applying 
them in school, then learning a few more, and so on; the timing of the 
categories should be introduced a little later; both the number of cat­
egories to be recorded and the length of the recording session should 
increase till the whole system could be applied under timed conditions 
throughout school hours. An observer agreement testlwould be carried 
out when all three observers had been trained.
Recommendations for Main Study Regarding Observers and Training
Apart from personal qualities of tact, patience, objectivity and 
punctuality, any observer enployed in the study should have had teaching 
experience. The training of observers should include discussion of the 
system for categorizing, practice in using the system in actual school 
situations, and recording of and discussion of activities as observed 
on video-tapes of teaching situations.
I 'fb
G ; OBSERVER AGREEMENT ; RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY
1« Observer Agreement
It was essential that observer agreement be obtained before proceeding 
to a main study. In the course of the feasibility study, the two obser­
vers at certain times observed the same situations, and although the 
categories were changed subsequent to these 'dual* observations, checks 
were made on the extent of agreement then existing; despite the constantly 
changing category structure occurring during that perid, the two obser­
vers in general achieved close agreement at each particular stage.
However, the fact that the category system was later expanded and 
refined, together with the knowledge that a third observer would be re­
quired for the main study, made it imperative to conduct observer agree­
ment tests after the original feasibility study was finished. These 
were conducted in November 1968 (and also at times during the course of 
the main study), and because they belonged to the main rather than the 
feasibility work, they are commented on in Part B.6 of Section IV.
2. Reliability
Observer agreement does not guarantee by itself either reliability 
or validity. One may use the term ‘reliability* in two senses: there is 
the reliability of the study itself - the soundness of the procedures 
adopted - and there is also the reliability of the observations made, 
in that repetition of the same teaching day would produce the same re­
cord by the same observer.
a) Reliability of the study. It was thought that teachers and admin­
istrators would wish to be assured that the procedures used would not 
distort the teaching days observed, and that a properly representative 
range of days would be sançled. The achievement of this kind of reliabi­
lity must be judged in the light of earlier recommendations regarding
i) the methods for reducing any distortion caused by the observer's 
presence (and Part B.4 of Section IV is relevant here) and ii) the sam­
pling of situations.
b) Reliability of the observer. Reliability here refers to the 
assurance that the observer would on a later occasion produce the same 
record if he saw the same situation again : of course, this kind of re­
liability can never be checked since each teaching day is unique. A 
partial check might be made by comparing his record of a ^livC' teaching
n-)
day with his subsequent record of the same teaching day video-taped, but 
a video-tape observation is not identical with a classroom observation, 
and there would be practice effects to allow for. The best guarantee 
that the observers are reliable will be given by high observer agreement 
in sequences of teaching days with different pairs of observers#
3. Validity of observations
Whilst the observers may agree on what they see, and the general pro­
cedures and sampling for the study may be acceptable to the teaching pro­
fession, there remains the possibility that the observations may, to some 
extent, be invalid : for the observers may be describing falsely what 
they see.
There are two safeguards against invalidity of observations, the 
first concerning the defining of the categories, the second their rec­
ognition.
a) Definition of categories. The safeguard here lies in the care 
and trouble taken during the process of defining the categories - the 
titles to be applied to observed behaviour, and the breaking down of this 
behaviour into independent meaningful activities. A large proportion of 
the researchers* time in the feasibility study was devoted to this oper­
ation. The categories were discussed ad infinitum, checked and re-checked 
in Slough classrooms, and subjected to the most rigorous criticism by 
everyone involved. The researchers brought to this searching analysis 
their own extensive teaching experience. The initial set of categories 
was modified and re-defined many times before the list given in Appendix
E was arrived at. Clearly it is not possible to categorize every human 
behaviour; however it was believed that the categories chosen fulfilled 
three major requirements: i) they were sufficiently comprehensive,
ii) they were capable of explicit definition, iii) such definitions 
avoided evaluative connotations and thereby precluded the need for obse­
rvers to use value-judgements.
b) Recognition of categories. It has been noted above that the 
context in which observations are to be made is vital to correct ident­
ification of categories. The second safeguard against invalidity, there­
fore, was the assurance that the observer, having his list of defined 
categories available, would also be knowledgeable about the context of 
the actual teaching situation to be observed. This safeguard would be 
supplied by the procedure to be adopted: the observer*s visits to the 
teacher and the ’acceptance visit* itself would acquaint the observer
/9*r
with this contextual background, and this knowledge, combined with the 
observeras insight gained from personal teaching experience, would help 
the observer describe accurately what the teacher was doing, i.e. would 
help attain maximum validity.
n i
SECTION IV 
THE MAIN STUDY OF THE TEACHER'S DAY
The feasibility study of the teacher^’s day ended in August 1968, 
and a main study followed immediately. The overall objective of this 
main project was as outlined at the beginning of this thesis - to obtain 
a quantitative and qualitative description of the work of teachers, in 
and out of school. It was decided, however, to regard this main project
as the first stage of a general programme of investigation: this pro­
gramme would entail the application of the procedures recoiranended in 
the feasibility study to different areas of the educational scene, and
the first stage would be a study of the work of teachers in junior
schools. It was anticipated that later stages would involve other 
types of teacher (secondary, infant, etc.); the initial study, however, 
relating to the junior teacher, was to be conducted from September 1968 
to July 1970 and for reasons relating to both administrative convenience 
and budgetary limitations, it was confined to the county of Surrey.
It is this study that provided the data reported in this final section 
of this thesis.
During the Autumn term of 1968, a great deal of liaison work took 
place with schools and teachers (concurrent with the training of a 
third observer), and observations of teachers* work proceeded throughout 
1969; analysis and collating of material followed in the remaining 
months of the project's life.
The results of the investigation of the junior 'teacher's day* con­
cerned general survey material and specific hypotheses about the days 
of different types of teacher, but before relating these findings, the 
research design is outlined, followed by a description of how the pro­
cedures recommended in the feasibility study were actually applied, i.e. 
in a field study proper. As this observational study was the first 
survey of its kind ever undertaken in this country, the actual tiiple- 
mentation of recommended procedures, and the schools* and teachers* 
reactions to them, are as relevant and valuable to any future research 
as is the factual evidence revealed by the survey.
: A. THE RESEARCH DESIGN : THE SAMPLE OF SCHOOLS, TEACHERS, AND DAYS.
The total research design was circumscribed by two factors: the need 
to obtain observation records across a complete academic year, and the 
budget limitations that allowed for a maximum of three observers. A 
full school year consists of 40 5-day weeks, but the first and last 
weeks of the three terms were considered unsuitable to include for obser­
vations, partly because they were believed to be exceptional parts of 
the year and partly because it was unpractical to have observers in 
schools at these times; thus there were only 34 •observable® weeks in 
the year. However, as an observer would have other commitments apart 
from observing, only three (or possibly four) days per week could be
regarded as 'available for observing® : this meant that one observer
, ■ . 
could observe on *34 times 3* days, i.e. 102 days in a year (or poss-
ibly up to about 120). It was originally planned to observe each tea­
cher on two days, with an additional day set aside for an 'acceptance 
visit® : so that each teacher required three days altogether of an 
observer's available observing time (possibly four if a further accept­
ance visit was deemed desirable). Thus, an observer's total of 102 
: , . ' ' .
•available observing days' would have to be distributed across about 
34 or perhaps 36 teachers. On this basis, and with three observers on 
the research staff, it was estimated that the total number of teachers 
that could reasonably be observed in a year would be 108.
In order to monitor the effect of the school, i.e. to keep the 
school factor constant, it was decided that any school sampled should 
have two of its teachers included in the final sanple of observed tea­
chers : this dictated the need for a sample of 54 schools, which was 
approximately a sixth of the total number of junior schools or depart-
—  '
1. The Selection of the Schools.
The sample was drawn from all schools in Surrey containing children 
of junior age. To ensure that all parts of the county were represented, 
the sanple was stratified by the seven administrative areas into which 
Surrey was divided. The sample was alsp stratified by size of school - 
the size of a school being the number of junior children (7-11 year 
olds) it contained. Four size-groups were chosen so that the number 
of schools falling into each group was approximately equal.
IThe design required 54 schools to be selected, but to allow for 
schools which might be unable or unwilling to participate or which 
would not be suitable for some reason, a replacement sanple was drawn 
at the same time as the main sanple. Random numbers were used to select 
the saiiple, and this conplete sanple (main, plus replacement) represent­
ed about one third of the junior schools in Surrey.
The observations were due to begin in January 1969, and it was dec­
ided to split the sample of 54 schools into three groups of 18 schools, 
each group allocated to a term, (it was thought that if a sample of 
teachers were drawn from schools at the outset, many might have left 
their schools in Summer 1969, and this would complicate both the design 
and the preparatory diplomatic work for the remaining part of the year.)
As it transpired, there was a change of design for the Autumn Term 
(see later) which required the number of schools to be sanpled to inc­
rease from 18 to 30, so that a further sanple of 12 schools had to be 
drawn that term.
2. The Selection of the Teachers.
The. Consultative Committee of teachers that was set up at the begin­
ning of the study had suggested that one of the chief factors determining 
the pattern of the teacher's day was the length of his teaching experience; 
this factor was therefore used as a stratification variable in the sec­
ond stage of the sanp ling process. The design required that two teachers
had to be selected from each school, and it was therefore planned to
. 1
Select them on the basis of length of teaching experience (one -'exper­
ienced', onej*inexperienced' in each school).
Before each term began, the schools for that term were approached 
and asked to supply a list of full-time, permanent, qualified teachers, 
with details of their experience. For the Spring term it was found 
that the median experience lay between three and four years. J'Inexper- 
ienced' was therefore defined as 0-3 years and 'experienced' as 4 or 
more years. Within each school one of each type of teacher was randomly 
selected; a teacher who was later unable or unwilling to participate 
was to be replaced by another in the same experience group. In some 
schools it was not possible to find two teachers with suitable experience, 
and these schools were replaced by others; this was more likely to occur 
in very small schools, so that to some extent such small schools (cont­
aining two or three staff) were under-represented in the .final sample; 
certainly the design involved the exclusion of one-teacher schools from 
the final sample.
3. The Selection of the Days
a) In-school observations
It was anticipated that apart from the factors of the school and the 
teacher's experience (and the teacher himself), other influences upon 
the teacher's day might be the term, the part of the term and the day 
of the week. As it was difficult to maintain contact with the teachers 
from one term to the next, it was decided that no direct comparison 
would be made between terms, The factors of part of the term and day 
of the week were, however, embodied in the research design of observation 
days for the Spring term, and it was hoped that some analysis of the 
data Could then take place to guide the researchers in any amendments 
to the design for the rest of the year, (in the event, the Spring data 
could not be analysed till well into the Summer term, so that the 
Summer term design of observation days had to remain the same as the
' ‘ I
Spring term's, but once the Spring term's analysis was known, a design 
modification for the Autumn term took place.)
i) The Spring and Summer term designs. Each observer visited six 
schools in each term, and each teacher was observed on two days; a 
schedule of visits for observers is given in Table TV.1. The obser­
vation days were balanced oVer the three part of term (beginning 3 
weeks, middle 3 weeks, end 3 weeks), over Mondays and Tuesdays, and 
over Thursdays and Fridays. The factor of teacher's experience was 
also incorporated in the design since one teacher from each school 
was inexperienced and one experienced.
This design thus enabled the data to be treated as six sub-experi­
ments: i.e. collating the data for Mondays and Tuesdays for all three 
observers in 1) the first part of the term and the middle part, in 2) 
the first and end parts, and in 3) the middle and end parts; and the 
same for Thursdays and Fridays. The differences between experienced 
and inexperienced teachers could also be examined. For each sub-exper­
iment, an analysis of variance was conducted (Table IV.2) in which the 
influences of the parts of term, of the days of week, of the school 
and of the teaching experience were examined in turn: it was possible 
to establish only the main effects, without estimating any interaction 
between them; it was also inevitable that, for exançle, Mondays could ■ 
only be conpared with Tuesdays, and Thursdays with Fridays, and that, 
as noted above, the different terms could not be conpared directly.
These limitations were, however, imposed by the practical situation 
whereby a maximum number of observing days during a term were available 
and only two teachers per school could be selected.
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A more serious drawback was that the school differences were bound 
to be confounded with both teacher differences and observer differences: 
the school-teacher interactive effect could not be controlled, for obvi­
ously the same teacher could not be assigned to teach in different 
schools; the school-observer interaction could to some extent be monit­
ored, however, insofar as tests of agreement were to be conducted where 
two observers independently recorded the same teacher's activities - 
if they obtained observer agreement, and this agreement was further 
established on other occasions* in different schools, this carried the 
implication that each observer was recording in the same way regardless 
of any school influence on the observer.
The Spring term data were analysed while the Summer term data were 
being collected. The proposed analysis of variance in each of the six 
sub-experiments (Table IV.l. - Schools 1,7,13, then 2,8,14, and so on) 
was carried out, in each case involving several individual categories 
or groupings of similar categories: these were deliberately chosen to 
cover categories where recorded times were of long, medium and short 
duration. The overall result of these analyses showed that the teach­
ing day did not differ significantly between the parts of the term, 
nor between the days of the week. Differences were found, however, 
between schools and between experienced and inexperienced teachers.
In addition, the-'within teacher* variance (R1 in Table IV. 2) was gen­
erally less than the 'between teacher* variance (R2 in Table IV.2).
The implication of these findings was that differences between teachers 
might be more important for the research design than variations in the 
‘•days' of individual teachers; accordingly, it was decided to amend the 
design for. the Autumn term in order to survey more teachers (and there­
by more schools).
ii) The Autumn term design. Each teacher was observed once only, 
but 30 schools were visited rather than the 18 as originally planned: 
with two teachers seen in each school, this amounted to 60 observation 
days for the term.
The conplete'design for the year's in-school observations is given 
in Appendix G, Table G.l (a,b,c). ,
b) Out-of-school recording days
All the sanpled teachers were asked to record any professional act­
ivities undertaken during out-of-school time on the days on which they 
were observed: this ^'schedule' or diary was to include worlc done before
2oL
as well as after school hours, and, together with the in-school records
obtained through observers, ensured that information on the whole of tne 
%
observation day s teaching activities was collected.
In addition, a scheme was devised to meet the request - accepted' as 
part of the researchers* brief - that information should be gathered 
about any teaching work done at weekends and in holiday periods. To 
have asked each teacher to record out-of-school work on every weekend 
and every day in the holidays throughout the year would have inposed 
too great a burden on the teachers (and jeopardized their co-operation), 
but to neglect either weekends or holidays or both would have omitted
what many considered essential data and thereby undermined confidence
\ : '
in the eventual findings. À compromise was reached by asking each 
teacher to record on two weekends or two holiday days during the year; 
in the Spring and S,ummer terms, this meant that the load on a teacher 
comprised four out-of-school records - the two related to the two 
observation days and the two weekend or holiday occasions. In the 
Autumn, this load was reduced to three records as each teacher was 
observed on only one day, and the change in the design (noted above) 
for the Autumn sanple of schools and teachers entailed some teachers 
being asked to record on one weekend and one holiday day instead of 
on two of either.
The design of the Spring and Summer weekend/holiday records was as 
follows:
Each observer was assigned to six schools for schoolday observat­
ions , with two teachers in each school as subjects: two of these sch­
ools were selected for recording weekend work, and each of the two 
teachers in these schools recorded two weekends at different parts of 
the term. The remaining four schools assigned to an observer were 
selected for recording holiday work and each of the two teachers in 
these schools was asked to record two days at different parts of the 
holidays. The weekends and holidays spanned the whole year, but the 
design ensured that any weekend or holiday record required of a tea­
cher was allocated to a date subsequent to that of his first school 
observation. As with the school observations, no teacher knew in ad­
vance the date when any record was to be made.
The Autumn design for weekend/holiday records did not differ in 
principle from that just described, but had to take into account the 
increased number of schools and teachers.
The complete design for the year's weekend and holiday records is 
given in Appendix G, Table G.2 (a,b,c).
4. Summary; The Sample of Schools, Teachers and Days
The records of teachers' work were obtained throughout the year 1969;
the teachers concerned were full-time, permanent, qualified teachers in
junior schools (or junior departments of primary schools). A total, of
129 teachers, working in 66 different schools, were involved in the
records. During the Spring term, two teachers in 18 different schools
were observed; and each teacher was observed on two days. This pattern
of observation was repeated for the Summer term, i.e. two teachers in a
further 18 schools were each observed on two days; but in the Autumn
term, it was decided to expand the teacher sample, and two teachers in
a further batch of 30 schools were observed, this time on one day each
instead of two. (This design should have resulted in a sample of 132
teachers; the reduction to the sample of 129 who were actually observed
was due to the absence through illness of three of the teachers.)
' *
Records of work done in school hours were obtained on 197 schooldays 
during the year. (A school year contains about 200 schooldays.) These 
recorded days were distributed over the Spring, Summer and Autumn terms 
of 1969, and apart from the first and last weeks of each term (which 
were excluded, as being exceptional) all parts of each term were repre­
sented in the sanpled days. The planned design of 204 schoolday obser­
vations was reduced to 197 owing to teacher illness.
I I
185 'diary records' of work done in out-of-school hours on schooldays 
were completed and returned by the teachers; the planned design was that 
each teacher would conplete one out-of-school diary for each day when 
observed in school, i.e. an ideal return would have been 197.
Records of weekend work related to 75 weekends, also distributed 
throughout the three terms of the year; 88 diaries had actually been 
despatched to teachers for completion (this included three diaries later 
returned uncompleted by teachers who had been ill).
Finally, holiday work was recorded on 150 days, ranging across the 
half-term breaks, plus the three main holidays of Easter, Summer and 
Christmas; 176 holiday diaries had actually been distributed to teachers, 
including 9 later returned unconpleted by teachers who had been ill.
The original design sanple and the actual sample used in the research 
are summarized in Table IV.3(a-d).
The large number of days sampled guaranteed that most kinds of sit­
uation were covered in a representative way, i.e. school situations, 
different teachers, and variations in days of the week and month. Some 
Heads in the sampled schools queried whether the particular teachers
and days selected for observation in their school were really typical; 
the answer was that individual days or teachers would indeed be unrep­
resentative, but for large numbers of days or teachers, chosen at 
random, the overall picture would be representative, provided the 
degree of variation and the nature of the variation were examined and 
described, as was in fact done during later analysis.
Table IV.3(a): The sample of in-school records
Original design:
Spring Summer Autumn TOTAL
Schools 18 18 30 66
Teachers 36 36 60 132
Days 72 72 60 204
*Lost‘ schedules (illness) :
Spring Summer Autumn TOTAL
4 0 3 7
Actual Sample :
Spring Summer Autumn TOTAL
Schools 18 18 30 66
Teachers 36 36 57 129
Days 68 72 57 197
Table IV.3(b): The sample of out-of-school records (scho(
Original design:
Spring Suramer Autumn TOTAL
Schools 18 18 30 66
Teachers 36 36 60 132
Days 72 72 60 204
*Lost* diaries (illness or non-return)
. Spring Summer Autumn TOTAL
11 4 4 19
. Actual sample:
Spring Summer Autumn TOTAL
Schools 18 18 30 66
Teachers 33 35 56 124
Days 61 68 56 185
Table IV,3(c): The sample of out-of-school records (weekends)
Original design :
Spring Summer Autumn TOTAL
Schools 6 6 16 28
Teachers 12 12 28 32
Weekends 24 24 40 88
'Lost* diaries (illness or non-return) :
Spring Summer Autumn TOTAL
3 4 6 13
Actual Sample:
Spring Summer Autumn TOTAL
Schools 6 6 16 28
Teachers 11 12 27 30
Weekends • 21 20 34 73
Table IV.3(d) : The sample of out-of- school records (holidays
Original design ;
Spring Summer Autumn TOTAL
Schools 12 12 28 32
Teachers 24 24 49 97
Holiday days 48 48 80 176
'Lost' diaries (illness or non-return) :
Spring Summer Autumn TOTAL
7 6 13 26
Actual sample:
Spring Summer Autumn TOTAL
Schools ■ 12 12 28 32
Teachers 21 23 44 88
Holiday days 4l 42 67 130
Ufo
B. METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The methods and procedures adopted in the main study in Surrey foll­
owed closely the recommendations made as a result of the earlier feasib­
ility study. The following describes the general and specific implemen­
tation of those recommendations.
1. General Liaison
First, the county chief education officer was consulted, and his per­
mission sought to contact schools and teachers in Surrey, with a view to 
their possible participation in the project.
Similar consultation took place with the chief officers in the seven 
administrative areas within Surrey (four divisional education officers 
and three district education officers).
With permission obtained to contact Surrey schools and teachers, an 
outline of the proposed research was sent to the national headquarters 
of the major teachers* associations concerned. At the same time, discu­
ssions about the proposed project were held with the local representati­
ves of the teachers* associations.
As a result of these preliminary consultations, a consultative comm­
ittee was formed which included heads and teachers (representing teachers' 
associations), members of the county inspectorate (representing the LEA), 
and the. researchers. The chief purpose of establishing this committee was 
two-fold: the researchers wished to gain insight into the opinions, att­
itudes and reactions of all interested parties, both to obtain maximum 
co-operation from them and to use their knowledge in guiding the research 
procedures; in addition the researchers wished to enlist the committee*s 
help in disseminating information about the project to the schools and 
teachers. The committee met about once a term, but contact (written, tel­
ephone or personal meetings) with individual members was made by the re­
searchers whenever this seemed desirable.
un
During the course of the project, progress reports were sent at regu­
lar intervals to all participating schools and to the administrative off­
icers, and copies of any form or document circulated to teachers or sch­
ools were forwarded to the teachers* associations (national and local rep­
resentatives) and to the Surrey administrative authorities. *Thank you* 
letters were despatched by observers to teachers and heads once observa­
tions at the school in question were completed. At the end of the study, 
the final report was submitted in draft to the Consultative Committee and 
the LEA, and a summary of the findings was sent to every school or teacher 
that was involved.
2. Specific Liaison with Schools and Teachers
a) The meetings with heads
Following the establishment of a Consultative Committee, it was dec­
ided to hold meetings with heads of any schools who might be asked to 
participate. During September and October, 1968, eleven separate meet»njs 
were convened in different areas of Surrey, and heads of all junior and 
primary schools were invited to attend any of these.^ At these meetings, 
the researchers outlined the project, and asked for questions; every att­
empt was made to be as open as possible about the aims of the project, 
its planned procedures, the methods to be used, the professional backgr- 
ound of the researchers and observers, and so on. It was understood that 
no head could commit a oember of his staff to participation in the pro­
ject - the object of the'meetings with heads was simply to acquaint them 
with the researchers* hopes and plans, and ensure that no head would feel 
*unconsulted* if and when the researchers asked for permission to contact 
his staff and observe in his school. Of particular concern to the resear­
chers was that all heads realized that:»)no school or teacher would be
The invitation was accompanied by an information sheet about the prujecfc 
see Figure H.l, Appendix h.
identified in any later report individual records obtained would re­
main confidential to the KFER;i'i)no evaluations of schools or teachers or 
methods would be involved or attempted;Mthe dates of observations would 
not be known in advance by schools or teachers.
The meetings proved most valuable to the researchers, not only because 
of the subsequent co-operation that followed but also because they revea­
led the kind of fears or anxieties that troubled the heads: many heads 
indeed raised most pertinent and probing questions, e,g. on sampling, 
categories of teacher activity, distortion caused by the observer, etc., 
but possibly the most important feature of these meetings (so the resea­
rchers were later told via the Consultative Committee) was the opportunity 
they provided simply to meet the researchers at a personal level and to 
talk to them.
In the event, the heads* co-operation may be measured in that over the 
three terras, 1^1 heads were asked for lists of their staff (from which 
the sampled teachers could be drawn - see previous Part A on research 
design - ) and only 7 did not reply: the returns by l44 heads were taken 
by the researchers as permission to contaot their teachers and observe in 
their schools should they be drawn in the final sample. It had been ag­
reed at the meetings that the researchers would inform as soon as possible 
each term those schools which had not been drawn in the final sample for 
the term, and this was done (see Figure H.3 in Appendix H).
b) The meetings with teachers
Ultimately the success of all the preparation described above hinged 
on the actual meetings with the teachers themselves. With the permission 
of the heads concerned, all the 66 sampled schools were visited by the 
researchers, and in each school the researchers held discussions with the 
1
Figure H.2 in Appendix H.
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two teachers who had been sampled. The teachers were made thoroughly fam­
iliar with the procedures and aims of the research, and they were encou­
raged to ask any questions or make any comments about what was involved.
Apart from the detailed explanations of the research design, certain 
points were made at each of these meetings:
i) It was to be understood that this first discussion between the teac­
her and researcher in no way committed the teacher to take part in the 
research. Only after all questions had been answered, explanations had 
been given and the opportunity had been provided for the teacher to have 
a 'practice* session of being observed - only then would the teacher be 
asked to participate.
ii) All records, etc. that were obtained would be confidential (but 
could be seen by the teacher concerned); no individual schools or teachers 
would be identifiable from the results.
iii) The observations would contain no element of judgement about the 
teachers* methods or attitudes.
iv) The research would require no more of the teacher than was then being 
explained: this involvement was carefully elaborated, as follows: -
1. Each teacher would be observed on three schooldays: the first day 
would be used as a * dummy * or * trial * run (called an 'acceptance day*), 
and the teacher could question the observer at any time about any aspect 
of the procedure; the second and third days would be actual * observation 
days', where the observer would act throughout the day as an objective 
spectator, and no discussion between observer and teacher would take place 
The length of a 'day* would extend for the duration of official school 
hours, and would include breaks and lunch^time. The observer would there­
fore * follow* the teacher throughout school hours. The 'acceptance day* 
would be arranged between the researcher, the teacher and the school head
1
Only two schooldays were involved per teacher in the Autumn term.
for a mutually convenient date; the 'Observation days' would follow sub­
sequently, but neither teqpher nor head would be informed in advance of 
these dates.
2. On 'acceptance' and 'observation' days the teacher would wear a small 
radio-microphone and transmitter. The observer would wear a receiver and 
ear-phone; the equipment was to help the observer hear what the teacher 
and pupils nearest to him were saying in moments of quiet conversation. 
(No tape-recording was involved.)
3» The teacher would complete a record of professional activities per­
formed in put-of-school hours on the 'observation days' and on either two 
weekends in the term or two single days in holiday periods. (it was est­
imated that each 'out-of-school* diary would take about ten minutes to 
complete.)
Having explained thus far, and answered any questions put by the tea­
chers, the researchers asked each teacher if an 'acceptance visit' could
be arranged, and it was again stressed that their agreement to particij>ate
c) The acceptance day
On an acceptance day, the observer attended at the school on the ajretd 
date, stayed the whole day, and gave the teacher and his pupils a chance 
to familiarize themselves with the whole observing and recording proced­
ure, including the use of the radio-microphone. Samples of the teacher's 
work were recorded and shown to the teacher if he wished to œe them. 
(These were intended only as 'practice* samples; none were used in the 
actual analysis.) At breaks and lunch time the teacher was again encou­
raged to ask any questions, and the out-of-school diary schedules were 
explained to him. The acceptance day also provided the observer with an 
opportunity to acquaint himself with the classroom and Ah* school b'ltuation 
and, through their conversations during the day, the teacher and observer 
could develop a relaxed relationship. (It was understood, of course,that
I/:
on the *real* observation days, the observer would become a spectator, 
divorced from the situation. There would be no observer-teacher or 
observer-pupil interaction, apart from the normal civilities of a 'Good 
morning', etc.)
During the preliminary conversations, some teachers had declared 
themselves already contented about the position and said they did not re­
quire an 'acceptance' visit; others, during the course of the acceptance 
day, said they were satisfied and it was not necessary for the observer 
to stay for the full day. However, the observer always tried to keep to 
the arranged procedure, if only to make sure he was seen by the other 
pupils and staff, for they also had to 'accept' the observer around the 
school and in the staffroom^ One acceptance day was regarded as the min­
imum acclimatization period: if in any situation it was felt by the Uach«i.- 
or observer that one day's visit was inadequate, the observer was to oPPcr 
to return for an additional acceptance day, but in practice this did not 
arise.
3# Teacher Response and Co-operation
At the end of the acceptance day, the teacher was asked if he would 
participate in the project. The total sample of schools and teachers 
that had been 'drawn' for each term had been made in excess'of actual 
requirements, to provide a pool of 'replacements' in the event of refu­
sal to participate or other contingency (see Part A of this Section IV). 
Table IV.4 shows that, given the approach procedure outlined above, 
the teachers' response was extremely encouraging: to arrive at the 
planned sample of 132 teachers, l4l were contacted, i.e. only 9 teachers 
declined to take part. < :
'I ■' ■ ■ . • ' • . '
This is an important point. The teachers were randomly selected and 
then asked to volunteer; thus the research procedure ensured that no 
auggestion could be made to the effect that the sample of teachers con­
sisted of 'special' teachers.
Table IV.4 : Teacher co-operation
NUMBER OF 
INITIALLY
.TEACHERS 
APPROACHED
’NUMBER OF 'FIRST' 
REPLACEIŒNT TEA­
CHERS APPROACHED
NUMBER OF 'SECOND' 
REPLACEMENT TEA- « 
CHERS APPROACHED . ;
Willing.1 
to par- 1 
ticipate|
Unwilling - 
to parti­
cipate
Willing , 
to par­
ticipate
Unwilling 
to parti­
cipate
Willing 
to par­
ticipate
Unwilling 
! to parti- i 
;cipate |
SPRING
1 ' ' ^
3 ; 0 -
SUmiER ::35 1 : //y : 1 ! 0
AUTUMN 5 6  I
i
■■ ' 4
\ : '
4 ■ 0 ^
TOTAL 124 ■ 1
-  i
General comment on teacher co-operation. It was impossible to tell whe- 
    —   ■   :
ther the thorough approach procedures or the observers* own personalities 
were more important in obtaining this high level of teacher co-operation. 
However, general impressions gained from the explanations and discussions 
with teachers indicated that such thoroughness paid dividends. In par­
ticular, the following questions were repeatedly put by teachers (apart 
from those queries arising from details of the research design):
i) Are the Professional Associations aware of what you are doing?
ii) Have the observers been teachers?
iii) Will participation involve us in a lot of extra work?.
iv) Will the research findings be made available to us - in readable Porm? 
It is possible to see the first two of these questions as arising
largely because Of the type of information collected in this particular 
project. The final two are of more general application: a cri de coeur 
to be heeded by all researchers proposing to work in schools. As far as 
the Teacher's Day researchers were concerned, they were able to reply to 
the first two questions with 'Yes', and to the third with 'No'; during 
the discussions with the teachers, the reply to the fourth question could 
only be 'We hope s o b u t  as mentioned earlier, a summary of the findings 
was forwarded to every participating school and teacher at the end of  the  
nronect.
c</ /
4. The Issue of 'Normality*
'Could the teacher act normally when being continuously observed thr­
oughout the day?' This was one of the problems most frequently raised 
by both teachers and heads, on«î it had been one of the key issues tackled 
in the feasibility study. The researchers had accepted at the outset 
that there would probably always be some degree of abnormality in the day 
of a teacher who was being observed, but saw as one of their main tasks 
the attempt to minimize this distortion to a point at which it was re­
latively unimportant.
As a result of their experiences in the feasibility study, the rese­
archers had concluded that it was the teacher rather than the pupils about 
whom they should be concerned. Pupil 'abnormality' soon disappeared once 
the novelty of the observer's presence had faded; most teachers, however, 
would only feel relaxed and 'normal' if they sensed that the observer's 
presence constituted no threat of any kind, either to their own position 
or to their relationship with their pupils. The researchers' aim, there­
fore, was to reassure the teacher so that he became unperturbed by, and 
even indifferent to, the observer's presence - they wanted to achieve a 
situation where, in fact, the teacher simply forgot that he was being 
observed.
It was to this end, i.e. the achievement of the teacher's relief from 
anxiety or threat, that all the elaborate consultative procedures detai­
led earlier were directed. The meetings with LEA representatives, tea­
chers' representatives, heads and finally teachers - this careful intro­
duction of the teacher to the project had ensured that each participant 
had the maximum opportunity, both directly and through his representatives, 
to assuage his doubts, get his queries answered and gain confidence both 
in the observer as a person and in the procedure of recording.
The full day used as an 'acceptance' visit proved an especially use­
ful device for allaying teachers' anxieties about the presence of an
2ti
observer in their classrooms and school. In many cases teachers expressed 
their surprise at how quickly the children'became accustomed to an extra 
person in the room. In addition, the teachers found that they themselves 
became indifferent to the presence of another adult, having been given 
the opportunity to accustom themselves to the presence of the observer 
over a whole day. Thus, although many of the teachers in the sample had, 
after the observer's initial explanatory visit, declared their willingness 
to take part in the research (even without a 'practice* day), there were 
others who were anxious about the effect of the observer's presence on 
the pupils and themselves, and they delayed their decision regarding par­
ticipation until after the 'acceptance visit'. All these teachers later
I
agreed to take part.
It was believed by the researchers that all the preliminary consulta-, 
tive aspects of the project procedures were much appreciated by the tea­
chers - to the extent that, as mentioned earlier, of l4l teachers appro-
1
ached, 132 agreed to participate. This degree of response was seen as 
an indication that the teachers had accepted in a positive way the notion 
of having an observer in the classroom, i.e. their anxieties or feelings 
of insecurity had been dispelled; this had been the objective of the . 
whole preparatory exercise, for it was the teachers' anxieties, it was 
believed, that might have made the observed classroom situations 'abnormal!.
Further proof of the teachers' relief from anxiety about the observeras 
presence was evident in their acceptance of the important procedural^point 
mentioned earlier, namely that no advance warning of the date of observa­
tion would be given to the heads or teachers. The motive behind this pro­
cedure was primarily to ensure that credence might gi'vcn ho
Some of the refusals were concerned with the teacher's ill-health, the 
remainder with hostility to the project. All refusals occurred during 
early discussions, well before the matter of an acceptance visit could 
be raised.
Ul'^
any findings: the researchers (and the Consultative Committee) wished
to remove any suggestion of 'preparation* on the part of the teachers, 
and therefore the observer was simply to arrive at the school before 
school hours began on the day of observation, and record the day as he 
found it. The teachers who agreed to take part knew that this would be 
the method of proceeding, although they also understood from discussions 
with them that there was to be no 'judgement' of their work and no adva­
ntage would be gained for them or for the project if they modified their 
day to impress the observer.
The researchers were satisfied, therefore, that the element of 'abno­
rmality* in the observed situation had been reduced to a minimum; that 
when the actual observation day arrived, the classroom situation would 
be almost completely unaffected by the presence of the observer. How­
ever, the issue of 'normality of observed situation* was methodologically 
fundamental to a research concerned with a description of teachers* work, 
for the validity of original data was in question. It was decided, there 
fore, to obtain some measure of 'change from the normal* that was attri- 
butable to the observer's presence, and accordingly, at the end of every 
day's observation session, the teacher who had been observed was handed 
a proforma on which he was asked if, and to what extent, the presence of
i
the observer had affected the pupils or himself. He was also asked if 
the wearing of the radio-microphone had had any noticeable effects on 
the classroom situation.
4
Oddly enough, although in the previous literature this matter of 
abnormality resulting from an observer's presence is discussed at some 
length, the only attempt to gauge some measure of the observer's effect 
was made during the study by Stukat anol
a) Wearing the radio-microphone. On only five of the l88 days when 
teachers were observed did the teacher record that the radio-microphone 
had affected the classroom situation; three of these days related to the 
pupils, who were a bit excitable for the first ten minutes or so; one day 
concerned a teacher who felt *a little restricted *, and one involved a 
teacher who felt so 'awkward* she had to remove it. On the remaining I83 
days the teacher reported that neither he nor the pupils were affected
at all, and remarks such as 'I forgot I had the equipment on', 'it was no 
bother at ail', * I forgot all about it', 'the class had seen it all before 
during the acceptance visit' were fairly frequently quoted.
b) The presence of the observer. There was no day at all when a teacher 
thought the observer had substantially affected the classroom situation. 
There were only 10 days out of the I88 when the teachers reported that 
they themselves were disturbed; and on these days the teacher was either 
conscious of the observer's presence for a short while at the start of 
the day only, or experienced a slight feeling of constraint at odd tirjs 
during the day. The consensus of opinion regarding the effect on pupils 
was similar: on the vast majority of dqys (I63 out of I 88) the observer's 
presence did not, according to the teachers, affect their pupils in any 
way; on a few days the pupils were a little affected at the beginning of 
the day ('they smartened up in their lines when they saw you', 'they 
seemed a bit subdued in the first lesson,* • they were a little bubbly 
when the day began'), and on I6 days, these disturbances were still of
a minor character but occurred at irregular times during the day ('they 
showed off a bit during movement lesson', 'two pupils played up now and 
again').. Table IV.3 summarizes the position regarding the effect of the
observer *s presence on the observed situation.
There were 197 days when records of schoolday work were obtained; nine 
days were regarded as 'special', e.g. educational visits, when observers 
could not be present or.record in detail, leaving I88 when detailed obser­
vations took place.
Table IV.3 : Effect of observer's presence on teachers and pupils
Teachers Pupils
No. of 
days
% of total- 
sampled days
No.of 
days
# of total 
sampled days
Slightly affected at 
beginning of day 6 9 5#
Slightly affected at 
times during the day 4 2% 16 8#
Not affected at all 178 95# 163 87#
188 100# 188 100#
In general, there was little doubt in the researchers' minds that 
the conclusion drawn from the feasibility study, to the effect that 
normality of a classroom situation could be achieved (or almost so) even 
when an observer was present, had been completely substantiated in the 
main study. Although teachers who have not been involved may still be 
sceptical, many who participated reported that they were quite astonished 
at their\pwn change of mind - 'It made surprisingly little difference',
'I just forgot you were there', 'You just merged into the background', 
were typical comments from the majority of the teachers.
The achievement of this hoped-for 'normality' was believed to be due 
essentially to following the procedure of preliminary discussions, meet­
ings and acceptance visits outlined earlier. '
5• The Observations
The methods of observing and recording have been outlined earlier in 
Section III; here it is necessary only to provide a résumé of how the 
records were obtained.
a) Observing
The observer was to record during school hours oh the days assigned 
to a particular school and teacher. As a result of his talks with the 
head and the teacher during earlier meetings and the acceptance visit,
the observer knew the times of school hours and the teacher’s normal 
time-table : this gave him the context or setting for his observations, 
though he was always prepared for possible- changes that might have arisen 
since those earlier discussions, particularly where the teacher’s persona] 
time-table f fee periods, etc.) might be concerned. Before arriving
at the school on the observation day, the observer would have prepared
his recording schedule, i.e. inserted the teacher identification number 
on the front cover, noted the day and date and the biographical details 
already learned from the teacher, filled in the detailed time sequence 
ready for recording, etc. He would also have ensured that he had with 
him when he arrived his observer kit (Appendix F), and that the microphone 
equipment was in good order, properly ’charged*.
The head and teacher would not know in advance that the observer was 
coming that day, and the observer would therefore arrive a little before
school hours, to see the head and the ’assigned* teacher and acquaint them
with his arrival. The teacher would 'don* the radio-microphone and trans­
mitter^ and the observer would then place himself unobtrusively where he 
could see the teacher, so that he could begin recording as sçon as school 
hours began^no matter where the teacher was at the time - in the classroom 
the staffroom, the hall, a corridor, etc. The observer would have already 
prepared his own receiver and earphone, and synchronized his recording wntcb 
with the school clock, i.e. the one normally used by the head or secretary 
for official school 'bells*. The observation would then continue throu­
ghout school hours, including breaks and lunch time; the observer would 
not speak to the teacher or to the pupils except in the normal way of 
civilities, e.g. 'Thank you* if brought a coffee at break time. The fea­
sibility study had shown that it was more convenient and more likely to 
produce accurate recording if the observer did not join the teacher at 
the lunch table, but ate his own sandwiches and continued recording while 
sitting close by.
At the end of school hours, the observer handed the teacher the pro­
forma concerned with comments about the observer's presence (or recorded 
the teacher's comments as he spoke); the teacher also received the out- 
of-school schedule (Appendix D) on which he was to record all the out-of 
school teaching activities he performed that day - he was always reminded 
to include any u;%dertaken before school hours as well as any done later 
that evening. The observer then collected the radio-microphone and trans­
mitter, and thanked both him and the head before leaving the school.
b) Recording
The recording performed by the observer during the observation day 
followed the pattern recommended; the observer's schedule was used (App­
endix C), and a continuous record noted, using category numbers to iden­
tify teacher activities, and down-strokes to indicate the beginning of 
each new activity. The observer's watch was placed alongside the recor­
ding sheet, and the observer moved his pencil horizontally across the 
'one-minute' space - poised ready to make a down-stroke immediately a 
new teacher activity occurred. The one-minute space was marked out in 
five-second vertical intervals, making the task of developing a rhythm 
of pencil movement relatively simple : the horizontal movement of the pen­
cil across the one-minute space on the recording sheet became synchronized 
with the second-hand of the observer's watch as it moved round the real 
time-interval of a minute.
Apart from the recording of categories, the observer noted on the 
schedule any aspects of the situation that seemed relevant to the context 
of the day's work; it was thought that these items might not only assist 
later analysis, but also enrich the eventual description. Thus, in add­
ition to the biographical information about the teacher noted on the sch­
edule cover, the observer also made notes on his schedule at appropriate 
times about the materials used (e.g. tape recorders), the weather (e.g. 
raining, windy, very cold), the school (e.g. type of building), the class
(e.g. size, year group), the location of observation (e.g. classroom, haU^  
corridor), and points about individual pupils the observer had previously 
been informed of (e.g. presence of new pupils, of immigrant pupils who 
spoke no English, of maladjusted pupils). V/hether the teacher was stand­
ing or sitting or moving outside the classroom was also noted, as were 
periods when he was *on duty* and periods when he was 'free*. Finally, 
the observer would note in the 'Comments' column any queries on the act­
ual categoriting' of observed activities that might need discussion on 
return to the 'office'•
After the observation record was completed, and before handing in the
■■ - ■ .
completed schedule to 'the office', the observer checked the record to 
make sure that every intèrval of time was categorized; occasionally, the 
observer may have hesitated about the identification of an activity or 
for some reason omitted an appropriate number - such intervals were always 
marked as *?' (unless they involved category queries which could in fact 
be resolved after discussion with colleagues and the correct number in­
serted, but this was a rare occurrence). Before handing in the schedule,
the observer finally checked that all biographical data and all other
1
aspects of the record that would be 'punched' were clearly recorded.
c) Reporting (categorizing)
The identification of teacher activities was done in accordance with 
the list of defined activities (Appendix E) and the rules that had been 
drawn up gradually during the feasibility study. Each observer carried
It was essential that the completed schedule was checked in this way 
before being handed in: the recorded information on each schedule had to 
be changed into a form suitable for transference to punched cards, i.e. 
it had to be transcribed. The transcribers, however, had little direct 
contact with observers, for the latter were 'in the field' conducting 
further observations while their earlier recorded schedules were being 
transcribed; the transcribers, therefore, could not ask an observer about 
any queries concerning a completed schedule, and thus schedules had to be 
throughly checked by observers before leaving their hands.
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with him, as part of his observer's kit, the list of detailed activities, 
together with the reservations/qualifications that helped define those 
situations that had earlier been found to be 'difficult'; in particular, 
the 'priority structure' of categories had to be followed. Apart from 
the detailed categorizing according to the formal system that had been 
developed, observers - where it was feasible - noted in condensed 
longhand any incidents or matters of descriptive interest that at the 
time might be thought to add qualitative interest to the eventual report. 
It was understood that such supplementary material was to be considered 
of secondary importance within the observational system - the priority 
was to be the recording of the teacher's activities in the agreed, objec­
tive, systematic manner of numbered categories: the additional material 
was seen as possibly valuable case-study information that would fill-out 
and perhaps lend understanding to the quantitative evidence. To help 
identify schedules which contained this supplementary material suitable 
for possible later sub-studies, the observer noted a symbol on the com­
pleted schedule's front cover before handing it in, e.g. S for 'student 
study', F for 'free period study', and so on. '
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6. Observers and Observer Agreement
The feasibility study had provided the researchers with an opportunity 
to consider all matters relating to the qualifications, qualities and 
training required in an observer. In that earlier study, two observers 
had taken part in most of the development of the categorizing and record­
ing system, and when employing them also in the main study, their under­
standing of the rationale of the procedures was already assured. The 
design of the main study entailed three observers, and therefore a third 
observer had to be recruited and trained and be given an appreciation of 
the project rationale. As with the two other observers, the third obser­
ver was a trained teacher. The training period - and this involved a
J.JL^
re-training or at least additional training for the two experienced obser­
vers - lasted from September 1968 to December 1968.
As the observers would be recording in different schools independently 
and as the data recorded by each would be combined to form the total evi­
dence, it was essential that they recorded in the same way. It was imp­
ortant, therefore, to show that they had reached agreement in their re­
cording before the main study began; further, it was important that any 
agreement reached should be maintained throughout the year's observations.
Two observer agreement experiments were carried out. The first^in 
November 1968, was to ensure that the three observers were in agreement 
before the main study started. The second was run throughout the whole 
year of the survey and was intended to check that the observers maintained 
consistency with each other* miis second experiment also enabled an est­
imate to be made of the magnitude of the observer error for any given co-t^  
egor^.
a) November Experiment (1968)
It was felt that to have all three observers in a classroom at the 
same time would cause too much disturbance* Each observer was therefore 
paired With each of the other two observers and each of the three pairs
recorded the day of one teacher*
For each pair of observers, one-way analyses of variance were carried 
out to see if there were any differences in the times recorded for vari­
ous categories. No significant differences were found between the obser­
vers, so it was felt that the main study could proceed as designed*
*1 'It should be noted that the very procedure by which observer agreement 
is tested introduces its ovm element of disagreement between observers : the 
elaborate procedure developed for recording involved one observer, and the 
fact that agreement tests involved two observers introduced the unmeasured 
element of the intrusion of the second observer. IVhile this probably had 
little effect on the teacher's normality of behaviour (he was after all-now 
accustomed to being Observed), it did mean that 'shadowing* the teacher 
sometimes brought problems, e.g. one, observer might follow the teacher who 
had just left the classroom, while the second observer might not have been 
able to get out of the classroom so quickly; one observer's receiver might 
not be working at a moment when the other's was functioning perfectly; one 
observer's pencil might break and he woulà miss an activity that the other 
observer recorded - these are not observer disagreements, but rather sit­
uation disagreements brought about by the test situation.
b) V/bolfe Year Experiment (I969)
Each observer was joined by each of the other two observers on five
1 _
or six days during the year and the two -observers recorded simultaneously. 
The differences in the recording schedules for each pair of observers were 
examined. Three categories were chosen for analysis, one of long, one 
of medium and one of short duration. For each pair of observers and e&ch 
category in turn, a t-test was done on the differences between observers 
over all teachers.
There were no significant differences as is shown in Table IV.G, It 
therefore appeared that errors due to differences between observers couU 
safely be neglected.
Table IV. 4*. Results of t-tests on whole year experiment
Category
Observers A & C 
(3 teachers)
Observers A & B 
(3 teachers)
Observers B & C ' 
(6 teachers)
Category 1 
Category 19 
Category I8
t = 0.30  
t = 1.12
t = 1.39
t 1.35  
t = 0.63  
t = 0.37
t = 0.46 
t = 0.42
t = 1.35
t4,3# = 2.776 = 2.371
The data from the whole year (monitoring) experiment were also used 
to form an estimate of the observer error for any one category. The re­
corded value of a category time can be considered to consist of two com­
ponents, the first the actual time of the category and the second the 
error due to the observer. This may be expressed in the following model:
^
\ k  = * ®k
where R. . is the recorded value for teacher . by observer .
^0 i 3
R^ j^  is the recorded value for teacher ^ by observer ^
I
is the actual length of the category for teacher ^
6. and D, are the errors for observer • and observer ,
J J k
respectively - 0 is assumed to be a random normal variate with mean
2
zero and variance
The difference between the two recorded values for teacher . is1
given by
 ^ ... ■ :
= (c. + e .)  -  (C. + ôj )^
The variance of D is given by
var (D) = var (8^ ) + var =
The variance of D was available as a result of the previous calcula­
tions, by pooling the squared differences for a category over all pairs 
of observers* From this it was possible to calculate the variance of the 
observers, and the .values which were obtained are set out in Table IV.7.
Table IV. 7 ; The error in a category due to the observers
V ■
Category
Variance D
(mins)
' ■ ,
; ] 
i Variance of j
1 observers j
! (rains) !■ ! :
Standard deviation 
of observers 
(mins)
Category 1 33*440 1 16.720 ! 4.089
Category 19 2.164 J 1.082 1.040
Category l8 0.074 1 0.037 0.192
For any single observation on a teacher a confidence limit could be
set up to show the extent of the observer error* For example, recorded
values of 123*3 mins, 8.2 iains and 1*3 mins for categories 1 , 19 and l8
respectively would give rise to the following 95# confidence intervals.
Category 1 123*3 + 1.96 x 4.089 mins
ie 123*3 + 8.0 mins
Category 19 8.2 + 1.96 x 1.040 mins
ie 8.2; * 2.0 mins
1.3 + kl^96 x 0.192 mins
1.3 + 0.4 mins
When the observer errors were expressed as percentages of the total 
variance of a category, they were found to account for between one and a
half and two and a half per cent of the total variance* Table IV,g gives
\
the percentages which were obtained for categories 1,19 and l8*
Category l8 
■ ie
ITable IV,8 ; Observer variance as a percentage of total variance
! : : r,.v
! : : ■
; Category
i
Total variance 
from main, 
survey (n=l88)
(mins)
! : ! 1 Observer 
j variance
!
(mins)
. 1 
Observer variance 
as a percentage 
of total variance ;
1
j Category 1 1322.643 1 16.720 . 1.264
! Category 19 47.341 j ; 1.082 2.286
j Category l8 5.678 i 0.037 0.632
7. Collating the Data ; Analysis
a) Parts of the Teaching Day
For the purpose of the analysis, the 'teaching day* was divided into 
three sections of time : ■
C-time* This was the major part of the school day and referred to the 
'teaching sessions', when the teacher was time-tabled to be with a class# 
Typically, there would be four sections of C-time: from the start of the 
day to the beginning of morning break; from the end of morning break to 
the start of the lunch period; from the end of the lunch period to the 
start of the afternoon break; from the end of afternoon breed: to the end 
of the time-tabled day.
8-time. This included the morning and afternoon breaks, and the lunch 
period. During S-time, teachers might be expected to be fairly free to 
drink their cup of tea, eat their lunch, and to relax. The study would 
indicate to what extent this expectation was fulfilled.
0-time. This covered all the unobserved time outside school hours, i.e. 
before the school time-table commenced in the morning, and after the tima 
table had finished in the afternoon. 0-time therefore included any pro­
fessional work undertaken in the evenings of the schooldays observed.
The meaning of 0-time was extended to cover non-schooldays, i.e. weektnds 
and holidays. *
b) The Transcription Process from Schedules to Punched Cards 
Considerable effort was expended in developing a system for transfe­
rring the recorded data on to punched cards* The chief objective was to 
achieve the maximum amount of 'information transfer' within the staff, 
time and financial resources available : it was hoped to utilize all the 
data collected and in particular lead to a description of teachers' work 
that included the following:
1. The total time, in minutes and seconds, devoted to each of the listed 
teacher activities during the periods of class sessions, breaks-cum-lunch 
times, and out-of-school time;
2. The frequency with which the listed activities occurred during class 
sessions and during breaks-cum-lunch times;
3# The sequence of teacher activities during the observed sessions;
4. The number, time and type of interruptions imposed upon the teacher 
during the observed sessions;
3* The time spent, in school hours, standing or sitting;
6. The time spent by the teacher in movement on the school premises but 
outside the classroom during school hours;
7* The time spent by the teacher on matters of attendance and dinner 
registers and milk distribution;
8. The time spent 'on duty' and on 'free periods' during school hours;
9. It was also desirable to know what proportion of time the listed act­
ivities commandeered of*^ the total 'available' time each day, e,g, the ab­
solute time spent on an'activity during class-time, expressed as a percen­
tage of the total class-time available within school hours#
Initial checks on the budget resources resulted in the decision that 
the observing team should themselves collate and tabulate all the out-of- 
school data, i.e. these data would not be processed on machines and pun­
ched: tests for differences among teacher and school variables could be 
carried out by computer later, once the means and standard deviations of 
listed categories had been calculated.
rThis initial budgetary check also determined that certain less freq­
uently occurring but associated categories be combined for the purpose 
of transcription, e.g. talking to visitors (I3v), talking to ancillaries 
(13a), talking to secretary (l3sec) should all be transcribed as a gene­
ral activity identified as 13x. It was also decided that some additional 
items like F (free period) need not be transcribed but could be analysed 
later by observers when compiling sub-studies. The object of these dec­
isions was to reduce the number of columns that would be required on the 
punched cards during the processing, and in fact the number of caCejorized
activities, together with the other items (i.e. recorded symbols).was
■ - . '  ^
reduced from 64 to 31*
Another important decision regarding data-proceasing was that any re­
corded multiple activity (denoted by the * + * sign between c a t e ÿ o r j numbers) 
should be treated as split-activity times, e.g. if *19 + 2* was a recor­
ded item lasting 20 seconds, 10 seconds were to be allocated to category 
19 and 10 seconds to category 2; the event would be regarded as an inst­
ance of both activities, to be added to the frequency of both.
Apart from the times and frequencies of listed categories occurring 
during class sessions and breEdcs-cum-lunchtimes, the relevant data from • 
the front cover of the observer's schedules would also be transferred to 
punched cards: these data included the identification of the schedule 
(teacher, school, day)> the teacher's biographical characteristics (age, 
family responsibility, teaching experience, etc) and school or class lec­
tures (school size, class dze, etc). •(See Figure 1.3 in Appendix I.)
punched on data cards, various methods of transcribing were attempted, 
and the final manner in which this was done was as follows and was appl­
ied to every schedule completed by an observer.
1. The duration of every, activity as it occurred on the schedule was
calculated, i.e. from one down-stroke to the next, and the time in second» 
noted in red on the schedule in the space where the activity had been re­
corded.
2. A first transcribing sheet was prepared (Figure IV,la) ; this was a 
squared foolscap sheet which for trqnscribing purposes was placed with 
its length horizontal ; there was a space left across the top for noting 
the identifying symbols of the schedule's school, teacher, day and ob^ ervtr. 
On the left the transcriber drew a column and noted the time when th<2 Fir­
st activity on the schedule began (hour, minute, second); then the cate­
gory number of that activity was entered at the top of the first column 
to the right of the time space, and the duration of the activity (already 
noted in red on the schedule) entered in the space immediately below the 
category number.\ The next category occurring on the schedule was entered 
on the top row of the transcribing sheet next to the category number just 
noted, and the duration of that second activity entered in the second col­
umn but on the second line. The third occurring category was noted at 
the top in the third column and its duration entered in that column but 
on the third line; and so the process continued. If an activity was a 
recurrence of a category already noted along the top, the duration was 
entered in the column already allocated to that category, but on the line 
subsequent to the last recorded entry. Thus the transcriber entered cat- 
egories across the top as they occurred, with the length of time in sec­
onds for each,occurrence of the category placed in the appropriate column 
below, one entry per line. When about an inch from the bottom of the pa^ e, 
the transcriber would note in the time space the relevant time when the 
last recorded activity finished; draw a vertical line to the right of the 
category columns, draw another line vertically to the right to allow a 
second time space, note the time in this time space, and then proceed as 
before, repeating the transcribing of category and duration but continwmj 
from the point on the observer's schedule' which had been reached. As a 
transcribing sheet was completed, another was begun with appropriate times 
entered.
Suffixes were treated as separate columns, e.g. the duration of as 
activity recorded on the schedule as 19R would be entered under both a M  
column and under an *R* column, and the entry counted towards the freq­
uency of both. An interruption symbol on the schedule was transcribed as 
itself and placed in front of the duration entry which immediately foll­
owed it on the schedule.
The number of transcribing sheets per schedule would vary with the 
number and frequency of categories during the day, but to help analysis 
(and self-correcting), the day was broken up into seven periods - morning 
before break/ break/ morning after break/ lunch/ afternoon before break/ 
break/ afternoon after break. The transcriber would note in the left-lmnd 
time-space the period of the day to which the transcription sheet 
An example of a completed sheet is shown in Figure IV. I a .
3* The bottom inch or so of the transcribing sheet was used to record 
the total time and frequency of the categories immediately above, and this 
provided a self-correcting check: the interval between the times recorded 
at the itop and bottom of the time-space should equal the added durations 
of the category entries in the columns on the right of the time-space 
(minus those durations which had been duplicated, e.g. 20 seconds under 
19 and under R would count as only 20 seconds towards the total time int­
erval). A space was always left on the right of the transcribing sheet, 
and here the grand totals for the sheet were entered, i.e. the times and 
frequencies noted at the bottoms of columns were added together when they 
referred to the same category.
4. Each transcribing sheet thus had a self-corrected calculation of the 
time and frequency of all categories/suffixes occurring during a specific 
time interval, an interval which corresponded to an actual interval on 
the recording schedule. Figures calculated for transcribing sheets all­
ocated to the same period in the day ('morning before break*, or 'break*, 
etc) were added together and these totals transferred to a second trans-
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cribing sheet (Figure IV,/b). These proformas were designed so that 
class-sessions (C-time) were recorded on one sheet, and hreak-cum-lunch 
periods (8-time) on another; in this way, the category data for the app­
ropriate sub-periods could be easily totalled, e.g. for each category, 
the time and frequency of its incidence in 'morning before break*, 'morn­
ing after break*, 'afternoon before break* and 'afternoon after break* 
were entered in adjacent columns and when added together became the 
o a r e ^ o r ^ ^ s  time and frequency during C-time.
5* The final step involved transferring these C-time (and S-time) totals; 
for each category to a third transcribing sheet (Figure IV#Ic) which was 
in fact the coding sheet to be used for data punching; each category/su­
ffix had its own code, i.e. columns on the punched card, and the transc­
riber entered the duration and frequency of each category for C-time and 
S-time respectively. These times and frequencies were later punched on 
to data cards. (Copies of completed specimen transcription sheets at the 
second and third stages are shown in Appendix I.)
The transcribers had also noted the total time available for class 
sessions (C-time) and breaks-cum-lunch time (S-time), and this had been 
passed to the punching opera.tofs when transferring the data on biograph­
ical characteristics relevant to the schedule. By punching the total 
available times on cards, the calculations of percentage times as well 
as absolute times could be undertaken by computer. The only aspect of 
the original * desired * information that was not processed was the Sdcjuente 
of recorded activities (though this was available for inspection if re­
quired in that the first transcription sheet contained the recorded act­
ivities entered in successive order down the pa&e); all the remaining 
desired information was made available for statistical analyses and re­
porting, either through the transcription process or through collation 
and tabulation by the observers.
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!c) The Grouping of the Cate;?ories
The fifty-odd categories of activity, referred to previously and Ids-
■ .  ^
ted in detail in Appendix E provided the basic data for analysis, asd
several of these individual categories were of considerable interest is
their own right. It was felt, however, that it would be easier ro un;ss~
stand the general findings if the categories were grouped, where posai;.s
into the kind of descriptive system most educationists are familiar' wit._
There are, of course, certain dangers in this procedure : firs%. it s
well known that the various parties interested in educational miters 4 <i %
remarkably in the connotations they attach to educational terms, and any
’label* attached to a group of teacher activities will probably convey
different ideas to different people; secondly, even if all readers agreed
on the definitions of the terms used, it is quite feasible that thej
differ in the way they allocated specific categories to main groups or
sub-divisions. It should be, understood, therefore, that the ’labels*
under which categories have been subsumed, as given in Table IV.^ ^ are
very general terras - in fact, they are defined by the activities as
listed in Appendix E.
The main divisions of teacher activity are briefly described below,
under their arbitrarily chosen titles.
I. ’TEACHING’. This covered the most obvious aspects of teaching: the 
moments when the teacher explains a point in the lesson, asks and answers 
questions about the lesson, tells a story to the class, listens to and 
joins in discussion of a lesson topic, shows a group how to read a map, 
demonstrates to an individual pupil how to multiply, watches and calls 
out evaluative comments to pupils as they perform gymnastic skills, ins­
tructs pupils in ipixing colour paints, and so on. These and similar act­
ivities, all of which involve interaction with pupils and which the ceaciw 
may do sitting, standing or moving about, came under the sub-division cal­
led ’Lesson Instruction’• But also included under ’Teaching’ were acti­
vities concerned fairly closely with lessons but where there was no inCi-/- 
actionwith pupils, for example the planning of lessons, marking, profe­
ssional reading. These were subsumed under the general label of 'Lesson 
Preparation*. Other components of ’Teaching* were school games fixtures, 
educational visits, attendance at a professional course.
II. ’ORGANIZATION*. In this main division were placed observation c.cj*
gories that related to organization for, and during, ’teaching*. This
included grouping children and giving them their lesson assignments;
arranging the collection or distribution of books and equipment; dealing
with contingencies and incidents that arise in the middle of a lesson:
'
dealing with messages in aid out of the classroom; planning a coach trip, 
a sports fixture list, a list of classroom jobs for monitors. Also inc­
luded under this main heading were various forms of staff consultation 
(with colleagues, or with non-teaching staff) since these contacts gen­
erally related to ’organization’.
III. ’CONTROL AND SUPERVISION. The most obvious aspect of this section 
was discipline - the repriqianding of a child or a group. It also covered 
the supervision of pupils moving about a building, supervising when ano­
ther teacher was in charge (e.g. at assembly), patrolling the building or 
playground when on duty, invigilation of examinations, looking after chil­
dren moving to and from an annexe#
IV. ’c l e r i c a l/m e c h a n i c a l t a s k s ’. Many jobs done by teachers are simple 
routine tasks that are required as support to the welfare or instructionui 
work of the teacher. For instance, there are various IdLnds of recording 
done by teachers - copying lists of marks, marking the register, making 
out class lists. All teachers have to make, collect, store and distrib­
ute equipment (e.g. books, paper, pens), and some have additional items 
to consider (e.g. P.T. apparatus, film projector, tape recorder, musical 
instruments, craft tools)# Most teachers.spend time in simply clearing 
out a cupboard, tidying the room, moving chairs or desks. Activities of 
this general nature were called ’Clerical/mechanical*.
V, ’PASTORAL’. There are many moments during a school day when teachers 
are concerned with the personal welfare of an individual child: it may b. 
that the pupil has lost his spectacles or dinner money, or is not feeling 
well; the teacher may talk to a hoy or girl about his or her hobbies, a 
family outing or a brother’s success at the secondary school; in a few 
cases, the child may have some serious personal problem that needs aCtcnticn, 
Any of these events may result in a teacher talking with parents, and 
this time would also be called ’pastoral’. Added to these personal cont­
acts, there, are the broader activities such as Sports Day or Open Day, 
Clubs and-Societies,/which can often create an important opportunity for 
’pastoral’ work. < •
VI. ’PRIVATE’. Sometimes, during the day, a teacher will move around the 
building alone or wait in his classroom for pupils to arrive ; and no Vci-k- 
activity’ will appear to be involved. At other times, especially in tie 
staff room, teachers will be relaxing, taking part in social conversation 
that has no content of ’work’; perhaps they will read the newspaper, do a 
crossword or just sit and smoke a cigarette. They will go to the cloak­
room. Some staff will do professional work (for payment) that has nothinj 
to do with their school appointment, e.g. mark evening-class books. All 
these occasions, and similar ones, were classified as ’Private’.
VIL. ’UNRECORDED’. The observers could not observe all the teachers all 
the time: for example, a few teachers left the school building at lunch­
time to go home or shopping. In a small number of cases, the observer i'Jdf 
unable to classify an activity under one of the agreed categories, even 
after subsequent discussion with research colleagues* It was thought" b e s C  
to classify such instances as ’Unrecorded’.
A tabular summary of the main divisions and sub-divisions is given in 
Table IV.", together with examples of the activities covered; the full 
list of individual categories is described in Appendix E.
Table IV. The grouping of teacher activities
-MAIN DIVISION SUB-DIVISION*
I.TEACHING
AV Lesson instruction (1)
B. Lesson preparation,etc*
(7,12,14,25,29)
C. "Teaching” but detail
not recorded(31x,32x,36,37)
'e.g.Instructing class, 
group or individual 
in lesson topic, 
e .g. I'Jarking ; planning,
professional reading, 
e.g.Educational visit.
II.ORGANIZATION
A. Organizing in classroom e.g.Allocating pupils to
or school(2,3 ,6a,6b,9,16,17) assignments ; arranging
distribution of 
equipment.
B. Staff consultation e.g.Talking to head/coll-
(I3x,13n,130) eagues/advisers about
professional matters.
III. CONTROL
AI{D
SUPERVISION
A. Discipline (3) e.g.Reprimanding pupils
B. Supervision e.g.Escorting pupils along
(4,10,11,22,23,24,27,30) corridors;playground
patrol;dinner super­
vision.
IV.. CLERICAL/ 
MECHANICAL 
TASKS :
(19,20) e.g.Clearing up spilt
milk;marking registers; 
duplicating maps; 
collecting monies.
V. PASTORAL
A. Individual pupil 
(8,l8,21,13p)
B. Special occasions(28)
C. Extra-curricular 
activity(13)
e.g.Joking with pupils; 
speaking to pupil 
about personal matter; 
talking to parent; 
dealing with unwell 
pupil.
e.g.Concert,sports after­
noon, school jumble 
sale.
e.g.Football club,chess 
club.
VIJPRIVATE
A. Personal(33,3^)
B. Moving/waiting alone(26)
C. Professional work not 
connected with school
job(35)
e.g.Chatting with coll­
eagues about personal 
matters, 
e.g.Walking along corridor, 
with no pupils present; 
waiting in classroom 
for pupils to arrive, 
e.g.At lunch time,marking 
books of evening class 
students.
VII, UNRECORDED (31e,32d,?(queries! ) e.g.Observer could not 
see/hear teacher.
In the parentheses after the sub-division title are the numbers used to 
identify those categories which were subsumed under that sub-division;- 
the numbers,with their corresponding activities, are given in Appendix I
y/
d) Analyses of the Data
The analyses of the data were planned in two directions, one relatec. 
to general survey information and the other to differences among teacher.;- 
within the general survey.
i) The general survey. The overall aim of this part of the analysis was 
to determine which of the various possible teacher activities actually 
occurred during the average teaching day, how they were distributed dur.nr 
the day, and to what extent that distribution varied during the year; sack 
analysis would be concerned always with the absolute time spent on the di­
fferent activities, the proportion of the day these times represented,
1and the frequency of'occurrence of these activities during the day.
With a possible 44 categorized activities - and even when these were 
grouped into sub-divisions or main divisions - there were endless permu­
tations of comparisons that could be studied, e.g. was more time spent 
on organizing than on instructing, on clerical/mechanical than on lesson 
preparation, etc.? And such comparisons or hypotheses could be looked 
at with regard to the whole day or within a section of the day (C-time, 
8-time, or 0-time). Furthermore, hypotheses could be posited which were 
intended to compare across parts of the day, e.g. the teacher did not 
spend more time on pastoral work in 0-time than he did in C-time.
It was decided to analyse activities (absolute time, percentage time, 
and frequency) for C-time, 8-time and schoolday 0-time separately, and 
also to combine these figures to produce a ’whole day’ version. Activi­
ties at weekends and holidays would be separately analysed and later com­
bined with the ’whole day*, to make an ’average-over-the-year’ day. In 
all cases, the variations in recorded activities across the whole sample
 ^ In the analyses, each observed day was considered as a separate contri­
bution to the year’s ’average day’; there were doubts at first whether 
the two days observed with the same teacher in the Spring and terms
should be treated as separate Contributions, or whether the average of the 
paired observations should be used. The statistical advice received fav­
oured the former course (see Appendix J).
Ztf .%
of days would be studied, both at ’whole day’ level and at the level of 
parts of the day.
Other aspects from the records would be analysed wherever resources 
permitted, e.g. information on school hours, allocation of free periods, 
etc., and it was intended that all quantitative analyses should be tran­
slated into qualitative descriptions wherever possible: it was important 
for the researchers to remember that findings had to be made available to 
all interested parties (and the general public), and that any such find­
ings should therefore be meaningfully presented, with an emphasis on 
readability and understanding.
ii) Differences in teaching days. It was anticipated that considerable 
variance would be found for the several categorized activities from one
day to another, and therefore some attempt should be made to determine
!
the source of that variance. The known variables believed to affect the 
teaching situations to be encountered were too numerous and too far-roM^- 
ing to be covered adequately in the proposed analysis, and no doubt there 
were many variables that the researchers were not even aware of that 
might have affected tka± the teaching days. Some characteristics of the 
sample were already known, because they were built into the original 
structure, e.g. the size of school, the area of the school, and the tea­
ching experience of observed teachers (in terms of ’experienced’ or ’in­
experienced’). Information about other characteristics of the sample 
werekg&thered from conversations with heads and teachers, and during the 
observations.
Bearing in mind the budget limitations on analysis, and the adcUtîcnal 
information on variables that might be gathered economically, it was de­
cided to analyse the differences among the teaching days according to 
eleven variables: five were concerned with the teacher (experience, sex, 
domestic responsibilities, school responsibilities, attitude to the pro­
ject), three were related to the school (school size, the ovcWtA)st<'*>t‘V'e
area, school neighbourhood), and three to the class (class size, year 
group, ability range). The classifications within variables are dis­
cussed under the relevant headings in the çext section on 'Results', but 
the main direction for the proposed analyses of differences followed that 
related to the general survey, i.e. differences in teaching days across 
the several classifications within a variable would be examined in terms 
of specific categories (main, sub-division or individual), including 
absolute times, percentage times and frequency of occurrence; and also 
in terms of the different parts of the day and for weekends and holidcys.
Owing to the restricted resources available, the researchers had nev­
ertheless to be selective even within this overall purpose, and by no 
means were all categories for all parts of the day tested for differences 
across each variable. The hypotheses that were studied were primarily 
those that the researchers deemed to be of the greatest interest to the 
chief parties concerned (i.e. employers and employees); some additional 
hypotheses were suggested by studying the recorded data. Some obvious 
examples of hypotheses that were posited included: inexperienced teachers 
spent more time than experienced teachers did in organizing and less in 
instructing; inexperienced teachers spent more time than experienced tea­
chers did in disciplinary matters; women allocated more time than did men 
to pastoral tasks; teachers with large classes spent more time marking 
than did teachers with small classes; and so on. These and many other 
comparisions were tested in the analyses related to differences in tea­
ching days across the sample: the usual method was by t-tests, or by 
analysis of variance followed by t-tests. Fuller details of the hypoth­
eses tested are provided in the relevant sections in the next part deal­
ing with 'Results' in )x L..
C. THE RESULTS OF THE MAIN STUDY
1. SCHOOL HOURS
School hours are determined by the Head of each school, as 
are the lunch time, and the break periods within the school day. 
The Head may also adjust his 'normal' times according to the ex­
igencies of day-to-day events. The project observers were inst­
ructed to note each school's 'normal' hours and also to record 
the school's time-schedule as it actually occurred on the day of 
observation.
It was found that‘the sixty-six schools varied considerably 
in many aspects of their 'official' daily time-schedules, and of 
course the day-to-day adjustments increased this variation fur­
ther.
a) Pattern of the School Day
Most schools in the sample operated a school day which in­
cluded three 'break periods' : a short period in the middle of 
the morning session, a much longer interval for lunch, and another 
short period to split up the afternoon session. Only three out 
of the sixty-six schools in the sample omitted an afternoon break. 
Thus, there was, for most schools, a sequence of seven ses­
sions in the school day : four concerned with what might loosely be 
called 'Teaching-time' or 'Class-time (C-timeand three with the 
'break' intervals (S-time). The pattern for the school day becomes
Teaching A.M. Teaching Lunch Teaching P.M. Teaching!
session break session period session break session
(CD (SD (C2) (S2) (C3) (S3) (C4)
A Head will sometimes adjust this pattern to meet continge­
ncies, e.g. on a wet afternoon he may cancel the afternoon break 
(and possibly finish the day earlier than usual), or a special 
event such as 'Sports Day' may result in the morning break being 
abandoned. In the sample of l88 days observed, no morning break 
was omitted, but six afternoon break periods were cancelled. If 
wa eliminate those schools which omit the afternoon break period 
in their normal time-table, these six days with cancelled breaks 
represent 3*5 per cent of the total number of observed days.
^ 4 5
The reasons for the teacher 'losing' his break were as fol­
lows^ : in two cases, the teacher was with the class during a 
swimming lesson at a local pool; a third occasion hafjpened where 
a school concert to be attended by parents and supervised by 
staff spanned the whole afternoon session; a wet afternoon resul­
ted in the Head's cancelling another break, and the fifth cancel­
lation occurred where a Head allowed teachers, to decide for them­
selves whether they would take the break, and the observed tea­
cher chose to carry on without it; the last occasion was where 
the staff were asked to go to a meeting organized by the Divisional 
Office.
b) The School Time-Table
The picture of the typical time-table as seen in bh« sample 
of schools is presented below. Table records the timing of 
the day's sessions. Table their lengths; Figure provides | 
a composite picture of times and lengths. Many variations from 
this 'average' picture were noted, with regard to both the timing 
and the length of the seven sessions that make up the pattern of 
the time-table, but the tables and figures convey an 'overall' view.
Table Typical time-schedule of the school day
School j A.M. 
starts i break 
I begins
A.M.
break
ends
Morning
school
ends
Afternoon
school
begins
P.M.
break
begins
P.M,
break
ends
School
finishes
8.33 1 10.40 10.33 12.00 1.30 2.30 2.40 3.30
Table 1 2 Typical length of sessions during school hours
First A.M.
*. — —.
Second Lunch Third P.M. Fourth
Session teaching break teaching period teaching break teaching
session session session session
(01) (SI) (02) (S2) (03) (S3) (04)
Length 
in rains
. ..-j
'
105
______ J
15 63 90 60 10 30
There are of course many other reasons for breaks to be cancel­
led, but only those encountered on the observed days are recorded 
here.
Such variations, together with.other additional items regarding 
school hours, are detailed in Appendix K.
The t y p i c a l  d a i l y  t i m e - t a b le  o f  th e  sam p led  s c h o o ls
first
R.to low
A.n
AM.
br^k
P.H
bftexk
SiconJ 
C-session
'*r—— 
ihOO
Lwnck "pe.rio4
tH-h> t'Co
TT^ iV cI fturbb
C-se^ j/oii C'sessfon
— f— — —  J —1
\ 1*00
P.M
ç) Length of School Hours
i) Starting time. .
The times when the schools began their 'normal' days are 
shown in Table £S,I|.
Table Starting time of the school day
School starting 
time 8.30 8.33 9.00 9.03 9 .=10 9.13 9.20 9.23
No.of schools* 
(N.= 62) 3 ■ 36 16 0 2 . 2 0 1
of the year.
Most schools started at around 8.33/9*00'a.m., but there 
was a range of about half an hour from earliest to latest. Of 
the four schools which were known to vary their beginning times 
according to season, two started fifteen minutes later in mid­
winter, one began half an hour later and one thirty-five minutes 
later. Other schools may have had seasonal changes which were not 
reported to the observers.
No observer recorded any day when the Head 'adjusted' the 
school's normal starting time.
iv)Finishing time.
/I
The schools' finishing times are given in Table
Table JT.ii*. Finishing time of the school day
School finishing 
time
3*13 3.20 3.23 3.30 3.33 3.40 3.43 3.30 3.33 4.00
No.of schools* 
(N.=63)
4 3 0 28 1 10 11 0 1 3
+ Three schools in the sample, varied their finishing times during
the year.
The range of finishing times-is wider than that for starting 
times, and quite a large proportion of the schools (27 per cent) 
ended their day fifteen or more minutes after the others had closed, 
Several schools seemed to finish relatively early and it was thou- . 
ght that special local circumstances might have dictated this,e.g» 
a school in an isolated area might close early to allow pupils 
to catch a special bus or coach, or a junior school with an atta­
ched infant department might have a common finishing time for both 
infants and juniors. But an analysis of the data did not substa­
ntiate such suggestions, and in fact no common factor explaining 
early closing could be discerned from among the background data 
of schools.
* '
With regard to late finishing, however, it was found that 
all six schools closing at 3*33 or 4,00 were in the Northern Div­
ision of the county. (Seven schools in the sample were in the 
Northern Division, the seventh closing at 3*43«)
Exceptions to the 'normal* finishing time of a school occ­
urred on six of the observed days. On one.day when the afternoon 
break period was cancelled, the school closed ten.minutes early. 
Another school finished five minutes earlier because the pupils' . 
afternoon break, though not cancelled, was interrupted by wet 
weather. On the Friday afternoon prior to the Whit holiday period, 
the observed school stopped work ten minutes early, and at a 
fourth school, the Head brought forward finishing time by ten min­
utes, to allow staff to arrive on time at a Maths course that was 
taking place at another school. The fifth exception to the sch­
ool's normal finishing time was a change of five minutes, but the 
reason was not discovered. The final change from the normal occ­
urred when the Head was asked by the Divisional Office to close 
at afternoon break time (i.e.seventy-five minutes early), so that 
staff could attend a meeting organized by the 'Office' to discuss 
school re-organization in the area.
Length of school hours.
/ I t  is not necessarily the case that the schools which start 
early are those which finish early. A check on the length of the 
school day was believed important and in fact revealed considerable 
differences among the schools.
zi/ï
Table 15.13; Length of school hours
Length of school 
hours (in mins.) 373 380
f
3831 390 393 400 403 410 413 420 423 430
No.of schools* 
(N.=62) 4 3 4j 6i
20 3 ! 8 1 0 3 3
the four schools referred to in the section on 'Starting Time*.)
Mean length of school hours = 399 minutes.
Table 13T. 13shows that for 39 schools (about 60 per cent of 
the sample) the length of school hours was between 390 and 403 
minutes, but well over a third of the schools had considerably 
more or less than these times; and the 'top' nine per cent had a 
school day which was fofty-five minutes longer than the 'bottom* 
eleven per cent.
On studying these variations further, it was found that the 
schools with longer-than-average hours were all in the Northern 
Division of the county. Table JZJ4 shows the * official * school 
hours in the seven Administrative Areas in the county.
Table 3F. 14*. Administrative Areas; Average length of school day
Divisional Area Length of school day 
(minutes) .
North-West 391
South-West 399
South-East 388
North 420
Woking Excepted District . 394
Epsom Excepted District - ^393. ..
Esher Excepted District .3 9 6  j
Where schools with shorter-than-average hours were concerned, 
it was found, as with finishing times, that no distinct pattern 
could be seen to link these schools. Several of these schools had 
constraints regarding pupils needing to catch early coaches, sev­
eral were schools with infant departments, several were smaller 
schools in rural areas (particularly the South-East Division), and 
several were Church of England schools. But all these points were 
countered by the fact that many schools with similar circumstances 
had a school day of average or slightly above average length.
It would appear that whereas the longer school day is deter-
rained by the administrative policy in an area, the reasons for a 
shorter school day are more complex and depend upon a combination 
of school circumstances and Head's policy.
gomment. This disparity in the length of school hours has import­
ant implications;
I. Some teachers (and pupils) will, over a period of time,
I 1
spend far longer at school than others, e.g. a school with a
school day of 3^3 minutes is 'open' twenty-five minutes less than
one with a 4lO minutes day: in a week of five days, this makes a
difference of over two hours; and in a school year of forty weeks,
there is a difference of 83 hours in school attendance.
There has been over the past few years an expansion in
the number and scope of subjects taught in the junior school, as
well as a widening of extra-curricular activities, and this trend
has inevitably brought teachers up against the problem of 'getting
a quart into a pint pot'. The considerable differences found
among schools in the lengths of their school days add a complica-
2ting factor to this very real and difficult situation.
^.Although it is of general interest to know, in absolute 
times, how long teachers spend on various tasks, one ought to 
quote those times as percentages of total school hours if valid 
comparisons are to be made among teachers working in different 
schools.
d) The Morning and Afternoon Sessions
One aspect of the school day that proved of interest was the 
time allocated to the morning and afternoon sessions respectively* 
Tables H-^5'and 3% fL provide the relevant data.
- , . — ; ; ' : ! : — —  ' ' '
A qualification should be made here:; as '‘school hours' include 
breaks for playtime and lunch, when teachers are not (officially) 
with classes, it does not automartinally follow that a teacher who 
has longer total 'school hours* than another teacher will have 
more class-time than the second teacher— «the latter may have re­
latively short break periods, thereby increasing the class-time 
proportion of his 'school hours'. This point is taken up later.
2 ...
The differences referred to here are concerned with school hours 
as such, not with the work teachers do during those hours. It may 
be that teachers who have a longer school day work less in the 
evenings, and vice versa. This matter is treated in Scch'on I2.C.5’.
ZÇo
Table ÎE'-lS; Length of morning session
Length of morning 
session (in rains.) 170 1 173 180 183 190 193
No.of schools*
(N.= 63) 1 2 18 32 6 k
Mean length of morning session = l8l minutes 
Table Length of afternoon session
Length of afternoonL 
session (in mins.) 110 113 120 123 130 133 l4o 143 130 133 160
No.of schools* _ ' 
(N.= 64) 1 0 1 13 8 14 14 3 1 2 2 3
+ Two schools varied the length of the afternoon session.
Mean length of afternoon session = I3I minutes.
The first point to note is that the average morning session 
lasted 181 minutes, compared with I3I minutes for afternoon sess­
ions. One might wonder why the total school hours should be split 
so unevenly between morning and afternoon. Perhaps it is based on 
a principle of school policy (for example, pupils may be thought 
to be capable of absorbing more in the morning than in the after­
noon). Or perhaps it is merely a matter of tradition and habit 
that has never been questioned.
Secondly, the variation among schools in time allocated to 
the afternoon session was far greater than the variation in morn­
ing session times. It would appear that the freedom of the Head 
to determine his own time-table was much more restricted in the 
morning than in the afternoon.
A third item of interest is the timing of the typical break 
in the morning and afternoon sessions (noted in Tables 1 5 * and 
E.io), In the mornings, the break divided the session into one 
part of 103 minutes and one of 63; the afternoon break.was placed 
much nearer the middle of the session, giving a period of 60 
minutes before break and 30 after. The unevenness of.the morn­
ing's time distribution is possibly explained, however, in that
a) it was traditional to hold assembly first thing in the morning,
b) this early morning time was convenient for teachers to carry 
out any administrative tasks such as collecting dinner money, and
c) part of this time (usually just before the break) was given
over to milk distribution. These inroads into the first C-session 
would reduce its effective teaching time so that it became in fact 
similar to the time allocated to teaching after the morning break. 
Changes in these circumstances, e.g. school assembly being moved 
to another part of the day, or milk-distribution taking place at 
any time of the day the teacher chooses, may well result in a re­
allocation of these C-session times.
e) The Lunch Period
The lunch 'hour* is the longest of the 'breaks' in the school 
day. Whereas the morniilg-and afternoon breaks showed a fair uni­
formity of times across the sample, a study of the lunch period 
revealed several features that seem worthy of noting here. (Morn­
ing and afternoon breaks were both between ten and fifteen minutes 
long; details of these breaks are given in Appendix K ,  )
The large majority of schools chose 12.00 as the appropriate 
time to call a halt to the morning's work, while the time of beg­
inning the afternoon session ranged from 1.10 to 1.43. (See App-
I
endix K for further details.) As the lunch break is the period 
when the teacher is allowed a relatively long time in which to 
relax, to have his lunch, to prepare work or undertake school 
activities as he sees fit, any variation among schools in the time 
allocated to teachers for lunch might well be important when ana­
lysing what kind of activities teachers carry out at lunch time 
and how these contribute to his total teaching job.
Table I2.J7 hows the time allocated to lunch among the schools 
in the sample.
Table JZJIi Length of the lunch period.
Length of lunch 
period (mins.) 60 63 70 75 80 83 90 95
NooOf schools* 
(N.= 62) 1 0 2 12 14 12 20
i
+ jour scnooxs naa a varying xengun oi time lor xuncn.
Mean length of lunch break = SS minutes.
It appears that a fairly large number of teachers (those in 
nearly a quarter of the sampled schools) had fifteen minutes less 
for their lunch break than others working in schools with a ninety-
or-more-minutes lunch break (a third of the sample)..
Comment. This quarter of an hour difference in the lunch break 
recurs every working day throughout the school year. If the lun­
ch period is intended as a. relaxation period for the teacher, it 
is obvious that some teachers, over the year, are getting much 
less rest than others. In fact, however, during the lunch period 
teachers often try to undertake extra-curricular activities, like 
football, dance club, orchestra. After allowing time for the 
actual eating of lunch - and if we assume he has no supervisory 
lunch-time duty to perform - the teacher with the shorter lunch 
break has relatively little time left to organize these activities. 
This situation is replicated for all the staff of the school (for 
the time-table applies to all equally), so that from a logistic 
point of view, fifteen minutes of lost lunch-time activity for 
the teacher in a school of, say, six teachers becomes a loss of 
an hour and a half's activities for the school each day. During 
a school year, this represents a loss of 300 hours.
i f  CLtime("Teaching time *) and g-time ('Teacher's own time*) 
When the project began it was tqken as a basic premise 
that the researchers wete interested in all aspects
of the teacher's work during school hours, whether in his class­
room or not. As a result it was decided that the work carried 
out within school hours should be divided into two aspects; (i) 
those activities recorded during teaching time (C-time ), and (it) 
those recorded in what might loosely be called the teacher's own 
time i.e. the breaks and lunch-time (S-time).
It was therefore important to know the C-time and S-time 
divisions of the time-table in the sampled schools. Table 12. 
shows how the time-table was. divided in terms of the mean C-time 
and mean S-time for the whole sample of schools »
Table E. 12 : School hours - length of C-time and 6-time
Session
C-time 
(Teaching time)
S-time 
(Morning and afternoon 
breaks and lunch-time)
C+S
(Total school 
hours)
Length of 
session
288 mins.
(4 hrs.48mins.)
111 mins.
(1 hr.31mins.X
399 mins. 
(6hrs.39mins.)
% of school 
hours 729  ^ 1 28^^- 100?^
These allocated proportions of C- and S-time were remarkably 
uniform across the sample - all but four schools allocated between 
69 per cent and 73 per cent of the total school hours to teaching 
time. Thus, schools with a relatively large C-time operated with 
a relatively large S-time, those with less teaching time gave the 
teacher less 'break' time.
! j)C-time
Table E.I9 shows the variations in C-time found among the 
sampled schools.
Table Total C-time('Teaching time' ) v/ithin school hours
Total C-time 
(in mins.) 263 270' 273 280 ! 283 290 293 300
1
7300 1
I ' -
No.of schools* 
(N.=60)
■
]. 4 7 9 11 14 3 3
^ 1
+ Six schools had a varying total C-time.
Mean C-time = 288 minutes
Two factors stand out from this table:
!
h A sizable variation in C-time is spread throughout the sample,
i.e. it is not just the odd exceptional school that has a C-time 
considerably shorter or larger than the mean.
;2.‘îïie range from shortest to longest times allocated to 'teaching 
sessions' covers at least thirty-five minutes. In fact, of the 
six schools with more than 3^0 minutes of C-time, one had 3IO,two 
313, three 320 and the last 323 minutes.
(i^S-time
Before studying the implications of the figures in . Table @19 ) 
the variation in the schools' S-times should be considered, and 
the relevant data are given in Table
Table K. 3.0; Total S-time ('Teacher ' s own time ' )within school hours
Total S-time 
(in mins.)
^100
3
100 103 1
■ " -}------
110 115 120 1 125
■
7I23
No.of schools* 
(N.=6l) 3 8 12 
----- -------i
( - 10 I 5 1
Mean length of total S-time = 111 minutes.
As with C-time, considerable variation is spread throughout 
the sample, s^d again there is a large range of times: the shortest
fi-tiiîie was in f^ct $0 minutes compared with the longest of 133 
minutes, a difference of three quarters of an hour.,
Comment. The imp!J.ications for teachers may be seen in two ways : 
l) A teacher who works in a school with a relatively short C-time 
will have leas time to teach the ’normal’ subjects than his coll­
eague in a school where C-time is longer. Assuming both teachers 
had a similar syllabus and teaching approach, the former teacher 
will finish his ’course’ with his pupils later than the second 
teacher, and he will also find it more difficult to introduce into 
the curriculum additional subjects or any experimental approach 
that requires an allocation of time not normally provided.
%) ! On the other hand,, if the C-time of the first teacher were 
increased at the expense of S-time, this would reduce the choice 
open to 'the teacher regarding activities he might have undertaken 
in breaks and lunch-time. He would also have less time to relax 
and talk to colleagues, factors which may indirectly decrease the 
general efficiency of the individual teacher and of the school as 
a whole. (The alternative suggestion of lengthening total school 
hours, so that C-time can be increased without reducing-S-time —  
or S-time increased without reducing C-time —  is not the simple 
solution it may appear, for, as will be, sbcwn- later, the time 
given by the teacher to professional work in out-of-school hours 
may then be affected.)
The implications for pupils are also twofold:
1) j Pupils in a school with a short C-time will receive less direct 
teaching, whether of a formal or informal kind, than pupils in a 
school with a longer C-time.
2), Pupils in a school with more S-time will be able to join in a 
larger number and wider variety of break and lunch-time activities.
VHiatever the arguments for or against changing the balance 
of C-time and S-time within school hours, the situation that ex­
ists concerning the variation among schools ought to be seen in a 
logistical light. One day's increase of thirty minutes of C-time 
increases the teacher's potential for direct teaching by two and 
a half hours a week, or 100 hours a year. A school with six full­
time teachers increases its potential for direct teaching by 600 
hours in a school year. If the argument is applied to S-time, the 
same increase is available for teachers to rest, to prepare, to 
consult, to undertake extra-curricular activities, and so on.
ISS
At the same time_the effect on pupils should not be overlook­
ed. It can be argued that if a teacher provides each day an extra 
half-hour of direct teaching to a class of pupils, he is in 
fact increasing his 'teaching output' (pupil hours) by 13 hours 
rather than one half-hour. (For lessons involving class teaching, 
this is certainly true.) Over a year the same teacher is offering 
his pupils 3000 pupil hours of additional tuition. Similarly, if 
it were S-time that was extended by half an hour, an increase of 
pupil hours would be made possible, but the scale of the increase 
would be less clear-cut, as a comparable situation of class-tea­
ching in S-time rarely exists.
2. THE TEACHER'S WORK DURING TEACHING SESSIONS (C-time)
ojjThe Sample of Days
It was intended to observe 204 days. Of these, seven went unre­
corded owing to the teacher's absence through illness. A further 
nine days were excluded because they were considered 'exceptional', 
in that much or all of the day was devoted to one category of act­
ivity, e.g. the teacher was attending a course all day. (Features
of these 'special days' are noted in . )
The following datp concerned with the C-time parts of the 
day (the teaching sessions) are therefore.based on observation re­
cords made during l88 dciys of the year.
b )The Teacher's Activities; Time Allocations
Table Cv.H gives the mean times spent by the teacher during 
teaching sessions on the main teaching tasks. (These tasks are the
grouped activities which were arbitrarily 'labelled', and the reader
is referred to Sctl'icn j5.6.7t for the general meanings attaching to 
these overall headings.) The bottom row of the table shows the 
proportion of the total C-time taken by each of the main tasks.
Table 15.2.4 .‘Time spent each day on main teaching tasks during C-time
Teaching
Organi­
zation
Control & 
superv'n
Clerical 
& mech'l Pastoral Private
Unrec­
orded
Mean time 
(mins.)
140.6 63.8 32.2 :^ 3.7 3.1 6.4 2.3
8.D. 34.3 20.3 17.1 17.9 8.3 3.8 4.6
% of 
C-time 49.1# 23.0^ 11.2# !
11.8#
.
2.2# 0.9#
Mean total C-time =286.3 mins. (Range =260-323 mins.)
An important feature standing out from Table is that the 
standard deviations of the absolute times are quite large, indic-
The slight discrepancy between this figure and that given, 
Carh’er (288 mins.) is due to the latter figure being based on 
the 'normal' time-tables in 66 schools, while the figures quoted 
in the present chapter are based on the l88 observed days.
ZSl
ating that the times spent on the different tasks varied a good 
deal from day to day. For example, the teacher spent on average 
about two and a third hours on ’Teaching’ but he might often spend 
a half-hour more or a half-hour less than this; over half an hour 
of his C-time was allocated to clerical or mechanical 'chores', 
but on quite a few days they took over fifty minutes of his time, 
while on other days they occupied only fifteen minutes.
It was impossible to pinpoint one particular reason for these 
variations. As will be shown later, some possible causes were 
studied, such as differences among the teachers in their teaching 
experience, their sex, the sizes of classes, the sizes of the 
schools; yet within each similar group of teachers or schools, 
there was in general as"much variation as there was across the 
whole sample. This tends to show that none of these possible fac­
tors of teacher, class or school was the sole determinant of the 
variation found across the whole sample of days ; it appears that 
these day-to-day differences on times spent on the main teaching 
tasks were caused by the essential 'changing' nature of the job 
itself. It was probably a combination of circumstances, including 
those studied, together with others that were not investigated 
(because they were not measurable or were completely overlooked)
p ■
that made each day's work unique.
To see more clearly how the time spent on one aspect of the 
teacher's work compared with the time spent on others, the abso­
lute times were converted into percentages of the total teaching- 
time (bottom row of Table HT.S-l).
It is evident that the first four main divisions of work 
took up the greater part of the teaching sessions. About half 
of C-tirae was devoted to 'Teaching'; over a fifth of the total 
time available for teaching was used for organizing in one form 
or another; another tenth of the time was spent in general super­
vision e.g. along corridors, in the hall,.during a television pro­
gramme; and for another tenth of his teaching time the teacher was 
doing clerical or mechanical 'chores'.
In order to make discussion of the data more meaningful,a sl'udj
^ See Duthie, (1970) where, in the Scottish Primary School Survey 
of ancillary tasks, similar variations across sample of days
were found and attributed, after analysis and ; discussion, to the 
nature of the teaching job.
WAS mot/c ef the 'breakdown* of the main 'grouped activities' into their 
component sub-activities or categories. It found that in the tea­
ching sessions available to him each day, the teacher spent only 
43 per cent of this time on actual instruction, whether it was to 
a class, a group or an individual pupil. Of course, many teachers 
regard the organizing of pupils as an essential component of their 
general teaching method and they might not expect to spend much 
time actually instructing; they might indeed consider organizing 
of work their main function. Yet the specific task of organizing 
pupils in their lesson work occupied bn average only 13«3 per cent 
of the teaching sessions. Thus, during the period allocated each 
day to C-time — or what is generally called lesson-time —  the 
teacher in fact spent dnly 38.3 per cent of his time on direct 
instruction and organizing of pupils.
One immediately wishes to know how the other 41.3 per cent 
of the les son-time was spent. In Table W.21 are lîst'ed those particu­
lar activities which accounted for most of C-time.
Table Î percentage of C-time•spent each day on particular
teaching tasks
Activity Mean % of C-tiine
Lesson instruction 43.0%
Organizing pupils for work 15.3%
Supervision 9.7%
Mechanical chores 8.9%
Staff consultation 5.3%
Lesson planning and marking 4.2%
Clerical tasks •• 2.9% : .
Pastoral (individual pupil) 1.5%
Discipline 1.3%
Emergencies 1.0%
Notices and messages 1.0%
The 43 per cent of C-time allocated to lesson instruction 
was concerned with teacher-pupil interaction closely related to 
a lesson topic, and included time spent in expounding, explaining, 
demonstrating, discussing, asking and answering points appertain­
ing to the lesson content. Such interaction might be with the 
whole class, a small group of pupils or an individual pupil: most 
C-tirae sessions contained all three types of interaction, as when 
the teacher first talked to the whole class about a previous piece
of work, explained a new process or item that was to form the 
content of the observed lesson, then went round to groups or ind­
ividuals to discuss points rnd answer questions# The proportion 
of time given to class, group or individual interaction within a 
C-session varied a great deal, depending upon many factors, incl­
uding the teacher's personal approach, the kind of class being- 
taken and especially the type of lesson being taught. For exam­
ple, in a 'project' lesson or a handicraft lesson the teacher 
would be seen going from group to group or from one individual to 
another most of the time,while for the greater part of the 
'story lesson', the whole class would be listening as the teacher
or a child read from a book.
- .
The time spent on organizing pupils in C-time was primarily 
a matter of announcing work assignments and locations, and again 
this might involve talking to the whole class about the arrangem­
ents for the lesson, or the organizing might be directed at a 
group or an individual pupil. The 15*3 per cent of organizing 
time also entailed the distribution of equipment required for the 
lesson, as well as arranging for its collection towards the end 
of the lesson.
l\lhereas 'Control and Supervision' accounted for 11.2 per cent
of C-time (Table most of this was in effect spent on super­
vision (9.7 per cent of C-time), and only a small proportion (I.3 
per cent) was taken up with discipline. Periods of supervision 
occurred when the teacher, adopting-a passive role, sat or stood 
at the side of the hall while the Head took the morning assembly, 
or when the teacher sat with his pupils and watched a televised 
lesson or listened to a radio broadcast. The activity of lining 
pupils up and escorting them from one place to another was a reg­
ular component of 'supervision', occurring usually at the beginn­
ing and/or end of lessons.
The mechanical 'chores' observed during nearly 9 per cent
of C-time embraced a wide variety of jobs, such as mending pens,
sharpening pencils, cutting up paper, tidying desks, searching for 
books, setting-up apparatus; and in order to perform some of these 
tasks the teacher often had to leave his own classroom and go to 
the stock room, the secretary's room, the staffroom or another 
classroom. The clerical aspects of the teacher's work occupied 
less time (nearly 3 per cent) than the mechanical jobs, and were -
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chiefly concerned with marking attendance and dinner registers, 
checking dinner money, copying lists or completing forms,(These 
mechanical and clerical activities are studied in further detail 
in Section IV.C.11.)
It may at first seem odd that there should be any staff con­
sultation during lesson-time, but, apart from a few occasions when 
a form of team-teaching was in progress (where two or three tea­
chers were in charge of the same group of pupils), it was fairly 
common for the secretary or the Head to come into the observed 
teacher's classroom and talk to the teacher about a pupil or 
some other aspect of school business* Occasionally, also, after 
the break period had 'officially' ended, the observed teacher 
might still be in the staffroom talking to a colleague or to the 
Head about a school matter —  and such conversations therefore 
encroached upon C-time.
Sometimes, in lesson-time, while the pupils were engaged 
in their work, the teacher would sit at his desk and mark some 
of the books or papers they had previously handed in; he might 
also make notes in a record book about what had been achieved 
in the lesson and about the progress of individual pupils»
These jobs accounted for about 4 per cent of C-time»
A few other C-time activities happened on most days, but 
did not usually last long. These included; pastoral activities 
(personal chats with pupils, checldLng on pupils' personal prop­
erty, looking after unwell pupils), dealing with emergencies, 
and Teceiving and reading out messages.
It is appropriate at this point to note a caveat about the
relative significance of the above figures to the practising tea­
cher. The amount of time allotted to a task is not necessarily 
related to the importance of that task, nor indeed to its effects 
on pupil or teacher. One incident that lasts only a few minutes 
may affect the 'bone' or atmosphere of the classroom for a whole 
morning (some instances of this nature are described in 
or an aspect of the teacher's work that takes up little of his 
total teaching time may be made up of short, sharp instances that 
cumulatively produce greater physical and emotional strains than 
result from tasks ihat take up far more of his time.
Partly for this reason, thg pbseryera recorded, the frequency 
of e^ch teacher, activity, and these data, provide, some, interesting, 
points that ampiify the picture, of the te^^4er*is work#
f^The Teacher's Activities;; Frequency of Occurrence 
Table 15.13gives data about how often during C-time the main 
activities of work were observed to occur.
Table Frequency of occurrence of main teaching tasks
during C-time each day
Teaching Organi­zation
Cont'l 8: 
superv'n
Clerical 
& mech'l Past'l Private
Unrec­
orded
Mean freq. 
of
occurrence
131 ifo 66 71 16 12 4
S.D. 43 31 34 27 10 10 8
Once again the large variation from day to day is apparent, 
but more significant are the actual mean figures quoted for the 
four main activities. These are remarkably large numbers and 
they indicate that most of the teacher's work during teaching 
sessions was fragmented and marked by many interruptions (whether, 
self-initiated or not).
This is more meaningfully demonstrated by studying the 
absolute times and frequencies of some of the particular tasks 
undertaken in C-time; these figures are shown in Table
Table J?.24'; Time and frequency of some particular categories of 
teaching activity during C-time
Lesson 
instr'n
Organizing 
pupils'work Discipline
Mech'1 
tasks.
Personal; chat^ 
with pupils
Mean time 
(in rains.) 123.3 44.3 4.3 25.4 2.3
Mean freq.of 
occurrence 117 135 40 59 8
In Stchon nr.6.*f it explained that, as a result of the
feasibility worlt, cC was decided to record continuously, rather 
than in units of a minute or half a minute or even less. The 
figures quoted in the present secKion amply justify that decision..
The time given to direct instruction of pupils in lesson 
time was 123 minutes, yet this was spread out over 117 instances. 
Obviously, the picture of the teacher standing in front of a 
class, holding forth continuously as pupils listen passively, was 
quite mythical as far as our sample were concerned. Although, of 
course, there were occasions when this kind of lesson took place, 
the average length of time during which the teacher instructed 
continuously was just over one minute.
Table E.l^^mlso shows that organizing of pupils v/as even more 
fragmentary: 44 minutes spread over 133 instances during the day's 
teaching sessions. This implies that the teacher's allocating of 
assignments or organizing of equipment did not take place just at 
the beginning of a lesson but recurred at frequent intervals 
throughout the lessons; remembering that the 133 instances of 
pupil-organizing arose during a total C-time of 286 minutes^ it 
would seem that on average the teacher was involved in organizing 
pupils about once every two minutes during lesson-time. These 
figures, arrived at mathematically, are supported by the subject­
ive impressions of the observers v^ ho, during the project, reported 
that the class lessons most commonly encountered were made up of 
sequences of very short periods of differing teacher activities, 
the latter usually consisting of alternating organizing and in­
structing.
Perhaps more interesting still is the category 'Discipline'. 
The chief component of this sub-division was direct reprimanding 
of pupils but it also included the well-known 'teacher's glare', 
and the occasional smack on the leg. Only just over four minutes 
of teaching-time was occupied in 'discipline', but these reprim­
ands happened on 40 occasions. Obviously it does not take very 
long for a teacher to tell a child to stop interfering with an­
other pupil or to stop chattering, but there will be a considerable 
strain involved in saying it 40 times during the lesson parts of 
the day, and these reprimands are typical examples of how the 
teacher's instructing or organizing of lessons will be interrupted.
Another teacher task where effect may be out of proportion 
to time spent is in the area of pastoral work. The particular 
activity in Table called 'Personal chat with pupil' was con­
cerned with the more personal aspects of the teacher-pupil relat­
ionship (see Appendix E , Category 8): for example, the teacher 
asks a child how his brother at the Secondary school is getting 
on, or a pupil tells the teacher about his mother being ill, or 
a group of pupils show the teacher their holiday snaps. These 
occasions appeared to happen during lesson-time much less than 
might have been expected for junior schools out of 286 minutes, 
an average of only two minutes was spent on this very personal 
interaction —  and they occurred eight times a day. This means 
that the average time given to each instance of this interaction 
was only fifteen seconds, yet many would argue that this short 
chat might be supremely important to the child and, over a 
period of time, have an important bearing.on the.continuing’tea- 
cher-pupil relationship.
The figure of 39 instances during 23 minutes of mechanical 
tasks indicates the nature of this work. Throughout the teach­
ing session, the teacher would make many trips to cupboards to 
search for books, or was being called upon by many different 
pupils to attend to their individual requirements regarding 
broken or defective equipment, and so on - and all these 'chores' 
contributed to the' fragmentation of the teacher's instructing or 
organizing activities.
f d) A'dditional Items of Interest
Apart from the professional Cor non-professional) tasks un­
dertaken by teachers, observers recorded other items which seemed 
of interest.. For example, the researchers were asked originally
1
The teacher frequently spoke quietly and intimately to individ­
ual pupils about their work, but this kind of interaction would 
have been recorded under instruction or some other appropriate 
category. Only interaction which was strictly personal and did 
not involve lesson-work or school organization was recorded under 
' category 8'.-
if they could in some way record the strain of the work on the te­
acher. This proved far too difficult and complex an undertaking, 
but one aspect of physical strain that observers were able to re­
cord concerned the teacher's movements, and in particular for how 
long the teacher sat or stood during the day.
Standing and sitting
It was found that during his teaching sessions the teacher 
was sitting for an average time of 91 minutes (32 per cent of the 
total C-time), and stood or moved about for 191 minutes (67 per 
cent). Perhaps, more important is the fact that he got up or sat 
down about 30 times during the lesson parts of the day, indicating 
that the teaching job wgs not, at least for our sample, a matter 
of sitting at the teacher's desk, directing operations from a chair.
îî) Moving
It was not expected that a junior teacher would move around 
the building very much during lesson time, and only 6 minutes, of 
teaching sessions (2.2 per cent) were in fact occupied in moving 
around the building area. This would include his escorting pupils 
as well as walking alone from one plane to another..
%ii)Registers and Milk
The average amount of time spent dealing with attendance re­
gistration during lesson-time was three and a half minutes, with 
dinner registration four minutes, and only one minute for milk 
organization, the total for these matters accounting for nearly 
nine minutes or three per cent of teaching-time. These times 
will vary, of course, according to the day of the week, and in 
particular Mondays and Fridays would need more than the 'average' 
time for attendance or dinner matters, for these usually are the 
days when most of the recording, totalling and collecting is done.
iv) Interruptions
The observers made a note of every occasion when the obser­
ved teacher was interrupted from outside the classroom, whether 
the interruption involved a pupil or an adult. There was an ave­
rage of six interruptions during the day's teaching sessions, 
which would mean that the teacher was likely to be interrupted 
at least once every lesson of every day. (This item is further 
discussed in Sôckton
X \ } ^
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e)A Typical Teaching Session:a summary of the teacher's work in C-time 
If a visitor to one of the observed schools wanted to see
the kind of work a teacher did during an average lesson, he would
find the following situation:
The teacher will stand near the classroom door or in the 
front of the classroom, and watch as the pupils, returning from
the hall or playground, follow each other into the room and grad­
ually settle in their places. As they pass the teacher one or two 
will make a remark about an incident in the playground or about
what the Head said at assembly, and several will in turn ask him
what they are going to do in this lesson. He will tell them to 
hurry up'and settle, so that he can in fact tell them»
With the children settled in their places and ready, the
/
teacher will remind them about work previously done, and then begin 
to organize them for their work during the lesson to come - and 
this may involve allocating individual, group or class assignments.
He will tell them what books or equipment they will need and where 
to find these, but during the course of the lesson he will proba­
bly need to repeat these instructions several kmes, as well as 
organize pupils for subsequent assignments as and when they fin­
ish any piece of work on which they are engaged. This initial 
and subsequent organizing will take up over fifteen per cent of 
the lesson.
Once the initial organizing is completed, he will attempt 
throughout the lesson to give direct instructional teaching to 
pupils, and much of the time will be spent going from pupil to ^
pupil or group to group, checking their understanding of, or ans­
wering their questions about, the subject-matter of their v;6rk.
While he is speaking to pupil or group, he will look up every
few minutés and cast his eyes quickly round the room. As some ,
pupils may have taken their work into the corridor, the teacher
will walk out there to see them and check .what they are doing,
and then return to the classroom. Occasionally, he will call out
to the class to stop and look up for a. moment while he explains
a point about some individual's work or about a matter affecting
the work of the whole class.
While attending to an individual or group, he will be int-
 ^ This description is an attempt to translate the objective, quantit­
ative data discovered into a form that reflects the real events those 
data represent. Similar descriptions are later reported relating to 
other aspects of the teacher's work.
errupted by pupils coming to him, or putting up their hands to 
ask him to settle their particular problem. It may concern an 
item of direct tuition and explanation, or a matter of where to 
find some equipment; only rarely will the teacher be allowed to 
settle with any group or with any one child to give more than a 
minute or so of continuous instrtuction. Quite often, while pausing 
to give instructions or wandering round the room, he will be asked 
to sharpen a pencil,.to mend a pen, to find a book; and he will 
stop what he is doing to deal with these matters of defective or 
missing equipment.
For a while, if the pupils seem busily engaged, he will go 
to his desk, sit down, then call pupils to him so that he may look 
at their work or ask them about any difficulties, and again, while 
so occupied, he will be seen looking up (sometimes, apparently, 
quite unconsciously) and glancing rapidly round the room. At these 
moments and at several others during the lesson he will need to 
call out to a child or go up to him, and scold him for talking too 
much or for not getting on with his work.
Almost certainly, there will soon be a knock on his door, 
and a child or teacher or the secretary will come in and ask him 
to read a notice or announce a message to the class. Sometimes 
this interruption results in the teacher having to record a list 
of names or he will be seen ticking off a list left on his desk.
Once or twice during the lesson, the teacher will go and 
sit at his desk and make notes in a mark book or record bbok about 
a child's progress or the progress of the lesson. The Head or an­
other teacher may come in and discuss a point of school organiza­
tion, and, on looking round the room, they may speak about some 
of the pupils for a few minutes.
At some time during the lesson - and quite probably when the 
teacher was attending to the person who came into the classroom - 
a small flurry of excitement will occur: a pupil will knock over a 
bottle of ink, or two pupils will quarrel about the ownership of 
a piece ofequipment, or someone's change from dinner money will 
have 'gone astray'. The teacher will have to carry out a small 
investigation, and, after hearing much tale-telling from all and 
sundry, will try to sort out the matter and settle the class back 
to work.
As the lesson nears its end, the teacher will tell the class 
to pack up and, if it is just before break in the morning, he will
tell them to get their milk and drink it as soon as they have fin­
ished work. This will be the signal for a noticeable increase in 
noise and bustle, of lifting and shutting of desk-lids, and the 
teacher will find many hands raised or many pupils surrounding him, 
asking him all at once a variety of questions where should they 
put their books? is their work correct? are they improving? what 
should they do if they have not finished? what are they going to 
do next lesson? As these pupils and their queries are sorted out, 
the rest of the class gradually make their way out of the room, 
gossiping and laughing. VJhile the teacher watches them and urges 
the class to get a move on and hurry out, one pupil moves over to 
him and confidentially tells him some item of personal home news 
or perhaps recounts a joke or méoor anecdote. With the classroom 
at last clearing, the tèacher will walk out to the corridor to 
see all is well, then, with a few words to the last stragglers, 
he tidies his desk a little and goes off to his own break.
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3#. THE TEACHER'S WORK DURING LUNCH AFP BREAK.PERIODS (S-time)
It has already been explained that the research was concer­
ned as ranch with the work the teacher did in his own time as with 
his activities during his tirae with classes* During school hours, 
the teacher’s own time (S-time) comprised a lunch period, togeth­
er with one short break during the morning and, in most cases, 
another during the afternoon. The data that follows, regarding 
the teacher's work during these S-time periods, are, as with the 
C-time figures provided in Section based on l88 days of obse­
rvation.
a) The Teacher's Activities : Time Allocations
In Table E.lf is shown the gaan times spent by the teacher 
during S-time on the main teaching activities.
Table lY.5t^ ;Tirne spent each day on main teaching tasks during
S-time
.... — ..""1—
Teaching
1
--------
Organi­
zation
Control & 
superv'n
Clerical 
& mech'l
Past­
oral
Pri­
vate
Unrecor­
ded
Mean time 
(mins.) 10.3 32.3 17.8 9.4 3.4
26.3 8.5
S.D. 12.4 13.0 19.7 8.8 9.7 16.1 17.5
% of 
S-time 9.3#
____
29.5% 16. 2% 8.3# 4.9% 23. 9J; 7.7% ,
Mean total S-time = 110.2 mins. (Range = 90 —  133 rains.)
As with the activities in C-time, there is a large variat­
ion in day-to-day work, and indeed these S-time activities seem 
to vary even more than those connected with class-time. The 
reason is not hard to seek: the teacher's work in class-time, 
though varying continually from day to day, is nevertheless 
limited by the presence of the pupils; during the teacher's own 
time, this limiting factor is not there unless the teacher imp­
oses it upon himself. In S-time the teacher is far freer to 
choose for himself the activities he will undertake, and these 
activities will be guided as much by day-to-day variation in 
personal circumstances as by each day's professional requirements
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The bottom row of Table gives the time spent on each 
main activity expressed as a percentage of the total S-time avai­
lable. The immediate feature that stands out is that, on avera«ge, 
only about a quarter of the teacher's own time was spent on 'pri­
vate' matters. If we include in the* 'Private' category the time 
when, for one reason or another, the observer was unable to rec­
ord the teacher's activities, we still have less than a third 
(31.8 per cent) of S-time spent on matters unconnected with sch­
ool work.^
Further discussion of these relative times requires details 
of some of the particular activities subsumed under the 'grouped 
activities', and Table lists those tasks which accounted for 
most of S-time.
Table JJ.jlU Î Percentage of S-time spent each day on particular
teaching tasks., *
Activity
].—  ■ -------------
I . Mean # of S-time|
Staff consultation ^ 24.3#
'Private' 23. 9#
Supervision 16.0#
Mechanical chores 8.0#
Lesson planning and marking : : 3.4# ^
Pastoral work 4. 9#
Organization of pupils j ; 3. 6# .
Lesson instruction ’ | : 3.4#
(Unrecorded j 7.7#)
It will be seen that the activity that took up more of the 
teacher's own time than any other type of work was 'Staff consul­
tation', i.e., talking to other staff about some aspect of school
If at lunch-time the teacher left the premises, the period of 
absence was regarded as 'Unrecorded'. It is of course quite 
usual for teacherstwhile out shopping or strolling locally, to 
meet pupils and talk 'pastorally' to them, or to be engaged on 
some other activity connected with school, e.g. during a lunch- 
time personal shopping expedition, the teacher will also buy 
some items of school equipment. It was not usually convenient 
or diplomatic for observers to accompany teachers when they left 
the school premises, so although these activities might have 
contained a 'school' element they were nevertheless recorded as 
'unknown', and subsumed under the 'Unrecorded' category.
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business, be it about pupils, teaching matters or school policy. 
The greater part of this consultation involved informal discus­
sions with colleagues,, rather than formal staff meetings. During 
the morning or afternoon breaks, these discussions were more com­
monly in the form of quick snatches of conversation, with two or 
three colleagues in turn, regarding specific items of school or 
class organization affecting that day's routine; while at lunch 
time, and often during the meal itself, our teacher listened to,
or joined in with, a group of colleagues in more prolonged dis-
1eussions over a wide range of professional matters. These might 
include some very specific items, such as the school's reading 
scheme or a new series of textbooks, or some wider topic such 
as the training being given to student teachers or the re-organ­
ization of schools in the locality. Nearly always there would 
be a reference to some organizational matter affecting that par­
ticular day (a common example encountered was a change resulting 
from a teacher's absence); and hardly any prolonged discussion 
passed without, at one time or another, the staff talking about 
individual pupils - their merits, their faults, their homes, 
their worries, their health. In a large number of the schools, 
the Head ate his lunch with the staff, and this provided him, 
no doubt, with an opportunity to join in these general discus­
sions or speak to a teacher about a particular pupil or class.
The observers formed the subjective opinion that the 
breaks, and particularly the lunch-time period, enabled the staff 
to get to know one another at personal and professional levels, 
to expound on their pet theories, to air their grievances; and 
that the Staff Room, even in small junior schools with only a 
few teachers, was the place which reflected the school's general 
outlook and atmosphere.
The importance of this activity, 'Staff Consultation', has 
a bearing on the suggestion considôrCd in Section IV.0.1 that the 
C-time of ^ school day might be extended and S-time reduced. As 
most staff consultaion takes place during the S-time, staff 
communication about school business would be lost or gradually 
decreased if S-time were reduced.
Of course, during break-times and especially during the meal at 
lunch-time, teachers talked about personal matters, but all such 
personal conversation would have been recorded under 'Private'.
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The next highest proportion of teaching activity during 
break times (16 per cent) was concerned v;ith the supervision of 
pupils. This activity varied much more than most others because 
it depended on two factors: the school’s general arrangement for 
supervision of pupils in the playground or dining hall, and any 
specific duty assigned to our observed teacher on the day of 
observation. For example, in some schools it was the practice 
for all teachers to go into the playground and stay there while 
classes were assembled; in others the teachers themselves chose 
to assemble their own classes, and in others only the ’duty' 
teacher supervised the pupils. Again, at lunch time in some 
schools, the staff normally had their meal in the pupils' din­
ing hall, and, while not being charged with any specific duty to 
supervise, nevertheless kept an eyp on general behaviour; in 
other schools, however, the staff ate their meal in the Staff 
Room and no supervision of pupils at all would be required un­
less a teacher were assigned on a duty roster to be in the din­
ing hall.
'Supervision' also included the escorting of pupils to and 
from the playground at the end of or prior to a teaching session, 
and obviously variations in the siting of a teacher's classroom
would produce variations in the amount of time taken on this kind
of activity.
In view of the above points, it is not surprising to find 
that the mean time spent on 'Supervision' in S-time was 17.6
minutes, with an S.D. of 19.7, i.e. this particular activity
varied greatly across the sample of days*
Clerical and mechanical 'chores' accounted for 8,3 per cent 
of the teacher's own time, and only a very small proportion of 
this was spent on clerical work. For 8 per cent of the total S-time 
the teacher was- engaged on mechanical tasks, such as mixing paste, 
cutting up art paper or needlework material, drawing stencils, 
duplicating maps or project instruction sheets, writing individual 
programme cards, moving desks around, and so on.
From Table IV.26 it is seen that nearly 9 per cent of the
1 'Duties', in the sense of assignments allocated to teachers on 
a roster basis and involving the teacher in being 'responsible' 
for the pupils during break periods, are discussed in more detail 
in Section IV.C.12.
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teacher's 'ovm time' was spent work more directly concerned with 
lessons (instruction or preparation). Over 3 per cent concerned 
direct tuition, and here the most frequent occurrence was where 
the teacher carried on his class teaching for a short while into 
the break period. Quite often, towards the end of a teaching sess­
ion, he would have stopped■talking to or organizing the class, and 
would be instructing an individual pupil when the break bell soun­
ded. For a short while he would continue helping the child, or 
answer a query from another pupil, and only then proceed to his 
own break.^
Occasionally, a teacher would, during the lunch period, go 
to his classroom for a short pre-arranged instruction session with 
an individual or group, but this did not happen very often. It 
was the other aspect of lesson work - preparing lessons and marking 
books - that took place at lunch time, though a few teachers did 
a fair amount of marking in rushed ^ Sessions at morning or afternoon 
breaks. Over 3 per cent of S-time was used for this preparing 
and marking.
It was found that pastoral care with individual pupils took 
up about 1 per cent of S-time - a seemingly small amount of time. 
However, it is during S-time and especially at lunch time that a 
teacher can organize any club work he wishes to undertake, and it 
was calculated that these extra-curricular activities boosted the 
general 'pastoral' work to nearly 3 per cent of S-time. (This 
figure of 3 per cent is not very meaningful in practical terms, for 
on the particular days when clubs occurred, the proportion of S-timc 
spent on such 'pastoral' work was much larger. The figure of 3 per 
cent is the average time calculated over the whole sample of days. 
'Club' activities are studied further in Section IV.C.14.)
It was during break periods that many teachers organized
There were occasions when the teacher finished class-teaching 
before the bell rang or stayed in the Staff Room chatting person­
ally after the end-of-break bell —  thus introducing some 'pers­
onal' activity into C-time. What should be emphasized here is 
the flexible nature of these 'official' breaks in most of the 
sampled schools: there was a reasonable amount of 'give-and-take', 
so that even though an 'official' time for breaks was specified, it 
was the teacher who, for all practical purposes and within certain 
limits, decided when they started and ended. As far as the observers 
could judge, the spirit of this 'flexibility' was maintained, so 
that any 'personal' activity brought into C-time on one occasion was 
balanced by extending teaching tasks into S-time on another.
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pupils in preparing for the lesson to follow (3.6 per cent of S-time). 
In these cases it was often the case of a .teacher staying behind in 
his room when the break bell sounded and telling a few pupils (e.g. 
the 'radio broadcast monitor') which pamphlets or instruments he wan­
ted given out; or, more frequently, he would return to his classroom 
soon after his lunch and, while sitting at his desk marking, or doing 
other work, would organize a couple of children in distributing the 
equipment or books required for the afternoon lesson to follow.
b) The Teacher's Activities ; Frequency of Occurrence 
lb VMS found, as with the data about C-time, that the records of 
the frequency with which particular activities occurred yielded some 
interesting information about the teacher's S-tirae work. Table IV.27 
shows how often and for how long certain activities were observed 
to happen.
ê
Table BZ*A*7;;Time and frequency of certain teacher activities during 
' S-tirae each day
Organizing 
. pupils
Staff con­
sultation
Hech'1 
tasks
Personal chat 
with pupil
Private
Mean time 
(in mins.) 4.0 27.0 8.8 1.0 23.3
Mean freq.of 
occurrence 13 14 11 3 10
The most interesting point to note from Table H. 117 is that 
little of the teacher ? s work took place in a continuous fashion, 
even though it was happening in his 'own time'. Activities seem to 
show the same kind of intermittent pattern as recorded for C-time, 
e.g. organizing of pupils happened thirteen times for a total of 
four minutes; any mechanical task lasted on average less than a 
minute; personal 'chats' with pupils occurred in three 'spasms' of 
twenty seconds each. l-Jhen the teacher was in the Staff Room talking 
to a colleague, the average length of time for a continuous, uninter­
rupted conversation on professional matters was two minutes; and even 
when the teacher got away completely from school matters, each per­
sonal conversation or activity lasted for an average of only just 
over two minutes. (An inspection of the daily observation schedules 
sKcwed that the length of each interval of uninterrupted professional 
or personal conversation during the lunch-time meal itself was about 
eight to ten minutes; apart from this period, the average figures,
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observers b e l i e v e reflecl'tA -accuratèly the intermittent nature of 
the teacher's activities,during 6-time,) Of course, these activi- ' 
ties were all interacting —  the frequency with which the teacher's 
personal conversation with a colleague was interrupted was often 
determined by the frequency with which the teacher himself intro­
duced professional talk. The important point to stress here is 
that, whatever the reason, the picture of the teacher's work during 
most of his 'own time' is one of short spells of varying teacher's 
activities.
c) Standing, Sitting and J^ovement
The observers had noted when the teacher was seated during 
S-time periods and when he stood; they also recorded the time he spent 
woving from one location to another. The data are given in Table IV,28#
Table E . 2 Î : Standing, sitting and movement during S-time
j Stands Sits 1 Movement
1
Mean time (mins.) j 30.3 ' 52.6 4.4
S.D. 1 23.8 20.9 . 2.3
Mean % of S-time+ 43.6# 47.7% 4.0%
1
Mean freq.of 6 
occurrence
4
6 10
+ About 7# of S-time was unrecorded*
When the teacher had an opportunity to relax physically,i,e• 
in his own time at break and lunch time, he sat for 48 per cent 
of the time. VJhen he did sit, it was for an average, of about nine 
minutes each time. In actual fact, of course, the teacher would 
have sat to have his meal for a continuous period of twenty minu­
tes or half an hour (although the observers noted many occasions 
when he got up and down even then), so in order to arrive at a 
mean of nine minutes, the other occasions of sitting during S-time 
must have been for very short intervals each time*
Most of the teacher's moving about during his own time would 
take place when he went to the Staff Room from his classroom or 
vice versa. His total movement entailed four and a half minutes 
of S-time, and involved ten occasions, each lasting an average of 
about half a minute.
d) Typical Periods in S-time ; A summary of the teacher's work
in his 'own time'#
A A typical morning or afternoon break.
If our imaginary visitor to the observed, schools wanted to 
see what the junior teacher did during an average morning or after­
noon break, he would obtain the following description:
As the end of the teaching session approaches the teacher 
tells the pupils to pack up their work and put it away, By the 
time the bell rings, some of the children will be at the door, 
ready to leave, but others will need a little urging to’ 'go out 
and get some fresh air'. If it is a morning break, there will be 
the inevitable slow drinkers of milk and the teacher will several 
times ask them to stop chattering and to move out. A child may 
ask him to go over a point from the previous lesson and, while ' 
looking at the pupil's book, the teacher will che^ck that the rest 
of the class are making their way out. Having finished with the 
enquiry, he will go out into the corridor and wend his own way 
to the Staff Room, checking pupils' behaviour in the corridors as 
he goes.
As he passes the Secretary's door, she calls him and asks 
him about a discrepancy in the dinner register and, having sorted 
it out, he arrives in the Staff Room, where coffee or tea awaits 
him. He may find, to his disgust, that it is his turn to make 
the tea, or that no-one has put the kettle on, and, muttering to 
himself, he proceeds noisily to prepare the tea and assemble the 
cups (and, onl^ r occasionally, saucers). He chats personally for 
a few moments with a colleague, but then the Head, who is in the 
Staff Room, asks him about one of his pupils. He sits down to 
drink his tea, then gets up to look at the Staff Notice Board to 
check if anything new is there (and sometimes to see if he ought 
to be on playground duty).' A colleague will joke about an incident 
that happened in his classroom before break and the Head recounts 
a similar incident from a couple of years ago.
The teacher may have brought a few exercise books to mark 
and he will attempt to get that job done while listening to and 
joining in the conversation going on around him.
He remembers that his class is splitting up during a lesson 
later that day, so he speaks to another teacher affected, to make
sure they are co-ordinating their arrangements* If it is a day 
■when his class normally watches a Schools TV programme or listens 
to a Schools Radio Broadcast, he will not wait for the end of bre­
ak (for these broadcasts seem inevitarbly' to start during break 
time), but will get up and, taking his tea or coffee with him, he 
will return to his room or to the hall to check that the equipment 
is ready and the room in order. If he does not need to make an 
early exit from the Staff Room, he will wait a little longer, and 
then, as break time comes to an end - all too quickly, it seems - 
he \;ill Walk out with some colleagues and make his way to the 
playground where he will wait while the duty teacher assembles 
the pupils.
It is quite likely, however, that as he is about to leave 
the Staff Room, the Head asks his opinion about some equipment or 
some new books he is thinking of ordering for the school. After 
a short discussion, during which the end-of-break bell has sounded, 
our teacher hastens to his classroom where he finds the pupils 
noisily awaiting him.
ii) A typical lunch time.
Our teacher is found in the classroom at the end of the mor­
ning session. The lunch bell will be sounding in a short while, 
so he tells the class to pack up. The majority of the class are 
ready when the bell goes at 12 o ’clock - they will eat during the 
first dinner session, and the meal time is one occasion when they 
do not want to be latel (The school has to split the pupils into 
two meal sessions because the dining hall cannot accommodate all 
of them in one sitting.) The teacher will escort the class to the 
dining-ball, and when he returns he will urge any pupil still in 
the classroom to hurry up, but these are usually children who go 
home for meals, and are not in such a hurry. They have stayed to 
show the teacher some holiday snaps, and the teacher will have a 
few words with tliem and talk about his own children.
Soon, the teacher is alone. He sits at his desk and marks
the exercise books that the pupils have left on his desk when they
went out for lunch. He finishes, enters some items in his mark
book, and looks at a notre fftd on which he has jotted down some jobs 
to be done. There is a leaflet on his vdesk that a pupil had del­
ivered during the previous lesson; it is the latest bulletin
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issued by the County, and he is particularly interested in an in- 
service course he would like to attend.
The teachers at this school have their meal in the Staff Room, 
so our teacher now tidies his desk a little, picks up some pupils' 
project folders, goes off to the cloakroom and then to the Staff 
Room. It is about 12.23 and when he arrives, some colleagues are 
already seated eating their lunch. Several teachers do not have 
lunch at school or they bring their own lunch, so sometimes he may 
find only one or two staff in the room. The teachers who are 
having a school meal call out a few joking remarks about the lunch; 
he takes his own from the trolley and settles down. They chat 
about the newspaper headlines, about last night’s television, about 
the weather, about the morning's lessons, about the school's tele­
vision going wrong again, about the state of their class reading 
books ; the conversation, veering back and forth from personal matt­
ers to professional topics. ' ;
After a while, the Head arrives, having been in the dining- 
hall supervising the pupils at their meal. He takes his lunch 
and recounts to our teacher an interview he had with a pupil for 
whom he had sent that morning. They discuss the pupil's home 
background and one of the other teachers mentions her experience 
with the pupil or his parents last year. Some more of the staff
enter the room to take their meal, or to settle in chairs after
returning from home. There is a knock on the door and our teacher 
gets up to find a girl there who wants to tell the Head that her 
friend feels sick and is crying. After dealing with the matter, 
our teacher resumes his meal (amid various mutterings around the 
table about 'never haying a minute's peace'). There is a student 
teacher in the school today, and her conversation with the teacher 
of the class she is with is broadened into a general staff discu­
ssion about training colleges and the remoteness of the training 
from reality. By about 12.30 our teacher has finished his meal.
He gets up, pours himself a coffee (kindly prepared by the 'din­
ner ladies ' )•, and .settles in the one armchair remaining untenanted.
He glances through a newspaper left on the staff table, 
then remembers to ask the Head if it is ali rifjht to proceed with 
the arrangements for an educational visit.they had discussed a 
week or SO ago. He listens as some colleagues relate their ex­
periences on similar visits in previous years, but despite a 
little raillery about 'not knowing what you're letting yourself
in for*, he confirms his plans with the Head. V/hen he left his 
classroom, he had brought with him some folders that pupils were 
working on in their group projects. He glances through these and 
writes a few remarks here and there. Another teacher sitting 
nearby comments on the books, and they discuss the relative merits 
of the individual, pupils concerned and of the teaching method em­
ployed. .
It is now about 1 o'clock and the teacher returns to his 
classroom. He had told a few pupils, before they left for lunch, 
to return early in order to prepare the room for the art/craft 
lesson which takes place straight after lunch. Passing along the 
corridor, he sees two pupils in a classroom and pops in his head, 
to check if they should be there. Their answer leavs^ him a 
little unsatisfied and, with a minor reprimand, he sends them out 
and watches as they go into the playground. On arriving at his 
own classroom, he finds his monitors have already started their 
job and in fact have some unsolicited help. He tells the additio­
nal 'helpers' to go into the playground, and proceeds to check 
that the monitors are doing their job properly. He sits at his 
desk, realises that he needs more art paper and also’ that he has 
forgotten to bring the guillotine, so hurries off to the Secretary's 
office to collect the guillotine. He asks for the stock room key, 
obtains the paper he requires, returns the key and walks quickly 
back to his room. He now cuts'up the art paper, collects various 
pieces of equipment from his stock cupboard and asks the monitors 
to distribute it, at the same time answering their questions 
about the assignment of tasks for the afternoon lesson.
Two boys come in to ask if there's a club practice this lun­
ch time, and are told there will be one tomorrow. Another pupil 
enters and is acknowledged by the teacher. The pupil takes a rea­
ding book from his desk, walks to the teacher and reads quietly to 
him, while the latter continues to prepare the material for the 
art/craft lesson. In a few minutes a. bell rings to indicate it is 
time for pupils to come in from the playground and the teacher 
walks out to the corridor or playground. He watches his class 
while they enter the cloakroom and hang up their coats; then he 
walks with them to the classroom, and as they settle in their 
seats he takes the attendance register from the desk drawer. A 
few pupils collect round his desk, asking various queries at the 
same time, but he tells them to sit first, so that he can mark the 
register and tell them about the next lesson.
/V
4. THE T E A C H E R ’S W O R K  IN OUT-OF-SCHOOL HOURS (SCHOOLDAYS)
The researchers had been requested' to describe the teacher’s 
work as comprehensively as possible; it was therefore necessary to
find out what professional work tonchers did in out-of-school
hours. Accordingly, records were obtained from teachers concern­
ing three occasions: during the out-of-school hours on the day of 
observation, during weekends and on days during the holidays. In 
this sub-section the data regarding the first of these are discussed.
a)The Teacher’s Out-of-School Recording Schedule
At the end of each day?s observation, the observer handed
the teacher an out-of-school 'diary proforma', and on this the 
' ■
teaclier was asked to record all the teaching work he did outside 
school hours on that day, i.e. if his school began at Q.OO a.m. 
and finished at 3*30, he would record his teaching activities 
before 9.00 and after 3*30. As the date when the observer was to 
come had'not been disclosed beforehand, the teacher could not have 
known in advance when his out-of-school work was to be recorded.
This meant that any out-of-school work done prior to the school's 
opening that morning had to be recalled, while any performed after 
hours could be noted as it was done. In fact, it was left to the 
individual teacher to make this record at a time convenient to 
him —  some teachers might jot down notes during the day about 
what they had done at home or in the school before the official 
school 'opening' time, and then during the evening they noted what 
they did and how long each task took as they finished it. Others 
might wait till the end of the evening before recording both the 
pre-morning school work and any evening work.
In all cases, teachers were asked to finalize the record as 
soon as they had finished their evening's work (to avoid as far as 
possible inaccuracies resulting solely from forgetfulness), and to 
post it to the the following morning. It is a measure
of the teachers’ co-operation in the project and of their interest 
and understanding of the project, that I83 out of a possible 197 
diaries were returned.
It should be stressed 'that because the teacher himself rec­
orded these activities, they remain to a certain extent subjective 
estimates and possibly less reliable than the data derived from 
the in-school observations (C-and S-time) made by the independent 
observers* However, the researchers strove(e.g. by structuring
the ’diary' sheet carefully, by explaining the method of complet­
ing it, by personal discussion with the teacher regarding the need 
for an accurate record) to ensure that the data forthcoming ivouW laz 
as accurate as a survey of this nature could be. The reliability 
of the procedure had been to a certain extent tested during the 
feasibility study, where this aspect of the project had been dis­
cussed thoroughly and the problems studied carefully with the
sample of teachers. As far as this main investigation was concerned,
it was believed that the variety of the individual records received, 
including several with an entry of 'no work done*, reflected what
one would expect in a project with a time span covering a whole 
year; and to that extent at least, a fair reliability can be att­
ached to the records.
b ) The Out-of-School Category List
To make it as easy as possible for the teacher to complete 
the evening 'diary' sheet, a list of possible activities was set 
out for him and he merely wrote against each activity how long he 
spent on it. These activities were defined for him by quoting 
examples (there was also a. space for him to record additional act­
ivities which he felt were not covered by those listed): and they 
were pre-classified so that, wherever it was possible, they corr­
esponded with the categories used for in-school observations. A 
copy of the 'diary' is given in Appendix D*
There are only five main areas of teaching work appropriate 
to out-of-school hours, the 'Private' and 'Unknown' categories 
of in-school observations being inapplicable here. An eighth 
area ('Others') has been included to make the record complete 
(i.\ fcxct, it concerned only one teacher). Table .Si*} shows the 
out-of-school category classification.
Table 12,14: List of out-of-school categories
I.TEACHING
!
i
Direct tuition e.g. helping pupil with work
after school hours 
Lesson e.g. planning lessons, marking 
preparation,etc . books, v/riting reports 
Educational e.g. educational visit (started 
visit in school hours) continuing
into evening time 
Professional e.g. attendance at course, back- 
course/reading ground reading for course
1
ill.ORGANIZATION 
!
School e.g. estimating stock require- 
a.dministration ments,making our duty roster 
Consultation e.g. staff discussion,Profession­
al Association meeting,P.T.A.
*
III.SUPERVISION e.g. patrolling building, coach 
escort
IV.CLERICAL/
i-;e c h a n i c a l
e.g. copying mark lists,totalling 
registers,making equipment .
V. PASTORAL
Pupil welfare e.g. attending to sick pupil
after school hours,chatting 
personally to pupils 
Special e.g.^ Parents' Evening, school 
occasions ’ evening concert 
Clubs e.g. football match/practice,
drama rehearsal,recorder club
VIII. OTHERS
c ) Work Activities in Out-of-School Hours (O-time)
The in-school data (C-time and S-time) were based on l88 days 
of observation in one school year; the following data concerned 
with work done in out-of-school hours on schooldays (a period fchat 
was called O-time) are based on I83 'diary schedules' returned 
to the project office.
Table SSO shows the mean time allocated to the main teach­
ing tasks undertaken by teachers during out-of-school hours
on each schoolday. It also lists the corresponding standard 
deviation and the proportion of all O-time work taken by each task.
Table IZ.So; Time spent on main tasks during 
O-time on schooldays
Teaching Organi­zation Superv'n
Clerical 
& mech'l Past'1 Others
Total work 
in O-time
Mean time 
(in mins.) 71.6 23-8 1.6 21.3 10.9 1.3 130.7
S.D, 1 66,8 40.4 5.1 27.8 24*9 - 88.9
1.2%' 16.3#' 8.3# 1.0% 100%
The figure in the last column on the right of Table ST.50 
shows how much time, on average, a teacher spent on professional 
work each schoolday outside his actual school hours: two hours and 
ten minutes. Although the breakdown of this total figure is dis­
cussed belov7, perhaps it is this estimate of the overall time that 
many will find most interesting.
The variation in the total time spent on out-of-school work 
was quite large: on many occasions the teacher might work for about 
forty minutes only, while on others these professional activities 
might take him well over three and a half hours. Such a large 
variation is hardly surprising, for we are here concerned not only 
with the work related to the day's classroom and school circums­
tances, but also with the domestic and social commitments which 
obviously impinge upon the teacher's time and which will vary 
greatly from day to day*
This large variation was found throughout the sample of I83 
days: it was also found when more detailed analysis was made of 
the teachers with similar length of service, of schools of similar 
size,, of teachers with similar classes, and so on. It seems that 
the teacher was required to do much more out-of-school work on 
some days than on others, no matter what class he took or what 
school he taught in.
The bottom row of Table shows how the teacher's out-of­
school work v:as distributed. Over half his time was spent in act­
ivities directly concerned with his lessons ('Teaching'), nearly 
a fifth was occupied in school organization/consultation, and six­
teen per cent was taken up with clerical and mechanical tasks.
The only other fairly large figure is the eight per cent allocated 
to pastoral work.
As with C-time and ff-time, the chief components of these main 
tasks were studied,lA order to lend depth to the general picture
I
of out-of-school work. Table;JST.3l presents a breakdown of the 
'grouped* tasks in terras of the time spent on particular activi­
ties, and (in the bottom row) indicates how often during the year 
the activities were recorded, i.e. how many of the year's I83 
diaries contained the activity referred to.
Table £?.31 : Time spent on particular professional activities during 
O-time each schoolday, and incidence during year
Direct
tuit'r I'fei.rk' g
Lesson 
plann'g
i?rof.
course
&read*g
School 
admin 0
Staff
Consul­
tation
Cler'3 Mech']Pupil welf.
Mean time 
(in mins. ) 2.9 34.2 20.0 14.2 3.3 11.8 3.8 ■17.7 3.8
S.D. 12.3 44.6 21.3 38.9 19.7 14.2 8.9 27.0 10.7
# of all 
O-time 
work
2.2# 26.2# 15.3% 10.9# 4.2% 9.0% 2.9% 13.3# 2.9#
Incidence
during
year+
11.9# 61.6% 74.6% 27.6# 19.5% 67.5% 25.9% 67.0# 32.4#
+ This refers to the number of O-time diaries containing the 
activity referred to, expressed as a percentage of the year's 
183 diaries.
/ On about one eight&i of the recorded days teachers spent a few
minutes after school helping a pupil to finish a piece of work or 
answer some questions related to the lessons (i.e. Direct tuition); 
on these days this activity usually took five or six minutes, but 
occasionally a teacher stayed for half an hour or even an hour 
instructing a pupil or group on lesson-work.
Teachers often took home some marking or reports to complete, 
though some preferred to get this job finished on the school pre­
mises after the children had left; sometimes this marking was 
done at school in the morning before the pupils arrived. The 
amount of marking load varied a great deal; on about a third of 
the year's recorded schoolday evenings, there was no evening 
marking done at all (it might, of course, have been completed at 
lunch time or playtime during the day, or left to the weekend), 
while on about a quarter of the evenings it lasted for over an hour©-
Most evenings (nearly 73 per cent) contained some time devo­
ted to preparing lessons for the following day : such work included 
reading textbooks and related material in order to gather immediate 
background knowledge and relevant content, estimating the type and 
amount of equipment required for the lessons, making notes of the 
work so far completed and what remained to be finished, and gen­
erally planning the content or sequence of work as it affected 
the whole class, various groups or individual children. This pre­
paration was completed in less than half an hour on two-fifths of 
the evenings, but on about a quarter of the days it took up to an 
hour, and on a few evenings it lasted up to two hours*
The time devo.tedT to a Professional Course and Reading re­
levant to professional work (10.9 per cent of each eA^ening's work) 
is somewhat of an artefact —  even qn 'average' course would 
hardly last only fourteen minutesi' Under this heading;, teachers 
included attendance at course, the follow-up reading related to 
the course and also the general professional reading which the 
teacher set as a 'course' for himself. Obviously if a teacher had 
attended a course on the evening he was asked to complete his 
'diary', this would probably have taken up most of his evening's 
work; the other aspects of course—reading or general professional 
reading would have had a more varied time allocated to them. Al­
though no detailed record was kept of the various aspects of this 
course/reading activity, a reasonable estimate based on an insp­
ection of the diaries is that of the'fifty-one evenings on which 
this activity occurred (27.6 per cent of the year's diaries), ten 
involved actual course attendances, the remainder being concerned 
with professional reading*. On these non-course evenings, the tea­
cher's reading time ranged from a few minutes to two hours, with 
an average of half an hour.
On thirty-six of the out-of-school diaries (nearly a fifth), 
the teacher recorded being''involved in administrative matters 
concerned with the school. These jobs were of a varied nature : 
a Deputy Head might have the continuing responsibility of re­
allocating staff to classes and possibly re-organizing the time­
table as and when staff absences were expected, while an assist­
ant might be asked to plan the arrangements for a particular 
school outing. Both of these tasks might take up to an hour or 
more, while many of these administration matters were smaller
items, like planning a dutjr roster for the next day or preparing 
for the Head a list of a few items of equipment required. These 
long and short administrative tasks result in an average figure 
over the whole sample of five and a half minutes spent each day 
in out-of-school hours. This figure is somewhat unrealistic, 
because in fact this particular area of teacher's work is most 
likely to affect only those teachers with some form of school res­
ponsibility, and it is the average for this limited group that is . 
of more direct concern to teachers. This aspect of administrative
tasks is considered in where differences are studied
' -
among teachers with varying school responsibility,
. V/hen teachers arrive at school in the morning, and before
*
they leave for home in the evening, they may discuss professional 
matters with their colleagues. The average time spent each sch­
oolday in the sample was.nearly twelve minutes and this out-of­
school staff consultation occurred on 67.3 per cent of the record­
ed schooldays. Half of these conversations Tasted less than a 
quarter of an hour, but about a sixth went on for a half-hour and 
some extended to over an hour. Sometimes the discussions would be 
in the Staff Room, but quite often these times before and especia­
lly after school were the opportunity for a teacher to see the 
Head in the privacy of his study.
The Staff consultations referred to above involved informal 
discussions with school colleagues. Formal staff meetings in out- 
of-school hours were recorded on three occasions, and on nine 
other days in the year the teacher reported attendance at out-of­
school meetings of a professional nature.
One would not expect supervision of pupils in out-of-schooT 
hours to be very prominent among the junior teacher's tasks, and 
the average of a minute and a half each day across the whole sample 
supports this expectation. The majority of teachers were not in 
fact involved at all in supervising pupils after school finished. 
Where supervision did take place it was normally a case of the tea­
cher patrolling the school building and playground and making sure 
that the pupils were off the premises; in some schools the teacher 
might be responsible for escorting the pupils across a busy road, 
or, in a rural school, for checking pupils boarding the school 
coach. Most of the twenty-six 'supervision' occurrences that 
were recorded involved only a few minutes of this activity, but 
on three occasions, the tasks lasted over half an hour.
Over a quarter of the diaries' reported clerical work being 
done in out-of-school time. The average time across the.whole 
sample of records was about four minutes (3 per cent of the out- 
of-school work each day), but for most teachers this activity, 
when it occurred, lasted about ten or fifteen minutes. A few 
teachers reported it taking over half an hour, and two recorded 
an hour of it. These clerical jobs were concerned with tallying 
dinner or attendance registers, marking check lists of pupils' 
names or marks or grades, copying comments mode on reports, add­
ing up monies for swimming, coach trips, outings, school fund, etc.
Much more frequent than clerical tasks and much more of an 
impingement on the teacher's time were the mechanical jobs he 
found himself undertaking. These varied from small tasks like 
blowing up the match football to.much longer jobs like duplicating 
a whole set of project sheets to be made ready for the next day's 
lesson. As many of these activities, entailed the use of 'fixed' 
school equipment or the handling of numerous and varied items of 
small equipment, they could only be undertaken on the school pre­
mises and therefore involved the teacher’s staying behind after 
school hours. Over two-thirds of the recorded days listed mech­
anical 'chores' among the activities undertaken in out-of-school 
time; while the average time over the whole sample was about 
eighteen minutes, a fifth of the sampled days involved over a half- 
hour and a tenth of they)days included over an hour of these mech­
anical tasks.
V/hen the afternoon school was finished, pupils would often 
go up to the teacher's desk and have a personal 'chat' with him. 
Occasionally the teacher himself would have told a pupil in less- 
on-time to come and see him after school, and when the others had 
gone he would then query the pupil about a personal problem that 
might be worrying him. Sometimes, just as the pupils were going, 
the teacher might find himself called to attend to an unwell 
child. These various 'pupil welfare' activities did not account 
for much of the teacher's work in out-of-school hours (about 3 
per cent when calculated across the whole sample), but it was noted 
that they did occur quite frequently — on about a third of the 
diary sheets. V/hen it happened, the activity usually lasted for 
about ten or fifteen minutes.
The reader may have noticed that this 'pastoral' work with
JL^  I
individual pupils has so far accounted for only 3*^ minutes of the 
total average time allocated to 'Pastoral* activities (10.9 minutes* 
Table 1213^  . The other Pastoral activities (chiefly 'Clubs', but 
also 'Special Occasions', like evening concerts) involved relat­
ively few evenings but with large amounts of time per evening; 
the mathematical result — a relatively large contribution to the 
average 'Pastoral' evening time (7 minutes out of 11. minutes) and 
a relatively small contribution to the total,evening work (7 min­
utes out of 130 minutes) gives a distorted viev/ of their practical 
meaning and interest. Because of their intrinsic interest, part­
icularly that of 'Clubs' or 'Extra-curricular Activities', they 
Wire singled out for special study in IS.CJh-
'
d) A Typical Day's Work in Out-of-School Hours
After arriving at school in the morning the teacher will
usually go to the Staff Boom, chat casually to colleagues and per­
haps discuss some aspect of the day's school organization,.. He 
will go to his classroom and write on the blackboard some work 
for pupils to get on with when they arrive. Before the 'beginning 
bell' sounds, some pupils may enter the classroom and talk to the 
teacher, either telling him about some personal happening or ask­
ing him about the coming day's lessons. The bell will ring and 
the day's work begins...... .
..... IVhen afternoon school ends, some pupils may stay be­
hind to help the teacher tidy the room^and some will chat to him 
about their families, their hobbies and so on. One or two may 
question the teacher about some homework they want to do and he 
x;ill explain it to them. V/hen all the pupils have gone, he will 
tidy his desk and gather together the books and papers he needs 
to take home. Sometimes he will settle at his desk to do some 
marking before he goes home, or he may gather a pile of exercise 
books or project material and take it to the Staff Hoorn to mark. 
Q,uite often the books will go home with him.
Before leaving for home it is likely that he will discuss 
with other staff some matter concerning pupils or school business, 
and he may want to see the Head about an organizational problem. 
Usually such discussions do not extend beyond fifteen minutes, 
but he will on many evenings find himself involved for much longer. 
During the evening at home, the teacher will complete his
marking within a half-hour or an hour, although on some evenings 
it may take him over two hours. He will not need to mark every 
evening— about three times a week it will probably be necessary—
but one task that will occur on most evenings will be preparing
for the next day's work. This could take well over an hour, but
usually he can get through it inside that time. In preparing his
lessons, he may refer to subject text books to acquaint himself 
generally with the knowledge related to the proposed lessons, and 
he may also refer to pupils' text-books so that he can plan spe­
cific exercises for individuals or groups. As his 'subject 
domain' in the junior school is very wide, the books and subjects 
he needs to study in preparing lessons will vary a good deal from 
one evening to the next. In addition he will have tq. bear in mind 
the progress of his pupils end the current stages they have rea­
ched, and his records of their work will have to be at hand as he 
plans detailed assignments for them.
Apart from the reading related to specific planned lessons, 
the teacher will on some evenings, perhaps twice a week, read a 
general educational textbook or a professional journal. If he 
attends a professional course during the, term, this reading will 
most likely be concerned with that course.
Occasionally, the teacher may have to write letters about 
school business e.g. to a publisher to ask for a specimen copy of 
a textbook, or to a colleague at another school to make arrangements 
for an inter-schools competition. Sometimes, the teacher will 
have telephoned the message before leaving' school that day. These 
and other administrative tasks, such as making out a stock req­
uisition or preparing a duty roster for staff, will usually take 
less than half an hour, but for teachers who are assigned special 
school responsibilities, over an hour.may need to be allowed for 
administrative work. For the majority of teachers such work 
should, however, arise only'about once a week.
Host evenings will find the teacher carrying out a clerical 
or mechanical job of one kind or another. The majority of the 
clerical tasks, like compiling registers or recording marks, are 
finished in a quarter of an hour, though at times an hour of this 
work is not unknown. The mechanical jobs, like preparing materials 
for. lessons, cutting up cardboard, stencilling maps and so on —  
and several of these mechanical jobs will be done on school prerai-
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ses first thing in the morning or straight after afternoon school' 
will happen more frequently and take longer than clerical work, 
quite often lasting between half an hour and forty-five minutes; 
on about one evening a fortnight, tfiis work will take well over 
an hour to finish.
If the teacher is in charge of a club activity, he will 
attend to this work about one evening in eight, and when these 
evenings arrive, he will usually spend between thirty minutes and 
an hour and a half organizing and supervising the pupils at prac­
tice or at a fixture.
Finally, there are some evenings during the year when the 
pattern of activities outlined so far is completely changed, Cn , 
a few evenings during the year, the teacher will return to school 
in the evening for a special function: possibly an Open Evening, 
or a School Concert, or a jumble s a l e — occasions where the tea­
cher is expected to play his part in. speaking to parents and 
generally assist in the organization. Our teacher is involved 
in these functions about once or twice a year and they last bet­
ween two and three hours. On some other occasions the teacher 
attends formal meetings such as those held by the Parent-Teacher 
Association, or by a Subject Association (Maths, English, etc.), 
or by the teacher's Professional Association, ile attends these 
. meetings about twice a term and, again, they will occupy between 
two and three hours of his evening.
5. THE TEACHER’S WORKING DAY
To arrive at the comprehensive picture of the teacher’s working 
day that was the project’s objective, it was necessary to combine 
the data from the three parts of the teacher’s day that have already 
been discussed, viz. the teaching sessions within school hours (C-time), 
the teacher’s own time within school hours (S-time), and the period 
of out-of-school hours (0-time). The figures quoted in what follows 
are based on 177 schooldays : these are the days when a full record 
of both in-school observations and out-of-school diaries was obtained.
a) Calculating the Working Day
In calculating the total time spent by the teacher on his work 
each schoolday, the total time of the teaching sessions was combined 
with those parts of ’the teacher’s own time’ which involved activities 
connected with school matters.
1) In the case of 0-time (out-of-school hours) this was single 
because the only record collected was indeed of these professional 
activities.
2) In the case of $-time (the breaks and lunch period) any 
time noted under the ’Private’ or ’Unrecorded’ activities was 
excluded.
3) There were small amounts of these Private or Unrecorded 
activities noted in C-time : a mean of 6.4 minutes for Private 
activities (3.2 minutes of waiting alone or walking alone from one 
room to another, and 3.2 minutes of personal conversation or activity) 
and a mean of 2.5 -minutes of time when the observer was unable to 
record. However, these eight or nine minutes were included in the 
total time of the teacher’s working day because they occurred in
the school’s official times for teaching sessions : it was
Even in S-time the figures quoted will be minimum mean 'work* times. 
As noted in Section IV.C.3, the ’unrecorded’ category covered times 
when the teacher was off school premises at lunch time and was 
therefore unobserved, but he or she may well have been involved 
in business connected with the school.
judged that i) the 3 minutes of waiting or walking alone was an 
unavoidable element of the teaching job during teaching sessions, 
as when any worker might need to go from one part of his employer's 
premises to another in doing his job; ii) the 'unrecorded* time 
(2^ minutes) was attributable to the observer's deficiencies rather 
than to the teacher's hot being engaged on his work; and iii) it 
seemed reasonable to regard the 3 minutes of personal conversation 
or visit to the cloakroom as a normal activity within any employee's 
'working day'.
b) The Average Working Day
Table IV.32 shows the mean times of the three parts of the day 
and, by adding them, the effective length of the average working 
day of junior teachers in Surrey.
-'v
Table IV.32: Mean length of the teacher's working day
/
Teaching
sessions
(C-time)
Teacher's own time Total
working
day
(C+8+0)
Professional 
work in breaks 
and lunch time 
(8-time)
Out-of-school
work
(C-time)
Mean time
(nearest
minute)
287 74 134 493
% of teacher's 
working day 38# 13^ 279^ 100^
From the last column on the right it can be seen that the 
effective length of the teaching day for the sample was 4-93 minutes, 
or 8-J hours. Thus the evidence of this study - which had conside­
red the teacher's total professional commitment and not just his 
class-contact time or his school hours - suggests that the label 
'9 to 4' commonly attributed to the teaching job needs to be 
changed to '9 to 3 *13', and, if the time taken for a midday meal 
is included, this becomes a few minutes short of '9 to 6 '.
When comparing hours of work among different groups of wor­
kers, it is usual to quote weekly rather than daily figures: the 
8-J working hours per schoolday of these teachers becomes, for a
five-day week, a working week of 41-J- hours.'
The day-to-day variations in evening work, which were disc­
ussed cccr ( L ) together with the variations in school hours 
across the sample of schools, will produce variations in the len­
gth of working schooldays during the school year. It is an inter­
esting point, however, that, in general, longer school hours app­
eared to be associated with less evening work and shorter school 
hours with more evening work. Table JST-55 compares working days in 
schools with relatively long and short school hours.
Table Î233; Working days in schools with long or short school hours
(to nearest minute)
1 Mean ‘working 
time'during 
school hours
Mean*working time' 
in out-of-school 
hours
Total
working
day
Teachers in schools 
with 'long hours' 
(410-4-30 mins.) 
N.=34 days
372 114 486
Teachers in schools 
with 'short hours' 
(373-3S3 rains.)
N .=31 days
363 131 314
I
Ï
The teachers who have short school hours appear to compensate for 
this by achieving a total working commitment that is greater than 
that of teachers who work in schools with relatively long hours. 
This must have a bearing on any discussion involving the length­
ening or shortening of school hours, for while a lengthening of 
school hours might seem to offer more learning time for pupils, 
the possible reduction in teachers* out-of-school work —  which 
seems likely from the study — might result in inadequate preparat­
ion for that additional school time, and thus any apparent benefit 
for pupils might easily be lost.
This leads to a further point that stands out. î^ny tea­
chers accept it as part of their job that they will be carrying
^This is still an incomplete summary: any work performed by the 
teacher at the weekend will augment the hours of his average 
working week during term time; but a calculation of his average 
working week during a year must take account of non-working parts 
of school holiday periods, and this will reduce the figure pre­
viously arrived at. These points are taken up in the next two 
chapters.
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out professional tasks during their breaks and lunch periods and 
during out-of-school hours: in fact, during S-time (which is sup­
posedly meant for relaxation) a teacher in kAe sample was engaged 
on professional work for a mean of about ?4 minutes out of a pos­
sible 110, while his 0-time work in the evenings and before mor­
ning school lasted on average for 134 minutes. Thus, of the 
total working day of 493 minutes, 208 minutes of work (42 per 
cent of the total) were undertaken in the 'teacher's own time'.
This item of information in turn suggests a final point to 
note. Teachers have often protested that their work outside the 
classroom goes unrecognized, and that the image of the teacher 
held by many outside the profession is far too narrow, in that he 
is thought of primarily as a practitioner in a classroom. I he 
figures show that less than three-fifths of the teacher's working 
day was spent in direct contact with classes: 13 per cent of the
day was spent in the school but without class contact, and a
quarter of the working day was spent entirely outside school
hours. These facts lend weight tô the suggestion that an under­
standing and appreciation of the teacher's role as a professional 
person will not come from a study of the classroom alone: his work 
and interaction with pupils in -the classroom setting may be an 
important, perhaps the most important, aspect of his professional 
life, but it must be seen in the wider context of the totality 
of his work.
c) Professional Activities During The VThole Working Day
The times allocated by the teacher to the main teaching tasks 
during the whole teaching day are provided in Table 12.54.
Table 12.34:Time spent on main teaching tasks during whole
working day.
.
Teaching Organi­zation
Control & 
superv'n
Clerical 
& mech'l
Past­
oral
Private or 
Unrecorded 
(C-time only)
Mean time j
(in rains.) j 223*1 . 122.7 31*3 65.4 21.6 8 .9
% of total 
working day 43*39^
i
10.w 13.2^ 4 .3% 1.8%
The previous rep6>'fcs on C-tirae, S-time and 0-time have each 
included comments on the way the various activities were distrib­
uted within the respective periods, and there is no need to repeat 
these points. Table does, however, offer additional insight 
into certain aspects of school or class management, V/hether it 
is assumed that the time of the total working day is a constant 
i.e. that the shortening or lengthening of school hours will be 
balanced by an increase or decrease respectively in the time spent 
on work in out-of-school hours, or whether it is believed that 
the teacher's total working commitment can be altered, it remains 
true that any suggested re-distribution of daily activities must 
bear in mind their present distribution throughout the whole day, 
not just within specific periods of the day. If the proportion 
of the day allocated to a particular activity is regarded as in­
appropriate, in that it tends to mar the efficiency or effective­
ness of a school or its teachers, then consideration ought to be 
given to reducing or even eliminating that activity and re-allo- 
cating the time previously assigned to it to another task deemed 
to be more important to the teacher's role. But to suggest or 
implement any such re-allocation of proportionate times, those 
who administer schools need to know the total amount of time at 
present spent on the various activities undertaken.
IVish» to supplement the information provided in Table I?.34 
the, reseiircKe#'i’inspected the data further in order to discover how 
much time was allocated during the whole teaching day to the par­
ticular activities subsumed under the main teaching tasks. In 
TttUe are listtu the particular activities which accounted for
most of each day's work, and Figure 12,3 presents a graphical 
picture of the main tasks with their subsumed activities.
Table üT.53; Mean time spent each schoolday on particular activities
Activity Mean,time (minutes)
% of total 
working day
Lesson instruction
Consultation
Mechanical tasks
Organizing pupils for work
Supervision
Marking
Lesson planning 
Professional reading/course 
Clerical tasks
School administration/messages 
Pastoral work (indiv.pupils) 
Private/Unrecorded in C-time 
Discipline
Emergencies in school hours
130.3
60.3
32.8
48.3
46.8
43.8 
27.0
15.1 
12.6
10.2 
9.4 
8.9
4.3
3.3
26.39^; 
12.2/ 
1 0 .7 / 
9 .6 /
9.3/
9.3/
3 .3/
3.0/
2.3/
2.1/
1.9/
1.8/
0 .9 /
0 .7 /
^This list includes activities occurring on most days. Activities 
which did not happen every day or even every week, e.g. clubs,and . 
special occasions, contributed the remaining 20 minutes or so 
(4/) to the figure of 493 minutes, which was the 'average' working 
time per schoolday when calculated across the year's records.
Table ZE36 and Figure 323 each provide a quantitative summary 
of the teacher's work on schooldays, but these offer by themselves 
a quite inadequate picture of the actual job the teacher does each 
day. The qualitative aspects of the work are of course as import­
ant —  to both pupils and teachers —  as the quantitative, and 
attempts have been made earlier to 'fill out' the times and percent­
ages with descriptions based on these figures.- Later, after weekend 
and holiday work has been considered, some of the differences to be 
found among teachers and schools will be discussed, and then some 
particular aspects of the teaching job will be studied more closely; 
it is hoped that these items will help convey a clearer but still 
objective picture of the job the teacher is involved in.
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4  THE TEACHER’S WORK AT WEEKENDS
a) The Sample Studied
The teacher's out-of-school work at weekends and during holi­
days hadL ŸO be studied in addition to that done on schooldays» To
ask the whole sample of 129 teachers to complete a questionnaire 
on their work during every weekend and on every day in the holidays 
throughout the year would have placed far too great a burden on 
the teachers (and invited non-response), and it was considered 
sufficient to ask each teacher to record on two occasions : on eit­
her two weekends or two days in holiday periods, or possibly on 
one weekend and one holiday day. The sampling design allocated 
teachers randomly to these occasions throughout the year, and in 
this way it was felt that a reasonable compromise was reached, bet­
ween what was desirable from a design point of view and what was 
practicable.
It should be stressed that no teacher knew in advance whether 
he was allocated to weekends or holiday days, nor did he know the 
dates of these occasions : the 'diary ' questionnaire would simply 
arrive through the post as near to the allocated date'as possible—  
on the Friday or Saturday morning in the case of weekend recording, 
or on the morning of the holiday day in the case of holiday recor­
ding. The diary was the same as the teacher had been asked to 
complete for his evening work, and all discussion about its con­
tents and about completing it accurately had taken place during 
the preliminary meetings when the researchers had explained the 
whole project to the participating teachers.
In the event, of 8ÿ weekend diaries that were sent out, 75 
were returned completed, and out of l6? holiday diaries distributed, 
150 were completed" and returned» Remembering that in many cases 
these diaries were completed several weeks and even months after 
the last personal contact between teacher and observer, (and in
particular that a holiday day is not the most convenient of times 
to be asked to complete a questionnaire), this response of nearly 
90 per cent ivas regarded by the researchers as ample justification 
of the months of painstaking preliminary work described in Section 
In addition, as was noted in the section on evening work, an 
inspection of the weekend and holiday diaries revealed great varia­
tions in the entries recorded during the year, including many with 
'nil' time recorded; again, this result reflected an acceptance by 
the teachers of the researchers' requests for honesty and accuracy 
in the records, an accuracy that WAS an important contribution to 
the reliability of the project findings.
Excluding the weekends that occurred during the holiday per­
iods (and in the Surrey school year, there were three holiday per­
iods between terms, and three shorter holidays at each half-term), 
there were thirty-four weekends that could have been sampled during 
1969. It was found impracticable to sample the first weekend in 
the Spring and Summer terms and the first two weekends in the Aut­
umn term, but all the remaining thirty weekends of the school year 
were included in the sample, and the data following are based on 
75 weekend diaries received from 50 teachers working in 28 different 
junior schools.
b) Weekend Work
Table shows the mean times spent each weekend on the main
teaching tasks. There are only five of these main groups of acti­
vity to be considered here, for, as with the evening records dis­
cussed in Section IT<^ 4  ^ the headings 'Private ' or 'Unrecorded' 
inapplicable.
Teaching
-------- !....  - ' ' ! ----
Organi-(Control &:Clerical
' zation jsuperv'n |& mech'l
1
Pastoral ijTotal
Mean time 
(in mins.) 118.7 55.0 1 0 25.7
ji
16.0+ {195.4
8.D. 105.4 93.1 - ^9.0
:162.8
% of total 
weekend work 60.79^' 17.9 '^ 09^' 15.2 '^
8.29^ 1009^
’’■'Pastoral' work occurred on only six of the 75 recorded week­
ends; the mean is included only to complete the mathematical picture
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The most interesting figure here is probably that in the 
'Total' column, in the top row. On average, the teacher spent 3^ 
hours each weekend doing work connected with his job. At this 
point, we should return for a moment to the calculation made. 
earlier about the teacher's working week. The in-school obser­
vations and the evening records produced a working day of eight 
hours and fifteen minutes. In five days, this was 4l-J hours. If 
we how add the work done at weekends, the teacher's average working 
week, excluding holidays, became -4l-J plus 3i hours, that is 4A--J 
hours.
The total amount of work done varied greatly from one week­
end to another, as is shown by the large standard deviation 
(162.8 minutes), and the range of these 'total' times was from nil 
to 660 minutes (11 hours). Three weekends had 'nil' recorded, 
eleven had less than one hour, and 28 of the weekends (i.e.30 per 
cent of them) showed less than two hours' work being done. At the 
other extreme, on twenty-one weekends (28 per cent of the diaries) 
the teacher worked over four hours and on I6 per cent of the week­
ends, he worked for over six hours» Almost a tenth of the sampled 
weekends (9»3 per cent) showed the teacher engaged on professional 
work for over eight hours.
The bottom row of Table ET.5C» indicates the general pattern of 
the weekend work: on average 60 per cent of the .work involved'
' Teaching.' , nearly a fifth was spent on 'Organization' and over an 
eighth entailed clerical or mechanical chores; it was not unexpected 
to find that 'Control and Supervision ' had no time reco.rded against 
it in any weekend diary» The large standard deviations noted for 
the three main activities that were recorded reflect the general 
variability of the teacher's work from one weekend to another; in 
other words, not only did the total time spent on weekend work 
vary considerably during the year, but the time spent on a parti­
cular activity varied a great deal also.
A more detailed and meaningful description of the teacher's 
weekend work will result if we now look at the data concerning
The holiday periods are discussed in the next when the
'average working week' is calculated over the whole year, the non­
working parts of school holidays must be taken into account »
those particular activities subsumed under the main teaching tasks 
which accounted for most of the working time. Table provides
information about both the time allocated to these activities and 
also their incidence (i.e. the number of weekend diaries that 
included the activity).
Table Particular activities undertaken at weekends
TEACHING ORGANIZATION CLER'L/MECH'L
1 [ Consult'n
Mark'g Lesson
plann”g
1 Prof. 
j course/ 
i Reading
5
School] School 
admin.? staff
Other
meet­
ings
Cler­
ical
Mechan­
ical
Mean time 
1(in mins.) 45.9 54.8
i
j 14.5 - 13.7 1 5.6 15o7 4.4 21.3
S.Do 57.3 78»4 29.8 38.9 19.1 13.4 33o6
% of total 
weekend work
i
23.5%j 28. 0^ ' 7 .4^ ' 7.0%' ! 2. 9^ 8.09^ 2. 3^  : 10.99^
Number of 
weekends when 
activity 
recorded 
(out of 75)
46 64
i
- _ _ _ _ _ ____1
25
1
15 13 3
1
11 ;
I
i
23
Marking — and this included any evaluation of pupils' work or 
behaviour, such as the writing of reports — occupied nearly a 
quarter of the teacher's work at weekends. It occurred frequently: 
on 46 of the 75 possible weekends. The average time spent on mark­
ing was about three-quarters of an hour, but this varied from none 
at all to just over five hours. Nearly half of the recorded week­
ends showed marking to take up less than half an hour, but on over 
a third the teacher marked for over an hour, and about 12 per .cent 
of the diaries recorded over two hours of this particular job»
During the vast majority of weekends (64 of our 75) the tea­
cher worked at the planning of lessons. On average he spent 55 
minutes at this task, the range extending from nil to ten hours I 
In fact, the variation was less than with marking — only a third 
of the weekends showed less than a half-hour of planning and fif­
teen per cent over one and a half hours, with well over half of 
the sample keeping within the range of 30 minutes to 90 minutes»
It would appear, as is not too surprising, that the planning of 
lessons is a fairly constant feature of the teacher's work, with 
some being done on most schoolday evenings (an average of twenty
/minutes) to prepare for the following day, and a larger amount of 
nearly an hour being allocated at most weekends to prepare for 
the week ahead»
The activity called ’Professional Course and Reading* is, as 
was noted earlier, a little more difficult to interpret^for it 
covers attendance at courses, the background reading associated 
with such courses and also the background professional reading the 
teacher allocates as a ’course’ for himself. The average weekend 
time of about a quarter of an hour is misleading, for it includes 
all three of these items, but an inspection of the diaries shbweti 
that of the 25 relevant weekends, one was concerned with actual 
course attendance and the remaining 24 involved background reading 
lasting from twenty minutes to an hour. (The sample mean of l4.5 
minutes per weekend is arrived at by including all 75 weekends, 
not just the 25 when the activity was recorded.)
One final item, subsumed under the ’Teaching’ category, was 
recorded by a teacher who reported taking'his pupils on an educat­
ional visit at the weekend, this trip lasting four hours.
Turning to the tasks which are related more to ’Organizing* 
than to Teaching, it is seen that on a fifth of the weekends (15 
out of 75) during the'year, the teacher was involved in an admin­
istrative matter unconnected with lessons, such as organizing an 
outing, writing to a publisher, planning a time-table change, pre­
paring a school stock requisition. The average time spent on these 
tasks each weekend was about fourteen minutes when taking into 
account the whole sample of teachers concerned with weekend record­
ing; the large variation shown (S.D. of 38.9 minutes) is probably 
due not so much to the variations from one weekend to another as 
to the fact that certain teachers only are likely to be involved 
in these tasks. It is to be expected that only teachers holding 
responsibility of one kind or another will be working at weekends 
at administrative matters, and a closer study of this item is 
made in Sccüion iî'.C.E.
Talking to school staff about professional matters was recor­
ded on thirteen of the seventy-five weekends, but most of these 
discussions lasted only a few minutes.
The third item under ’Organization’ is given an average time 
of 15»7 minutes per weekend. As this concerns the category of 
meetings (Professional Associations, P.T.A’s etc.), and in fact
Oo.
occurred on only three occasions, to quote an average time for the 
whole sample is misleading, and this item is discussed in 5a&lLrv33Z.C./l».
Most of the remaining weekend work involved the teacher in 
the clerical and mechanical jobs that have been seen to occur so 
frequently during schooldays. On 4l per cent of the weekends one 
or both of these types of activity were undertaken, taking the tea­
cher an average of twenty-five minutes. The clerical aspects of 
this work (making out lists of names, recording marks, and so on) 
were recorded on fifteen per cent of the weekends and the average 
time over the sample was four and a half minutes per weekend. On 
the weekends when this work was noted, the time taken ranged from 
five minutes to seventy-five minutes.
On nearly a third of the sampled weekends the teacher re­
corded mechanical chores being done (making apparatus, stencilling 
project sheets, etc). The times noted ranged from ten minutes to 
over five hours, and the average time over the whole sample was 
twenty-one minutes for each weekend.
It may be worth noting here that even at the weekend the 
teacher spent proportionally as much time on clerical and mechan­
ical tasksias he did during schooldays (about 13 per cent of his 
time). Putting together the whole week’s work (during term-time), 
we find that on each schoolday the teacher carried out these jobs 
for over sixty-five minutes, and at the weekend this was increased 
by over twenty-five minutes; during the seven-day week, this 
amounted to 353 minutes, i.e. not far short of 6 hours, or more. l^hc\r>
one eighth of his total working week. During a forty-week school
year, this is an average of 240 hours for one teacher. To see
the position in a still more realistic light, one ought to consider
these figures in the perspective of the school, where normally 
there is a complement of several teachers».
It is not suggested here that all these tasks recorded under 
the ’Clerical/Mechanical’ heading can be removed from the teacher 
and handed over to another person, or indeed that they should be 
so removed. Possibly some of these tasks are an intrinsic part 
of the teacher’s job and removing them will create greater diffi­
culties for the teacher than exist already» The whole question is 
one of intense current interest, and for this reason a more detai­
led study ef these activities is provided in SacGov !?,C.U^
oo :>
c) A Typical Weekend’s Work
The junior teacher in Surrey works at the weekend for an 
average of three and a quarter hours. Some weekends he will do 
far less than this, perhaps only an hour or even half an hour,' but 
rarely will he be able to escape completely(from some form of pro­
fessional activity. Quite often he will find he is involved in 
well over his normal ’output’ and has to work up to five or six 
hours. While some teachers will have done a fair amount of their 
work on the Friday evening of the week just gone, most will need 
to use some of the weekend to complete their preparations for the 
week ahead»
" ■ S  ■
Most weekends the teacher will finish off any marking he 
brought home with him from .school, and this can occupy him for 
anything between fifteen minutes and two hours, depending on the 
work his class got through during the previous week» If the 
school sets exams or regular tests, the weekend marking may be con­
cerned with these, and possibly with making out reports on pupils’ 
progress.
Preparing for the next wçek’s lessons will take up some of 
the teacher's time almost every weekend. With his marking fini­
shed, the teacher will check the progress of individual pupils and 
of his class in general and see how to proceed from there. Prob­
ably he will consult a record book to check how the class progress 
is fitting in with what he planned, for the whole term, and he will 
consult some text books and make notes on the activities he prop­
oses to include in his forthcoming lessons. Occasionally, such 
preparation, for example just before Christmas, will include the 
planning of a play production or of some musical items to be per­
formed by the teacher’s pupils at a school concert.
Apart from reading text books concerned with lessons, the 
teacher may want to read some general educational literature that 
is of current interest to him and he will spend half an hour or 
forty-five minutes on this.
After some marking and, more frequently, in connection with 
his lesson planning, the teacher will draw up lists of names or 
mark sheets and prepare various materials required for the follow­
ing week's work, Such clerical or mechanical work will not be re­
quired every weekend—  ib will probably happen about every other 
weekend —  but when it does occur it will take up on average about 
one hour of his time.
Less frequently — about one weekend in five — there will 
arise some administrative job to be completed, such as organizing 
an outing from the school or arranging for a visitor to come to 
the school or writing to a publisher for a catalogue. If the tea­
cher is responsible for some particular school feature such as the 
library, time-tabling, stock requisitions, etc., such administrat­
ive work will occur more frequently. On the weekends when these 
jobs need doing, they will take on average about an hour and ten 
minutes to complete.
Very occasionally, the teacher will see a colleague at the 
weekend, possibly on a quick visit to the school to collect some 
equipment, and they will talk about a professiona!^ matter for a 
few minutes ; while on a few weekends during the year, perhaps 
during a social visit to a colleague's house, our teacher will be 
drawn into a much longer conversation about school business. 
Meetings of a more formal kind, such as those held by the teacher's 
Professional Association or the school Parents' Association, are 
seldom held at weekends, though they do occur once or twice.
Our junior teacher will not take part in much 'club' activity 
at the weekends, for most of this work — club practices or fix­
tures against other schools — will have taken place during school­
days (at lunch time or after school). There will, however, be a 
few occasions when the school holds a special function at the 
weekend — perhaps a jumble sale or a sports meeting or a school 
concert — where parents and other guests attend and where our tea­
cher has a specified job to perform, such as arranging seats, org- 
a.nizing ticket sales, selling goods at a stall, supervising pupils' 
competitions, and so on. Finally, the teacher may at some time 
during the year take his pupils on an educational visit at the 
weekend.
The teacher's weekend work during term-time is thus variable 
'in both content and time, but while some aspects of work occur 
seldom, like special school-functions, and some activities may not 
last long, like writing to the secretary of the local Sports Asso­
ciation, there is à fairly constant core of work each weekend that 
needs to be done and which nearly always includes marking, lesson 
planning and some form of clerical and mechanical job connected 
with school business.
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7 ,  THE TEACHER'S WORK DURING SCHOOL HOLIDAYS
a) The Sample Studied
The sample of holiday work to be analysed covered all six 
holiday periods during the year: this included the three main hol­
idays of Easter, Summer and Christmas, together with the half-term 
holidays that break up each term. In Surrey during 1969 these 
school holidays accounted for 99 days of the year (including the 
weekend days during or at either end of holiday periods). It has 
been explained that, to ease the load on 129 teachers, a pro­
portion of the teacher sample was randomly assigned to particular 
days in holiday periods to record their work, some to record on 
one day and some on two days, none of them knowing in advance how 
or when they were allocated.
The final sample of diaries received (I50 out of I67 distri­
buted) involved 88 teachers working in 52 different junior schools* 
95 of these diaries were records of work done during the 72 days 
of the three main holiday periods, while 53 diaries were related 
to the 27 days of the half-term holidays.
b) Holiday Work
The total amount of teaching work undertaken on average each 
day during the holiday periods is shown in Table 12*52j the same 
table indicates the incidence of work, i.e. on how many days 
during the holiday the teacher was engaged on teaching activities.
Table W.5S^:’ Teaching work undertaken' during school holidays
tiumber 
of 
days :. 
sampled
Number of 
days during 
holidays 
when 'teach­
ing work' 
recorded
'Working days' 
during holidays 
(as % of days 
in holiday 
sample)
Mean time (in mins.) 
spent on work activ­
ities on each day in 
holidays
calculated ! 
across all ‘ 
days . 
sampled
calculated 
across days 
when work 
activities 
recorded
Half-term
holidays 55 59 71# 98 . 159
Main
holiday
periods
95 49 52% ' 60 1x6
All
holiday
days
150 88 59% 74 126
On average, the teacher worked for about an hour and a quar-
ter on each day of his holidays (?4 minutes), and he did more each 
day during half-terms than during the main holiday periods—  over 
half an hour more. These bold statements must, however, be quali­
fied somewhat: the teacher was in fact completely free from teach­
ing work for two-fifths of the holiday periods, but on the days 
when he was engaged, the average time spent working was over two 
hours. Again, it appears that at half-terms he was less free, 
being occupied with teaching tasks on about ?0 per cent of holiday 
days as against roughly 50 per cent of the days during the main 
holiday periods; in addition, he worked about twenty minutes lon­
ger on 'working days' in half-term holidays.
There were, as might have been expected, considerable vari­
ations in the amount of work done during holidays. On the days 
when teaching activities were recorded, their duration ranged 
from five minutes to over ten hours. Both half-term and main 
holiday periods showed similar variability and the histogram in 
Fig. G?. ^  illustrates the .general range of times recorded-
Fi'g W J f' Va^*icih'on iÀ ol^lly op
h m e  spent'cm  y^ork d u r in g
h ol icff^ yS.
< IK .\  I ' i th f j ,  J -^3 hf .^ i-Jfh^s, >lfhrs. 
'fitY\e, SpenK on .kAtkjc^ Work durlnj <\.
o) The Teachor*'a Working Wonk
Teachers’ holidays are frequently quoted as features of the 
teaching job that should be taken into account when discussing 
the advantages and disadvantages of the teacher's work. ; T h e  5 
working week of the junior teacher in Surrey was earlier calculated 
as lasting an average 44^ hours, but this figure was based 
on term-time only and disregarded the periods of school holidays.lt 
Was thought it might be useful and desirable to arrive at an average 
'working week' which took account of the working and non-working 
parts of the school holidays, and the data were therefore re-calc­
ulated as follows ;
There were 99 holiday days in Surrey during the year of the 
records; for the re-»calculation, 28 of these were regarded as a
teacher's 'official' holiday to which he was, as it were, 'legit­
imately' entitled, and th« T’ftm.Pining 71w€r& thought of as days that
were available for work to be done. Thus, included in the full'work­
ing year* were the schooldays and weekends of term-time, together
with 71 days of school holidays (337 days in all, or approximately 
48 weeks). The re-calculation showed that the teachers in the
job
sample worked, on average, a week of 38.2 hours# In other words,
if, in theory, the teachers had been given a holiday of 28 days
(inclusive of statutory holidays and weekends within the holiday
period), they would have worked 38 hours per week for the rest of 
1
the year.
d') Work Activities^ During Holiday Periods
Table shows the average time spent each day during hol­
iday periods on the main teaching tasks.
Table ID341 Mean times spent on main teaching tasks each day
during holiday periods . .
Teaching Organi­
zation
Cont'1 & 
superv'n
Clerical 
& mech'l
Past­
oral 'Others' Total
Mean time 
(in mins.) 47.4 5.9 0 9.3 4 .3" 7.0+ 74.1
S.D. 83.5 20.0 - 31.6 -T - 109.6
% '  of day's 
total work èh.oYo 8.0K 09^ 12.89^ 3 . k % 100%
Pastoral work occurred on only 7 of the I30 recorded days, 'Others' 
(i.e. activities teachers could not definitively allocate to a 
heading) on only 3 occasions: their means are included to: .complete 
the mathematical picture.
The variability in the total amount of work done from one day 
to another during holiday periods has already been mentioned (see 
Figure Q .4 J). The main teaching tasks undertaken were «marked by 
similar variations: the chief work categories in which the teachers 
were involved during holidays comprised Teaching, Organization and 
Clerical/mechanical tasks, and the standard deviations in Table 
show that each of these varied from one holiday day to ano­
ther even more than they did at weekends during term-time (com­
pare Table
As with weekends, a description of the work done is made 
easier if we examine those particular activities which accounted
% _
It must be understood that t h e  re-calculated figure w a s  an artefact 
and cLld not reflect the reality of teachers' working nours; obvi­
ously, term weeks weoe very different from weeks during school hol­
idays.
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for most of each day's workings time. In Table IE.4® shown both 
the time allocated tô these activities and also their incidence 
(i.e. the number of holiday 'diaries' which recorded the activity).
Table ; Particular activities undertaken on holiday days
V  • ■ ' . .. .......
TEACHING' ORGANIZ’N
Mark'g Lesson ‘plann'g
Prof.
course/
Reading
School
admin.
Staff
consul­
tation
Meehan'1
Mean time 
(in mins.) 8.9 16.3 19.2 3 .3 2.6 8.4
S.Do 35.7 28.1 60.0 14.8 13.4 30.3
of. day's 
■ work 12. oK 22. OK 23.9%' 4.5^' 3.3 '^ 11.3^
No oOf holiday 
days when act­
ivity recorded 
(out of 130)
13 50 33 14 10 19
1
Marking work was recorded on only I3 of the I30 diaries and 
on these thirteen days the time spent on the activity ranged from 
13 minutes to over fnur hours. It must be remembered that 'mark­
ing' (in the diaries) referred to any evaluative assessing of 
pupils, and during holidays such work probably indicates report- 
writing and maintenance of pupils' record cards, rather than the 
marking of pupils' exercises. These marking occasions were dis­
tributed more or less equally among the Autumn half-term, the 
Christmas holiday and the Spring half-term, while virtually none 
was reported during the Easter and Whitsun holidays and none at 
all during the Summer vacation.
The activity of planning lessons occurred far more often 
during holidays than any other type of teaching work. On a third 
of the recorded days, teachers reported carrying out some form 
of lesson planning, and while the average time over the whole 
sample was only I6 minutes, the time allotted to this job on the 
days when it was undertaken varied from ten minutes to two hours. 
It was interesting to note that lesson planning occurred more 
often in certain holidays than in others: in the Autumn half-term 
holiday, lesson planning was noted on over half the holiday days, 
in the Spring half-term holiday on two-fifths of the holiday days
and in the Christinas holiday on just over a third of the holiday 
days; the proportions decreased as the academic year advanced, 
with the planning of lessons recorded on only a quarter of the 
Easter and TVhitsun holiday days and on only fifteen per cent of the 
Summer holiday days.
It is strange that lesson planning appeared to happen less 
during the Summer holiday than any other time. As lesson planning 
includes not only preparation for a specific forthcoming lesson 
but also the more general planning of syllabus content, one might 
have expected to find teachers involved in this task more during 
the holiday prior to the new school year than during any other 
holiday!... A possible explanation is that the teachers did not know 
beforehand which classes they would be taking on their return from 
the Summer holiday — : as might well, happen if the Head did not, at 
the end of the previous Summer term, know what his staff complement 
would be for the following term; so the teachers could do relativ­
ely little planning during the Summer holiday. Possibly some tea­
chers, even if they knew in advance which, classes they would be 
taking, still! preferred to plan a general scheme of work during 
the first weeks of the new school year, and then, at the first 
half-term holiday, when they knew the standards of individual 
pupils, they would plan much more intensively.
The final point of interest concerning lesson planning in 
holiday times is that, although this task recurred less often as 
the school year proceeded, it was still a dominant feature of the 
teacher’s work even at Whitsun —  about six weeks before the end 
of the school year — when preparing for the ensuing half-term was 
recorded on a quarter of the sampled holiday days.
The third category subsumed under 'Teaching' —  Professional 
Course and Reading — : was recorded in 33 of the diaries, i.e. on 
just under a quarter of the sampled days. Only one of those 
records concerned an actual attendance at a course, the remaining 
thirty-four days entailing reading of a professional kind —  some­
times a book or journal connected with a course being attended, 
sometimes reading matter selected by the teacher for his own edi­
fication. The time allotted to reading on these days varied a 
great deal and ranged from five minutes to three and a half hours. 
It was chiefly during the holidays of the first and second terms 
that this reading was done — relatively seldom was it reported for 
the Whitsun and Summer holidays.
Comparatively little 'Organization' took place in holiday 
periods. Those specific organizing jobs that concerned school 
administration occurred only on about a tenth of the recorded days, 
and on those days such tasks lasted anything from five minutes to 
two and a half hours. All but one of the relevant days involved 
a teacher with a particular school responsibility.
The other item of' 'Organization' ■— - informally discussing 
professional matters with colleagues —  occurred on few occasions 
(about seven per cent of the total recorded days) and generally 
lasted between about ten minutes and an hour. The diaries did 
not include explanations of these unexpected occasions (unexpec­
ted insofar as they happened in holiday time), but possibly they 
resulted from casual encounters when teachers met by chance on a 
visit to school or when colleagues visited each other socially.
Finally, we come to the Clerical/mechanical tasks which 
again (seemingly inevitably) took up about an eighth of the tea­
cher's working time each day. The clerical aspect was recorded 
as happening on only six days, but the mechanical tasks occurred • 
on nearly thirteen per cent of the recorded days. On the days 
when mechanical chores were carried out, their duration ranged 
from fifteen minutes to over four hours.
e), A Typical Picture of the Teacher's Work During 
School Holidays
In each of the main school holidays of the year (Christmas, 
Easter and Summer), the junior teacher in Surrey will work on half 
the days allotted. His working days will, be distributed fairly 
evenly during the Christmas and Easter periods, but in the long 
Summer break, he will tend to concentrate the work at the begin­
ning and end, leaving himself quite' free in the middle week or so. 
On the days during the Christmas holiday when the teacher does 
some form of professional work, it will last just under two hours; 
at Easter, this drops to about an hour and a half, but in Summer
it increases to over two and a quarter hours.
During the half-term holidays, the teacher will work three 
or four days in every five allocated the Autumn and Sum­
mer half-te.cm 'breaks', he will work a little less often than this,
while in the February holiday he increases this frequency. The
time he spends on his work on these days varies considerably^ from 
less than half an hour to over three or four hours; during the Feb­
ruary half-term his work will generally take about two hours, and 
during the Autumn and Summer half-term holidays, he takes a little 
longer, about two and a half hours on aver-aje»
The chief work done during holidays is concerned with prepa­
ration: sometimes the preparation is directed at specific lessons 
in the half-term ahead, but more likely it is general planning of 
a scheme of work to cover lessons spanning a whole term or longer. 
This job occurs less frequently during Whitsun and Summer than 
during the other holidays, but when it needs to be done it can take
up to two hours a day, though three-quarters of an hour is the
average time allocated.
Allied to lesson planning is the general background reading 
the teacher engages in, to keep abreast of those topics of educat­
ion in which he is interested. As with lesson planning, reading 
is done less at Whitsun and Summer than at other holiday periods, 
but on those days when the teacher settles to it, whatever the 
holiday, about an hour is generally given over to this reading.
Marking and report-writing will not be required Very much at
holiday periods. Perhaps on one or two days during the Autumn
half-term, Christmas and the February break the teacher will be 
checking work done by pupils, marking tests, writing reports on 
pupils, or making assessments on school record cards, and this 
will, usually take about an hour and a half (probably longer if it 
is examination marking that is involved), but very little of this 
activity occurs in the other holidays.
Sometimes, and especially if he holds a post of resp­
onsibility, the teacher will be involved at holiday times in work 
connected with general school matters rather than with lessons or 
the particular pupils he teaches: he may need to plan the time­
table or the allocation of staff to classrooms; to assign pupils 
to cloakrooms and peg numbers; to organize a school or class out­
ing; to write to a publisher; to plan a school * event' like Open 
Day or Sports Day, and so on. This kind of job wiH.l need to be 
done only once or twice during holidays, and generally the teacher 
will spend about half an hour on it, although it can tajce well 
over two hours.
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Lesson planning, marking and administrative jobs are inevit­
ably accompanied by clerical and mechanical activities; lesson 
planning will often be followed by making equipment, cutting up 
materials, duplicating project sheets, painting posters; after a 
marking session the teacher may need to draw up a list of grades 
or assessments or insert marks on record cards; adraj,nistrative 
activities may result in writing out and duplicating lists of 
staff duties, book or equipment allocations, class registers.
These various 'chores' will need to be done on a quarter of the 
teacher's holiday days, the 'mechanical' type happening three 
times as often as the 'clerical', and on the days when they are 
required, they take over an hour of the teacher's time.
On a few occasions during the holidays, the teacher will 
meet a colleague casually and have a short conversation about the 
school or pupils.
Once or twice during the year, the teacher will accompany 
pupils on an educational visit in holiday time (such as a trip to 
the Tower of London or the 'Victory' at Portsmouth); and on ano­
ther day the teacher's presence may be required at a special 
function held by the school, e.g. a School Fete.
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8, DIFFERENCES IN TEACHING DAYS : TEACHERS
The immediately previous sub-sections (2 to 7) presented the 
overall picture of the teaching day for full-time teachers of 
junior children. This survey described in detail the reality of 
the teacher's working life and provided a unique and objective 
basis on which to build future planning, sufficient perhaps to 
justify the project without adding further analysis.
However, the variation across teaching dpys was shown to be 
considerable, and it was thought that those concerned with the . 
planning and organization of teaching would inquire whether there 
were any significant patterns or trends evident in the data.
As explained earlier, the possible variables affecting the 
teacher's day were too numerous for this one project to examine 
adequately, whether in the design or in the analysis, but bearing 
in mind the likely concerns of interested parties, i.e. teachers, 
LEAs, colleges,etc#, certain classificatory data about schools and 
teachers in the sample had been collected. The researchers were 
therefore in a position to calculate mean times and mean frequencies 
of activities for classified parts of the sample as well as for 
the total sample. Table IV.4l shows the eleven variables which 
were included in this further programme of analysis.
Table IV.4l: Variables subjected to further analysis
TEACHER SCHOOL CLASS
1. Teaching Experience
2. Sex
5* Dependants 
4. School Responsibility 
5* Attitude to the  ^
Project
6. School Roll 
7• LEA Admin. Area 
(Div./District) 
8. School Neigh­
bourhood
9* Class Size
10. Year Group
11. Ability Range
The teacher and school variables could be used for all l88 
observed days; the class variables were applicable only to those 94 
days when the observed teacher taught the same class throughout 
the day.
Even with this limitation to 11 variables, it was economically 
impossible to test for all the possible differences among teaching 
days, when these were considered in terms of a) the times and
b) the frequencies of c) 44 categorized activities occurring in
1
This was a subjective estimate made by the observer to check the 
possibility that the very keen participant might exaggerate or 
unconsciously emphasize some aspects of his work*
d) C-tirae e) 8-time or f) 0-time. It was necessary to be selective in 
deciding which hypotheses to test, i.e. in suggesting which activities 
might be important or relevant for each variable; this selection was 
guided chiefly by two factors - the researchers* knowledge of the inter­
ests of teachers and their employers, and the close inspection of the 
tabulated data by the researchers.
Thus, hypotheses were first drawn up which reflected what were thou­
ght to be the main questions in the minds of interested parties, e.g. 
Did inexperienced teachers spend more time than experienced teacKers on 
organization? Did the frequency of disciplining vary according to type 
of class taught? Did non-professional tasks occur more in small ScV>ools 
than in large schools? and so on.
Secondly, the general survey data revealed items which seemed to 
warrant further examination, particularly with regard to the source of 
variance found in an individual activity or in a group of activities. 
Hypotheses were set up to explore such points, e.g. Could the variance 
in extra-curricular work undertaken be explained by differences in 
domestic responsibility? Was the time spent on supervision related 
to the administrative area of the school? and so on.
After the selection of hypotheses, the procedure was as follows; 
From the collected records, it was possible to compute the mean time 
and frequency of a teaching activity for each division of a varia Lit. An 
analysis of variance was then carried out to see if the overall varia.t- 
ion of these means across the variable divisions was due to chance alone» 
If a significant overall variation was present, t-tests were applied 
to test for significant differences between any pair of means that 
seemed by inspection to contribute to the overall variation.
A complète list of the hypotheses tested is provided in Aj>pch<lix L, 
and the chief findings are incorporated at appropriate points in the 
following text. Because the testing programme was limited for fin*nci&| 
reasons, a visual inspection of all non-tested data was considered csitn- 
tial, and any relevant resu;j.ts from this search are also included below.
This general approach to the further analysis of the data provided 
an economic use of resources, and it is unlikely that any important 
differences among teaching days were overlooked. Remembering, however, 
that the analysis was limited to 11 variables and that it was impossiUe 
to test for differences among all activities for all variables, it is 
feasible that the following report of findings may have missed some
J/6
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significant differences.
The present sub-section discusses the influence of the teacher 
variables on the pattern of the teaching day; the school and class 
variables will be considered in the subsequent sub-sections.
THE TEACHER VARIABLES
Relations between Teacher Variables*
In what follows each of the teacher variables will be treated sep­
arately. It must be borne in mind, however, that in some respects the 
variables are related: for example, it is likely that those teachers 
who had considerable teaching experience were also older teachers who 
therefore had more dependants; they would also be more likely to hold 
•Burnham’ posts of responsibility. As a result, differences found 
between more experienced and less experienced teachers might have ref­
lected differences in domestic responsibilities or in school responsi­
bilities just as much as differences in teaching experience. Again,in 
our particular sample, it so happened that the middle range of teach­
ing experience (5-10 years) was represented by proportionately more 
men than women and, consequently, any findings related to tie teacher 
group in this specific experience range may have been confounded with 
differences due to sex.
In presenting the data about each variable, attention is drawn 
to situations where such inter-dependencies are likely to have 
affected the tentative conclusions.
"I
For a particular teaching day, the recorded time for one activity is 
reflected in the times of the remaining activities, i.e. the time for 
each will be mutually dependent. If a teacher spends longer on 'inst­
ruction*, she may spend less on 'organization'; if she spends longer cn 
'supervision', she may spend less on 'pastoral' activities. Hence, if 
we were comparing different teaching days, we might have used an analy­
tical procedure that used the 'Profile' of each day's activities.
In this approach, each teaching day is represented by a point in a 
seven dimensional space, each dimension corresponding to one of tbe mam 
groups of activity. If there is a significant difference between tea­
ching days for two divisions of a variable (e.g. men and women teacher.?), 
then there are two clusters of points separated from each other in the 
space, with one cluster corresponding to men teachers and the other to 
teachers. There is a statistical procedure for testing the 
hypothesis that the separation of the clusters is not due to chance 
alone; the procedure uses the Q statistic. The N.F.E.R. statistics 
section carried out a pilot study of the data with this procedure and 
demonstrated its feasibility, but limited resources prevented the method 
being applied generally.
1W)TEACHING EXPERIETJCE
y Schooldays.
The teacher's experience was classified as shown in Table 
This table also shows how the sampled schooldays were distributed for 
in-school observations (C-time and 8-time) and out-of-school diaries 
(O-time).
Table IV.42; Teaching Experience - Distribution among the sample
of schooldays
Teaching
experience
In-school
observations
0 ut - of ^ Schoo I
diaries
Probationer 
(less than 1 year)
20 , 21
1-4 years 74 69
5-10 years 25 24
11-20 years 48 51
over 20 years , 21 20
- / 188 185
■'Teaching*♦ The teacher's experience appeared to have only a 
slight effect on the time given to instruction in the classroom, the 
newer teachers and the 'old hands' spending a similar proportion of 
their days on this work.
With regard to the other chief aspect of 'Teaching', namely 
Lesson Preparation (which embraced both marking and lesson planning), 
one might have expected the inexperienced teacher to be engaged in 
more lesson planning and, possibly, marking, than his more experienced 
colleagues, particularly in the evenings, but no significant dlFf^ <*ences 
among these groups of teachers were found.
Organization. Some significant differences were discovered in 
relation to the organizing of pupils. In C-time such organizing was 
primarily concerned with the conduct of lessons, e.g. the distribution 
and collection of books, the assigning of pupils to tasks, being asked 
about the location of equipment, etc., and the teacher's experience 
appeared to influence the total time spent on this work. Possibly 
more important is the finding that teaching experience was closely 
associated with the frequency of these organizing occasions, in par­
ticular, it was found that probationers organized pupils significantly 
more often than did the*most experienced teachers. (Table IV.4^).
Table HT.4-3: Teaching experience; organizing pupils during school hours
Experience
C-time S."time
Mean
time
(min)
S.D. Freq. S.D.
Mean
time
(min)
S.D, Freq* S.D.
Probationer ■ 51.3 17.3 165 49 6.0 4.7 19 13
1-4 years 44.5 14.6 136 45 3 .9 2.7 13 8
5-10 years 37.6 13.3 116 45 2.6 1.9 9 7
11-20 years 45.6 15.5 139 • 47 4 .0 3 .4 11 8
iz 20 years 41.7 14.3 119 34 5 .9 2 .6 14 10
level for meantime and I/o for mean frequency; 8-time 
significant at l?o’confidence level for mean time 
and frequency.
It would seem, then, that the probationer's lessons involved 
more fragmented organizing than occurred in other teacher:^ lessons.
We might conclude from this that in general the probationers had not 
prepared their lessons as well as other teachers and were therefore 
compelled to do more organizing in the lesson; or that they had pre­
pared their work but had not anticipated the needs of the pupils suff­
iciently; or, simply, that they were just less skilful at organizing. 
On the other hand, it is possible that the probationer's lessons were 
orientated more towards individual assignments than were other teachers* 
lessons and that this approach essentially required much organizing 
during lesson time.
At break times and lunch time, the organizing of pupils did not 
occur very much - the activity would probably have been directed to 
getting the room prepared and equipment given out prior .to a forth­
coming lesson - but again, even at these times, probationers performed 
this task significantly more often than experienced teachers ciiJ.
Another activity subsumed under 'organization' concerned the dist- 
turbances or emergencies interrupting the teacher^^ work. Whereas all 
teachers are equally likely to be interrupted by 'emergencies' like a. 
fire practice, there are smaller disturbances, like pupils tel# ing tales 
or complaining about 'stolen' equipment, or 'accidentally' knocking 
over a pile of books, that might be more likely to happen with a novifc- 
iate teacher than with a more experienced colleague. This suggestion 
appears to have some substance (Appendix M , Table MJ).
! Control (Discipline). Teaching experience was significantly (ass­
ociated with the frequency of disciplining pupils, and Table 17.^4 Sho ms 
that it was the inexperienced teacher who disciplined the most. The 
greater part of such disciplining consisted of verbally scolding or
017
reprimanding pupils; usually such events were brief, and therefore the 
time taken in 'disciplining' was not very much even when all the inst­
ances were totalled, yet even in this matter of total duration, rep­
rimanding was significantly associated with teaching experience.
' ■ * ■ ■ - 
Table CÏ.44: Teaching experience: frequency of disciplining in C-time
Experience Mean frequency S.D.
Probationer 57 35
1-4 years 45 32
5-10 years 21 13
11-20 years 58 29
•7 20 years 55 13
Analysis of variance significant at 0.1% level of confidence
One must be a little careful in interpreting these data. It is 
easy to jump to the conclusion that teachers who did more reprimanding 
were having discipline problems. It is possible, however, that some 
teachers had the problems, bul^  did not discipline; perhaps they were 
not able to identify a disciplinary problem as such; perhaps they rec­
ognized the problem but consciously ignored it; perhaps they Were aware 
of the problem but chose a'solution that avoided disciplining. A sug­
gested interpretation is that a) newer teachers, because they are new, 
do not anticipate pupil needs in lessons and have to organize more 
during the lesson (already referred to above) - a situation that cpcns 
up possibilities for discipline troubles; b) newer teachers, because 
they are new, are natural targets for unruly pupils to 'put to the fcestj 
and c) newer teachers see as challenges to their newly acquirèi authority 
the minor offences that more experienced colleagues would 'laugh o f f  
or turn a blind eye to.
That teachers in the middle range of experience (5-10 years) rep­
rimanded even less than older colleagues appears to conflict with the 
general trend of reprimanding decreasing with experience. This'©4dityV 
however, is probably explained in that this particular experience 
group was overloaded with men (relative to the whole sample) and, as 
will be seen later, it was found that men reprimanded far less than w&men.
'Clerical/Mechanical Tasks. It was thought that inexperienced tea­
chers might find themselves more involved than others in clerical and 
mechanical chores: older teachers were accustomed to the ScKcol ‘paper- 
wofk' and kneiT^ 'frow to complete it quickly, while over the years_they_ 
would have accumulated instructional 'apparatus' and this would obviufce 
the need to make any more. As far as clerical work was concerned.
there was in fact little difference found among the experience groups 
(probationers, if anything, did a little less, both in school hours 
and in the evenings), but mechanical tasks did appear to vary accord­
ing to experience# During class-time, there was a tendency for these 
jobs to occur more frequently with inexperienced teachers, and this 
might be related to the fact already mentioned, that these teachers 
organized pupils more often: thus, giving a pupil an assignment (i.e. 
organizing) would very likely be accompanied by finding him some 
equipment (i.e.mechanical); another explanation for inexperienced tea­
chers having more of these mechanical tasks is that they were more 
willing (or more easily persuaded) than experienced colleagues to 
sharpen blunt pencils or mend broken'nibs and so on.
During breaks and lunch time, the older and younger teachers did 
the same amount of mechanical work, with the raiddle-experience group 
doing least, but - as explained previously - this latter group was 
overloaded with men, and it was probably the fact (discussed later) 
that women did more of this work at break times than men that produced 
this particular difference for the middle experience group. Table M.% 
in Appendix H  gives details of mechanical tasks done in school hours.
In out-of-school hours, all experience groups spent roughly the 
same time on these mechanical jobs.
,Pastoral Work. On average, not much of thé teacher's lesson time 
was taken up with 'Pastoral' work, but one interesting feature was 
that the particular activity related to 'pupil's physical well-being' 
(see Appendix £, Category l8) occurred far more with probationers 
than other teachers. An inspection of the records showed that the 
large majority of these occasions concerned pupils wanting to go to 
the toilet - is this another instance of pupils / testing' new fceacber^ ?
WAS thought that teaching experience might be associated with 
the 'club' aspect of Pastoral work - the younger or less experienced 
teacher taking on more of this than his older colleagues.
the records revealed that this extra-curricular activity (in lunch 
times and evenings) was shared more or less equally among all the 
experience groups.
I Personal Activities. The proportion of time at breaks and lunch 
time given over to resting, reading the newspaper, chatting personally 
to friends, etc. was about the same for probationers and the ^ s t  ex­
perienced teachers.^ It was puzzling to find that the teachers in the 
1-4 year range were exceptional in that they used much more of this 
S-time 'personally' than other teachers (Appendix Table M<3),
Women were over-represented in this particular experience group, but 
as there was little difference between men and women in time spent 
on personal activities during 5-time, this cannot account for the 
difference shown by those with 1-4 years' experience. '
: other points. An interesting and unexpected feature about school­
days concerned the amount of standing and moving during lesson time. 
It was hypothesized that the teacher fresh to the classroom would be 
on his feet more, but that over the years his enthusiasm qnd energy 
would diminish, resulting in his sitting down much more. The facts 
did not bear this out; if anything, the amount of standing/moving 
during lessons seemed to increase with experience, and, indeed, the 
teachers with over 20 years' experience appeared to be on their feet 
far more than other teachers. Oddly enough, this trend was reversed 
for the frequency of these movements - the inexperienced got up and 
down significantly more often than experienced colleagues did AppcncUx 
M  , Table M f '/
One final hypothesis tested was that the total amount of teac­
hing work done in out-of-school hours might be affected by teaching 
experience. An indication has already been given where specific out- 
of-school teaching activities ive^ L associated with the teacher's 
experience; as far as the time spent on all out-of-school teaching • 
work was concerned, no significant differences were discovered among
f
the experience groups. This negative result is itself of interest,
for it might have been believed that as teachers grew older, they
would become less idealistic and less inclined to spend their even-
'
ings on schoolwork. It appears that the teachers with greatest ex­
perience were spending as long on evening work as probationers, 
that there was less done (but not significantly I^ess) by the remain­
ing groups, and that the evening work varied greatly in length from 
day to day among all the teachers regardless of experience (Appendix 
M  , Table M.s).
II) Weekends
No significant differences were discovered between experience 
groups in the various teaching activities done during weekends.. With
all groups the total time spent on weekend work and the time spent
on specific teaching activities varied considerably from one weekend
to another.
ifi) Holidays
The variability in the amount of work from one holiday day to. 
another was large for all experience groups, and as with weekends, 
no significant differences^ were found among these groups in the 
mean time spent on the total work done or on specific teaching acti­
vities.
tl)SEX
0 Schooldays
The distribution of in-school observations (C-and 8-times) and 
out-of-school diaries (O-time) is shown in Table To the gene­
ral reader the composition of the sample may seem unbalanced, but in 
fact junior schools generally are staffed with far more women than men,
.Table Distribution of sexes in the sample of schooldays
Sex In-school Out-of-school
observations diaries
Men 62 62
Women 126 123
188 183
Very few activities appear to have been influenced by sex dif­
ferences. Two findings of note concerned frequency of organizing and 
frequency of reprimanding in lesson time.
iOrganization. In lesson time women spent only a little longer 
than men in general organizing - and this chiefly involved pupils’ 
lesson-work - but they did it much more frequently. Table iX 4^ 4 
; also gives the times as percentages of the total C-time because, 
surprising though it may be,It was found that, on average, men’s class­
room hours were significantly longer than women's. (Their S-times 
were about the same.)
Table lY.If6: Sex: organizing class or school matters in C-time.
Sex
Time (mins) # Of
C-tirae
Frequency
Mean SsDs • Mean S.D.
Men
Women
47.9 15-4
52 .2 18.7
■- '■.. ■ ' ......
16. 5%'
l S . 3 %
136 46- 
158 31
Control (Disciplining). Although not much time was taken up by 
either sex in reprimanding during classroom hours, women did it far 
more often (Table 12.47), It appears that men scolded or otherwise 
disciplined pupils on average once every 9.7 minutes, while women 
reprimanded once every 6.3 minutes.
Table (21.47 : Sex: disciplining in C-time
Time (mins) % of. Frequency
Sex Mean S.D. C-time . Mean S.D.
Men 3.1 2.3 1 . 1 % 30 22
Women 4.9 4.1 1 . 7 % \ 45 32
t-test significant at 0 .1% confidence level for duration
and frequency.
(It may be recalled that, like women teachers, probationers
. . . . .  /
were found to be organizing and reprimanding frequently. In this
/ '
case, the variables do not appear to be related, so that each find­
ing can stand independently.)
li) Weekends and Holidays
The weekend and holiday work proved extremely variable for both 
men and women, and we found no significant differences between men 
and women in the professional activities that were tested statistlcoJiy.
c) DEPENDANTS
It was believed that the family or domestic commitments of tea­
chers might influence their teaching day, particularly in lunch per­
iods and in out-of-school hours.’ The recorded mqasure of family 
commitment w&S tke humbsr a(* dependants who the teacher believed influ­
enced the time he spent on his teaching work. Thus, in this context 
the husband or wife of the teacher was usually included as a depen­
dant, while children living away from home, e.g. college students, 
were not.
0 Schooldays >
Table E.If^  shows how the variable of family responsibility was 
distributed in the sample.
Table CE 4^*. Dependants: distribution among the 
sample of schooldays
No.of 
dependants
In-school
observations
Out-of-school
diaries
None 90 92
1 34 28
2 28 30
3 or more 36 '■ 5 5 :
188 185
In general, differences in a teacher's family commitment app­
eared to have very little effect on teaching activities, whether in 
class-time, lunch and break times or in out-of-school hours. Only 
two points need be made here:: :
: Supervision. It was surprising to find that the amount of super* 
vision done at break and.lunch times differed significantly (see 
'Table M.6 in Appendix M /. with/more of this work falling to the tea­
chers with more dependants and particularly to those with two depen­
dants. It is not easg to explain this, but it may be linked with the fact- 
mentioned below - that teachers with two dependants did much less 
extra-curricular work at lunch time and were therefore more 'avail- . 
able' for supervisory activities than other teachers.
Pastoral. It was thought that teachers with family responsibil­
ities might not have the time to spend on school clubs, especially 
after school hours. Howtvtr  ^ at lunch time, clubs were taken 
about equally by those with none, one, or more than two dependants, 
while no lunch-time club was observed taken by a teacher with two 
dependants. On the other hand, the latter group of teachers were 
taking most of the evening clubs that were recorded, with the 'one 
dependant' group taking fewest. It would appear that, in general, 
family commitments did not deter teachers from involvement in extra­
curricular activities.
n) Weekends •
The only activity that was significantly different among the 
groups at weekends was professional reading, with the teacher with 
two dependants undertaking more than his colleagues. The otner spe­
cific activities produced no discernible trends or patterns and were 
extremely variable, but there appeared to be a general trend for 
the total amount of weekend work to increase with the number of dep­
endants ( s-t-e Appendix M , Table M.?)*
/il) Holidays -
Holiday work showed the same kind of picture as weekends* Each 
specific teaching activity varied greatly for all teachers regardless 
of their family commitment, but the data for the total work done 
each holiday day suggest that this increased as family responsibility 
increased. (See Appendix M , Table M. S /
(Q SCHOOL RESPONSIBILITY
Many teachers in the sampled schools were, apart from their re­
sponsibility for classroom instruction, given additional responsibi- 
lities, such as looking after games* fixtures, running the School 
Library, supervising the maintenance and use of audio-visual equip­
ment, etc. Some of these responsibilities were remunerated by pay­
ments according to the Burnham Salary SCale operating in I969. The 
payments were made at the discretion of the Head and the LEA: a tea­
cher in one school might have been given a Burnham Allowance for a 
specific responsibility, while a teacher in another school who under­
took the same responsibility might not have received the same or any 
allowance# Some additional responsibilities might not have earned 
an allowance in any school.
The teachers were classified in four categories: 1) those who 
performed no duties over and above normal teaching duties; 2) those 
who were additionally responsible for particular school activities 
but who were not paid additionally; 3 ) those who held posts of spe­
cial responsibility for which they received a salary increment 
('Burnham posts'); and 4) Deputy Heads. (Heads were not included 
in the sample.)
\) Schooldays '
• The distribution of schooldays according to this variable of 
School Responsibility is given in Table 12.49.
Table : School responsibility : distribution among the
sample of schooldays
School
responsibility
In-school
observations
Out-of-School
diaries
None 23 22
Non-Burnham 102 97
Burnham 33 34
Deputy Head 30 32
1ÜÜ 185
* Teaching*. In class-time, where the main component of * teaching* 
was actual instruction, the holders of * Burnham posts' spent signi­
ficantly less time 'teaching' than their colleagues. In addition, 
in out-of-school hours, teachers with Burnham posts did less marking 
than others and significantly less than teachers v/ith non-Burnham 
responsibilities* The groups also differed in the time spent on 
lesson-planning in the evenings, teachers without any special respon­
sibilities doing most and Deputy Heads least, (Table as
classroom hours differed significantly among these groups of teachers, 
the time spent on activities recorded in C-time are given also as 
percentages of the total C-time.)
Table School responsibility:- 'teaching' activities in C-tirae
and C-tirae
School
responsibility
C-time O-time
'Teaching' (chiefly 'Instruction') Marking
_ Lesson planning
Mean time 
(mins)
S.D. #'ofC-time
Mean
time S.D. 
loins')
Mean
time S.D. 
^nins)
None 142.0 27.7 30.7% 31 34 27 27
Non-Burnham 141.2 , 30.6 , 49.4% 40 52 22 23
Burnham 133.4 43.7 43.8% 21 10 17 6
Deputy Head 138.9 30.8 48.1% 33 35 13 11
t-test;: between Burnham and non-Burnham teachers, concerning marking 
in C-tirae, also significant at C.1% confidence level.
Crganization. Cne might have expected that teachers who held ; 
posts of responsibility would be engaged in more consultation than 
other teachers. Ik w&S krwt that there was indeed a significant diff­
erence among the responsibility groups in the total time spent on 
all forms of organization (and this difference was due to the diff- ' 
erence in time spent on the consultative aspect of organization), but, 
oddly enough, this finding did not apply to the break periods (where 
the opportunity for any additional discussion time might have seemed 
to offer itself) but only to lesson time (Table 12.51 Such dis­
cussion during class time probably entailed the teacher leaving his 
\ « 
class to see a colleague, or having his classwork interrupted by the
colleague's coming to see him - either of which would account for 
the fact mentioned earlier that teachers who held posts of responsi­
bility spent less time in actual class-time 'teaching' activities 
than other teachers
/Table 12.5 )4: School responsibility: staff consultation during
school hours
School
responsibility
C-time S-time
Mean time 
(mins)
S.D. % of 
C-time
Mean time 
(mins)
S.D.
None 9.1 5.7 3.3# 23.4 ,16.3
Non Burnham 14.7 , 13.1 3.1# 28.1 15.5
Burnham 17.7 14.9 6.1% 28.9 13.0
Deputy Head 19.7 13.6 6.8% 24.4 13.0
It was also expected that school responsibilities might affect 
the administrative jobs done by the teacher# Very little was in 
fact undertaken by any teachers during class-time or breaks,, but in 
the evenings there was a significant difference among the teachers, 
the 'Burnham* teachers and the Deputy Heads doing more administrative 
tasks than the other groups. (See Table M- 4 Appendix
Control and Supervision. /In S-time the amount of supervision 
was found to differ significantly among the four groups (Table 52.) ; 
the Deputy Heads and those teachers without any responsibility posts . 
were the teachers doing most supervising. This may be partly expla­
ined insofar as these groups were found to be allocated more 'Duty- 
days ' than other groups (see W.c.iU.\ though this finding is
itself hard to understand.
Table iï-.S’Q: School responsibility: control and, supervision
during S-time
School
responsibility
Mean time ■ 
(mins)
S.D.
None 20.9 19.2
Non-Burnham 13.6 17.5
Burnham 14.8 14.7 '
Deputy Head 26.0 28.1
Analysis of variance significant at 3% level of confidence
; Clerical/Mechanical tasks. The total amount of time spent on 
clerical and mechanical chores differed significantly among the res­
ponsibility groups during S-time‘only. Most of the time occupied in 
this way was taken up with the mechanical type of task (duplicating, 
making apparatus, cutting up cards, etc.), and it was non-Burnham 
teachers who did most. Deputy Heads least. This pattern was sust­
ained also during out-of-school hours (Appendix My Table M./o)*
The time spent on clerical work did not vary much from one
3 If
responsibility group to another, Jbhough it was interesting to see
that in lesson time, teachers with Burnham posts tended not only to
do more clerical work generally than others, but also dealt with
attendance and dinner registers, more than other teachers c(ia.
*
Total evening work. The final feature of note regarding school­
days Was that there was a statistically significant difference among 
the groups in the^ total amount of work done in out-of-school hours.
It was unexpected to find the 'unpaid* post-holders doing more than 
those who received Burnham allowances, and still more surprising to 
find Deputy Heads doing less than either. One must of course bear 
in mind the considerable variation in work done from one evening to 
another and that, as Table 12*55 shows, the Deputy Heads were rela­
tively more steadily involved from day to day than the other post­
holders.
/
Table 12.53 : School responsibility; total work in out-of-school hours
School responsibility / Mean time (mins) S.D.
None 115 9 29.5
Non-Burnham , 141 2 43.9
Burnham 123.9 . 90.0
Deputy Heads 116.2 655
Analysis of variance significant at 0.1^ level of confidence
a) Weekends '
It was thought that teachers with paid posts, and particularly
Deputy Heads, might be involved in.professional work at weekends
more than other teachers. In fact, no significant differences were
discovered, except that i^eputy Heads were doing more professional
reading than their colleagues. (They had done less reading than
* ..others on schoolday evenings.) Weekend administrative jobs seemed 
to fall to the lot of 'Burnham' teachers rather than Deputy Heads, 
and both Burnham teachers and Deputy Heads appeared to be doing 
fewer mechanical chores than other teachers - a fact evident also on 
schooldays. (Appendix M ,  Table Mjl)
lY/) Holidays
There were no significant differences among the school respon­
sibility groups in any holiday activity. As can be seen from Table 
M.liin Appendix M., all teachers, regardless of responsibility, 
varied their work enormously from one holiday day to another. The 
expectation that it was during holidays that Deputy Heads did more
administrative work and possibly more work in general than other tea­
chers was to some extent fulfilled; it was also interesting to see 
that during holidays the teacher who held an unpaid post 6f respond.- 
bility seemed to spend, on average, more time in professiona,l reading 
than other teachers - perhaps to qualify him/herself for a paid post?
t) ATTITUDE TO THE PROJECT
It may be recalled that great pains were taken during the first
stages of the project to explain the research carefully and personally 
to the teachers, and the fact that so many agreed to participate 
after they had been selected at random implied that they did not 
view the project with hostility. However, there remained the poss­
ibility of some being keener than others, and it was thought that 
this might contribute to some of the differences in teaching days.
We therefore made a subjective assessment of each teacher's attitude 
to the project, classifying attitudes as average, positive or very 
positive. Table Ï2.54 shows how these attitude ratings were dis­
tributed among the sample of schooldays.
'
Table K.54-: Attitude to the project: distribution 
of ratings among the sample of schooldays
Attitude to 
the project
In-school
observations
Out-of-school
diaries
Average 98 96
Positive 62 61
Very positive . 28 28
188 , 185
Tbere wtre no significant differences at all among these
'
three groups in any of the work observed or recorded; nor were 
tUa-re. any 'trends' in the data studied.
^'JO
9. DIFFERENCES IN TEACHING DAYS : SCHOOLS
Three school variables were subjected to analysis : the size 
of the school, the administrative area and the school's neighbour­
hood.
Relations between school and teacher variables
The variables were inspected for inter-relationships that 
might have confused the findings, and the most significant points 
to note are : the days''obsecved in the North Divisional area of 
the County were almost exclusively in large schools; in the North- 
West area, large schools were under-represented and small schools 
over-represented; and the small schools involved proportionately 
more days for probationary teachers than for others.
In what follows any fortuitous sampling biases such as the 
above are referred to where they appear to affect the conclusions.
a) SCHOOL ROLL
School size was measured in terms of the number of pupils 
on roll. In the case of primary schools the number of pupils in 
the junior department was the figure used. Schools were classified 
as small, middle, or large, as shown in Table IV.35*
i) Schooldays
The distribution of the sampled schooldays according to 
school roll is provided in Table IV.33*
Table IVy.33- School Roll ; Distribution among schooldays
SCHBOL ROLL • ' IN-SCHOOL 
OBSERVATIONS
OUT-OF-SCHOOL 
DIARIES
Lèss than 130 43 43
130- 249 69 70
More than 249 76 72
Total 188 183
Teaching days seemed to vary little in terms of the size of the 
school where the teacher worked. The chief points of interest are 
tabulated in Table I5’.5'6 and are as follows:
Organization. In breaks and lunch Ume, teachers in small schools 
spent significantly less time in activities related to 'organizing' 
than did other teachers. As 'organization' at such times primarily 
concerned staff consultation, this finding is a little surprising, as 
one might have thought that the small school would offer a more 'int­
imate' atmosphere where staff were in close contact with one another 
and would 'talk shop' a good deal. The PolUuij^ finding may, however, 
offer a partial explanation.
Supervision. There was a significant difference in the time spent 
on supervision during breaks and lunch time, the amount of time dec­
reasing as the school roll increased. This is probably explained in­
sofar as the school with a larger roll will have more staff (including 
lunch-time helpers), and the various supervisory duties required can 
be dispersed amohg them, with less burden falling upon the individual 
teacher than in the case of small schools. Xc wcvi in fact rfcuntl 
teachers in small schools appeared to be 'on duty* more often than 
other teachers (see Secti'cn JV This additional supervision work
carried out by the teacher in the small school in his 'own time' pro­
bably accounts for the item noted above, that he consulted his coll­
eagues less at that time. It also partly explains the finding:
Personal. The teachers differed significantly in the amount of 
time they rested and chatted personally during their 'own time', with 
the teachers in small schools having least time for this 'personal' 
activity.
Movement. The final point regarding schoolday work was that alth­
ough teachers did not spend a great deal of time moving about the 
school, such movement as might have been expected significantly incr­
eased with school roll, in both class time and break times. Obviousij^ 
a larger school roll usually implies a larger school building, and in 
the latter more time, on average, will be needed to get from one place 
to another.
In Table l/.56 the relevant data regarding C-time also quoted 
in percentage times, as large schools had a significantly longer per­
iod of classroom-time than other schools.
Table School roll : time (in minutes) spent on various activities
on schooldays
School
roll
S-time c.-time
Organization Supervision Personal Movement Movement
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D, cF
4^130 27.6 13.2 23.2 24.4 20.4 17.1 3.3 2.0 4.4 3.3 1.6%
130-249 33.9 14.1 16.8 19.1 27.6 13.4 4.4 2;2 6.4 4.6 2.3#
;r249 34.0 13.3 14.3 16.1 28.4 13.6 3.1 2.7 7.6 4.2 2.6%
Analyses of variance:. Organization, Supervision and Personal significant
at 3# confidence level.
Movement in C-time and S-time significant at 0.1% 
confidence level.
ii) Weekends and Holidays
There was a considerable difference where the total weekend work 
was concerned. Teachers in smaller schools appeared to spend much 
more time on professional work during weekends than those in large 
schools: although the latter might spend 2-3 hours, teachers in smal] 
schools reported 3 hours or more on average (Appendix M , Table 
The variability was large for all teachers, and the sampled weekends 
for teachers in small schools were comparatively few; nevertheless, 
the difference was statistically significant at the 3% level of con­
fidence.
/
No significant differences were discovered in relation to work 
done during holidays.
b) ADMINISTRATIVE. AREA
For the purposes of educational administration, the County of 
Surrey divided into seven areas:: there Wtre four 'Divisional Areas' 
(North-West, South-West, South-East and North) and three 'Excepted 
Districts' (Woking, Epsom and Esher). )
i)Schooldays
The distribution of sampled schooldays across the county was as 
shown in Table 12.57.
Table IV.57; Administrative Area - distribution of schoolday;
Area In-school observations Out-of-school diaries
North-West 38 35
South-West 30 . 50
South-East 49 47
North 21 .20
Woking 14 15
ii-psom 9 10
Esher 7 8
Total 188 183
'Teaching *. There were considerable differences found among the 
areas in the time allocated to 'teaching'. Table shows that this
applied to lesson-timewhen this work took the form chiefly of in­
struction, and also to the breaks (S-time) and out-of-school hours, 
(O-time) when 'teaching' consisted mostly of lesson preparation. At
all these times, the North area'teachers appeared to spend less time
2
on this type of work.
Table 12..S2 : Administrative area: time spent on 'teaching' activities
during schooldays
Area C-time S-time O-time
Mean time
(mins)
S.D. % of total 
C-time (mins)'
S.D. Hdc-n tuiiS.
(mins)
S.D.
N.W., 144.3 44.3 31.0# 13.4 21.4 63.3 54.1
S.W. 139.7 30.3 48.8%' 11.9 9.3 37 .9 37.0
S.E. 137.0 32.6 49.1%' 7 .2 6.9 70.7 63.3
N. 133.4 40.7 42.2%' 4 .3 4.8 • 34.0 44.3
V/oking 137.1 20.2 48.3% ^ .3 8 .3 93.0 78.9
Epsom 167.3 18.6 38.8% 13.8 12.2 119.8 120.3
Esher 143.4 24.1 31.9%' 7 .9 3.8 128.7 81.0
Analyses of variance significant at 1% level of confidence for S-
time and O-time
Organization. Significant differences occurred among the areas in 
'organizing' at all parts of the day (Table In class time, it
was interesting to see an inverse association between 'Teaching' and
As the areas differed significantly in C-time, the tables in this 
section which include C-time data quote percentage times as well as 
absolute times.
2
One apparent oddity was that North teachers spent significantly longer 
in C-time on the specific activity of mar icing, but this is probably 
explained by the fact that North teachers appeared to be allocated 
more free periods than other teachers ÎE.CJ3).
^ Jt
Organization - areas with most 'Teaching' time having least Organiza­
tion, time, Such a situation is not unexpected, for in class time,
'Teaching' and Organization are concerned chiefly with pupils and les­
son-work, and the more organizing a teacher does, the less time he has 
to instruct, V/hat was surprising in the C-time data was the relativ­
ely large amount of time that North teachers spent in staff consulta­
tion (Appendix M T a b l e  This was probably due in part to the
fact that North teachers had more free periods during.C-tirae than other 
teachers; this suggestion is supported in that teachers in the S.W, 
Division, who had fewest free periods, spent the least time on staff 
consultation during C-time,
The North teachers also allocated more time during lesson periods 
to administrative tasks and 'messages' (Appendix Table M. /^). The 
categpry called 'messages' was, in C-time, mostly to do with receiv­
ing and reading notices, reading them out to pupils, and sending
them to other teachers, and although the times involved were small,
/
they tend to support the inference from the other findings that North 
schools differed in their policy and practice from schools in the 
remaining areas.
In breaks and lunch time the areas again differed in the time 
allocated to 'organization', particularly staff consultation (Appen­
dix Table M./4): the Nor thy West and South-West teachers did the 
leasv consulting, but this may have been due to the North-West being 
over-represented by small schools, the South-West by men teachers, 
both of which factors were associated with less consultation during 
S-time,
Finally, significant differences were found in staff consultation 
during out-of-school hours, the teachers in Excepted Districts appea­
ring to be engaged in this the most, '
Table 13T.59 : Administrative area: 'organization ' during schooldays
Adminis­
trative
Organization in 
C-time
! Organization in 
S-time
Staff
in
Consultation
O-time
area Mean S.D. % of Mean-. _ 
time 
(mins)
% of Mean S.D.
•
time
(mins)
C-time S-time time
(rains)
N.W. 58.9 22.3 20.8%. 28.1 13.4 23.8% 10.3 10.8
S.W. 67.4 . 16.7 23.6%: 28.3 12.3 23.2%: 7.4 11 .0
S.E. 62.9 15.6 22.3%' 37.0: 13.3 34.3%: 14.3 10.8
N. 85.5 26.5 27.1%' 34.9 17.3 33.6#' 7.8 8 .3
Woking . 71.4 17.4 23.1%' 35.1 13.3 31.9% 19.1 26.4
Epsom 50.7 12.7 17.8#' 33.1 19.8 31.9#' 13.0 13.0
Esher 61.3 12.8 21.9g 37.1 17.3 31.7% 24.3 26,8
Analyses of variance:: C-tirae significant at 0.1% confidence level
S-time and O-time significant at iV» Conpl^ ltncc level.
A Supervision. During the breaks and lunch period the time spent 
on general supervision of pupils varied significantly among the areas, 
with teachers in the North and the North-West areas spending the 
least time on this work (Table Such, area differences in S-time
supervision probably ref3€cir«4 differences among the areas in the number 
of 'on call* duties that teachers wtre assigned, particularly at lunch 
time. This finding appears to be independent of that reported earlier 
that S-time supervision varied according to the size of the school in 
which the teacher worked. (For further discussion of this point, see 
SectCo.x W.c.iz.)
*
Private. Thera wera. significant differences in the amount of time 
during the break periods when the teachers were not engaged on any 
professional work. During such times they would, be in the building, 
usually in the staffroom, chatting casually with colleagues, scan­
ning the newspaper and generally relaxing. Table JE.to shows that 
teachers in the South-West area ^ ad on average double the 'private' 
time of Epsom teachers, but an examination of the data revealed no 
satisfactory explanation of these differences.
Table IZ.to: Administrative area;: supervision work and 'private' time 
during breaks and lunchtime (S-time)
, Area
Supervision Private
Mean time (mins) S.D. Mean time (mins) S.D.
N.W. 12.0 14.1 28.9 17.4
S.W. 19.6 22.9 33.9 16.9
S.E. 20.7 22.0 19.8 11.2
N. 10.3 12.9 26.8 16 .2
Woking 22.9 . 20.3 19.2 16.2
Epsom 19.0 21.3 16.3 9.7
Esher 20.2 9.3 28.6 13.3
Analyses of variance : Both Supervision and 'Private' significant at
0.1% confidence level.
Total work in out-of-school hours. As it had* been found bkere ware 
large differences among the areas in total school hours C^ce Secticn () 
it was of,particular interest to see if the areas differed in 
the total amount of time spent on school work outside school hours. JC'
' was found that there were, indeed, very large differences which were 
statistically significant. Although, as Table DT.Ll shows, there was 
much variation within each area, it seems that teachers in those areas 
with shorter school hours 'compensate!^ for this by spending more time 
on school work in out-of-school hours.
Table SSM i Administrative area; School hours and total time spent 
on professional work in oût-of-school hours.
Area School hours
(C-time & S-time) 
(in mins)
Total professional 
work done in O-time
Meantime (mins) S.D.
North-West 391 1343 909
South-West 399 101.5 6&0
South-East 388 ^ 145G 8g6
North 420 8ri 624
Woking 394 165.1 105.7
Epsom 393 191.4 ll7.g
Esher 396 20 6.4 84 4
Analysts of variance; O-time work - significant at 0,1% confidence level.
The out-of-school data were further inspected to compare the time
spent on particular activities, but the differences discovered were 
not statistically significant. As they m , however, be of consid­
erable interest to some readers, details of these differences can be
. /  «
found in Table M 1^  of Appendix ,'M . The general pattern appears to be
that the teachers in the excepted districts were doing on.average more
out-of-school work than other teachers, and the time spent on partic­
ular activities reflected this pattern.
il) Weekends and Holidays
Analysis of the weekend work revealed no significant differences
among teachers in different areas, but on holiday days some differen­
ces were evident. On average, teachers in the excepted districts 
seemed to be doing more professional work in holidays than other tea­
chers till IA Appendix M).
Ngt£: Most of the differences ireported about administrative
areas appear to be unrelated to the other variabres. One is tempted 
to conclude that if such differences as occur within one LEA wtrt Ytal' 
differences, they \ntfti even more likely to be found across different 
LEA's. (This idea is supported by the fact that the North Division of 
Surrey appeared to differ in several respects from the other divisioas  ^
and the North Division was, until a few years ago, part of the former 
Middlesex LEA.) This suggestion reinforces, rather than contradicts,
6he belief that in many ways Surrey was a representative county in 
terras of the teacher’s work, for much of the administrative practice 
KftS centrally organized and therefore a.d'i<L as a mediating factor aff­
ecting all teachers in the county alike, while in cextain matters 
local areas exercjyed some degree of autonomy - through policy or as a
:>5T
result, perhaps, of tradition - which produced the type of difference 
in the teacher 's work that betiA noted.
c;). SCHOOL NEIGHBOURHOOD
■ - T —   --------------------------------------
One of the research team visited each of the 66 schools, and, 
during an interview with the Head, obtained the Head's description of 
the school catchment area and homes from which the pupils came. On 
subsequent analysis of this information, it was found that there were 
15 schools (42 observed days) with a largo proportion of the children 
from homes in working-class areas, or in the poorer parts of villages. 
At the other extreme, there were I6 schools (4^ observed days) with a 
large proportion of the children from homes in middle-class areas and 
expensive housing areas. A comparison was made of the data for each 
of these contrasting types of school neighbourhood, *
There wine few significant differences, but these seem important 
ones. The amount of time spent/on instruction in class-time was sim­
ilar for both groups of teachers, but the teachers of working-class 
pupils spent longer on organizing activities; while of special note 
is the fact that the frequency of instructing and organizing occasions 
was far greater for these teachers (Table U-Ol), This means that 
the average lesson for these teachers was much more fragmented, and 
possibly implies that the teaching approach was more individualized. 
Whether this possible greater attention to individuals was self- 
imposed by the teacher, or whether the,pupils' needs for guidance (in 
instruction and organization) were relatively excessive one cannot say.
Table 1 2 . School Neighbourhood; activities in C-time
School Instruction Organization
neighbourhood Mean
freq.
S.D, Me ah 
of C-
% S.D. 
-time
Mean
freq.
S.D
Large proportion of 
•working-class' homeô 131 4l 19 “^ 696 166 /i/|.
Large proportion of 
'middle-class' homos 103 37 17% 6^ 133 44
anization tiino at 55^  lovol, Organization frotjuonoy at O.l'/.
^3^
10.DIFFERENCE8 IN TEACHING DAYS : CLASSES
The three class variables analysed were ; the si^e of the class, 
the year group and the ability range. When studying the tèacher and 
school variables, the whole sample of 188 days was used, but when it 
came to analysing the effects of class variables , there was the 
difficulty that many teachers changed their class, or the composition 
of their class, during the day observed. There was no simple or 
acceptable way of dealing with days where these changes occurred.
It was therefore decided to limit the analysis for class variables; 
to those observed days where the class composition and size remained 
unchanged for the whole day. This reduced the sample by half from 
188 to 94 days • As the weekend and holiday recording could not be 
related very clearly to the days when class size and composition 
remained steady, the only out-of-school work analysed for the class 
variables was that done on the 94 observation days.
Relations between Class and other variables 
There were no significant relationships found between the class 
and other variables, or even among the three class variables.,
a) CLASS SIZE
It is frequently suggested that class size affects the 
teacher's work, and the data were analysed to discover to what extent, 
if at all, this was so. Class size was classified in four groups : 
less than 26 pupils, 26-30 pupils, 31-33 pupils, and over 33 pupils. 
The distribution among the sample is shown in Table IV,63#
It may surprise many readers to discover that only a half of the
sampled days (94 out of I88) came into this classification of 'un­
changed classes'. It is customary to regard the junior school teacher 
as one who takes the same class for all subjects - unlike the second-: 
ary teacher who is usually a subject specialist and takes several cla­
sses each day. It did not appear from the observations and data that
it was a new policy in teaching method^ e t e a m  teaching, that pro­
duced these 'changing' classes; rather, they resulted partly from a 
tendency to increase specialization in junior schools, (e.g. French, 
'Maths', Games, Art, Remedial Reading, etc,) - and some of this spe­
cialization is of long standing - and partly from a need to deploy 
staff in complex time-table patterns in order to cope with a current 
staff shortage. Of course, it is not known if this fact of junior 
teachers frequently teaching more than one class was applicable to 
other counties, but if so, it is an important point for those who 
train these teachers to bear in mind.
^ 0 1
Table iClass size: distribution among the sampled-schooldays
Class size In-school observations Out-of-school diaries
^  26 11 11
26-30 18 16
31-33 39 36
7  35 26 23
Total 94 .88
'Teaching'. It was Surprisl/)*; to find that the size of class 
appeared to have little effect on the amount of time given to inst­
ruction during lesson time (if anything, the largest classes received 
most instruction). One of the benefits thought to accrue from a 
reduction in class size is an increase in individual tuition by tea­
chers, Because the category of 'instruction' included any type of 
tuition - individual, group or class- fclitre vtcis no measure of the time 
spent by the teacher in instructing individual pupils, Ik was known, 
however, that the frequency of instructional instances (of all kinds) 
was similar for all class sizes; and as the total time for instruction 
was the same, it follows that the instruction carried out by a tea­
cher in a large class was as 'broken-up' as that of a teacher in a 
small class. The implication is that the teacher with the large class 
was not in general doing any more class-teaching than his colleague 
with a small class.
Class size did not affect the amount of marlcing done during 
school hours, but there was a significant difference among the class- 
size groups with respect to the time spent on marking during evenings. 
Table EL. (*4- shows that teachers with classes of over thirty pupils 
did, on average, twice as much evening marking as those with 26-30 
pupils, while those with less than 26 pupils did "hardly any at all. 
This finding provokes an obvious question and a significant conclu­
sion: as klr>£re is no reason to suppose that individual pupils in small* 
classes are set less work to be marked than those in large classes, 
or that teachers of small classes are less likely to mark work or 
are less willing to mark in their spare time, one led to wonder 
how and when the teacher of the small class got his marking done, for 
he did relatively little in the breaks or lunch time or even­
ing, The answer must be that he did it during lesson time, and al­
though 'marking' as such was seldom recorded in lesson time, it must 
be remembered that, under the category system, 'marking' was recorded 
only if done without pupil interaction - any marking undertaken while 
the pupil was with the teacher, interacting, would have been recorded
under 'instruction*. Hence kht finding carries the important impli­
cation that teachers of small classes were able to mark their pupils' 
work with the pupils present and interacting - a situation many would 
regard as highly desirable and of great benefit to both teacher and 
taught.
The time spent in the evenings on planning lessons was also sig- 
nificantly affected by class size, though in this case it, was puzzling 
to find the teachers with classes of 26-30 pupils doing most (Tablé 12*^0/
Table 33Z,t Class size; Marking and lesson planning during out-of-
school hours.
Class size
/
JMarlcing Lesson planning
Mean time 
(mins)
8.D, Mean time 
(mins)
S.D.
^  26 pupils 2 23 ' 21
26-30 pupils 26 26 30 13
31-33 pupils 36 / . 60 22 19
33 pupils 34 / 46 23 28
Analyses of variance : Marking significant at Xfo confidence level
Lesson planning significant at confidence
, r '
Organization, Class size did not appear to affect the amount of 
time spent organizing pupils during lesson time. Possibly more imp­
ortant, it did not appear to affect the frequency with which this 
was done. This is a very perplexing finding. Logic demands that it 
will take longer to organize 40 pupils than 20 : the only obvious 
reason for this not to happen will be that the 40 are being organized 
as a whole while the 20 are individually organized. But if this is 
happening the probable consequence will be that the frequency of org­
anizing the 20 pupils will be much greater than with the 40, Yet it was 
.found that both duration and frequency of organizing did not differ 
much among the different class sizes.
In 8-time, however, class size did affect Organization (Table 
)» As there was not a great deal of pupil-organizing in breaks 
and lunch time, this difference in overall 'Organization' must have 
been reflecting a difference in the time spent on Staff Consultation, 
Again, inspection proved this an odd result, for the amount of cons­
ultation was similar for teachers of both small and large classes; 
the teacher of 31-33 pupils consulted the least,
/ Mechanical tasks. In class time no significant differences existed 
among the class-size groups in the time spent oh duplicating, cutt- 
ing-up materials, etc,, but on average the teacher in the class with
J-fi
less than 26 pupils did more than other teachers. This difference 
became significant during S-tirae (Table T2.GS %  In the evenings, 
there was little difference between the teachers. Thus, it was the 
small class that was associated with most of the day's mechanical work. 
One usually assumes that it is thp large class that generates more 
duplicating, more pencil-sharpening, etc., and that - it is these classes 
that require ancillary help. The explanation may be that although the 
big class should involve more mechanical work, the teacher has not 
the time or the energy to cope and possibly deliberately reduces it 
to a minimum. The teacher of a small class, on the other hand, may 
feel more inclined to prepare materials for his class because he has 
fewer individuals to cater for.
Table 12.^5" ; Class size:: Organization in breaks and mechanical tasks
during school hours.
Class size Organization
in
S-time
Mechanical tasks
C-time S-time
Mean time 
(rains)
S.D. Mean time 
(mins)
S.D, Mean time 
(mins)
S.D.
^  26 pupils 34.9 20.2 33.3 24.2 16.4 14.2
26-30 pupils 33.9 13.3 20.6 14.8 8.3 3.9
31-33.pupils 23.3 11.2 21.4 11.2 8,2 7.3
-7 33 pupils 32.9 10.8 22.8 9.0 10.0 8.7
Analyses of variance : Organization and Mechanical in S-time both sig­
nificant at 3/0 confidence level.
Pastoral work. There were no significant differences among the 
class-size groups with regard to the time spent on pastoxal work with 
individual pupils. This also was a surprising result, for although it 
WftS known that the average time spent on this work was fairly small when 
calculated over the whole sample of teachers, it was expected that 
teachers with small classes would be doing more of this personal work 
with pupils than teachers who had many children in the class. If 
anything, there was a tendency for the small-class teacher to do less 
than other teachers, both in and out of school hours (Appendix M , 
Table
Other points. It'was thought that the teacher of the small class 
would, because he had less marking to do in the evening, devote more 
of his out-of-school work to professional reading. It was therefore 
unexpected to discover that this was not so; indeed, this reading 
and also the total amount of out-of-school work tended to increase 
with class size (Appendix M  ^ Table M./'?)*
^41
b) YEAR GROUP
rt'was’Iiypo£liesized that the age group of the class might affect 
the time spent by the teacher on various teaching activities. One
often thinks of the junior school as being organized very simply, in 
four yearly stages, with a teacher taking a class of either first- 
year pupils (between 7 and 8 years), or second-year pupils (between 
8 and 9 years), and so on. In practice such a clear-cut scheme can 
rarely be adopted in small schools, and will only operate in large 
schools if the number of pupils in each year group is sufficient to 
split up the group into reasonably-sized classes. Quite commonly, 
the Head is compelled to have classes where year groups overlap; just 
occasionally he may deliberately mix year groups, as in 'family- 
grouping' organization. •
The year groups of the sampled classes contained much 'over­
lapping', and for any reasonable analysis it seemed desirable to think 
in terms of 'younger' and 'older' classes. This definition produced 
the distribution of sampled days shown in Table JY. .
Table IZ.LL»: Year group: classification and distribution among the
sampled schooldays
Year group In-school
observations
Out-of-school
diaries
iciasses
Glasses
Classes
of 1st year pupils 
of 2nd year pupils 
of mixed 1st and 
2nd year pupils
Younger
classes 37 32
Classes
Classes
Classes
of 3rd year pupils 
of 4th year pupils 
of mixed 3rd and 
4th year pupils
Older
classes 27 26
Classes of mixed 2nd and 
3rd year pupils
t
10 10
Total 94 88
Unlike the variable of class size, the variable of year group­
ing provided no surprises. The chief findings were as follows:
'Teaching'. The. amount of classroom instruction given by the tea­
cher was the same for younger and older classes, but the teacher of 
the younger children was doing it significantly more frequently (Table 
r?.t'y). It appears that younger pupils tended to interrupt their tea­
cher's instruction (to the class or other individuals) much more 
than did older pupils, and that on average each instructional instance 
was shorter for teachers with younger pupils than for those taking 
older children.
/ r->
In general more marking was undertaken by teachers of older 
children (Table IV,67). This is understandable, for a younger pupil 
would usually be set less of the kind of work that required marking. 
This difference in time spent on marking applied to evenings, breaks 
and to lesson time; but it reached statistical significance only in 
lesson time, which may be surprising. However, if one remembers that 
'marking* in the system of categorizing entailed no interaction with 
pupils, it follows that these teachers of older children must have 
been able to finish some of their marking while the pupils were enga­
ged on other work on their own - a situation not to be expected with 
younger classes.
Organizing, Although differences in organizing did not reach 
statistical significance, there was a tendency for teachers of younger 
classes to organize more frequently and for longer in lesson time 
than did teachers of older pupils (Appendix M,Table M, is). This seems 
to confirm the suggestion arising from the previous finding regarding 
instruction, that the lessons of teachers with younger pupils were more 
broken-up and interrupted than were those of teachers with older clas­
ses, The obvious and most likely explanation is that younger pupils 
generally needed more guidance than older pupils in what they were to 
do and how they were to do it.
Pupil Welfare, In class time teachers of younger pupils spent 
a little more time on 'pupil welfare* than did teachers of older chil­
dren (Table IV,67). This is probably because younger pupils were more 
inclined than older pupils to have a private chat with the teacher 
at any time they saw fit; they were also more inclined to 'lose' their 
belongings and to ask the teacher to 'mind' them. The higher fre­
quency of these 'welfare' occasions resulted partly from the greater 
need of younger pupils to visit the toilet,.
Table IV,67: Year group; instruction (C-time), marking (all times)
Year
group
Instruction 
in C-time
Mark:Lng . . Pupil welfare 
in C-time 1C-time S-time 0-time
Mean _ 
freq.
Mean . ^ 
time • • 
(minf^
Mean ^ 
time
(mini^
Mean „ _
time
(mins)
Mean _
time
(mins)
Mean
freq
Younger
Older
2nd + 3rd yr
137 37 
111 24
136 31
4,3 7.3 
13.0 16.1 
2,2 3.2
3.8 6.2
3.9 9.3 
0.0 -
38 41
47 45
55 94
3.3 4,9 
3.0 2.3 
2,9 2.1
21 10 
11 6 
12 T
significant at l^o confidence level. Pupil welfare (mean time) si^ Ai Picarde 
at 5% level, pupil welfare (frequency) at 0,1?^ level.
C-) ABILITY RANGE 
There is a continuing interest in the issue of streaming, and 
particularly whether classes should or should not be streamed by abi­
lity. The researchers Would like to have studied not only whether 
the teacher of a streamed class had a different 'day' from that of 
the teacher with a class of mixed ability, but also whether the days 
of those who taught streamed classes differed according to the ability 
level of their classes. It was, however, impossible to tackle the pro­
blem in these terms; very few of the junior schools in the sample 
organized classes in rigid ability streams, but most schools operated 
systems which involved elements of streaming, either in the whole 
school or in individual classes. In addition, the locality imposed 
its own level of streaming, as when one Head would estimate that his 
school contained mostly average pupils, another mostly below-average 
or another mostly above-avera'ge pupils.
It KÆu; decided to keep the issue as clear as possible: if the class 
taken by an observed teacher was streamed by ability, either as a 
result of the Head's organization or by virtue of the general intake 
from the locality, ik Was caiitiX 'restricted ability range'; if there 
was complete freedom from such streaming, this was called 'unrestric­
ted ability range'. (It must be stressed that the classification of 
a particular class as 'restricted' or 'unrestricted' was based on 
the Head's information to the researchers about bbe class aod tbe ncijKbourhccid 
As with 'Class Size.' and 'Year Group*, the sample w^s confined 
to the 94 days when the teacher's class remained unchanged for the 
whole day. The distribution of Ability Range among the sample is 
shown in Table 6^ .
Table S , U g  : Ability Range: distribution among the, sampled schooldays
Ability range In-school observations Out-of-school diaries
Unrestricted 30 47
Restricted 44 41
Total 94 88
Teaching^ and Organizing. Thcr^ Wire no important differences between 
the two groups of teachers in either the time or frequency of acti­
vities involving 'teaching' or organizing. This was a rather unexpected, 
result, for it is a commonly accepted notion that a class of mixed- 
ability children will necessitate the teacher's doing much more work 
with individual pupils than is the case with a class where the ability
range is narrow. Although tine observation records did not tally the 
teacher's contacts with individual pupils, it is very likely that if 
one teacher had worked with individual children much more than another 
teacher had, this would have been reflected in a difference in the fre­
quency, if not the duration, of instances of classroom instruction or 
organization, or possibly both. The fact that fcberô (VAS little diff­
erence in these activities between teachers taking mixed-ability cla­
sses and teachers taking restrieted-ability classes suggests that 
both groups of teachers were applying similar patterns of teaching,
i.e. they used roughly the same mixture of class, group and individual 
" 1teaching. (This finding is independent of that previously poted, 
that teachers of large classes and teachers of small classes used the 
same amount of class-teaching in their work; the variables of class 
size and ability range were unrelated in the sample.)
Control and Supervision. Two items are worthy .of note with regard
to supervisory activities: /
/  .
I) It is often said that the additional attention that has to be 
given to individual pupils by the teacher of a mixed-ability class, 
plus the increased problems of class control resulting from the var­
iety of organized assignments, place greater strains upon Such beachersj 
it w a s t h e r e f o r e , that if this were true, such extra strain 
would be reflected in these teachers reprimanding and scolding pupils 
more than occurred with teachers of classes of restricted ability 
range. In fact, in this respect there was no difference between the 
two groups of.teachers. This suggests either that the teaching pat­
tern adopted by the teacher of a class of restricted ability range 
(allegedly.; mostly class teaching) imposed just as much strain as that
adopted by the teacher of a mixed-ability class (supposedly individ-* ■ •
ualized teaching), or that the teaching patterns adopted by both tea­
chers were not so very different in the first place. “The data regar­
ding classroom instruction and organization have already been shown 
to lean towards support for the latter possibility.
3^  The teachers of mixed-ability classes spent significantly longer 
on supervision during class-time than the teachers with classes of 
restricted ability range (Table J3L.UT ). In class-time, tKc supervi­
sion category chiefly concerned escorting pupils to and from rooms in
This conclusion links with that of Barker-Lunn (1970), namely that 
many teachers of non-streamed classes practise within the classroom 
the same approaches as teachers of streamed classes.-
the building or across the playground, and being with the pupils when 
another teacher was in charge (e.g. when the Head took assembly, or 
when the class was watching a television pr o g r a m m e ) ,%k I’s thus diffi­
cult to explain this particular difference between the two groups of 
teachers. •
Mechanical tasks. The analysis of the mechanical tasks undertaken 
by the teachers of the two 'ability-range' groups produced a further 
surprising item. If, as is generally believed, the teacher of the 
mixed-ability class attends to the requirements of individual pupils 
more than does the teacher of a class of narrow ability range, one 
result of this should be that the mechanical jobs to be done will 
take longer for the former teacher, for he will be making apparatus 
and preparing equipment to suit individuals rather than for a group. 
"Tine data showed that in clasS time and in the breaks, it v/as the 
teacher of the class' with a restricted ability range who spent sig­
nificantly longer on mechanical jobs (Table J2.L9
Pastoral work. Here the expected difference was encountered. Al­
though the time spent in class time on pastoral work was small, the 
teachers of unrestricted ability-range classes did spend longer chat­
ting personally to pupils and did it significantly more often than the 
teachers taking classes where the ability range was restricted (Table 
EZ.tq). (This was the only finding among the class variables that it ■ 
might have been possible to misinterpret: the group of teachers of 
mixed-ability classes was over-represented by teachers of younger 
pupils, i.e. of 1st and 2nd year groups; as the latter teachers were 
found to be doing more pastoral work than teachers of older pupils, 
it is possible that 'mixed-ability' teachers were undertaking more, 
pastoral work because in the sample they were , involved more vibla 
pupils rather than because their pupils were of unrestricted ability.)
Table jV.L>4 : Ability range : supervision, mechanical and pastoral work
Control Mechanical Pastoral
Ability & Superv'n tasks work
range C-time C-time S-time C-time
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean
time S.D. time S.D. time S.D. time S.D. freq. S.D.
(mins) (rain^ (min^ (mins)
Unrest'd 33.4 13.6 20.1 8.5 7.2 6.8 3.4 .3.2 20 11
Rest'd 26.8 12.4 26.4 17.7 12.3 9.9 3.4 2.3 13 7
all significant at 3% confidence level; mechanical (S-timo) 
significant at 1% level; pastoral (freq.) at 0.1/ü level.
-'Y/
11. 'NON-PROFESSIONAL* TASKS
One of the aims of the Teaching Day Project was to provide 
factual evidence which might assist those concerned with internal 
school organization in their policy decisions. One area of discussion 
which undoubtedly needed illumination was the controversial topic of 
'teacher-helpers*.
The category system developed from the feasibility study was 
deliberately designed to provide, among other things, a list of 
many discrete teacher activities which could be later combined in 
various ways; and it was anticipated that,for example, there might 
be a particular combination of categories that could be used to 
define the role of a teacher-helper.
It is of course appreciated that if certain categories are 
chosen to be subsumed under a general heading called 'Non-professional 
tasks', such selection is subjective and consequently susceptible 
to criticism. However, if any discussion at all on the subject of 
'helpers' is to be undertaken, a tentative selection has to be 
made of tnose tasks thought to define the job to be done by helpers.
In the following discussion, therefore, the intention behind the 
selection that has been made is to clarify the description of this 
particular aspect of the teacher's work, not to make premature 
judgments about what does or does not constitute 'professional' 
and 'non-professional' activities.
a) The Work of the 'Helper'
Those activities which might have been carried out by a 
teacher's helper have'been grouped into three broad divisions : 
Mechanical and clerical tasks, e.g. entering and totalling
-1
The word 'helper' is here used to refer to a possible assistant for 
the teacher. Other terms in common use are 'ancillary', 'auxiliary', 
'aide' and 'assistant', and the definitions of such terms lie in 
the precise description of the tasks such employees might be asked 
to perform.
Jlf.%
registers, stocktaking, making equipment and tidying up the class­
room; . ...... .........
Supervisory tasks, e.g. supervising children moving about the 
school, being on 'duty*.to supervise children in the playground or
hall during break times, supervising school dinners and invigilating
1external examinations ;
Others, e.g. dealing with ? emergencies', attending to sick pupils, 
helping children with their clothes and dealing with pupils lost 
property.
It has been explained earlier that there was much variability
from day to day in the times .allocated to. these types of activity,
but the average daily times quoted in -Table ÜZ.70 illustrate what
an important part these tasks played in the work of the teacher of
junior-aged children................... ......
Table J2.70: Mean times spent each schoolday on 
'hoh-prbfessibhal'tasks' .....
Activity Mean time
(nearest inih. )
Mechanical and clerical tasks 
Supervisory tasks
65
30
Others .......  6 ■ ■
Total ... ■ 101
Out of an average working schoolday. of 8 hours and 15 minutes, 
i.e. the total time spent on school work each schoolday, these * non­
professional tasks'-took up to 1 hour and 4l minutes, or about 20
per cent of the day. ... ....  ....
In view of the large amount of time involved here, it is 
worth looking more closely at the individual.groups, particularly 
those that contribute the bulk of the time — 'Mechanical and Cler­
ical tasks' and 'Supervisory tasks'.
la)Mechanical/Clerical Tasks......
This group comprises those activities (see Appendix E ^ cat­
egories 20 and 19) which might be thought t o .fall most, obviously 
within the domain of 'non-professional' work. Table ET.'TI shows 
how these tasks were: distributed across the three sections of the 
schoolday.
The activities subsumed here differ slightly from those subsumed 
under the general heading of''Supervision' described in previous 
Sub-Siol'tonS. See note, page 353-.
Table I ? . 7 I  i Mechanical/clerical tasks during schooldays
Teaching 
sessions 
(C-time)
Breaks and 
lunch period 
(S-time)
Out-of-school
hours
(0-tirae)
Mean time (mins.) 33.7 9.4 21.3
• S.D. 17.9 8.8 27.8
Mean frequency 71 11
S.D. 27 g
During school hours (C-time plus 8-time), the teacher was 
personally engaged on mechanical/clerical work for an average of 
43 minutes, but it should be understood that this figure does not 
represent the teacher's total involvement with these tasks. It 
would be unusual , for instance, for a teacher regularly to set 
out by himself all the materials and equipment he needed for, say, 
a craft or painting lesson. Invariably, the teacher would have 
organized a system of monitors to carry out such tasks —  in any 
case he would certainly have been importuned by willing pupil- 
helpers. As a result there would be many additional instances of 
the distribution or collection of materials and of tidying the 
room, but on these occasions the teacher would be acting as an 
organizer rather than as an operative; thus, although such occas­
ions contained a strong mechanical/clerical element, the teacher's 
activity would have been recorded under 'Organization'.
It is stressed, therefore, that if <s to think in terms
of the tasks a 'helper' might need to perform, then the average 
time quoted for mechanical/clerical tasks in school hours (i.e.
43 minutes) is a minimum allocation.
<)A comparison between clerical tasks and mechanical tasks
A comparison between clerical tasks and mechanical tasks is 
provided in Table
Table 12.7^ ÎComparison between Clerical tasks and Mechanical tasks
CLERICAL MECHANICAL
Teaching
sessions
(C-time)
Breaks & 
lunch 
period 
(S-time)
Ou t—0 f— 
school 
hours 
(O-time)
Teaching
sessions
(C-time)
Breaks & 
lunch 
period 
(S-tirae)
Out-of- 
school 
hours 
(O-time)
Mean time 
(in mins.) 8.2 0 .6 3.8 23.4 8.8 17.7
S.D. 6.9 1.8 8 .9 16.9 8.6 27.0
Mean freq. 12 1 - 39 11 —
S.D.
— — --
12 ' 1 ; — 23
. .
8
-  .......
-
These data provide a marked distinction between clerical 
tasks, with a mean total time of 12.6 minutes per schoolday, and 
mechanical jobs,, with a much greater consumption of time — , 31»9 
minutes. The comparison may be extended to the frequency with 
which each category occurred during school hours: clerical being 
observed 13 times over 8.8 minutes, each instance lasting on 
average 40 seconds, and mechanical being recorded 70 times during 
a total of 34.2 minutes, i.e. each instance lasting on average 
. 29 seconds.
The fact that a teacher, when carrying out an activity ; des­
cribed as clerical, could expect to spend on average no more than 
forty seconds continuously on that activity, or, in the case of 
mechanical, no more than 29 seconds, may go some way to indicate 
the more qualitative aspects, of the teacher's work. In particular 
may be instanced the difficulty of getting any one task completed 
in the classroom situation, and the disjointed nature of the work..
tpDetailed breakdown of clerical and mechanical work
It wa's thought that any future discussion of the teacher- 
helper 's role would be illuminated if more detailed information were 
gathered, about the various activities contained within the clerical 
and mechanical categories; accordingly, a detailed study was made 
of a random sample of 20 days spread over the Summer and Autumn 
terms. In addition to his normal categorizing procedure, the obser­
ver on these days was instructed to make a detailed description of 
each particular clerical or mechanical activity whenever it occurred.
From this sub-sample it was possible to break down the clerical 
tasks undertaken by the teacher into a further three, and the mech­
anical tasks into a further five, sub-divisions. Details of these 
sub-divisions and their proportionate contributions to the whole of
each category are provided in Tables and El.7^. (These sub-
1
divisions apply to in-school time only.)
1 'Some of the mean absolute times from which the quoted percentages 
are derived are inevitably small (for example, the total time for 
clerical work in school hours was 8,8 minutes, and therefore any 
sub-division of the category will, refer to still smaller times).These 
dafca are, included ,however, because a) they amplify the picture of 
'non-professional tasks', and b) these figures relate to one teacher 
only and, as has stressed before, when considered in a school
context',, will need to be multiplied by the number of teaching staff . 
in the school.
Table 12.73 î Breakdown of dlerical tasks
Description of sub-category
^ of all time 
spent on cler­
ical tasks 
during school 
hours
5$'of all
instances of 
clerical work 
during school 
hours
a )Calling,entering,totalling 
attendance and dinner 
registers.
81.5% 71.7^
b)Keeping records for savings, 
outings, visits.
Ordering equipment,completing 
forms.
Copying lists for Parents' 
Day, medical inspection, 
phctographs.
15.0 '^ 16.19^
c)Recording pupils' marks,
copying answers to questions, 
checking library cards.
3.5°/ . 12.25^
100^' • 100^'
Table Breakdown of mechanical activities
Description of sub-category
9^  of all. time 
spent on mech­
anical work 
during school 
hours
%'ot all 
instances of 
mechanical 
work during 
school hours
d)Distributing/collecting books, 
pencils,paper,paint,recorders,etc. 
Searching ; for books/equipment 
for children.
33.4$' 48.29^
e)Making equipment,cutting paper, 
making folders, posters. 
Duplicating.
Mixing paints,sharpening pencils, 
repairing pens.
Pumping up footballs.
Labelling and planting bulbs.
29.2^’ 16.690
f)Tidying up room;moving desks and 
chairs; tidying tables,cupboards, 
shelves; clearing up spilt milk, 
broken glass.
Tidying cloakrooms, stock rooms.
21. iK 20.49^
g)Operating equipment : television, 
record player,tape recorder,etc. 
Setting up P.E. apparatus.
14.65^ 12.49^
h)Distributing letters, notices, ' : 
photographs,etc. for pupils to 
take home. |
1.7^' 2.4%
100%' 1009^
Jù A
Tables and £2.74 provide the detailed breakdown, or job-
description, which might usefully form the basis for discussion of 
a teacher-helper*s role. What is not so clear from these data is 
the qualitative differences between the activities covered by the 
two categories.
, ' ; : The bulk of clerical activity, with its emphasis on dinner
and attendance registration, is invariably carried out at set 
times of the day (i.e. the beginning of morning and afternoon 
school) and normally has to be completed within a short time so 
that the tallies may be returned to the School Secretary. No 
such formal constraints exist as far as mechanical activities 
are concerned; although the preparation and/or giving out of eq­
uipment (sub-categories (e) and (d))which comprise the bulk of 
this category have often to be related to specific lessons, their 
timing may well, be unpredictable.
Within sub-category (e), for instance, a teacher may be in 
the position of knowing a week or more in advance that he will 
require so many pieces of card of given dimensions for a particular 
lesson. Alternatively, he may find himself repairing a pupil’s 
pen or sharpening a pencil at a moment's notice within a lesson.
In the same way, knowing'that painting will take place after 
break, the teacher can put out the necessary equipment (sub­
category (d)), but during the lesson may well have to deal with . 
spontaneous demands for more water, more paint, or similar 
requests.
Even these examples are an over-simplification of what hap­
pens in many cases, for with the trend towards informality in the 
classroom and individual and group instruction, the teacher may 
spontaneously decide, as a lesson proceeds, that certain materials 
and equipment are required:: he may be unable to forecast precisely 
in advance how his pupils will develop a theme or project on w^hich 
they are working.
The great diversity of activilties encompassed by these mech­
anical and clerical tasks and the variety of situations in which 
they occur contribute to the large standard deviations recorded 
in Table 12.71.
c) Supervisory Tasks
  ]_
The seven categories that navt Lean grouped under this heading
form a loosely knit cluster of activities involving the teacher’s 
supervision of children in situations where a helper might possibly 
have been used.■ Table Ï2.75 shows how this kind of work was dis­
tributed across the three sections of the schoolday.
Table 12.7^ : Supervisory Tasks during schooldays r
Teaching 
sessions 
(C-time)
Breaks & 
lunch period 
(S-time)
Out-of-school
hours
(O-time)
Mean time (mins.) 11.2 17.1 1.6
S.D. 1 10.2 19.6 -
As might have been expected, most of this supervisory work 
was performed during school hours (C-time and S-time), and the 
mean time allocated at these periods each schoolday was about 28 
minutes. As noted in earlier the time spent on super­
visory work varied a great deal across the sample of days and 
teachers.
ijBreakdown of Supervisory Tasks
As with Mechanical/Clerical tasks, the various supervisory 
activities that were observed were collated in order to
illuminate possible discussion of a helper’s role. Table I2.7C» 
provides a brief description of the collated activities, together 
with their proportionate contributions to the whole of the grouped 
Category that called ’ Supervisory Tasks *.
^See Appendix E , categories 4, 10, 22, 23, 24, 27, 3^» Category 
11, included in ’Supervision’ in previous chapters, is omitted
here
Tablé IV.y6 : Breakdown of ’Supervisory tasks*
Description of sub-division
!
9^ of all time spent \ 
on ' Supervisory tasks'* 
during school hours
a)Supervising children -mainly while 
on 'duty' in playground,corridors, in 
dining room during lunch period.
& 5.3% '
b)Liiiing up pupils; escorting pupils to 
and from classrooms,games field,annexe. 3 0 .7 %  :
c)Invigilating formal examinations,tests. 
Waiting with pupils. 4.0% '
100% ; 
—.... .. . .
Sub-group (a) largely covers 'duties’ undertaken by teachers 
(described in greater detail in Seoktoo JiL.C./i)and, as might have 
been expected, almost all of this type of supervision occurred in 
lunch and break times. It is true that for the individual teacher 
this work did not usually arise every schoolday, but 'duties' wece 
a regularly recurring feature for the staff as a whole and this 
general school context is of course Important to remember* when 
suggesting that helpers might assume,the burden of such tasks.
It is also true that it has now become common practice for 
Surrey schools to employ 'dinner-helpers' for the supervision of
the midday meal. There was little doubt that the provision of 
such assistance reduced considerably the amount of time 
teachers spent on *dinner-duty', but in some cases this 'help' 
was seen to have thrown additional burdens on to Head teachers.
(iKe research did not include observation of Heads;; neither was 
the effect of the introduction of 'dinner-helpers' studied.)
In sub-group (C) the average time involved-" the 4.09q 
referred to an absolute time of 1.1 minutes — is of interest because 
there was so little of it. Test invigilation, in particular, 
appeared to play a very small.part in the work of teachers of 
junior-age children. In fact, teachers were observed invigilating 
external tests on only three occasions over the whole year.
Most of the supervision of children's movement described 
under (fc>) in Table E.T6 occurred in C-time and on the school pre­
mises. This sub-group differs from the other categories described
so far in that it is not only the teacher's time that is likely 
to be taken up, but his pupils' also. For example, when the attend­
ance register is called, the children are invariably free to pursue 
classroom activities, pausing only to answer their names, although 
the teacher calling the register will be fully occupied in a cler­
ical activity. However, when the teacher accompanies children 
about the school, then both teacher and pupils are involved in a 
'non-teaching' situation. Providing the teacher with a helper 
would free him to pursue other activities, but the problem of the 
time spent by pupils in movement is left unresolved. Clearly, 
aspects of school/classroom design, timetabling, the organization 
of resources, etc., are concerned here.
d) Problems Involved in the Use of helpers'
The tasks which it has been suggested might come within the 
purview of 'non-professional work' took up on average 1 hour and 
41 minutes of a teacher's time each schoolday. If these tasks were 
transferred to a full-time helper, then in a small school, say one 
with four teaching staff, it would appear that the helper would be 
fully occupied each schoolday, i.e. he or she would be utilized 
for about 6 hours and 40 minutes every day.
However, the full utilization of a helperts time would raise 
many organizational difficulties, especially in the classroom context: 
where, as has been mentioned before, the teacher's work was seen to 
be frequently broken up into small amounts of different activities 
which included both 'professional* and 'non-professional* tasks. 
Indeed, where instances of non-professional tasks are 'natural* 
and integrated interpolations into a professional activity - for 
example, demonstrating a point on the blackboard, cleaning it off 
and demonstrating the next point - the intrusion of a helper for the 
non-professional 'cleaning* instances would be a positive hindrance 
rather than a help to the teacher. In addition, the great variability 
that was observed in the times allocated to the different non-profe­
ssional tasks from one day to the next would increase the problems
The relevant category here (Category 4) excluded time spent on 
'instruction*,'personal chat',etc. which the teacher might engage 
in while accompanying children.-
of operating a 'helper-service*, and these problems would be still 
further intensified if a group of teachers in a large school had to 
share the services of a single helper.^’ -
Such difficulties render it most unlikely that all of each 
teacher's 101 minutes of 'non-professional' tasks could be handled 
by an assistant, although careful selection of personnel, a close 
. job-description and appropriate training would probably ensure 
that the teacher was relieved of most of this type of work, as 
well.as allay teachers' fears of a 'dilution' of the profession.
On the other hand, although it might not be necessary or 
desirable for a helper to undertake every instance of the teacher's 
non-professional tasks, it is likely that a ratio of, say, one 
helper to four teachers would be inadequate. The great diversity 
and frequency of teacher activities illustrated in this project's 
findings go some way towards showing how complex an occupation 
teaching can be. It is almost certainly impossible for the conscie­
ntious teacher to perform all that he might aspire to do in terms 
of getting to know the children and their parents, becoming aware 
of (let alone putting into practice) all curriculum innovations, 
evaluating and assessing pupil development, preparing lessons, and 
so on.Freedom from most mechanical or clerical chores would enable 
the teacher to undertake mord o f these professional activities, 
but these would probably generate their own associated 'non-prof­
essional' tasks. Moreover, the amount of 'mechanical' and 'clerical' 
time actually observed in the project undoubtedly represents only 
a portion of what might be done. It is therefore reasonable to
hypothesize that, given assistance, most teachers might want a great
deal more of this work carried out.
Most LEAs have provided assistance of one kind or another
in their schools over the past few years, usually to supervise 
children during the lunch period. The introduction of helpers 
within classrooms has been a much more difficult and restricted 
enterprise. How far the teachers, as a result of this help, have 
changed their activities, is unknown. The sort of question which
'I These issues are discussed at length by Duthie(19?0), whose 
investigation was centred around the non-professional tasks under­
taken by teachers in Scottish Primary schools and the possible use 
of ancillary help.
O b /
poses itself is, 'Do teachers, given a helper, reduce the amount 
of time they spend on 'non-professional' activities, and if so, 
which other activities are affected?'
An attempt bo experiment along these lines was made in the 
United States, where tentative conclusions indicated that 'teacher- 
aides' freed the teacher from a great many of 'those activities 
not closely allied to instruction, which more and more clutter up 
the teacher's daily schedule as the size of her group increases* 
(Bay City Experiment,1933,p.17),
It would of course be rash to transfer this finding from an 
exploratory experiment in an American city to our own system, but 
it would seem desirable to conduct a limited exercise in which 
helpers were introduced into a variety of schools on an experimental 
and carefully evaluated basis. Such an exercise would have to be 
undertaken in full consultation with the Professional Associations 
and the LEAs; the results could be expected to provide evidence on . 
the practicability and usefulness of introducing helpers into 
schools on a much wider scale.
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12. ^DUTIES'
At the outset of the project the researchers were asked to obtain 
cfafca about the position of 'duties’ insofar as these affected the 
teaching'day. feasibility study had already shown
there were many problems involved, not only in defining th e term 
but in practical matters of observing and recording these parti­
cular occasions reliably. However, because this seemed to many 
people an important issue^lÜ «vas cke.icleci to gather any information 
that could be recorded reliably. Before proceeding further, i t  is 
necessary to give a brief explanation.of what is meant by 'duties’, 
in case a reader may not be familiar with the term in its applic­
ation to school practices.
It has been obligatory upon schools.to act as 'a prudent 
parent' would, to ensure the.safety and care of pupils on school 
premises during school hours* While the Head of the school is 
the person ultimately responsible for pupil safety, this task is 
delegated in class time to.the teacher in charge of a class. In 
break times and lunch time, however, the problem of 'prudent' 
supervision is more difficult.. It has been common practice for 
the Head, while still remaining ultimately responsible, to assign 
one or more staff to this task. The assignments are usually org­
anized on a rota basis and are referred to by teachers,as 'duties'.
During break times, this situation still applies, but in the 
year prior to the project there was a change with regard to the lunch- 
time period, it being agreed between employers and employees that 
teachers are not.obliged by law to stay on school premises to 
supervise pupils. The agreement was made on the understanding 
that the lunch-time arrangements for pupil supervision at a school 
would not suffer complete disruption, and it was left to each Head 
to organize his school so that pupils .staying on the premises 
during the lunch period should be adequately supervised.
Hi
As far as bve, sample of junior schools was concerned — and 
this probably applied to most, other schools in other areas — the 
situation regarding lunch-time 'duties! was complex; in some 
schools the staff, en bloc, opted-out of lunch-time supervision, 
leaving the Head entirely responsible (and. he engaged non-profess­
ional 'helpers' to assist at.lunch.sessions and during the whole 
lunch period); in other schools, some staff agreed to supervise, 
and the duties were undertaken by these, staff,, the Head and some 
'helpers'; in other schools, all the staff agreed to help and the 
situation at lunch time was no.different from that which obtained 
before the national 'working agreement',
It was also found that in a few schools the Head might
organize an additional 'duty' concerned with supervision of pupils 
before and after school.hours,e.g. a.teacher would be assigned to 
check playground behaviour or that.no pupils were in the building 
without permission in the ten minutes before school began, or 
would ensure that all pupils.were out of the building within fift­
een minutes of school ending. In some - small rural schools, tea­
chers were assigned to 'coach duty ?, i.e. ensuring that pupils 
reached and boarded their homegoing coach in safetyo
sa) Definition of * Duty *
It.was not easy in practice to define what was meant by 
'duties'$ though the attempt was made to base the analysis on Wiat 
teachers and their employers appeared to mean by the term. To clarify 
the matter, a little explanation is necessary.
1. Work done in class time was excluded. A duty period csuld ohly
occur in non-class tdlme —  and in almost all cases, this concerned 
breaks and the lunch period ^
2*. Also excluded were those additional tasks or responsibilities
assigned to teachers over and above their 'normal', teaching work, 
some of which responsibilities, v/tre rewarded financiallyo If a 
teacher were. responsible for organizing.the library,i for allocating 
school stock, for the.planning.of a.snecial syllabus, for checking 
games equipment —  such tasks were regarded as 'special school, 
responsibilities' (paid or unpaid) and these have been discussed in 
Section IV,C.8. They were not 'duties' in the researchers' sense of 
the term#
o3 It was easier to say what was not a duty than what was#
The contractual or legal obligation upon.a school to exercise . 
'prudent* supervision was interpreted in various ways and took many 
different forms when translated into practice. It was up to the 
Head of each school to decide what the duty should.entail and how 
many staff wer« allocated to a duty at any one time. For example, 
some Heads pr«P«fr«4 the teacher on duty tO'" be in the playground with 
the pupils, others wanted him in the school building checking that 
all pupils w-ere outside, others again preferred him to patrol both in­
side and out; some Heads employ«.cl 'helpers' in the playground and re­
quired the duty teacher only to be,available for them to consult in 
case of emergency. At lunch time, the duty teacher organize
and supervise the actual meal session, but he be required in­
stead to patrol the building.and playground while another duty 
teacher supervised the lunch. On the other hand, a teacher might be 
on duty before or after the actual meal session, his job being 
the same as at break time, i.e. generally patrolling or being on 
call. ' .
Apart from the above variations in the form a duty took, it 
became obvious from the pilot work that the content of the duty 
could also be extremely varied. The tasks done by a teacher on 
duty could be similar, to those done at any other time, e.g. while 
patrolling in the playground, he might chat 'pastorally' to pupils, 
he might reprimand them or instruct them or organize them, and so 
on; but he might also do none of those things. Again, one teacher 
might regard the duty as.just a matter of supervision and unrelated 
to his professional work, while another might use the time posit­
ively to undertake teaching tasks; but whatever the teacher's app­
roach, there was little doubt that being on duty placed a constra­
int upon the teacher which made him.alter what he might otherwise 
have done during thé time concerned.
fhere was one feature which appeared be common to all 
duties, namely : the teacher had to be available on school premises, 
at the times laid down — he had to be 'on call'; beyond that, it 
was a matter of internal school organization and teacher attitude 
how the duty was actually performed. .Thus t h e  definition of 'duty' 
emerged as: the teacher was required.to be 'on call' during a 
break or lunch period. In most cases duties were distributed among 
staff on a rota basis and that rota list was posted on the staff
notice-board to give the teacher advance warning of the fact. Where 
there were only a,few staff who could be. allocated to a duty, e.g. 
in a small school,,or where most, of a school's staff had opted out 
of lunch-time duty, the rota.idea-was impracticable and the same 
teacher would be on duty almost- every day.
As far as èhft observed teachers were concerned, the observer 
noted whether the teacher was assigned to a duty at any part of 
the observed day and for how long. The following data are there­
fore based upon records of duty assignments during the l88 days 
of in-school observations.
b) The Frequency of Duties
l) All dutIL e s •   • ■ ■, .
First,all duties were looked at together, regardless of how
long they took, or whether they occurred at breaks,or.lunch times. 
There were 88 duty occasions-recorded in.l88 days,- i.e. a duty 
appeared to occur once in every 2.1 days. This was a theoretical 
interpretation, however,. for.an inspection of,the data showed that 
only 56 days involved duties. In other words, about half the 
schools assigned two or even three, of.the possible duties to be 
done each day to the same teacher^e.g. the observed teacher would 
be on duty for both morning- and afternoon breaks and in some cases 
for part of the lunch time as well (indeed, many teachers were 
heard to talk about their 'duty day'-,-rather than their 'duty'). 
Thus a 'duty day' would on average arrive for the Surrey junior 
teacher once every 3.4 days, but the day might involve one, two 
or three duties. *
11) Break (or playtime) duty. ....
During the. I88 days there were 33 -instances of break duty, 
or one in every 3.4 days. .If one tkinks only'in terms of days when 
the teacher was on,duty (i.e. whether he had.one or both break 
duties to perform), . then it  is Found fchat there were 33 days in I88 
which were involved. Thus the teacher had a.playtime duty day 
once every 5*7 days, or a little less often than once a.week. If, 
of course, these playtime duties had-been spread evenly, so that 
no teacher did more than one playtime duty on any one day, then
1
the frequency of duty would have been once every 3*^ days.
in) Lunch-time duty.
There Were. 33 days out of the I88 when the observed teacher 
was ’on call’ during the lunch period. This works out at once 
every 3*7 days. Not all of these involved supervising the actual 
lunch meal; many schools organized meals in two (or even three) 
sessions, and a teacher on duty mijhb be assigned to keep an eye on 
the pupils who had already had their meal or who were due to have 
it.
In view of the controversy about teachers staying on school 
premises at lunch times to supervise pupils (whether at a meal 
or not ), the data that were collected perhaps merit further 
comment. Most schools organized lunch time into two duty sessions, 
i.e. there would be ten duties per week ; and the average staff 
complement of the schools in the sample was between five and 
seven, say six. If all teachers were obliged, as before, to 
do a lunch-rtime duty, the six teachers would have to do ten duties 
between them in each week, and each teacher would find himself on 
lunch-time duty once every three days. The data show that, after 
teachers had been allowed to opt out, the average rate of duty 
was about once every six days (3*7 days, to be exact). In other 
words, roughly half the teachers had opted out.
These are general implications from average figures, 
there was insufficient information to discover or calculate 
the exact number of schools where lunch-time duties devolved upon the
Comments are included on ’duty days’ as well as on instances of duties 
because this is how many schools and teachers in practice think of 
duties and organize them.
Strictly speaking ^ one should consider only the duty instances, 
not the duty days. The instances of duty are there to be performed—  
some staffs prefer to have two duties on the same day rather than 
one on two different days, as they ’want to get it over with’; 
also it is often administratively convenient if the same teacher 
does both morning and afternoon duty. But any discussion of duties, 
for example in terms of ’helpers’ to substitute for teachers, 
must bear in mind the total number of duty occasions rather than 
the number of days on which duties arise.
Head alone or upon one or two teachers only. But as 6he sample of 
teachers was a randomly selected.group.and the days when they were 
observed were also randomly assigned —  and unknown in advance to 
them or to the Head —  the fact that by no means all staff or even 
half of the average staff o|)ted out. of lunch-time duties may be of 
considerable interest to the parties who were involved in the 
’working agreement’ about theseduties.
One must add a further.rider — . the.figures conceal differing 
teacher attitudes to opting-out: or opting-in. Again, ; there were no 
exact records of these attitudes, but general.conversations with 
teachers during the year yielded, the following chief reasons: 
opting-out on principle C'a professional.person should not have 
to serve meals to pupils’; ’a teacher should not. be compelled to 
be "on call" in his lunch hour’);, opting-out as a matter of con- 
Vonion0 0 (’it was a nuisance to have to.stay on school premises 
and be "on call" at lunch time’); opting-in out of loyalty ('it's 
not fair to the Head/colleagues to-put all the onus on him/them').; 
opting-in as a matter of convenience .(’I want a school meal, so I 
have to make .myself "available., for duty.". ’): opting-in on principle 
('it is part of the teacher’s professional-work to supervise 
school meals and be available at lunch time’).
c:) The Duration of Duties
i) Playtime duties lasted, the length of the playtime, which in 
liKe sample of observations was mostly between ten and fifteen 
minutes.
ii) Lunch-time. duties were more varied, usually because, as 
expiaintol above, the form of duty, differed according to the Head’s 
arrangements of the meal sessions, . There.was a range of times 
from ten minutes to an hour and a quarter, the average lunch­
time duty lasting about 33 minutes. Table 12.77 provides the data,
Table IZ,77 ; Duratibh of lunch-time duty
Duration of 
duty < 20 mins. 20-29 minso 30-39 mins. > 39 minso
NooOf duties 
recorded 3 • 14 6 10
Mean duration of duty: 3^*6 minutes.
d) School SlzB and Frequency of Duty
It is usual to find that the larger.a. school is (i.e. in 
terms of school roll) the larger.is the complement of staff allo­
cated to it. It was thought that,as the number of playtime and 
lunch-time duties to be performed, could be distributed among more 
teachers in a big school, each teacher there would he assigned 
fewer duties than in the case of a colleague in a small school. 
Table JS.7S shows that this expectation was fulfilled: teachers 
in large schools appeared to have - fewer, playtime duties than tea­
chers in smaller schools; the lunch-time duties followed a similar 
pattern, indicating that the.teacher’s decision about.opting-out 
of the duty seemed to be unconnected with school size.
Table H.Y? : School size and frequency of duties for
each teacher....................
School
size
No. of
r  . .
Playtime duties Lunch-ti
1
me duties
days
observed No. of 
duties 
recorded
Freq. of 
' duty....
I No, of 
j duties 
• recorded
Freq. of 
duty
< 130
pupils 43 17
1 every 
2.6 days
. .. 10 . 1 every 
4,3 days
130-249
pupils 69 21....
1 every 
3.3 days : .15.....-,
1 every 
4.6 days
> 249 
pupils 76 .18....
1 every '
■ 4.2 days
1 every 
9.3 days
e) Administrative Area and Frequency bf Duty
The data were also'studied to see if the likelihood of the 
teacher's being on duty varied.from one administrative area to 
another. Tbere. were considerable differences.
ilPlaytime duties. From Table 32.74 it can be seen that in the 
North and North-West Divisions the teacher appeared to be required 
for playtime duty much less than in other areas, ib was known tKat a l­
m o s t all the sampled schools in the Morth area were large schools, 
and, as seen u.bov<ft, large schools did Seem to be associated with 
fewer duties. But in the North-West Division, the proportion of 
small schools was very high: it would seem therefore that school 
size as such could not be accounting for the low duty frequency in 
these two areas.
Table J2.74*.. Administrati'Vé area and frequency of duties 
 for each.'teacher..
•Admin.
area
No. of 
days 
observed
Playtime' duties ''' LuhchLtiine duties j
No. of 
duties 
recorded
Freq. of 
duty
No. of 
duties 
recorded
1
Freq. of I 
duty i
North-West 38 . • ^ ...
1 every 
7.6 days .. , .i. ., [
1 every 
38.0 days
South-West 30 20 ... 1 every
' 2 .3 dàÿs ..11 - ;
1 every 
4.3 days
South-East. 49 16 1 every 3 01 days
. ' ■ i
13 ;1 every 3 .3 days
North 21 2 1 every 10.3 days ■ 1 '
1 every . 
21.0 days
Woking l4 3 ". :
1 every 
2.8 days 4 i
1 every 
3 .6 days
The sample of observed days in the Epsom and Esher areas was 
considered too small to warrant inspection of duty frequency.
It is difficult to explain why the North and North-West areas 
should seem to differ from the rest — after all, playtime duty 
had'to be undertaken wherever the school was located, and,as far 
as the observers were aware,the actual organizing of these duties 
was left to a Head and was not dictated from the administrative 
'office'. If the two areas had had.additional part-time teaching 
staff to swell the staff complement, this might have been an ex­
planation, but they had no more of this assistance than other 
areas. (In any case, it was not commonly found that part-time 
teachers were assigned duties.) Another explanation considered 
was that the observed teachers in these areas worked in annexes 
away from the main building —  it usually being the case that such 
teachers were frequently.on duty, as the annexe was staffed with 
only one or two teachers. This-also proved a false trail, because 
two-site schools were not the monopoly of any particular admin­
istrative area. The existence of 'helpers' or 'welfare assist­
ants' may have affected the frequency of a teacher's playtime duty, 
but this is unlikely because even if.schools employ these non­
professional assistants at playtimes,- there is nearly always a 
full-time teacher on call. One has to remain ignorant on this issue.
ji) Lunch-time duty. Tt se.ew'eol possible that opting-out of
lunch duty might be influenced by the.policy.of an administrative
office, and on inspecting the.frequency of lunch-time duties, »t was
found that,in the North and North-West, areas, these duties were,
on average, virtually non-existent .(see. Table 12.74), In these
two areas the general position seemed.to be that the Head himself
was 'on call' during.the lunch period, possibly supervising with
the aid of 'helpers'. Of course, there were also some schools
in the other areas.where the Head.was the only member of staff on
call at lunch time, but Table 12.74 shows that the general position
in these other areas was that some full-time assistant teachers
. — —
were assuming lunch-time duties. The - explanation of the fact that 
in the North and North-West areas almost no teachers seemed to be 
doing lunch-time duties is probably..either that the teachers 
chose to opt-out or that these.areas introduced sufficient 'helpers' 
into their schools to make it possible for the Head to organize 
lunch arrangements without teacher .assistance.
f) School Responsibility and Frequency of Duty
It was su^ e^sl'col that the holding of a post of responsibi­
lity might have a bearing on whether a teacher was assigned duties.
i) Playtime duties. Tbw&s bKoujht that, the playtime duty allocation 
might operate in one of two opposite ways:: the Head might decide 
(^ j that post-holders (particularly those with paid posts) ought, by
virtue of their status, do most of the required duties; on the 
other hand, the Head might take the view that their school resp­
onsibilities were such that they should not have the additional 
burden of 'duties'.thrust upon them.. Table 52.^ 0 seems to discount 
such a rationale for duty allocation..On« found the rather odd 
situation where those with least responsibility and those with 
most (i.e. teachers with no special, additional responsibility and 
teachers who were Deputy Heads) were .on. playtime duty once every 
2 or 3 days, while teachers who had some form of special respon­
sibility (but not.enough to be Deputy Heads) were on duty once 
every 4 or 3 days.
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Table 12.SO; School respohsibi-lity'ând frequency of duty
• ■- V • • • • • • *  t » « « « « « «* » • • •  » « ; , , ,
for each teacher
School
respons­
ibility
No, of 
days 
observed
Playtimi5 duties Lunch-time duties
No. of 
duties 
recorded
Freq. of 
... duty..
No. of 
duties 
recorded
Freq. of 
■ duty
None 23 9 '
1 every 
2.6 days 4
1 every 
3o7 days
Non-Burnham 102 24 1 every 
4o3 days 13
1 every 
6.8 days
Burnham 33 . 7
1 every 
4o7 days 3
1 every 
6.6 days
Deputy Head 30 -13
1 every 
2.0 days
. . . 3 1 every 
3.3 days
ii) Lunch-time duties. During discussions with Heads in the schools
it had been suggested thaj; the opting-out 'working agreement' had 
resulted in the Heads shouldering, most, of the lunch-time supervis­
ory duties, with Deputy Heads. helping them out.. Table 32.JO app­
ears to support this statement, but only-insofar as Deputy Heads 
appeared to opt-in more than did other teachers; the other teachers 
were still volunteering to a certain, extent»■ Deputy Hea.ds per­
formed a lunch-time duty once every 3 or 4 days, on average; other 
assistant teachers did one every 3 to 7 days*
g) What 'Duties* Entailed 
No attempt"was maâê' to record hll the detailed activities that 
all the teachers undertook during their 'duties', chiefly because 
the pilot work had shown that it was impracticable to do this in a 
consistent manner in all schools; it was, however, known that the 
duty could be performed in many different ways, depending upon the 
school organization, the layout of the buildings and the individual 
teacher concerned, ^t was anticipated that it might be helpful if 
some impression of the nature of a 'duty' could be reported, and 
accordingly a small sample of duties' was in fact recorded in as much 
detail as possible • The following provides a fair summary of what 
most duties entailed. !
i) Playtime duty
Most playtime duties involved the teacher in patrolling, 
either in the school building or in the playground or in both. If 
the teacher were in the playground, he would walk about, chatting 
to pupils or watching a game being played and sometimes joining in. 
This might continue in an uninterrupted manner for most of the 
bneak, but occasionally his attention would be drawn to an argument 
or a squabble, and he would wander, over to sort it out. If he 
were patrolling in the building, he would be looking into class­
rooms and cloakrooms, checking that any.pupils inside the building 
were not misbehaving. This inside patrolling might take up most 
of the playtime, but if the teacher were satisfied that all was 
well, he would walk out.into the-playground-and keep an eye on 
what was going on there. Sometimes, whether.inside or outside, he 
would be called to attend to. a small emergency, as when a child 
had been knocked over by another pupil.during.a game or when a 
pupil had been hit by.a ball flying about.- - Such incidents might 
involve treating the child who had.been hurt (or sending him in­
side the building to be treated), consoling him and possibly rep­
rimanding other pupils concerned.in. the.incident. During the 
duty a pupil would bring, the teacher a. cup of.-coffee or tea, and 
if there were two teachers on., duty .together- they would often chat 
casually or comment on the.pupils they were looking at.
There were several, occasions-when, .the teacher did very little 
patrolling. Sometimes his other commitments -(especially if he 
were a Deputy Head) would entail, his- spending much of his 'on call* 
time speaking to the School- Secretary or Head or other staff 
about school business; or he might be in his own classroom, clear­
ing up from a previous lesson or preparing for the next.
In almost all playtime duties observed the teacher on duty 
was responsible for blowing.the whistle or ringing the bell to 
signal the end of the break, and.he would supervise the children's 
entrance into the building; in some schools the pupils were lined 
up in classes and sent in in turn, in others the.children went in 
without any lining up,. Occasionally the duty teacher, before sen­
ding the pupils inside, had a notice to read out or a message of 
some kind to tell the children,..........
On days when it was raining the•break might still be held, 
but pupils would stay in classrooms, playing games or reading.
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The duty teacher would then walk round the school, looking into, 
classrooms and checking pupil, behaviour. On such days, however, 
it was more usual for class teachers to stay in their own class­
rooms, and the duty teacher would patrol the corridors and cloak­
rooms.
ii) Lunch-time duty
If the lunch-time, duty were concerned with the meal session 
itself, the duty teacher usually brought the pupils in from the 
playground and supervised their.getting to their places in the 
dining room. During the serving of the meal the extent to which 
the teacher was actively organizing depended very much on the 
school’s serving arrangements: in some, schools the pupils, as they 
entered, lined up at the dining hatch and collected their own 
meals; other schools had ’pupil servers’ appointed to tables and 
each ’server’ collected the meals for the children at his table; 
others again preferred the pupils to settle at their tables and 
then to be sent, a table at.a time,. to-colleçt their meals.
Whatever the school’s particular arrangement., the duty teacher, 
often with the aid of .’ dinner ladies’, generally tried to ensure 
that the serving proceeded as smoothly as possible, and on some 
days he needed to take a much more active role than on others.
Wliile the pupils were eating, he.would wander round the dining hall, 
perhaps chat or.joke with pupils, occasionally reprimand pupils 
for bad manners, or just stand and watch them as they ate. In 
some cases the teacher ate his own meal during the duty, eating 
either at a pupils’ table or at.a separate staff.table. .
As children finishe^ their meal, the duty teacher would 
check that their table was.clean and all utensils removed, and 
then dismiss them. Before, during and after the meal session, 
the teacher might be involved in. talking to the dining room help­
ers© Before the meal he might also, organize the setting out of 
chairs and tables, and after the meal supervise their being 
packed away© .........  ....
If the lunch-time. duty, were-of the- ’patrol* type and not 
concerned with meal supervision,.its course would be similar to a. 
break duty, but much more time would usually be spent by the tea­
cher in the Staffroom or in his classroom© Most schools had ’hel­
pers ’ in the playground at lunch time, and the teacher was more 
of a ’passive’ supervisor, being there on the premises if the helper 
needed him, and occasionally going round the building or on to the 
playground as circumstances warranted.
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13. 'FREE PERIODS’
The subject of ’Free Periods’ is one about which many teachers 
feel rather sensitive. In secondary schools one subject specialist will 
complain that he receives far fewer free periods than the teacher of 
another subject, while many junior or infant teachers regard free periods 
as mythical items on the time-table and are often heard remarking on the 
good fortune of secondary colleagues in having any such periods at all. 
Others, admit to their existence but are indignant about their appellation, 
some saying they are intended as ’marking periods’, some that they are to 
be used for preparing lessons, and some that they are meant for completing 
administrative jobs.
It was hoped that the present study might throw a little 
light on the issue, and during the course of observations records 
were kept of any ’free’ periods that occurred and of the activities 
undertaken during such periods. This survey was not concerned with 
the ’fairness’ or ’unfairness’ of the distribution of these periods 
among school staffs, nor with the objective of the Head in granting 
them. The interest lay solely in discovering the facts of the situ-' 
ation insofar as they affected the teacher’s working day.
a) Definition of ’Free Period’
For the analysis it was necessary to define what was meant
by ’free’ and by ’period’ :
Free* The teacher was ’free’ if, during the teaching sessions 
of the day (C-time), he was not required by the Head to be with
pupils : such times were usually planned by the Head and integrated
into the teacher’s time-table, but occasionally they occurred in 
an extempore fashion, as when the Head wanted to speak to the tea­
cher’s pupils about a matter of current interest and told the tea­
cher he need not stay in the room or hall.
Period. This was more difficult to define. Teachers were some­
times given on odd few minutes to themselves, for example while 
pupils were being escorted from the playground by the duty teacher.
a //
but such intervals of time would hardly merit being called 'periods’ 
in the time-table sense. On the other hand, the records showed that 
there was across the sample a large variation in the length of actual 
lessons, some lasting only fifteen minutes and.some extending to an 
hour or more. As it was believed that the most common length of lesson 
was about a half-hour, it was decided to apply a common-sense approach : 
an interval ot time was called a 'period* if it lasted between fifteen 
and forty minutes. If the teacher were 'freed' for more than forty 
minutes continuously, it was called a double-period, i.e. two periods, 
and the total time was split more or less evenly between the 'two' 
sections.
b) The Frequency of Free Periods 
Although a teacher might be time-tabled to have a 'free period*,
it sometimes Happened that it was cut short or even cancelled. The
observers were therefore asked to record on the day of observation 
not only if any free periods were time-tabled for that day but also
£o note whether they in fact did occur.
i ) 'Planned* free periods
There were 101 periods allocated as 'free* during the 188 
days of observation. This means that, on average, the junior teacher 
in Surrey could expect to be given roughly one free period in every 
two days of teaching. In fact, the records included days where a 
teacher had two or even three free periods in a single day, while 
many days had no free periods at all assigned to them. On seven of
the days, the free time continued for over forty minutes (making---
such intervals 'two free periods' according to the agreed definition), 
but the majority of the remaining 8? single free periods were 
between 21 and 30 minutes long (Table IV.8l).
Table IV,.8l ; Length of free periods (excluding ' double ' periods ).
Length of free 
period
Number of free 
periods recorded
13-20 mins. 
21-30 mins. 
31-40 mins.
13
^9 _. .. . 
23,...• ,. « 'r n’'- ■
Mean length of single free period = 27.3 mins.
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Terms. It was found that the teacher seemed likely to have 
fewer.free periods in the Bummer term. .In the Spring and Autumn 
terms, a free period occurred once.in every 1,6 days,, but in 
Summer only once in every 2©6 days# Were the Heads, less willing 
to allot free periods in the SummerT Were the Heads short-staffed 
in the Summer compared with the;, bther. terms7 Was the normal time­
table, including allotted free periods, liable, to be changed more 
in the Summer terra, possibly because of increased outdoor activities? 
This difference in terras could not be satisfactorily explained#
It was of particular interest to see if the number of
free periods allocated to a teacher was affected by the size of 
the school, by the administrative area and by the holding of a 
post of responsibility in the school#
School Roll. It was expected that in schools with a large pupil 
roll, the larger staff complement would give the Head greater fle­
xibility in deploying his teachers than Heads of small schools 
commanded, thereby allowing staffs of large schools to enjoy more 
free periods© In fact, we found hardly any. difference between 
large and small schools in. thds matter, while.it was in the mid­
dle-sized schools that free periods appeared to be relatively 
scarce© In small schools -(less than 130 pupils), the teacher re­
ceived one free period.every 1.7 days, in large schools (over 249 
pupils) one in every 1.6 days, .in middle-sized schools (between 
130 and 249 pupils) ‘one in every 2©3 days#
Administrative Area. Table IV.82 show:the frequency of 
free periods according to administrative area.- These are average 
figures for each area and obviously an. individual.school'may vary 
from its area's average. It is of. interest,, however, that the North 
area, where it had been found that average school hours were longest, 
appeared to have the greatest frequency of free periods allocated#
Table H.Î1 ; Administrative a.'rea' and' allbcatioh of free periods
Administrative
area
No. of days 
observed
No © of free 
. ’. periods ■ 
allocated
Frequency of free 
periods
North-West 38 19 1 every 2.0 days
South-West 30 • 1? 1 every 3.0 days
South-East 49 31 1 every 1.6 days
North 21 18 1 every 1.2 days
Woking Ih 8 1 every 1,8 days
E^nsom 9 4 1 every 2.3 deys
Esher 7 4 ]. every 1.8 days
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School Responsibility. It seemed likely that Heads might want 
to give what free periods were available to teachers who were res­
ponsible for work,, over and above their teaching duties. As 
explained earlier, teachers were classified according to whether 
they : i )  Were Deputy Heads, ii) were holders of ’Burnham’ resp­
onsibility posts, i.e. were paid additionally.for the responsibi­
lity, iii) were responsible for special school features but re­
ceived no financial increment , or iv).. had no special responsibility 
in the school. The findings were confusing while Deputy
Heads received, on average,- one free'.period nearly every day,' the 
teachers who held ’Burnham posts’-waited nearly four days for a 
free period to arrive; the teachers with no responsibilities or 
with unpaid responsibilities, were - allocated a free period about 
once in two days. Table IZ.23 provides the data.
Table School responsibility and allocation of..... n .... .•■— .....
free periods
School
responsibility
No. of days
observed
No. of free 
periods 
' ' allocated'
. Frequency of free 
periods
None 23 10 1 every 2.3 days
Non-Burnham 102 39 1 every 1.7 days
Burnham 33 9 1 every 3*7 days
Deputy Head 
'i— I--------;-------
30 23 1 every 1.3 days ^
ii) Changes in 'planned* free periods.
The free periods planned on the time-table did not always 
materialize. If a member of staff were absent through illness the 
inevitable time-table changes usually resulted in the disappearance 
of any hoped-for free period. If a colleague was away on a course > 
the remaining staff were likely to lose what 'free' time they might 
have been allocated. In addition, contingencies in the school arose 
at the time when a free period should have occurred, e.g. when the 
Head who had planned to take a teacher's class and give the teacher 
a free period,found himself with an unexpected special visitor and 
was unable to relieve the teacher. In these cases the teacher's free 
period might be cancelled completely, but there were other occasions 
when the free period occurred but it either began late or finished 
earlier than anticipated. For example, the Head who had planned to 
take a lesson might be engaged in a prolonged telephone conversation 
and could not relieve the teacher till half-way through the planned 
'free' time.
Cancelled free periods.. Of the 101 planned.free periods, 12 were 
completely lost to the teacher. . in other.words, on average, the 
teachers in Cbe sample did not receive one period out of every 
eight which they were allocated..
'Reduced' Free periods. There were, eight, occasions out of the 101 
planned free periods when the time allocated was cut short by. 
varying amounts of time. (The.average time.lost was a quarter of • 
the free period.) Thus one out of every twelve free periods was 
partly lost to the teacher. •
J-k was found, therefore, that 8l of. the. proposed 101 free periods 
occurred as.planned; that of every, five free periods allocated to 
the teacher, one would be cancelled completely or reduced, .
This quantitative picture was only one aspect of the situation. 
The complete cancellation of a free period — and their comparative 
scarcity made a free period very ’precious’ to the teacher— • not 
only upset the physical activities the teacher might have planned 
to undertake but, from the observers’ experiences, provoked 
vexation and discontent and added to the tensions of the day. ■ 
(Sometimes strong resentment was expressed where the loss of a 
’free’ was due to the absence of a constantly ’ill’ colleague, or 
to a colleague's being away on a rather protracted course.) The 
•reduced' free period could be just as disturbing to the teacher, 
for often some work he had actually started, on the assumption that 
he would be 'free' for a full lesson, could not be completed, and had 
to be finished at a much more inconvenient time, so that he wished 
he had not begun it in the first place.
This leads to a discussion of what 'free' periods were used 
for - how 'free' were they?
c) The Contents of Free Periods 
The first point that an analysis of free periods revealed , 
was that very few free periods observed were devoted entirely or 
even primarily to a single activity: during most free periods the 
teacher undertook four or five different activities. Thus the 
notion of labelling these periods 'personal', of 'marking', or 
'preparing',etc., was not supported by actual practice. In addition, 
the idea of their being intended for physical relaxation conflicts 
with the finding that , on average, the teacher was standing or
J/J
moving for 43 per cent of any free period*
Wliile, over the year's .observations of free periods, a large 
variety of teacher activities were recorded (covering almost all 
the list of possible categories), only a small number of these 
occurred often and for .any. appreciable, amounts of time* ’T’a.ble 
Lists in 'rank order' the.activities that accounted for 
most of the time of free periods.
Table GT.J4 : Chief ac ti vit les under tàlceh during a free period
Activity 1 Mean time . (in mins.) S.D.
% of free 
period
Mechanical tasks 3.7 768 20.7#
Marking 3.3 8.3 20.1#
Staff consultation 4.0 4.9 14.7#
Lesson planning 3.0 5.6 10.9#
'Private' I08 1 .6 606#
Instruction j 1.3 3.3 4.7#
Clerical work j..... 1 .1 ■ .. 2.7 4.0#
Mean absolute time of a free period = 27.3 minutes.'
That no single activity monopolized.free periods is evident 
from the relatively low mean times spent on. each of the four 
'leading' activities.. It..is true that.the-time spent on each of 
these activities varied.from.one free.period to another, but even 
when taking this into account,, the. .'profile' of. a free period re­
vealed variety rather than uniformity.. This conclusion is con­
firmed in that the remaining.portion of..the 'average' free period, 
i.e. 18.3 per cent of.it was distributed,.albeit.in small amounts, 
among fifteen specific.categories of activity, such as professional 
reading, helping an unwell child, sending a message round the
school, and so on. .......
The ranking order quoted in Table refers to the mean
times spent on activities in a free period. There were several 
activities that occurred fairly regularly but lasted only a short 
time, and they therefore do not figure in. the rankings of high
'mean' times ; yet a dèscriptlbn" of ' free" periods' ' would lack....
1
This time differs slightly from thn previously quoted mean len­
gth of a free period: the latter was based on 87 'planned single 
free periods' ; tJio data concerned witli contents of free po.riods 
were based on the 8l froo -porii.ods tliat were actually observed.
qualitative accuracy if it. overlooked such work* ..Table I ? . r a n k s  
activities according to the-number.of.free periods (out of 8l) in 
which they were seen to occur* (Activities occurring very seldom 
are omitted.)
Table E?.96 : Number of free periods (out of 8l possible) in which 
........ activities’ beburred. ■....  ..........
Activity No* of free periods in which activity
°/f of total number 
of free periods
occurred
Mechanical tasks 71 8 7 .7 % ' :
'Private * 70 86.4%;:
Staff consultation 69 85.2%:
Organizing pupils 44 54.5%' .
Marking 34 42.0%
Lesson planning 33 40.7%:
Escorting pupils 27 55.5%:
Instruction 24 . 29.6%.
Clerical tasks 23 28.4%
' Messages' 20 24.9%
With pupils,,but another
teacher in chargé 17 - 21.0%
Pastoral, with individual
pupils 14 17.2%
Reprimanding pupils 14 17.2%
Administrative tasks 8 9.8%'
Professional reading 7 8.6% ,
' Emergencies'... .........
...........
■ ■ " 8.6%
It was mentioned that, the.first feature to be noted from 
bke analysis of free periods was that. the. average free period 
contained several teacher activities, rather than a particular one. 
The second feature that-stands out from Tables and IZ.ES’ is
that, although the notion of a-'free-period', may.generally summon 
up a picture of a teacher being, in the Staffroom, away from con­
tact with pupils, bke data suggest that a large part of many free 
periods is spent moving around the school, building, with inter­
action with pupils taking place, fairly.often*. Activities such as 
organizing pupils, escorting them, instructing them, reprimanding 
them, pastoral work with them and emergency, situations all.indicate 
that the teacher was at these times in contact with pupils, and 
most of this work would not take place in the Staffroom.
The third point to highlight is the relatively small amount 
of time spent by the teacher 'privately' during his free period. 
Only 6.6 per cent of the. period was not occupied with teaching 
work of some kind or other; in fact only half of this (3*3 per
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cent of the free period) was spe-nt 'personally* , i.e. reading a 
newspaper, visiting the cloakroom, chatting about personal matters, 
while the rest of the 'private' time was taken up with 'walking 
alone around the building'. .
d) A Typical Free Period V
A visitor who wished to see what a teacher did in his free 
period would encounter the following-kind of. situation:
A colleague will arrive, to take our. teacher's class, and our 
teacher will talk to him for a.short, while, telling him.about a 
pupil's absence or about.the location of some equipment*. If our 
teacher's class has to go to another.room, for the lesson, fchfi. 
teacher will line up his pupils and then escort them along the 
corridors. On the way, he may need. to..scold a child for. chattering 
or for straggling, and when they arrive at the destined room, he 
may remind them about work they have to do.when they return to 
their own room. Sometimes he will.stop for a few minutes as the 
lesson begins, for example if the class are listening to a radio 
broadcast.or are being shown a film. He will then go off to the 
Staffroom.
On some occasions, for example, when the Head or a staff 
member takes a hymn practice in the hall with the whole school, 
several teachers will be free,at the same time, and when our tea­
cher arrives at the Staffroom, there-will, be a hubbub of noise.
It is more usual, however, for only one teacher to be free at a 
time, so that our teacher will, find himself alone in the Staffroom 
and will settle to some work almost.immediately.
If he has brought some marking, with him, (and he will do 
some marking every second or third free period he receives), he 
will probably get this done first and spend between ten and fif­
teen minutes on.it. It. may appear to take longer if another tea­
cher is present, for the-marking will be frequently interrupted 
with comments to the.other teacher apout a. pupil's progress or 
lack of it. On one o r .two occasions,.particularly if report-time 
is near, this marking can take up almost the whole of the free 
period. The.planning of lessons will occupy.about five or six 
minutes, but, like marking, this will not occur in.every free 
period. This planning may involve making notes from a textbook
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or referring to a record; book, but it could take other forms, like 
checking some sound-tapes or a film-strip or a piano score, and 
for these the teacher may need to leave the Staffroom and work in
the hall or a spare room. . . .
In al*most every free period,, the observer will see the teacher 
engaged in a mechanical task. Some/pencils will need sharpening, 
some cardboard or other material will Have to be cut up, some eq­
uipment or books will be required,.and the.teacher will have to go 
and find them. These jobs will probably not.take more than six 
or seven minutes, but they seem ever-present. . They will often 
take longer if the teacher is setting up.some equipment in the 
hall or a classroom and is getting, the room ready, e.g. for a film. 
Much less frequently, the. teacher will be.seen, doing clerical work, 
like checking an attendance or dinner register, or copying out a 
class list or a mark list* .....  ..
At any time during the free-period, .the Head or School Sec­
retary will come in to the Staffroom, and-query the teacher about 
an organizational matter. .The..position may be reversed, with our
teacher going to the Head or. Secretary to ask about some aspect
of school business. If there happens to be another teacher in the 
Staffroom at the same time.that ours is there, they will usually 
spend a few minutes talking about the. work.or. behaviour of pupils 
in their classes* Possibly the conversation will then centre 
around a new textbook or educational magazine., that has just come 
on the market, and the discussion will develop into a comparison 
of various teaching.methods or materials encountered by the two 
teachers. Such conversations will be interspersed with personal 
reminiscences or anecdotes.............
It may be that .our-teacher.was -'freed' because a student 
was taking his class. During the course of the free period the 
observer will quite likely see the teacher leave the Staffroom 
and walk along the.corridor.. He will, pass his - classroom and 
casually glance in, then return to the Staffroom, sometimes ex­
pressing pleasure, sometimes -concern, and sometimes relief.
During some free periods (about, one.in four), the teacher 
will be interrupted by a child knocking at the Staffroom .door*
The pupil may have been sent by a teacher to find some equipment 
left in the Staffroom, or he may be bringing a message for our 
teacher to read or hear. On the other hand, the pupil may be
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expected, the teacher having previously.arranged to hear the child
' ' .
read or otherwise help him with.lesson.work.. While instructing 
him, the teacher may ask him about a 'pastoral* matter, such as 
a personal problem concerned,with the.pupil's home or friends.
This contact with pupils is more, likely.to happen when the 
teacher spends his free period, or part, of it,. in his own classroom. 
If his classroom is unoccupied. (whd.ch can happen because his class 
is being taught elsewhere, e.g. in the hall or in the playground 
or in the relieving teacher's .room), our teacher may find it con­
venient to stay in his room to.mark books, plan.lessons, do à 
mechanical chore. and so . on'.. .S'ometimes one or two pupils also may 
stay in the room, having been excused-the lesson.to which the 
others have gone (e.g. a pupil who - cannot .do P.E. because of an 
injury). The ieacher may use. this opportunity.to instruct them in 
some aspect of lesson work or will organize some assignments for 
them to complete; he may also chat.'pastorally' to them. If he 
can be sure the pupils can get-on .without-him,, or if there are no 
pupils in the room, he will probably go to-the Staffroom once he 
has finished what he.found convenient to do in the classroom.
There are a few free periods when the teacher is interrupted 
to deal with an 'emergency'. While in the classroom or Staffroom, 
or more probably while walking around the building, the teacher^s 
attention will be drawn to a fracas in a- classroom or cloakroom, 
and he will have to enquire into the reason. The disturbance may 
have been caused by pupils squabbling while their teacher was out 
of the room or it may have been caused from outside, such as a , 
window being broken by a football. Another emergency which may 
arise is when a child is unwell and is sent to the teacher who, 
because he is 'free', is asked to keep an eye on the pupil in the 
Staffroom or Médical Room.
Occasionally the teacher will write a letter concerned with 
school business, or he.may. go to the Secretary's office to phone 
the message or enquiry. Less frequently still, he may have an 
administrative matter to sort out, like, assigning pupils to groups 
for an educational visit the. school is planning*.......
If he has completed all the immediate .school business he 
had to attend to, the teacher will browse through a professional 
journal for a few minutes; in some free periods, he will have more 
time to spare and he will, take a book, from the Staffroom shelves
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and settle down for ten or fifteen minutes to read about some aspect 
of prof essional work that interests - him*.
In almost every free period, usually towards the end of it, 
the teacher will drop into an. armchair, and rest* He will sit there 
for a minute or so, perhaps reading.the newspaper, perhaps doing 
nothing at all; then he will get up, gather his books and papers 
and leave* If his class have been having- a lesson away from their 
room, the teacher will go,and find them, possibly watch the end 
of the lesson, e.g* drama, dancing or singing., and then escort them 
back to their classroom; if not,he will, return, directly to his 
classroom* In either case, our teacher will probably speak for a 
moment to the teacher-who has been taking the. class and check 
that all went satisfactorily* He will then proceed with the next 
lesson.
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14... SCHOOL CLUBS
In previous sections it was mentioned that one of the act­
ivities subsumed under .the general title 'PastoralV was the work 
done by teachers in regard to.organizing.and supervising 'clubs'.
This work is often.referred to as .'extra-curricular work', but 
this is a misnomer. Much of the work carried out in club-time 
with pupils involves many activities that, will be seen occurring 
any day during school hours (e.g* a 'maths club', a football pra­
ctice, rehearsing a play), and could not be considered 'outside 
the curriculum' of most schools today. .It.is itrue that certain 
activities like chess, stamp-collecting, coin clubs, do not usually 
find a place in the curriculum, but in some schools even these 
will be allocated a definite time on the time-table —  albeit 
under the label of 'hobbies time' or .'interests lesson'.
What both teachers and their employers generally have in 
mind when referring t o .'extra-curricular activities' are the clubs 
And societies that teachers organize- for. and with ->-upils in the 
'teacher's own time': they may or may not be concerned with normal 
lessons, they may or may not take-place- on school premises, but 
essentially they are activities occurring, outside normal teaching 
times; usually they also contain a 'pastoral' element, in that 
they are'intended to encourage pupils to follow personal interests 
and develop personal talents. .
It has been usual to associate clubs and societies primarily 
with secondary schools, but many junior schools have for years 
been engaged in these activities, although perhaps on a smaller 
scale. The feasibility study, including the discussions with teachers, 
had indicated that a comprehensive picture of the teaching day should 
include the teacher's 'club' activities, and that this work would 
be more meaningfully reported if the category of 'clubs' were 
retained as an entity in itself raèHtr than record it in minute 
detail'.. Most 'clubs' involve organization, supervision and instruc­
tion on the teacher's part, as well as some mechanical and clerical 
work, but in the categorizing system 'clubs' were regarded as prim­
arily 'pastoral', and the many minor tasks the teacher was engaged 
upon during a club occasion were ignored.
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One further point: the recorded 'club-time' included only the
time when the teacher was directly engaged in a club session. The-
teacher might write a letter or make a.telephone call or prepare 
plans related to a club he was in charge of, but such times were
not categorized as 'clubs' - the purpose was to identify the actual ,
club occasions, and thus in the data which follow, the times 
quoted are really minimum 'club' times and refer to the club 
sessions as such. (See Appendix 6" , Category 13 for a more pre­
cise definition of 'club' as recorded by observers.)
a ) Club Occanionn During the Year
There were only five occasions when a weekend club was recorded 
and only one during a holiday day; the following discussion will 
therefore be confined to schooldays only.
Clubs could occur,in the break and lunch periods of school­
days (S-time) or in out-of-school.hours (O-time). During the 
year there were 177 schooldays for. which, we had records of both 
these parts of the day, and. there was a.total of 34 'club' occas­
ions recorded; this indicates that on average, the teacher organi­
zed a club once.every-3.3 days© The mean time spent on all kinds 
of clubs was 31*5 minutes (with S.D... of 28©4); the large variat­
ion in the time taken up by a club results from the fact that 
after-school clubs varied greatly.in l e n g t h —  much more than 
lunch-time clubs (see Table
Not all the observed teachers- were involved in clubs: of . 
the 121 teachers in fhis sample, where both, in-school and out-of- 
school records were obtained, 4 3 -were recorded as running a club, 
i.e. 35*5 per cent of the sample.
b) Lunch-time Clubs and After-school Clubs
Clubs occurred' in the lunch period about once every six days, 
while they happened less often in afteir-schooX hours (about once in 
eight days); but the after-school club usually laster longer - about 
40 minutes to the lunch club's 25 minutes. When the latter wasorgAAizeJ 
it took up on average just over a fifth of the teacher's lunch period.
and on the schooldays when an after-school club was arranged, it 
accounted for just over a quarter of the teacher's work that 
evening.
A  club arranged in the lunch period was much more restricted 
in the time allocated to it than one taking place after school had 
finished^ the range of times for lunch clubs was from 7 minutes to 
38 minutes, while that for after-school clubs was from 10 minutes 
to two hours. This is explained insofar as a lunch club had to be 
fitted in between morning and afternoon school sessions, and the 
teacher had to allow time for pupils and himself to have a meal —  
factors which limited the variation in the time a teacher could 
allot to a club; with after-school clubs, the fixed school organ­
ization intruded less, and the time spent on a club would depend 
much more on the teacher's personal circumstances and the time it 
took pupils to get home while $.t was still light —  factors which 
inevitably varied considerably during the year.
Table IV.86 : Lunch-time and after-school clubs
Type of club Frequency Mean time(m) S.D.
Lunch-time club 
After-school club
1 every 5.9 days 
1 every 7#7 days
24.6 8.2 
39.4 : : 26.9
As far as the teachers were concerned, 23 per cent of the 
sample appeared to favour a lunch-time club and 17.7 per cent 
chose to organize one after school hours. It is doubtful whether 
any single factor can explain this: such preference for arranging a 
lunch club as against one held after school hours was probably det­
ermined by several factors, including the personal circumstances of 
the teacher concerned, the individual school organization and ethos, 
simple local matters, e.g. evening bus services for pupils, and, per­
haps most of all, the type of club concerned(e.g.the drama club can
A few of the teachers ran clubs both at lunch time and in after­
school hours. This accounts for the total percentage quoted here 
(nearly 40.7 per cent) being higher than the previously quoted 
figure of 35#5 per cent,which referred to those who were involved 
in any kind of club.
fit a scene rehearsal into the lunch break, but the football club 
needs much longer for a full-scale practice match.)
C-) Schools With Long or Short Lunch Periods
In Section IV*C,1 it was reported that some schools had a relat­
ively short lunch period compared with others. It was suggested that 
this short lunch period might discourage teachers in these schools 
from undertaking professional work, particularly club activities, 
during lunch time. An inspection of the data for club activities 
showed that the teachers in schools with a relatively short lunch 
period (60-75 minutes) were holding lunch-time clubs on average 
once every.7.7 days, as against a frequency of once every 4.4 days 
for teachers in schools with long lunch periods (90-95 minutes).
Although this finding should be treated cautiously, for 
much information about the individual schools and teachers, rele-- 
vant to clubs, was not obtained, it tends to substantiate the 
suggestion that the length of the lunch period is an important 
item which should be taken into account in any discussion of the 
’extra-curricular’ facilities that a school should provide or 
that teachers should organize.
d) Type of Club Observed 
During the discussions with Head teachers, it became apparent 
that there was a great variety of club activity being organized in the 
schools, and it seemed desirable to obtain some record of the kind of. 
clubs that existed. However, the observers' records related only clubs 
run by the observed teachers on observation days —  not to clubs run by 
other staff, nor to other clubs run by observed teachers on non-observecl 
days. In addition, many teachers, in their out-of-school diaries, noted 
only the time spent on club work and unfortunately omitted to specify 
the kind of clubs they had organized. It was impossible, therefore, to 
arrive at a reliable measure of the variety or of the 'popularity' of 
clubs as they actually existed in the sampled schools.
Nevertheless, it is believed that those lunch-time clubs that 
observers actually recorded reflect reasonably well the kind of
club work to be generally found in junior schools in Surrey, and 
these data are given in Table IE- Sa­
lable I2..97: Type of lunch-time club observed
Type of club No. of instances recorded
Recorder 7
Athletics 4
Gymnastics 3
Drama 3
Choir 3
Dancing 3
Netball 2
Art 2
Library 2
Football 1
Cricket 1
Orchestra 1
12 types • 32 instances
Xb IS emphasized that this list by no means covers the entire 
range of clubs existing in the schools; al^oone suspects that if 
evening clubs had been recorded in detail, they would have included 
more of the ’games' type of club (netball, football, etc.) than 
others©
e) Typical Club Sessions 
Although no detailed record was kept*across the whole sample 
of observations regarding the activities comprising club work, 
observers were asked to record where possible, and primarily for 
qualitative interest, the activities seen in club sessions, so 
that this information might contribute to the desired comprehensive 
picture of the teacher's work. The following descriptions, based 
upon individual instances, may convey the general pattern and 
atmosphere of a typical club occasion.
i) A recorder/orchestra club
Having finished her lunch, the teacher would go to the hall 
(or classroom) where the club pupils would be waiting. They may have 
already set out the instruments, stands or scores required, but usually 
the teacher would need to check that the equipment was what she wanted. 
She would probably have to find an extra score or adjust an instru­
ment or move some furniture before feeling ready to proceed.
The teacher and pupils would discuss what they had done last 
time, and either the teacher would tell them what she wanted to
practise that lesson or the pupils would ask to practise a partic­
ular score. As the pupils played, the teacher might conduct from 
the front, or walking round; instruct one pupil, adjust another 
pupil's fingers on an instrument, turn over the score for a third. 
She might then demonstrate to the group^and ask them to repeat the 
passage after her. The session would continue in this way, some­
times the teacher leading the group, sometimes the pupils suggest­
ing ideas to the teacher. Occasionally, the teacher might make 
notes about what was being practised or about individual pupils. 
The whole session would proceed in a pleasantly light-hearted and 
amiable fashion, with all concerned apparently enjoying the extra 
'work' they had imposed upon themselves.
Towards the end of the club session, the teacher would organ­
ize the collection of equipment and the packing away of any mater­
ial that needed storing. Thus, throughout the session, there was 
a mixture of instruction, demonstration, organization, mechanical 
work and supervision, and all these activities were conducted in 
an atmosphere of cordial teacher-pupil relationships,
li) Football club©
The teacher would go to the sports store, collect oome foot­
balls, put on a pair of football boots, and then run on to the 
field. The boys would already be there, running about, laughing 
and shouting at each other, and the teacher would organize them 
into groups for a quick practice. He would give each group a 
particular activity to practise (dribbling, passing etc.), and 
then send them with a ball to different parts of the field. He 
might go from one group to the other, just watching, but occasio­
nally he would call out instructions and possibly demonstrate.
After a while, he would call the groups together, organize 
them into two sides and they would begin a short match. The tea­
cher would act as 'referee', but would not hesitate to join in 
(on behalf of either side!) when he felt the urge to do so. During 
the game, he would call out to individual players, praise one and 
reprimand another; he might on occasion stop the game, and call 
the boys together in order to draw their attention to some aspect 
of the play he wanted to stress.
At the end of tlio session, ho would blow the whistle, and 
tell the boys l;o c]uiri/>;o. 'Die boys would accompany liim back to 
Uio school building and talk about tlio next football fixture;
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they might joke about an incident at the practice or question the 
teacher seriously about the team for the next game. After leaving 
the boys, the teacher would return the footballs to the sports 
store, change his shoes and walk to the Staffroom or his own class­
room.
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■ 15. DISEOPTIOHS IN THE TEACHING DAY
Contingencies and interruptions
From the previous sections, it will have been gathered that the 
teacher's work in the classroom rarely proceeded steadily in a 
regular fashion. The interaction between pupil and teacher during 
the normal teaching situation was such that intermittency rather 
than continuity of activity was a prominent feature of each day.
Although the teacher-pupil interaction contributed largely to 
the fragmentation of the teacher's work, continuity was affected 
also by various disrupting factors that upset the teacher's planned 
programme. These interruptions — sometimes short, sometimes long, 
sometimes stemming from inside the classroom, sometimes from out­
side—  occurred on most days, so that each teaching day contained 
an element of unpredictability. Occasionally the teacher could 
anticipate an 'abnormal' day if he knew in advance of some adjust­
ment to the normal school programme, e.g. all pupils were going to 
have a medical examination, or a touring drama company were to give 
a performance to the school; but often a situation would arise that 
could not have been predicted. ;
It became fairly obvious during the research that these abnorm­
alities or disruptions were really part of the 'normal' teaching
1day, and should be explicitly recognized as such. Two types of 
disrupting or abnormal situation were identified: a) the expected 
event, known in advance, but happening relatively infrequently, 
e.g. a concert afternoon, a sports afternoon, a student arriving to 
take some lessons or observe; and b) the emergency or contingency 
situation, unpredicted but needing to be attended to on the spot.
The former kind of occasion is reported in the next section; the 
latter type of disrupting incident which happened almost every day, 
is studied below, followed by an analysis of the interruptions caused 
when an adult or pupil enters the classroom with a message of some 
kind.
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 ^ In order to preserve the reality of a disruption, it was regarded, 
quantitatively and qualitatively, as a single happening, although 
in fact it usually was made up of many : small specific activities. 
There were also practical difficulties related to observing and 
recording these situatiohs in detail. These methodological points 
were discussed in Section III.E.5(a).
CONTINGENCIES
Contingencies were recorded in one of two ways: there was the 
very specific situation involving a pupil's health or physical well­
being, and there was the more general event affecting several pupils 
or the whole class. Table IV.88 shows n%v long and how often the 
teacher wq.s called upon each day during class time to deal with each 
kind of contingency. These data refer specifically to the contingency 
os observed —  the events leading up to the contingency and any after­
effects not seen as closely related to the contingency were excluded 
from the category and recorded under another appropriate category.
Table IV.88: Contingency situations - duration 
and frequency during teaching sessions
1 Type of Time (mins..) Frequency
contingency Mean S.D. Mean S.D,
'Health' 1.3 2.4 6 6
'General' 2.8 3.6
The average time spent each day on contingencies was very 
small, but it must be stressed that although many of these situations 
were minor incidents, often lasting only a few moments, their effect 
on the teacher and pupils was often very considerable indeed. For 
this reason, and to illuminate the quantitative description of the 
teaching day, the figures presented in Table IV.88 should be 
supplemented by qualitative data.
a) Minor Incidents 
The following list contains a variety of incidents that were 
observed at some time during the year's observations. It is by no 
means an exhaustive list, but it will convey the kind of situation 
in which the teacher had to stop what he was doing and deal with the 
matter as he saw fit.
Although both kinds of emergency situation entailed the teacher 
in a variety of activities, for the purpose of later analysis the 
Health emergency was classified as 'Pastoral* work and the General 
emergency situation as 'Organization'* '
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i) Incidents lasting less than one minute
Pupil asks to go to toilet - teacher permits.
Pupil asks to go to toilet - teacher queries request, tells pupil
to wait till playtime.
Pupil complains of earache - teacher servcis pupil to Secretary.”
Pupil reports another pupil crying and upset - teacher investigates.
Teacher pauses, wonders (out loud) why pupil so long in toilet - 
sends another pupil to find out.
Teacher about to start lesson - pupil returns .from playtime with cut 
knee - teacher attends to cut.
Teacher taking lesson - pupil tells teacher that plaster on leg is 
loose - teacher removes plaster from pupil's leg.
Teacher interrupted by pupil whose tooth has come out - teacher
checks and puts tooth in envelope for pupil.
Pupil starts hiccoughing and cannot stop - teacher tells pupil to 
go out and get drink of water.
Lesson just begun - pupil goes to front and asks for medicine - 
teacher takes bottle from drawer and gives pupil spoonful.
Games on playing field - pupils collide, and teacher checks if 
injured.(Queries and inspects pupils several times as lesson 
continues.)
Pupil comes out during lesson - reports button fallen off dress - 
teacher checks and pins up pupil's dress with safety pin.
Pupil tells tale about another pupil squirting ink - teacher enquires.
Teacher enquires among class about scribbling discovered in pupil's 
book.
Pupil! complains he cannot work because other pupils disturbing him - 
teacher investigates.
Group of pupils arrive late to lesson after teacher started work - 
teacher stops lesson and enquires reason for lateness.
Pupil, giving out books, drops whole pile on floor - class laugh and 
giggle - teacher quietens them.
Teacher hears noise from cloakroom - stops teaching, goes out to ' 
investigate, settles disturbance and returns.
Teacher working at desk - attention drawn to hubbub in classroom - 
pupils excited because starting to snow - teacher quietens them.
Class distracted from work by lightning and heavy downpour of rain - 
teacher calms them.
Class working quietly - loud bang as pupil's chair overturns -
teacher and class stop.work as pupil gets up and settles again.
Discussion lesson proceeding - jet plane passes overhead - noise 
extremely loud and lesson stops till plane gone.
Teacher, checking dinner money, finds foreign coin - enquires into 
I matter.
Teacher about to, start lesson - pupil rushes in to report class 
.guinea-pig escaped in' garden - teacher calms pupil and sends 
tv;o pupils to search for animal.
Pupil shouts out in lesson - wasp in room - teacher tells pupils to 
leave it alone.'
Pupil reports metal support broken off desk - teacher checks if safe • 
tells pupil to stay in same seat and take care.
Pupils working at activities on school lawn - report to teacher 
that dog is on lawn and stopping them from working.
Games lesson in field - ball goes into neighbouring garden - teacher 
stops lesson and organizes retrieval.
ii) Incidents lasting between one and five minutes.
Lesson just begun - pupil arrives^ with another pupil, reports latter 
has just been sick in cloakroom - teacher takes sick pupil out, 
finds Head, leaves pupil with him and returns to classroom*
Pupil stung by wasp in classroom - teacher inspects and sends ,to 
Secretary.
Pupil tells teacher she is unwell and wants to go to cloakroom -
teacher permits, sends another pupil to check if first pupil all
right. Second pupil returns - unwell pupil having nosebleed - 
teacher tells her to take unwell pupil to Secretary. Later second 
pupil returns - cannot find Secretary - told to stay with unwell 
girl. Both pupils return - report bleeding stopped. Several times 
later teacher checks with unwell girl to see if feeling better.
Teacher about to call morning register - pupil reports cannot speak 
because of laryngitis - teacher tells Head and Head agrees to 
phone parent. Later Head enters, tells teacher to keep pupil till 
parent calls. Later still, parent calls and pupil goes home. In 
subsequent lesson, Secretary interrupts to report that parent has 
phoned school with message that pupil's doctor has instructed 
pupil to stay home for two days. (These last two examples of one 
incident intruding spasmodically into lesson time were not 
uncommon.)
Art lesson - Teacher's attention drawn to spilt paint on pupil's 
desk and floor - goes to check - mops up mess and takes slops
outside to empty down drain.
Craft lesson - pupil reports classroom sink blocked with paste - 
teacher investigates - finds outside drain blocked - pupil sent 
outside and works at drainpipe while teacher tries to clear drain 
from inside - Head comes in and also helps. (This incident occurred 
in 'bursts', with the teacher trying simultaneously to check the 
work of the rest of the class, organize them packing up materials 
and clear up the sink mess.)
Pupil enters and interrupts lesson - reports water all over cloakroom 
floor - teacher stops lesson, goes out to enquire - finds plugs 
left in sinks with taps still running - turns off taps, sends for 
caretaker, returns to classroom.
T.V, lesson - picture becomes faulty and teapher tries to adjust - 
sends for another teacher - they twiddle knobs and try to re­
capture picture. (Television breakdowns were fairly commonplace - 
sometimes\the teacher(s) managed to remedy the fault, sometimes the 
lesson was;abandoned, and sometimes the lesson was continued with 
the teacher standing by the set with a hand fixed on a knob or 
holding up some wires.)
Groups, having been sent to have lesson with Head, report back to 
teacher - they cannot find Head - teacher stops work with rest of 
class and goes out with groups to find where Head is to be located.
Teacher enters room with pupils, finds window broken and glass frag­
ments scattered on floor - keeps pupils away and clears up mess.
Pupil enters classroom and reports that two pupils from his group, 
who are supposed to be working at activities in the corridor 
outside, are fighting - teacher goes out - investigates and 
settles matter. Trouble again reported few minutes later - teacher 
goes out, orders whole group back into classroom.
Teacher hears squeal from back of classroom (in craft lesson) - goes 
to enquire - finds pupil under desk, with crayons scattered over 
floor - teacher tells him to clear up the mess.
Teacher sees toy car on floor - enquires regarding ownership (Head 
has banned these toys) - teacher listens to conflicting accounts 
from pupils.
Teacher, about to begin needlework lesson, opens box containing 
materials ready to distribute - finds jumbled mess - enquires if 
anyone touched box - asks some girls to help her unravel tangle 
of coloured wool threads.
Secretary enters and tells teacher that parent has complained about 
paint being thrown on daughter's jumper - teacher stops lesson 
and investigates how incident happened.
Teacher stops class working, to investigate how piece of equipment 
became broken.
Teacher tells class to stop work and search for lost piece of 
equipment.
Teacher stops class working to enquire into shortage of pencils - 
asks class to search desks- waits as pupils 'find' pencils and 
bring them out - then tells class to continue work.
Pupil enters with'lost property' and teacher asks class if any pupils 
want to make a claim.
Fire drill - bell sounds, teacher tells pupils to file out - collects 
register from drawer, follows class to playground. Pupils line up 
in playground - teacher checks register - waits as Head walks 
about, talldng to teachers. Head signals, teacher escorts class 
back, settles in room. 2^ minutes for whole incident.
Secretary enters'and tells teacher about photograph money not being 
returned by pupils - teacher stops class working, investigates 
which pupils not returned money or photograph.
Pupil enters after playtime - complains of being hit on head - 
teacher enquires into fighting incident, sends implicated pupils 
to Head. •
Pupil enters while class working - message from Head regarding 
missing library books - teacher stops class and reads out list 
of 'culprits' - enquires of each one why book not returned - 
also organizes search in desks - sends some pupils to Head.
b) >îa.ior Incidents
The above notes recorded examples of situations that occurred 
fairly commonly; a teacher might expect one or several such conting­
encies to happen on any teaching day. There were other occasions 
which appeared to affect the teacher's work more noticeably, and 
some of these are described below. These descriptions were written 
by the observer a short while after the-incident occurred and were ' 
the expanded versions of notes recorded on the spot. It is aclaiowl- 
edged that they are subjectively written accounts, in that the 
observer was attempting to capture the 'flavour,' of the event, but 
as one is here trying to convey the qualitative realities of the 
classroom situation, these descriptions may with justification be 
reproduced here.
Mt's. N (27 pupils, 8 yoarn o3.d)
Mrs. N was going round her class of 8-your-olds, checking 
the items they were composing as contributions to the school news­
paper. She looked over the pupils’ shoulders, asked a question 
here and answered one there; pupils came over to speak to her,- and 
she wandered from group to group. While she was looking through 
one child*s work,■a voice asked meekly, ’Can I ‘go out, miss? I. 
don't feel well?'. Casually, the teacher said, .'All right, go to 
the cloakroom', but a few seconds later a sense of urgency regist­
ered on the teacher's face — she left the pupil she was attending 
to, and.walked quickly out of the room, mumbling something about 
'I think I'd better check to see she's O.K.'.
The observer followed her out, and before he had gone a few 
paces he heard (through his earphone) the teacher consoling the 
child. The voices were coming from the cloakroom at the end of the 
corridor, and the reason for the consoling became immediately ob­
vious, for along the corridor floor, at regular intervals, were 
pools of vomit.
Mrs. N helped the child clean herself up in the washroom, 
and leaving her for a few moments, went to the School Secretary 
and explained what had happened. The Headmaster, who overheard 
the conversation, came and placed a chair over the main 'mess' so 
that pupils would have to walk round, and then went to fetch some 
disinfectant. Mrs. N spoke to the ancillary (who was standing 
nearby, busily occupied with some library books) saying she couldn't 
take much of this kind of thing because it turned her stomach over. 
The Secretary began to clear up the mess and Mrs. N went back to 
attend to Janice (the girl). After a few moments of valiant self- 
sacrifice Mrs, N reported to the caretaker that the sink was blo­
cked and she would have to return to her class, else she herself 
would be sick. The Secretary now went to the washroom and Mrs. 
looking slightly more pale than the sick child, returned to the 
haven of her milling class, and resumed her lesson.
The whole incident took only about three minutes, though
the observer felt it lasted much longer. Mrs. N obviously consid­
ered the episode as almost never-ending, .
(End-note. .At playtime Mrs. N .spoke■to Janice who was now lying 
on the campbed in the Secretary's room. Mrs. N asked her what 
she had eaten that day and consoled, her a .little, but when Janice, 
reposing and quite calm, said she felt much better, the observer 
concluded that the reversal of the position.of.teacher and child 
would have more fairly reflected the needs of the situation.)
Mrs. D ('Mature' teacher .recently qualifie.d)
Mrs. D, a probationary teacher in her second term of teach­
ing, was taking a class of 7-year-olds while her own was being 
taught by another teacher. She was reading a story that some 
pupils had requested, and she had told"those pupils who did not 
want to listen to read .their own books.......
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The observer heard the teacher occasionally refer to 'John', 
asking him to hurry and choose his book from the class library, and 
while the teacher was reading, John could be seen sliding along the 
back wall of the class, picking at books, poking at other children 
and generally making a great nuisance of himself. The observer 
wondered why Mrs. D did not take any action, but as it was obvious 
that the teacher knew exactly what was happening, the observer ass­
umed that she was deliberately trying to ignore John's activities. 
She told the other pupils to take no notice of John.
As Mrs. D continued to read, John could now be seen going up to 
other pupils, pulling at them and punching them. Mrs. D quietly 
reprimanded John each time he disturbed other pupils, and each time 
John stayed quiet and inactive for a moment. Little by little, how­
ever, one could sense a build-up of tension and the observer reali­
sed that the teacher had been trying to 'play down' John's activiti­
es. In a few moments, however, she could no longer continue the 
pretence of ignoring the boy's misbehaviour. John had moved over to 
Terry and begun punching him continually. Terry, a rather docile 
lad, tried to ignore him, but when John put his hand round Terry's 
neck and began tightening his grip, Terry and the other children 
round him called out to Mrs. D. She was already up and moving to­
wards the area of trouble, but John ignored her approach and cont­
inued his hold round Terry ! s throat. 1-Jien the teacher tried to pull 
him away, he resisted strongly, and as soon as she had pulled him 
off, she went to fetch the Headmaster, asking the observer as she 
passed him to watch the class. The moment she left, John began to 
threaten other pupils, and when the observer stood in his way so 
that he could not reach them, his face turned pale, his eyes glared 
vacantly and his body became quite rigid. The Head teacher returned 
with Mrs. D in a matter of seconds, and he escorted John out of the 
room.
Mrs. D tried to continue reading to the class but was obviously 
very disturbed. Later she told the observer that John was a 'speci­
al case' who, in the staff's view, should really be in a school for 
maladjusted children but 'advisers' had thought it best to keep him 
in a 'normal' class. She had, therefore, known about John's 'pecu­
liarities' and for that reason had attempted to play down his mis­
behaviour in the hope-of his settling down. She said she had ....
heard a great deal about John in general staff conversation and had 
found him a bit of .a problem before; but she had never known him 
as bad as that day.
As John's behaviour that day caused no great surprise to his 
own teacher and the rest of the staff, it was clear that the obser­
ver's presence had not inspired the contingency. The recorded 
time for the 'emergency' was four and a half minutes.
Mr. J (Class of pupils, 7-9 years old)
Earlier in the morning the observer had heard the Headmistress 
talking to Mr. J about a mother who had come to the school that 
morning and reported that her son had had some 'hair trouble'. The 
observer had heard the Head say a few words about contacting the 
clinic.
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At H o 34 the Head entered and interrupted the teacher’s work, 
and began organizing the pupils for ’hêad inspection’ in the cloak­
room* As the pupils filed out in'lin e t h o s e  staying in the class 
had to continue working, but as pupils returned they'giggled and 
joked and pulled faces,"so that'within' à'few minutes,’the class, 
while not noisy, were completely distracted from work, Mr. J 
tried to keep the work going^but"the' nature'of the situation, with 
the Head also entering to speak' to'him'and confer with him every 
few minutes, was such that concentrated' effort Was out of the 
question. Finally, as'the'last pupils returned, Mr. J appeared 
most anxious to be inspected himself and"the Head stayed in the 
room while the teacher made sûre’that' the "’fleas'in his hair' was 
one ’perk’ in the teacher’s "job that he most certainly did not 
want to receive. A final'word with the nurse on how to continue, 
'hair protection' concluded the incident, but the' class remained 
excited, gossipy hnd bubbly for the next half-hour.
Even then, the incident’s impact was not over, for during 
most of the lunch hour it'naturally formed the centre of staff 
discussion, past experiences of such situations and present'anxi­
eties being aired freely.
The actual 'contingency' from arrival of the nurse till the 
end of the inspection lasted twelve-minutes,but the visible effects 
of the contingency.on the class.routine and on the teacher's task 
lasted much longer.
Mrs. L (Class of 27 pupils, 8-9 years old.)
Assembly had just finished,and Mrs. L was escorting her class 
out of the hall. Just outside the hall doors a small group of her 
pupils was standing, obviously waiting with impatience to speak to 
her. Jumbled cries of 'Ann has lost her earring,' 'She can't find 
it,’ 'She's crying', and so on rained upon the teacher. Mrs. L 
let the class crocodile proceed along the corridor while she had 
a few words with Ann. The other girls, despite their protests, 
were summarily dismissed, and Mrs* L, walking back to the class­
room with Ann, tried gently to discover what had happened*
She told Ann to continue searching in the hall and corridors, 
and after settling her' class to some work, she went to find her.
She looked around the hall, then went to the Secretary’s room, 
where she found Ann being questioned by the Secretary. They all 
conferred about the type of earring that was lost, inspected the 
one Ann still, possessed and tried to trace Ann's movements, Ann 
w9s not very helpful and Mrs. L' went’back to the classroom once 
more with her* They had to give up the search.
Naturally, the other pupils could not allow the matter to 
rest, and later that morning during class-time, Mrs. L. had to send 
out for the return of some of Ann's f r i e n d s ' who hod taken it 
upon themselves, without permission, to act as detectives. After 
a reprimand and a demand from Mrs. E that they should be as keen 
about their classwork as they were about 'busying themselves with 
Ann's troubles’, no more was heard about the earringo
Several times during'the morning, Mrs. ' L' had a few quiet, 
sympathetic words With Ann, and'at playtime' the staff were infor­
med about the loss, but all in vain —  the earring could not be 
found*
*The time.spent on the enquiry and search was about four and 
a half minutes; the after-effects of class loss of concentration 
and teacher impatience lingered much longer*
Miss W (recently qualified teacher)
Miss W was taking a handicraft lesson, and the class of 36 
ten-year-old boys and girls were engaged on various activities, 
including model-making, raffia, woodwork, puppets, and so on*
Whin.e Miss W was talking to a small group of pupils, David walked 
calmly up to her and announced that he had cut himself. Hardly 
pausing. Miss ¥ sent one pupil for the'School Secretary and anot­
her for a paper towel, and examined David’s left hand. She found 
it difficult to see where the cut was, as blood covered the whole 
of David’s hand, and, when the pupil returned with the paper 
napkin, she wiped the hand and held it up,"to reduce the flow of, 
blood. After what seemed an interminable period, which in fact 
lasted only seventy seconds,, the Secretary appeared at the door, 
much to Miss W ’s relief.
The Secretary and Miss ¥ cleared away the pupils who'had 
crowded round, and they began wiping and bathing the wound. In a 
short while, they were able to see the cut and' treat it more 
effectively. Meanwhile the Head arrived,' to see how matters were 
proceeding. He spoke to Miss ¥ and the Secretary, and they con­
ferred briefly about the best treatment to be applied* MIiss'¥ 
decided, while the Head and Secretary were exa.mining the cut, to
go out and wash her hands (which were spattered with David’s blood), 
and on her return she brought back a supply of paper towels.
After further examination of the cut, the Head affirmed that
it was not as serious as they had at first supposed* He asked the 
Secretary to bandage the hand, and, ' telling the rest of the class 
to get on with their work and to keep their distance, he left the 
room. Miss ¥ and the Secretary continued treating and binding 
David’s hand, and, having completed her task, the Secretary escor­
ted David out to the Head’s room.
Miss ¥ then organized a mopioing-up of the blood from the _____
floor and lierself cleaned David’s blood-smeared desk* She then re­
sumed the lesson, the whole incident from David's announcement of 
his injury to Miss'¥’s resumption of the lesson having lasted eight
and a half minutes*  ^ _
Later David returned to tell Miss ¥ he was feeling all right, 
and he sat down quietly* At playtime that' afternoon (about fifteen 
minutes after the incident) the Secretary reported to Miss ¥ that 
she had telephoned'David’s mother, who was a nurse, and told her 
about the incident* David’s mother had thanked her for looking 
after the boy and said she would take him to the doctor that even­
ing for a check-up*
Mrs. ¥ (Class- of 37 pupils, 8-10 years old, 
housed in annexe on separate site)
It was a Monday morning. Mrs. ¥ set the class some work and 
asked pupils to bring out their week’s dinner money so that she 
could record it and check the total. Because the following ¥edne- 
sday was to be a half-day closure for Open Day, the amount of money 
brought would not be the ’usual’ —  some pupils would be staying 
for lunch on ¥ednesday, and some would not*
tAs each pupil came up to the teacher’s desk and put his money.- 
down, Mrs. W recorded the amount; many times she needed to question 
3 pupil about the amount brought because there was too much or it 
was otherwise in error.. On several occasions change had to be re­
turned to pupils who wanted to take the balance to brothers or, 
sisters, and some pupils had credit owing from the previous week. 
Time was passing rapidly, but each ’odd’ amount had to be checked 
very carefully.
When John sheepishly said he had lost his money, it was the last 
straw, Mrs. W became annoyed and enquired how it had happened. 
(Apparently John had ’lost’ money before, and the Headmaster had 
decided he wanted to know whenever the situation recurred.) Mrs. W 
promptly told John to look everywhere thoroughly, and pointedly 
asked if he had spent it on the way to school. She then addressed 
the class, who of course were all ’agog’, watching the incident - 
and asked if anyone else had lost some dinner money, whereupon two 
other pupils raised their hands. Jimmy said he had brought his in 
an envelope and opened it, and Mrs. W scolded him for not leaving 
it sealed in the envelope - in future, she said, he must bring the 
money envelope to her directly without opening it. She questioned 
the other pupil, Mary, and tried to discover where the money was 
lost, Mary being quite sure her mother had given her the correct 
amount. Mrs. W told both Jimmy and Mary to make sure they brought 
the balance of money owing the next day.
She.then turned her attention again to John, and after waiting 
with scarcely suppressed impatience for him to finish his search, 
proceeded to write a hurried note to the Headmaster, explaining the 
situation. Angrily, she told John she would send the note to the 
Head and she reminded John to bring his dinner money the next day 
without fail.
Although the incident of John’s lost money and the enquiry into 
the other pupils’ lost money took only about four minutes, the whole 
procedure for collecting and recording the dinner money for this 
’irregular’ week took twenty-three minutes, and as Mrs. W was at 
the same time trying to ensure that the class were getting on with 
the work she had set, with pupils frequently interrupting her cal­
culations to ask questions about their work, it was little wonder 
that her irritation mounted rapidly and that, when she eventually 
managed to begin the lessons, it was some time before she regained 
her usual composed and cheerful disposition.
Miss B (Class of 37 pupils, 7-9 years old)
Several times during the morning, the observer had noted Miss B 
giving a great deal of attention to Jill. Not only had she needed 
to reprimand her many times, but Miss B had seemed to go out of her 
way to help Jill in her work. During the percussion lesson, Jill 
was disturbing other pupils constantly and had to be segregated; 
during lunch time, Jill had come to the classroom where hiss B was 
preparing a lesson and told Miss B about the arithmetic she was 
doing. The teacher promptly stopped her own work and attended to 
Jill, talking to her about the work, helping her and telling her 
what to do next.
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At about 2 o ’clock the pupils were sent out to the playing field 
for a game of rounders. Miss B v/as following when Jill called out 
of the window, and again drew Miss B ’s attention by saying her button 
had fallen off. Miss B went back and pinned Jill’s clothing and 
eventually managed to get to the field to supervise the rounders.
At about 2.23, some pupils reported that Valerie was crying.
The reason? Jill had thrown a stone and hurt her. Miss B said she 
would attend to the matter as soon as the rounders was finished.
In a few minutes she checked with Valerie what had happened, and as 
the pupils moved to the playground for playtime, she spoke to Jill, 
enquired about the incident and quietly reprimanded her for hurting 
Valerie.
Ivhile Miss B was sitting drinking tea in the Staffroom during 
the afternoon playtime, the duty teacher entered, saying Jill had 
cut a boy’s arm by throwing a stick at him. Once again Miss B had 
to go out and talk to Jill. She led her inside, spoke to her about 
controlling herself, and made her stay indoors.
Miss B explained afterwards to the observer that Jill had a very 
difficult home life and she, Miss B, tried to sympathize as much as 
she could by not getting angry, but Jill was constantly in trouble 
and the other pupils often were annoyed because Jill always seemed 
to get ’special treatment’. Miss B did not know what to do for the 
best - treat Jill like the others and keep the class peaceful, or 
help Jill as an individual problem and consequently create class­
room difficulties.
Each incident concerning Jill lasted only a few minutes, but the 
observer guessed that their cumulative effect on the teacher and on 
the class (and similar incidents probably occurred every day) was 
very considerable*
Mr. M (Deputy Head)
Mr. M had just come indoors from taking a lunch-time athletics 
practice. A student was taking his class, and on entering the buil­
ding, Mr. M went straight to another teacher’s classroom to help 
organize the film projector (the other teacher was new and not fam­
iliar with the machine). In a few minutes, Mr. M emerged from the 
room and was met by the Secretary who reported that Jane, a pupil 
in Mr. M ’s class, had not returned to school after lunch and was 
thought (by some pupil friends) to have run home. As there was a 
history of unpredictability and maladjustment in Jane’s case, the 
Secretary thought the story might need checking.
Mr. M agreed and they searched the phone book to see if Jane’s 
parents could be contacted at home. Unfortunately, there was no tel­
ephone at Jane’s home. The Secretary had already told Mr. M that the 
Head was occupied interviewing a parent and she had not wanted to 
disturb him, but after waiting a short while Ik*. M decided to inter­
rupt the Head and ask what should be done about Jane. The Head 
asked him to check Jane’s address and, knowing there was a student 
taking Mr. M ’s class, suggested that Mr. M might drive along the 
route from the school to Jane’s house and then call at Jane’s house 
to see if she had arrived safely.
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Subsequently, the observer found himself being driven around the 
streets of Guildford, with Mr. M keeping a sharp look-out for Jane.
On arrival at Jane's house, Mr. M knocked but received no reply. It 
was possible, of course, that Jane was inside and refusing to answer, 
but Mr. M had no choice but to return to school, where he told the 
Secretary of his lack of success. The Head was still with the visit­
ing parent and Mr. M interrupted him for a moment to report the re­
sult of his search. The Head said there was no more they could do 
at this stage, and Mr. M returned to the playing field, to trudge 
up and down, marking out the athletics tracks - a task that he had 
begun in the morning and which fell to his lot because 'the ground­
sman couldn't keep the lines straight*.
Total time of the 'Jane incident' was 22 minutes; the observer 
never did discover the outcome.
Miss H (class of 33 punils, 7-9 years old)
Miss H had been having a rather trying early morning. It was a 
Thursday, which meant plunging immediately into lessons: on Thurs­
days, the other of the two junior classes in the small rural school 
went swâmming first lesson of the day, so assembly was held back 
till just before playtime. Thursday arrangements also entailed 
altering the usual exchange of classes for French, and as that par­
ticular day was also the day of the local Music Festival, Miss H 
wasn't quite sure what was going to happ^en. Finally, she had a 
headache and the children were noisy.
Tov/ards 10.30, Miss H sent her class to the hall and followed 
wearily, mumbling 'I hate Thursday, you never know what's going on'. 
She entered the hall, sat at the piano, ready, to accompany the sing­
ing of the hymns. The Head being absent for a short while, the 
Deputy Head conducted the assembly, and after a few moments, the 
observer saw her signalling to a boy at the back to go out. As 
the boy rose, and turned, the reason for the signal became obvious -, 
the lad's nose was bleeding. He was one of Miss H's class, and the 
Deputy Head went over to Miss H (who had her back to the incident) 
and asked her to check if the boy was all right.
Up stood Miss H without yet having played a note, and followed 
the boy across the playground. She accompanied him to the class­
room, sat him down and went to find the first aid box. She retur­
ned shortly and began wiping the blood away. Then, chatting quietly, 
they walked to the washroom and the teacher bathed the boy's nose, 
boy and teacher conversing all the while about family, holidays and 
hobbies. Finally, back to the classroom they went; and, ensuring 
that the boy's nose had stopped bleeding. Miss H instructed the boy 
to stay in the room and sit quietly while she returned to the hall. 
Across the playground again she plodded, entered the h&ll and sat 
at the piano, just as the Deputy Head was beginning tne hymns.
'You're just in time. Miss H'. 'That's good', was the half­
hearted reply!
The whole incident lasted only 3"^  minutes, but Miss H ’s sigh as 
she replied conveyed exactly what she really felt.
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Mr. K (Class of 31 pupils, 10-11 years old)
Ik'. K, Deputy Head, had settled his class to work after assembly. 
He had just sat down at his desk to sort some books when Miss S 
burst in with Martin, an 8-year-old boy, saying she wasn’t going to 
have any more nonsense and would Mr. K please deal with the boy!
(The Headmistress was away that day, and Mr. K was in charge of the 
school.)
When Miss S left, Mr. K had a brief word with Martin and, cas­
ually asking him to sit on a chair beside his table and finish 
sorting the papers there, he turned to his class and spoke to them 
about their work. Occasionally he asked Martin if he was getting on 
all right, but it seemed to the observer that Mr. K was deliberately 
allowing the boy to ’settle* before he enquired about the reason 
for his teacher's anger. After about ten minutes, Mr. K went over 
and sat at his table next to Martin. He spoke to him quietly and 
in a friendly way, asking him why his teacher was angry and if it 
was to do with a lesson he didn’t like, and so on. After a little 
chat about what Martin did like and how ’we can’t all do .just what 
we want to do,’ Mr, K told Martin to make up his own sums and work 
them while he attended to his class; and during the next few minutes, 
Mr. K turned from the class and called out now and again to ask hov; 
he, Martin, was progressing.
Towards playtime, Mr. K went again to I'fertin, sat next to him, 
asked him how old he v;as, reminded him of his first day at school, ' 
and finally told him to go back to his own class and to try to 
behave himself, but if he wanted to return to Mr, K ’s group after 
play, he could do so. Martin walked out meekly.
During playtime, Martin’s teacher. Miss S, told Mr. K that for 
days Martin had been a thorough nuisance and that morning at ass­
embly he had behaved disgracefully. On their return to their cla- ; 
ssroora, he had refused to work and said he was going to run home, 
so that finally she felt she was at the end of her tether and had 
to take him to Mr. K. When Mr. K replied to her, the reason for 
Mr. K's classroom conduct towards Mlartin became clearer; he explained 
to Miss S, a fairly new teacher, the whole background of Martin’s 
home life - the broken home, the boy’s unhappiness and insecurity,
.his chequered history since he first arrived at school. Mr. K advi­
sed Miss S ’not to worry about it, just try to understand’, and 
told her he had said Martin could come back to his class after play 
if he wanted.
A few minutes after returning to his room Mr. K was interrupted 
by Miss S, who had brought Martin with her, saying he wanted to 
stay with Mr. K. VIhen she had gone and he had given his own class 
some work, Mr. K sat with Martin and worked with him at a reading 
and writing code game, chatting happily about personal matters, 
never mentioning Martin's misconduct, and obviously trying to get 
Martin involved and interested in the exorcise he had started. He 
then attended to his own class, but regularly glanced over to his 
desk to check on Martin, who now seemed to be working contentedly.
Just before lunch time, Mr. K told Martin it was time to re­
turn to his own class and he sent him to Miss S, Twice Martin 
came back on an errand - his teacher wanted to see the code work 
he’d produced - and at lunch time. Miss S and Mr. K again talked 
about the boy. Mr. K explained that he was able to give Martin so 
much time only because he was in a position to set his own class 
some work and knew they would get on with it - it might have been 
impossible with another group. . . . . . . .  went ova..-
ruietly anc
^o!
This was an example of a disruption which, once begun, inevitably 
was followed by disruptions recurring subsequently* The initial 
interruption lasted only a few minutes, but several later lessons 
were affected by Mr. K's needing to keep an eye on Martin periodically,
Miss P (Class of 24 nupils, 9-10 years old)
Miss P had set the class some work and while they were writing 
their stories she was cutting up their art designs to pin on the 
wall. She was interrupted many times by pupils asking questions, 
and suddenly up went the cry from several children at once: 'Brian's 
spilt the ink!' Sure enough, when Miss P went over to look, a blue- 
black pool was spreading slowly across Brian's half of the double 
desk. Some ink was already seeping around the edges of the desk- 
lid and dripping into the inside of the desk, while a further drip- 
drip-drip was forming a small inky mess on the floor..
Muttering to herself, Miss P collected some blotting paper and 
started to soak up the ink on the desk surface. Some pupils kindly 
obliged with some extra sheets of blotting paper and some also con­
tinued to badger the teacher with questions about their stories, 
expecting her to help them while she was attending to the spilt ink. 
Scolding Brian for his carelessness, lass P proceeded to wipe ink 
off the books that were on the desk, and, with the desk-top fairly 
clean again, she told Brian to raise the desk-lid, whereupon she 
extracted from inside a large library book, spattered with ink blots.
This seemed to cause her some concern and she took the book and 
a blackboard cloth into the adjoining cupboard, where she made the 
cloth damp under a sink tap and carefully wiped the ink stains from 
the book's plastic cover. She then returned the book to Brian and 
told the children at nearby desks to get up. This enabled her to 
get down on the floor, and with the still-wet cloth, she energeti­
cally rubbed the ink from the wooden boards.
With the mess now cleared up, she went back to the cupboard,
rinsed out the cloth and then, telling the pupils to work quietly, 
walked across the playground to the staff shed, where washing and 
cloakroom facilities were provided. She washed her hands free of 
ink and returned across the playground to her class, calling out 
to the Secretary whom she passed on the way that she (the Secretary) 
was needed in the cloakroom as a child was in there, being, violently 
sick!
The incident, from the spilling of the ink to Miss P's return
to the classroom after washing, lasted 9 minutes.
Mr. B (Class of 26 pupils, 10 years old)
Mr. B had planned a game of stoolball on the school playing field 
for his group of^  10-year-olds. The class changed into their P.E. 
kit and he sent them from the classroom to the field. He donned his 
track suit and followed the pupils across the playground to the field 
and went immediately to thq shed in which the P.E, equipment was 
stored.
Some of the pupils were already running about on the field, but 
most were bustling about round the shed, joking and laughing. The 
teacher's hopes of a quick start were dashed when he found the shed
locked, and no key to be seen. He told the pupils he would be back 
in a moment, and ran swiftly back across the playground to the 
school building. He went to his own room and searched for the key - 
no success; then along the corridor to the Secretary to ask if she 
knew where it was - again no success. Quickly changing his origi­
nal plan, he sprinted to the h%ll, grabbed some hoops lying on the 
side, and rushed out across the playground to find the class still 
milling round the shed. Besieged by questions, he told them to 
follow him, and in a few moments the hoops were rounders bases, 
the pupils were arranged, and a game had begun.
The whole incident from going to the field the first time and
returning to the field took only five minutes, but Mr. B was con­
siderably annoyed at his planned lesson going wrong and could be 
heard muttering various imprecations while dashing to and fro. At 
playtime, the enquiring was resumed when Mr. B asked the rest of 
the staff if they knew the whereabouts of the infamous key, but to 
no avail; and when the observer left the school at the end of the
day, the mystery of the missing P.E, key was still unsolved.
Comment on Contingencies
Although there was, on the whole, very little time consumed by 
any one of these various disruptions, many of them had a qualita­
tive effect out of all proportion to the time they appropriated, 
and one may question whether they might have been averted, i.e. 
they might have been forestalled or, even if once begun, not all­
owed to develop.
It is difficult to generalize about the incidents recorded 
because they varied so much in their nature and repercussions. 
Perhaps an incident involving spilt milk or paint might have been 
avoided by closer control or organization during the lesson; per­
haps in those situations where a child is unwell or hurt, the pre­
sence of an ancillary helper would preclude the teacher's spending 
lesson time treating the pupil. Yet despite the precautions the 
teacher takes and regardless of the help he or she is given, it is 
hard not to believe that the majority of the reported disturbances 
will continue to arise simply because children are involved - 
noses will bleed, squabbles will break out, ink will be spilt, 
earrings will be lost; these are the occupational hazards of clas­
sroom life, and the most one can hope for is that their effects on 
classroom work may, by careful organization, be somewhat reduced.
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One must also remember that, despite the nuisance value of many 
disruptions, some teachers used them in a positive way, by means 
of the communal joke or the shared experience, to establish or 
strengthen the personal bond between themselves and their pupils.
INTERRUPTIONS
The previous part of this section studied various classroom 
'incidents' which tended to disrupt the teacher's work.. Another 
source of disruption was the person entering the classroom during 
teaching time, to deliver a message or report. Such interruptions 
were often only momentary, like a pupil coming for the dinner regi­
ster, or some pupils bringing in the milk crate, but they could very 
easily break the flow of a lesson, mar a teacher's train of thought, 
or spoil the class concentration that a teacher may have spent a 
considerable time establishing. Many teachers will say that these 
minor interruptions are the bane of their lives, because they 
happen so frequently, so regularly and often so unnecessarily.
. The researchers had been asked to study this problem if it were 
possible to do so, and the observers duly made a note of every occa­
sion during class time when the teacher received a message or was 
otherwise interrupted from outside the classroom. In Section IV.C.2, 
in discussing the teacher's work during teaching sessions, it was 
mentioned in passing that the teacher was interrupted about six 
times every day, which meant that any single session would be inter­
rupted at least once and possibly twice. Further inspection of 
the records revealed large variations in these figures - ranging 
from no interruptions on some days to fifteen on others. Sometimes, 
of course, a high proportion of interruptions was determined by a 
special happening on the day of observation - e.g. a concert re­
hearsal that involved messages being sent round the school fre­
quently. Nevertheless, special events apart, one cannot help won-
I
dering whether the differences in frequency of interruption were 
reflecting differences in' school management and organization.
There were not sufficient data to investigate these differences in
frequency further, but a rough analysis of the reasons for interr­
uptions was attempted.
During the Autumn term, the observers were instructed to record^
where possible, not only if an interruption occurred but any addit­
ional information concerning the interruption.The recorded interr­
uptions were later classified according to the reason for their 
occurring. (Because of practical difficulties, the observers were 
unable to record the reason for the interruption in about a fifth 
of the cases inspected,but it is believed that those analysed were 
a representative selection, not only of the Autumn term but of 
interruptions throughout the year.) In the examples illustrated 
below and in Table IV,89 a breakdown of interruptions is presented 
according to their 'type* or reason: this analysis provides only a 
rough-and-ready guide —  some'types' overlap a little, and in 
addition some instances of interruption contained a mixture of reasons,
a ) Interruptions related to equipment 
Examples::
Pupil enters and asks observed teacher for item • of equipment (e.g. 
pens, pencils, books, stationery, art or craft material, guill­
otine, film projector).
Pupil returns item borrowed.
Pupil brings stock ordered previously.
Pupil delivers message (written or spoken) regarding lost property.
b ) Interruptions related to school organization 
Examples:
Another teacher enters to confer about swimming arrangements.
Head asks about arranging meetings with parents.
Pupil delivers message about :. change in playtime; re-organization 
of lessons; lunch-time arrangements; time of netball match. 
Teacher enters to speak to class about : play rehearsal organiz­
ation; club arrangement ; educational visit.
Pupil gives teachei" note about time to send pupils to nurse/medical 
room/hall.
c ) Interruptions related to clerical items 
Examples:
Pupil comes to collect attendance/dinner register.
Pupil returns register.
Secretary enters to query dinner totals.
Pupil asks for list of names/marks.
Pupil comes to collect:.class swimming money; biscuit money; photo­
graph money; charity money; 'pets' money.
Pupil enters with sister's/brother's dinner money.
Pupil brings stock book for teacher to enter requirements.
Pupil brings book for teacher to record house points.
Pupil asks for number of milks required.
d ) Interruptions related to individual nuuils or groups 
Examples:
Head asks (or sends note asking) for pupil(s) to see him.
Secretary enters to tell pupil his mother is waiting to take him to 
doctor/dentist.
Parent knocks and calls for pupil to go home.
Head enters and asks teacher information about individual pupil's 
progress/behaviour /home background.
Pupil enters to tell teacher why brother/sister absent.
Parent calls to tell teacher about child's cough/illness/medicine. 
Secretary brings letter for individual pupil to take home.
Another teacher enters to talk to certain pupils about conduct at 
football match. •
Head comes in to give out 'stars' to selected pupils.
e ) Interruptions related to distribution/collection of items 
Examples;
Secretary enters with leaflets to be distributed to class.
Pupil enters with notices for class to take home.
Secretary enters to collect cycling proficiency forms from class. 
Pupil enters to sell Christmas cards and seals to class; to sell 
poppies.
f) Miscellaneous interruptions 
Examples:
Head brings visitor to see teacher/class.
Caretaker enters to stoke boiler.
Head looks in to see if heating working.
Caretaker brings in milk crate.
Another class walk through hall to classroom(observed teacher 
taking lesson in hall).
Outsttie noise stops classwork (train passing nearby, jet plane 
passing overhead).
Table IV. 89 : Reasons for interrupting the teacher/class
Nature of % of analysed
interruption interruptions
Related to equipment 38%
Related to school organization 18^
Related to clerical items
Related to individual pupils 139o
Related to distrib./collecting 6%
ILLscellaneous interruptions 109^
Comment on Interruptions
bJhile , after inspecting the reasons for interruptions, it 
is only too easy to generalize and conclude that the majority of 
these interruptions were unnecessary and that the Head should have 
organized matters better, one must be a little cautious where 
individual cases are concerned. Comment on interruptions to the
teacher's classroom work must take into account the context in which 
a particular school or teacher functions — limited facilities at the 
school, absence or shortage of teaching staff, dearth of equipment, 
lack of ancillary help, insufficient (or no) secretarial assistance, 
and so on* One must also add here the interesting and relevant 
point, that, although many teachers may regard their Head as the 
chief culprit, i.e. the person initiating most of the notices or 
messages the classroom, teacher receives, inspection of the records 
showed that class teachers themselves were responsible for a large 
number of the interruptions caused to the observed teachers. Again, 
some of these may have been unavoidable interruptions and hti^ve, to be 
seen in the context of the school situation.
Cne may sum up by saying that generalizations in this matter 
are not especially helpful. The evidence indicates that, on the 
whole, there were an excessive number of apparently avoidable 
interruptions, and that if, as many teachers affirm, interruptions 
interfere with effective classroom teaching, then there is a case 
here for each school to study closely how it is affected by the 
problem and how it can deal with it, so that interference with the 
teacher’s work (and, thereby, the children’s education) is reduced 
to an absolute minimum.
16.- OTHER ASPECTS OF THE T E A C H E R ’S W ORK
This sub-section brings together various aspects of the _ 
collected data which have so far received little or no attention. 
NTiile these aspects may not necessarily contribute much of quan­
titative importance, they represent data of considerable interest 
insofar as they amplify further the qualitative side of the 
teacher’s job.
DISRUPTIONS :: ’EXPECTED* HAPPENINGS
The previous sub-section discussed how various kinds of 
could arise at any time during school hours and how this affected 
the teacher’s day. The emphasis in the discussion was on events 
arising unexpectedly. mentioned that the teacher’s
’normal' day could be disturbed, sometimes very considerably, by 
events that the teacher knew in advance were to happen. The 
latter kind of disruptive occasion happened much less often than 
the unexpected type, but it usually lasted much longer. The fol­
lowing section studies these ’expected’ disruptions under four 
headings: a) those caused by the presence of students, b) those 
where a ’Special Occasion' was involved, c) those related to time­
tabled movements between teaching sites, and d) those due to 
'other causes'.
a) Students
Probably the most common occurrences of 'expected' disrupt­
ions were those when a student was attached to the observed tea­
cher. In the preliminary meetings with Heads, the problem of 
'students' had been raised; some Heads contended that when the 
teacher had a student with him, the day was bound to be abnormal 
and should not be included in the. data; others argued that it was 
part of the teacher's job to guide students and assist in their 
training, and if the project were to reflect the reality of the 
job, then the presence of students had to be included in the data 
to be observed.
The latter argument was more in line with the rationale of 
the project, which was to observe and record what the teacher did, 
rather than pre-judge what should or should not go into the record. 
In any case, the reader will have gathered from previous findings 
that the idea of a teacher having an ’abnormal day’ has little 
meaning if the ’abnormality’ is a regular and expected feature of 
the teacher’s work. Thus, as far as the observers were concerned, 
days when students were with the observed teacher were no different 
from others —  the observed teacher’s activities were recorded 
according to the categorizing system used throughout the research; 
the observer did, however, make notes of any additional informat­
ion that might amplify or illuminate the record.
The general conclusion was that the student's effect on the 
teacher’s day varied enormously depending upon the student’s in­
volvement in the classroom work — ?.and this would in turn depend 
upon the student’s year group (1st, 2nd or 3rd year practice), the 
student-teacher relationship and, quite often, the immediate needs 
of the school. (The.student might be asked to take over the class 
of an absent teacher, or teach the observed teacher’s class while 
the observed teacher taught the absent teacher’s class.)
The chief points of interest were the following :
i) Frequency of ’Student Days’.Of the l88 days observed 
during the year, 20 were days when a student was attached to the 
observed teacher. This represents over 10 per cent of the sampled 
days. This proportion of a teacher's year is fairly large, and 
apart from any effect upon the work of the teacher, the figure has 
important implications for pupils. If a student were actually 
teaching the observed teacher's class for much of the day when he 
was in the school, then the 10 per cent represents a sizable 
amount of children's 'learning time'. As a school will often have 
more than one student on school practice during one practice per­
iod, it is understandable that some Heads and teachers (and par­
ents?) have qualms about acceding to requests from training insti­
tutions for increased practice facilities for students. Indeed, 
in informal conversations with Heads and staffs, most expressed
^Even the nine days excluded from the analysed data were not omi­
tted because they were abnormal (although admittedly they were fare 
occurrences); they were excluded because the detail required for 
later analysis could not be recorded.
a sincere desire to help the Colleges and students; they made the 
students welcome once they arrived, but they nevertheless were 
concerned that 'their school was always being involved*.
On most occasions, the student was attached (or it was planned 
that he would be attached) to the observed teacher for the whole 
day. There were only two exceptions : in one case the student came 
for the morning only, in the other the student was specializing 
in French and took this subject with all classes,
ii ) Type of teacher to whom student attached. It would have 
been interesting to study more closely the topic of 'V/hich teachers 
have students assigned to them?*. The problem of matching student 
to teache:^ was probably discussed between Heads and the students* 
tutors, and decisions based on background information about the 
student and teacher which was not available to the researchers. 
However, it appeared from the data that were collected (Tables 
IV,. 90,91192) that most students were attached to teachers who held 
Burnham responsibility posts and/or were in the 3-10 years* exper­
ience range. The fact that the Worth and North-West areas had 
relatively more * Student Days* than other areas was probably 
related to the proximity of training colleges rather than to any 
policy about students adopted by the respective administrative 
offices.
Table IV.90: Assignment of students to observed teachers 
teacher * s school responsibility
School
responsibility
No. of days 
observed
No. of * Student 
days * recorded
None 25 . 2
Non-Burnham 102 6
Burnham 33 8
Deputy Head 30 4
Table IV.91 - Assignment of students to observed teachers 
teacher's teaching experience
Teaching
experience
No. of days 
observed
No. of 'Student 
days * recorded
1 year 20 0
1-4 years 74 7
3-10 years 24 6
11- 20 years 49 5 I
> 20 years 21 2
l-fic
Table BT-9 1 : . Assignment of. students to observed teacher;
administrative area of teacher’s school
Administrative
area
No. of days 
observed
No. of ’Student 
days’ recorded
North-West 38 6
South-West 30 3
South-East 49 4
North 21 5
Woking 14 1
Epsom 9 0
Esher 7 1
iii) ’Role* played by teacher. It was noted above that it was 
difficult to generalize about the effects produced upon a teacher’s 
work when a student was assigned to the teacher, chiefly because 
the type of assignment arranged for the student varied so much.
There appeared to be five possible situations:.
1.The teacher taught his class while the student observed.
2.The teacher taught part of his class, while the student taught 
the rest.
3.The teacher observed as the student taught the whole class.
4.The teacher was ’free’ and the student taught the whole of the 
teacher’s class.
3*The teacher taught a class other than his own, while the student 
taught his own class. (In this last case, the student became 
virtually ’unattached’.)
It was not often, however, that any one of the five situati­
ons continued throughout the observed day. Frequently, there were 
combinations of the situations :: e.g. for the first lesson of the 
day the teacher might take the whole class, with the student obs­
erving; in the second lesson the teacher might take a group for 
reading, while the student taught the remainder; in the third 
lesson the teacher would be free, and in the fourth he would return 
to the class and observe the student. There was also the addition­
al complication that throughout many of these situations, the tea­
cher might go over to the student and discuss a point with him, 
so that student-teacher interaction went on whether the teacher 
was teaching or observing. It was the permutations of these phy­
sical situations (added, of course, to the subtle differences in 
teacher-pupil relationships brought, about by the student’s presence)
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that made the task of analysing student influence upon the teacher's 
day so complex.
A quantitative check was: made on the contribution made by each 
of the abover-mentioned five possible situations to the whole of 
the sample of 'Student days', and Table GT.93 presents these data, 
but ik 15 stressed that this is a simplified and generalized int­
erpretation of a complicated pattern of events.
Table J3.93 : Role adopted by observed teachers on days when
students assigned to them
Role of observed teacher
Teacher teaches own class while student 
observes
Teacher observes while student teaches 
class
Teacher teaches another class while 
student teaches his own 
Teacher teaches part of own class while 
student teaches remainder 
Teacher 'free' while student teaches 
class
% of total teaching 
sessions (C-time) 
on 'Student days'
319&
1796
17%:
796
100%
iv) Summary. It is fairly clear from the above points that 
a day when a student was with a teacher . .was one that cculd^ with 
reason, come under the heading of 'expected disruptions'. One need 
only add here that any effect that a student had upon the tea­
cher's work was not confined only to the classroom. In the maj­
ority of schools observed, the students were frequently brought 
into staff discussions at breaks and lunch time, and the teacher 
to whom the student was attached invariably spent part o f ’his own 
time' speaking to the student about the pupils, the school equip­
ment, the lessons, the syllabus, etc.,as well as chatting 'per­
sonally' to him to make him feel 'at home'.
b) 'Special Occasions’
Most schools have occasions during the year when a special 
event of some kind takes place, an event which usually requires 
considerable preparation and organization on the part of the staff, 
Such events are 'highlights' in the school year and are arranged 
not only with the purpose of linking all classes and teachers tog-
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ether in a ’community spirit’,, but also are intended to bring par­
ents and school more closely together. sample of observed
days included the following ’special occasions’:
i) Jumble Sale. An afternoon was set aside for a school 
fete-cum-jumble sale, arranged for the purpose of swelling school 
funds with which to buy school equipment; the preparation of rooms 
began in the morning and the actual fete, held in the school buil­
dings and grounds, involved staff, pupils and parents in supervis­
ing ’stalls’ and selling various wares, and was attended by par-
1
ents and any others in the locality who cared to come.
ii) ’Open Morning’ On this occasion, parents were invited 
to come into the school and look around the classroomso Having 
set the pupils to work, the teacher made himself available for con­
sultation, and parents were at the teacher’s desk almost through­
out the morning.
iii) Harvest Festival. All teachers and pupils attended the 
event, held in the school hall, and parents who wished to join in 
the service were invited to do so. The event itself lasted about 
forty minutes, but naturally the time prior to the event and sub­
sequent to it affected the teacher’s work, in that organizing the 
seating, chatting to parents and clearing u p .afterwards intruded 
upon sessions normally assigned to classwork*
iv) A Carol Concert. This event took.place during one after­
noon and lasted about one and a half hours. Pupils, staff and 
parents filled the large hall (the concert being held in the hall 
of the adjoining Secondary School). The observed teacher’s job 
was chiefly to greet the visitors and show them to their seats, 
but later he sat with pupils, supervised them and joined in the 
singing.
V ) Musical performance. The staff and pupils were gathered 
in the school hall to hear a performance given by a well-known 
brass quartet. What gave the event the atmosphere of a ’special 
occasion’, although it lasted only forty minutes, was that several 
schools from the locality sent their pupils and staffs to join 
the audience. (The performance was given just before lunch time. 
The performers had lunch with the staff, and as it was the day 
when the school’s ’Folk-Dance Club’ was having a lunch-time ses-
^This day was one of the nine days referred to «ts
’Special’ days.
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sion, they were invited.to watch. They accepted the invitation 
and soon were joining in most vigorously, together with the Head 
and some teachers. Thus the planned and expected event resulted 
in a spontaneous ’unexpected disturbance’, one which appeared to 
give much pleasure and,delight to all concerned.)
The .above examples were recorded in school hours. There 
vwre seven evening diaries where teachers recorded ’Special Occ­
asions’ —  four did not specify the kind of event and one was a' 
continuation of the Jumble Sale referred to above; the other two 
lasted over two hours and concerned respectively another Carol 
Concert, and attendance, with pupils, at the Music Festival org­
anized by local schools.
I he weekend diaries included four days where ’Special Occ­
asions ’ occurred —  two were unspecified and two involved Chris- . 
tmas activities. One of the latter was a ’Christmas Fair’ and 
lasted 4^ hours; in the other the teacher was involved with.par­
ents in organizing and attending a Saturday Christmas Party, the 
whole period of involvement lasting 8-J hours.
There was one holiday diary recording a special occasion:, 
the teacher in this case helped organize and then attended the 
’School Leavers Party’ —  an involvement of 7 hours.
c) Movement Between Teaching Sites •
A third type of ’expected disruption’ that was observed was 
that related to the physical arrangement of school buildings and . 
fa^cilities.- There were several schools in the sample where the 
teacher needed to escort pupils out of school premises during 
normal school hours. The escorting happened when the pupils were 
to be instructed or supervised on a site separated from the one 
whore they were normally taught. Such situations arose in one of 
three ways :. i) Some of tUe observed teachers worked in the annexes 
of split-site schools, and while, in a few cases, the annexe was 
physically and operationally •self-contained, this was not always 
so, several teachers having to take their pupils to the main buil­
ding for assembly or F.E. or drama, etc. ii) Several schools in 
the sample lacked facilities for games, swim.ming, etc., and the 
observed teacher had to escort pupils to the local recreation 
ground or to the local swimming pool for these lessons. iii) If 
the school had no dining hall, the pupils would need to be escorted
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at lunch time to the site where the meal was provided.
Such movements between 'teaching sites' encroached upon the 
teacher's time for actual lesson work (or upon his own 'rest time'), 
and yet were part of the normal, established routine of the school 
day. In this sense they could be regarded as 'expected disruptions'.
23 days were recorded where these movements occurred (12.2 
per cent of the total sample of observed days), and 21 of these 
days included escorting .during teaching sessions (C-tirae). The 
frequency of escorting occasions happening on any one of these 
days varied a great deal on most.of the 'escorting days', there 
were two instances of movement (one ^  and one from the place to 
which the pupils were taken),.but records were obtained in which the 
movement occurred up to 10 or 11 times in a single day. The length 
of time taken up in escorting was bound, to vary a great deal slso, 
depending upon the distance between the two teaching sites concerned 
and whether pupils walked or went by coach/bus : the average time 
spent escorting on the 23 days involved was about 13 minutes (11 
minutes of this during C-time), but it ranged from a minute or so 
up to 40 minutes. On one exceptional day the escorting lasted 68 
minutes —  the coach that was to take the pupils back from the 
local swimming pool to the school broke down,leaving the observed 
teacher and pupils (and observer!) stranded in a fairly busy 
thoroughfare in Guildford for about three-quarters of an hour.
Apart from the purely quantitative aspect of time involved, 
these escorting occasions obviously entailed qualitative differences 
-from 'normal' work for the teacher concerned. His chief interest 
during the escorting had to be the safety of the pupils as they 
walked across roads, but he would also be much more in the 'public 
eye', and would possibly feel more urgently than in the classroom 
situation the need to pay particular attention to the behaviour 
of the pupils —  were they being too noisy? was the tail of the' 
'crocodile' straggling? were the passers-by being disturbed? and 
so on. There was also the special need to check carefully on 
pupils' property, it being notoriously commonplace for pupils to . 
leave behind some item of clothing or equipment at the pool or on 
the field or on the coach.
These mental strains were different from those encountered 
in the classroom or school situation, and the point to emphasize hero 
is that they arose essentially because the pupils were being escorted
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out of school premises. Some escorting will no doubt always be 
necessary (e.g. on the educational visit),' but it is evident that 
teachers who work in schools which have extensive facilities on 
school premises,are not subject to the additional problems (in 
terms of time and strain) imposed upon teachers working in schools 
where pupils need to move to and from school premises during 
their normal day.
d ) Other 'Expected Disruptions'
The following recorded incidents will convey the variety of 
ways in which the teacher's day may be disturbed from the normal :
i ) A lecturer came from the Commonwealth Institute to speak 
to all the pupils in the school hall, A similar occasion arose 
when the County P.E. adviser arrived to"demonstrate new techniques 
to pupils and staff.
ii) The school time-table was re-arranged so that all staff 
and pupils could watch a television broadcast of the Investiture 
of the Prince of Wales.
iii) The absence of another teacher resulted in the observed 
teacher having part of the absent teacher's class 'deposited' on 
her. Sometimes a teacher's absence entailed a re-shuffling of 
staff^and the observed teacher found himself taking classes other 
than in his usual time-table.
iv) The school time-table was abandoned for much of the day
in order to accommodate sports matches (football, cricket, round­
ers, etc.) between different classes.
V ) A 'Special occasion' had an indirect effect on the tea­
cher's time-table : e.g., prior to 'Sports Pay', the holding of 
preliminary heats affected the whole of the observed teacher's 
morning. 4 comparable situation occurred when, after 'Open Pay', 
all classes spent most of a morning visiting other classrooms to 
see their displays. Another example was a concert rehearsal dur­
ing the afternoon prior to the later public performance.
vi ) Weather conditions might affect the time-table, e.g. a 
snow-covered playground meant cancelling a games lesson normally 
taken outside; a hot day resulted in the teacher organizing les­
sons outside the building instead of inside the classroom.
vii) The teacher's class was moved into a newly erected 
annexe classroom; the move began directly after lunch, and for
about 'an hour the teacher was organizing pupils in transporting 
furniture and equipment, (The rest of the afternoon lessons were 
spent with books and other materials piled upon desks and on the 
floor! ). Similar situations would probably have been recorded if 
days during the first and last weeks of term had been observed,
viii) The observed teacher's time-table was altered so that 
he could help mark a standardized test in school hours. On one 
day the marking concerned the 11+ selection tests and lasted most 
of the day, the pupils being given a holiday.
ix) The whole day was radically changed when the teacher 
attended a school camp with pupils, or when he accompanied pupils 
on an educational visit.
x) Attendance by the teacher at a"professional course for 
all or most of the day was obviously also a distinct departure 
from the normal time-table.
Comment on 'Expected Pisruptions'
Unlihe the disturbances discussed in the previous ,
most of the disruptions described in the present section were 
planned features of the school calendar or time-table, and the 
question of how they might have been averted hardly arises, for 
their very nature indicates that they formed a part of the Head's 
deliberate policy. The presence of students in the school is not 
an accidental occurrence, but the result of a definite decision 
by the Head; entering a Prama Festival, holding a Sports Pay, 
giving a concert before parents —  any of these can be eliminated 
if the Head so wishes. Most teachers would probably support their 
Head generally in these matters —  they would agree that a school 
should offer training facilities for college students, they would 
support the idea that certain days or parts of days should be set 
aside for holding special functions that are intended to draw to­
gether pupils, parents and staff in a community spirit. It is 
likely, therefore, that most of the 'expected disruptions' that 
were observed would be considered as important and necessary 
aspects of school life.
Less support, however, might be found for the disrupting
^This occasion and those noted under ix) and x) accounted for 
seven of the nine sampled days that were excluded from the detail­
ed analysis.
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activities that were associated with a special event, e.g. the re­
quests during teaching sessions for pupils to go to the hall for 
yet another practice of a song for the forthcoming concert, or to 
report to the producer of the school play for a further rehenrsol • 
of the final scene. And, obviously, the greater the number of 
planned events during the year, the greater the likelihood of the 
teacher's class work being disrupted by the related preparatory 
activities.
Some 'planned disruptions' may bring in their wake a trail 
of repercussions out of all proportion to the original disturbance, 
e.g. the relatively brief disruption caused by the visit of the 
school photographer - when the pupils are taken out of the class 
in groups or individually for about a half-hour - may be followed 
a week later by many unwelcome and frustrating tasks that con­
tinue for several days : collecting and recording photograph money, 
searching for lost prints, questioning pupils about enlargements, 
trying to recover money owing, etc. In such cases, additional 
secretarial assistance would obviously allow the continuation of 
the 'event' without the necessity of burdening the teacher with 
the after-effects.
Some 'planned disruptions' are possibly open to criticism 
in that the way they are organized creates unnecessary disturbances: 
the medical examination can be conducted smoothly and in a very 
short time, with little upset to class routine; or it may be allo­
wed to continue with spasmodic interruptions to the class work 
during a whole morning. Escorting pupils to another teaching 
site may be unavoidable where facilities are limited, but one 
wonders if the frequency of the back-and-forth movement sometimes 
recorded was really necessary or if a re-organized time-tabling 
might not have produced a less disrupted teaching day.
As with the interruptions reported in the last section, gen­
eralizations are not very helpful in these matters which are so 
closely concerned with a school's particular circumstances or a 
Head's specific policy. But whereas the disturbances associated 
with contingencies and interruptions are often not within the 
Head's power to control, the disturbances in the school or class 
routine that are associated with 'planned happenings' are usually 
the direct result of the Head's policy, and it is for him to deci­
de the extent to which the events he plans for his school should 
intrude upon the teacher's class time.
STAFF MEETINGS
Nine occasions were recorded when formal staff meetings were 
arranged: six of these occurred during the playtime or lunch 
breaks, two took place after school hours, and one before school 
began in the morning. Their length ranged from fifteen minutes to 
an hour.
These formal meetings represented only a small portion of 
the discussions about school matters between Heads and staffs: in 
most of the schools, any consultation about the organization or 
conduct of general school affairs was usually of an informal 
nature. After or during the meal at lunch time, or while drinking 
coffee at break time, the Head might broach items of school busi-. 
ness and canvass the opinions of staff; viewpoints would be ex­
pressed, decisions made and plans prepared, without any apparent 
necessity for formal debate. In small schools especially, the 
notion of a 'Staff Meeting' seemed particularly inappropriate, for 
the Head and few teachers who worked with him were in contact 
many times during the day and spent the lunch and break periods 
together in the Staffroom, the result being that every day there 
were 'meetings' where all staff came together.
COURSES, PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS AND EDUCATIONAL VISITS
References have been made in previous sections to teacher 
activities which occurred comparatively rarely but which consumed a 
large part of the day or evening in question. These data are 
collated here.
a) Professional Courses
There were four records of the teacher attending a course 
during school hours; three applied to the whole of school hours, 
one to an afternoon course. In addition, ten of the teachers' 
out-of-sbhool diaries recorded attendance at an evening course. 
Thus, on 14 of the complete sample of 197 days a course of some 
kind was attended. This works out as an average attendance of 
about once in fourteen days, or once in every three school weeks, 
but, in practice, these days of course attendance would take a 
more 'telescoped' pattern, say twice a week for a h&lf-term.
b ) Professional Meetings in Out-of-School Hours
There were nine days when teachers recorded attendance at an 
evening neeting where professional matters were discussed, i.e. 
it appeared that such meetings occurred about once in four weeks. 
Two of the records were concerned with meetings of a Professional 
Association, two with the school's Parent-Teacher Association, 
but the nature of the remaining five was unspecified by the tea­
chers. Apart from one meeting of twenty minutes, the other 
eight ranged in length from one hour and ten minutes to four hours 
(average, about two hours and ten minutes).
Three teachers noted attendance at professional meetings 
at the weekend - they recorded times of 6^ hours, hours, and 
10 hours respectively.
c ) Educational Visits
On two of the sampled schooldays, the teacher to be observed 
was with his pupils but not on school premises for the whole of 
school hours. On one of those days, he accompanied the clag$ on 
an educational visit, on the other he was at a school camp. In 
the latter case, the sampled day happened to fall during a period 
when the teacher and some other staff were 'away at camp' for 
a continuous period of several days. It is of interest that, 
although this particular day referred to a teacher in the South- 
West area, the Heads of the North Divisional Area explained that it 
was traditional for staff to go away to camp with pupils every 
Easter holiday.
One of the weekend diaries also recorded an educational visit, 
lasting about four hours, and three visits occurre.d on days in the 
holidays, these lasting two hours, one hour and four hours resp­
ectively.
VISITORS TO THE CLASSROOM
It is often remarked that the teacher lives in a cloistered 
and isolated world, where the four walls of the classroom are his 
domain. It has already been mentioned, particularly in the section 
above concerned with movement away from school premises, that on a 
number of days in the sample the teacher's work during school hours 
took him away from the classroom. indeed, the records showed that on 
average the teacher took a lesson outside the school building once
every two days: most of these lessons were related to sports or 
P.E, activities which took place in the playground, the games 
field, the local recreation ground or local swimming pool, but 
several outdoor occasions referred to lessons of 'reading', 
'nature' or 'maths'.
It was thought that it might be of interest - to set alongside 
the information about the teacher's going out of the building - to 
discover how often the teacher comes into contact with someone 
coming into the building, i.e. with visitors of various kinds.
The observers included in their records notes of any visi­
tors whom the observed teacher met and/or spoke to and, excluding 
contacts with parents or relatives of pupils, there was on average 
one visitor in every four days. . (The Head, of course, will prob­
ably have received visitors much more often.) The contact was 
sometimes momentary, as when the observed teacher had to show a 
delivery man where the Head's office was, or it may have lasted 
much longer, as when a County Adviser (Inspector) came to talk 
to the teacher.
The records revealed that the list of visitors covered a ivide 
Spcctrum^as is illustrated in Table IV.94.
Table TV.94 : Visitors with whom observed teachers
came in contact
Attendance Officer 
Lecturer/Tutor from Training 
College 
Child Psychologist 
County Adviser/Inspector 
District Health Officer 
Schools Surveyor 
Lecturer from Commonwealth 
Institute 
Nurse (hair-inspection)
Local Librarian
School Manager
Vicar/Prlest
Head of another school
Teachep carrying out research
Group of musicians (perform- 
ing at school concert) 
County Groundsman/Gardener 
School Photographer 
Window cleaner 
Piano tuner 
Electrician 
Postman
Supplies delivery man 
Publisher's representative 
Furniture removal man 
'Lollipop man' (in charge 
of crossing outside 
school gates)
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SECTION V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
Most people interested in the field of education accept that the 
role played by the teacher in education is fundamental, yet we know 
very little about the way that that role is actually performed. The 
realities of the teaching job are of vital importance to many groupsL 
the teachers themselves, their Professional Associations, students 
training to be teachers, the employers who deploy the teaching force, 
the parents of the children being educated, the general public who 
pay for the education service - all have an interest in the demands 
made upon teachers and in the methods used to meet those demands.
Yet although these facts about the teacher's work have a crucial 
bearing on the effectiveness of schools, no systematic, objective 
attempt to discover these facts has ever been undertaken in this 
country.
In 1967 the NFER initiated a feasibility study in the Slough area, 
to investigate the chief problems involved in this kind of research, 
namely the problems of observing, recording and categorizing teachers' 
work, the training of observers, and obtaining teacher co-operation.
A study of previous research revealed that most investigations 
involving systematic direct observation in schools concerned them­
selves only with classroom events and usually with spoken interaction. 
Such a conceptual approach was considered far too narrow for the kind 
of project envisaged by the NFER researchers, the chief objective of 
the latter being a comprehensive description of the teacher's work \, 0 
activities in and out of school. '
As a result of the feasibility exercise, which lasted about nine 
months and in which the various aspects of the relevant required pro­
cedures were developed and tested, it was concluded that research in
this field of observing and recording the teacher's v;ork was, indeed,
feasible.
It was recommended that in any subsequent main study an independ­
ent observer should be used to record the teacher's activities during
school hours, and the teacher himself should record out-of-school 
work done in evenings, weekends and holiday periods. During school
hours, the teacher would wear a radio-microphone transmitting to a 
receiver carried by the observer.
Following the feasibility study, a main study was launched, and 
although it had been concluded that the methodology recommended 
could be applied in general to any school situation, the limited 
resources available dictated that the main project should be con­
fined to teachers of junior children in the County of Surrey. The 
findings which are related to this project, and which are presented 
in Section IV of this thesis, are based on data recorded throughout 
the year I969: records were obtained of the professional work done 
by teachers on 197 schooldays, 75 weekends and 13O days in holiday 
periods. A random sample of 129 teachers working in 66 different 
junior/primary schools was involved.
Special attention was given to the problems of ensuring that all 
those concerned in the project were fully consulted, and that the 
observer's presence affected the teachers and pupils only minimally. 
Teachers were assured that any records of their work would be coll­
ected in confidence and that the project procedures entailed no 
element of evaluation or judgement about their teaching methods or 
attitudes: the basic objective was to obtain data about the tasks 
they were called upon to undertake during the course of their job.
In order to avoid the possibility of special preparation by the 
teacher it was an important part of the procedure that the date 
when observation/recording was to take place was never revealed in 
advance to any school or teacher.
The data for each schoolday were 'analysed in terms of three 
periods of time:, teaching sessions, breaks/lunch time, and out-of- 
school time; the last was extended to an analysis of weekend and 
holiday records. To report the findings, the large number of cat­
egorized teacher activities that were recorded were arbitrarily 
grouped under seven main headings and thirteen sub-headings, but the 
identities of individual categories were retained to help in pre­
paring the comprehensive descriptive account that was sought.
School hours
The teacher's daily round (on schooldays) was conducted within 
the framework of the school's time-table. In most of the sampled 
schools there were four teaching sessions during the day, with three 
'break periods' dividing these sessions from each other: the first 
and third breaks were short (about 10 or 15 minutes) and were in­
tended to split up the morning and afternoon sessions respectively;
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the middle break was the lunch period and lasted on average 1 hour 
and 20 minutes. (The teaching sessions were labelled 'C-time', and 
the breaks 'S-time'.) The average time allocated to the C-time part 
of the day was about hours, and that to S-;time about 1-J hours; 
the average length of school hours was just over 6^ hours.
Schools varied considerably in æveral aspects of their school 
hours : notably, in the time they finished, the length of the lunch 
period, the total time allocated to C-time and to S-time, and the 
total length of school hours. Longer school hours appeared to be a 
feature of schools in the North Division of the County, but the 
other variations were distributed in a more complex manner across the 
schools.
These differences among the schools have extremely important 
implications regarding a) the relative capacities of individual 
schools and teachers to undertaker;either curricular or extra-curri­
cular activities, or both, and b) the conditions of work for tea­
chers in different schools.
The teacher's work
During the teaching .-sessions of schooldays, only about 4-3 per 
cent of the time was, on average, allocated to lesson instruction as 
such ; another 13 per œnt was assigned to organizing pupils in their 
work. About a tenth of the time was spent on general supervision and 
another tenth on clerical or mechanical tasks. There were large day- 
to-day variations in these times, but it was noted that some activi­
ties which occupied only a small amount of the teacher's time, like 
pastoral work with individual pupils, might nevertheless be extremely 
important for both teacher and pupils.
Several of the observed activities occurred frequently during the
sessions and thereby broke up the continuity of the teacher's work; 
in particular, many lessons involved a sequence pattern of teacher 
activity in which short periods of instructing pupils alternated 
with still shorter, intervals of organizing them.
During breaks and the lunch period on schooldays only a quarter 
of the time was spent relaxing, eating or chatting privately: a 
further quarter of the time was taken up with talking to colleagues
about professional matters; supervision, mechanical tasks, lesson
preparation and club work occupied most of the remaining parts of 
S-time.
In out-of-school hours the mean time spent each sbhoolday on 
all teaching activities was two hours and ten minutes, but this varied 
a great deal from day to day. The jobs that on average contributed 
most to each evening's professional work were marking, lesson plan­
ning and mechanical jobs, which together accounted for over half of 
the out-of-school work, with another fifth of this work being allo­
cated to professional reading and staff discussion. Certain activi­
ties, like clubs and attendance at meetings, happened less often, 
but when they occurred they usually lasted much longer than other 
activities.
IVhen combining the time spent on professional work during the 
three parts of a school day, i.e. during the teaching sessions (C- 
time), in the breaks and lunch period (S-time), and in out-of-school 
hours, it was found that a teacher's average working day was 8-J 
hours, or 41-J hours per week. Teachers who worked in schools with 
short school hours appeared to do more out-of-school work than col­
leagues in schools with longer school hours.
A finding of great significance was that 42 per cent of the tea­
cher's work was undertaken in his own time (S-time and 0-time), most / 
of it away from the classroom, and it was therefore suggested that 
future discussion of, and research into, the teacher's role in edu­
cation should bear this fact in mind. Obviously, this finding is 
also very pertinent to the training of student teachers.
Analysis of the activities that made up the junior teacher's 
complete working day demonstrated that only 26 per cent of the day 
was spent actually instructing pupils; about 40 per cent was occupied 
in the essential related work - organizing pupils (10 per cent), 
consultation (12 per cent), marking (10 per cent), lesson planning 
and professional reading (8 per cent). Nearly 23 per cent of the day , 
was spent on clerical and mechanical chores and supervision, almost 
as much as was spent instructing.
The amount of time spent on professional activities at weekends 
varied a great deal from one weekend to another, but the average 
amount of work done each weekend was 3? hours. Thus, when weekend 
work was added to schoolday work, the teacher's working week during 
term-time amounted to an average of 44-J hours. S ÎT
I4arking and lesson planning often accounted for over half the 
weekend work, and clerical or mechanical tasks took up another eighth; 
the test of the work usually consisted of professional reading or 
jobs connected with school administration.
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With regard to holiday work, it was found that the teacher was 
engaged on activities connected with his job on about three-fifths 
of the days allocated as school holidays during the school year, and 
on these 'working days' the amount of work done ranged from a few 
minutes to over four hours*' Over the whole sample of recorded holi­
days the average time allocated to teaching work each day was ?4 "
minutes*
The teaching tasks which occupied the teacher most at holiday 
times were those concerned with the preparation of schemes of work, 
background reading of a professional nature, evaluating pupils' pr­
ogress, and the various mechanical jobs associated with lesson 
planning and school administration*
It was thought desirable to make a re-calculation of the teacher’s 
working week, such that his 'long holidays' were taken into account: 
allowing the teacher only 28 days of 'legitimate' holiday (inclusive 
of statutory holidays), and regarding the remaining 337 days as days 
when he 'ought' to have been at work, the total amount of work act­
ually observed and recorded during the year 1969 was equivalent 
to a working week of 3^*2 hours throughout the 48-week year.
Variations in 'teaching days'
A study was made of the possible effect certain characteristics 
of the teachers, schools and classes in the sample might have exerted 
on the pattern of the teacher's work* The teacher characteristics 
studied (teaching experience, sex, dependants and school responsibi­
lity) appeared to have little influence on what many consider the 
chief activity of the classroom, namely lesson instruction* The chief 
differences found were : less experienced teachers appeared to be less 
organized in the classroom and had more disciplinary incidents; men 
teachers organized and reprimanded pupils less frequently than women; 
teachers who discharged school responsibilities but received no add­
itional payment did more teaching work in out-of-school hours than 
Deputy Heads or teachers holding 'Burnham' posts* Similarities that 
were unexpected included: lesson preparation in evenings was under­
taken as much by experienced as by inexperienced teachers; the more \ 
experienced teachers did as much extra-cufricular ('club') work as 
newer recruits; this club work was undertaken as much by teachers 
who had family commitments as by those v/ithout any.
The school characteristics examined were the school’s size, 
the school neighbourhood, and the school’s administrative area; the 
class variables considered were class size, year group and ability 
range. The principal finding was an unexpected one : the class size 
and the ability range of a class appeared to have little effect on 
the pattern of classroom teaching adopted by the teacher, i.e. sim­
ilar amounts of class teaching and individual teaching seemed to be 
undertaken regardless of the size of the class or the ability range 
of pupils. The only positive significant point to stress is the 
conclusion that teachers of large classes had to do most of their 
marking in their ov/n time, while teachers of small classes were able 
to mark their pupils' work in lesson time, with the pupils inter­
acting. Two findings that were expected and were realized were: 
lessons with younger pupils were more fragmented than those with older 
pupils, and teachers in small schools supervised pupils during breaks 
and lunch periods for longer than other teachers did.
The administrative area in which a teacher worked almost certainly 
had an effect on much of the teacher's activities, but the influence 
was not easy to identify: effects of local administration were probably 
mediated through such items as policy regarding school hours, the 
amount of ancillary help and part-time teaching assistance made 
available to a school, programmes of in-service courses, and so on, 
i.e. items that only indirectly affected the specific activities 
undertaken by teachers in and out of school.
Suecial aspects of the 'teaching & y '
In an attempt to examine the problems of 'non-professional work', 
an analysis was made of those activities which were performed by the 
teachers but which, in the researchers' viev/, might have been carried 
out by a 'helper'. The chief activities concerned were those labelled 
'mechanical', 'clerical' and 'supervisory' tasks; in the sample the 
average time spent on these jobs by the teacher was 1 hour and 41 
minutes each schoolday. It was believed that the findings offered 
clear evidence of the need for 'helpers', but because there were many 
problems of organization involved which might affect the full utili­
zation of a helper-service, it was suggested that a carefully evalu­
ated exercise should be conducted in which helpers were introduced )
into a limited number of schools, and the results of this exercise 
should guide policy-makers in any discussions on the future of a 
'Schools' helper-service*.
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One aspect of supervisory work that was studied in some detail 
was what teachers called 'duties*, i.e. periods at playtime and/or 
lunch time when teachers were required to be 'on call' on the school 
premises. Schools varied considerably in the way they organized 
'duties', and individual teachers adopted different approaches in the 
way they carried them out. On average a teacher was 'on duty' once 
every three or four days: a day involving playtime duty arose about 
once a week, as did a day when lunch-time duty was undertaken. These 
frequencies appeared to decrease as the size of the school increased, 
and to vary according to administrative area and a teacher's school 
responsibility. About half the teachers seemed to have opted-out of 
supervising pupils at lunch periods.
A study was made of 'free periods' - those times during the day's 
teaching sessions when the teacher was not time-tabled to be with a 
specific class or group. A teacher was time-tabled to receive, on 
average, one free period in every two days, the mean length of a 
free period being between 23 and 30 minutes. In practice, one out 
of every five of these allocated periods was either cancelled or re­
duced.
The features that marked most free periods were : they contained 
very little 'personal* activity on the part of the teacher; he was 
engaged in a variety of work tasks (chiefly those connected with 
mechanical chores, marking, consultation and lesson planning) rather 
than a single activity; many of these work activities entailed inter­
action with pupils and were conducted away from the Staffroom.
An analysis of the extra-curricular 'club* activities organized 
by the teachers in their 'own time' (S-time and O-tirae) showed that 
on average a club session was recorded once every three or four days : 
a lunch-time club was organized once in six days, and an after-school 
club once in eight days. The average time of a club session was 
about half an hour, with after-school clubs lasting generally longer 
than lunch-time clubs. About a third of the teachers in the sample 
were recorded as running a club, and it was suggested that the relat­
ively short lunch hour in some schools might be a factor deterring 
teachers in such schools from greater involvement in club activities. 
The clubs recorded catered for a very wide range of interests.
Very little club work was reported at ^weekends.
In the final sections of this thesis, some features of the te&cLnj 
day that are primarily of qualitative interest were examined. It was
found that the teacher’s classroom activities were liable to be 
disturbed by a variety of disruptions arising within the classroom, 
and a selection from those observed during the course of the pro­
ject were described. Such disturbances rarely lasted long, but 
they often had considerable after-effects in that the teacher and 
pupils were distracted from their work for some time after the dis­
ruption had ceased. In addition to these situations, there were 
occasions when the teacher was disturbed by ah interruption that 
arose from outside the classroom. The majority of these interrup­
tions were related to messages about equpment or school organizat- I 
ion, and it was suggested that individual schools should study 
their circumstances so that interruptions of all kinds might be 
averted or at least minimized.
Apart from disruptions that were spontaneous and 'unexpected,' 
there occurred a miscellany of 'expected disruptions' - disturbances 
that the teacher was warned of in advance and could to some extent 
prepare for. Several examples were quoted from the records, in 
particular those relating to: a) the situation where a student was 
attached to the teacher, b) the 'special occasions* on the school 
calendar, and c) the amount of movement required when teachers were 
time-tabled to teach classes on different sites.
ISSUES AND IMPLICATIONS
Lhat conclusions may be drawn from the results? Ivhat implications 
do the findings carry for those groups who were noted, at the begin­
ning of this as having a vital concern in the realities of
the teacher's job?
Of importance to all parties concerned with education is the 
destruction of the image of the teacher as someone who 'works from 
9 to 4 and has long holidays.' Even when holidays were taken into 
account, the average working week was 3^.2 hours; in term-time only, 
the five-day week averaged 4l.3 hours, and this excluded the 3*23 
hours of weekend work. Obviously the *9 to 4' image is a stereo­
type derived from average 'school hours', and the additional work 
undertaken in out-of-school hours has been ignored.
A further item to highlight is the finding that, although the 
teacher usually had a morning and afternoon break, as well as a 
lunch period, he in fact spent three-quarters of this time doing
some form of professional work - and during only one quarter of his 
'rest time* did he actually spend relaxing, eating or chatting pri­
vately.
Another stereotype, associated with the *9 to 4* image, is the 
picture of the teacher as a practitioner in a classroom. It is 
possibly a revelation to many that only just over half of the total 
professional work done by the teacher was undertaken while with 
pupils in a classroom; the fact that 42 per cent of his 'teaching 
day* was spent away from the classroom ought to encourage those who  ^
study the teacher's operational role to direct their thinking beyond 
the classroom, to see the teacher as a member of a school staff,and 
to bear in mind that his classroom activities (and the learning 
situations provided for pupils) may'be significantly influenced by 
his non-classroom teaching work*
While teachers and student teachers may find this information 
about non-classroom work directly relevant to their practical inteirests^  
members of the general public may possibly be more concerned about 
the finding that schools, even of the same type and within the same 
county, differed a great deal in the length of their school days 
and in the total time provided for 'teaching sessions.' The educa­
tional economist or administrator who acts on behalf of the rate- 
paying public and who needs to plan how to use resources to the 
greatest benefit of the community, may regard variations among .scbcols 
in operational conditions like school hours or teaching hours as 
fundamental items germane to their planning. Parents also, knowing 
how schools differ in the length of teaching hours each day, may 
wonder whether, over a full academic year, such differences result 
in a most inequitable distribution of learning opportunities offered 
children in different schools. Teachers themselves may not be un­
concerned about these variations in hours, for, apart from the issue 
of differential working conditions, those teachers with less time 
for teaching opportunities may be subjected to greater pressures and 
feel especially frustrated when asked to introduce additional topics 
or innovations into their already crowded time-table.
This matter of a limited time in which a teacher can carry out 
both the activities he is requested to perform and those he might 
wish to introduce, affects all teachers alike in that, according to
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the evidence,so much of what time available is used in 'non­
teaching* work. The detailed analysis demonstrated that only 4-3 t r 
per cent of lesson time was spent actually instructing pupils in 
lesson work; and about a quarter was spent on the essential related^ g; 
organizing work; yet as much as approximately a quarter of teaching 
hours was occupied with mechanical and clerical chores and general 
supervision. If the whole of the teacher's working day is consider­
ed (and it has already been suggested that the teacher's job and 
role should in future be studied in these terms), the actual 
instructing took up only about a quarter of the teaching day, the 
essential related professional work - not only organizing, but also 
lesson planning, marking and staff consultation - consumed about 
4-0 per cent of the day, and the 'non-professional ' tasks were still 
appropriating nearly a quarter of the teacher's activities. Alth­
ough, as acknowledged in the text, some of these 'non-professional' 
tasks occurred as unavoidable accompaniments to the teaching job 
and could not have been removed from the teacher without making 
the situation worse, it was nevertheless clear that the presence of 
a 'teacher-helper' would have given the teacher opportunities to 
concentrate on the more professional aspects of his work both in 
and out of school.
The issue of 'helpers' is one that must concern the Teachers' 
Associations closely, for while wishing to encourage the use of 
assistants to help the teacher do his job efficiently, they must 
also guard against the use of such helpers as teacher-substitutes.
If, however, teacher talent and expertise are to be deployed with 
maximum effectiveness, a solution must be found, and it is believed 
that controlled experiments on a small scale v/ill guide both LEAs 
and Teachers' Associations towards a resolution of the problems 
involved.
Mich of what has been reported is of a quantitative nature, yet 
a description of the teacher's.work would be woefully inadequate if 
the qualitative side were neglected; the attempt was made, there­
fore, wherever possible, to 'fill out' the figures and percentages 
by relating these to the practical situation. It is not difficult 
to appreciate that the small amount of time the average teacher 
allows himself to relax in the middle of the day is hardly con- /6 
ducive to Reducing the strain and tension of the classroom work;
while the attempt to import more and more into the same amount of 
teaching time and the need to keep pace with the latest innovat­
ions - at the same time maintaining acceptable standards of pupil 
work and behaviour - may well result in possible frustration and 
almost certain fatigue.
This report, within the bounds of objective reporting, has 
also tried to convey the personal relationships in classroom, 
school and staffroom as far as these are involved in the every­
day routine; in addition the impact of interruptions and emer­
gencies on teachers and pupils was described. Such qualitative 
accounts may help parents and members of the public to understand 
more clearly the difficulties faced by the good teacher who aims 
at the most effective learning for each child.
Without doubt, all these qualitative features of the teacher's 
job are vitally important to the student teacher and his tutor. 
Many will assert, perhaps jokingly, that knowledge of these class­
room realities and of the complexity of the teacher's role will 
deter rather than encourage the prospective teacher. The writer 
believes, however, that the objective evidence obtained of the 
practical situation will contribute an essential component to the . 
teacher training course, and that the kind of information reported 
in this thesis will benefit inter-communication between the train­
ing institutions and the schools.
The management of teachers' work programmes is clearly a fund­
amental area highlighted by the project’s findings. The study dis­
covered certain variations for the teaching day across administra­
tive divisions, and it was seen that the Head of a school can 
(probably after consultations with the School ^lanagers) determine A  - - 
the nature and extent of supervision and duties, as well as imp- 'N 
ortant matters such as the length of the school day, the duration 
of breaks and dinner times, and the number of arrangements for 
special events; presumably he can also exercise control over many 
interruptions. While the teacher is free to make many decisions 
on how he uses his time, the management policy of the LEA and of 
the Head seem to exercise varying degrees of control over the 
teacher's work. One is therefore bound to ask several questions 
that may embarrass those concerned with school management. For 
instance, why should the official length of a school day vary so 
widely within one County? Could the chores of a teacher's day be
better organized even without the introduction of teacher assist­
ants? Do we need to permit so many interruptions of the class work? 
Should we arrange the timetable and curriculum (and perhaps Iç/A A  "
^  ,A'"' '
nupils' attendance) so that there was more time for a teacher to^ \ ,./ 
mark, to consult v/ith colleagues etc., as part of his official 
job, and so give teachers restful breaks and adequate lunch times?
If management questions of this kind were studied seriously, 
and action resulted, we would still be left with a'key question: 
are teachers using the available class time to ensure the most 
effective learning possibilities for the children? And here one 
may conclude with a pointer towards further research. Recent 
enquiries have tended to highlight the individual teacher as the 
chief factor determining the progress of pupils: the methods used, 
the class organization, the school policy - these take second 
place to the influence on the teaching-learning situation of the 
attitudes and approaches of the teacher himself. The evidence of 
the Teacher's Day Project appears to support this view. While the 
effects of teaching experience, school size, class size, admin­
istrative area and so on seemed to operate here and there, the 
overall impression was that the pattern of the teaching day's
activities was determined by the teacher as an individual rather
i ‘
than by any other factor. This lends weight to the suggestion 
that research into educational situations must concentrate more 
and more on what makes the teacher think and act as he does. /
\
Much lip-service has been paid to the importance of the teacher as 
the focal point of the teaching-learning situation, yet we are 
only just beginning to allocate time and money to research into 
the teacher and his role. No doubt, problems of measurement and 
observation have impeded developments in this area:, it is hoped 
that the investigations reported in this thesis— the critical ,
study of previous research, the feasibility enquiry into methodology, 
and the main project that followed— have helped pave the way towards 
further study of a subject that has been,; in this country, too long 
neglected. •
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APPENDIX a:
TEACHER 8AMPEE USED IN FEASIBILITY STUDY
Table A..1 : Number of observations and School Type 
Table A*2 :: Teaching Experience 
Table A*5 s- Teacher’s Age
Table A#4 :: Teacher* Domestic Responsibility 
Table A*5 : Teacher’s School Responsibility 
Table A*6 : Teacher’s Subject (Secondary)
Table A#7 Size of School
Table A. 1 t Feasibility Study - Number of Observations and
School Type
Type
of
School
Numb er 
( of 
T ’chers
Number of whole-day 
observations
Number of part-day 
observations
Ofie
obs’r
Two 
obs’rs
Two 
obs’rs 
4-Video
Total
One 
obs ’ r
Two 
obs’rs
Two 
obs’rs 
4-Video
Total
Nursery 1 1 - — 1 1 — - ]
Infant 11 7 - 1 8 17 2 2 21
Junior 13 10 2 2 14 14 19 - 33
Modern 6 5 - > 5 6 - 2 8
Grammar 10 10 -
I
10 10 - 4 14
TOTAL 41 33 2 3 38 48 21 8 77
tO't
Table A.2 : 
Feasibility Study Sample-- 
Teaching Experience
Table A,3 ; 
Feasibility Study Sample-- 
Teacher’s Age
y/.. TEACHING 
EXPERIENCE
NUMBER OF 
TEACHERS
i year 3
2-4 years 8
5-10 years 13
11-20 years 7
) 20 years 10
TOTAL 41
AGE NUMBER OF C)i 
TEACHERS
20-25 years 6
26-40 years 19
41-50 years 11 '
^  50 years 5
TOTAL 41
Table A« 4 :
Feasibility Study Sample-- 
Teacher’s Domestic Responsibility
DOMESTIC
RESPONSIBILITY
NUMBER OF 
TEACHERS
M F
Single 2 8
Married
without
children 5 9
one child 3 7
two children 1 4
three or more 
children 2 -
TOTAL 13 28
Table A.5 ;
Feasibility Study Sample-- 
Teacher’s School Responsibility
SCHOOL
RESPONSIBILITY
NUMBER OF 
TEACHERS
Teaching Head 2
Deputy Head 5
Head of Depart’t 4
Graded Post 7
Assistant Teacher 23
TOTAL 41
T a b le  A . 6 : F e a s i b i l i t y  S tu d y  Sam ple—-^Teacher* s S u b je c t  CSeconc/ary)
Subject Number of 
Teachers
Subject Number of 
Teachers
English 2 Music
Maths 3 Art
Languages 2 Phys. Educ#
History 1 Needlework
Geography 1 Woodwork
Religious
instruction 2
Technical
drawing
Physics 2 Metalwork 2
Table A.7;Feasibility Study Sample-»-Size of School
Size of 
School
Number of 
Schools
Humber of 
Teachers ;
Under 100 
on roll 3 7
100-299 
on roll 7
18
300-599 
on roll 3 13
More than 
599 on roll
1 1
TOTAL. 14 4l
45'
APPENDIX B
1
FEASIBILITY STUDY : MECHANICAL AIDS - COSTING
1• a) Actual cost of equipment used in Feasibility Study
i) For recording, hire of :
1 Video-tape recorder (Anpex 7003)
1 Vidicon 3226 camera and viewfinder 
'1 Lens (Zoom)
1 Tripod (fully balanced)
1 Viewing monitor « 23"
1 Radio-microphone and receiver
2 Operators :
. £47-10-0d per day (including travelling costs)
ii) Purchase of :
17 Memorex 1" 79P Video tapes (giving one hour*s 
play each) @ £30 each :
£510-0-0d
iii) For replay, hire of :
1 Video-tape recorder (Anpex 7003)
1 Viewing monitor - 23”
1 Operator :
£22-10-0d per day (including travelling costs)
b) Estimated cost of purchase of VTR equipment for Feasibility Study
1 Video-tape recorder (Ampex 7003) £1,375
1 Vidicon 3226 camera and viewfinder £ 720
1 Zoom lens £ 220
1 Tripod (fully balanced) £ 220
1 Viewing monitor - 23” £ 150
1 Radio-microphone and receiver £ 150
£2,835
PLUS purchase of 1" Memorex 79P video tapes
(giving one hour*s play each) @ £30 each.
c)Estimated cost of purchase of Sound-tape equipment for Feasibility Stud
Tape recorder £ 35
.Radio-microphone and receiver £150
£185
PLUS purchase of 4" triple-play sound-tapes 
(giving six hours play each) @ £2 each.
I
All prices, for hiring or purchasing equipment, are those quoted by 
Zoom TV Ltd., Amersham, Bucks., at the time of the feasibility study
(1968) s they were found to be very competitive prices at the time, but 
costs will probably have risen considerably since then.
4^2. a) Estimated cost of hiring VTR equipment for Main Study
For the type of study envisaged, in which approximately 200 
teaching days would be observed, the cost of hiring equipment would 
have been :
i) Recording - £47-10-0d x 200 * £ 9,500
ii) Playback - £22-10-0d x 200 x 4 £18,000
iii) Video-tapes - 7 one-hour tapes per day
@ £30 each = £210 x 200 £42,000
£69,500
iv) The above estimates were for a single unit of observation only, 
If the 200 days were to be observed in one year, as planned 
in the Main Study, then two or possibly three different tea­
chers would have had to be observed on the same day (in acc­
ordance with the sample of designed observation days), so that 
two or possibly three such observation units would have been 
required, doubling or tripling the costs.
v) Included in the above estimates was the cost of tapes for each 
hour observed. This amount might have been reduced sharply 
by using fewer tapes, erasing after analysis, and re-using. 
However, this procedure would have entailed analysis of the 
tape soon after recording, so that it could have been used for 
the next recording; this erasing would also have precluded 
using the records made on the erased tapes for analysis, re­
search or observer training at a later date.
b) Estimated cost of purchase of VTR equipment for Main Study
i) Recording and playback equipment (see l.b) ) £ 2,835
ii) Video-tapes (see 2.a.iii) £42,000
iii) Operator (at least one operator/technician
would be required) £ 1,000
£45,835
iv) See further considerations noted under 2.a.iv,v.
c) Estimated cost of purchase of Sound-tape equipment for Main Study
i) Tape recorder £ 35
ii) Radio-microphone £150
iii) Sound-tapes
4” triple-play tapes per day @ £2
= £2 X 200 £400
£585
iv) See further considerations noted under 2.a.iv,v.
*
A minimal estimate based on the assumption that observation during 
playback takes 4 times longer than the actual length of the tape.
APPENDIX C
OBSERVER’S RECORDING SCHEDULE
Figure C.l : Front cover of Observer’s Recording Schedule
Figure C.2 : Specimen page of Observer’s Recording Schedule (blank)
Figure C.3 : Specimen page of Observer’s Recording Schedule(completed)
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APPEÎTDIX D
TEACHER'S SCHEDULE FOR OUT-OF-SCHOOL RECORDING
Figure D.1: Front cover of Teacher's Out-of-School Schedule
Figure D.2: Teacher's Out-of-School Schedule (blank)
Figure D«3- Teacher's Out-of-School Schedule (completed specimen)
Figure D.1: Front cover of Teacher's Out-of-School Schedule
NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
r" IN ENGLAND AND WALES
TEACHING DAY PROJECT
Teacher's Schedule for recording work done out of school hours
Please record against each heading listed 
on the attached sheet the time that you 
spent on
the task indicated by the heading. Examples 
of the kind of activity to be considered 
under each heading are given. Each heading 
should have a time recorded beside it, even 
if 'NIL'.
(a) Any movements involved during an activity on 
school premises should be included in the time 
allocated to that activity.
(b) If the activity requires travel to and/or from 
school premises (e.g. trips, fixtures), include 
only the travelling time over and above that 
which would have been necessary to attend school 
on'normal'school days.
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APPENDIX ■ e
LIST OP CATEGORIES USED IN THE MAiiv^  SfW&v
The category list comprised a group of numbers, and each numbered 
category was defined by the teacher activities subsumed under it. 
Although the research team always discussed the list in terms of these 
numbers (because 'titles' caused confusion and misinterpretation), 
each number given below is, for the reader's ease of reference,given 
a 'label'; such labels are, however, only rough generalizations. The 
list of activities given under each number is not intended to be 
exhaustive, but to indicate the type of activity recorded under the 
relevant number. Lack of space precludes the inclusion here of many 
of the notes which were compiled during the development of the category 
system and which were appended to the categories to guide observers in 
recording situations accurately and consistently.
.Numbers with a * are 'priority categories' (see cn [C, Rirf
1. Instruction, demonstration, evaluation (with pupils interacting)
Teacher instructs regarding lesson topic
Teacher explains regarding lesson topic
Teacher discusses regarding lesson topic
Teacher asks regarding lesson topic
Teacher answers regarding lesson topic
Teacher demonstrates regarding lesson topic
Teacher reminds pupil(s) of content of previous work
Teacher marks work of pupil(s), with pupil(s) interacting
Teacher evaluates work of pupil(s) with pupil(s) interacting
Teacher discusses exams, results
Teacher writes on blackboard as explanation of current lesson topic 
Teacher watches pupil(s) performing work set
Note: (a) Lesson topic can be any subject which the observer sees the.
teacher has made part of the lesson, e.g. Teacher enlarges on 
talk given in morning assembly, discusses career prospects, 
tells children how to behave at meal times, etc.
(b) This category is not confined to the classroom or 'class' 
situation.
2, Organizing pupils for assignments
Teacher informs class of content of assignment, e.g. 'We're going to
do English now'-, 'I want you to do the first five sums in Ex.2'- 
Teacher selects pupil(s) for assignment (s) e.g. 'Group One will do 
English, Cjroup Two Maths, .....'
Teacher organizes location of assignment(s), e.g. 'Group One, go to 
the Library, Croup Two .....'
Teacher organizes seating of pupil(s)
Teacher gives procedure for carrying out assignment, e.g. 'The girls 
had better use the glue first, while the boys paint.'
Teacher waits watches as class form groups, get ready to carry out 
assignment, change seats.
Teacher organizes collection, distribution of equipment (e.g. books, 
pencils).
Teacher tells pupil(s) what equipment needed
Teacher listens as pupil reports lack of, defect in equipment.
'I haven't got a pen, sir.' 'My ruler's broken' .
Teacher organizes setting up of apparatus (e.g. in science, P.E. 
lesson)
Teacher waits, watches as pupil(s) collect, distribute equipment 
Teacher tells pupil(s) to bring books out (for marking, collection, 
etc. )
Teacher tells pupil(s) to finish work and put equipment (e.g. books)
away.
Teacher tells pupils to settle down, get equipment out. Waits, wattUs 
as pupils do so.
Teacher quietens class, calls class to attention; Waits as class
Pupil QtSfs^iPe^cLer, regarding organizational activily: 'Uhat do I do 
next?' ; 'Where do I find the book?'
Note: If teacher himself performs the task of distribution, colltttm^jffc,., 
record as 20.
/
3* Incidents and contingencies
Teacher's attention drawn to incident, contingency
(Examples of incidents, contingencies include: ink knocked over, milk 
spilt, bottle broken, books dropped, equipment damaged, 
equipment lost, paints spilt, unusual noise or smell or 
occurrence, group in class quarrelling, accident or previous 
accident in playground, theft in school, road accident.)
Teacher listens to pupil's report of incident
Teacher enquires into, investigates report of incident
Teacher organizes remedy related to contingency
Teacher watches, waits, supervises during contingency
Teacher initiates investigation into contingency, incident, e.g.
Teacher asks pupils why they are being kept in after school, 
enquires about road accident, accident in playground, etc.
4# Organizing of pupil movement
Teacher tells pupils to line up, ready for exit/entrance 
Teacher waits as pupils line up 
Teacher tells class to go out/in 
Teacher watches as class go out/in
Teacher organizes/supervises/accompanies movement of pupil(s) on 
school premises.
3. Discipline
Teacher reprimands pupil(s)
Teacher smacks pupil(s)
Teacher glares at pupil(s) . j
Teacher waits to reprimand pupil (if seen as part of reprimand, e.g.
looks hard at pupil.
6.* Messages
When this category is recorded it should be followed by the suffix a. 
or b.
(a) Teacher receives/reads a message brought by pupil from outside room. 
Teacher listens to message brought by pupil from outside room
Teacher asks pupil to repeat message.
Teacher returns notice to messenger.
, Teacher questions pupil about content of message.
Teacher reads out message to class.
Teacher gives out notice, having read/listened to message 
Teacher receives, reads letter or note brought by pupil.
Teacher writes note for pupil to take to parent, another teacher etc,
• Teacher sends pupil to give message orally to another teacher.
Teacher writes letter, notice, message about school business.
Teacher receives phone call about school business 
Teacher makes phone call about school business
(b) Teacher sends pupil for equipment (inc. books)
Teacher sends pupil with note about equipment (inc. books)
Notes a.) Messages brought by adults, record as 13
b) 6 a) or b) will be recorded regardless of content of message.
7* Marking and evaluation (pupils not interacting)
Teacher evaluates, marks work of pupil(s) in staffroom or classroom 
(pupils not interacting)
Teacher assesses pupil's work/behaviour, e.g. in completing report 
for Head, parents, etc.
Teacher refers to mark books while evaluating.
Teacher refers to pupil's record card while assessing.
Note If teacher performs above activities with the pupil interacting 
(e.g. marking exercise book as pupil watches), record 1.
8. Personal matters regarding pupils
Teacher speaks to pupil about mother's health, father's work, elder 
brother, etc.
Teacher discusses private matter with pupil, not related to lesson 
work.
Teacher talks to pupil about holidays, outing, etc., not to do with 
school activity.
Teacher listens to pupil regarding private matter.
Teacher discusses hobbies, interests with pupil.
Teacher looks at articles brought to school by pupil e.g. photos of 
family, birthday gift, etc.
Teacher speaks to pupil about difficulties at home.
Teacher speaks to pupil about pupil's personal troubles.
Teacher speaks to pupil about relationships with other pupils.
Teacher chats to pupil(s) about ovm family.
Teacher jokes with pupil(s).
Teacher asks pupil about another pupil(personal concern - not for 
recording, CC.J •i/'c/'}
Note ; Topics covered by this category should be unrelated to lesson work.
9* Organizing for class comfort
Teacher asks, tells pupil(s) to open, close windows, doors, Venetian 
blinds etc.
Teacher waits, supervises as pupil(s) open/ close windows, doors,
Venetian blinds, etc. ’ •
Teacher listens as pupil(s) ask if windows, etc., can be opened,AlDW.
Note ; If teacher himself opens windows, etc., record as 20.
10, Supervision (passive)
Teacher watches pupils in hall as they, wait for Head/speaker to enter 
Teacher watches pupils in hall as they wait after Head/speaker has kH'.
Teacher waits with pupils for film, television programme, radio, 
etc. to begin.
Teacher looks out of window aimlessly.
Teacher looks round room (with no observable purpose) e.g. looking 
"through" pupils, pondering.
Note ; If teacher supervises pupils while they perforni a specific
record appropriately e.g. teacher supervises pupils as they give 
out equipment = 2 (i.e. supervision is part of organizing).
11. Another teacher 'in charge*
Teacher listens with pupils as visiting lecturer speaks.
Teacher asks questions during lecture.
Teacher listens as lecturer answers questions.
Teacher listens to/ watches T.V. with pupils.
Teacher listnes to radio broadcast.
Teacher listens to tape recording of radio broadcast.
Teacher in hall, listens to assembly,joins in prayers/singing while 
another teacher in charge.
Teacher listens as another teacher talks to class.
12. Evaluative arranging of equipment
Teacher arranges posters on wall
Teacher arranges charts on wall
Teacher arranges pupils’ work for display.
Note ; This activity must be seen to contain an element of professional
judgement, i.e. it is not mechanically 'pinning-up* on a wall
/ (which is Category 20).
13. Discussion with adults on school matters
This category should always be recorded when the teacher speaks to 
another adult about school matters.
13m : teacher attends staff meeting (formal)
, 13t : teacher speaks to/listens to other staff (informally) in 
classroom, staffroom, playground, corridor, etc.
13h : teacher speaks to/listens to Head
13n : teacher speaks to/listens to non-teaching staff, e.g.eafcWtr,
secretary, cook.
13a ; teacher speaks to/listens to classroom helper
13s : teacher speaks to/listens to student
13p : teacher speaks to/listens to parent(s)
13v : teacher speaks to/listens to visitors, .other officials
13sec;teacher speaks to/listens to School Secretary
14. Preparation of lessons, pupils not interacting
Teacher plans content and/or organization of lessons in staffroom, 
at desk (pupils not interacting)
. Teacher refers to teaching record book to prepare for lesson 
Teacher writes up record of work for future reference or planning 
Teacher writes lesson notes
Teacher reads literature to"help prepare work
Teacher writes ex, on blackboard while pupil(s) doing other work
Iflo
13.* Clubs
This category includes all teacher activities happening during the 
teacher’s attendance at a ’Club’ session. It can occur only during 
lunch and break times (S-time).
■ Teacher conducts orchestra in hall/classroom .
Teacher supervises/joins in music club session with pupils 
Teacher tubes instruments in club room while pupils present 
Teacher supervises/joins in club activity 
Teacher works at desk in club room
Teacher supervises, referees football club session (e.g. school 
team practice)
Teacher supervises pupils in changing room before/after practice
16. School administration
.Teacher plans school timetable 
Teacher plans duty roster
Teacher plans arrangements for Open Day, school outing, medical 
inspection
Teacher selects books, equipment for purchase 
Teacher selects books to be borrowed from/returned to library 
(mobile, public etc.)
17. General class administration (non-lesson)
Teacher plans list of class jobs
Teacher plans re-arrangement of desks, tables in room
18.* Pupil’s physical well-being
Teacher asks pupil if he is unwell 
Toacher attends to pupil v/ho is unwell 
"Teacher listens to pupil reporting another ill 
Teacher listens to request to go to toilet 
Teacher tells/ allows pupil to go to toilet 
Teacher tells/ allows pupil to go for drink 
Teacher attends to pupil with hiccoughs
19. Recording/clerical work
Teacher calls out list of names, e.g. attendance register
T îacher ticks names on list
"Teacher writes mark list
Teacher counts stock, books, equipment
Teacher copies out stock list
Teacher makes list of exam results (including worlcing out-marks, 
percentages)
Teacher makes class list of positions, monitors, jobs, etc.
Teacher records information about pupils on record cards 
"Teacher records money collected 
Teacher checks money c o l le c l 'e J
Teacher fills in forms for D.E.S., L.B.A. questionnaires, enquiries 
.. from Head, outside bodies, etc.
Teacher makes copy of entries in report books
20. ’Mechanical’ tasks . •
Teacher collects/distributes equipment 
• Teacher puts equipment in cupboard 
To&ohér takes equipment out of cupboard 
Teacher searches for equipment
47/
• Teacher collects forms from/ gives out forms to, pupils 
Teacher pins up posters, pictures etc.
Teacher mixes-glue, paints etc.
Teacher makes or prepares equipment 
Teacher tunes violin, blows up football 
Teacher sets up science apparatus, P.E, equipment 
.Teacher duplicates maps, notes, exam papers
• Teacher repairs equipment
Teacher ivipes/tidies desk, seats ,
Teacher sweeps floor, tidies room 
. Teacher clears up in cloakroom 
Teacher opens windows, doors, draws blinds
21.* Pupil’s private property
Teacher asked by pupil to look after money, property, etc.
Teacher tells pupil to give him money, property for safe-keeping 
Teacher listens to pupil’s complaint about lost personal property 
Teacher organizes search for pupil’s lost personal property 
Teacher repairs pupil’s clothes, property 
Teacher collects, distributes pupils’ personal property
22.* Patrolling building, while ’on duty*
Teacher, in school building and on duty,undertakes any other activity 
listed) with the following exceptions
Teacher enters dining room during meal-time, record 24.
VTnen 22 occurs in conjunction with 28, record 22 + 28.
When 22 occurs in conjunction with 29, record 22+29*
WVien 22 occurs in conjunction with 15, record 22 + 15.
23.* Teacher in playground (excluding lessons taken in playground)
Teacher, in school playground during non-lesson time, undertakes any 
other activity listed, with the following exception; 23.
24.* Teacher in dining hall during meal-time
■Teacher, in dining room while lunch in progress, underbakes any other 
activity listed,
(22, 23, 24 concern situations where it is particularly difficult for 
the observer to follow and record the teacher's activities, either 
because the teacher^s activities range physically over a large area, 
or because he may not be wearing the radio-microphone. Such situations, 
e.g. duty periods, the non-lesson times in the playground and meal- 
sessions with pupils, were considered to merit 'priority categories', 
where the one category contained all others.)
25. Professional reading
Teacher reads professional journal
Teacher reads book, article providing background/general knowledge 
related to teaching, profession, etc.
Teacher studies for professional advancement
Note ; If the teacher is seen to read for direct preparation of lesson 
e.g. subject matter of history lesson, record as 14.
26. Waiting, walking alone
Teacher waits alone for class to arrive 
leacher waits alone for another teacher/head/adult 
Teacher walks alone along corridors, across hall
Noter Where mechanical task involved, e.g. teacher is along, and moves 
' projector from staffroom to classroom, record 20.
27. Invigilation
Teacher invigilates during 11+ exam.
Teacher invigilates during standardized test set by L.E.A.
Teacher invigilates during externally imposed test (i.e. external to 
school).
28.* Special Occasions
Teacher, on school premises, attends school * special occasion' and 
undertakes any other category listed.
Notet Examples of 'special occasions’ are: Carol Concert, Jumble Sale, 
Sports Afternoon.
29.* Professional meeting/course
Teacher attends professional meeting/course on school premises.
30.* Movement outside school premises
Teacher moves^ outside school premises to time-tabled lesson
Teacher takes class to local swimming pool
Teacher takes class to local recreation ground for games
31.* Activities outside school premises and not observed
(a) Teacher, not observed, attends professional course/meeting
outside school premises,
(b) Teacher, not observed, accompanies pupils on educational visit,
e.g. to Tower of London 
(cl Teacher, not observed, invigilates at test at another school 
(d) Teacher, not observed, attends fixture, e.g. football match, at
another school
. (e) Teacher, not observed and outside school premises during school
hours, performs activities not r«cor4èd UAc|er
30, 31a, b, c, or d, e.g.
.
teacher leaves school premises to visit bank, t.o have lunch, to do 
personal shopping 
. teacher leaves school premises to purchase school equipment
teacher leaves school premises to take pupil to Doctor, home, etc,
teacher leaves school premises to visit another school
teacher leaves school premises because of illness, visit dentist:,etc. •
32.* Activities on school premises, but not observed
(a) Teacher, on school premises, attends professional/course meeting at
which observer not present
(b)Teacher, on school premises, invigilates at test, but observer not 
allowed to be present
(c) Teacher, on school premises, attends staff meeting at which observer
not able to be present (e.g. confidential meeting)
(d) Periods when teacher on school premises but activity not observed or 
recorded (excluding a, b, c, above) e.g.
tsacher walks out of sight/hearing of observer 
tsacher goes into toilet
T/J)
33. Personal, pupils present
Teacher performs personal activity while pupils present, e.g. 
Teacher cuts finger in classroom and applies bandage 
Teacher searches for handkerchief in pocket or handbag 
Teacher rests in classroom because unwell
34. Personal, pupils not present
Teacher performs personal activity, pupils not present, e.g. 
Teacher reads private (non-professional)journal, book 
Teacher writes private letter, makes private telephone call 
Teacher sits in staffroom, chatting with another teacher about 
non-school matters
35.* Teaching activities unrelated to school
Teacher marks books for night-school class 
Teacher prepares night-school lecture .
Teacher plans youth centre activities
36.* Fixtures on school premises
-  :
Teacher referees match
Teacher supervises spectators at fixture
37* * Time-tabled lesson, detail not recorded
Teacher at local swimming pool, takes lesson, but too much 
disturbance for observer to record detail.
T  aacher on playing field, takes games, but observer too distanb 
for all detail to be recorded.
? Observer unable to record
. Observer’s pencil breaks, observer interrupted by pupil 
Observer unsure how to categorize 
Observer distracted
Other Signs and Suffixes Used '
+ Multiple activity
This sign indicates that two or more categories are seen to be 
concurrent, e.g. Teacher takes class to film room, record M 4 M, 
but if teacher also has to carry the projector, record M 4 + 20 M.
t
Interruption
This sign indicates that the teacher’s activity has been interrupted 
by someone from outside the classroom, e.g. pupil brings message. 
Read speaks to teacher, parent visits teacher in classroom.
Note ; If a pupil returns from an assignment (e.g. errand, message, • 
project, toilet, etc.) initiated by the teacher, this would 
not be recorded as an interruption.
Interruption
This sign indicates that the teacher's activity has betn inttrrupUR > 
apart from the type of interruption indicated above, e.g. toad Ooiül 
outside prevents teacher continuing, incident outside classroom 
distracts teacher, ball breaks window, jet passes overhead.
Y (Teacher's duty time)
Y is recorded at the beginning and ending.of those times when the 
teacher is, by request, to be available for a general or specific 
purpose. Categories 15, 22, 23, 24, 29 are the only ones which can 
be recorded within Y.
M Teacher's Movement
M should be recorded at the beginning and end of the teacher's 
movement about the school, with the exception of the following
i ) Within lesson-time activities 
. ii ) Wlien Y is recorded
iii ) When 22 is recorded
iv ) When 24 is recorded
V ) When 23 is recorded
R Registration (attendance)
R should be suffixed to other categories where the activity is seen 
to be concerned with matters of registration, e.g. Teacher marks 
register, i.e. recording re register = 19R
Note: Registration is to include actual registration and procedure
applying to it, e.g. dealing with absence notes, procedures for 
collection and return of registers.
D Registration (dinner)
D should be suffixed to other categories where the activity is seen 
to be, concerned with matters of dinner registration, including the 
collection of money,
e.g. (i) Teacher fills in dinner register, record 19D.
(ii) Teacher counts dinner money, record 19D.
K Milk
K should be suffixed to other categories where the content of the 
activity is concerned with school milk.
e.go (i) Teacher makes list of names of children who take milk, 
record 19K.
(ii) Teacher organizes class for drinking of mille 2K.
F Free Period
F is recorded at beginning and end of lesson when teacher allocated 
a 'free period*
y Cancelled Free Period
y is recorded at beginning and-end of that part of an allocated 
free period which has been cancelled.
Pi'iority Categories
As explained in S (Zo^ xtA ITL^  some categories were given 'priority* 
over others, in that they embraced specific activities normally rttcnieÀ 
otherwise. These were determined during the feasibility study, qntl 
were created either to reflect meaningful 'entities' as desired by 
teachers e.g. clubs (I5) or to meet the practical needs of the 
observing/recording situation. Categories 32, 31, 28, 22, 30, 23,
24, 27, 36, 37 wore mutually exclusive priority categories. Below 
these 'top priority' categories wore 29, 15, 35, 13, 3, 18, 6 to 
be recorded in that order of priority: thus, if 13 occurred during 
22, only 22 was recorded; if 6 occurred during 3, then 3 was recorded. 
Exceptions were :15 had priority over 23 and 30, and 29 over 23.
Also possible were 22 + 29, 2 2+15, 22 + 28 and 22 + 13m. In 
practice, 'clashes' between priorities rarely arose*
APPENDIX E
I4AIN STUDY : OBSERVER'S KIT
A, Acceptance Sheet, with previously noted relevant ite:
regarding school/teacher/class#
B. (i) Observer's Recording Schedule
(ii) Two pencils
(iii) ' Two wrist-watches (calibrated for minutes and second 
• and with sweep seconds hand)
(iv) Hardboard backing on which to rest schedule
(v) Spring clip to hold watch and schedule in place
C# (i) Radio-microphone (halter type)
(ii) Pocket transmitter containing chargeable battery
(iii) Portable receiver containing batteries
(iv) Earphone
(v) Case in which to carry audio equipment
(vi) Belt/holster for teacher to carry transmitter
D* Category list
E# (i) Out-of-School Schedule (to leave with teacher)
(ii) Teacher's 'Distortion Gemment Sheet*
APPENDIX G
MAIN STUDY t DESIGN OF OBSERVATION DAYS
Table G.1(a): Design for in-school observations(Spring Term)
G#1(b): Design for in-school observations(Summer Term)
G,1 (c): Design for in-school observations(Autumn Term)
Tab^e G.2(a): Design for out-of-school recording days(Spring Term)
! V' . ' . ' - J \ " ' '
G.2(b): Design for out-of-school recording days(Summer Term)
G«2(c): Design for. out-of-school recording days(Autumn Term)
f/g
T a b le  G * l ( a )  : D e s ig n  f o r  in - s c h o o l  o b s e r v a t io iœ  (S p r in g  Term )
DATE
2
SCttOOL/T* CHER/DAY DATE SCHOOL/T•CHER/DAY
Obs.1 Obs.2 Obs.3 Obs.1 Obs.2 Obs.3
Mon.Jan.13 1A1 13A1 Mon. Feb. 23 2A1 i4ai
Tue.Jan.l4 3B1 Tue.Feb#24 1A2 13A2
Thu.Jan.l6 10A1 I6AI Thu.Feb.26 12B2 18B2 .
f n  ,Jan.17 12B1 18B1 Fri.Feb.27 3B1 11B1 17B1 1
k^>n. Jan.20 3A1 7A1 Mon.Mar.3 8B2 14B2 !
Tue.Jan.21 1B1 ?B1 Tue.Mar.4 9A2 13À2 j
Thu.Jan.23 4A1 18A1 Thu.Mar.6 4B2 10B2
Fri.Jan.24 6B1 16B1 Fri. Mar.7 3A2 11A2
. 1
Mon.Jan.27 9A1 13A1 Mon. Mar.10 2B2 9B2 13B2 1
Tue.Jan.21 7B1^ 13B1 / Tue.Mar. 11 3A2 8A2 14a2 1
Thu.Jan.30 6ai 12A1 ThuvMar.13 11B2 16B2 1
Fri.Jan.31 4B1 10B1 . Fri.Mar.l4 T0A2 17A2
Mon.Feb.3 1B2 7B2 Mon. Bar ..17 3B2 11
Tue.Feb.4 2B1 8B1 I3BI Tue .Mar.18 2A2 I
Thu.Feb.6 3A1 17A1 Thu .liar. 20 3B2 17B2 1
Fri.Feb.7 6A2 18A2 Fri.Mar.21 4A2 i 6A2 !
Mon.Feb.10 8a i 13B2
1 ■ 
1Tue.Feb.11
Thu.Feb.13
7A2
11A1
14B1
6B2
Fri.Feb.l4 12A2
18 schools were involved, numbered from 1 to I8; the two selected 
teachers in each school were identified as A and B, and each teacher 
was observed on two separate days» Each of the three observers was 
assigned six schools»
'6A1'=school no.6,teacherA,1st# observed day; '3B2'=school no.3, 
teacher B,2nd»observed day#
T a b le  G , l ( b )  ; D e s ig n  f o r  in -s c h o o ^ . o b s e r v a t io n s  (Summer Term )
DATE
SCHOOL/T* CHER/DA 
Obs.1 Obs.2 Obs.3
DATE
1
SCHOOL/T•CHER/DAY 
Obs.1 Obs.2 Obs.3 j
Mon.Apr.21 I9AI 31A1 Mon.June 9 20A1 26 a 1 1
Tue.Apr.22 ::)3B1 Tue.June 10 23A2 32B1 1
Thu.Apr.24 28AI 34A1 Thu.June 12 24 B2 30B2 1
Mon.Apr. 28 23A1 33A1 Fri.June 13 29B1
?
Tue.Apr.29 21B1 Mon.June 16 32A1 1
Thu.May 1 24A1 Tue.June 17 31A2 1
Fri.May 2 3OBI 36BI Fri.June 20 23BI 30A2 35 B1 I
Mon.May 3 21A1 27A1 Mon.June 23 26B2 1
Tue.May 6 19B1 23BI Tue.June 24 21A2 27A2 33A2 1
Thu.May 8 3OAI 36AI Thu.June 26 28B2
Fri.May 9 22B1 34B1 Fri ..June 27 23A2 29A2
Tue.May I3 27B1 31B1 Mon.June 30 20B1 32B2 1
Thu.May 13 22A1 Thu,July 3 22B2 29B2 33B2 1
Fri,May 16 24B1 28BI Fri.July 4 28A2 34.A2 1
Mon.May 19 19B2 Mon.July 7 21B2 !
Tue • May 20 20B1 26BI Tue.July 8 26A2 t
Thu.I'lay 22 33A1 Thu.July 10 34B2 1
Fri.Ay 23 36A2 Mon,July 14 27B2 33B2 I
Mon.June 2 23B2 31B2 Tue.July 13 20A2 32A2 I
Tue.June 3 19A1 Thu.July 17 23B2
Thu.June 3 23A1 29A1 36b2 Fri.July I8 22A2 35A2
Fri.June 6 24A2
18 schools were involved, numbered 19 to 36; the two selected teacm.'i 
in each school were identified as A and B, and each teacher was 
on two separate days. Each of the three observers was assigned six. scbocis
^ '20A1 '= school no.20,teacher A, 1st. observed day|'^761 = school 
teacher B, 2nd. observed day.
T a b le  G .1 ( c )  : D e s ig n  f o r  in - s c h o o l  o b s e r v a t io n s  (Autum n T e rm )
DATE >
SCHOOL/T'CHER/DAY 
Obs.1 Obs.2 Obs•3
DATE
!
SCHOOL/T * CHER/DAY |
1
Obs.1 Obs .2 Obs.3|
Thu. Sep .11 49A 63A Tue.Nov. 4 44a 64B
Fri.Sep.12 41B 3IA Wed.Nov. 3 40B
Mon.Sep. 15 43B Tue.Nov,11 33A
Tue.Sep. 16 37B Wed.Nov.12 37B 30A . 62A !
Fri.Sep. 19 6ia Mon.Nov. 17 47B I1
Mon.Sep.22 48b Thu.Nov. 20 4o a 1
Wed.Sep.24 63A Mon.Nov.24 33B 59E 1
Thu.Sep. 23 42B Tue.N0v .23 46b 60 B
Mon.Sep. 29 43A 52A Thu.Nov.27 44b
Tue.Sep. 30 30B 39A Fri.Nov. 28 49B 38B
Thu.Oct. 2 . 66a Mon.DEc. 1 4lA 34B 63 B
Fri.Oct. 3 37A Tue.Dec. 2 38A
Mon.Oct. 6 39A Wed.Dec. 3 43B
Wed.Oct. 8 36b 66B Thu.Dec. 4 32B
Fri.Oct.10 38B Mon.Dec. 8 43A 38A
Mon.Oct.13 46a 33A 61B Tue.Dec. 9 33B
Tue.Oct.l4 62B Wed.Dec.10 64a
Wed.Oct. 13 47A Thu.Dec.11 31B
Tue.Oct.21 39B 48 a Fri.Dec.12 63B
Wed.0ct.22 6OA
Thu.Oct. 23 36A 64b
Fri.0ct.24 42A 57A
30 schools were involved,numbered 37 to 66; the two selected te<\chcrs 
in each school were identified as A and B. Each of the three observers 
was assigned to 10 schools.
*fB/
T a b le  G *2 ( a )  D e s ig n  f o r  o u t - o f - s c h o o l  r e c o r d in g  days (S p r in g  Term)*
VffiEKEND
Date
School/
T'cher
: H O L I D A Y  
Half-term
s
Easter
Date
School/
T'cher Date
School/ 
T * cher
Jan.18—19 1A,10A Sat.Feb. 13 2A,16B Sat.Mar. 29 2B,9A
Jan.23—26 Sun.Feb.l6 2B Sun. Mar. 3^ 2A,8B .
Feb. 1-2 7B,10B,13A Mon.Feb. 17 17A Mon.Mar. 31 3A,17B 1
Feb. 8-9 ! 1B,3A,7B, Tue.Feb. 18 17 B Tue.Apr. 1 3B,17A 1
13B :
Wed.Feb. 19 4A,11A . Wed.Apr. 2 11B,18A 1
Feb.13-16 3B\ Thu.Feb.20 4b ,i i b Thu.Apr. 3 11A,18B I
Mar. 1-2 1A,14A,7A,
14B Fri.Feb.21
9A,16A Fri.Apr. 4 9B,12A I
Mar.8-9 3a ,i o b ,i4b ,
Sat ..Feb.22 9B,13A Sat.Apr. 3 8A,12B I
15A: Sun.Feb. 23 13B . SUn.Apr. 6 13A j
Mar.13-16 10A,14A,13B Mon.Feb.24 6 A Mon.Apr. 7 3B ' 1
Mar.22-23 5B Tue.Feb. 23 6 b Tue.Apr. 8 3A,6A !
Wed.Apr. 9 4b , i 8b
Thu.Apr.10 4a , i 8a
Fri.Apr.11 12B,16B
Sat.Apr.12 8B,12A,"
13B,16A
Sun.Apr. 13 8A '
Mon.Apr.l4 6b
18 schools were involved, numbered 1 to l8; the two teachers in 
each school were identified as A or B*
T a b le  G .2 ( b )  : D e s ig n  f o r  o u t - o f - s c h o o l  r e c o r d in g  d a y s (Sumirier T e rm ) '
WEEKEND
Date
School/ 
T 'cher
Apr.26-27 31A,34A
May 3-4 23A
May 10-11 22B,23B,34B
May 17-18 22A,31B
June 7-8 23A,23B,29A,
3IB
June14-13 23A,29B
June21-22 23B,31A :
June28-29 23A,29A )
July 3-6 22B,29B,34A
July12-13 34 b
July19-20 22A,23B
H 0 L I D A 
Half-term(Whit)
Y S
Summer
Date School/
T'cher
Date School/ 
T * cher
Sat.May24 19A,33B Sat.July 26 19B
Sun.llay 23 19B Sun.July Mon.July
27
28
19A
24B
Mon.May 26 24a,28a ' Tue.July 29 24A
Tue.May 27 24b,28b ' Wed*July 30 Thu.July 31
3OB
3OA
Wed.May 28 27A,30A Fri.Aug. 1 36B
Thu^May 29 27B,30B Sat t Aug. Sun.Aug.
2
3
36A
20A
Fri. May 30 33A,36A Mon.Aug. 4 26A
Sat.May 31 21A,36b Tue.Aug. Wed.Aug.
5
6
263
32A
Sun.June 1 21 B Thu.Aug. 7 32B
Fri.Aug. 8 33A :.
Sat.Aug. ■9
Sun.Aug. ho
Sat.Aug. '16 213
Sun.Aug. 17 21A
Mon.Aug. 18 28 B
Tue.Aug. 19 28A:
Wed.Aug. 20 27B
Thu.Aug, 21 27A
Fri.Aug. 22 33B
Sat.Aug. 23 33A,33A:
Sun.Aug. 24 20A
Mon.Aug.23 26B
Tue.Aug. 26 26a
Wed.Aug. 27 32B
Thu.Aug. 28 32A
Fri.Aug. 29 33B
Sat.Aug. 30 20B
18 schools were involved, numbered 19 to 36; the two teachers in'eacK
school were identified as A or B.
T * -
T a b le  G .2 ( c )  : D e s ig n  f o r  o u t - o f - s c h o o l  r e c o r d in g  d ays(A u tu m n  T e r m ) '
, . . . . . . . . . . ..  . .... :
WEEKEND H O L I D A Y ,
Half-term
3
Christmas
Date School/ T* cher Date
School/ 
T * cher Date
School/ 
T * cher
Sep.20—21 32A,37B, Sat.Oct. 23 37A,48a , Sat.Dec.20 37B,42A*,
6IA 55A 30A
Sep.27-28 42B,34A, Sun.Oct. 26 47A*,57A*. Sun.Dec.21 30B,31A,
61A \ 66a 33B
Oct. 4-3 42B,32A, Mon.Oct. 27 39B»,49A, Mon.Dec.22 31B,32B*,
57B 59A 34b*,66a
Oct.11-12 39A,34A, Tue.Oct. 28 37A,38b , Tue.Dec. 23 38A,44A*,
36B* 60A* 49B,39B 1
Oct. 18-19 46a *,47A% Wed.Oct, 29 48a,65A, Wed,Dec.24 43A,36A,
' 61B*,62B* 66b 38a ,60B* I
Nov.. 8-9 39B%40B, Thu.Oct. 30 48b ,55A, Sat.Dec.27 i44B*,49A,|
42A*,44A* 65A l38B,64A*
Nov.13-16 39A,33A, Fri.Oct. 31 43A,61B», Sun.Dec.28 |4iA,33B*,
37A*,64B* 63A 63B
Nov.22-23 40A,44B% Sat.Nov. 1 4i b ,48b , Mon.Dec.29 43B,46B*,
47B,60A* 56b* 63B
Nov.29-30 46B%53B*„ Sun.Nov. 2 38b ,45B, Tue.Dec.30 4i b ,58a ,
60B*,64A* 63A 64b *
Dec. 6-7 40B,32B% Wed.Dec.31 |33B,38B,
34b*,62A 62B*
Dec.13-l4 40A,33A, Thu.Jan. 1 43A,43A,
47B,62A 43B,63B
Fri.Jan. 2 4 i a ,43B,
49B,30A
Sat.Jan. 3 30B,31A,
63B
Sun.Jan. 4 38a ,46a *,
31B,39A
Mon.Jan. 3 37B,36a ,
39B,66b
^30 schools were involved, numbered 37 to 66; the two teachers in each 
school were identified as A or B.
These teachers recorded on a weekend and a holiday day.
Lf.m
APPENDIX H
MAIN STUDY : LETTERS TO SCHOOL HEADS
Figure H.1(a) : Letter to Heads regarding meetings to discuss projeci 
H.l(b) : Information sheet accompanying letter about meetings
Figure H.2(a) : Letter to Heads of sampled schools, regarding
staff list
H.2(b) : Form accompanying letter regarding staff list 
Figure H.3 • Letter to Heads of schools not drawn in sample
Figure H.l(a) ; Letter to Heads regarding meeting to be held
to discuss project
24th September,1968,
Teaching Day Project
Dear
Tlie Divisional Education Officer has given the N.F.Z.R. 
permission to hold meetings with Heads of Junior Schools, where we 
may explain and answer questions about the Teaching Day Project which 
is being planned in Surrey. The enclosed sheet gives an exposition 
of the Project and I apologize for its length, but we felt that Heads 
and Teachers would like to know as much as possible about the Project 
before discussions take place. I enclose a similar sheet, and I 
should be very grateful if you would pin it on the Staff Notice Board 
so that the staff also are aware of the project, I hope that the sheet 
has explained the Project sufficiently to allow us to invite your 
co-operation if and when v/e approach your school and staff.
We have arranged three meetings for Heads of Junior Schools/ 
Departments as follows:-
Friday, 4th October, 3.00 p.m. - Boxgrove O.P. School,
Merrow, Guildford.
Tuesday, 8th October, 10.13a,m, - Binscombe O.P. School,
Farncombe, Godalming.
Tuesday, 8th October, 3.00 p.m. - St. Andrew's G.of E, Junior,
Farnham.
We hope that you will be able to attend one of these three 
meetings. In order that v/e may let the respective Heads know the 
numbers expected at each meeting, would you please indicate on the 
enclosed pre-paid postcard which meeting you would like to attend.
Yours sincerely,
S, Rilsum 
Research Officer
T®'
Figure H.1(b) ; Information sheet accompanying letter to Heads
Teaching Day Project - Preliminary Information
The N.F.E.R. is planning a project, the main aim of which is to 
examine the demands made upon teachers in the course of their work.
The Foundation hopes to arrive at an objective account of the teacher*s 
work, in and out of school, throughout the year.
There is a three-fold purpose to the project;
(a). The information could be used to provide Colleges of Educat­
ion with an objective and realistic description, in both 
qualitative and quantitative terms, of what the teacher*s 
work entails.
(b) The description obtained could be analysed to check those
aspects of the teacher®s work which required him to spend
time and effort which did not usefully employ his profess­
ional training and skill.
(c) The description would provide background information that 
would illuminate discussion on various educational changes, 
such as the effective use of mechanical aids, the organis­
ation of the school routine, team teaching, and so on.
The N.F.E.R. has already spent one year on a pilot study in the 
S!(ough area, to discover the best methods of observing and recording 
th4 teacher*s work and to sort out the various problems involved.
In carrying out the pilot study, the N.F.E.R. worked with a Committee 
of Heads and Teachers, and the study covered all areas of teaching 
from Nürsery to 6th form and many types of teacher.
For the first stage of a main study, the N.F.E.R. has decided to 
confine the description
(a) to the work of teachers of junior children,
(b) to a single administrative area.
The Chief Education Officer of Surrey has been approached, as have 
the Education Officers of the Excepted Districts, and permission has 
been granted to approach schools and teachers in Surrey. The pilot 
study in Slough has shown that liaison between the N.F.E.R. and the 
teachers was a vital component for the success of any future project, 
and the Foundation is most anxious that the teachers and their rep­
resentatives are fully aware of the motives and procedures of the 
project before it begins. Talks have already been held with the Surrey 
representatives of the teachers* professional associations, and their 
advice has been sought in setting-up a Consultative Committee to 
advise the N.F.E.R. during the course of the project.
During September and October, we will be arranging to meet all 
Junior Heads in Surrey, to explain the project further and answer 
queries. After these meetings with Heads, we hope to approach a sam­
ple of schools in Surrey to explain the project further and to concile 
a list of teachers who might be willing to be observed. From this list 
of volunteer teachers a sample of about one hundred teachers will be 
drawn, and the procedure will be roughly as follows:
»rt> f
(i) The N.F.E.R. observer will visit the school and teacher to
give explanations and to discuss the project. This prelimi­
nary discussion will have taken place during our initial app­
roaches to schools, but we think it important that the teachers 
concerned should have ample opportunity, should they so wish, 
to have later discussions, to ask questions, to comment on 
the project, and "get to know” the observer personally. There­
fore, if a volunteer teacher wishes the N.F.E.R. observer to 
return before the observations take place, the observer will 
do his utmost to meet the teacher's wishes.
(ii) The observer will "accompany” the teacher during a full "school 
day”, simulating actual observation and recording. This 
' "acceptance visit” is intended to accustom the pupils and
teacher to the observer's presence and to make the observer 
familiar with the teacher's and school's routine. The observer 
will not actually record during this day.
(iii) The observer will, on a later day, repeat his "acceptance 
visit” routine, but will actually record what the teacher is 
called upon to do. (In the first stages of the study, it is 
planned to make and record observations for two separate days 
for each teacher, but this may be modified in the light of 
the analysis that will be made during the project.)
(iv) The teacher will be asked to complete, at the end of his 
personal day, a schedule which will indicate the timing and 
type of teaching activities that he had to undertake out of 
school on the day he had been observed.
(v) The two observation days will be chosen according to statist­
ical sanpling arrangements, but it is likely that these days 
will occur during the same term.
(vi) The intention is to cover the teacher's work during the whole 
year 1969, and although individual teachers may be observed 
during one term only, the statistical sampling arrangements 
will ensure that all times of the year will be randomly 
observed.
(vii) The composition of the teacher sample, providing the volunt­
eers are forthcoming, will be such as.to ensure coverage of 
certain aspects of teacher personal data that are considered 
important to the project, e.g. teaching experience, domestic 
commitments, age, sex, etc.
The above will give a rough idea of what is entailed for schools 
and teachers, and it will be seen that, although we welcome advice 
from and consultation with teachers, we wish to burden them as little 
as possible. In fact, the teacher, during observation, should essen­
tially carry on his work exactly as he would normally pursue it - 
any "inhibitions” or "show” would falsify the data collected. We want 
the situation as observed to be as natural as possible, and it is 
hoped that the preliminary discussions between-teacher and researcher 
will have established mutual respect and understanding, and encouraged 
a relationship of trust and confidence between them. The teacher 
will also be made aware of two crucial points:
1• The records obtained will be confidential and will be made 
available to no-one apart from N.F.E.R. research officers.
The teacher himself will be the only exception : he may 
study the record and comment on it freely - in fact we would
TOO
regard it as his right to do so. (In any later publications^ 
no school or individual teacher will be identified.)
2. No evaluations or judgements about the teacher*s work will be 
recorded. The purpose of the project is to obtain a factual 
account of what the teacher has to do, and judgements about 
methods or personalities would be quite out of place.
A final important point for teachers to know is that all researchers 
employed on this project have had teaching experience.
S. Hilsum 
Research Officer
T*
Figure H«2(a) : Letter to Heads of sampHed schools,
asking for staff list
Dear •
Teaching Day Project
At the meetings with Junior School Heads, we explained that we 
would shortly be contacting those schools scyapled in the first stage of 
the project, in order to be able to draw a sample of teachers from those 
selected schools. Heads were good enough to say that this particular part 
of the procedure could, in order to save time, be done by correspondence 
rather than by personal visits to schools, for we only required to know 
which of the teachers were full-time, qualified assistant teachers of the 
7-11 year range, together with their total teaching experience.
Your school is one of those selected in the first stage sample, 
and I should be most grataful if you could provide the information asked 
for on the enclosed sheet. When we have collected this information from 
the selected schools, we shall be able to draw a random sample of teachers 
and, as explained at the? meetings, we shall then, with the permission of 
the Heads, visit each of these teachers to explain the project and invite 
their participation. Although, for.administrative purposes, we need to 
know names of schools and teachers, I would assure you again that in any 
recording or analysis, no school or teacher will, be identified.
I enclose a pre-paid reply envelope and would be pleased to hear 
from you at your earliest convenience. If you have any query regarding 
the completion of the form, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Tliank you for your co-operation.
Yours sincerely.
.X
S. Hilsum 
Research Officer
T '
F ig u r e  H . 2 ( b ) :  Form  a c co m p an y in g  l e t t e r  to  Heads r e g a r d in g  s t a f f  l i s t
Please complete the form below:-
Note 1. Teachers : Include only those teachers who axC teaching at the
school during the current term.in a full-time, permanent 
(i.e. not supply or temporary) capacity, are qualified (according 
to Burnham definition) and are teaching children of .junior age 
(7-11).
2. Teaching experience: This refers to completed years of actual
teaching service in schools i.e. it excludes full-time study or 
training periods of one yêâr or more which may have preceded or 
broken up that service.
SCHOOL
iNiflrtU SURNAME TEACHING EXPERIENCE IN SCHOOLS 
(completed years)
: ' 3. :
4. ■
■
c..
■ T
I-
1 ; 1
10,. 1
a  ;
■ V
U. ^
13.
If'll
^ g u r e E#3 • Letter to Heads of schools not drawn in the sample
Dear
Teaching Day Project ‘
We now know the actual sample of teachers to be observed during 
the Spring term, and I thought that you in turn would like to know 
immediately that from your own school no teacher has been ’’drawn” by the 
statistical random sampling procedure.
It may bÊ that some contingency will arise during the project 
which will result in our needing a replacement teacher and, if our 
statisticians "select" a teacher at your school as a possible replacement,
I hope we may be allowed to contact you with a view to discussing the 
matter with the teacher concerned.
We hope to keep the schools informed about our progress by issuing 
"Progress Reports" periodically, but please feel free to contact us or the 
Consultative Committee (a list of names was enclosed with my previous letter 
to you) regarding any aspect of the project about which you would like 
further explanation. Thank you for your co-operation and for returning 
the form regarding your staff's teaching experience.
May I wish yourself and your staff a Merry Christmas and a 
restful holiday.
. Yours sincerely,
S. Hilsum 
Research Officer
APPENDIX I
MAIN STUDY ANALYSIS : TRANSCRIPTION PROCESS
Figure 1.1(a) : Second Transcription Sheet - Total times/frequencies
(C-Time)
1.1(b) : Second Transcription Sheet - Total times/frequencies
(S-Time)
Figure 1.2(a) : Third Transcription Sheet - Data for Punching
(C-Time)
1.2(b) : Third Transcription Sheet - Data for Punching
(S-Time)
Figure 1.3 : Front cover of Observer’s Schedule completed for
'punching
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APPENDIX J
THE COMBINING OF OBSERVATIONS IN THE ANALYSIS
In the main analysis of the teaching day the observations from 
all three terms were combined. For the Spring and Summer terms there 
were two observations on each teacher but for the Autumn term there 
was only one. Two possibilities were considered : one was that the 
average of the two observations on one teacher should be used, the 
other was that each observation should be treated as a separate record.
• V':' L ■ ^
The variance of the mean of the observation under the two methods 
was considered.
Let there be n teachers of whom m were visited twice.
Observations (X), are measured from their mean so that
where t. is the teacher element
,^ iL ■
e. is the random element
and ;, t is the teacher variance
; ;2-T
y e / is the random variance 
Method A, i.e. giving all n-mh2m observations equal weight ;
VA =  Var (x^) = Var
Cxf "b X ''•••••• . .x,.•••• x>._ . )1 2  1 (n d- mj
n r h  m
where x.=t. + e. for all
observations
: 1
(n + mX
( (n 4- 3m)^^ +  (n + m)(^^ )
Method B, i.e. averaging the two observations on one teacher
VB = Var ( x ; _ )  Var (x^ +  x. ...... x .. .x )
D . 1 * i. I., id , X , . n
+'^i2 - . ' where x + t. + — -— 7-—  for i ^ m
1 \  ■ .1 . . 2 ^  •
2n
and X. = t. + e. 
1 1 1 for i> m
Method A is preferred if VA^VB.
Approximately half the teachers were observed twice, hence 2m = n 
Substituting for VA and VB we require :
1 ■ 1 ■
( 5m  ^+ 3mf ^  ) /  —  ( 4m f ^  + 3m g" ^ )t "e ^ n 2 t e?iiK k : 8m
2
-  41 • e. ^
e
From Table IV. 2 inthe text R, = ^  ^  and R« = 2f ^   ^ .1 e 2 t e
Thus, Method A is preferred if ; 
2
From the analyses of variance carried out, it was found that this 
relation was true. Therefore, each observation was treated as a 
separate record in the main analysis.
3 «3
APPENDIX. K
MAIN STUDY :: SCHOOL' HOURS - ADDITIONAL ITEMS
Morning Break
Most schools selected 10,4-0 as the time to begin the morn­
ing break, and it usually lasted fifteen minutes. Tables 
and A.VII.2 'show the variation in these times across the sampled 
schools.
Table K . I : iTime of beginning morning break
Time morning 
break began 10.20 10.25 10.30 10.35 10.40 10.45 11.15
No.of schools+' 
(K.=6l) 1 1 9 5 34 12 1
+ Five schools varied the time when they began morning break, 
Table K : Length of morning break
Length of morning 
break (in mins.) 10 15 20 25
No.of schools 1 58 6 1
Mean length of morning break = 15*5 minutes 
Afternoon Break
The afternoon break began at times ranging from 2.10 to 2.50» 
and the length was, in most cases, either ten or fifteen minutes. 
Table K .5 i Time of beginning afternoon break
Time afternoon 
break began
2.10 2.15 2.20 2.25 2.30 2.45 2.50
No.of schools'P 
(N.=58) 2 4 8 12 23 8 1
Table K . V* 1 length of afternoon break
Length of afternoon 
break (minutes) 10 15 20
No.of schools-*- 
(N.=6l) 28 30 3
+Three schools had no afternoon break and two varied its length 
Mean length of afternoon break = 12.9 minutes
Adjustments to the ’normal’ break periods
XG IS of qualitative interest to note the kind of occa­
sion when adjustments to a school’s ’official’ break times were 
recorded^:
1. On a day when the 11+ selection examination was proceeding in 
the hall, the time and length of morning break were adjusted so
that pupils in the hall would not be disturbed by the noise of
other classes moving about and playing in the playground,
2. The Head held a staff meeting at break and extended the period 
by ten minutes so that he could complete his agenda.
3. One school brought forward its afternoon break by ten minutes 
on Fridays, to allow time for House Meetings and an end-of-week 
assembly.
4. The whole school was involved in a concert rehearsal in the 
hall, and break was put back till the rehearsail was finished,
3 » On the day that the Investiture of the Prince of Wales was 
being televised, the break period was reduced to ensure that the 
pupils were in the hall ready, before the programme began.
6. The observed teacher was teaching at an annexe away from the 
main building, and break time was altered to fit in with the cir­
cumstances obtaining on the detached site.
7. After a period of miserable weather, the Head allowed pupils 
to stay out in the playground longer because it was very sunny.
8o To give himself more time to organize the boys whom he had 
to escort to a football match, the Head extended break by ten 
minutes.
9. Play-time was held back till a radio broadcast had finished.
10.. The break was cancelled because of bad weather.
The Lunch Period
Although most schools began, the lunch break at 12.00, some
r-------------------------------------- -—  --------------------
A teacher may stop his ’teaching’ activities before the break or 
carry on into the break, but this is a personal decision of the 
teacher concerned. As far as this study was concerned, a change in 
break times on the day of observation was recorded only if the Head 
had specifically made this change known. In a. few schools, break 
times varied because there was no ’official’ time laid down for 
breaks, and the Head allowed his staff to decide for themselves 
the timing and length of break periods.
5 05
ended  m o rn in g  s c h o o l much l a t e r .
T a b l e  K. iT: T im e o f  b e g in n in g  th e  lu n c h  p e r io d
Time lunch 
break began 11.55 12.00
-------
12.10 12.15 12.25 12.30
No.of schools+ 
(IT. =64) 6 51 2 2 1 . 2
+Two schools varied the time of beginning the lunch period
The time of ending the lunch period (i.e.beginning afternoon 
school) appeared to vary far more than the times of beginning and 
ending morning school. V/hereas about 51 schools (about 80 per cent 
of the sample) began lunch at 12.00. less than half ended lunch 
at the same time (1.50),most of the rest being fairly evenly 
spread over the fifteen minutes before that time.
1 (able K- 6? Time of ending lunch period
Time lunch 
period ended 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.25 1.30 1.45
No.of schools^ 
(IT, =64) 2 12 10 15 24 5
+ Two schools varied the time of ending the lunch period.
As with the length of the total day, there appeared to be 
no single feature determining the time a school began the after­
noon session. In some cases the need to finish the school day 
early (e.g. to enable pupils to catch a special coach) necessitated 
starting afternoon school early, while in other cases an early 
afternoon start had no apparent determining factor other than the 
Head’s time-table policy.
The Teaching Sessions
The times that teaching sessions (class time) began and ended 
were obviously dictated by the times of starting and finishing 
school and by the timing of the breaks during the day. We need, 
therefore, only tabulate the lengths of these teaching sessions 
without repeating their times of beginning and ending.
1. The first teaching session (Cl). From Table ! it cao
be seen that the schools varied considerably in the time allocated 
to the first teaching session of the day.
Table ÎC.7 : Length of first teaching session (from the start 
of school till the beginning of morning break)
Length of first 
teaching session 
(in minutes)
80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120
No.of schools+ 
(IT. =60) . 1 2 5 10 8 23 9 1 1
+ Six schools varied the length of the first teaching session.
Mean length of first teaching session -101.5 minutes.
Over a tenth of the schools (i.e.their Heads) regarded 90 
minutes (or a little less) as a desirable amount of teaching time 
to give pupils before allowing them a rest, while nearly a fifth 
thought another twenty minutes or more could be added to that 
time. At one extreme, a school's policy was that 80 minutes was 
the appropriate length of time for the early morning teaching
c .
period, while at the other extreme, the session lasted two hours.
It was stated in that the time of finishing school-
and possibly, therefore, of the total school day - might have been 
determined by a complexity of factors which included arrangements 
for school buses, policy in administrative area, and so on. In 
the case of the four teaching sessions during the day, however, 
it is much more clearly the Head who decides the relative lengths 
of these, for it is he who fixes the times of the intervening break 
periods. It would be interesting to' study the reasons for the 
Head's policy in this respect - particularly in view of this large 
range of times - but unfortunately this information on his policy 
was not collected.
2. The remaining teaching sessions (C2,C5»C4). The figures'" 
concerned respectively with the lengths of the second, third and 
fourth teaching sessions of the day are given in Tables K . 2 ,
K. A K. 10 , Although their mean times are different, it
is interesting to see that in each case there is a large range in 
the lengths of time allocated.
5 * 7
Table K.8 : Length of second teaching session (from the end 
of morning break till the beginning of lunch period)
Length of second 
teaching session 
(in minutes)
60 65 70 75 80 85 90
No.of schools+ 
(K.=61) 18 26 2 8 1 3 3
+ Five schools varied the length of the second teaching
session.
Mean length of second teaching session = 67.5 minutes.
Table K»9 : Length of third teaching session (from the beginning 
of afternoon school till the beginning of afternoon break)
Length of third
teaching session 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90
(in minutes)
No .of schoolsf 
(N.=59)
2 1 3 .29 11 2 5 2 3 1
+ Three schools had no afternoon break and four varied the 
length of the third teaching session.
Mean length of tliird teaching session k 6/|.1 minutes.
Table K#10 Length of fourth teaching session (from the end 
of afternoon break till the end of afternoon school)
Length of fourth 
teaching session 
(in minutes)
35 4o 45 50 55 60 65 70
No.of schools^ ■ 
(N.=59)
1 1 9 9 10 24 4 1
+: See note under . Table K.q .
Mean length of fourth teaching session = 55.1 minutes.
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APPENDIX
HAIN-STUDY; DIFFERENCES IN TEACHING DAYS - HYPOTHESES TESTED
There were two hypotheses that were basic to an analysis of the 
differences founsf in teaching days, namely
1. There is no difference between/among the divisions of a variable 
regarding the time spent on an individual activity or group of 
activities.
2. There is no difference between/among the divisions of a variable 
regarding the frequency of occurrence of an individual activity or 
group of activities.
Both hypotheses could be posited about activities during C-time 
and S-time; only hypothesis 1 could be posited regarding 0-time 
(evenings), weekends and holiday days.
The appended list contains the initial tests carried out by 
analysis of variance(where a variable contained more than two 
divisions,e.g. Administrative Area) or by t-test(where the variable 
contained two divisions, e.g. Sex). V/here an ANOVA showed a signif­
icant difference across variable divisions, t-tests were carried 
out— after inspection of the data—  between selected pairs of 
divisions to determine the chief source of the difference found 
within the variable. These follow-up tests (hypotheses) are not 
listed here, but any findings from them are noted in the text.
The key to the symbols used in the columns of the appended list 
of hypotheses is as follows
 ^ PERIOD
C = C-time; 8 = 8-time 0 = 0-time (evenings) ; W —  Weekends;
H = Holiday days*
v a l u e
MT = Mean time spent on activity/activities
MF = Mean frequency of occurrence of activity/activities.
CATEGORY :
a) Grouped activities are identified as follows(see Table IV.8)
I •TEACHING* lA Instruction
II =: :ORGANIZATION IIA = Organizing in classfbcm/schoo}
IIB = Staff consultation
III CONTROL AND SUPERVISION IIIB Supervision
IV MECHANICAL/CLERICAL
V PASTORAL VA Pastoral(Individual pupil)
VI PRIVATE VIA Personal
VII UNRECORDED
T a  Total work done (in 0-time, weekends,holidays)
b) Individual activities are identified by their category 
numbers (see Appendix E)
2 = Organizing pupils • 5 = Reprimands
6 = Messages 7 = Marking (no pupils interacting)
8 a Personal chat with pupil 14 a Lesson planning
; 16/17 != Administrative tasks 19 = Clerical tasks
20 a Mechanical tasks 
Also,Mo»MovementStanding,PC/RaProfessional Course/reading.
RESULT G F/
NS a not significant; * = significant at 59^  confidence level; 
** a significant at l^ o confidence level;
***' = significant at O.l^o confidence level.
Sol
TEACHING EXPERIENCE SEX
PERIOD VALUE CATEGORY RESULT PERIOD VALUE CATEGORY RESULT
C MT . lA NS C . F MT IIA NS
c MT IIA NS '■F- \  C - MT 5 * * *
: C : . I4T 2 .f./ . :: . F  C ■„ 0 F IIA * *
c ; : NT 5 ♦ ♦♦ - c . MF 5 * * *
e MT 20 NS , 8 MT I NS
c F MT St NS /  s MT ' IB * * *
c : MF: I IA . * *  .' : s L MT . I I
c : F ; MF 2 ♦ * s ■ MT F : I IA NS
C / : MF F 5 * * * s F 0  F MT Y I IB NS
C - MF St * : s MT I I I NS
s MT I NS S MT IV *
: 8 MT IB NS F:-F ; S MT V NS
S MT : I I NS . S MT ' V I NS
S I4T I IA NS :  ^ s MT VIA NS
s . MT 2 ♦ * s MF IIA . NS
4s '-: MT ■ I I I ■ ♦ * . 0 MT T NS
S MT : 20 * # -  0 >ÎT ■ 7 NS
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APPENDIX M
MAIN STUDY ; ADDITIONAL TABLES OF FINDINGS
Table M#t: Teaching experience: Frequency of 
•disturbances' during C-time
Experience Mean S.D.
Probationer 'j-: 9^ 6
1-4 years . :■ - ■ 5 ■ 4
5-10 years 3 3
.11-20 years 5 4
> 2 0  years 6
Table M,l; Teaching experience: mechanical tasks during school hours
Experience C-time 8-time
I PMean time (m) S.D. Freq. S.D. Mean time (m) S.D. Freq.
Probationer 24.0 -  16.7 66 26 13.2 10.8 16 10
1-4 years 26.7 16.3 62 24 9.5 8.2 12 8
5-10 years 27.3 23.3 56 23 4.8 5.2 7 7
11-20 years 22.7 , 14.8 53 21 6.9 7.5 9 6
20 years 26.2 15.8 55 ,19
J. *0/
11.5 10.5 13 10
o— t/xuie taxgxixxxcanu a t  i/o c o m .
time ) and 0 »'l% (m ean frequency)
Table M.3: Teaching experience: 'resting, personal conversations
& activities' during S-time."^
r.... ...  - "
' Experience Mean time (mins) S.D, % of 8-time
Probationer
I-4 years 
5-10 years
II-20 years 
> 20 years
' 18.0
29.1
20.1 
21.1 
18.3
12.3
16.5
14.5 
15.7 
11.2
17.1 % 
26.0 %
18.1 %
19.0 ÿo
17.1 %
confidence; t-test between Probationers and 1-4 year group signi­
ficant at 59o level.
-J' RtrctnTa^c are nko ag probationers had a signifi-
cttmjiy shorter S-tirae than the 1-4 year group. The conclusion 
in the text that the 1-4 year group spent longer at this acti­
vity is obviously still applicable.
Table M.If : Teaching experience : standing/moving in C-time
. ; :■ . . 
Experience : Time (mins) Frequency ;
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. ^
Probationer 184.4 50.7 19 8 i
1-4 years 186.6 58.1 16 9 i
5-10 years 184.8 61.8 16 8 i
11-20 years 195-5 42.1 15 6 1
> 2 0  years 216.4 65.9 12 ^  I
frequency.
Table M.S: Teaching experience: total teaching work in out-of-
school hours.
Experience Mean time (mins) S.D.
Probationers : i4l.2 114.5
1-4 years 127.6 85.6
5-10 years 152.1 92.0
11-20 years 124.1 72.1 !
> 20 years
- ' !
145.1 110.1 1
Table M. (p : Dependants: supervision in break-times
Dependants Mean time (mins) S.D. ;
None 15.7 17.7 I
1 17.7 18.6
2 ^ 7: : 25.9 / . 25.9
> z 20.7 17.4
Analysis of variance significant at 5% level of
confidence.
Table M. 7 : Dependants P professional reading (including attend­
ance at courses) and total professional work done
each weekend
Number of 
dependants ■
{professional reading
Total profes 
work
sional
Mean time (mins) S.D. Mean time (mins ) S.D."-
None (N=44); r / 8.6 26.1 169.3 150.5
1 (N= 8) - ‘0: . - 6 . 3 r ' ■ mm 215.0 155.5
2 (N=11) 40.5 44.9 242.7 192.5
>2 (N=12) 17.5 25.0 234.6 194.2
professional reading
SIS
Table M.# : Dependants ; total professional work done
each holiday day
Number of 
dependants
Mean time 
(mins)
S.D.
None (N=71) 61.5 107.8
1 (N=27) 72.4 99.4
2 (N=21) 86.9 105.4
> 2 (N=51) 96.0 125.3
Table M* 9 School responsibility ! administrative tasks
in out-of-school hours
School responsibility Mean time (mins) S.D.
None 1.6 5.2
Non-Burnham 3.1 17.5
Burnham 10.1 9.4
Deputy Head v. 10.3 17.6
Analysis of variance significant at 0,1% level of confidence
Table M. |o : School responsibility ï mechanical tasks in S-tirae
and 0-tlme
School responsibility S-time 0-time
Mean time (mins) S.D. Mean time(m) S.D
None 11.1 10.5 21 30
Non-Burnham 9.7 8.5 21 32
Burnham 7.3 7.5 11 13
Deputy Head 5.4 7.5 12 19
Table M..11 : School Responsibility : mean time, in minutes, spent 
on some, weekend professional activities
p —... .—
School
respons­
ibility
No. of 
week- 
.ends 
reco­
rded
Marking
Lesson
plan­
ning
Admin.
tasks
Mech *1 
tasks
Prof.
read­
ing
Total
weekend
work
M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M- SD
None
Non-Burn
Burnham
Dep.Head
4
12
12
29.-1
47.1
65.0
35*0
30.7 
48.9 
95.3
51.7
38»S
65.5
38.3
45.3
24
99.4
29.6
46.9
0.0
9.9
38.8
12.5
31.3
68.0
31*6
32.2
27.1
10.4
3.8
78.8
59.4
28.7
13.0
8.9
10.8
13.3
16.3
20.3
28.7
19»7
34.2
114.4
205.7
248.3
167.1
 ^ --
130.3
161.3  
180.9  
162.8
of conFî <ience«
I/f
Table M, 12: School responsibility: mean time, in minutes, spent c;/: 
some professional activities each holiday day
School
respon­
sibility
Number of 
holiday day£ 
recorded
!
Admin. 
tasks
Mech.
tasks
Prof.
reading
Total work on i 
holiday , day |
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean
None 18 3 .3 14.1 4 .2 12.4 10.3 31.4 3 9 .4 84.1 !
Non-Burnham 77 2 .3 9.1 7 .2 22 .9 23 .4 79 .2 78 .7 127.0 1
Burnham 30 1.2 3 .3 16.3 3 4 .6 8.6 20.8 33 .0 7 3 .4  !
Deputy Heads 23 V 9 .2 29.6 3 .6 1 7 .4 19.4 30.4 93.3 103.2 ;
Table M.13: School roll; total work done at weekends
School roll Number of
weekends
recorded
Mean time 
'(mins)
S.D.
< 150 313.6 198.0
150 - 249 38 196.6 132.2
> 249 26 142.8 138.7
Analysis of variance significant at 5% level of confidence
Table M#l4: Administrative area: organizing activities in school hours
Area
C-time S-time
Organ, in 
class & 
school
Staff
consult­
ation
Messages
Admin
rati
ist-
on
Staff
consult­
ation
Mean
time
(m)
% of
c -
time
Mean
time
(m)
% of 
C-
time
Mean
time
(m)
% of 
time
Mean
freq
Mean
time
(m)
% of 
C-
time
Mean
time
(m)
% of
s -
time
N .w .
s .w .
S.E.
N.\
Wok.
Eps.
Esh.
43.1
37.7
47.8
33.7
36.0
36.6
44.9
13.9%
20.2%
17.1%
17.6%
19.7%
12.8%
16.0#
13.8 
9.7
13.1
29.8
13.4
14.1
16.4
3 .9%
3.4%
3.4%
9.3%
3.4%
3.0%
3 . 9%
1.6
7.9
3.3 
1.1
3.4
0 . 6%
0.9%
0.6%
2.3%
1. 2%
0.4%
1 . 2%
7
11
12
4
9
: 0.8 
0.1 
0.3 
2.8 
0.3 
0.0 
0.6
0.3%
0 . 0%
0.29o
0 . 9?b
0.29^
0 . 0%
0.2%
21.4
23.3
32.3 
30.1
28.4 
30.3
29*9
19.6%
20.8%
29.9%
28.9% 1 
23.8% 1 
27.3% 1 
23.6% I
Analyses of variance: Organizing in class and school, messages
, (frequency) in C-time - significant at 0.1%
. , confidence level; Messages (time) in C-time, 
consultation in S-time - significant at 1% 
confidence level.
Sl7
Table K. 13: Administrative area : time (in minutes) spent on 
; professional activities in out-of-school hours.
Area Marking Lesson-
planning
Professional
Reading
Clerical/
Mechanical
N.W. ■ 34 . „ 21 21
S.W. ■ 31 }. 19 4 20
S.E. 43 21 3 22
K. 2 7 ; 12 13 17
Woking 49 23 " ' r \ :32:: . 21
Epsom 29 19 11 33
Esher . 64 7  ^ 33 12 31
Table M.I6: Administrative area: professional work each holiday day
Area
Number of 
holiday 
. days 
recorded
'Teaching*(chiefly 
marking,lesson pla­
nning and profess­
ional reading)
Professional
reading
Total work
Mean time 
(mins.) : S.D. :
Mean
time S.D. 
(mins)
Mean
time
(mins)
S.D.
N.W. : ; 32 y 23.3 36.2 6.4 17.1 42.3 48.7
s.w. ; 40 37.7 53.4 11.1 21.3 47.3 66.4
S.E. 33 22.0 43 .3 : 8.3 24.2 81.7 144.0
N. : 13 ' 69.2 154.0 0 .0 - 90.0 132.8
Woking 17 89.6 102.5 : 28.3 37.7 107.3 108.0
Epsom 11 l4l .8 133.9 78.5 102.9
^  4. rv „
172.4 132.7
level,Professional Reading and Total Work significant 
at 1% confidence level.
(Note:- Esher District has not been included in this table as 
only two holiday diaries were sampled.)
Table M.17r Class size; Mean time, in lyinutes, spent on pastoral
work and out-of-school work
Class
size
Pastoral work with 
individual pupils
Professional
course/reading
in 0-time
----- ■'
Total work 
done in
0-timeC-time 'S-time 0-tirae
< 26 pupils : ' . 3.3'-::: 1.5 : 3 .3
■■.. .
96.3
26-30 pupils 4.6: 2.1 4.1 11.6 140.3
31-33 pupils : 4.3 1.3 3.0 12.3 131.6
33 pupils 1.3 4 .5 23.0 169.0
Table,M*l8; Year Group; organization during C-time
Year
Group
Organizing pupils
/•. Meantime 
(mins)
S.D. Mean
Freq.
S.D.
Younger 47.8 13.3 132 43
Older 42.7 : 12.3 126 38
2nd &
3rd year 45.3 18.9 137 63
APPENDIX N
MAIN STUDY : CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEACHER SAMPLE
Table N,1 : Sex of observed teachers
Table N,2 : Marital status of observed teachers
Table N.3 : Family responsibility of observed teachers
Table N.4 : Age of observed teachers
Table N,5 : Qualifications of observed teachers
Table N.6 ; Teaching experience of observed teachers
Table N.7 : School responsibility of observed teachers
Table N.8 : Type of school of observed teachers
Table N.9 : Size of school of observed teachers
Table N,10 : Administrative area of observed teachers
0/.C
T a b le  N .1 ;  Sex o f  o b s e rv e d
te a c h e r s
T a b le  N *2 :  M a r i t a l  s t a t u s
o f  o b s e rv e d  te a c h e r s
Sex No. of teachers
Men
Women
41
88
Total 129
Marital No. of
status teachers
Single 68
Married 61
Total 129
T^ble N.3: Family responsibility 
of observed teachers
Number of 
dependants
No. of 
teachers
0 64
1 23
2 19
> 2 23
Total 129
Table N..4: Age of observed 
teachers
Age No» of 
teachers
< 2 5 4l
25 - 29 17
30 - 39 30
4o - 49 26
> 49 13
Total 129
Table N.3: Qualifications 
of observed teachers
Qualification No. of
teachers
Graduate 7
!Ton-graduate 122
Total 129
Table N.6: Teaching experience 
of observed teachers
Teaching
experience
(years)
No. of 
teachers
Probationer 12
1 - 4 33
5 - 1 0 17
11 - 20 34
over 20 13
Total 129
Table N.72 School responsibility
of observed teachers
School
responsibility
No. of 
teachers
None 17
Non-Burnham(unpaid) 69
Burnham 23
Deputy Head 20
Total 129
Table N.8: Type ®f school
of observed teachers
School No. of
type teachers
Junior 56
Primary 73
Total 129
Table N.9: Size of school 
of observed teachers
School roll No., of teachers
<  130 30,
130 - 249 30
>  249 49
Total 129
Table N.10; Adihinistrative area 
of observed teachers
Administrative
area
['"■■■..........
No. of 
teachers
N.W. 26
S.JW» 34
S»E. 32
N. 13
Woking 10
Epsom 8
Esher 6
Total: 129
